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THE GOSPEL OF ST MATTHEW.

THE MISSION OF THE TWELVE.

(Matt. X. 5-42 ; Mark vi. 8-11 ; Lu. ix. 3-5.)

St Matthew in the most literal and decisive manner intimates

that this longer discourse was spoken in its integrity on one

distinctive occasion : let ch. x. 1, 5, be compared with ch. xi. 1.

All, therefore, that has already been said in connection with the

Sermon on the Mount, may also be used here in refutation of

that wilful opinion which imputes to the Evangelist an elabora-

tion into one discourse of many sayings uttered at many various

times. This opinion is grounded strangely enough upon opposite

reasons : sometimes upon the lack of connection in the whole
;

and sometimes, on the contrary, on its far-reaching comprehen-

siveness, which too.perfectly embraces all futurity to be consistent

with the occasion of its utterance. This latter acknowledgment

and supposition is, assuredly, the only true one : but the conclu-

sion drawn from it is on that account all the more false. He
who is capable of discerning in this chapter a collection of

loosely-bound and inharmonious fragments, has not yet under-

stood it aright, as our exposition, it is hoped, will show. But he

who shall be capable of feeling and marking the deep funda-

mental unity of the discourse, which proceeds in its organic

structure fi*om the immediate present to the most distant

futurity, from the concrete contemplation of relations near at

hand to the widest view of all relations, must also and necessarily

be driven to the conclusion that only the Lord Himself could

have constructed and given us such a whole. Is it not a far

VOL. II. A



2 THE MISSION OF THE TWELVE.

more unnatural supposition, that an humble and reverent minis-

ter of Christ's word should, in his record of that word, have

formed such a profoundly systematic discourse out of scattered

utterances, than that the Lord Himself in the wisdom of His

Spirit should have spoken it 1 Yea, we boldly affirm, resting

upon the continually-recurring analogies of our Lord's discourses,

whether lesser or longer, that on this mission of the Twelve He
would not and could not have spoken otherwise than we i"ead in

St Matthew. It was impossible but that He should, at the

critical and significant commencing points in His history, look

forward to the futurity which would grow out of them ; He
could not fail to mark and to seize in all things which took place

within the sphere of His earthly life, the germs and prophetical

types which were wrapped up within them. This we have dis-

tinctly seen in what we called especially and distinctively His
" First Words." Now such a First Word we have here. He is

sending His Apostles for the first time, and how could He fail

to behold in them His future ambassadors to the world? The
most cautious view of this restricted, preliminary trial-mission

through the cities of Israel (as the Lord Himself declares), can-

not but attribute to Him the contemplation of the future and

more distinctive career of these same Apostles,—involving far

more solemn and grander interests, even the form and procedure

of His kingdom to the end,—the position and work of all His

ambassadors and followers in general. Nothing could in effect

be more natural than this. Let it not be said, that though these

might have been the secret thoughts of our Lord in connection

with this mission, it would have answered no end to utter them

beyond the necessity of the occasion, and the ability of His

hearers to understand. This would be to misunderstand utterly

the essential nature of all our Lord's discourse, which always

and throughout, even where it does not so plainly declare itself

as here, must have a prophetical character. Whatever He spoke

from time to time, He spoke for futurity even to its final end,

yea, even to eternity itself. This will become manifest when
once all the unwritten sayings of the Word made flesh (not one

of which could fall to the ground, be utterly forgotten or lost)

shall be disclosed and recovered, in their influence for mercy or

for judgment. And to the believing apprehension it is already

manifest in those words which were avowedly spoken with refer-
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ence to that future time wlien the Spirit, in forming the Scrip-

tui'e, should bring them to the Apostles' remembrance in order

to illustrate them to their minds.

Thus tlie Lord is here speaking to His Apostles great words,

far-reacliing in their meaning ; and He speaks i\\Q\w prophetically

^

even as His Spirit had formerly spoken in the prophets. The

progress of His internal contemplation assumes here as every-

where the form of a perspective view. The present and the

immediate are to Him the type of the more remote. In sending

forth these. He contemplates all later missions of these Apostles

and their successors. The words which He now speaks to the

Twelve in such a manner that their literal meaning can only

apply to their present object, contain, in their spiritual meaning,

truths applicable to their whole future apostolical course. But

from this typical starting-jioint the thoughts and their expression

rise more loftily and more freely into words, which they scarcely

understand at the time, much less use and follow out, but which

must at least have awakened within them the conscious expecta-

tion of extended developments to spring from them, and which

are given to them now in order that the Spirit in His time may
recall and interpret them to their minds.

The discourse evidently falls into tliree parts, the limits of each

of which are marked out by a concluding sentence, and an ensu-

ing new commencement. The Lord first speaks literally and

especially concerning this first mission and preaching, which

may be almost regarded as similar to the commission and stand-

ing-point of John the Baptist (ver. 7)—save that John performed

no miracles, did not travel up and down, and could not already

preach the peace of the opened kingdom of heaven to the poor.

This section, which pursues its way through simple directions

having no reference beyond the present occasion, finds its

most solemn conclusion in ver. 15; where finished unbelief, re-

jecting their words, is pointed to the ^nn[ judgment. In ver. 16,

a new section begins, with an almost abrupt declaration, which

would unexpectedly reply to the question which the Apostles

might ask themselves—" Does this then close all ? " Behold, I
send you ! that is, reduced to plainer words, and expounded

—

" I shall send you once again, and amid conditions of much
greater severity : even into the midst of contradiction and per-

secution." The expression, " send," corresponding to their name
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of Apostles^ now first occurs in His discourse, and it indicates

that now first their full office is referred to, that great mission

for which the present one is but a typical and preparatory trial.

This section consequently embraces the apostolical period : the

view extends to men generally, and the transition in their preach-

ing from rejecting Israel to the Gentiles is plainly indicated

(vers. 17, 18). Now first comes forward the promise of the

Spirit, and with intimation of persecutions (as in John xv. 2(5,

xvi. 4) ; in ver. 22 the meaning is strictly the same as after-

wards, in Matt. xxiv. 9-13 ; and ver. 23 concludes with a

catastrophe to precede the judgment, which, according to this

connection, can be only the destruction of Jerusalem. Yet not

exclusively so ; this " coming of the Son of Man," as it is a type

of a future and proper advent, so was also itself typified in His

coming or immediately following whither His disciples were

sent before. The prophetically-perspective contemplation be-

holds the progress of events as they actually are in themselves,

in all their internal significance and entireness : in the periods

which are formed by great epochs of development, the earlier

covers and foreshadows the later ; not, however, that the Spirit

arbitrarily makes it a type, but because it already includes the

latter in itself as a germ. Consequently, as the instructions

(vers. 5-15) have, in the prophetical sense of their literal mean-

ing, an application to the more distinctive apostolical career, so

does the apostolical instruction (vers. 16-23) find its application

to all the followers of the Apostles, to all to whom the Lord

may ever say, / send you ; being thus the authentic missionary

instruction for all ages, disclosing its deeper meaning as centuries,

and their varied experience, roll on.

This now comes forward into significant prominence in the

third part of the discourse, the part which is developed with most

completeness. The Lord's glance passes from the Apostles to

the disciples generally, who were to be the salt and the light of

the world, ambassadors and witnesses to men of the kingdom of

God ;—as in the Sermon on the Mount. As this section began,

generally, in the third person ("the disciple," ver. 24), so it

only returns once to the style of address to the Apostles (vers.

26-31), then proceeding to the end with declarations quite

general (with the exception of vers. 34 and 40, where, however,

the Apostles as such are not referred to alone) :— Whosoever
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shall confess me,

—

lie that loveth father or mother

—

lie that

findeth, etc. Here the persecuted condition -which had been

])redicated of the apostolical period, is predicted as the perman-

ent condition of His church until the distribution of final re-

wards which is seen in the far perspective. The continuous

process and final issue of Christ's great interest is predicted as

through icarfare to victory; His kingdom is fore-announced as to

all His subjects a kingdom of the cross before the immeasurable

rewards of glory are revealed. Such is the true disposition of

this discourse, exhibiting its compact harmony, and progression

of meaning : and it so entirely asserts its own unity, that even

Olshausen, in his exposition of this conglomeration of fragments

in St Matthew, as he thinks it, involuntarily forgets his own

opinion, and writes, as for example on vers. 38-41, as if the Lord

Himself were speaking, and as if the "Redeemer Himself were

closing" a discourse Avith His own impressive conclusion.

If we look at the arrangement a little more in detail, we find

that the first part (vers. 5-15) foils into a threefold subdivision :

—the coinmission, or sending, in the first, most distinctive sense

;

tlien the equipmetit for it ; then directions for their conduct in the

execution of their commission. The sending—first of all, natu-

rally, whither'^ vers. 5, 6 (with which, to indicate its preliminary

character, we have at first, whither not^. Then for xohat pur'

pose ? vers. 7, 8. (To preach the gospel, in the power of miracles,

and both perfectly free). The equipment (vers. 9, 10) is like-

wise negative, partly in contrast with future times, partly as

typical of them. Finally, the directions for their conduct (vers.

11-15) rise in their confirmator}' conclusion to a far-reaching

anticipation of the issue of the judgment, which thus forms a

transition to the next starting-point.

Vers. 5, 6. This limitation to Israel is not announced by St

Luke (ch. x.) as prescribed to the Seventy ; but it is to be under-

stood in their case, and ver. 1 intimates it plainly enough.^

Only whither He Himself would come, could the Lord send mes-

sengers : apart from every other consideration, this only would

have been befitting. For could the ^Messiah and the Saviour

satisfy any man with His mere representatives ? Could the true

Shepherd hand over a lost sheep to mere servants? Thus it is

^ So that Olshausen's observation, tLat St T.ukc, as writing for Gen-

tiles, -would suppress that circumstance, Is manifestly incorrect.
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only His coining after (and in spirit going with them) that gives

to these missionaries the authority and ground of their commis-

sion. What the Lord now says is in its due time solemnly re-

tracted, Matt, xxviii. 19 ; Lu. xxiv. 47 ; Acts i. 8 : while for the

Apostle to the Gentiles, the commission is simply reversed . not

to Jerusalem, but to the Gentiles! Acts ix. 15, xxii. 18, xxvi,

17. Not beyond Israel's borders ug obov IhSJv, the way that

leads to the Gentiles ; in the way of the Samaritans they may
go, which passes through the midst of Israel, but not zlg 'ttoKiv,

into no town or city of Samaria. Speaking to the Samaritans in

the way or abroad, as in the Lord's own example (John iv.), re-

mained uninterdicted to them.^ Christ Himself as the promised

Christ was first of all a Minister of the circumcision (Koni. xv. 8),

and in His own mission sent only to the lost sheep of the house

of Israel ; as He declares in ch. xv. 24, repeating His own words

from ch. ix. 36, x. 6, with similar emphasis. In merciful ful-

filment of the promised grace, to them must the gospel first be

preached, and, in the same mercy which would prevent their

stumbling and rejection of itself, to them alone. Hence the

Lord remains within their borders, and only does not repel those

Heathens who approached, and who were not repelled by the

Jews themselves.^

If we now ask, what is the internal spirit and meaning of

this decree, revoked indeed in the letter, for all future sendings

forth of Apostles, the answer is near at hand. The first con-

sideration to one who is sent of the Lord must ever be, that the

immediate sphere of his activity should be accurately prescribed

to him, and that he should know with precision whither he must

not go, Avhither also he must. The wisdom of God in sending

forth His servants (Matt. xi. 19 ; Lu. xi. 49), deals ever in

various methods and degrees as it exhibited itself in Christ, who

^ Although, indeed (as Braune remarks), the Apostles would have been

equally at a loss, at that time, in dealing rightly with the Samaritans as

in dealing with heathens—and would have, we may suppose, disputed with

them to no purpose.

^ It is in perfect ignorance of the fundamental ideas of scriptural truth,

that men like Gfrorer would save the free-mindedness of Jesus by the

assumption that only the Ebionitish spirit imposed this limitation on the

Lord's words. We cannot but observe how readily these people detect the

roots of Christianity in a Judaism and primitive Christianity of their

own imagining ; how slow they are to seek them in the Old Testament.
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chooses for Himself at first the narrowly-limited, already-pre-

pared sphere of His influence; first forms within this, from among

the susceptible and worthy, the germ of His groat work, and

afterwards provides for its furthest and utmost development.

This is the character of the commission of His messengers also.

There are for them also such as may be called Samaritans and

Gentiles, thus spiritually understood ; in order that they may
not transgress, presumptuously and rashly, tlie limits of their

specific mission for the present time. Even the Apostle to the

Gentiles, whose instructions embraced all men, was yet conscious

of the measure of a rule, of a district distributed to him by God,

beyond which he w-ould not stretch himself, nor allow himself to

wander in his zeal ilg rd u[MTpci. 2 Cor. x. 13. And when we

closely examine the words in relation to those wdio were sent to

Israel, we find even among the people of Israel a selection made,

and a still nari'ower restriction imposed. It w^as enjoined upon

them, not onh" for the future, but for this first 'TropsvsaOai, that

they should seek out the susceptible and already-prepared among

the people : comp. ver. 11. For such arc, properly speaking,

the lost sheep of the house of Israel ("I2X nb' Ps. cxix. 176 ;

niias |N^* Jer. 1. 6, which involves more than merely wandering

from home, comp. Matt, xviii. 12 with 14). Scattered abroad,

indeed, without shepherds; abandoned each one to his own

erring way, in which, unless sought after, he must perish, and

thus to all intents lost; but sheep still, who suffer themselves to

be found of the sheplierd. In a certain sense all Israel is, by

calling, the Lord's flock
;
yet in the midst of Israel there are

true sheep to be sought out, who alone have found the sheplierd

wanting. The wolves of ver. 16 at least have not the peace of

the kingdom offered to them : even the Good Shc[)herd dis-

tributed to them their " woe," instead of " blessed ;" though

they might not hear His voice even in that. We thirdc, then,

that the Lord here in St Matthew does in reality speak of the

sheep in the same sense as in St John's Gospel chap. x. 26, 27.

It must be remembered, however, that the servant is not justified

in saying of any that tliey are not the lost sheep, until it is

most decisively proved that they hear not the seeking voice.

Where we are constrained to suppose that we have to do with

such lost sheep, our commission is bound upon us by the great

Shepherd, and is to be executed, as is necessarily included, in
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the compassionate spirit of that Shepherd, not in the spirit of

rebuke and condemnation, not proffering the word of faith in

the spirit of a keen and impatient alternative, but in the spirit

of patient invitation and allurement, going after them without

weariness, until the lost are found.

Vers. 7, 8. HopzuofJAi^oi 5s zj^pvcffzrs is not a tautological

repetition of ver. 6, but has its own distinctive meaning :—pro-

claim on the way, travelling round, going farther and farther,

from one city of Israel to another, and announcing that the

kingdom of heaven is at hand! Afterwards in ver. 11 it is

presupposed that, after some tarrying, they are always to con-

tinue their journey. This was the case, in the most literal

sense, on their first mission ; hut it was also, in a more ex-

tended degree, characteristic of their full apostolical office, which

was thus distinguished from the pastoral connection with some

particular place or district. Apostles must ever he itinerant

preachers : to found and constitute churches is their province,

but not to govern them individually afterwards. If St Paul

did remain beyond the year in any one place, it is announced

as something special : we may assume the same with regard to

the others ; and their continuance in Jerusalem at the first was

a specially-ordered circumstance.—The substance of their first

preaching in the towns of Israel coincides, on the whole, with

that of the Baptist's (ch. iii. 2), and with the simple, preliminary

announcement of Jesus Himself (ch. iv. 17) : yet it is not

without significance that the f/jSravoziTS is not found in it. For

though they might not yet proclaim Jesus directly as the

Messiah (ch. xvi. 20), yet it loas not fitting that the groundtone

of their announcement should be the severe summons to repent-

ance, but rather the evangelical, " Peace be unto you : the

kingdom of heaven is at hand ; and will come even to you !"

(Lu. ix. 2, 6, X. 9, 11.) The degree of perception and know-

ledge which they had then reached, had ample scope for exer-

cise ; with the single restriction that they could not openly and

publicly preach the name of Jesus. We may suppose that they

with difficulty restrained themselves to that evangelical message;

the confident joy of their faith was not yet strong and free

enough to correspond with their gospel-commission, and, contrary

to its design, they rather declined to the Baptist's ground, as is

intimated in Mark vi. 12. Yet more: John in the wilderness
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had already announced the forgiveness of sins as to follow his

baptism of repentance (Mark i. 4 ; Lu. iii. 3, i. 77) ; but they

made the preaching of repentance predominant in the gospel,

which was committed to their charge, and thought they gave it

only its due, until they better seized the design of their com-

mission—Repentance and forgiveness of sins! (Lu. xxiv. 47).

These are now both embraced, for all time to come, in the

" preaching of the kingdom of God." (Acts xxviii. 23, 31, xx.

25.) And that it is called the kingdom of heaven from the very

betrinninii, forbids for ever all intermixture with the aftairs of

the kingdoms of this world.

The additional authority to work miracles was needful to

them as an authentication now at the beginning ; for who would

have believed these fishermen and publicans without some such

credentials ? And the Lord afterwards confirmed their word

by signs following, until this in the course of time became un-

necessary for their successors, and the demonstration of spiritual

power in the cures of the soul's sickness took its place. The

article is not in the original ; but, being inserted in Luther's

translation, " heal the sick," etc., excites a false idea, as if they

were to heal all the sick whom they found,—whereas they were

directed, following their Master's example, only to heal such as

made this their desire. As it respects the " raising of the dead"

we find this sentence wanting in the most ancient Manuscripts

;

It is transposed by the Vulg. and Syr. ; and is inserted neither

in ver. 1 nor in the parallel places of St Matthew and St Tvuke.

(Comp. Lu. X. 9, 17.) It ought certainly, according to the

true gradation, to have followed as the climax upon casting out

devils (comp. cli. xi. 5) : and we hold it as a spurious importa-

tion from a later time, since nothing is found in the first part

of the discourse which does not literally hold good of the first

Mission, and their weak faith could not then be entrusted with

this greatest power.^ The direction, in a certain sense ad-

^ Lange, indeed, defends the sentence by arranging the ideas thus : Help

ye the poor in hfc (the sick) even unto raising them from the dead ; the

impure even unto driving devils out of them ! But our main point is that

here, at the outxct of His instructions, as is proved by the subsequent part,

the Lord does not only "speak symbolically," or with symbolical refer-

ence, but rather with a flirectly literal application of His words. As we

could not conceive it said at ver. 1 that He gave them power over the dead,

no more can we conceive it at ver. 8.
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monitory, freely to give what was freely received, does not refer

to the working miracles alone ; indeed only in a lesser degree

to this, for none but a Judas Iscariot would ever conceive the

idea of being paid. It embraces all that they have to impart

—

the exercise of their power to heal and their preaching of the

kingdom at once, indicating loth as grace to be freely offered.

No gift of God's grace is to be bought and sold with money
(Acts viii. 20), or, as Tertullian says, nulla res Dei pretio constat.

A comprehensive and most pregnant position, which cannot be

too much laid to heart by God's ambassadors even to the pre-

sent day; condemning all improper, methodical and commercial

stipulations in preaching God's grace, all payment that sur-

passes the limits of their need (ver. 10), and all those unbecom-

ing perquisites which are ungracefully attached to the direct

ministration of the word and sacraments.

Vers. 9, 10. The disciples might have supposed, after the

command which they had received, that they must amply pro-

vide and equip themselves for such an enterprise ; but the Lord
forbids this—Make no express provision for yourselves at all; go

forth without any further care, even as ye now are ! This is

the general meaning of these expressions, which in their literal

sense were adapted to this wandering mission : and St Mark
and St Luke, even in their very brief statement, make veiy

prominent this specific prohibition of all equipment for their

journey. What each man then had, he might take with him
;

but purvey nothing to be taken on the way : [mtj ^rrjffriffh—St

Mark, [jjTjhh a'ipcoffif zlg ohov,—so also St Luke. Equipment

for a journey consists of three things especially :—money, food,

raiment. Li St Matthew the first is made very emphatic, since

all the three kinds of metallic currency are mentioned (in St
' Mark only y^aXzog, in St Luke apyvpiop for money generally),

and the girdles also which served as (ouXavria (Lu. x. 4). This

Trrjpa is, according to Suidas, &riK)^ rojv dprcov : hence the two

other Evangelists mention also bread. The vTohyiyMra of St

Matthew are manifestly a second pair provided for change, in

the same manner as the two coats. (Compare St Mark, which

explains Lu. xxii. 35.) Finally, the anticlimax descends to the

minutest particular : he who does not possess one, is not to 'pro-

vide himself a staff by purchase (for all in St Matthew hangs on

the zT'/jGick). Thus St Mark and St Matthew are beautifully
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and simply at one in tliis, as also in respect to the shoes.

Many incorrectly think here of a diflPorence between the staff

for defence and the staff for leaning on; and even (as Grotius)

of a second staff not to be provided, as in the case of the coats

and shoes : but who ever takes with him a supernumerary

staflF? The readino; pdfi^ovg in St Matthew and St Luke is a

gloss which has taken its rise from this misunderstandino;, which,

not entering into the simple idea of the expression, would do

away with the apparent contradiction to St Mark. Their har-

mony lies in this, as has been recently rightly said, that the

staj^ touches the extreme limit of what was really necessary to

be taken with them, and therefore procured : not even this must

be bought if it was not possessed already ; which is the same
thing as St Mark's taking it, if it was.

But this prohibition of all provision is, if narrowly examined,

itself a glorious equipment ; for He who thus forbids thereby

permits and commands them to expect in fliith what they need

;

and to be fully assured beforehand of that which they after-

wards (Lu. xxii. 35) were constrained to confess—that they

should lack nothing. The Lord expressly makes prominent the

foundation of promise in this prohibition :—for the workman is

worthy of his meat ! The word labourer looks back to ch. ix.

37 : the Lord of the harvest will not permit the labourers whom
He sends to hunger. It is, first of all, a common proverb, which

the Lord, as His wont is, dignifies and raises to its highest

meaning ; but then it is also a word of Scripture, as St Paul
cites it, 1 Tim. v. 18, scarcely meaning by his ;; 'ypa(p-/] the

Lord's own Avords, but referring generally, as he is speaking of

reward, to Dcut. xxiv. 14, 15 ; comp. Jas. v. 4. On another

occasion our Lord also uses the expression hire or reward (Lu.

x. 7) : in substituting meat here for hire, He has Num. xviii. 31
in His view, where the reward of the Levites' service is that

they obtain what to eat; and St Paul (1 Cor. ix. 13, 14) ap-

peals to the agreement between the Old Testament right witli the

words spoken by Christ to His Apostles. The workman shall

receive Ins meat—that which is needful and convenient to him,

in order to his working, but nothing more : that is hire and yet

no hire. He who does not work, may not eat: but he wdio does

not eat, cannot work. The Lord will charge Himself with the

care of this when extraordinary missions are concerned; and it is
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His engagement to provide this hire for those whom He sends :

and through human means where these may suffice. Con-

sequently it is a narrow perversion, and mere fanaticism of the

letter, with which the spirit has nothing to do, to impose upon

preachers to Christian congregations or missionaries among the

heathen the literal obedience to these prescriptions of our Lord.

Our Lord never afterwards imposed it upon His Apostles in its

literal sense, as He Himself explains it in Lu. xxii. 36. See 2

Cor. xi. 8 ; 3 John 5-8. Even the Gossner missionaries have

humbled themselves from their proud humility, and been con-

strained in their regulations to admit of the needful contribu-

tions of Christian brotherly-kindness : indeed they scarcely

refused even formerly the guineas offered them in London,

because they might carry no money in their scrip ; and pro-

bably many a one set out from Berlin with his TJjpa packed

with more than a single yjro'jv. " For needful use Christ Him-
self had money, bag, and bread-baskets too," says Luther.

The spirit and meaning of this first typical mission and its ac-

companying instructions, as it Avas intended to be ever developed

in the church, is no other than what the great and disinterested

Apostle teaches us in 1 Cor. ix. It tells us ever that flesh must

not be our arm, that we must not put our confidence in any

mere external equipment and outfit ; that we must lean upon

no other staff than that with which the Lord furnishes us and

sends us forth ; that we must restrict our necessities to the

utmost, and, as disentangled and free as may be, go on our

pilgrim and witness-way. Thus, indeed, it does teach us that

there should be no rich livings in the church for any man, no

high salaries, no gentleman-outfit in heathen lands, but—The
Avorkman is worthy of his meat, and there it ends. What in

these first missionary-instructions is to be retained for all times

and for all altered circumstances, the Spirit, who giveth ears to

hear the true meaning of Christ, will teach ; and from Him
may it be learned by all preachers, and bishops, and messengers

to the heathen, and missionary committees

!

Vers. 11, 15. These further directions for their conduct in their

preaching office, especially for Apostles or travelling Evangelists

with a special call, contain prescriptions as well for the commence-

ment as for the issue of the testimony which they are to bear for

the kingdom of God. For the commencement: Go ye

—

to whom'?
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As far as ye know and can perceive, first of all always to the

u^ioi, among whom the Lord has already been preparing your

wav ! And hoic ? with disinterested perseverance, avoiding all

abrupt change, and restless \yandering about from place to place

!

Finally, and this is the main point, icith lohat ? What have ye

to carry and to offer ? Peace, in all the benevolence of the

sinner-greeting mercy and love of God. The issue of this offer

will be, even among those whom ye thought to be susceptible,

that some will accept your peace and some will not. In this

separation of character let it be your consolation that the unbelief

of the hearer shall do no harm to the true preacher : but let

your action be, when the decision is final against you, to shake

off the dust of your feet, and leave the scorners to the full and

interminable severity ofjudgment.

Vers. 11, 12. What is here termed a^iog, the Lord afterwards

in Lu. X. expresses as vlog sip'Wj?) after the w-ell-known Hebrew-

usage of |3. They who in seeking peace already have its begin-

ning, though concealed in a sense from themselves—the rsray-

fjAvot for 'z-KJTiviiv (Acts xiii. 48)—these are the sheep, who hear

the voice ; and to find out and gather together these, could be

the only object of the Apostles' office and testimony. These

may be found sometimes afterwards even among the scorners ;

and he who has not yet despised them, may be presumed to be

capable of faith and willing to believe : but the regulation of the

Divine wisdom absolutely requires that those who are perceived

to be u^toi should be first addressed, in order that their faith may
become a good foundation for further influence upon them. The

question here is not of icortJiiness as such ; they who are thus

designated are such as are fitted, adapted, disposed, prepared,

fore-prepared to hear and receive these words. Enquire who in

it are worthy I What a difficidt problem ! one which, as the

Lord presently presupposes, we never can resolve with perfect

certainty : yet should we essay it, and sometimes it may fortu-

nately happen that we can discover even from the world itself,

who are the children of peace concealed among them. The

prudent selection here commanded is the other side of the same

precept which in chap. vii. G recommends the withholding the

holy things from the dogs and the swine. The aliding there till

they go thence, that is, the seeking no other lodging, was then

literally prescribed to the disciples in opposition to the running
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about from place to place of the Jewish proseljte-inakers ; and

that for many reasons ;—not to awaken the suspicion that they

thought their entertainment not good enough ;—to teach them
the necessity of disinterestedly so acting as never to leave their

M'ork half done, and think it accomplished when it is only begun ;

—and to guard against their too quickly giving up those whom
they have once addressed, as if they had not spoken to the right.

In its spiritual meaning this direction opposes itself to all 'ttoKv-

'^pa.yfMOdiiv}], which begins in many places at once, holding out

nowhere ; exhorts at the same time to quietness and as much
collectedness as may be in the midst of their moving onwards

with the gospel ; and condemns and forbids all suspicious

changes of office and station among the servants of the Lord.

It says : Abide till ye go thence, as ye were sent.

Salute the house, into which ye come : and what does that

mean here? In Lu. x. 4 it is forbidden to salute any man by

the way, that is, with such kind of empty greeting as would

cause delay and do no good; but the case now is quite different.

So presently afterwards St Luke (ver. 5) teaches what kind of

greeting the Lord intends, just as St Matthew in the next verse

indicates by the coming of pj zi()'/]V}] vfjuaiv upon it : 03? or "^7 DiPB'

was the Israelite's greeting, and this comprehensive and beauti-

ful expression must be a reality in the lips of the messengers of

the kingdom. They are messengers of peace, they bring with

them and they publish peace ; they would fain be to all, who
receive their greeting, helpers of their eternal peace and perfect

joy. For where, as among the Greeks, the salutation was %«<-

pziv, this word also becomes a reality in their mouth (Jas. i. 1

;

Acts XV. 23) ; they adopt every good custom which might be a

fit medium to express the benevolent, condescending love of

God addressing itself to man. They w'ish good day or good

morroio with full sincerity wherever they come, and with heart-

felt humiliation uncover their head, according to custom, yea

bend it more profoundly than others do, when their lowliness is

understood. A servant of the Lord is truly courteous, for he

has learned to be so in the high court of his King. When he

has to beg, as the disciples then had, reception and entertain-

ment, for his Lord's sake, he gives beforehand superabundant

compensation out of the riches of the heavenly treasure which

he has to offer. This word of our Lord condemns all that im-
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propriety which wouhl oljtrude itself upon any man's house

without an aniiahle attention to hiu(hxble customs : all that

official severity which, contradicting liumiHty and love, so often

repels the people; all that premature rigour of condemnation

which has not paved its own way by gentleness and love. And
it is here that we discern the stamp of tlie new and gentle spirit

of Christ. A prophet of the Old Testament, or the preacher in

the wilderness, discharges at once his unqualified (JAruvoiin over

all heads and against all hearts ; but a New-Testament Evan-

gelist begins as a rule (for no rule is without an exception !) in

a different spirit. His whole introduction and exhibition of

himself, and not merely the first words of his lips, should express

the greeting of peace; so that wherever he goes, and as far as in

him lies, his feet may be hailed as beautiful. (Isa. lii. 7.) This

is the spiritual and internal meaning of this direction, which, as

it was given to the Apostles at their preliminary mission, indi-

cated that their commission bore the relation of an introductory,

preparatory greeting, to the subsequent f/jCcOr/Tivsiv and ^ihuaasiv

(eh. xxviii. 19, 20). But it further teaches us in every age that

this latter also should always be entered upon and conducted,

after the way has been paved by the introduction of the greeting

of peace.

Vers, 13, 14. House is in this place, as in the former verse,

equivalent to famili/, or the occupiers of the house. (John iv.

53 ; 1 Cor. xvi. 15 ; Phil. iv. 22.) That the Lord, after having

spoken in ver. 11 of an individual rig u^iog, should now enlarge

the idea to embrace the whole house, is important as hinting to

us that whenever it is possible we should embrace men in their

family relations, and make it our object to convert not only souls,

but famihes, to Christ ; even as the Apostles did from the day

of Pentecost onwards. (Acts ii. 39.) The Lord speaks of the

house as worthy, and thus comprises those who belong to it in

one person at the beginning : although afterwards, in the decid-

ing progress and result. He could speak the very different words

of vers. 21, 35, 36. If it be not worthy—for ye will ofttimes

mistake, and bring your greetings of peace to those who are not

children of peace—then the error of your love, which is always

far better than its too mistrustful suspicion and hesitation, will

do you no harm; for, the peace which they reject, ye shall retain.

The Lord does not merely promise this, as the German runs,
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but the words IXdirci} and k-Triffrpacp^ro are imperatives which say

—So regulate your conduct that both may take place ! Let it be

in your lips sincere and earnest, that he who will understand

and accept it may indeed find that peace : take heed, also, that

ye do not trespass against the unworthy, but may be able, with

a pure and unsullied conscience, to take back the ]5eace again.

This prophecy, that such contradiction would happen to them,

conducts, at the close of the first division of the discourse, to the

second period of the apostolical labour ; and hence we learn

that in that period the Apostles literally did what the Lord here

prescribes for such a contingency (Acts. xiii. 51, xviii. 6) ; and

Paul himself indeed likewise, so that, as is presupposed in 1 Cor.

ix. 14, this ordinance of our Lord to his fellow-Apostles was

known also to him. In those narratives we find, at the same

time, a plain answer to the question, so difficult ordinarily in

special circumstances to be decided, as to ichen it is permitted

us to give up unbelievers, and, pure from their blood, to leave

them and go on.

In this preliminary and greeting journey, the matter might

be more easily and more quickly decided. The Lord says, In

case any shall not receive you, nor even hear your friendly

greeting (which presupposes that the object of their mission was

generally known in Israel), depart out of that Jiouse, or, if all

the houses did the same, out of that citi/ entirely, and shake off

the dust of your feet! This is a symbolical action of the sternest

testimony (Mark vi. 11 ; Lu. ix. 5),—a sign, that must have its

significant meaning. First of all, it is obvious that it declares

—We take nothing from you, break off all fellowship with you,

as Lu. X. 11 explains it. That would give it to be understood

—See, we have desired nothing that was yours (though only

dust) ; we have not sought yours, but you ! 2 Cor. xii. 14.

And this meaning we may not entirely exclude. But in the

heart of this testimony there lies, as ver. 15 shows us, the fur-

ther consideration that they, taking back their peace, renounce

all participation in the guilt of the contemners, and leave with

them that guilt instead of their peace :—We will not be par-

takers of your judgment; we have done our part to you, and

can leave you with pure hands. Thus we find the explanation

Acts xviii. 6. Many have compared the symbolical denunciation

of judgment in Nehem. v. 13, to which the shaking of the
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raiment in the Acts seems to refer ; but that is quite another

case, since Lu. x. 1 1 indicates quite decisively a renunciation

of fellowship, and their leaving the guilt behind them for

judgment, as the fundamental idea in this passage. (In 1

Kings ii. 5, the guilt of blood is regarded as attached to the

shoes on the feet). If, as it is at least probable, since the Lord

couhl have only referred so simply to a well-known custom, it

was the practice of the pharisaical and bigoted Jews to shake

off the dust of their feet when they come out of heathen

countries, the Lord's commandment receives a new meaning, of

most distinctive and significant force :—Those who put from

them your tidings of the kingdom of heaven belong no more to

the house of Israel (ver. 6), but they are no better than heathens.

This admirably suits the transition to the following division of

the discourse, which announces the publication of the gospel to

the Gentiles through the Jews' rejection of it and persecution

;

even as it suits the more immediate transition to the following

verse.

Ver, 15. The first ^^ verily I say unto you" in this discourse,

which forms the first concluding period, in order to pave the

way for the prophecy of the future application which it will

find in Israel, points far forward, even to the day of judgment

!

For the rifjj'ipa K^iiazug (especially with iKZivri, Lu. x. 12) is

evidently, even without icr/drri^ the last day (comp. Matt. vii.

22). It can be only at that day that a judgment yet awaits

the inhabitants of Sodom and Gomorrha, long since dead in

their sins, which would be more tolerable than that of unbeliev-

ing Israel. (Think on ch. viii. 11, 12). The more detailed

exposition of this pregnant expression we reserve for ch. xi.

22-24, where it recurs with twofold emphasis, and is established

on its grounds. We now remark only that the design here is

not to say, that all who then rejected the first message of the

Apostles would incur thereby an irreparable and fearful con-

demnation ; but that, prophetically threatening, lie contemplates

in the beginnings of unbelief its consummation, without cutting

off the possibility of subsequent conversion and mercy in any

particular case. Yet were those instances probably very rare,

in which a house or a city (not to say a soul) which would not

listen to the first tidinjrs of the kinmlom of heaven brouiiht to

them by the disciples, afterwards received the gospel as preached

VOL. II. B
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by the Holj Ghost. For we must consider that this Israel is

the people prepared by God, through long ages, for faitli ; and

that, since the appearance of John the Baptist, the testimony

uttered amidst this people had been confirmed by an ever-

strengthening evidence of its Divine truth : consequently, this

unbelief, which had its root in a hereditary obduracy, could

only end generally, and as a rule, in entire hardness of heart.

It is only over Israel that the Lord commands the dust to be

shaken off, and this may have its valid application again in

Christendom :
^ thus to act in the case of the poor, blind

heathen can scarcely be justifiable on the part of any Christian

missionary.

Ver. IG very significantly marks tlie return of the tliouglit

from the first conclusion, which pointed to the day of judgment,

to another commencement in the words now first uttered, '^Isend
you forth! " This expression speaks more openly than before, of

a future, proper mission of those whom He has called His aToa-

rokovg. It is to this point, consequently, that that distinction

belongs, which the Lord Himself afterwards made in Lu. xxii,

35, 36. This mission He speaks of, from ver. 16 to ver. 23, by

anticipation ; and, indeed, in plain expressions, which in their

letter were scarcely even preparatorily understood, and certainly

were not yet to have a present application ; so that there is an

actual contrast between this and the former fragment of the

discourse. This apostolical mission, as is presupposed in the

transition from the former and is expressly stated in ver. 23, was

designed prominently, and first of all, /or Israel; yet is there

intimated in vers. 17, 18, a transition to a jQt wider field. The

simple relations of the first itineration, and the seeking ti

1 Even in an intenser degree, when the matter is viewed as Koos views

it: " If they were i^unished more severely than Sodom and Gomorrha,

who, at a time when corrupt Judaism and Heathenism waged full war

with Christianity, did not receive and hear one or two insignificant

Apostles coming to them for the first time ; what shall be the doom of

those who have had the entire revelation of God's will in their hands for

year?, enjoyed both sacraments, have had multitudes of calls and exhorta-

tions to enter the kingdom of heaven, and yet remain impenitent ? " On
the other hand, there are circumstances in which all this loses its force,

where the gospel finds multitudes of people who are scarcely better than

heathen, when, as Lange describes it, " only the steeple tells that Chris-

tianity is here."'
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reception, and the greetinfrs of peade, are now chancrcd : the

persecution of those whom He sends, and the rejection of their

message, is now predicted ; this, indeed, is mucli more than the

not-receiving and not-hearing of ver. 14. Hence we find that

the Lord hetjins now witli what in the first address came second:

He speaks of i\\Q\Y further conduct on their rejection, vers. 16-20;

and then of the further issues of the interests of His gospel and

kingdom in Israel (vers. 21-23). In the directions for their

conduct the comprehensive statement comes first (ver. 16), which

just hints at their commission and preparation for it ; and in

such a manner that a more definite direction is developed from
it:—(1) Beware! and that too, of men (ver. 17), for ye shall

by Israel be brought before the Gentiles, ver. 18. (2) But take

no thought ! for the Spirit of your Father will speak in yon,

A'ers. 19, 20. And what is the further and fall issue of this

testimony ] Contention and hatred instead of the proflfered

peace,—the opposition of their enemies against the children of

])eace, who have accepted it, vers. 21, 22. Nevertheless, salva-

tion and blessedness to all who endure, ver. 22. Finall}^, a

continuous and unceasing preaching of the gospel, through the

j)ermitted fleeing of the persecuted into other cities, until tliere is

once more a retributive catastrophe, through the coming of the

Lord to follow His Apostles, and to put an end to this condition

of things, ver. 23.

Ver. 16. We now have presented to us, in the most striking

manner, two plain contrasts, which are designed to excite the

attention to the full and far-reaching meaning of the whole

prophetic discourse. The former of these is reconciled by the

mediating / send you forth, and in this the latter also finds its

solution. Both are figuratively expressed ; the former by a

general human similitude, the latter by symbols of its own,

which are taken from the deep symbolism of Scripture. Sheep

in the midst of wolves—thus is expressed the position in which
the sent will find themselves, by an h fjuiffco, which does not

however stand merely for sig [Actop. It is spoken in the iEsopic

style ; but it was also a well-known proverb among the Jews, as

we see in Ecclus. xiii. 18, and the Schir haschirim rabba, c. 2,

§ 11, where God thus speaks concerning His people among the

heathen. To send the wolf among the sheep sounds very

perilous ; but here the poor defenceless sheep are sent, contrary
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to all right and propriety, into the midst of the wolves ! and

not merely to live and tarry among them, but even to wage a

war of conquest against them.^ The wolves are, first of all,

with a glance backwards to the Sermon on the Mount (ch. vii.

15), the false shepherds and prophets of the house of Israel,

whose enmity Matt. ix. 34 shows us to have already begun to

break out against Jesus, and would be ever more furiously

excited against the continual gospel-preaching of the Lord and

His A])Ostles. But ver, 17 intimates also that it is the nature

of men generally, as well as of the wolves, to encounter God's

messengers with malicious hatred ; and what is the safe-conduct

for so perilous a mission, what the equipment for so unnatural a

commission, as that of sheep against the wolves ? This is

amply and superabundantly included and promised in the single

fact, that the sheep have a Shephei'd, who sends them forth,

and cannot leave or neglect them in the mission which He
imposes. He does not send them forth as wandering sheep,

like those whom they are to seek out and save from the fmgs

of the wolves (the mission is not to the wolves themselves),

—

but as those who know w^ell the way wherein He would have

them go. It is here—as Mi/ sheep ! for that most expressive,

emphatic, and majestic 'Ey^w must not be overlooked, which

begins this new section. In the preceding, the Lord's " I

"

occurred only at the close (ver. 15), in the ^ A^fj^/jv Xzyco v[jJiv;

but, from this point onwards, we find the terms " I—for My
sake—for My name's sake—I say unto you—Whosoever shall

confess Me—I am come, etc.," in increasing abundance to the

end, recurring just three and twenty times. He sends His dis-

ciples even as He is sent by the Father : thus at last ver. 40 falls

back into, and coincides with, ver. 16.

With an ovv, which is derived from the critical Ihov, and car-

ries full conviction with it, prudence is first of all recommended

to them ; they must consider Avell in every emergency which

requires it. Does the sheep put any trust in the wolf ? Then

the Apostles should not merely take care of themselves like

^ According to Clem. Eom. ep. 2, ad. Cor., Peter here asked :
" What,

then, if the wolves rend the lambs?" and Jesus answered:—"Then the

lambs, when they are dead, will have nothing more to fear from the

wolves !
"—an addition, the apocryphal and inharmonious character of

which is apparent at once.
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simple slieep ordinarily, but actually unite the cunning of the

most cunning animal in nature, the serpent, with their own
simple nature as sheep, ^^'e find (ppopif/jog in Gen. iii. as the

Greek of Qliy, and certainly the Lord points back to that

fundamental passage for the signiKcation of the serpent. Thev
have to do, in a world which is full of wolves, essentially with

that one being who is once called the wolf (John x. 12) preemi-

nently ; with that one enemy who is spoken of afterwards iu

ver. 38 ; with serpents and scorpions, and all the power of the

old serpent, Lu. x. 19. The great point then is to see through

the cunning of the enemy, to set cunning against cunning;

certainly to be at least as icise as the serpents. Yet not simply

so, for they would then be like the wicked, and could not

overcome them ; therefore is the other most wonderfidlv and

strikingly connected with it, which makes a counterbalanced

preponderance, and renders them iviser unto victory. A\'hat

words are these, which could express the deepest truth and
wisdom by a conjunction of images apparently contradictory,

but which by that very fact awaken and stimulate the thought

to understand them ! Who could forget a saying like this,

after once having heard it 1 Who could but ponder and in-

vestigate it, who holds it of any moment that the Lord thus

spoke ? First of all, they are weak, defenceless sheep as Pie

sends them forth; then He will have them, and make them,

wise as serpents ; no sooner are they considered such, than lie

will have them also be as doves ! And what means tins ? The
tertiurn comparationis axipuioi has been much inspected, though

often not with that single eye which alone can see the truth in

the Scripture. It has been expounded, through a misaj)prehen-

sion of the gloss of Eustath. ad Homer. (JjYj riva Ki^uTQuv, i.e.

^Xd'TTTuv^ therefore innocens (Isa. xxvii. 4. Fury is not in me,

7 px nan). And even—a view into which the great Be-ngel has

been misled

—

yApccg has been imagined to be the I'oot, as if it

meant unhorned, without defensive weapons, which, however,

would be ci'Apuarog. (A marvellous idea, that the doves have

no horns !) But defencelessness has been already hinted in the

word sheep, and surely is not merely repeated. The antithesis

to <ppovifjjOt not only permits but requires that we interpret

it, as it has been beautifully and peri'ectly expressed in the

German Bible, " simple or single ;" though Luther's " without
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guile" is not incorrect, if it is well understood that it only takes

a\vay from the (ppovifjboi aWioicked hoKog (John i. 48). As sheep

are opposed to wolves, so are doves and serpents, so simpticity

and cmming. It seems a necessity, therefore, arising out of the

very spirit and nature of the words, that we thus translate, even

at the expense of a very obscure aora^ "kzyoiMvov. Certainly

azspciiog is quite equivalent to cczipccarog, both being from

zzptxvwfjji, and therefore unmixed; in the moral sense, pure

from all malice, without anger and hatred, without any such

malevolent cunning as finds its issue in injurious conduct (and

what there is of truth in the gloss of Eustathius, ^rj ripcc zspa'i-

"Cpov is to be regarded as no more than a consequence of this).

Hesych. zadccpov, dzazov—Eustath. oiTrXovg '^puvdvfjjog— as also

Etym. Magn. and Schol. ad Eurip. Orest. 922 cf. Phoeniss.

1)50, have axXovg. The dove is not merely defenceless, but

innocent ; it knows nothing but that it is only a simple dove,

which timidly flies away, and has resources neither for attack

nor defence. And as in the reality, which alone could serve

the purpose of the fgnre, this attribute of the dove becomes

mere folly (see Hos. vii. 11, where Ephraim is 2^ px nniS n^vs),

the Lord qualifies this simple innocence by blending with it

the serpent-wisdom, just as He redeems the false, evil, devilish

element in the serpent's cunning by the simplicity of the dove.^

Taking both in their proper sense, the true wisdom of divine

love is the result ; in which the dove, however (the Spirit of

God, afterwards ver. 20), remains superior to the old serpent.

The article which is employed in the second simile

—

the serpents,

the doves—points attention to the profound significance of these

deeply-stamped types from animal nature. And now let Rom.
xvi. be compared, where in ver. 18 we find first the azazot

who are liable to be deceived by fair speeches^ because they

are only such ; and then in ver. 19, in the same sense as our

Lord, the az'ipaioi stg to kkkov who do not neglect to be (To(pot

iig ro ocya&ov; further, also, Phil. ii. 15, and 2 Cor. i. 12, as

essential parallels.

But vdiat a marvellous and is this, which requires the union

of the wisdom of the serpent with the simplicity of the dove

!

^ The being wise as serpents (not guilty in tlieir cunning) is something

very different from being cunning as Satan (which might never be spoken

of)—see upon this Daub in Judas Ischarioth i. 179-181.
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This is easily commanded, may we say, but pursued and attained

only with great difficulty. Difficult, indeed, it is, and requiring

long practice : but He who requires it bestows it also : He
alone who, in sending His servants forth, equips them for their

mission. If thou wouldst see the wonderful union in its perfect

exhibition, contemplate Himself; give thyself up to be sent by

Him with an evei'-new commission, and let His spirit and mind

be thine. iSo will Pie make thee what He requires thee to be

;

He will give thee wisdom as the instrument to neutralize and

exhaust the cunning of Satan, and simplicity in thy aim in the

love and peace of God,—that simplicity which is a sound and

single eye, penetrating without any mixture of folly the depths

of the world's and man's corruption, with a pure and honest

heart overcoming everywhere evil by good ;
" so that thy wis-

dom shall never degenerate into cunning, nor thy simplicity

into ignorance or im])rudence."

It is true, indeed, in one point of view, as Rothe saj's in his

Ethik (iii. 345), that " the true wisdom is the simplicity of the

dove." Yet has the Lord, on the other hand, conjoined them

by and, and even placed the wisdom of the serpent first. Kothe

himself acknowledges this as almost the most difficult of our

Lord's requirements, modifies afterwards his former expression,

and reproduces it in another form, that for us (who are never

perfect in full and pure simplicity) the one must ever be the

corrective and complementary test of the other :—the true

simplicity of the dove can never be, and may never be, without

the wisdom of the serpent.

AVe have evidently in the following verses both these distri-

buted :—Beware of men, in whom the serpent fights against

you, with the wisdom of the seri)ent ; but take no thought

—

speak what the Spirit of your Father speaketh in you, with

dove-like simj)licity. Prudently taking heed, assuredly, hut

yet without care : thus the latter has the emphasis, so that we
might say with Braune, "If there be any fixilure, let it be in

the wisdom." It is presupposed, however, that there need be

no failure, even in this.—On their first mission the disciples

found but little occasion for this equipment (although the

Lord afterwards, Lu. x. 3, 4, in sending the Seventy, re-

peats, not indeed the word concerning the serpents and

doves, but that concerning the lambs and the wolves, in the
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same sense, and connecting it with the prohibition of purse

and scrip). This time thcj returned to Him unhurt, without

havincr been brought before the judgment or scourged;^ but

it will be far otherwise in the future, and our Lord gives

them to know this beforehand, that when it shall come to

pass, and Himself is removed from them, they may ponder

His words. John xvi. 1—4.

Vers. 17, 18. We have already discerned the significant con-

nection of this warning and prophecy with the whole discourse.

This taking heed of men, even among God's chosen Israel—not

merely of the open or concealed wolves (Tpocs^^STS as in ch. vii.

15), but of the human spirit and nature generally, in its contra-

diction and enmity—is what had been spoken of as the wisdom

of the serpent. The true theology teaches that all men are

corrupt. God's last and perfect exhibition of grace to Israel,

the consummation of all His preparatory dealings, has made it

manifest, alas, that the Israelites also are only men, like the

Gentiles themselves.^ This expression already leads the way

to the afterwards-definitely-announced transition of the gospel-

message to the heathen : and it also brings out the great truth,

wdiich, though not precisely exhibited at first in the case of

Cornelius, has yet on the whole been universally attested, that

Israel itself, in rejecting the w'ord, has turned it to the Gentiles;

—even as it was at the very beginning prophesied by Moses

(Dent, xxxii. 21), with a yet more distant glance at the final

reaction of the conversion of the heathen upon the Jews them-

selves. The Lord repeats in Matt, xxiii. 34, xxiv. 9, and

especially almost word for word in Mark xiii. 9, etc., that which

He now intimates to the Apostles for the first time, as awaiting

them in the future ;—compare especially St Mark's tenth verse,

interposed as a further explanation for our use. The delivering

up to the (TuvehpiK, or councils (comp. on ch. v. 22), refers rather

to the ordinary judicial process of the magistracy ; biit the

scourging in the synagogues indicates the excited, irregular, and

tumultuous rage of the people as the impelling cause, and Acts

^ Scarcely might king Herod have had an Apostle seized and brought

before him, as Braune holds it at least possible.

^ " Sirach's counsel is very good—Take heed of thy friends ! (Ecclus.

vi. 13). But the warning of the gospel goes yet beyond that: TLpoaex,sre

ccTTo ruv dudpu'TTuu.'''' Hamann.
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xxii. 19 is a voucher that this generally was their lot.^ Finally,

before ^ysfJbovag (proconsuls, proprtetors, procurators), and even

^ccatXzi; (as hapj)ened to St Paul in the Acts, and in Rome,

for the Roman CjEsars, it is well known, were often called

(oaaiXsig). This is, on the one hand, a prophecy of perse-'

cution even unto death, which the Jews could compass only by

deliverinrr them over to the Gentile authorities; and, on the

other hand, an anticipation of the rising greatness of His king-

dom, which should continue to develop notwithstanding all

such opposition. Deeply significant is the antithesis, lowly in

its grandeur, between the princes and kings of this world and

that " for My sake" which He now utters, and which would

remind the disciples of ch. v. 11. He Himself, who thus speaks,

will stand before the judgment-seat and the council, before God
and Pilate, though He does not openly say so : and thus shall

it be also with His ambassadors after Him. Their history is

silent upon the fulfilment of these words in a multitude of

special instances. E/g f/jccprvptov has a double meaning, ac-

cording as it is referred to uvrotg, the Israelites, or to ro7g

sOi/ifftv. To the rejecting accusers and persecutors it is a

testimony for their own condemnation, for a manifestation of

their guilt and enmity to the truth (as Lu. ix. 5). To the

Gentiles, who thus hear the word, it will be a testimony which

will be instrumental in winnino- their conviction and believing

acceptance, when in progress of time the accused (as follows in

vers. 19, 20) shall thus boldly and explicitly maintain their

embassage, and declare their mission. In the later discourse

(ch. xxiv.), sig [jjUpTvpiov takes a wider range, and intimates the

unbelief of the great mass of the Gentiles also. Therefore the

twofold result of their testimony is blended into one, in order to

teach tiie Apostles what their office would be in all circum-

stances :—to testify before every man, whether before kings in

judgment-halls, or the Gentiles generally. To hold fast this

aim with pertinacious stedfastness is the simplicity of the dove,

which knows of nothing but the truth : and this direction to

hold fast, under all emergencies, their testimoinj, a direction

1 Thus the explanation of the avuuyu'/ot.i which Grotius has souglit in

ju'licial assemblies, is useless and incorrect. Lange, however, comes nearer .

*' Now in the form of solemn ceremonial, judicial assemblies, now in the

shape of zealot tumults "—only this latter is too strongly expressed.
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which is all the stronger because given in the form of an in-

direct supposition, serves as a point of transition to what follows.

Vers. 19, 20. We naturally care more about the how than

about the what; and in the injunction to act with the wisdom

of serpents there is included a recommendation of such a care-

ful, thoughtful, discreet management of the how of our testimony

as will secure its being truly impressive and convincing. The

witnesses are bound to prepare themselves, in greater and in

lesser things, for the due discharge of their official testimony

;

as the Lord Himself teaches by these directions and warnings

so explicitly and so long before given. The essential what, or

the substance of their testimony, Avhich must ever be the same

and unchanged, the simplicity of the dove itself takes for

granted : he who is anxious about that, and fears that he may
not understand and utter it aright, may well fear that all is not

right with him. Such weakness may however exist, amid the

terrors of the world's might : therefore the Lord says, in His

gracious condescension, TTojg ?; r/, and includes both in r/ in

His subsequent promise.^ Li Lu. xxi. 14, 15 this is again yet

more indeterminately spoken of, and Luther has there made the

how prominent. Both must be pondered at certain times, the

how and the what, only not in the unbelief of the fear of man, so

as to border on [jjspi[jtjt/ttv, or as it is in Mark xiii. 11, '^po[Mpi[jjvav

and f/jiXsrciu, that is, anxiously meditating beforehand for the

coming heavy emergency, and in Lu. xxi. 14 yet more plainly

TpofMXsrKv. This is as absolutely forbidden to those who
speak in faith, and by faith are furnished for their speaking, as

the previous provision of money had been : although neces-

sarily diligent prayer for wisdom is supposed to be enjoined,

the neglect and contempt of which would be no other than

a vain presumption which blindly looks only at the present

moment. The greater the necessity, the more extraordinarj^,

^ Hamann lays great stress on the precedence of tlie "ttZ; ; and says, " It

is not of so much consequence, ichat, or how much children, and we then

generally, may know : but, of all consequence, how. It shall be given you
first of all and especially, /jo?f, and afterwards what ye should speak. This

order seems to us, then, inverted : but it is certainly God's own, and
sanctified by His use in all His ways." More ingeniously paradoxical than

altogether true ; for the irhat must ever be presupposed, and the how
follows as the specific what in every particular case.
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important, and unlooked for the circumstances may be, the more

careful shoukl be the preparation for them in humble, believing

appeal to Him who sends His servants, who furnishes them for

their task, and who works in them. To us poor and infirm

successors of the Apostles it is not only conceded that we may
meditate and even commit to memory our ordinary discourses,

but it is made incumbent on us as a duty according to the

measure of our infirmity : but when that which is predicted to

the Apostles in orav Trccpahhaj/rtv vi^oig shall befall us also, then

may we too, instead of our usual provision, lay claim to our

interest in the promise given to the Apostles. It shall he given

you in that same hour, in which you need it ! The same had in

old time been said to Moses (Ex. iv. 12); how much more con-

fidently may Christ's disciples expect it ! Given you from

above, from that God who giveth all that which we, having re-

ceived, may dispense again (previously in ver. 8) : and it is

added rt Xu/.r,(jiTS, in which cro/joa and ao^pia (Lu. xxi. 15),

the how and the what, are included. The Lord so unites them
because the what given from above brings with if, in the con-

fident utterance of the lips, the hoio also in every case (that

how not being merely the words and their form !) ; or, in other

words, out of the simplicity of the firmly-maintained testimony,

out of the pure surrender of the soul to the influence of the

Spirit, the true wisdom as to the medium and form of that

testimony must necessarily flow. The promise of the Spirit,

who should speak by the Apostles, is once more a critical point

which looks forward to the later, and propcrl}^ apostolical

mission ; for in John xv. 26, 27, the same promise is still given

as for the future.^ The S])irit of ymir Father :—for in this

discourse, as well as in that on the Mount, and everywhere

else, the Lord can only say your Father or My Father, never

Our Father. The strong assurance

—

It is not ye that speak,

but the Spirit—presupposes as its condition their full consecra-

tion in faith, without care and without any mixture of their

^ We must not, liowever, say simply with Miiller (starting from the idea

of oiir present theory) :
" Here is the eviilence of the divinity of the

apostolical Epistles !" For, the inspiration of Scripture is still, according

to all Scripture itself, something more than this ; in its narrowest circle

yet more unconditional than the guidance of the Holy Ghost in their life

and discourses generally. Compare our exposition of John xvi. 13.
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own independent influence. The great fundamental idea is

here foreshadowed which pervades the whole of the following

representations, and especially the third part of the discourse,

viz., that in the great conflict and contest of Christ's followers

and witnesses with the world, their individual personality

vanishes. As in all their enemies there is one enemy and

adversary (ver. 28), so in the disciples generally the Lord Him-

self is, in their words, the Spirit who testifies to the world

;

and even in their persons for their office sake, their Lord

(ver. 40).

Vers. 21, 22. He who in ver. 8 could say, Heal the sick, and

cast out devils ! will not ensure these highly-endowed servants

against impeachment, accusations, and persecution. He who

afterwards (vers. 29, 30) assures them tliat not a sparrow falleth

to the ground, or a hair from their head, without their Father's

knowledge and permission, yet now foretells them plainly tliat

the persecution of His servants and dependants will proceed to

the uttermost extreme ; and, further, that it Avill be permitted

of the Father, being His counsel and purpose that thus it should

be with His kingdom on earth. And what is here predicted

concerns not the Apostles and first witnesses merely as such,

but all with them who with them believe, all who are Christ's

in common ; and in ver. 24, this universal application is openly

expressed. Ye shall be hated, was already spoken in ch. v. 11

to all disciples. And see, further, the repetition of it as to the

most distant future. (Matt. xxiv. 9-13; Mark xiii. 12, 13.)

The curious and subtle investigations, as to whether this or that

single expression in these various parallel passages, as we read

them in the Gospels, may have slipped back from the later into

the earlier discourses, cannot affect the question much, certainly

cannot invalidate the trutli of the representation given to us

here : for it must remain assuredly true, tliat the Lord in His

earlier teaching would more or less explicitly foretell the same

things, which naturally were condensed into one great prophecy

at the last for His Apostles. Li ver. 21, there is a threefold

gradation : first the brother hates the brother even to death

;

then parents their children ; and, finally, which most contradicts

natural ordinances, even children their parents. The martyro-

logies of the first age of the church's history give the fulfilment.

^Y^TotvaorriGovrc/j probably refers to their coming forward as
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accusers or witnesses (hence not sister and motlier, but brother

and father), which follows the delivering them up, and has their

death for its result : yet not without the general adjunct idea

that they shall rise up in revolt against them ; and therefore

it is placed, where its exhibition would be most striking and

fearful, in connection with the children's delivering up their

parents.^ Why, then, are they thus hated ? For Mi/ names

sake, to which ye bear witness, even though there be no other

evil thing found in you, rather all that is excellent and honour-

able. (Acts xxvi. 9, iv. 17.) Vir bomis, sed mahm, quia Chris-

tianus. Wherefore, then, is this permitted? Luther seizes

the central idea well in his translation—Ye must be hated
;

for, as the third part of the discourse brings prominently for-

ward with detail and emphasis the fundamental principle of

His kingdom, that the fidelity of believers must be tested in

conflict (vers. 32, 33, 37-39), so is it fore-announced prepara-

torily in this concluding period concerning enduring to the end,

which recurs so emphatically in the subsequent discourses of

our Lord. What is the end'? First of all and especially,

though without excluding the wider significance of the typical

word (Rev. ii. 10, 26), it is that catastrophe which comes within

the horizon of the second part of the discourse, and is indicated

as a "coming of the Son of man ;" and therefore the trojZ^za&ai

is the being saved from the impending judgment which should

then burst forth ; as it is also in ch. xxiv. 22. For that the

Lord, up to this point, makes the condition of things, as it will

be developed in Israel, the foundation of His prophecy for all

times, we see immediately in the termination of this section,

which leads the way to the commencement of a discourse which

has a wider scope and more extensive reach.

Ver. 23. Verily I say unto you

:

—this occurs just three times

in this discourse, marking the close of its three critical periods

:

at ver. 15 concerning ^'t/c/^m^/jf, at ver. 42 concerning r(^?t'ar(/,

—

and what here "? Concerning a coming of the Son of Man which

promises both at once, the punishment of His enemies and

the salvation of His waiting people, their redemption and deli-

verance from all need and from all oppression. In ch. xvi.

28 and Mark ix. 1 may be seen clearly confirmed, that which

^ It was taken from the place in Micah vii. 6, afterwards in ver. 35

more fully cited—see there the LXX.
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suits the whole context in this phace, as we have traced it.

The Lord here (taking us back at the conclusion to His

first words, " I send you forth "), speaks of His coming as a

judicial and final coming, as always when it is spoken of as

still impending after His first coming; nevertheless, He speaks

particularly of that day of the Son of Man, which in the

destruction of Jerusalem pretypified the last day. Till the

Son of Man be come, and puts an end to Israel, that end for

which ye must patiently wait, and makes ready for His king-

dom a new and free revelation to the Gentiles. This great

catastrophe is in the solemn prophecy of ch. xxiv. regarded

throughout as a type of the final doom, so that many of the

details in both are made most wonderfully to correspond. That

external great tribulation which then came upon Jerusalem and

the cities of Israel, was already less tolerable than the swift and

instant judgment upon Sodom, and thus furnished an historical

presentation of what the Lord had testified above in ver. 15.

In general Hofmann (Weiss, und Erfiill. ii. 267) is quite right,

that the coming of the Son of Man in judgment, authority,

and mnjesty, can alone be here understood ; and that thus the

discourse must foretell the enmity and opposition of Israel :

—

Verily I say unto you, ye shall not, thus fleeing from one city to

another, accomjylish your work in the cities of Israel {rikzlv, that

is, according to the apostolical aim, subjugate them), before My
(first) judgment comes, as IsraeVs general conversion ! All very

true, but the typical fulness of meaning in the prospectively-

figurative representations must not exclude the more immediate

reference which is also designed. As tlie coming of the Lord to

Jerusalem points onwards to the last judgment, so had that

corning itself its faint and slightly-marked type in the Lord's

following His disciples in the places whither He had sent them

on this first mission of all. This is expressly mentioned in the

case of the Seventy (Lu. x. 1), as here Matt. xi. has intimated

it in the case of the Twelve. Thus much of truth is there in

the exposition, which feebly and incorrectly refuses to find any-

thing beyond this in it.^ How can we suppose this to suffice

for tlie counterpart of ver. 15, for the assurance of final re-

paration, judgment, and salvation, after such things as have

^ Alas, even Bengel, against whose interdum dormitare we must, with

all our reverence, be on our guard.
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been shown to precede in vers. 17-22! And indeed, properly

speaking, the Lord did not come to 11 is messengers, but they

came back again to Him. (Mark vi. 30; Lu. x. 17.) He
speaks now literally and strictly concerning the later period (for

that they could not in a few weeks travel through, and flee

through, the cities of Israel, it was not first necessary to tell

them !) ; but by obvious analogy His word would be felt, by those

to whom He promises His coming after having sent them away,

to contain some kind of reference to the immediate present.

The fundamental idea, therefore, in which all relations, the

earliest as well as ihe latest, rejlect upon each other, consists in

this :—Go ye, whither I now send you forth
;
persevere in patient

performance of your duty in preaching and testifying through

all persecution
; ye may comfort yourselves with the assured hope,

that I Myself will come after for salvation and sej^aration. For

every one sent forth by the Lord only enters again into the

office of his Forerunner ; for it is the Lord alone who makes every

proclamation, confirms all preaching, and demonstrates it with

His power, whether unto salvation or judgment.

Let it be further observed that the Lord not merely permits,

but even requires, the flying of the persecuted from one city to

another;^ yet not indeed to keep silence and lie concealed, but

that they may again preach there also, where new persecution

may assail them. Ye shall not have finished the cities of Israel,

that is, have been able to preach the gospel and execute that

commission in them all, for which ye are sent (Lu. iv. 43) —
there is not merely I'efuge implied, but that it will be the region

of labour still. That Israel remained, not merely, according to

the old tradition, twelve years after the day of Pentecost, but

till the destruction of Jerusalem, the assigned district of the

labours of the Apostles of the circumcision, is here declared

again in an enlargement for the second period of the command
given in vers, 5, (5 for the first ; and with this agrees the

arrangement of the words in Acts i. 8 (where 'icog ^^yjirov rfjg

yjjg, like pS ''DQX in the prophets, designates, first of all, the

limits of the land, as a type of the ends of the earth), as well as

the practice of the Apostles. That only the cities, moreover

(equivalent to 'xokzig xai to'ttoi Lu. x. 1, Koci KcufJMt Matt. ix. 25),

* Bcngel holds a reading for genuine which adds to this text—And if they

also persecute you in this, flee yet to another, a third.
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are mentioned, is to be interpreted as conveying the pregnant

intimation, that, as they should not accompHsh their mission in

the cities, much less would they with all the individual souls that

dwell therein.-^ This then is true in the widest sense, inasmuch
as no mission will thus accomplish the design of preaching

throughout the earth (and must, after all, be content with bring-

ing their testimony to every people, at furthest), before the Son

of Man comes yet once more,—that is, in an intermediate future

time before the final coming,—converts Israel, and by that

means brings in not only the fore-prepared orA^p^y/xcs of the

Gentiles, but all their might and multitude.

The third division of the discourse sends forth its glance to

the remote and final end, promising by its third verily a corre-

sponding reward which shall come at the same time with the

judgment. And now rises into full prominence, released from

the immediate present and the nearest future, a most essential

prophecy, concerning Christ Himself, whose cross (ver. 38) is

mentioned for the first time, and valid for all His followers in

the way of their faith and testimon}', and for the great and

long enduring conflict of His kingdom unto victory. As the

second part took its commencement from the conclusion of the

first, so is it with this in relation to the second. First we have

in vers. 23, 24, the key-note of the whole—As it happens to Me
the Lord Himself, so will it to My disciples ! This discourse

may be thus distributed :—The warfare is notified to ver. 31,

but from ver. 32 onwards the issue throucih warfare unto victory

is more definitely indicated, in its necessity and in its security.

We must ask permission once more to adopt, in our more

detailed exposition, the form of our arrangements as given in

earlier works, whose I. H., A. B., etc., thoughtful readers, who
can discern the spirit in the formal oi'der when it is rightly given,

will not be disposed to quarrel with.

I. The impending conflict (vers 24-31).

1. The followiny of Christ incumbent upon all His disciples

in conflict and opposition. He who was to follow (ver.

23) goes before also ; He Himself opens and closes

1 As Von Gerlach finds in this word the hint, that we -must be ever mind-

ful how far, if not externally, yet internally^ the circle of our influence ex-

tends, and that no power of man can be in condition to make us, the

servants of the Lord, inefficient or useless.
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the long procession of His people, His true Israel,

through the world and history. Isa. Hi. 12 : D3''jJSp T|pn

A. Laid down in a general position : a. negative (ver.

24) ; b. positive, upxeTdv rco i/jCcOtit^ (ver. 25).

B. A single example given for explanation, taken from

past occurrences, whereby the disciples might note what

was before them : they have called Him Beelzebub ! (ver.

25). For see ch. ix. 34, xii. 24. But He was not

diverted by that, but continued His testimony and sent

forth His witnesses : hence transition to

2. The imitation of Christ in unfaltering proclamation, yea,

with ever-increasing publicity, so that, after His own

testimony has ceased, the preaching becomes more effec-

tual, aspiring towards, and aiming at, the goal and end

which will make everything manifest.

A. The fundamental note first : Fear not ! (ver. 26).

B. But speak out ! a. The general fundamental law,

which, in every sense (as the exposition will show),

demands this (ver. 20) ; b. Therefore with ever-increas-

ing openness and clearness.

C. The same in detail : Fear not ! Now, as the dis-

course progresses, it discloses more and more : a. That

one only fear, of one only and real enemy, which is profit-

able and necessary (ver. 28) ; b. But in the contest with

him, trust confidently in the Father! (vers. 29-31).

H. The certain issue unto victory (vers. 32-42). This is,

however, not declared immediately and without afiy enlarge-

ment, but is exhibited in a manner to strengthen this confi-

dent, fearless faith throughout the hard and protracted

warfare, by showing the necessity of the warfare in order to

final victory ; and the last and most profound answer is

given to the question— \\ herefore, then, must this be so?

Consequently,

1. Tlie necessift/ of the struggle in order to victory^ which

lies in this, that the disciples must be approved as worthy

of their Master : the confirmation of the imitation of

Christ by faithful confession and adherence even under

the ci'oss. This is the fundamental idea which mediates

between the contest and the victory, without understand-

VOL. II. c
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ing which we can comprehend neither the entire prophecy

of our Lord, nor its long-enduring fulfihiient. From
this point onwards we have positions more universal and

of general application, the " ye " being now omitted.

A. Embracing both tests in one, with a foreglance to

the all-disclosing judgment :—for this great end a test of

fidelity is essential ! a. Whosoever shall confess (ver.

32); b. Whosoever shall deny (ver. 33).

B. Returning now to the development of the inter-

mediate ages :—The necessary way to this, as opposed to

the false idea and expectation of the kingdom of God
and His Messiah. Strife and variance, which lead to

the internal discrimination of those who are tested (vers.

34-36).

C. The confirmation which springs from this, from

beginning to end ; most clear and full expression of the

ground on which such conflict is necessary.

a. First, special examples of this derived from the pre-

ceding ver. 37.

b. Then exhibited quite generally ; and, a. in prophetic

figure, taken from the cross of the Forerunner (ver.

38). h. Finally, that peculiar and most profound

expression, which is the very point of the enforce-

inent of the way of conflict unto victory (ver. 39).

2. To this is appended, as the brief but sufficing conclusion,

the promise of abounding recovery of all that was lost, in

the great Recompense ; the participation of the disciples

as well in the rewards of victory, as in the struggle for

them. As certainly as he who is to be crowned must

first be tested, so certainly shall he who is tested be

finally crowned. Yea, more than that, the rewarding

compensation as an exhibition of the Divine love after

so long sorrow, will scarcely keep any bounds, where any

are fit for recompense. The promise which winds up all

is addressed especially to the Apostles ; but extends

beyond them to all the servants and witnesses of the

Lord, yea, to all the persecuted and oppressed disciples

generally, down to the very least, and to those who have

received the least. Finally, and in the end, nothing re-

mains unrecompensed ! (vers. 40-42),
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Vers. 24, 25. The common proverb, the immediate and dis-

tinctive meaning of which came before us in Lu. vi. 40, is here

appHed in another sense ; and it is deduced from it as a further

consequence, that if the servant should not think himself above

his Lord, should not be proud when his Master is lowly (John

xiii. 16), should not shrink from suflPering when his Master has

yielded Himself up to it—he should also, and this is the meaning

here, not expect another and better lot than his Master's. It

often may be in ordinary human affairs, that the servant is

above his lord (Eccles. iv. 14, x. 7 ; Prov. xxx. 22), and so the

disciple above his master ; but then this is an exception to the

rule, which the proverb rightly lays down. Or, to adhere to our

first view, the proverb still continues right; for, such an ex-

ceptional master is not truly a master, and such a surpassing

disciple does not, as a disciple, surpass his master. Or, the

evil-disposed disciple may only think that he is above his master,

as the ironical proverb says which Bengel quotes on 1 Cor. iv.

8 : xoXXoi fjjudrjrcci xpiirrovig ^ihcccTKaKcuv. Between Christ and

His disciples the word retains, of course, its fullest propriety
;

for He is Master and Lord in the only and absolute sense.

(John xiii. 13.) Passing by the promise of victory and reward

which lies in the background of this prudential intimation—for

the Lord will not fail to vindicate His servants, the Master will

not deny His disciples in the never-failing victory of His truth,

the Father of the household will not cease to provide for His

own,—we would remark here upon the gradational nearness of

relation thus expressed. First, master and disciples, as also

the Rabbins liad their (Ma&riTdg ; then Lord and servants, as

the disciples of Christ acknowledged Him for their Master and

were sent by Him as His servants ; and then, once more,

graciously relaxing this last relation. Master of the house and

they of His household. Just in this way was the relation de-

veloped during our Lord's life; they who found in Him a Master

and also a Lord, finally became His little children, the family

around His table. Contemplating this relation yet more pro-

foundly, tlie Lord was not merely the Father of the household

while on earth, but continues such, and is now more eminently

such, in His church. It is this which, with gracious consola-

tion in His mind, He now tells them. The various etymologies

of Beelzebub or Beelzebul, about which contention is raised, do
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not affect the subject ; for tliis is certain at least, that it was a

name of the chief of the devils, and a particularly scornful one,

used by such as would not do him the honour of his more digni-

fied name, " Satan, the ^/ajSoXo?." That charge more than once

brought against the Lord, tiiat He cast out devils by Beelzebub,

was the highest exhibition given before the crucifixion of that

most bitter hatred of the truth, of that most daring spirit of

outrage against the Lofty One, which made all the rest easy.

Not that they absolutely called Himself Beelzebub, as the Lord

here says ; but He pronounces in all its base wickedness—as a

Judge, according to truth, and with the deepest resentment of

their insult—the true meaning of their words. He who is in

league with the devil, hath a devil (John viii. 48), is himself the

devil ! Finally, let the t6(Tco fJbaKkov not be overlooked, by

which the Lord intimates at the last, that His disciples and

household must expect yet worse than He. And why? Because

the disciple is beneath his Master in the dignity of right and

truth and power; he cannot, in full innocence like Him, resist

and attack the enemy, and consequently must lay his account to

be much less spared than He. Did they fail to respect the Holy

One of God, and push their outrage even to the utmost limits of

the sin against the Holy Ghost ? and how shall we His disciples

escape that scorn, which through our failings is seldom simply

the reproach of Christ, but too often our own desert ! The
innumerable and ever-renewed names of reproach cast upon

Christian men for the most part have their origin in some error

or apostasy of their own, and point in warning and reproof to

the follies which gave them birth.

Yer. 26. The ovv is a real therefore, deducing the conclusion

from the foregoing premise, though it may not immediately

appear to do so. For we should discern and extract the promise,

or at least the reassuring intimation, which lies latent in the

foregoing saying :—They have hated and scorned your Lord,

and yet He is still your Lord; He has not suffered His mouth to

be stopped, has still built up His household and His kingdom.

The full force of this great consequence appeared first when
that time came in anticipation of which the Lord now speaks,

after He Himself through shame had passed to honour, through

the cross had entered into His glory. Since then the firm foun-

dation of the Church's confidence in defying the threats of men
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has been just that which is expressed in the Apostle's prayer in

the Acts, ch. iv. 27, 28. But with this glance backward upon

the Forerunner's way through conflict to victory there is instantly

connected a second ghuice forwards to that certain and final ter-

mination of all history, which finds its expression in a saying

that recurs elsewhere in our Lord's teaching as a fundamental

axiom for profitable application in many ways. (Mark iv. H ;

Lu. viii. 17, xii. 2.) The double form of the maxim may be

explained as an intensive parallelism ; or as referring the things

covered which are to be revealed rather to facta, and the things

hid which shall be made known rather to scihilia, as such. Or,

again, what no man could see, shall become visible ; what no

man ever heard or knew, shall become audible and perceptible

:

—in brief, there is most assuredly coming a universal revelation

of all hidden things. A vast assurance, the full meaning of

which in relation to particular things no human intelligence can

exhaust or even conceive ! But what means the For which

makes this the motive cause for

—

Fear 7iot? First, it expresses

the obligation to conform to this master-principle of the Divine

government ah'eady in our present conduct, and so to preach

boldly the whole truth witliout reserve. (It is thus ap])Hed in

Mark iv. 21, 22.) Tlien it is a warning gw^n to God's messen-

gers against that hypocrisy which comes from the fear of man
(Lu. xii. 2); for, all faintheartedness, unfaithfulness, and neglect

of His ambassadors, will be disclosed with the sins of the world,

when both the one and the other shall be made manifest in the

light of truth. Finally, it is n. promise and consoling hope for

the faithful, inasmuch as they may reserve everything for the

great day of revelation, and refer everything to it. (Col. iii. 3,

4; 1 John iii. 2.) And if the whole world reject, and misunder-

stand, and scorn you, ye shall one day shine forth as the children

of the kingdom and preachers of righteousness (ISIatt. xiii. 43

;

Dan. xii. 3) to their condemnation. (Lu. x. 11 ; Ezek. xxxiii.

33.) Judge ye already, then, the wicked world by the word

which discloses the secret sins in the conscience (2 Cor. v. 1 1,

iv. 2). Not merely in themselves before God, and in the con-

sciences of believers, are the ministers of God's word approved as

sent by Him, but in the consciences of all men, even unbelieving

men in the sight of God: and this will become fully manifest

when the Lord shall bring to light the hidden things of dark-
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iiess, and judge ra, zpuTTO, roov avSpuTuv. 1 Cor. iv. 5; Eom.

ii. 16. What a prospect and expectation is this, to enforce on

the one hand the renunciation of all the zpvxrci r^g alaypvrig in

ourselves, and on the other the declaring without restraint

through fear of man the whole counsel of God, which we are

bound to preach

!

Ver. 27. "The Master bids His most confidential ones to

reveal His most secret things, His most hidden ones to announce

from the housetop His most hidden things ; housetop and

market-place are the lodgment of the voluntary carpenter from

Nazareth." (Pfenninger.) What ye hear : this refers, in as far

as the discourse is spoken for the future as a prophecy, to what

they should hear from the Holy Spirit, who should tell them

what they should speak, as in Acts iv. 20. For, the inspiration

of the Holy Ghost is addressed to the open ear, Isa. i. 5 ; 2

Sam. vii. 27 ; Job xxxiii. 16, xxxvi. 10. It is, however, im-

mediately parallel with the former, ichat I say unto you ; for, it

is the Lord who ever speaks by the Holy Ghost, and before the

Spirit spake it He spake it Himself. He, the great Hevealer

of all secret things, commenced in secret His testimony ; utter-

ing, indeed, plainly enough for all ears which could hear, much
of that entire system of truth which without restriction should

be afterwards preached upon the housetops and streets (Jer.

xlviii. 38). It is designedly and strongly expressed, that He said

to His disciples, especially to His Apostles, much Iv rri (Tkoticc,

as if shunning the light, secretly for temporary secrecy, to them

alone in the ear, and not yet to all the people.^ But when
these lights were kindled from His light, they became lights of

the world in ever-increasing diffusion of their light, ch. v. 14,

15. In ever-increasing say we, and rightly; for, this preparatory

secrecy of their Master teaches the disciples that ver. 27 is not

to be followed with strict literality, but that between the begin-

ning of the mysteries of the kingdom of heaven, which the

disciples' ears alone might hear (ch. xiii. 11), and the final

revelation of all hidden things (ver. 26), there must be conceived

a gradual development and advancement of revelation. All

^ Sepp strangely and inappropriately derives this saying from tlie

custom of the Synagogue, where the presiding elder first whispered the

original text into the ear of the interpreter, who gave the sense in the

dialect of the country

!
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truth should no more be preached everywhere and at once,

than the Lord's peace, according to ver. 34, should be cast

abroad at once and indiscriminately through the whole earth.

That would be a judgment of the world before the time. There

is, again, a similar relation of the apostolical preaching to the

yet more public testimony of later times, as the Lord forcibly

and clearly announces in Lu. xii. 3, with the same expressions

as are used here. Tiie truth must be spoken, and nothing but

the truth : this is enforced, against all reservations which might

spring from fear. But there is also a wisdom of love, which

knows how much of truth to teach, and when and where and

how it should be taught. This is not expressed here, because it

belongs not to the fundamental idea, and because this third

section deals in great universal principles and laws, Avithout

giving, as in the former, preparatory instructions of special

application, which the Spirit in due time should provide for.

Vers. 28-31. Our general summary has already shown in

what light we regard the connection of thouglit in this passage.

In ver. 26, the Fear ye not is connected with them ; but now in

ver. 28, it is critically opposed to another fear, which is com-

manded as alone profitable and necessary. In this command
that warning, which we before perceived in the reference to the

revelation of all hidden things, comes out into fuller prominence.

A promise follows, which demands a confidence in their heavenly

Father which should be the counterpart and resolution of that

fear. First there is the assuring figure and example derived

from the slightest thing which could exhibit the destruction of

a living creature (ver. 29) ; then comes the reference to Christ's

disciples, in another figurative example of the slightest injury

that might befall them (ver. 30) ; and finally, sounds out most

impressively the third

—

Fear not therefore ! established upon

the ground of that promise and assurance, ver. 31.

Ver. 28. Tlius, then, tliey actually kill the body— it is not

merely can kill. So much is permitted to them, and it is

fore-announced to His disciples, as it had been already in ver.

21, and John xvi. 2. This is more than was expressly men-

tioned in ver. 25; but it is all that they do or can do: [jtjsroi

TuvTcc. fj^rj E'/^ovci 'Tr&piCfrorepoi/ ri '?roir,aui (Lu. xii. 4). And
is that to be feared,— does it touch the proper life ? The

immortality of the soul, its undying continuance when the body
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dies, is here, as throughout the Scriptures, taught not merely as

a dogma, but as presupj^osed and taken for granted by the

unanimous consensus gentium. He only who as ?3J has gone so

far as to say 'd^'fo^ ps, and in denying the living God has con-

tradicted the inner Voice which teaches even the heathen to

apprehend a Divinity and a Hades, can persuade himself that

his death is an annihilation of his personality. But this sense

of the woi'd concerning killing the soul is itself only a foundation

on which to build something further and distinctive, which

immediately follows. The Lord already uses the '^\/V)(/i, as we
perceive, with the same transition from the lower to the higher

meaning as afterwards in ver. 39. He directly speaks of a

possible killing or destroying of the soul. The former member
of the verse contains a perfect exhibition of the uttermost injury

that can be inflicted on body or soul. Thus viewed, the question

arises—May not wicked men, through their malice, kill the soul

by seducing us to backsliding and perdition ? And the answer

is—Assuredly, but not of themselves, not by any power of theirs

to which ye are surrendered as victims, as is the case with

your bodies ; they cannot do it without your own will and con-

currence ! Beware, therefore, be on your guard, so shall they

not touch your souls ! Herein is the transition to the remark-

able second member of the verse, which, as far as we remember,

stands alone in the Scripture : for on the same word it has been

contested, and is still contested, whether God or Satan be

signified. For our own part we hold this contest to be possible

only as long as we fail to penetrate into the heart of the passage

as standing in its connection. We have already signified more

than once our assurance that we can understand by him whom
we must fear, only the one preeminent and proper enemy and

destroyer of the soul. Indeed, we are as firmly persuaded of

this, as of any point in all Exegesis, that the Lord here means

Satan. ^ And these are our five reasons:

First : The ground-tone and fundamental idea of the whole

^ If possible more firmly so in this second edition ; althougli the now
deceased von Meyer wrote me that I had by no means convinced him, and
that it is never said in Scripture that we should fear the devil ! I take,

however, e.g., 1 Pet. v. 8 as having the same sense; and Rom. xi. 20, 2

Cor. xi. 3, with some others, deeply pondered, give the same idea. Lange

has done justice to my argument.
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of this part of the discourse tends to confidence in tlie Father,

who takes the hfe of the meanest sparrow under His cliarge,

and, much more, will not permit any evil to beflill either the

bodily or spiritual life of His children throuoh any wilfulness of

man. The correspondence then is exact : Trust only in Him
who can protect you ; but fear him who looulcl destroy you, and

who both can and will destroy you unless you fear him

!

Secondly : As the two members of the sentence run quite

parallel, it is not permissible to take (pofoiTadat in two distinct

senses, namel}', to understand it in the second case of the fear of

God, which could never, in the New Testament at least, and

assuredly not in this passage, be thus made equivalent to (po-

(os7(T0ai ccTTo. No, the Lord is speaking of an essential, proper

fear, similar to what might be felt in regard to those who kill

the body, but in the latter instance with the more emphatic

fJbuKkov. It is just this parallelism of the sentences that is most

decisive against Alfbrd, who thinks it a valid objection to the

reference to God that the construction is changed, and that it

is not said again (po^r,Oriri a^ro rov ^vvaf/jhov z.r.X. The hi

fjjoiWov following upon (m?^ makes ipo^iiadai the same in botli

cases.

Thirdly: Who is then the destroyer of the soul, just as men
destroy the body? and so much more to be feared than they, as

the destruction of the soul is a greater calamity ? Let it be

observed, however, that il/y^^v aicohkaai is something quite

different from ccTrox-Tilvat : it is the casting it into damnation on

account of sin. The death of t^ie body as such is not the

death of the soul, but conducts it rather to blessedness, if the

soul lives in God : so that persecutors rather benefited the

martyrs than otherwise, by speeding their way to heaven.

But to destroy the soul : that is never throughout the entire

Scripture spoken of God ; and to attribute this to Him here

would be indeed an u'ttu^ Kzyo(JjZvov horrendum. Bengel com-

pares Jas. iv. 12 ; but the simple k'Trokiaui as the antithesis of

aSJaui (to deliver over to condemnation and ruin) is far from

being equivalent to -^vyjjv b.i:o'kia(H in such a connection as

we find it here. God, indeed, destroys all flesh by a judgment

of universal death, but not till all flesh has corrupted its own

way. (Gen. vi. 12, comp. Rev. xi. 18.) But the destruction

of the soul, its death distinctively, proceeds not from Him : He
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cannot be said to inflict it ; but only, as in the former case, to

let that ruin manifest itself which has taken place without Him.
Ecclus. i. 12-16. It is not further hei^e said, according to

Lutlier's translation, sig yiivvav (although in St Luke it stands,

under another aspect, as we shall presently observe, s/A|3a?is7V

iig r^v y'zzvvav), but 2v yhwri ; that is, in hell as in his province

and domain. But hell is Satan's kingdom, and there, as we
know from Matt. v. 29, 30 (which should here be brought to

mind), the body will, together with the soul, be tormented and

destroyed. Should we, finally, take objection to the ^vmfMvog
as too strong to be applied to Satan, we may say in answer,

that this, so to speak, euphemistically significant paraphrase of

the horrible nameless one, who is yet well known, all the better

suits the character of Satan, who has actually i^ovffiav, power

and permission from God (Lu. xii.) first to hurt the soul as a

tempter, and then to destroy both body and soul in hell as a

tormentor (Heb. ii. 14). He is, indeed, according to Matt. v.

25, the officer who casts those who are delivered to him into

the prison.

Fourthly : Thus only, in consequence, does the true and

more profound sense of tlie whole saying appear : Fear not

men, the enemies of divers kinds, who, if ye are true to God,

can at least but kill the body (as man in his vain fear so terms

it) ; but fear that one true enemy, with whom, beneath and

behind all flesh and blood, ye have to do (Eph. vi. 12), who
alone can inflict, the real irreparable hurt !—the essentially

ivicked enemy, to whom ver. 1 had already pointed, as of most

import to watch against and overcome. Take heed to your

soul, and save it from him ; the death of the body at the hands

of men need not then be feared. We may conceive how such

a word must have smitten the heart of a man like Judas. But

we should also reflect that such a warning would be always

necessary for all the disciples of our Lord, over whom is ever

impending the danger of treachery and apostasy, and especially

in the heat of persecution even to death. It would be very

strange, however, and inexplicable, if He had united in one the

command to fear God, who casts into hell, and to trust in Him
as a merciful Father. Our faithful Master and Forerunner,

who had Himself known by experience the tempter and de-

stroyer, in our flesh and amid the enmity of the world, here
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exhibits to us in its perfection tlie highest master-piece of

simplicity in wisdom ; by which we should see in all other

wolves the one wolf, amid the whole generation of vipers the one

serpent, and, with as much humble fear of the destroyer as firm

confidence in the Savit>ur and Preserver, pursue and make good

our way towards the end.

Fifthly and lastly : What we have found in this place is

entirely confirmed in the parallel passage (Lu. xii. 3-7), and

the expressions there used indicate to us yet more significantly

the evil fiend. Ver. 3 has predicted that the fearless and free

publicity of proclamation would, even after the Apostles' testi-

mony, go on to increase : and this is spoken as encouragement

to them. In ver. 4 the Lord speaks to them further as His

friends, thus assuredly with an affectionate and assuring tone,

with which the immediate transition to fearing before God
could scarcely harmonize. As My friends, My trusted house-

hold, ye have nothing to fear either in Me or the Father ; yet I

say unto you, in faithful love as your counselling friend—Think

not therefore that ye may be above all " fear
!

" The great

enemy is still near, and will desire to have you to the end—

•

forget not that. Ye need not indeed fear man, but—and what

now follows so emphatically and fearfully might suggest already

to him who has ears to hear the frightful name of the unnamed
one

—

but I will foreioarn you lohoni ye shall fear ! (How does

this suit as a lesson concerning the fear of God, for ages known to

the least in Israel as the great essential ?) Fear him, who, after

he hath killed, hath poioer (through the wonderful permission

and delegation of the Almighty!) to cast into hell; yea, I say

unto you, rovrov (po(i^()7^ri ! We know not with what ears he caii

liear this, who should refer it to the Father in heaven. It is

Satan who hath killed wherever there hath been death, for all

bodily death is from him (John viii. 44) ; especially where men
have killed out of hatred, and the subject of the discourse had

been of such cc^toktsivch (1 Cor. v. 5), entire humanity in a

certain sense is concerned, over which the destruction of the

flesh impends in death ; and even as the prince of death is

Satan considered a minister of the Divine righteousness, as well

of its mercy as of its wrath.

Vers. 29-31. ^rpovOiu arc tuvtcc ra [jjiKpa ruv opviOciiv, cor-

responding in the LXX. to the Hebrew lisv ; and uffduptot
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also taken up into Hebrew as ">D''X, "i''Si<, "i?^ is the smallest

coin, and hence was in Jewish as well as Latin proverbial use

to express the smallest value : "1D^S<3, "ID"'X33. Now even two

sparrows are only worth one aaad^iov ; indeed, in Lu. xii. 6

(spoken a year later) the expression increases in force, and for

two farthings the fifth odd one may be obtained over and above;

yet, in the providentia specialissima of God not one single

such little creature, not the slightest worm, is forgotten or left

to be the sport of chance ! There shall no sparrow fall to the

ground exhausted or starved, or by any cause killed, without

the knowledge and will of the Father (not of the sparrows, but

of men, who are His children). The Lord brings to our mind

again—we have found many reminiscences of the Sermon on

the Mount in this discourse—that precious word (ch. vi. 26) to

which rejoinder might be made :
" Yet the fowls of the heaven

do often fall upon the earth because they have found no nourish-

ment;" and similarly: "Yet the confessors die, and many of

them even by the hand of the enemy ! " It does, assuredly, so

happen, only not without the Father: this is the comforting assur-

ance which the Lord gives. So far from your life being taken

away without the Father's counsel and will, not one hair shall

fall from your heads without Him (Lu. xxi. 18 ; Acts xxvii.

34 ; 1 Sam. xiv. 45). They are all numbered by a Providence

which cares for all and forgets nothing ; as much so as the stars

of heaven are, which man can no more count than the hairs of

his head. Thus the example of the slightest hurt, which we

should not even spend a thought upon, is brought into juxta-

position with the being killed in ver. 28, in order to embrace

whatever possible injury might lie between these two extremes.

The concluding inference of ver. 31, already found in the

Sermon on the Mount, is a Jewish proverb also,^ but is invested

here with a higher meaning. The emphatic vf/jsTg Avhich so

strikingly closes this sentence, and corresponds to the vf/jcov at

the beginning of ver. 28, refers to those who are addressed, not

simply as they are meii (comp. Matt. xii. 12), but as they are

children of God, disciples of Christ, heralds and witnesses of

His kingdom, suffering for His name's sake ! Shall one of

1 Talm. Hieros. tit. Schebiith, FoL 38, col. 4, A bird perislies not with-

out God, much less a man.
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these be forgotten ? Sliall not lie, who numbers the hairs of

your head, keep your head and your life in the hollow of His

hand, so that xohatever might befall them, shall not be witliout

Him, but shall, acconliiig to the gracious counsel of His will,

be for your final good *? Thus does the Lord graciously con-

descend to convince them out of all fear ; and further, as He
often does, founds His encouragement and exhortation upon

that valuation of ourselves which our own pride will never

allow to be contested. Ye cannot doubt, surely, that ye are,

each of you, of more value than many sparrows ; then ponder

well what follows from that ! But the Lord utters this word

with a profounder reference to the proof and testing of the

children of God in the sight of the Father, to that internal and

precious value which by sufPcrings is to be developed and

heightened. Apply it thus, He signifies, and know that, because

ye are better than many sparrows, all this opposition encounters

you; giving occasion for that firm and resolute confession, in

virtue of which ye will one day be publicly confessed by your

Lord ;—as immediately now follows.

Vers. 32, 33. Just as in the Sermon on the Mount (ch. vii.

21-23) a prophecy of rejection from the judgment-seat of the

Son was uttered against those who call Plim Lord, Lord, yet

do not the will of the Father. There it was said, rors OfjjoXo^

yr^ffci} avTo7g, and the word has the general signification, to spenk

openly ofanything, according to its true character, comp. John i.

20, aifJjoXoyyifTS xui ovk rjpw/jtraro. Tit. i. 16. We find it more

definitely in relation to Christ in John xii. 42, I'jrifmvaa.v sig

avrov, aXk^ ovy^cuf/joXoyovv, comp. 1 John iv. 15. Here in Matt.

X., and also in Lu. xii., it is not followed by the Accus. (as in

John ix. 22), but by ku, which, although founded upon the

usage of the Greek, answers more probably to the Hebrew min

with 3, which first indicates acknowledgment, then praise, and

finally the honour and glory which are paid to the Lord God.

While our Lord sublimely arrogates to Himself the judicial

decision and decrees, and that higiiest personality, also, on the

confession or denial of which all is suspended. He yet softens

and qualifies the assumption by equalizing and rendering mutual

the relation : He who confesseth Me, shall be confessed by Me!
The profound condescension of this expression is appreciated

only when we reflect upon the Old-Testament nirTin mm. Ha
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confesses the stedfast confessors as His own ; that is, in reality,

for the meaning can be no other, Himself in them. And that,

indeed, not first at the last day ; He confesses (or denies) at

once, and with a reward which begins, at least, where our true

confession is made. The significance of that great promise, with

which the great warning must run parallel, is now made so

plain, and its place in the progressive connection of this discourse

so entirely vindicated, that it will not be possible to persuade us

that it has been transposed from the later passages in which it

occurs to this earlier place. The ovv binds it closely with the

preceding ; for that test of fidelity is still the question ! Be ye

only so faithful, that the enemy may have no power to turn you

away from Me : so may ye be also assured of an eternal recom-

pense, and let that be your consolation and encouragement

before men ! But let it be also observed, that the discourse

becomes ever more general in its tone,

—

Trag oang, with the

" Me " set over against this as the sole substance of all confes-

sion that is demanded. That no vain confession of the lips is

signified, but the maintenance and consistent exhibition of

discipleship in the whole life, in spite of the world's enmity, ana

even unto death, is clear from the whole discourse, as well as

from the passage in the Sermon on the Mount. Consequently,

the denial, against which the threatening is directed, is not a

transitory lapse of personal weakness, such as was forgiven to

Peter, and such as very few of the Lord's disciples are free from,

but the entire renunciation and abandonment of communion

with the Lord. (Lu. ix. 26 ; 2 Tim. ii. 12.) He who may have

denied Him, yet without persistent obstinacy, shall find grace

through repentance. " He who said to the adulteress, Hath

no man condemned thee ? neither do I condemn thee ! will also

say to us, and be more faithful than Peter was to Him, Though

all men reject thee, yet will not I !" (Baxter.) It is obvious,

also, that while He requires the confession of the heart uncon-

ditionally. He demands the confession of the mouth only where

duty and usefulness require it, and where its failure would be

a denial. Finally, the conditions between us and Him are in

this matter the same as in the forgiveness of sins (cli. vi.

14, 15). First, He acknowledges us in His grace, when He
receives us with all our past unfaithfulness and denials upon

us ; then it is essential that we confess Him before men, or.
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otherwise, His confession of us as His own, will be retracted

and denied.

Vers. 34-36. What now follows down to ver. 39 forms " a

circle of ideas which," as Wizeninann says, " never came from

the mind of mortal, before Jesus." It is the sublimincr of all the

prophetic expectations concerning the kingdom of God into the

transcendent, and futui'e, and heavenly; in perfect correspondence

with the true sense of all prophecy, which never could, however,

till now be so clearly apprehended and expressed. This is a

testimony which is effectually thrown in the way of all who would

build up the kingdom of peace 07i this side ; from the Jews, whose

great delusion it unsparingly overturns, down to the last foolish

builders in these last days. In Lu. xii. 51-53 the Lord once

more repeats the same saying, and in the same connection with

His reference to His own sufferings and death in ver. 50, which

we have here in vers. 38, 39. Nevertheless, although every-

thinjT ill His kinL'dom looks forward to the bevond and the

future, to the finding o^ life, in respect to all who shall be found

worthy of Him, this heavenly kingdom does not give up the

earth. Upon it, and in hot conflict, must the heirs of everlasting

peace secure and prepare for their inheritance. '' I came not to

send peace, but a sword!" a terrible saying as it first sounds, but

in the lips of Him, the Prince of Peace, easily to be understood.

None but He, the gracious and meek One, the Son of the

Father's love, might utter so startling a saying as this. That

He does not mean the sword of ^Mahomet, is declared by the

consentient testimony of His word, His life, and His death.

From ver. 16 downwards, He has been speaking of nothing but

the violence of the world's might directed against His own ; but

not one word has He said of their opposing force to force.

Sword, as figuratively the opposite of peace, signifies, first of all,

war : see, e.g., 1 Mace. ix. 70, 73 in the Greek ; and Jer. xiv. 13.

But the war, which the Lord fore-announces, is the hty^affui,

division (Peshito, il7DK) between those who accept, and those

who reject. His peace. In Lu. xii. it stands hufJjZpifffjjOt/, for

which Tertullian in that place reads f/jdiy^aipccv.

First of all, the Lord gives a general declaration, in opposition

to the delusion which sprang from a misunderstanding of the

])rophecies concerning the Messiah's kingdom of peace. He then

sustains His own true interpretation of the prophetic word by a
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special citation from prophecy itself, using the language of the

prophet Micah.—" The prophets prophesy, indeed, of peace,—
e.g., Ps. Ixxii. 3, 7 ; Isa. ii. 4, ix. 7 ; Hagg. ii. 9 ; Zech. ix. 10,

—

but ye must not so understand them as to suppose that at My
first coming, and without any further process, peace would be

immediately cast upon the earth
:

" for this is the meaning of

the emphatic ^ockilv, to which in Lu. xii. 49 a second jSaXsTV

opposes itself. " Glory to God in the highest !
" necessarily pre-

cedes " peace upon earth !
" The second cannot be attained but

through the first, and the conflict which secures it : therefore

Christ, because He is come to bring true peace, is first of all come

to disturb all false peace, and to excite discord which is as profit-

able as it is indispensable. The peace of the house, family con-

cord, is the noblest and most precious kind of peace upon earth :

but even this, if it rests upon false foundation, cannot be left

inviolate, but must be disturbed, though our " gentle household

ethics " would preserve it at all costs. Peace is to be announced

to the house, according to vers. 12, 13 ; but that very announce-

ment effects the disruption of peace. Let the whole connection be

examined in Micah, where, in harmony with this (ch. v. 1—4),

the Messiah is predicted as the Peace, and His kingdom (ch. iv.

1-8) as a kingdom of peace ; but then a preliminary war is indi-

cated in the travail of the daughter of Zion, which precedes her

bringing forth. The sin of coiTupted Israel (ch. vi.) is the great

obstacle, and the kingdom of peace cannot be established other-

wise than as the late and final goal of a series of severe and pain-

ful developments (ch. vii.). The Lord takes the words of this

quotation from this last chapter ; regarding rather the general

scope of the prophecy as a whole, than the individual reference

of the words themselves : for whereas the prophet speaks of sin-

ful discord as already existing (though not without a glance, in

vers. 5 and 7, at the enmity which God's faithful ones experi-

ence), the Lord here speaks of that discord which His coming

excites, even where peace had been before ; and hence He adds

this meaning to the words of the prophet. He would seem

thereby to throw out the anomalous idea that His Gospel would

have no new effect, putting the circumstances and relations

effected by it on a parallel with the hatred and discord of men
in their sins generally. The avdp&jTOV at the beginning has a

specific reference to the close of the citation h/^Opoi rov ccv^ptuTTOV,
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and contains a variation from tlie proj)liet's words which indi-

cates a deeper meaning. In Micah it is only ty''N '•TiN, LXX.
av^pog, that is, of a particuLir man ; bwt the Lord more accu-

rately describes by avOp^jTrog, used as in vers. 17, 32, 33, men
generally, as he finds them upon earth, when He comes and
offers them His peace. The av^pcoTTOi, who persecute, and before

whom the confession is to be maintained, and any individual man
who will become His disciple, and confess Him, are in them-

selves alike. But when the Lord comes between them, there is

separation effected between that man who receives Him, and all

other men, whether father, mother, or any dearest relatives : and
his own household become the enemies of that man, who, though

he hates none, yet dares not love any inoj^e than Christ ; the

enemies of such avOpco'Trov who cannot consent longer to maintain

a false peace with avOptuTroig generally. The great necessity then

is to give up every earthly human relationship for the sake of the

household and kino-dom of God! The wideninxj circle of con-

nections is just the same as in Micah : first children and parents,

then relatives of further degree (iivf/j<p)f after the Heb. n^3),

then olxiccxoi, r\\l \5i'pt<, in the widest sense. It has been incor-

rectly assumed that there are here three examples of disciples,

two being of the female sex : because the young receive the

Gospel, and maintain their stedfastness in following Christ,

rather than the old, and women rather than men. But the Lord
takes the words directly from Micah, and consequently the signi-

ficance of the selection must be found here as well as there, in

the idea that these cases exhibit the discord in its most afrcra-

rated form : and the concluding sentence of our Lord confirms

this. Once more, let it not be forgotten, though hasty readers of

the Bible overlook it, that the man here is the confessor of Christ,

and that this passage is the counterpart of ver. 21, looked at from

the other side.

Ver. 37. Understand once more in parenthesis :—Such divi-

sion it is quite necessary to permit, nay, to occasion ; for My
faithful ones must thus approve themselves worthy of Me ! This

oft-repeated and severe saying (Lu. xiv. 26, xviii. 29) is grounded

upon the word of Moses concerning the true priests and Levites

(Deut. xxxiii. 9, 10), as this again upon the history in Ex. xxxii.

26-29. That which the Lord God arrogated in the Old Testa-

ment, with strictness which required such an outward exhibition

VOL. II. D
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Christ now arrogates for His own /, which takes the place of

God.^ Only He who is one with God could thus, like God,

place Himself above father and mother, and demand an exclu-

sive love, which should sacrifice even parental instinct. The
principle of Matt. vi. 24 in the Sermon on the Mount is strictly

applicable here. The rigour of the requirement, however, is

qualified by the perfect graciousness of the promise involved in

the a^iog (Jbov. Christ Himself is the exceeding great reward of

those who love Him, the greatest lover and the most to be loved,

above all others. Because He is and ever will be such, He can

and He must speak thus imperatively for ever.

Ver. 38. A new and different meaning of the d^iog [Jbou dis-

closes itself here, inasmuch as the most loving One has Himself

loved us even to the death of the cross ! One thing is worthy

of another by corresponding to it (which a^iog signifies) : we
should therefore follow and cling to Him even unto disgrace and

death. We, to whom that future, for which the Lord then pro-

phesied, has become past and present, understand this well; but

how marvellous must have been the sound of this word concern-

ing the cross from our Saviour's lips to His first disciples ! This

was not, like other sayings which He applied, a Jewish proverb,

and was never found in Holy Writ.^ This was more curiously

and anxiously brooded over by His followers than all that had

been intimated in the Sermon, or expressed in Matt. viii. 20 ; it

remained inexplicable to the disciples, as oft as He repeated it

(ch. xvi. 24 ; Mark x. 21 ; Lu. ix. 23), and they could never be

induced to receive it even figuratively in the full force of the

figure. He who will submit to the death of the cross, will esta-

blish also a hingdom of the cross, before the kingdom of peace

and of glory can enter in. He might have said

—

My cross, but

He only intimates this in the folloioing Me (reflect upon ver. 25)

;

He does not openly express it Himself, but leaves it to his Apostles

and disciples afterwards to speak of their cross as His. The

Xccf/j(iccvuv is a strong expression derived from the custom of

' Alas for the relaxed ecclesiastical discipline which would at all hazards

maintain peace, even at last between Christ and Antichrist

!

^ Neander adduces a passage from Plutarch (Je sera numinis vindicta^ cap.

9), where a similar expression, " to bear his own cross," is found. But we
are far from concluding with him that Christ could have spoken or did speak

without any conscious reference to His own death upon the cross ; for we
have other evidence in abundance concerning Christ's consciousness.
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requiring malefactors on the way to execution patiently to take

up and carry the cross on which they were to die. Even so

must every follower of Christ take up the cross, which on that

account is properly Ms own, and essential to his following his

Lord. It is already prepared and laid upon him : that he should

make one for himself is unnecessary and forbidden. But the

fullowing verse teaches us that something deeper is meant ^ than

merely bearing external afflictions for Christ.

Ver. 39. The cross involved the deepest disgrace and ignominy

which man could then speak of; and the Lord therefore made
it imperative that His followers should submit to its infliction,

when the wicked for righteousness' sake, and the unbelievers

for His name's sake, would have it so. The cross also was the

most painful death, consummated through the most tedious

agony : and His will is, therefore, that we should stand ready

and prepared to endure this or similar death, in the stedfast

confession of His name. All this is strictly correct, but does

not exhaust the meaning of this general and unconditional de-

claration, that every follower of Christ shall have his own cross

which he must bear;—for not all the disciples of Christ are so

evil entreated and scorned, still less crucified or cruelly put to

death. That the Lord speaks not merely of preparation for

extraordinary conjunctures, but of the regular and indispensable

daily course of His disciples, is evident from the letter of the

expression in this passage, and especially from the remarkable

addition to it in Lu. ix. 23 : Let him deny himself, and take up

his cross daily, Kccff ^[Mipccv. We find such a saying only in this

place ; but its genuineness is most decidedly and certainly con-

firmed by the Syriac, Arabic, and Latin versions. What then

is that daily cross, which should never fail to await the follower

of Christ, any more than the plague of every day (Matt. vi. 34)

fails to await every man generally ? Ver. 39 gives us the

answer; and by this conclusion and inference the former saying

concerning the cross must be interpreted, and not conversely.

We have once more -^pvy/i in that deeper sense in which we
found it at ver. 28, pointing from the life of the body to a yet

higher life. The strikinjT declaration,—He that findeth his life

shall lose it, and he that loseth his life shall find it,—contains, if

^ This 8<aying signifies very much more than that they must be ever pre-

pared for the punishment of death ! I (Schleiermacher.)
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both sayings are taken literally, a perfect contradiction : conse-

quently t\\Q finding and losing must obviously, in the first place,

be understood in different senses. We endeavour to extract the

consistent meaning by understanding it
—"He who is zv^ojv to find

it, and who tJnnks he has found it, by avoiding death, and who
makes it his aim to preserve his temporal life (Mark viii. 34 og av

&i\'^ ffSffai, John xii. 25 o (piXcov), shall lose, shall forfeit it." But
does this suit the second member—is o ccTroXitTug he who thinks

to lose it? or he who aims to lose it? Here something that

actually takes place is intended, especially through the svsKiv

kfjbov. Consequently, in the second place, '^V)(/i also must be

meant in two opposite senses :—He who gives up his life in the

one sense, shall receive it again in another higher and better

sense, as his true life. Now, since the most obvious reference

seemed to be to the cross immediately preceding, shall we har-

monize it thus?—He who loses his bodily life through bearing

witness unto death (ver. 28), shall yet keep his life, shall find

another ; for he has only lost his body, not essentially his life or

his soul. This will not suffice, for the promise would then have

no distinctive relation to those who die for His sake, since in that

sense the soul can never be killed or be lost. It is now time to

think of St Luke's zaff yi[Jbipoci/, and of the apv^jcafX^o; or ccTccp-

vri(TU(}6oi) iocvrov which is connected with it (as also in Mark viii.

34 ; Matt. xvi. 24)

—

let him deny himself! It is in this word
that we are to seek the key and explanation of the cross, the

meaning of that life which must absolutely be lost, and be con-

tinually surrendered to a painful death, in order to the finding

of the true and better life. The cross is the death of the old life

for the putting away of sin, that the resurrection of a new life

from God and for God may follow unto holiness. The -^v^h

which is to be killed, which must be crucified, is the sinful self-

life of the old man, which is truly death ; and this dead life

must be mortified and lost by an internal, continual crucifixion

and self-denial (of which the taking up of the external cross is

only an external expression), in order that we may find the

living life, our sanctified, glorified, and eternal life. Our Lord's

teaching, therefore, is precisely the same as that of St Paul

afterwards, in Rom. vi. 4—11, viii. 13. And the promise of an

abounding, compensating life to all who are put to death by man
for Christ's sake, however true this superficial sense of it ma^f
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be, is only the confirming sign and symbol of an inward meaning,

which has its application for all. This, then, is the last and

deepest ground on which the necessity of the hyaZ^ziv (ver. 34)

is based. For that which must take place in the world as a

whole, must also be accomplished in the microcosm of every

individual inheritor of peace and eternal life—the separation

and abolition of the sinful. He who does not comprehend and

submit to this, consequently, in the retaining of his old self-life,

regards himself as having found his -^vyj^, is lost ; but he who
gives up, in the fellowship of the cross of Christ, all that which

must die and pass away, has by such loss obtained the gain of

eternal blessedness. Thus the great gyp^cs; forms a transition

to the promise of reward and victory, after the struggles and the

pains of the great finished warfare, whether viewed as external

or internal, in the microcosm of the world, or the microcosm of

the Christian's life.

But at this concluding point our Lord's design is to lead

back Ilis discourse to the point from which it started, and with

which it must close, and to wind it up as one entire whole,

which, commencing with the first mission of the Apostles, rose

gradually to all these high and lofty prospects. After having,

therefore, spoken more especially, from ver. 32 downwards, with

reference to all His future disciples with the formula Tag oarig

and 6V, He now returns once more to His first Apostles, in

whom He beholds all their and His own future successors.

Hence the promise of ver. 40 stands simply as it does, address-

ing the Apostles particularly by the you, and yet setting forth

the promise as only implicitly for tliem, for He passes through

them to a universal reference

—

He that receiveth you ! But
He immediately generalizes what had been said to the ciTroff-

roKoig distinctively, and in their highest dignity, and descends

from three stages ; confirming in the promises which He ad-

dresses to those who receive them and believe. His ambassadors

and witnesses of every degree as those in whom He will ac-

knowledge Himself to be represented. The first word ascends

even to the cc^oareiXag, from whom He came forth into the

world : the last condescends even to the [juiKpoTg, whom He
nevertheless regards as His messengers.

Ver. 40. The ViyisOoLi refers back to ver. 14, and has now
fully unfolded itself as meaning no longer the mere external
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reception and hearing of those who in their preliminary mission

brought the first peaceful greetings of the kingdom nigh at

hand, but the acceptance and following of their whole message

and preaching, with faith which leads to full discipleship. The
and is a progression of the promise, and is at the same time

equivalent to as : for in John xx. 21, when the time in special

fulfilment was now fully come, the Lord repeats the same im-

pressive words to His Apostles :—As My Father hath sent Me,
even so send I you. The words which we have here had been

before that literally repeated (John xiii. 20) ; and with the

additional intimation that the authority, which in its fullest

force appertained to the Apostles alone, should be shared in

his degree by every successor : Idv rivcc TrSjOO'^/^y. (As in Lu. x.

16, the same is said to the Seventy, with the addition of the

opposite despising, and its consequence, which would not have

befitted the character of promise which marks the conclusion

here.) But the Jlrst member—He that receiveth ^/ou, receiveth

Me—is true only through grace ; the second—He that re-

ceiveth Me, receiveth the Father—is essentially and fully true

in itself. For no man, not even an Apostle, can predicate of his

relation to Christ the words and meaning of John xiv. 9, 10
;

it is not so much in their case the person, sinful and infirm,

which is concerned, but the office, in which the Lord acknow-

ledges whom He sends, and will have Himself acknowledged.

He Himself even, in a certain sense, required to be honoured,

not so much in His human personality, as in His character of

being the Sent of the Father : and thus it is that, though one

with the Father, He here humbly places Himself on a level of

relation with them. He draws His own up to Himself, while

as the first and highest ciToaroXog (Heb. iii. 1) He stoops down
again to them. It is the same humility, always going side by

side with His majesty, with which He places His " Me" under

the ciTTOffrstXai/ra, even as He had said (ver. 32)—Him will I

confess also before My Father which is in heaven. The Son

bears witness upon earth, by testimonies which perfectly accord,

both to His sovereignty over all things, and to His dependence

upon the Father.

Vers, 41, 42. The three descending stages below the ccTOff-

rokoig are :—a servant, ambassador, witness sent of God, in

general, Avho might be called in the New Testament 7rpo(pfirf^g,
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because the now apostolical dignity had now reduced what was

once the highest to the second place (hence ch. xxiii. 34 ; Lu.

xi. 49) :—a hixcciog, or righteous man before God, one who
belonged to Nis saints (Acts ix. 13), though without special

mission ;—finally, a (Jbcc6rirr,g, even though a fjbixpog or weak

beginner, for out of these fjbixpo7g the 'hix.aioi and the '?rpo<p}^TCC(

spring, and the Lord will have sVa rovTcov received also g/V

ovofjboc (LuOriTOv. The promise is now given to the receiving

and to the received in one, just as in ver. 22 'iffZffh [JbKTOVfjjSVot

was fore-announced at once to the preachers, and to those who
believed their testimony. The hiyiffdcci is also regarded in the

different corresponding degrees, from the believing obedience

which is paid to the testimony received down to the slightest

refreshment which is afforded in the love of the faith to the

needy man because he is a disciple of Christ. All is embraced

again within these two extremes, similarly as in vers. 28 and

30 we observed between death and the losing of a hair of the

head. E<V ouofjjO, means, as frequently in the Mishna dK' hv,

Dt^3, DK'p, for the sake of anything ;—and in this that faith is

presupposed, even in the least exhibition of love, which makes

its subjects capable of the reception of Christ in His servants,

of the acknowledgment of His name, and only thus of the con-

fession which will be rewarded. He who has done good to the

confessors of Christ from merely natural feeling, qiiand mane
not parceque, derives not from thence any connection with His

legitimate and finally victorious kingdom. Yet does this " in

the name" descend in its comprehension to the lowest grade of

faith, even that which simply fears to deny to a disciple of

Christ the cup of cold water ; and the reward, as it is expressly

declared, bears strict relation to the reception which His dis-

ciples meet. He who can perceive and acknowledge the prophet

as a prophet, and the righteous man as a righteous man, will par-

take of his reward—" for by that reception he characterizes him-

self as likeminded with him whom he receives." (Krummacher.)

In the case of the fjbtxpoi, whose '7rori%nt' is here something dif-

ferent from, and less than what is meant in ch. xviii. 5, the Lord

descends below the actual hix^trOui : therefore He does not pro-

mise to those the reward of a disciple, but simply (as Mark ix.

41) that he shall not lose his reward, that reward which is

appropriate to him for that act. For, every deed actually per-
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formed in love has its future reward (ch. vi. 2), if the right to

it is not extinguished by preponderating sin : which brings to

mind Lu. xvi. 9 (the preparatory reception into the kingdom

of peace, even though only as a Gibeonite and drawer of water

cum spe ascendendi), as well as Matt. xxv. 40 (where mercy

will rejoice against judgment, Jas. ii. 13). Suffice that, though

the manner of the fulfilment of those sayings remains among

the mysteries of the last things, thus much remains clear in this

most gracious conclusion of far-reaching promise, that the Lord

designs to comfort His own with His assurance that they are

regarded hy Him as precious, and that the estimation in which

they are held by man will be matter of man's final judgment

;

that the least thing as well as the greatest in the development

of His struggling kingdom, and in the fates of those who
struggle for it, is regarded and recorded in their favour ! There

will come finally a day of reckoning which will superabun-

dantly reward all that shall deserve reward. Against that day

the Lord gives His disciples the bond of His third " Verily I

say unto you," as the seal of His eternal Amen :
—" I Jesus

have said it with Mine own mouth, I will repay it." (Philem.

19.) Thus speaks He in His grace ou\y of recompense ; but

lets also the undertone of denunciation against those who de-

spise proclaim itself to those who understand—ver. 15. (Lu.

X. 16.)

CONCERNING JOHN's IMPRISONMENT.

Matt. xi. 4-30 ; Lu. vii. 22-35 (xvi. 16, x. 13-22).

Tertullian first broached the opinion that John himself in his

prison had become subject to weakness and obscuration of faith,

and had admitted into his mind doubts concerning Christ's

person,—an opinion which seems to be very easy of refutation.

We might at first be disposed to concede whatever truth there

might be in its fundamental principle, viz., that the manifesta-

tion of Christ's kingdom was, according to his mind, too long

deferred, and that he would, by this piiblic and solemn question,

challenge the Lord to answer him by quicker action. Scarcely

have we declared this, however, but we must again retract it,
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in deference to our own clear convictions. Presupposing the

contents of John i. and iii. 27-36 to be true, it seems impossible,

both on grounds of human psychology and Divine administra-

tion, that this Witness to the coming Light, created by God
and sent as such, in order that all might believe in it, should

have afterwards scandalized the world by his own unbelief.

It is, moreover, equally impossible that imprisonment should

have proved too severe for the Man of the wilderness, or that

the Meek and Lowly One, whom His forerunner had instantly

felt, when He came to his baptism, to be the Lamb of God,

the appointed atonement, should ever have been thought by that

forerunner too meek and too lowly in His journeyings of mercy.

It is equally impossible that he who from beginning to end

bowed in such undoubting and profound homage before Christ,

as the servant before his Lord, as the earthly before the

Heavenly, should ever have ventured to think of interfering

with the Lofty One, by the slightest word of human impatience.

But let us now directly observe how the Lord in His discourse

immediately commences in honour of John. He disclaims for

him (not without a design Himself to contradict the misunder-

standing of his message, which might possibly arise) in ver. 7

all inconstiincy, and in ver. 8 all impatient desire of better days

than he then saw, with a reference to his well-known character

from the very beginning. Let us go on to hear, with ears

rightly disposed, the impressive confirmation of vers. 11-19,

where the testimony of the forerunner come, is made the founda-

tion for the assurance that the Messiah is also come ; and w-e can

no longer permit ourselves to regard the warning of ver. 6 as a

hint which the Baptist himself required, and which might meet

his own case. They who still think so have not yet understood

aright the whole discourse of our Lord, which indeed as a con-

tinuous answer most decisively explains the meaning of the

question which had been sent. No, John acts in tlie prison,

where he had heard from his disciples what he had received as

no other than the " works of the Christ" (Lu. vii. 18),^ in precise

conformity with his own great function, to point liis disciples to

' Alford is not quite right when he says that " this is the only place

-where that name (jov Xpiarov), standing alone, is given to our Lord in

this Gosijel." Properly speaking it is not so given here ; but it is only

designed to say that John heard " the Messiah-yvorks (of this Jesus)."
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this Christ. Because, while they are dependent on himself,

they are not thoroughly disposed to trust to his own words alone,

he sends them to Christ that they may ask Him themselves

;

and for their encouragement in going, he meekly permits them

to do this as from himself, and by his commission ; careless of

any misconstruction which might ensue, and leaving its solution

to his Lox'd, who well knows his mind.

Nearly thus was the question viewed by Chrysostom, Euthy-

mius, Theophylact, etc., among the Fathers. Now, indeed, I

stand almost alone in the maintenance of this opinion ; most

even of the later orthodox expositors, with strange earnestness,

declare themselves for an actual doubt on the pai't of the

Baptist, a wavering or defeat of his faith, a "reaction from

hie earlier position," etc.^ They can bring many arguments

for their view, and some of them containing much truth in

themselves. As a general position, for instance, we are willing

to admit that believers, men of God, may fall, and from time

to time have fallen, into such obscurations of faith : but we
cannot, by any means, admit the application of it to the present

case. This would not be a sudden paroxysm of weakness in

faith, such as every Christian knows by experience, but would

involve the deliberate, palpable, public scandal of the retractation

of the testimony, officially given at an earlier time, and of the

utmost importance, by the same person " Avho came for a

witness" (John i. 7); and such an anomaly would be without

precedent among all the prophets, messengers, and witnesses of

God.

Neander expresses his opinion, that Mobile " scientific know-

ledge and judgments, once obtained by logical induction, can

never again be lost while the powers of the mind remain

unimpaired," the convictions of faith, which spring from pro-

cesses of the higher life, are not so secure and lasting ; but what

shall we say to this, with the shifting, changeable scientific

perceptions and logical inductions of our learned philosophers

^ Lange holds " that even the Baptist must be regarded as having been,

for a moment, among those who misappreliended Christ "—against which,

the second verse of St Matthew, well weighed, already protests. Ficker,

in his sermons on " The Doubters of the New Testament," devotes to our

text the third of his sermons, and places the Baptist himself among the

doubters.
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before us! We rather maintain, with the fullest assurance, that

•what comes to us from above as revelation is far more immovably

rooted in the mind tlian our philosophy and logic; and that

most assuredly wliat is revealed for the administration of a

testimony of the highest importance could never be left exposed

to the consequences of the human infirmity of the witness, and

thereby to the eventual public contradiction of that testimony.

The Divine permission may allow it to be so with us preachers

and theologians ; but the Baptist, whose prerogative it was to

herald the Messiah into the Jewish nation and the world,

occupied, in the counsels and plans of God for His kingdom,

so high an official position, that we cannot suppose him to have

been permitted by God to sink below it for a moment. We
beg that this point may be carefully observed, as it is generally,

in consequence of a want of adherence to the entireness of this

plan, most unwarrantably overlooked. When John the Baptist

testified of Christ as the Lamb of God, that testimony must

have rested upon a perception unclouded and distinct, penetrat-

ing into the truth of Scripture, and firmly held in the Spirit : a

perception and assurance, to say the least, as little likely to be

lost as any logical induction ! In Neander himself we perceive

traces of a suspicion that his view is untenable and discordant,

since he affirms that the author of the report of the doubting

question could not have been acquainted with the earlier testi-

mony borne by the Baptist to Jesus, or he would not have failed

to notice it in his account ! ! How little disposed ive are to

concede such ignorance in the Evangelists, oui* readers well

know.

According to Von Gerlach, " John, notwithstanding his illu-

mination for the earlier testimony, stood yet within the economy

of the old covenant, and had the same internal conflict as the

disciples of Jesus had afterwards ; for he found that, quite con-

trary to his supposition^ the kingdom of God did not appear in

external manifestation of power." Actually the same conflict,

does he think, as that of the disciples while yet receiving their

training and not yet installed into their office? And did not

his prophetic illumination, about which we hear nothing in the

case of the disciples, his official grace and official consecration,

make any difference in his favour ? The ambassador and his

public character as such are too much lost sight of in the mere
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personal man. Nor is there the shghtest trace in his earher

pubHc testimonies of any proof that he did intend to announce a

kingdom of external authority. They say further that " in his

temptation he lost the tokens of the Divine enlightenment."

But I would ask again, whether an Isaiah in the economy of the

Old Testament would have lost again such tokens 1 Now, the

Baptist was greater than all the prophets before him, and stood

upon the very threshold of the new covenant. That single word

concerning the Lamb of God reveals to us a degree of certain

knowledge, which, while in harmony with the illumination of all

former prophecy, left no room for the Messianic expectations to

which the Jews of that age gave up their minds, and into which

the disciples themselves also fell. If the utmost were granted,

that he for a while doubted, pondered, wavered in his prison

(which, however, we do not believe)
;
yet the open and public

question could never have been permitted of God ! Yon Ger-

lach makes a move in the right direction, when he says that " it

was his desire, at the same time, to direct his disciples to Jesus,

through the resolution of the doubt." To this we also adhere

;

but if he had desired the satisfaction of any mere doubt, for his

01071 sake, he would not have asked, in a plain, broad question,

—Art thou, or art thou not, the Messiah 1 It is rather the very

point of the question—which appears to be the doubting con-

verse of his own previous testimony (This is He !),—that in its

background it presupposes him to mean (as all the people, after

the discourse of Jesus would observe) :—For my own part, I

know and have borne my witness; but let Him tell you Himself,

my disciples, that ye may believe. (John i. 7.) Every thought-

ful mind must have thus understood this question put by this

witness ; must have supposed that another meaning lay be-

neath it.

Finally, it is said that the "obscuration" which befell the

" witness of the light," did not consist in any uncertainty as to

the person of the Lord (this, however, is the literal sense of his

question, which, consequently, is given up in its letter), so much
as in a kind of " impatience " which could not await the critical

time. But we have radical scruples about this ; for not only

must it necessarily have sprung from a dreary lack of spiritual

perception in John, but it would further involve a contradiction

to that ever humble relation of John to the Lord, which would
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liave rendered sucli reminding and prompting utterly impossible

to him. Lossel has put this in the most objectionable form

:

" Scarcely was he in the prison than the time began to seem

already long, before Jesus began to glorify Himself in Mm (?)

;

and, thus failing, he not only entertained doubts himself, but

infected his disciples also." This is thoughtless and foolish

language concerning the greatest prophet, Avho himself well

knew his fate as a prophet, and suffered patiently, all the more

patiently as he had announced for the jNIessiah alone the death

of a victim.

In opposition to all these various hypotheses, whether strongly

or firmly held, of otherwise orthodox men, I cannot but take my
stand with Schleiermacher, wdio sets out with the assertion that

"John himself could not have entertained doubts as to the

Messiahship of Jesus," although he then hazards the supposition

that the words of the messengers have been by abbreviation

placed in that false light. We think this latter idea not at all

necessary. As those w^ords lie in the record, John does not

merely permit a question to be asked " for appearance," an idea

which is instantly rejected; but, with an earnestness which both

Jesus and the people understood, bids his disciples to go and ask

Him themselves. We cannot see anything inappropriate in this

view, and its acceptance aloiie makes the whole procedure con-

ceivable and comprehensible. " To have directed his disciples

to Jesus, nothing more woidd have been loanting than distinctive

explanations from their own master," is the opinion of Braune

;

but we cannot agree to this, for in the case of the greater part

of John's disciples, who were not induced to go to Christ, the

direct contrary was the fact ! Nor was it a " circuitous way,"

but the only one which would succeed with some, to send them

directly to the Lord.^

But enough of preliminary polemics and defence ; let us go

to the text. What St Matthew communicates in this entire

1 Alford concedes that " the idea of his faith being weakened by his

imprisonment is quite inconsistent, not only with John's character, but

ynih. our Lord's discourse in this place." Be it so ! If he now, being

himself convinced, only desired a declaration from our Lord's own mouth,

this declaration certainly was not intended for his own sake, but for hia

disciples, to settle them, to " set them at rest;,"' as Alford himself says.

Wherein, in that case, do we differ ?
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chapter is a progressive series of sayings, spoken in continuation,

just as they are here connected ; and forming one great con-

certed discourse, gradually advancing towards its climax, which,

in vers. 27-30, gives the most complete answer to the question

which had been received. The Evangelist plainly asserts this

in vers. 7 and 20 (in both cases alike yjp^ocro), and in ver 25,

h Ifizim TM zaipc^ ccTfozpihig; and it is no objection to this, that

St Luke, who, in ch. vii., gave the greatest part of this discourse

in literal unison with St Matthew, has afterwards recorded

sundry repetitions of it as actually uttered on another occasion,

ch. X. and ch. xvi. 16. We do right, therefore, to regard the

whole, as it here lies before us, as the discourse of Jesus on

occasion of the message of John ; and shall take a general glance

at the process of thought in its development, before we enter

on the exposition itself. The reader, to whom our summaries

have already commended themselves, will find this arrangement

confirmed, by reading it again after the exposition has been

read. The one fundamental theme from beginning to end may
be thus expressed. The Lord speaks of the faith and unbelief

of His own generation, in the twofold testimony extant in it,

which both prepared for and offered the kingdom of heaven : the

kingdom which was as assuredly come as the two Ipy^of/jZVOi were.

The whole resolves itself into three main sections ;—for, in

the things of God, we find almost everywhere a trichotomy.

First is the direct answer to those who were sent (vers. 4-6), as

an introductory preface, which already intimates all that follows

;

then (vers. 7-19), the continuous discourse to the people con-

cerning John and the Christ, in their harmony with one another,

and consentient testimony ; finally, from ver. 2 1 onwards, the

conclusion addressed to the faith and unbelief of His own age,

uttered with the highest contrasts of severity and gentleness.

I. The answer to the messengers points out the manifest signs

of Him who has come, both in His dignity and in His humility—
as shown in miracles and in preaching, whose agreement, both

with prophecy and with each other, should be evidence enough

for faith ; and in that lowliness, also the subject of prophecy, at

which unbelief takes offence. In this the two following sections

are already sketched and prepared for ; which may be defined

as, first, intelligence concerning the marks of the testimony now

among them, but which so few believed, and then warning
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against unbelief; at the close of the ^vhole, however, there is

an additional invitation to faith, proceeding from most obvious

mercv and grace. The indication of the signs in working is

directed apparently to John at first, from wliom the question

came : as the gracious One was not willing harshly to disclose

before ilie people by any word of His the state of things in the

messengers themselves, to their shame and offence. First, it is

given generally, those things which ye do hear and see : then

follows specific statement in consistency with prediction. In

ver. G. however, there follows another sign of the appearance of

the Messiah, also the subject of prophecy, but which is a

stumblincblock to men ; and the Lord uses such an expression

as must refer to the disciples of John, first of all (a slight

contrast with their master being implied), and, at the same

time, to all who are unbelievers. Warning and promise to

unbelief and to faith are here interwoven ; and consequently

we may regard f/juxuptog as being a prelude to the gracious

invitation which in vers. 28-30 forms the conclusion.^

II. In order, however, decisively to prevent all misunder-

standing of the mission, and that He may take the question, in

the sense in which John put it, as occasion for a further and

true answer to it, the Lord proceeded, when the messengers

had departed,^ to speak to the people concerning John. But

He speaks of John as the forerunner who had come, and con-

sequently, at the same time, and afterwards more expressly,

concerning Himself as also come. This is, so to speak, the

predominant instruction and disquisition in the middle of the

discourse, which lays the foundation for the warning and promise

of its decisive close. The substance of its contents is :—The
public, though generally discredited, testimony of the days of

John the Baptist and of Christ for their contemporaries, in its

convincing connection and harmony. Specifg instruction (vers.

7-15 precedes, and a progressive reference to unbelief and faith,

^ Not that our Lord Himself consciously and purposely so ordered it.

The hannony and significance which are preserved in a poetical work of

art, through all its detail, is not regarded as the result of an elaborate

arrangement marked out either before or during the writing of it : but our

commento upon the organism of the words of the Holy Ghost have been

foolishly misunderstood as if some such thing as this was signified.

2 Aa St Matthew significantly does not omit to remark 1
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vers. 16-19) prepares for the following most emphatic threaten-

ing and promise.

1. The instructive comment speaks in vers. 7-11 of John, in

vers. 11-15 of Christ; but the latter reference is veiled, as

always, before the people, so that the name "Christ" is avoided:

yet all who had ears to hear must have heard in His words evi-

dence enough as to who that " Son of Man" (ver. 19) could be,

who came as John had come ! Concerning John, first, what he

is not, convincingly to refute the misapprehension which might

arise among the people then (and expositors now) : by an earlier

figure describing the earlier John, the unshaken man of the

wilderness (ver. 7) ; and then, in plainer and stronger terms,

describing John as he then was, and now is, the same man in

imprisonment, who even there is consistent with his former self,

and does not, through inconstancy or desire of freedom, put a

question concerning that 7Wiv, which he had then so fearlessly testi-

fied {yer. 8). Assuredly, a most plain and undeniable argument!

Then follows positively, and based upon this, ivhat he is : not

only a prophet, like one of the prophets (still in transition from

the negative, ver. 9), but the greatest among all and after all the

messengers of God down to this time ; the forerunner of Christ

(ver. 10) himself predicted by other prophets, the only one

enjoying this honour save that One, who is emphatically o gp-

yofLSVog ; and therefore the greatest of all the prophets, the Bajj-

tist! (ver. 11). And if this man has fulfilled his function (for

in his prison he is even now drawing nigh to the end of his mis-

sion). Who then am 1 1 The Lord does not now utter openly

this question ;
yet it is decisively involved in these words, which

only derive their full exposition from a general view of the whole

connection and spirit of the context.

And now, the kingdom of heaven itself arises before us in its

altogether new dignity ; so that he in it that is least is greater

than the greatest who are without and at its threshold, as we find

it still in ver. 11. It enters in with ])ower : that is the meaning

of the designedly obscure sentence (ver. 12), which is so arranged

as to embrace the mighty, constraining witness which had been

borne, and its results, both in the mighty opposition of unbelief

and the mighty pressing in of faith : blending the whole into

one vivid description of the gre^t-- crisis, which thus was declared

to have arrived. It is the time of fulfilment ! The time of
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prophecy, of preparation is past (ver. 13) ; the forerunner, wlio

is himself a portion of this fulfilment, is come (ver. 14) ; and

therefore—but the remainder scarcely needed to be expressed :

He that has ears to hear let him hear! (ver. 15). This is the

conclusion of the comment upon the circumstance which had

transpired !

2. There now follows a reference to the unbelief and the faith

which responded to that mighty testimony which was so publicly

given to the kingdom of heaven in this important age. That

reference, however, is predominantly to ]X\q predominant unbelief

of the generation as a whole ; for the circumstances of the case

required this, the few who believed in the midst of so overwhelm-

ing a majority of unbelievers not being in the first instance

regarded at all. The universal unbelief of the childish children

of this age, which had nevertheless beheld and heard the most

wonderful things, appears as uttering its own condemnation, dis-

honouring itself while dishonouring God. The Tivo loho had

come are placed in opposition to their own generation, which, in

its infatuation, would neither hear the law nor the Gospel, neither

submit to repentance nor accept the kingdom of heaven : this

opposition being first exhibited in a vivid and convincing simile

(vers. 16, 17), and then in a direct, explanatory declaration (vers.

18, 19). But, finally, there is an encouraging glance at the o^are

and infrequent faith, by which the childlike children of Wisdom
—her truly docile and instructed scholars

—

justify the revelation

of God in the twofold unity of its exhibition, and are themselves

evidence and seals of the truth of the testimony both of John and

of Christ (Johniii. 33).

III. The sublime and impressive conclusion is now sufliciently

prepared for, which is put by the Spirit of the Father into the

lips of the Son, His soul being first moved to holy wrath, and

then by quick transition to gentle and inviting meekness. That

which, in ver. 6, was expressed as a combination of threatening

and promise, learning and invitation, is now distributed in

detail ; the blessed is he being resolved into woes, denounced

against those who have been offended in Him, and gracious

invitation to corresponding blessedness for such as come to Him
and accept His yoke.

1. The threatening of impending judgment upon the general

unbelief is as yet confined within the limits of Galilee (with allu-

VOL. II. E
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sion to cli. X. 15), the immediate scene of our Lord's first won-

derful works ; the towns being named first (two of them being

selected as example, vers. 21, 22), and then the proud capital (vers.

23, 24), the specification of which contains a latent reference to

Jerusalem.

2. The invitation to blessedness and rest for the soul, which

does not cease, even in the midst of general unbelief, to sound

forth in accents of meekness and patience, is put by the Father

into the mouth of the Son, through an internal consolation

which He received at the same moment, stilling the holy vio-

lence of His indignation by the view of the Father's never-fail-

ing honour in His simple ones. Hence, the Lord first ansivers

this secret inspiration (vers. 25, 26) by a lowly yet sublime gloriji-

cation of the Father, which penetrates the good pleasure of God's

counsel as the ground of the procedure depicted in vers. 16-19,

and of the resulting faith and unbelief—though its wisdom the

wise cannot comprehend. This is followed by the preaching of

the Gospel to the poor and the wretched (ver. 5), bursting as a

stream of love from the depths of this profound and mysteri-

ous principle. The Lord descends from the high contemplation

of His eternal dignity, and the Father's eternal counsel, to the

wretched objects of His gospel of mercy. The Father hath

delivered all things to the Son, He reveals and imparts blessedness

only through Him : but the Son invites all,^— all, that is, who feel

their misery and their need of Him, in order that they may find

refreshment and rest under His easy yoke, and His light burden !

Here, then, the answer to John's question reaches its fullest

emphasis and expression :—I verily am He ; come unto Me, and

wait for no other ! Here, also, the Gospel of St Matthew (which

being the first was yet written with the same aim as the last, to

produce the belief that Jesus is the Christ, the Son of God)

reaches its first impressive concluding point, so that we may fitly

make it the close of the first portion of our exposition.^ We
might pause here to remark and to adore the Divine wisdom,

also, in the arrangement of the Gospels : especially to observe the

significant conclusi6ns of St Matthew's chapters, as they pro-

gressively follow. Ch. i. closes with the most holy name of Jesus

'Not merely the Son of David, and the seed of Abraham (ch. i. 1).

* Although in another, and more formal relation, the beginniug of the

Parables in ch. xiii. might have well formed the commenceiueut of a section.
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—ch. ii. with that of tlie despised Nazareth—ch. iii. gives the

Voice from heaven, which testifies over this Jesus of Nazareth,

This is My beloved Son ! Upon this trilogy of introduction, ch.

iv. follows with its close, designating and opening up the scene of

His words and works—ch. vii. gives the grand conclusion of the

first great discourse—ch. ix., after the first C}X'le of examples of

His miraculous works, which already excited the enmity of the

Pharisees, casts at its close the glance of mercy upon the great

harvest then waiting in the land— ch. x., at the end of the first

mission, directs that glance into the far Future, where nothing

should remain unrewarded—and ch. xi. closes with this sublime

Come unto Me! And so also may it be seen in the same way

how ch. xii. (chs. xiii. and xiv. in contrast with each other), chs.

xvi., xix., xxii., xxiii., xxv., terminate respectively in the most

significant conclusions.

Ver. 4 is indeed spoken, coiTesponding as it does with the

words of the message, as if the Lord regarded the pregnant ques-

tion as actually the question of John himself, and directed to him

also His answer. But this is only the result of His gracious con-

descension to the weakness of the messengers, with which He
sympathises even as their master had done ; and we cannot so

regard it as to say (with Alford) that the Lord would not have

thus answered, had not the question come directly from the

Baptist himself. Or, are we to receive the words of St Luke
(vers. 18, 19), according to their plain letter, which, in 'Trpoax.a.Xi-

cu(jji\iog 'i'7:z[jj-^i, and yet more in 5yo rivocg, seems to intimate that

the whole matter proceeded directly from John ? No, St Luke,

although he has not recorded the Baptist's earlier direction of

his disciples to Jesus, and here appends an explanation of the

subject in all its relations (vers. 29, 30), yet presupposes, from his

earlier (ch. iii. 22) as well as from tlie immediately-following

discourse of Jesus, that his thoughtful readers will understand

liim aright, when he thus objectively relates the circumstance.

The individual Evangelists naturally ]iresu])pose and take for

granted rather too much than too little in their compressed re-

flectionless narratives : and we must remember that we have the

whole under our eye. Nothing liad lain nearer the Baptist's

heart, since the first public manifestation of Jesus, than to direct
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his own disciples to Him, with an incessantly repeated

—

Behold

the Lamb of God ! This is He ! We perceive this once and

again in John i. 29-37 ; and John iii. 24-36 is an example and

testimony instar omnium of the manner in which John, from that

time to his imprisonment, dealt with and spoke to those of his dis-

ciples whose minds were not yet clearly convinced as to the claims

of Jesus. Consequently, those who were still his disciples, who
remained attached to him, and would rather adhere to him in

his imprisonment than go over to the Nazarene, were eo ipso

only such as could not and would not believe that that Nazarene

was the Christ. When St Luke, therefore, writes hvo rivag tmv

(jb(x,&rirSJv avTov,^ he takes it for granted, by a presupposition

natural enough to himself, though perhaps, if we may say so, not

sufficiently mindful of Theophilus, that the forerunner had on

good grounds sent these men to Christ. John, who had said

before, "but I must decrease!" and who had a clear perception

from beginning to end of his one only duty to prepare the way,

in his own entire course, for Him who was to come, knew that he

should only fulfil his course through imprisonment and death, that

thus he must contribute to destroy all carnal expectations of the

Messiah, and then make way for Him to whom his own mission

referred. It is an object deeply impressed upon his heart, to send,

before his own expected death, all such as were not by himself

convinced of the Messiahship of Jesus, to Jesus Himself; and he

selects, from his own impulse, two among the number of those

thus situated, possibly two pre-eminent doubters, for this decisive

mission. His question, like that of the Lord Himself, in Matt.

xvi. 13, has the benefit of the disciples in view. But when the

Lord makes answer—Go and shoiv John again those things which

ye do hear and see. He only refers them again, for their con-

viction and humiliation, to what they had already done :—Tell

him again, that he may again tell you—these are the works of

Christ ! The question was. Do we look for another ? are we, by

renewed weary waiting, to expect a Future which never appears ?

The answer cries in impressive response :—No. He is here,

whom ye look for ; all that was to come is manifestly before you,

to be heard and seen : prophecy has become reality and history

' The reading Itx rZv fixdnrZv, in St Matthew, though now preferred,

is to us doubtful. At most it only freely describes the circumstance as it

appeared :—^the disciples were permitted to ask as in John's name.
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before iiour eyes and ears, as well as those of all the people ! Lu.

iv. 21. The heaiing refers first of all to the rumour which

(according to Lu. vii. 17) had gone forth tliroughout all Judea,

and throujihout all the refiion round about, concerning the

wonderful works of Jesus, and which had been reported to John.

The seeing adds to this the then present confirmation to their eyes;

for in the same hour, St Luke tells us. He cured many of their in-

firmities and plagues, so that no further answer was in reality

needed than—Open yonr eyes, and ye find it so ! But then the

words which follow further embrace both the hearing and the

seeing in one ; and it is not without significance that what they

hear comes first, thus placing the last-mentioned preaching of the

Gospel before the miracles seen. (For here St Matthew is more

exact than St Luke, who inverts this order.) To speak quite

strictly, the seeing must turn to hearing, the miracles must

become words, and the works must be witnesses, that so, by hear-

ing them, faith may come. The miracles confirm the preaching,

but the preaching explains their significance: hence, in ver. 15, it

is 07ili/—He that hath eai's to hear, let him hear!

Ver. 5. The Lord had indeed, in a certain sense, said all in

this first word ; but He graciously points with His finger to

evidences of His mission, Himself in deference to their desire

performing for Himself the work of the Baptist to John's dis-

ciples. In exhibiting these in detail. He refers to passages in

the prophets as fulfilled, but with a grandeur of application

which should be evident to our modern scribes in proportion as

it is free from any such petty exhibition of personal marks and

signs, as their wisdom, in a certain sense, rightly repudiates.

The same Isaiah, to whom the Baptist had appealed when his

authority was questioned, out of whose prophecy he had taken

his testimony to the Lamb of God, is on that very account

brought forward again by Jesus Himself. He predicts in ch.

xxix. the siege and destruction of Jerusalem (but not merely

of that which was immediately impending, comp. ver. 3 with

Lu. xix. 43) ; then the blinding and delusion of Israel ; then

the great change which will twice take place between the forest

and the field, the fruitful field and the wilderness,— first in

the rejection of Israel and the admission of the Gentiles, then

finally, vice versa, when Israel's hardness passes away, so that the

deaf again hear the words of the book, the eyes of the blind see,
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and the meek {ttooxoi) shall have joy in the Lord. The same pro-

phecy recurs with additional emphasis in ch. xxxv., the sublime

concluding chapter of the first portion of Isaiah's prophecies.

When Idumea is judged, the desert shall blossom abundantl}^,

and the salvation of God shall appear : when the eyes of the

blind shall be opened, and the ears of the deaf shall be un-

stopped, then shall the lame man leap as an hart, and the tongue

of the dumb sing praise ! That which in these two passages,

pointing far forward to the final restoration of Israel, is pre-

dicted obviously, as we say in a spiritual meaning, as typical of

internal spiritual healing (though the second of them includes

external prosperity), our Lord indicates here to have received

also a physical fulfilment, or as embodied in His miracles of

healing. He quotes, in the same manner as His Evangelist

does. Matt. viii. 17 : for in the living relation between prophecy

and fulfilment there is a reciprocal alternation, so that prophetic

announcements which were delivered in sensible figures are

illustrated in their spiritual reality, and on the other hand, pre-

dictions not intended in their external sense, are nevertheless

fulfilled, over and above, in physical embodiment. (The en-

trance of Christ into Jerusalem upon the ass, as the Prince of

Peace, is an instance in point.) The Messiah's miracles of

healing, as such, and as physical in tliemselves, could not be

predicted, since prophecy deals with the internal meaning and

mystery of things ; they could only be contemplated in the

same signification which they bear to those who behold them
in their external and actual appearance, viz., as symbols of

spiritual healing. The accordance, first, between Christ's

preaching of salvation to the poor and the miserable, and His

beneficent miracles of healing, and then the accordance of both

these, of what is both heard and seen in Him, with the Scrip-

tures concerning Him who was to come, constitute His works

a sign and testimony that it is He.

The Lord, proposing to give examples of His works—the

miracula, prcedicta, benefca, multa, varia (Bengel) which testify

of Him—constructs a gradation of three members, each being

twofold by the conjunction of zut (which St Luke does not

observe). He mentions the blijid and the lame first, out of the

prophecies, one being taken from each ; He then connects the

deaf, found in both these passages, wnth the lepers, found in
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neither. Isaiah's saying concerning the dumh is passed over,

as also much else in the reality of fulfilment : for instance, the

casting out of devils (which in St Luke, ver. 21, had just taken

])lacc before their eyes) is included in the healing of the sick.

For, the Lord, who takes no delight in the detailed relation of

His own works, though He must now condescend to it, hastens

with profound meaning to that greatest act, which transcended

all prophecy or expectation— the dead are raised up—in order

to connect it, for its right interpretation, with the 'ktw/J)] zvuy-

yzyJZ^ovrai. For it was already a proverb among the Jews,

that God always goes beyond His promised grace, and gives

ever in addition something new- and still greater. There must

of course have taken place more awakenings of the dead than

onej when the Lord said this : we read of the first in Matt. ix.

;

St Luke has recorded the other at Nain ; and this also was in-

cluded in all those things which the disciples of John showed

him of.' Now, because the works of Jesus had gone so far as

the raising of the dead, and yet He did nothing further for the

expedition of His kingdom, or the deliverance of their im-

prisoned master, the disciples of John told him of these things

with some mixture of displeasure and offence at sucli a pro-

cedure, just as before in John iii. 26. The Lord penetrates all

this. He does not now say—" and captives have deliverance

preached to them," according to His quotation from Isa. Ixi. 1

at Nazareth, where the spiritual meaning was plain. Still less

does He say—" and the kingdom of God is made manifest,"

which, uttered now, neither the people nor the disciples were

capable of understanding But He quite unexpectedly, though

rightly, according to prophecy and fulfilment, appends to the

greatest miracle of raising the dead that last and greatest of all

testimonies, which itself exhibits the true significance of all the

former

—

the preaching of the Gospel to the poor !^ This last

is taken at once from Isa. Ixi. 1, and xxix. 19; the ivayyz}J-

^ It is equivalent to certain, by internal evidence, that the young man at

Nain was raised after the daughter of Jairus: and so the various reading tu

for TYt i^Kg, Lu. vii. 11 (overlooked by Ebrard), acquires a decisive signifi-

cance in the Harmony.
2 For thus must it be translated, comp. 2 Sam. xviii. 31, LXX. ; and

•with another subject in the pa&sive, Lu. xvi. 16. That the poor preached

the Gospel, cannot be the question here.
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Z^ovTUi, falling at the close of the answer, carries with it the

emphasis that the kingdom of heaven is come : the "Ttrooyjii are,

first of all, the externally mean, to whom, without money and

without rabbinical price, the joyful tidings are announced, as a

free gift, but also, and essentially, the poor and mournful in

s])ir!t, such as those of whom Isa. Ixi. 1 speaks.^ The preaching

of repentance went forth also to the rich and the exalted, yea,

rightly understood, to those distinctively : the Gospel belongs

to the low and the miserable. The preaching continues ever

to this day, and produces in men's souls all these works of Christ

of which history is full, and more abounding and truly than

might then have been heard and seen with bodily eyes and ears.

The blind see (Acts xxvi. 18), etc., the dead arise, hearing the

voice of the Son of God (John v. 25), which is immediately

connected with the former by kcci.^ Those who sit in the

prison-house hear of it when it is announced to them by those

who yet know not themselves the meaning of what they say.

Or, who will not know and embrace it ; for there follows one

more z,oci, which introduces the critical seventh member of the

paragraph.

Ver. 6. This tcki is not hut

:

—the offence of many at the

humble circumstances of the Messiah, notwithstanding all His

wonderful works, is also a token and sign of His person de-

rived from prophecy. (Isa. Hi. 13, 14, liii. 2, viii. 14.) The

Lord gives utterance thus, to what He had ofttimes experienced

since His first manifestation in Nazareth, to what had, alas,

become now as well known as His works themselves. But it is

not included in that which they had heard and seen, and should

tell John again, but (as if to intimate that) this manner of

speaking passes into ivarning, which might be applicable to the

disciples themselves whom He addressed.^ I know well that ye

^ Certainly not as Schleiermacher supposed: "Those who are not in

condition in the legal sense to shine out, 'tttu'/^oI x-ardi v6y.ov x.»i -Trot-px^oaiuy

2 This is the true element in Schleiermacher's strange idea that the

raising of the dead is only to be taken figuratively, since otherwise there

would be a tone of vainglory quite foreign to the manner of Jesus. How
has this great theologian stumbled and lost his way, when the true exposi-

tion of Scripture is concerned !

^ There is no ground whatever for referring this warning to the Baptist

himself, and thence to derive a supposed proof that he himself had been

offended in Jesus.
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have yet somewhat in your hearts against Me ; else would ye

not have come to ask, when the answer which ye have received

had been already so plainly given. The truh' poor understand

the Gospel message, and receive it in faith, so that they rejoice

in the Lord. To all others the works testify aloud, This is He !

yet the preaching wliicli they also hear, being no more than

preaching, so that even the raising of the dead is no more than

a call to dead souls to life in God, shows tliem the great truth,

that He is not such a Messiah as they expected and would have!

To him who gives not his heart to the preaching, all miracles

are vain for its explanation, and remain themselves misunder-

stood. Thus, then, the Lord gave a plain and concise answer

to a plain and concise question—and the concluding words pre-

cisely touch the spirit that put the question. Instead of crying

—lam He! (which indeed would have been but of little service).

He searches out in these disciples, and in the people (with

regard to whom this last saying was a transition to the follow-

ing discourse), all that unbelief and delusion which stood in the

way of tlie acknowledgment of Himself, in order that their faith

might be excited to overcome all offence, and respond to Him
— Yea, Thou art He! To Him, who presently afterwards pro-

claims His wonderful /in kingly majesty over all things and

over all persons, but now fur the time restrains it, though with

all His humility it cannot but come forward in the final words

of His reply in the ay^avbakiaOT) h IfMoi.

Vers. 7-11. Now first, as the disciples departed or when they

had gone, Jesus began to speak concerning Jolin : by which the

Evangelist would assure us, in an undertone, that He had not

referred to the Baptist before, especially not in His last saying

touching offence. But loht/ did He let them first depart, and

not utter what follows in their hearing ? The Evangelist's

observation makes a latent design perceptible, without antici-

pating, however, the thought of the reflecting reader by any

direct reflection of his own. The disciples of John had obtained

what they wanted, a decisive answer to the desire of their

question, which, if not directly expressed, would be plain enough

to their after-meditation. Anything further said for themselves,

or done in their presence, would have had evil effect. Would
it have been fitting that the Lord should endeavour, by detailed

and continued explanations, to ripen or hasten the development
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of the slowly struggling faith of these not insignificant " men"
^Lu. ver. 20), upon whom their master had already expended

much pains ? This would have been far less effectual than the

brief message with its piercing point at the close ; and would

have assumed before the people the unbecoming appearance of

exceedingly sedulous anxiety concerning them on His part. Or
was anything further requisite to be communicated to John ?

Assuredly not, for both the angel of preparation and the Angel

of the Covenant understood one another perfectly well, accord-

ing to a far better plan of common operation than that which,

according to the opinion of many fools, they had concerted in

the lodges of the Essenes. That which our Lord goes on to say

concerning John, it was needless that his disciples should carry

to him for his consolation ; and its appearance would have been

that of adulation to the people. But so much the more neces-

sary was it that the people, in whose minds the great question

had excited many thoughts, should have a further testimonj^ and

assurance that John was not, as at first sight it might have

seemed, in doubt concerning Jesus.^

The entire history of the transaction with the Baptist, which

at the time caused so great a sensation, had now to a great

extent faded away and become old ; the Lord, therefore, wisely

takes this occasion to bring it back to the people's thoughts,

and speaks concex'ning it in a manner similar to ch. xxi. 24, 25.

He commences by giving his due honour to the man who in

this inconstant, childish generation had fallen into unhonoured

oblivion, and by pointing out the permanent dignity of the

prisoner, whom He, however, does not release. He founds upon

tlie testimony of His forerunner, which, without miracles (John

X. 41), had awakened so universal a response, the evidence of

His own Messiahship, and of the presence of the kingdom of

heaven. The general concourse of the people to the preacher in

the wilderness, however little permanent eftect resulted from it,

was a public confession on which an appeal to them might

always afterwards be founded : they had willingly heard the

announcement, " Repent ye ;" they had for the most part sub-

mitted to baptism, and thereby confessed not only that they were

sinners, but that they admitted repentance to he the only xoay to

' This correct view is found distinctly and expressly maintained in Chry-

Bostom (Horn, xxxvii.).
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the kingdom of heaven. All this they are reminded of by the

Lord's questions, and by the sharp sayings which recall the scene,

and vividly paint it before their memory :—how was it then,

when ye flocked to the wilderness ? While lie thus speaks con-

cerning John, He is in reality speaking also concerning them,

and piercing their hearts and consciences.

Vers. 7-9. These words of our Lord belong preeminently

to those of His discourses wliich most illustriously exhibit His

wisdom in teaching. Under a simple and popular expression,

the essential meaning of which every one who heard it must

have understood, and the strongly marked form of which would

cleave to the memory, there is concealed an endless fulness of

deep thoughts and of interwoven relations which only by degrees

would rise before the thoughtful attention. The thrice repeated

—What went ye out for to see "? is itself a most emphatic refer-

ence to the impulse which urged them to go forth, and also to

what they learned from thus going forth, bringing forcibly to

their minds both the one and the other. But that which follows

each similar question in progressive development, is arranged

with a precise and specific purpose. The discourse proceeds

from the reed of the wilderness, from the external scene thus

vividly recalled, to the man or the person who was to be seen

there, and then, advancing still further, to the dignity of his

personality, as a prophet. The great point here to which the

rest leads is this—to mark out this man in the wilderness in the

well-known, deeply- stamped character of his whole life, first in

his constancy in opposition to men, then in his self-denying

severity against himself\ and finally, in his high office and call-

ing of God. Nor is this enougli—a third climax is observable.

TlYiq first question joins issue with the secret thought and expecta-

tion of many that the rigour of this new preacher of repentance

would soon relax, and that he would not stand immovably firm

to his first appeal !
^ But the second question, after the former

has shamed their secret suspicion, introduces by the aXka, (which

thus receives its full force), another application and turn of PL's

challenge. The undertone of the first was—"Is it not true

that such was your first thought, and that it would have well

^ Roos :
" We shall see how long this new preacher of repentance will

carry on his preaching. He will presently become tired of it, will abate hia

aeverity, and become again like one of ourselves."
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pleased you to find it so?" The second, on the other hand, con-

versely signifies, " Is it not true that ye assuredly did not, and

could not have desired that, when ye sought the man in the

wilderness, having already heard of his clothing and manner of

life ! " Finally, the third question does not seize their external

impression of his personality as they found him, but takes hold

of the conviction, which the preacher's words had produced in all

their minds, that he was a prophet (ch. xxi. 26). "/s it not true

that ye found in him a prophet, and were constrained to acknow-

ledge him as such 1 " But rising above all is the circumstance

that the Lord only says they went out to see somewhat,—using,

indeed, first the strong Qiaaaa&m (as if they had gone to a spec-

tacle), which is afterwards softened to the more customary Ibziv,

while He does not say, though it would have better befitted the

going out to a prophet, that they went out axovsiv. This is

spoken with the same tone in which the Lord had formerly

rebuked the superficial, inconstant, and capricious conduct of

the people (John v. 35) : and prepares the way for the similitude

of the sporting, childish children given below. Men should go

forth to hear a prophet ; but this was far from their thoughts :

and here lay their great fault, in spite of all their crowding forth,

their astonishment, their confession and their baptism. Again,

taking the other side :—they went to see, and yet did not rightly

see ; for in a true prophet the prophet is truly to be seen, and in

this case the whole manifestation of the life of the preaching

pointed to his great message. All these thoughts the Lord's

words would excite—how much could He say with His few

words ! (John vii. 46.)

The 7''eed shaken with the wind, in the first question, should

be understood at once literally and figuratively ; for the expres-

sion, which is certainly taken from the locality of the wilderness

near the Jordan just before-mentioned, included both. Assur-

edly it was not to see the reeds in the wilderness that ye went

forth ;—or, did ye suppose, did ye wish, to find in the man who
was there a compliant, changeable prophet of the people, a man
like yourselves, and not a firm and stedfast prophet of God ?

(Eccles. V. 11.) That would have been, in its kind, no better

than a mere reed ! No, though there was the appearance of this,

it was, at the same time, another impulse which sent you out, a

presentiment of that which ye actually saw there and found

!
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This first question is followed by no sucli responsive antithesis

as the others ; for the ans^Yer is sufficiently understood in it-

self:—the man in the wilderness stood like an iron pillar, and

like a wall of brass against the whole land, against the priests

and councillors as well as against the common people (Jer. i.

18) : he adhered immovably to his first

—

Repent ye! This the

people well knew. And this of itself was convincing testimony

that this same man could not have been moved by the tempta-

tion of persecution to exchange his witnessing—" This is He !
"

for a doubtful and questioning—" Art thou He ? " It was not,

then, from doubt that he put the question ! But that it was not

from impatience to be released from prison, what follows goes

on to show. He who was so severe against others, was equally

rigorous against himself. Ye remember well that as the sedges

of the desert were around him, so also that his garment was of

camel's hair, with the leathern girdle about his loins : there

was no [jju}\.ax.oi Ifyjuria,^ no ifjjarKTf/jog 'iv^o^og koi rpv^h (as St

Luke explains). Assuredly ye did not expect a secular fore-

runner of a Messiah coming in worldly pomp ? Such an one

would not be sought, would not be found in the loilderness : and

if the man of the wilderness is now imprisoned by Herod, he did

not fall into this imprisonment as a courtier, whose desire was

set upon worldly good living (though there he would better fare

than upon his locusts), but in consequence of his rigid preaching

of repentance to the king. Behold, yonder in Herod's court are

worldlings and flatterers enough, for kings' houses are the place

for them:' there the rule still holds good which ordered, in the

time of Ahasuerus, that none might enter into the king's palace

clothed with sackcloth (Esther iv. 2) ; then cry they to the

])ropliets as they did to Amos, Prophesy not here, for it is the

king's com't!^ (Amos vii. 13). But John has been the Elijah of

this Ahab. The Lord's words thus graze the edge of condem-

nation upon the thoughtless court of the day, though without

^ Which phrase appears sinularly in Homer, Odyss. a 437. Iliad, u 79G,

and other Greek authors, e.g., Diodorus. Virgil also designates the Serica

as moUes canes : Plautus. Bacch. i. 1, 38, speaks in the same way.
2 There is no evil in his wearing the costly garments, who is born for and

called to the court.

2 "We cannot understand how this should intimate, according to Sclileier-

machcr, that John was not yet in prison.
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letting fall a single expression which might have been capable of

an unseemly construction in the minds of the people, as spoken

against the king himself; for He does not speak in the singular

at all. His only care is to obviate tlie people's offence against

the imprisoned John. He only intimates briefly,—Sucli are in

kings' Jiouses well received, but come not into kings' prisons :

and thus, regarding the man of the wilderness and the man im-

})risoned as one and consistent with himself. He paves the way
to the third great word

—

a prophet! In this He only gives

expression to the truth which was at last admitted by all ; but

confirms it with His own vtzi "hkyco vimv ; and immediately goes

beyond it by His still greater

—

more than a prophet! (•rgp/co'orgpoj'

is here, as always in the New Testament, neuter, and thus cor-

responds with the threefold r/). This was something new and

unexpected, a text which instantly required further illustration.

The people might immediately, if the Lord had paused here,

have hurried His words to the conclusion— Is he then the

Messiah himself? And yet has he sent to ask Thee, and chal-

lenged Thee as the Messiah ? What dost Thou say, and which

is it of the two? For what is there between Prophet and

Messiah ? The Lord, however, leaves no space for their foolish

imaginings, but immediately adds His own impressive solution

of the mystery :

—

For he is, what he himself testified in his

question of deep meaning, the forerunner who prepares the way

for the Messiah

'

Ver. 10. As such he is 'TTzpifffforspov '7rpo(p^Tov in a twofold

respect, according to external designation in the Scripture, and

internal relation of his office, the one corresponding to the other.

It is his preeminence among the prophets, that it is loritten by

them concerning him ; so that he is also consequently an gp%o-

[Mvog, one who was to come. John had with his uniform humility

included himself in the expectant "we," and by speaking of

looking for another, if Jesus were not He, had once more said

—/ am not. He had formerly chosen that one of the two

passages Avhich predict his coming, in which the humble and

unpretending character of the voice is given to him, not that of

a prophet or a servant sent of God. The Lord now graciously

rewards him for this by placing Himself on a level with him

(afterwards vers. 18, 19), as sent like himself, and by giving

prominence to the other passage which calls him the angel or
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messenger of God. 'O Ip'^/pfjuzvog was the general expression for

the Messiah, derived from many sucli places as Ps. cxviii. 26,

xl. 8 ; ITab. ii. 3, etc. ; but the fundamental passage which at

the close of all prophecy brings into prominence and finally

seals this appellation, is Mai. iii. 1. The Baptist could not but

have thought of this scripture when he framed his question,

and therefore our Lord emphatically shows that John is there

exhibited, with Himself, and before Himself, as also a '^S70,

and in the very j)lace where the JT'lIin "^IXpD is spoken of; and

thus He gives him back the ovrog iart, which the servant had

formerly ministered to his Lord. But as it refers to Himself,

the prophecy in the Lord's lips is curtailed, and its full meaning

concealed. He speaks in precisely such a manner as to utter

the consciousness with which He beholds Himself in this scrip-

ture, while, at the same time. His humility as the Son of Man
is involuntarily and undesignedly exhibited :—He so changes

the text, that instead of the Hebrew and Sept. reading ''JD7, vrpo

'Trpoffui'TTOU [JjOv, standing alone, it is thrice said, Tpo Xi^oauitov aov,

ohov GOV, 'ifjj'TrpoG^iv aov} The Lord who speaks by the prophets,

in Malachi announces Himself as the coming Angel of the Cove-

nant : My messenger shall prepare the way before Me (comp.

Lu. i. 16, 17, to go before the Lord their God, and also ver.

76) ; but tins tlie Lord who is come as the Son of Man may
not as yet openly declare, it is enough that by the threefold (rou

He signifies that He is marked out and referred to by the

Father. See how, without directly uttering it, He nevertheless

announces His lyu ei[M in His sublime humility ! And note

how that necessary humility by which He exalts the Baptist to

the highest point of honour, by placing him on a level with

Himself, becomes the loftiest testimony to His own dignity : for

that greatest thing, which makes John more than a prophet,

consists in nothing but this—" because he is My forerunner !

"

And that is the internal relation of his office, for the sake of

which the Scripture pointed him out, and wrote beforehand con-

cerning him. The prophets prophesied from afar (ver. 13)

;

but this man announces the instant coming of Him who was

already born, testifies of Him who was already in their midst,

points with his finger to the Messiah as He walks, stands as the

' The perfect hannony of the two Evangelists, in a citation so strikingly

deviating, is very remarkable.
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friend of the Bridegroom by the Bridegroom's side. (John iii.

29.) He 'prepares His way—that is the substance in common
of both passages which were written concerning him. In utter-

ing this finally, our Lord gave the key to the preceding words

concerning the preaching to the poor, and the offence taken

against Himself, and similarly paved the way for what subse-

quently follows concerning the unbelief of the present generation.

Repentance! repentance! that is the preparation of the Lord's

way, and the way of His kingdom, as the voice in the wilderness

testified loudly enough to all consciences. They only who

through repentance had become poor, take no offence against the

Gospel. This great word, which recurs to the mind continually

in this discourse concerning the preacher of repentance, finally

appears in ver. 21, as the point of final decision between God
and men. Let it be farther noted in connection with the next

verse, that if John, the preacher of repentance kcct \%oyjiv, under-

stood the whole relations of his preaching more fully and pro-

foundly than all others before him, so also he could not have

been, in the knowledge of the humble Messiah, who proceeded

to spiritual victory through the path of suffering and self-renun-

ciation, less than some of them, for example, Isaiah

!

Ver. IL "The Baptist" was a cognomen which John had

soon received among the people and his disciples, from the strik-

ing and hitherto-unheard-of character of his public function.

Probably at first a name of reproach or blame on account of his

presumption (John i. 25), it had passed into a general descriptive

appellation ; and among his own disciples (Lu. vii. 20) was used

as a title of honour, since their master had included his whole

mission under that term (John i. 33). The first three Evan-

gelists give him this name : but here the Lord's own mouth con-

firms twice in succession this title of honout' as the highest and

best designation of this man's dignity and position. He does

not say—The preacher of repentance ; for this would not have

distinguished him from other prophets, and the Lord would leave

that to speak for itself in the consciences of the people, till, in

ver. 21, He plainly utters it Himself. The baptism of John, that

to which the people submitted, involved the general confession of

the people, which was forced from them by the Divine authority

(Matt. xxi. 25) of this forerunner; and thus they justified God.

Lu. vii. 29. Concerning this Baptist, the Lord now utters the
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impressive word, confirming it by the single ^Au>rjV in the midst

of this discourse (stronger than the vui ver. 9, afterwards vers.

22-24 only z-Xtiv Xsyco Vfuv) :—Among them that are born of

women (earthly, mortal men, like HB'X iv", Job xiv. 1, xv.

14), there hath not risen a greater than he,—none greater hath

been especially raised up, sent and commissioned of God.^ ^Y.yii-

pi(T0cct used by the prophets (Lu. vii. 16; John vii. 52), hence

also of Jesus Plimself, Acts v. 30 (as also per catachresin of

false jirophets. Matt. xxiv. 11-24), as itself closely connected

with being bom (Matt. iii. 9) ; inasmuch as God provides and

ajipoints His servants from their mother's womb, summons and

sends them forth whensoever He w'ill, already qualified by nature

according to Ilis predetermined purpose. In this D''i?n, accord-

ing to Old-Testament language, both the human birth and the

Divine ordination are included. Among all those who were

born of women, and called by God to their office and its function,

there had been none greater than the Baptist, whose difference

from all his predecessors is by that one word defined. He is not

simply regarded as the greatest among them, but as standing

alone. We shall hear presently in vers. 12, 13, how that " his

days " are already the introduction of a new period, and that he

stands opposed to the law and the prophets, being beyond their

circle. And yet even this high elevation of John is only a

transition, in tliis discourse which rises from greater to yet

greater things, to that final and highest utterance : Notwithstand-

ing, he that is least in the kingdom of heaven is greater than he !

Not so much for John's own sake has all this been said, but for

the sake of the testimony to the kingdom of heaven now come.

Not that the people were to attach themselves to John as his

disciples, when tliey could no longer go forth to him, because

the Lord had called him from his work ; but that they should

come to Him, whose way the Baptist had prepared.

And is He then, is Christ Himself, the (xix.poTspog, wlio in

regard to the Baptist is yet more externally humble and unre-

puted than he; who, coming after him, is yet prefei'red before

him; and in His existence fi'om the beginning is in a super-

abundant sense (/jziCfiov avrou'i The words were thus under-

stood by Chrysostom, Augustin, Euthymius, and Theophylact.

^ Let the progression of the whole discourse referring to him be well

observed :—a man—a proplict—the greatest

!
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Menken also has supported this view, with ingenious and spe-

cious arguments. But however this might seem to suit ver. 6

at the first glance, a deeper penetration shows that it does not

in reality ; and a thorough and full exposition overturns it alto-

gether.

First, let it be observed that the comparative may not be thus

immediately and absolutely taken for the superlative ; and this

of itself undermines all those views, which elsewhere rightly

enough, but inappropriately here, speak of Christ as having

humbled Himself to the uttermost. Thus understood, the com-

parative must, in any case, have immediately referred to John

;

and it cannot be regarded as strictly correct, that Jesus was

inferior among the people to John, who had now declined, or

had been so when John was the centre of the people's concourse

(for see John iii. 26; Matt. iv. 25, viii. 27, ix. 26; Lu. v. 1,

vii. 16, 17). Further, all right feeling will regard it as quite

dissonant from the whole spirit and tone of this discourse, that

the Lord should now throw off the veil of humility which He
had assumed from the beginning, and suddenly break forth with

the open declaration

—

Verily, I say unto you, I am nevertheless

greater than He ! The less can He be supposed to say this, as

this, and more than this, is self-understood in the sacred dignity

which pervades the whole discourse. Again, it is not an external

manifestation and repute among the people which is spoken of

in ver. 11—neither as it regards the Baptist nor the fjbipcporspog

;

for, it immediately follows

—

in the kingdom of heaven ! Thus it

is an actual position and estimation before God in that kingdom,

or in relation to it, which is referred to. We have it significantly

in St Luke

—

(mIZjuv '7rpo(p^rrig ovhifg iariv; and John is not

simply placed in the rank of the prophets, but before them and

above them : consequently, that which is placed in contradis-

tinction and superiority to him, must indicate an altogether new,

and yet higher, degree and dignity. It is not the Lord's design

to decide whether John was greater, in his own proper per-

sonality, in his nearness of communion with God, in the degree

of his holiness, than Abraham, or Moses, or David : He only

assigns to him a peculiar and preeminent rank as it respects

his office^ as Baptist, and forerunner of Him who was to come.

^ Tliiis mucli, in any case, must be supplied after fni^av in St Matthew,

if not 7roo®^T>!f in the strict sense, since in the New Testament there are no
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(He does not say directly—" John is greater than all these
;"

but merely—" No one among them is greater than he,"—not

expressly—"No one is equal to him.") As the "greater" in the

former pait, being a proper comparative, presupposes the less,

just so the distinctlj'-contrasted o Sg fjutxponpog implies the greater

with respect to itself, and that in the kingdom of heaven. It is

decisive, finally, upon this point, that Jesus as its King could

never speak of Himself (no parallel can be found of the kind) as

being m the kingdom of heaven, even the greatest in it—;just as

a kino; might be termed the hitrhest in the state. He is not in

the kingdom, Pie comes not into that kingdom; but the kingdom

itself comes in, and with. Himself. We have examples of the

Lord's use of the expressions concerning the greater and the less

in the kingdom of heaven, in the plain parallels of Matt. v. 19,

X. 42, with which the question of the disciples, and this answer

in ch. xviii. 1, 4, will harmonize. Consequently, o [MX,(i6ri()og h
T/j (iuffiXiia, does not signify him that is externally and apparently

less in regard to the ancient prophets or the Baptist; but, accord-

ing to its obvious and literal sense, him that is less in comparison

with others greater by his side in the kingdom of heaven. Then

comes in the natural significance of the article, making the com-

parative equivalent to a superlative :—he that is less than all

others connected with him, must, consequently, be the least.

As we might say—Which is he who is the wiser (than all others)

in this room ? But the emphasis falls sharply upon the contrast

of the two comparatives : the less and the least in the kingdom

is yet greater than all who are without, even greater than he

who among those without has no superior.

And thus we find the simple and important ground-thought of

the whole saying in the emphatic iv; in the contrast between the

within and the without. Now, but also now first, is the kingdom

of heaven come, present, and thrown open to the entrance of

all (ver. 12). There are then two ranks :— all the Prophets

raised up by God, and John at the last immediately before and

at tlie introduction of this kingdom;—but now also the disciples

of Christ, who are the first ivithin this kingdom, its actual subjects

and citizens upon earth. Here comes in a new birth above the

more prophets, properly speaking. Tlie discoui-se here runs upon official

position and corresponding degree of knowledge : it is that which is meant

by 7r/io!p^T)t; in St Luke, which addition, therefore, is not incorrect.
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being "born of women" (John iii.); here is that better thing

provided for us (Heb. xi. 40) ; here do the disciples of Christ

see, and hear, and possess all that which so many prophets and

righteous men were obliged to ivait for (Matt. xiii. 16, 17), that

which John himself, who dies in ])rison without becoming His

disciple to Whom he sent all men, received not upon earth.

Let the remarkable passage in Zech. xii. 8 be compared, to

which we may almost suppose the Lord was referring. It was

the high prerogative of Moses to hear the Lord's words mouth

to mouth, and not in dark speeches, and to behold His similitude

(Num. xii. 6-8); but now every disciple in this respect is already

as Moses the greatest of the prophets (Matt. xiii. 1 1 ; Mark iv.

11). He hears and sees, however, in addition, much greater

things than ever Moses .did. A Christian scholar and catechu-

men, who has in childlike simplicity learned his Our-Father,

knows and enjoys more than the whole Old Testament could

give; and so far stands nearer to God than even John the

Baptist, whose position was the threshold between tl^e Old and

New Testaments, standing at the door without himself entering

in. This holds good, however, not merely of knowledge, but of

the whole position as before God, of the possession of the better

things of grace, even though in connection with little knowledge.

For the having and being is here the true knowledge.

Ver. 12. By this, which is the only correct exposition of the

preceding verse, we have laid the foundation for a thorough ap-

prehension of that which follows. The kingdom of heaven—this

is still in continuation the fundamental idea ; that is, the king-

dom of heaven as come, and among them. It is not doctrine

only that the Lord brings and offers to His hearers, but a new,

long-promised, long-prepared, noir-first-established institution.

A new condition of things begins with this ; the kingdom of

heaven is come upon earth! This is the meaning of the great noiv,

oipTi, vuvi 5g, which Pie cries from this time forwai'd. It began,

properly speaking, with Bis own days, the days of the Son of

Man (Lu. xvii. 22); yet He reckons, in His gracious lowliness,

the days of John the Baptist as included in them, between the

cc'TTo and the sojg. These days are of course the whole period of

his oflPicial activity, which being now drawing to its close in his

imprisonment, might be spoken of as concluded. It may, how-

ever, be asked, whether the Lord reckons the cctto fi'om the be-
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ginning or from the end of this period. But when it is considered

that the Baptist appeared to Israel not very long before the Lord

Himself; and that for a certain space their testimonies ran toge-

ther ; and that the forerunner was distinguished from all the

other prophets as coming to IJiin ivho was to come, and belong-

ing to Him, we cannot hesitate longer to include the Baptist's

term in the great new age. It is the prelude to the opening of

the kingdom, the actual beginning of the immediately-following

now ; and John's announcement of the kingdom of heaven as

nigh at hand was already an invitation which the Lord Himself^

and by His disciples, only took up and continued.

The Lord goes on to say, that in this great era now opened,

the kingdom of heaven jS/cc^sra/—and what is that ? Ver-

bally, it is uncertain, whether it is in the passive or middle voice,

and in what signification it is used. First of all, (iidZjuv, or

more commonly ^(uZ;eadut, means to use violence upon a per-

son or thing, to o\ermastex', constrain, do violence to ; hence

also, to pursue anything with the greatest earnestness and zeal

(.^lian. H. V. xiii. 32 ; Joseph. Ant. vii. 9, 2 ; Philo Cherub, p.

127 c). In the passive voice, the meaning here might be, as

Luther gives it, and either in a good or bad sense :—the king-

dom of heaven is outraged and opposed ; or, they strive and use

violence to enter into it. But then (itdZ^iadcn in the middle voice

signifies to do anything with vehemence, to use violence, in the

accomplishment of anything, as Lu. xvi. 16. (Hence ^laZpiMivog

or (iici(Tcc[Jbevog is connected with the verb as an adverb

—

power-

fully.) Let us now compare, for the first time, the parallel hi

Lu. xvi. 16, where the word is commonly received in the good

sense (g/V ocvrriv ^tdZ^irat equivalent to (DiaZ^ofMnog up'TraZ^u, that

is, breaks into it, may press in unhindered, as the counterpart to

Ex. xix. 24 Sept., which Grotius refers to), and there it must

indicate an unfriendly violence against the kingdom of heaven.

For, first of all, the ^ra? in that passage can only thus be pro-

perly explained. The language of John iii. 26, that all men

came to Him, might indeed be the unmeasured words of the

envious; but the Lord Himself could not possibly have said that

—every man presseth with violence into the kingdom of heaven:^

1 To qualify it (Bengel) with the addition—^rij iStx^ifuvo;—"' every one

of the few who seek to enter attains it only by violence," is in the highest

degree forced.
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this would ill accord with the lamentation over the prevalent

universal unbelief which St Matthew records. Further, that

interpretation would contradict the whole connection of St

Luke's discourses from ch. xiv.-ch. sviii., as we shall there

show in detail ; it must now be taken for granted, that the

sayings recorded there were not unskilfully gathered together

from a variety of occasions, but were actually connected together

by the Lord Himself, introducing designed repetitions with new

meanings and connections. The parables of Lu. xv. xvi. form a

complete whole, to which the intermediate and interposed words

strictly belong. The sinner's repentance or punishment, how lie

is either gained or is lost, is spoken of first in parables addressed

to penitent sinners and self-righteous Pharisees. In the tliird

parable, and at the end of the first three, the love of God in

seeking the sinner is exhibited as yet bearing with the eldest

son ; then does the householder set before the new and uncon-

firmed disciples the prudence of the sinner, to save him from the

danger which threatens him even after his conversion, by a lesson

of fidelity in earthly and heavenly good; the last parable, finally,

exhibits the punishments which all accrue, when the sinner, like

the Pharisees, in proud practical unhelief in God's revelation,

has despised the love of God which seeks him and calls him to

repentance

;

—and this last the Lord introduces by some prepara-

tory words to the mocking Pharisees ! Ye self-righteous ones

are all the worse sinners before God (ver. 15), for ye despise the

revelation of the Divine love ! Law, Prophecy, Gospel, are all

before you ; hut ye receive nothing aright, ye rage and blaspheme

against the kingdom of God which is preached to you, because

ye have for your lusts (ver. 1 8) weakened and set aside that law

(ver. 17) which the kingdom does not abolish but establish.

With regard to you it may be said :—All men outrage and oppose

that kingdom, instead of meekly hearing and accepting it. Cer-

tainly, even if this deeper connection is not admitted, the but

which in ver. 17 follows the TToig decisively shows that ver, 16 can

only be designed to blame the conduct of the Pharisees. Conse-

quently St Luke's meaning is like St Matthew's in ch. xxiii.

13;—compare ver. 12 in the latter with ver. 15 in the former.

But, hastily to conclude that the j3;a^£ra< here in St Matthew

must consequently have the same bad sense,—that the kingdom

of heaven suffereth the violence of opposition, and is mightily
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repelled—would be to set out with the false supposition that the

two places must necessarily use the expression in one and the

same meaning. ^Yhcn our Lord repeats His earlier utter-

ances in another connection, it is rather His wont to apply them

in a different way, to exhibit another aspect of their compre-

hensive and many-sided meanincr. And one of those pregnant

and profound sayings we have here in this ^ioZ^zaOat. In St

^latthew the Lox'd proceeds immediately afterwards to speak of

the believing acceptance of the convincing and public testimony

then extant concerning the kingdom of heaven then present

;

but the one-sided reference to the violent resistance to that

kingdom would have been an irrelevant introduction to that

topic, and would rather have diverted the thought from it.

Luther's view, which has predominated in the interpretation of

the Churph, viz., that men struggle to enter into the kingdom of

heaven (as Lu. xiii. 24, and they who use violence obtain it

and take it by force, Hesych. /S/a^era;, ^luiug Kpanlrui), suits

the connection to a very great extent, better indeed than the

former, but not altogether. The essential and flindamontal

thought, which pervades the whole passage, vers. 10-15, is the

mighty and convincing witness which the kingdom of heaven

bears to itself, and not the resulting faith or unbelief, which

first begins to be spoken of in ver. 16. Further, we must

regard the first member, tj (iafftXeicc tuv ovpuvSv ^iccZ^srat, as

referring to something pertaining to the kingdom of heaven, now
published, in itself ; otherwise the second member Avould be

only a tautological repetition, which would be utterly out of

keeping with the pregnant, poir.:;ed brevity of these striking

and new announcements. The Lord is speaking of the great

and assured fact that the kingdom of heaven has come, that it

openly proclaims and offers uself (ver. 15) ; and it is this

which He places in opposition to the prophesying of the pro-

phets, and the preparation of Liias. St Luke—gyayyeX/^sra/

:

it is preached as joyful tidings, by deed, and woi'd, and all the

signs of this great crisis ! This is tne proper parallel of the

first (iiaZ^erat in this place : this is the central, all-comprehend-

ing, and fundamental idea, which would be without its corre-

sponding expression, if that is not found in the (oiuZ^irat. And
what, then, is its full meaning ? The word signifies here no

more and no less than its active sense which passes into the
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middle :—the kingdom of heaven proclaims itself loudly and

openly, hreahing in with violence; the poor are compelled (Lu.

xiv. 23) to enter in ; those who oppose it are constrained to take

offence. In short, all things proceed urgently with it, it goes

with " mighty movement and impulse " (as Draseke preaches),

it works effectually upon all spirits in both directions, and on all

sides. Bengel says well, though somewhat one-sidedly, sese vi

quasi ohtrudit—for the ^laZ^ZG^ai embraces as well the drawing

as the repulsion of men's minds ; both are at once its one,

mighty working.

It may be hoped that the first member of the paragraph is

now made sufficiently clear by lexicon, parallels, and context ;

the second now remains to be investigated, x,ou ^laaral upTru-

Z^ovffiv ccvT^v. It is immediately evident that the f^iacrai are

not robbers by violence (perverse expositors have actually

thought that such, converted from their former life, are in-

tended, for what do we not find in exegesis ?); but (Biaffrrjg has

its usual Greek force, one who shows and uses his own strength,

one who applies violence to anything,—consequently, in the

obvious transition of the continuous discourse, it is strictly

equivalent to ^iccGayitZvoi. Are we then, now at least, to trans-

late with Luther in a good sense ? But the apTraZ^iiv for cnpide

et violenter arripere only in a praiseworthy and commanded

sense, will not altogether harmonize ; in that case we might

have expected the more precise and distinguishing oi (oiuffrat

;

and the parallel in St Luke sig uvrrjV ^idZ^za&cci altogether fails

to accord with this Kp'^ra^s/v. It is our opinion, in consequence,

as the two vocahula so entirely correspond, that (iiaffrcci must

have the same full and double meaning as ^laZ^sroci, as indeed

is indicated by the absence of the article, which leaves it in-

definite. In a case where exegesis perseveringly disputes which

of the two views of a passage capable of two senses is correct,

it is generally found that both are in a third meaning one, and

that the disputants have both right and wrong in their argu-

ment. Our view does not necessitate any tautology in the two

sentences. The first speaks of that mighty excitement which

the breaking in of the kingdom of heaven in itself occasions ; the

second points out inferentially (and this is the tendency of the

whole discourse) the result as seen flowing from this cause in

the present age, and thus constituting signs of the time. The
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kingdom of heaven breaks in upon the age with power ; and

what this signifies with regard to its first and proper introduc-

tion, we find continually repeated in narrower circles, as it ap-

proaches a land, a town, or a house, and begins to spread its

fame. Its constraining power does violence to all; but it excites,

at the same time, in the case of many, obstinate opposition. He
who will not submit to it, must be offended and resist ; and

he too who yields to it, must press and struggle through this of-

fence. Thus the kingdom of heaven does and suffers violence,

both in its twofold influence : it exerts a mighty power itself,

and a mighty power must be put forth towards it, whether it be

of faith or of unbelief; for, its testimony produces an instant

separation between these two. When the preaching of repent'

ance has preceded, and the Lord Himself has come after, then

is the critical time for such ^laZ^za&ai, as is seen in the (3/a-

arciig for and against. Then men begin to contend about it, and

no man can keep aloof from this general movement. This con-

tention and strife, apcra^s/f ccurrjv, is consequently in both direc-

tions, for and against : it is the common expression of the

enmity of unbelief and the struggle of faith together ; and in

Lu. xvi. the Lord takes only one of the sides for His immediate

object. The best translation into German is
—" The kingdom

of heaven brancht Geicalt, uses and requires force, and those who

use force seize upon it ;" and the intermediate struggle between

unbelief and faith, the false ap-TraX^ziv of the Messiah, John vi.

15 (as if riis kingdom was to be thus apTrccyhriV set up), is also

included. If this twofold meaning (which is explained by a

reference to Matt. x. 21 and 35) is not quite clear, we must

finally consider that not only do both exhibit themselves in facts

connected, but that they necessarily in their mutual influence

occasion one another:—when some would enter, others oppose

them ; and when those oppose, the former struggle all the more

vehemently against them. Bengel, in order to maintain the

exclusively good sense of ap^ra^g/v (in Neander "to struggle

for it with all the soul"), says that the lamentation over unbelief

and opposition begins only with ver. IG; but this is not true,

inasmuch as the whole discourse, in its two aspects as exhibited

in the paragraphs beginning with vers. 20 and 25, is prepared

for and given in germ, not only in ver. 6, but also in ver. 12.

Nitzsch interprets this passage of a commendable violence put
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forth, and we perfectly agree with him ; concurring also in his

position, drawn from the depth of our Lord's discourse, that "the

seizing with violence, of which the Lord speaks (Matt. xi. 12),

presupposes the days of John and of Christ, or their calling^'' (we

would rather have said—their drawing and seizing men, their

doing violence), and that thus nothing Pelagian is to be attributed

to the proper power of man. But when he discerns in the ^id-

Z^Sffdcit and apTa^s/v only this one meaning, actively and pas-

sively opposed, only the kingdom of heaven suffering violence

from those who seize upon it violently,^ we must demur and

assert that the Lord signifies also the excitement which it

creates, as seen in the opposition, and that in the (^luZ^scdai of

the kingdom of heaven there is first of all an active sense of its

coming and influence, even that which Nitzsch is obliged to pre-

suppose in the call of the days of John and of Christ.

Yers. 13-15. John has been from ver. 9 more and more

expressly designated as standing alone in his relation ; and now
he is most decisively so : he is not included among " all the

prophets." They have prophesied,—continuing to do so in their

scriptures after their death. Their prophecy came to an end,

first of all, withMalachi; until Zachai'ias, the father ofJohn, and

Simeon spake the last prophecies, of which the last of all, Simeon's

word, passed over into an announcement of Him who was come.

Thus, imtil John ; that is, looking at the time (as before 'icoi;

apn), until the days of the Baptist. But also, looking at the

substance of their prophecies, until this point of boundary be-

tween time past and the after time, between prophecy and ful-

filment, between the Old and the New Testaments : for, the

messenger who prepares the way, the Elias in Malachi's last

words at the end of the Old Testament, is actually its winding

up and transition to the New ; the preaching of repentance in

order to the kingdom of heaven is the internal unity of the law

and the prophets, inasmuch as both fore-announce the future time

and Him who was to come. Hence, ^Mal. iv. 4 comprehends

all in the one word

—

Hemember ye the laio of Moses! We have

shown at length on Matt. v. 17 in what sense the laic, as well

as the prophets, prophesies ; in St Liike the law precedes, accord-

ing to common usage, but here it follows, partly because the

sentence passes on from speaking of the prophets, partly for the

^ Von Meyer : "I prefer decidedly the passive and good sense."
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sake of giving emphasis to tliis point—and also the law ! The
man who stood on the threshold between the two economies

represents both : as tlie preparer of the way for the Messiah he

is on a level with all the prophets (to whom in a certain sense

Isa. xl. 3 already applied), and yet as the distinctively last pre-

parer of the way who was to come, he is himself the beginning

of the New Testament, of the new time of the law's fulfilment.

Mark i. 1, 2. Ver. 14, as the fullest conclusion of all that had

been said, signifies this ; and gives its most significant explanation

by means o^ and, which is here equivalent to for. But the open

declaration, that John is himself actually {ccvrog) the Elias pi'e-

dicted in Malachi, is again mysteriously^ limited by the formula

—s/ diXsTi h'i^a<rOcii ; that is, if ye will receive it and understand

it as it was intended, if ye will receive him as ye should, tem-

porarily as such. That is, until in a second later fulfilment the

actual Elias shall come. For our Lord will no more contradict

John's negative (John i. 21), than His own declaration, Matt,

xvii. 11, 12, where He Himself testifies both that Elias loill come,

and that in the person of John he has already come once. The
definite article in Malaclii, X''33n n'C'X nx, must indicate the

actual, historical person of the Tishbite, and the Jewish expec-

tation expressed in Ecclus. xlviii. 10 has Its foundation in truth

Tiiis the Lord designedly leaves open, by not only saying 'HXiag

without the article, but also by nointing in 6 [jJzKkcov ^y^zaQui

to a yet future, and proper commg of Elias.^ Avrog lariv is

less tlian ovTog lari, ver. 10. Thus much only will He say, that

in the person of John " The Elias to come " exhibited himself

for this time : and He thereby uttered the last word on this sub-

ject that was to be uttered ; for Elias and the INIessiah pertain

to one another, as the mockers under the cross (ch. xxvii. 47)

also knew. The question had not expressed itself openly, av si

6 'Kpitrrog ; and the answer does not openly express that which

was to be yet veiled from the people on account of the carnal

expectations wiiich hung around it, but it went far enough to

1 With an intimation which did not, as was formerly thought, contain an

accommodation to Jewish expectation and mode of speech, but involved some-

thing quite different.

2 Our Lord was far from intending to say—Ye shall expect no other

Jfessiah ! (As according to Beugel's interpretation //.iKhuv is spoken simply

tanquam e prospectu Veteris Testamenti in novum—to which Alford correctly

opposes Matt. xvii. 11.)
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enable every understanding hearer to think tlie rest, and to hear,

as if it had been spoken, xcci lyoj sif/ji 6 Xp/(Troj. Then does the

word break off, saying all by saying nothing, and by expressive

silence crying alond the truth—He that hath ears to hear, let

him hear ! This formula, in common use among the Jews, and

which often recurs in the Apocalypse, does not challenge to

obedience, as many, reaching too far, would interpret it

—

qui

intelligit, obediat

;

—but at this point only qui audit, intelligat!

Enough is given for faith to hear, and yet something remains

over for personal, voluntary hearing, understanding, and accept-

ing ; for the spiritually deaf cannot be made true hearers by any

operation of power from without. All the mightily enforcing

testimony of the kingdom of heaven leaves yet room enough for

that wonderful coguntur volentes, which applies to the relation be-

tween God and man, and which was previously expressed in zl

dzkZTZ. " The kingdom of heaven is matter of conviction ; con-

viction is matter of conscience ; conscience is matter of freedom
"

(Draseke).

Between this first pause in the discourse, which ver. 11 in St

Matthew defines, and the complaint and repi'oof which then

begins in impressive contrast—" But the men of this generation

will neither receive the Elias nor the Messiah ; have ears to hear,

but hear not"—St Luke interposes a paragraph which is not re-

corded as spoken by Jesus Himself. The si-^rs 5s o Kuptog is at

least a correct gloss, if not the genuine reading, in order to in-

dicate the end or the parenthesis inserted by St Luke. It is

his purpose to explain, for Gentile readers especially, the name

'Bw^TiCT'/jg, and the relations of the whole subject to which the

Lord's discourse is directed. He places the Pharisees and Scribes

in opposition to all the people and the publicans, or the multi-

tudes and the private man.-^ This was the report of St Luke in

his third chapter, and does not contradict the other report (Matt,

iii. 7), which does not say that the Pharisees were actually bap-

tized, but the contrar}^—compare ver. 6. A mere coming to his

baptism—such as that of the Pharisees—John did not accept

:

that they proudly and hypocritically came, and yet did not truly

^ Kxovaot,; of course refers to tlie people, "which once heard Jihn^ the

Baptist.
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come, •was their rejcctinir of the counsel of God, and their sin

;

on the other hand, the common people's hearing and justifying

God was good in itself, a confession which all the more surely

came from their conscience as the preacher of repentance had

without any preparation, and contrary to all expectation, com-

menced his severe and stern announcement of the kingdom of

heaven. Notwithstanding, if this vox populi as vox Dei made the

mibelief of the Pharisees all the more blameable, it only served,

as it regards the people themselves, who did not persevere, but

after their first submission abandoned John again and believed

not in Christ, to condemn them by their own acts as a foolish

veneration in earnest about nothino;.

Vers. 16, 17. What kind of men are these, what kind of a

generation is this ? To go out into the wilderness, to hear, to

justify God, to be baptized with the baptism of repentance—and

not to repent ! To be baptized with the baptism of repentance

for the reniissio7i of sins, which the gracious Son of IMan imme-

diately comes and preaches to all the poor as His Gospel, to flock

around Him, to behold His miracles, to hear His words—and

then to be offended in Him because He is not a Messiah after

their mind, and preaches not a kingdom of heaven without the

condition of repentance ! Is there anything like this by which

it may be understood, with which it may be compared? Thus,

as it were in His astonishment, the Lord uses the rabbinical

formula of which the first traces had already been found in the

Old Testament, Lam. ii. 13 (Ecclus. xxv. 15; Gr. ver. 11)—Tm
h\ ofjuotcuffcu, as we find it also in Mark iv. 30 ; Lu. xiii. 18-20;

with an echo of it in Matt vii. 24, and elsewhere. In St Luke
follows—And what are they like ? for the Lord will only use a

comparison which is strictly according to truth, and in His mouth

what the Rabbis said has its full and perfect meaning nrsix no^

or non Kin njy?. And what is the answer in the followino; simi-
V T ;

c5

litude? Strictly only this—They are like themselves, a ygi/sa

uvryj, alone in their kind ! But if they are spoken of in the

gentlest terms, the similitude of the folly of their own children,

when perverse and fickle, would suit them, though far from meet-

ing the case in its deep reality: when the old exhibit the child-

ishness of children, it becomes something far more than mere

childishness ! It cannot but be noted, further, that the Lord,

nihil humani a se olienum putans, as He took notice of the rending
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of the mended garments (Matt. ix. IG), and the domestic con-

cerns of the children in their bed (Lu. xi. 7), so also observed

the children's play in the market-place, and finds in everything

the material for the analogies of His wise teaching. As the

play of the children represented the actions of their elders (here

counterfeiting wedding and funeral, the merry music and the

dirge after their manner), the Lord contemplates in it an in-

structive and real pattern and likeness of human nature : as we

might often say, looking thoughtfully at the doings of the cldl-

dren—Even such are men!

The universal reference to the dispositions of men generally

St Luke retains in the avdp&jTTovg, but the more specific reference

to which St Matthew adheres in the yevsoiv rocuTrjV was to the

generation living in that then extant and most important age.

To this generation both John and Jesus belonged as having come

to it and been born in it ; and this so far justifies the simile, in

which the complaining children must signify them,—whose

severe or gentle preaching was displeasing to the residue of the

age. It has been endeavoured, though without any foundation

and with no result, to explain away this most striking application.

Olshausen understands by both classes of children, those who

make advances and those who reject them, the capricious con-

temporaries of Jesus ; and will have the meaning to be, that the

one-half of this generation desired this, the other that, and thus

no concerted influence could be brought to bear among them, for

they were like a band of peevish children : but this is in direct

contradiction to the explanation immediately and suitably given

in vers. 18, 19. Lange would reconcile the explanation with

the simile by an inversion of the relation ; as the one set of chil-

dren requires from the other dancing or lamenting, according to

the tune, so does this generation desire that their prophets should

direct their voice according to its caprice ; but this is foreign

to the simplicity of a popular similitude, and explains away the

deep meaning of this simile, which is uninverted by the Lord

Himself in His application. To compare the preaching of God
to the world with the play proffered by children to children—and

thus to place the two personages who had come to it in the very

midst of their generation—was a profound exhibition of their

lowliness and condescension, and was in perfect accordance with

the actual fact. Was it not thus with both of them ? Did they
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not stand thus as men among men, each in his own way conde-

scending to the age, to its need and its desire ? It was, indeed,

with full puhlicity that they proclaimed their offers, h ayopulc,

that is, in the streets and broad w'ays (Cant. iii. 2, Sept. for D''p1v').

instead of which a various reading derived from St Luke has in

St Matthew also iv uyopcc, in the market-j^lace. The fundamental

idea that first sti'ikes us must be this :— Play, foolish child's play

without earnestness or perseverance, is the characteristic of the

spirit and doings of this age. But there follows immediately a

second thought :—He who has come from God to this age, a man
among men, comes into their midst and offers them a most

solemn and earnest play. Then finally comes the complaining

conclusion :—He is, alas, only regarded and treated as having

invited to mere pastime, and on that account He is not under-

stood, and therefore is I'cjected. For it is implied in the back-

ground that they cannot but observe that this dancing or weeping

is something different fi'om, more earnest and real than, theii'

play : therefore they are not pleased with it now, though other-

wise pleased with so much in Ilim. The children who invite,

and play to the others, are not, when we narrowly investigate it,

designated as the foolish and self-contradictory ones :^ but the

blmne falls upon the others, who in both instances are displeased,

to whom nothing is right, not even their own just explained self-

will. We must adhere to the plain explanation which the Lord

Himself gives in vers. 18, 19 ; and must not be diverted by the

turn of the language, which less logically than picturesquely

includes all in one—this generation is " like unto children "

—

for this is only designed to say in general, as we often find in

the other parables :—it so proceeds with this generation, that this

is the effect produced.

Piping and mourning, graciously to invite to joy and to peace,

or rebukingly to command repentance : these are the two alter-

nating and blending key-notes of all God's preaching to man ;

—

the preaching of the Gospel, and the preaching of the law. The
preaching of the law reached its most rigorous conclusion in

John, the Gospel began to sound forth its richest grace from the

lips of Jesus. But both these methods approve their perfect

• As Lange says in opposition to me. Thny are not by any means tlie

same imlkidval children in the application, but by the " children " generally

first the former, then the latter, proposal is rejected.
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accordance, in these two, whom the wisdom of God sent in suc-

cession yet together, into an age of crisis and decision. The

Baptist ba])tized unto the forgiveness of sins, proclaimed the

kingdom of heaven, and spoke of the Bridegroom : Jesus, on the

other hand, refrained not from crying, at the beginning, through

the process, and at the close of His ministry. Repent ye ! and

denounced His woes upon the same generation of Anpers which

had heard the same denunciations from John. The unison of

the two preachings is ever this, Through repentance into the

Mngdom of heaven! But this internal unity of the law and the

Gospel the world understands not, and therefore rejects both.

We have piped and mourned unto you, according to one con-

certed plan—thus, properly speaking, they cry together : and to

this juxtaposition with John the Lord again condescends, when

He proceeds with the rik&z, vised alike in both cases. But why,

finally, does not the mourning stand first, as the preaching of

repentance had taken precedence? Because the offer of the

Mngdom ofheaven has been from the beginning the joyful ground-

note of all ; it led the people into the wilderness first. God can

say, now as ever, that He hegins with grace : even the ten com-

mandments were prefaced by—I am the Lord thy God

!

Vers. 18, 19. The yap as demonstrating 6(JjOia, lari, indicates

a simple and apt interpretation of the simile, in the sense in which

we have already explained and defended it. It is not now said

" John the Baptist," for that would have required a correspond-

ing epithet for the Son of Man, which it is not His purpose now
to assume. Further, it is not said expressly

—

Chiisi came. The
two who had come present themselves before us in their entire

personality, and according to all that went before upon them,

the one who should come before the Other who should come.

This designation would at the same time assure tlie people, if it

were necessary, that the one who had come must certainly know

who the other is, and did not put the question from any private

aoubt. ^'Effdiiop and 'prtvav, in both cases the present participle,

not as in the German Bible distinguished as preterite and pre-

sent : for the two forms continue in conjoint testimony before the

eyes of this generation, just as their twofold preaching is in strict

accordance. Now in his imprisonment John has not become

an eater and drinker ! The hyperbolical expression, '•' neither

eating nor drinking," probably thus spoken by our Lord, receives
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in St Luke the further explanation wliich bread and wine fur-

nishes ; and in this we discern a reference to his food in the

desert (whicli St Luke has not mentioned elsewhere), as well as

to the word of the angel which dedicated him to be a Nazarite

with spiritual power, even as Samson had been a Nazarite with

physical strength. He did not eat and drink ordinarily like

other men : No man ever saiv him eat, so that he stood as it

were above and confronting all other men, just as Jesus walked

in their midst. It was the same condescension in John as in

Jesus, only in another form ; the contrast and unison of both

constituted the fullest exliibition of the condescension of God to

the need and the cry of this generation. The legal, strict ascetics

receive the man of their choice, who should have suited them

;

though it was only to humble tlieir pride by telling them that

all their strict severity, wherein none of them could excel him-

self, would not avail for the kingdom of heaven, without repent-

ance ! They who were waiting and longing for the consolation

and joy of the kingdom of heaven received their preacher in

Jesus, who, with all His Messianic k^ovatu in word and M-ork,

yet dealt with them so entirely as the Son of Man (and not as

Tjspo), that He must have been after their mind, if they had been

in themselves, or had been made by John, poor in spirit and

prepared for His Gospel. But they would only play : and that

their own old play, each one after his own fashion, only seeing

and never hearing! They who, at other times, were so easily

moved to dance or to mourn at the sound of any pipe,—now

that God proposes to them the true play, find neither the one

side of it nor the other after their mind. Of the severe they

say

—

hccifjjoviof 'iyji- Not indeed immediately, for at first they

were constrained to say—He speaks truth, he is a prophet ! for

his words of lamentation sink deep into the heart. But they

would not smite upon their breasts, and therefore they soon

come to say—But he carries it too far with his enforced and

strange mode of life, he is altogether too gloomy ; and finally,

as the result of all, they stopped not short of—He is possessed,

he hath a devil and is mad, ivhy hear ye him ? (John x. 20.)

We learn here, that such was the eventual estimate and speech

concerning John among the mass of the people, though it is not

recorded, after John retires before Jesus, in the narrative. As He
declares it, this must have been as notoriously true as what He,

VOL. II G
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in His patient humility, said concerning Himself, that they scorn

Him as (pocyog zoci oivo'Trorrig (with a behold, however, preceding),

a friend of publicans and sinners. Thus this generation could not

' be dealt with aright by God ; what they find wanting in John,

/ they condemn in Jesus, and inversely : they defend themselves

against the severity of the one by thoughtless levity, and against

the graciousness of the other they pretend to assume a godly

strictness ; and that which befell these two central representa-

tives of all God's ministers, is but a parabolic exhibition for all

ages. The legal element is too rigorous, too earnest, too morbid,

for the people ; the evangelical too lax, free grace being, to all

Christian Pharisees, a suspicious and too liberal charter for all

kinds of sinners. To this day the servant of Christ finds one

and the other true as it regards the tone of his preaching and the

manner of his life. One, according to the spirit which God
endues him with in sending him, has more severity in his tone

;

another more gentleness, though both agree in one. But those

who have no ear, no heart to receive the truth, have all the more

mouth and boldness to condemn its witnesses, and to pronounce

their rash verdict upon them, or upon everything else :—This or

that is too violent and forced, too severe or too soft, too earnest

or too mild, too narrow-minded or too expansive,—and if they

have nothing else to say, too ordinary and human ! To such a

generation as this the true Messiah never comes, though with

His forerunner He has been long come ; for it ever thinks of

still another than this true one, and they looh for this other or

do not ! It appears as if, like foolish children, they know not

what they would have ; but in fact they are not children, and

know very well what they would not have—neither repentance,

nor the gi^ace which repentance obtains.

But are all men actually such, so that God has sent this

preaching upon earth altogether in vain ? Did no man justify

God, who sent John and the Son of Man ; did no man submit

to the truth of God I Did all stumble at the offence, so that

none were saved ? Did not the ^idZ^iG^ai of the kingdom of

heaven awake a corresponding good (oiaZ^iO'dai in any hearts ?

The parable leaves this question unanswered; but as the preced-

mg discourse had already given the encouraging answer, we
must suppose, in order to harmoniz.e this sorrowful lamentation

with that, that the Lord would add some complementary word
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which would intimate that He spoke of the generation as a whole,

but not absolutely loithout exception. With such a well-founded

presupposition we pass on to the concluding sentence, which has

been as much confused by expositors as ver. 12 itself. First,

what is the wisdom, which is thus, in one word, so plainly con-

trasted with the childish folly previously depicted ? Assuredly,

as is self-evident, the wisdom of God, or God Himself, as He is

wisdom, and therefore is personally spoken of as having r'ixva,.

The whole similitude had been a profound development of the

saying of Solomon (Prov. xxix. 9), that " if a wise man con-

tendeth with a foolish man, whether he rage or laugh, there is no
rest," he cannot gain his point ; and our Lord's expression evi-

dently points to that same book of holy writ, in which so much
is written concerning " wisdom." (Let ch. i. 20-33, viii. 1,

be consulted.) Thus God now is opposed to men, that is, in

the persons of those whom He sends
; just as in Lu. xi. 49, the

wisdom of God is expressly indicated by the Lord as the wisdom
ichich sends the prophets. This is all that is meant here ac-

cording to the whole connection ; and we cannot refer the word
to the Son of God as the essential wisdom, however true that is

in itself; for such a reference is less suitable here than in the

passage just adduced in St Luke. For, how can we suppose

Him, who has just exhibited Himself as the eating and drink-

ing Son of Man, who had humbly placed Himself through the

whole discourse in juxtaposition with John, thus suddenly to

speak of Plimself, and especially in the presence of all the

people ? That wisdom of God, which sends Prophets and
Apostles, Elias and the Messiah, now IhizaicijO'/]. Now, though
in the Greek this word often signifies to give a man his due
by correction, even by condemnation (as in Rom. vi. 6), it

never signifies blaming unjustly. ISIany expositors liave per-

versely forced this meaning upon it, as if the lamentation still

continued, and the Lord would say that Wisdom must be con-

tent to be thus condemned and opposed by her children. The
New-Testament hizuiouv, like the Old-Testament P^"^)!^, permits

no such signification. Thus Wisdom is justified, that she is

Wisdom, she is acknowledged, and her due honour given to her

(Scholium : erifjjfiOri) ;
just as St Luke (ver. 29) had previously

expressed it. And who are Im- children ? Solomon tells us,

ill whose words Wisdom so often addresses her disciples, Mi/
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son, My children: and who (ch. xxvii. 11) says, "My son, be

wise and make my heart glad, that I may ansioer him that re-

proacheth me /" This is strictly applicable to our passage. Yet

not that she is justified and defended, and approves herself in

the end in the persons of her children ; that is, in the tone ot

lamentation still

—

she must thus be justified. The emphatic ttuv-

rm of St Luke might indeed be adduced for this :—It is in-

cumbent upon ithem all to stand forth in her demonstration and

defence.^ But z6izaioij0ri, as something already past, opposes that

interpretation, which would have required the future :—they

will justify themselves, even the publicans and sinners, whom
ye now so much scorn ! Still less may it be understood as if the

TiKva, were the prophets and witnesses, on account of whom the

justification shoidd follow : for, the children of Wisdom are her

disciples, not her preachers and teachers, and assuredly Christ

Himself could not be included under that designation. The
word is thus simply reduced to this :—the truly childlike, docile

Tizvot (preparatory to the v^'ttioi, ver. 25) are opposed now to

the childish 'Traihiotg ;^ such children of Wisdom, who yield

themselves up to her motherly care to be nursed, and even are

new-born of her, understayid her, acknowledge her, whatever the

evil world may say. The khiKCcitijdy] simply expresses this in-

ternal acknowledgment, which Wisdom receives from them. It

is put in the past tense to add to its force:—It has been so from

the beginning ; wdiosoever has become a true child of Wisdom
has known and acknowledged her (thus giving the ttccvtcov of

St Luke its full meaning) ; consequently even in this foolish

generation there will not be, there are not, wanting docile souls

who give God His glory. Thus the zut is to be taken as aXXu:

but they do not all speak tlius ; some there are who wake

up from the frivolous sport, and observe God's earnest dealings,

the truth of God; who find in repentance (ver. 21) the key

which unlocks the preaching of John and of the Son of Man,

' Braune :
" Thus the weakest Christian must helj) to assert the honour

of his Lord, and to stop the mouth of wickedness."

^ Consequently we can least of all understand with von Gerlach, and the

ancient Greek expositors, ^ikxiovu dTo tuv tbkvuv, as if the persons here

stood instead of their charge or accusation :
— '

' "Wisdom shall be absolved

from the charges of her children," that is, of the perverse Jewish people.

The objection that x«('is not iut, has no force when the usage of the New
Testament and its Hebraizing proverbial forms are considered.
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and experience the refreshment which is promised to the weary

and heavy-laden;—who, in short, ^ive Wisdom her due as her

true and genuine chikh'en. There hes in the o^v[JjM(iOv—by
which Wisdo)ii, which should approve herself to all, yet needs

justification even to those who acknowledge her—an undertone of

lamentation, which the ;£a/still connects with the preceding words,

and which has confused the best expositors (as Bengel's obscure

and difi'use comment in St Luke shows). And in this is the

great grievance, that those others (as Job xxxviii. 2) have con-

demned the wisdom of God, and darkened it by their revilings,^

so that their ofi'ence must be pressed through in order to that

justification, which ought never to be necessary ; and the cliil-

di'en of Wisdom having inwardly acknowledged her, must out-

wardly also bear witness in her defence against that opposition.

(For this also as an inference is included in the })ix.aiovv.) But

this defence is far from being successful in any yivid : for the

same offence is taken against the TiKVu. as against the l^yj)-

fjAvovg, and the Pharisees ever continue their taunt—Look at

the publicans and sinners. His only dependants ! or the Saddu-

cees—See the people who fast and who pray, the disciples of the

Master in the wilderness ! What remains then in such a state

of things ? That one thing which the Lord simply declares :

—

The docile and obedient at least, wiiether many or few, acknow-

ledffinix and confessing the wisdom of God with their hearts and

their lips, have justified that wisdom; they have known how to

discriminate all varieties of God's preaching like true hearers,

and to harmonize like true disciples the diversified methods of the

preachers. If this is concealed from the mass of a whole gene-

ration, if they deny it or utterly reject it, yet is this IhiPcuicoOri

a permanent and stedfast fact. Thus have we already the pre-

lude in the soul of Christ to that consolation which the Father

reveals to Him in ver. 25 ; and this solace is the fundamental key

note of that rest and calm which concludes the whole discourse.

St Matthew has more reasons than one for not immediately

proceeding with what follows, but interposing as it were a new

\ " We must justify Wisdom, though it ought not to be necessary, and is

itself a reproach to man : for, he wlio requires that Wisdom should be ius-

tified to him, is himself a fool." (Eoos.)
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heading to his discourse ;—a practice which, we well know, he

very sparingly adopts. He makes here a little more emphatic

the pause which here and there is to be understood, though only

understood, in all the longer discourses ; he further impresses it

upon us by the ^p|aro (which is not merely a note that the sus-

pended discourse goes on again, but is closely connected with

oviibiZjiiv), that the Lord now assumed a tone of severity in con-

demnation which He had never assumed before ; he thus gives

an explanation, by the way, concerning those many miracles

which his Gospel had not specially recorded ; and, finally, adds

a very significant intimation that the (Mravoziv afterwards men-

tioned by the Lord was the great and essential point. On the

other hand, the totz yjp^ccro^ leaves no room for the supposition

that sayings uttered on other occasions are bound together here,

more especially as the internal connection of the whole of the

chapter is entirely opposed to that supposition. According to

Lu. X. 13-15, 21, 22, the Lord repeated all this on the mission

and return of the Seventy ; nor can we see any reason why that

repetition might not have taken place : for the discourse there as

well as here is consistent and connected ; and we find within the

limits of each individual Gospel evidences that it is our Lord's

method often to repeat what He had spoken before. We find

that in Matt. x. 15 a prelude was given of what in ch. xi. is

expanded in detail : now when that prelude occurs again in Lu.

X. 12, what could be more natural than that the same detail

should follow it once more ? And that not in the thoughts of

the compiling Evangelist, collecting together the sayings of the

Lord, but in the spirit of the Lord Himself, Who, in His

psedagogic wisdom and condescension, already had begun to

repeat some of His most impressive and important sayings.

St Matthew's exhibition of this discoin'se would have been

without its full and perfect close, if to the simile of vers. 16-19

there had not been added a yet severer denunciation of their

guilt (vers. 21—24), followed by the return to gentle and affec-

tionate invitation (vers. 25-30). The Lord first lightly con-

demned the unbelief of the generation as childish folly; but that

' Which Alford also correctly urges, as proving it to be " quite impossible

that this should be a collection of our Lord's sayings uttered at different

times," and regards it as rather " a token of the report of an eav-iuitness,

and as pointing to a pause or change of manner on the part of our Lord."
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must not suffice, for tliese unbelievers are no children, and their

deeper f^uiltiness He must more deeply denounce. His ovsiht-

Zfiiv, which is on that account recorded by St Matthew, is not

merely a lamentation over labour expended in vain, although

that would partake of the human passion of rebuking love, but

is preeminently the zealous anger of holy truth against their

sin. Gracious as is the Son of Man in His exhibition of Him-

self as the friend of publicans and sinners. He can also insist

upon repentance, and threaten judgments upon the impenitent,

as severcl}- as .Tohn himself: yea, more rigorously and severely

than he, since He is Himself the Judge. There is no other toJio

will come after Him ; but He that has come will one day come

again to judgment

!

Vers. 21-24. The Lord utters a woe which is the antithesis

of the blessed in ver. G, just as in the Sermon on the Mount,

according to Lu. vi. 24—26, He gives a pre-intimation of what

the desolate end will be (Matt, xxiii.) ; but now He goes not

beyond Galilee, where the great light had hitherto shone most

brightly into the darkness. The Chorazin here only mentioned,

and the well-known Betlisaida, are specified as representative,

for the reason which St Matthew gives, of many other Kcof/jOTO-

Xiig, standing in similar case : in contradiction to these the

capital stands alone, with its more definite and impressive ko,}

ITU, as we said before. That is to say, not as the capital of Galilee,

properly speaking and in the ordinary sense (for this was

Tiberias, the residence of Herod, whither the Lord on that

account more seldom came) ; but Capernawn, as in reality

greater and more proud, which had taken the place of Nazareth

as " His own city" (ch. iv. 13). He does not rebuke Nazareth

by name, though so malevolent towards Himself; the affectionate

and sorrowful love with which He ever thinks of it forbids that,

as also His wisdom, which would avoid every appearance of evil.

He does not rebuke such as have injured and persecuted Him-

self personally, but such as have refused to repent. We read of

no enmity or persecution to which He was subjected in Caper-

naum ; but the careless and indifferent reception of His word

and works was yet worse and more condemnable than any erup-

tion of malice would have been ; it bespoke that slothful, dead,

impassive indifference, for which nothing more could be done.

The exaltation of Capernaum to heaven is generally regarded as
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referring to the honour which had accrued to it from being the

dwelhng-phace of Christ : but, though this was the immediate

cause of the special allusion to its name, we cannot admit that

allusion in this expression. The Lord's humility would have

prevented that ; besides which, the contrasted bringing down to

hell points to another interpretation. The words do not refer to

any honour which He had put upon this city, but to a state of

external prosperity which would come to a frightful end, to the

imperious and sinful pride with which she had exalted herself.

According to Benjamin of Tudela, Capernaum lay so high, that

at first sight it appeared higher than Carmel ; and Nonnus on

John vi. 59 calls it ^aSvz^TiTTig }La<papvcc,oviJtj. Probably it was

not without figurative allusion to this external preeminence that

the Lord indicated it as the Galilean Jerusalem, and in such a

manner that the unnamed city on the hill must be thought of

when He announces its coming fate. The expressions them-

selves, however, are taken from prophetic Scripture, and point

back to the pride and ruin of Babel or Babylon. Isa. xiv. 13—

15 ; compare, as to Jerusalem and Israel, Isa. Ivii. 9.^

The 'bvvdijjZig which were done in you, which were done in

thee, refer back to vers. 5 and 12 ; since the wonderful worKs of

our Lord were a most decisive testimony and demonstration of

the offered kingdom of heaven, and they constituted in them-

selves a most eff'ectual preaching of repentance and faith. How
much that is not recorded may the ifkCiarai of ver. 20 include !

All the ioo7'Jis of Christ are a call to hear, a confirmation of the

word so strong, that unbelief is by them rendered the more in-

excusable. John xiv. 10, 11, 24, x. 37. It cannot be sophisti-

cally explained away that the Lord manifestly, both here and

there, assigns to the miracles which their eyes beheld the highest

place among the external means of grace which were appointed

of God. As He indicates in the fjb&ravosiu, which lays the ground

of the Tiffnusiv, springing also from a preparatory degree of it,

the decisive and distinctive turning-point on the side of man
(and this explanation belongs essentially also to vers. 16-19),

so does the judgment take its rise from the despising of God's

miraculous works, a judgment, therefore, more fearful than that

' "We find traces of the once celebrated city Capernaum in the earlier

records of travellers : but no ruins of it are discernible now. Comp. Eobin-

Bon's Palestine on this point.
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which ^Yill fiill upon the lieathen cities, to which no such signs

were given.

To the two cities, two others are first opposed : and tlien one

city to tlie one. Tyre and Sklon, laid waste according to pre-

diction by Nebuchadnezzar and Alexander, lay in the neighbour-

hood, and their judgment was the less as they still stood restored

in a measure from their ruin. Acts xii. 20, xxi. 3-7, xxvii. 3.

Hence it could only be said of Sodom afterwards, with increased

emphasis, tliat it would have remained to this day. The guilt

of unbelieving, contradicting Israel had even in old time been

represented as surpassing that of Sodoin and Gomorrha, bye-

words among the prophets for wickedness ; how much more
may the Lord so speak, now that they have consummated their

unbelief! In Deut. xxxii. 32, Israel is likened to Sodom, as

also in Isa. i. 10 ; but in Lament, iv. 6 and Ezek. xvi., it is

furthur added that Israel's abominations surpassed ! Let the

pride of Sodom, as it is depicted in Ezek. xvi. 48-50, be

especially observed ; and it will commend the view of the exalta-

tion of Capernaum which we have given above.

They would long ago, in their time, when the judgment was

coming upon them, have repented in order to avert it ; and,

indeed, in sackcloth and ashes, like Nineveh, which thus escaped

its judgment. Jonah iii. 6 (comp. 2 Kings vi. 30 ; Jer. vi.

26 ; Dan. ix. 3). Many regard this latter addition, not as

strengthening, according to the tone of the whole discourse,

but as softening the expression :—They would have, at least

externally, humbled themselves, and thus, like Ahab (1 Kings

xxi. 27-29), made propitiation; but this is altogether inapplicable

here, for the Judge, as in Isa. Iviii. 5, looks at the sincerity of

the heart. Thus much, however, the addition to f/jini/oj^a'civ tells

us, that the penitent ex])ression of guilt, true penance, as such,

is to be made prominent in connection with " change of mind,"

and consequently Luther's translation may be justified. Let it

be further observed with what absolute and sublime assurance

the Lord speaks as Judge, and therefore as Searcher of hearts

and as knowiui!; all hidden thinjrs : the Father exhibits to Ilim

the coming judgment, and gives Him at the same moment the

gla^nce of omniscience, so that He can speak of what would have

taken place in any age, among any people, under any circum-

stances. This is not merely a common mode of speech, but
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must, like all the Lord's sayings, be precisely interpreted. It

directs ns to that scientia media, de futuro conditionato sive

futurihili, as the Schoolmen have it, which is not, however, an

invention of Jesuitical casuistry, but the only true reconciliation

of the counsels of God with the freedom of man. The history

which contains the visitations of God's anger against Tyre and

Sidon, and the destruction of Sodom to this day, rests not upon

any coherence of natural events simply, nor upon the uncondi-

tional decree of God, but upon the freedom of man ; their judg-

ments were drawn down upon them by their sin, and would not

have fallen upon them if the doomed had repented in time.

But now the Lord's words rise yet higher :—they would have

repented, if the greater means of grace had been afforded them !

This is a deep saying, and of vast and far-reaching consequence

;

a dictum prohans which cannot be too much pondered against all

that narrow and bigoted dogmatism which, swifter to judge than

the merciful and righteous Lord Himself, would rashly decide

the eternal damnation of the heathen, not to say of all those

multitudes of Christians who in their lifetime never had what

might be called a clear testimony of the truth. To say that

God is under no obligation to give the grace of life equally to

all sinners, and that He was justified in punishing Sodom and

Gomorrha in their iniquity, does not help the case ; for God is

under obligation to no sinner, and He would have been justified

in punishing the whole world, instead of redeeming it :—but

yet He did redeem it. When the Redeemer Himself, whose

coming into the world is itself the great, decisive witness of all-

merciful love, declares that the failure to repent, and therefore

the want of salvation, was, in the case of many, the result of the

lack of greater grace—what is the irrefragable inference which

must ensue? Is it merely that the half-permitted, half-pre-

sumptuous question is excited—Wherefore did not God give it

to them, or will He yet give it to them, that they may repent?

No, it follows, according to the plain answer which He Himself

appended, that it will be more tolerable in the day of judgment

for Tyre and Sidon, Sodom and Gomorrha, for heathens, for

Jews and Christians who have been hurried in their sins to

eternity, but who, with fuller grace, might have repented, than

for those who enjoyed upon earth the complete testimony of

God's will, but rejected it against themselves. This word
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stretches far and penetrates deep. There is promised to Sodom

(in Ezek. xvi. 53, 55) a bringing again of their captivity and

a return to their estate ; but that indefinite Old-Testament ex-

pression receives here its true meaning and explanation. The

day ofjudgment can only be the last day of final doom ;' as there

will then, however, be no more room for preaching or conversion,

but onlv the full revelation of what had been already decreed,

it might seem to follow that an intermediate state of grace and

corrective judgment must be presumed, between their judgments

recorded in history and their final judgment, between the death

of the sinners and that damnation of unbelievers which will

follow the finished preaching of the Gospel. Thus does the

Lord speak words which might be thought to oppose equally the

false dogmatics of condemnation, and those of general restora-

tion ; those carried away in their sins may yet find space of

repentance, but those who rejected the full testimony of the

Gospel will find no more salvation. There is a veil, however,

thrown by our Lord over the whole subject of the dealings of

God's judgment beyond time (Rom. xi. 33) : He only uses the

indefinite unKTorspov gVra/, which might be applied simply to

degrees of condemnation corresponding with degrees of salvation.

He does not predict the damnation of any particular inhabitant

of Chorazin, Bethsaida, or Capernaum, for He speaks only of

those cities in the mass ; no more does He determine the con-

version and salvation of any individual inhabitants of Sodom or

Gomorrha. For it does not by any means follow that they who

believed not when the long-suffering af God waited for them in

the flesh, would believe the preaching of the Gospel to the dead

;

so far as xdXr/j av [Mr^vorjfTrAV might be applied to them, there

would seem to be some room left for hope in that mercy of God

which never forgot mortal man.

Vers. 25, 2G. Olshausen's confident assumption that the for-

mula Iv Ikuvoj tco fcciipcj—occurring in a similar way in ch. xii.

1—indicates that what follows was uttered on another occasion,

springs from his already-mentioned idiosyncrasy concerning St

^ In the external judgment upon Israel, to wliicli these words have been

incorrectly limited, there is only a symbolical exhibition of that which is

hei;e indicated. Otherwise the Lord must have spoken in the Preterite

instead of the Future :—It was more tolerable for Sodom, than it will be

for Galilee and Israel when their calamities come.
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Matthew's collections of our Lord's discourses, and is refuted

both by the train of thought, and by the cc^rofcptdsig, which can-

not be understood of anything but a strict connection. Every

unbiassed reader must discern here something more than the

mere indefinite beginning of a discourse, equivalent to the

Hebrew njy ; nor is it merely, as it were, a third jjp^aro (after

vers. 7, 20) indicating a new turn in its sentiment ; but the

internal contrast of the following with the preceding words leads

us to its meaning. The Lord ansivers His own words, which

had passed from lamentations to threatenings of judgment, by a

composing and solacing change of expression ; submitting Him-
self to the Father's righteous decrees, He returns back again to

the language of gracious invitation. If we were to regard these

new words as addressed to the Father, the ansiver would be under-

stood in all its profound meaning. The Father has previously

spoken to His Son by a secret inspiration which comforts His

soul, and stills its holy perturbation ; and the Son now responds

to that secret voice by His i^of/joXoyovf/jai (Toi
—"Even so. Father,

Thy council is right, I will only Thy righteous will and decree 1"

Such an internal process in the soul of Jesus, when we conceive

it aright, prepares the way at least for the sublime words of ver.

27 ; and on their repetition (Lu. x. 21) the consolation seems to

have been strengthened in His living remembrance, for we read

TjyciXKicco'ciro roj TrvsOfMari.

This is, as far as we know, the first public invocation of the

Father before all the people,^ and the only one that occurred

before that final period, when Jesus twice (John xi. 41, xii. 28)

thus spoke in the hearing of man, and the last instances in

Gethsemane, and on the Cross. It indicates an extraordinary

emotion excited by a moment of sublime and critical solemnity.

He calls Him Father, but not adding Lord, in the absolute sense,

which only became the Son under the veil of prophecy, and in

the deep humiliation of His humanity. Lord of heaven and

earth

:

—this is something more ; it is generally the solemn invo-

cation of prayer, and here particularly the appropriate reference

to that sovereign counsel which embraces, penetrates, directs all

things that are. But what is that decree of the righteous Father

His concurrence with which the Son so solemnly declares, with

^ Roos ; These precious words are the first record of communion between

the Sou of God and His Father which the Evangelists have given us.
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His even so of glory and praise ? That not all can be saved, and

therefore, indeed, should not, that salvation is only given to the

humble who receive it, but denied to the proud opposers. Did

the Son find His solace in this, and shall we poor children reject

it ? Let us take good heed, that we do not likewise fall into the

condemnation of the wise and prudent ! Let us rather endeavour,

as far as we may, to enter into the feeling of the heart of the

God-man, which blonds together and reconciles the sayings,

" More tolerable for Sodom than for thee," and " Come unto Me,

all ye that are weary!" The giving or denying of salvation is

not expi'cssly mentioned ; yet nothing less is meant by the reveal-

ing and the hiding, inasmuch as all must depend upon the know-

ledge of the counsel and plan of salvation. In the deep and

mysterious rocvra, which concisely includes the impressive con-

trasts of the preceding discourse, the faith and unbelief, the

(jjUKapiog and ovui, and the things concerning them, inconceivably

much is said, but inconceivably more is unspoken. The toise and

prudent {aopol xui avvsrot, significantly twofold) are obviously

those who after the flesh are prudent, the proud whose blind

wisdom opposes the eternal wisdom of God (ver. 19 ; 1 Cor. i.

19-21, 27). According to Hagada schel Pesach, page 5, the

Jews said every year at the passover, " We all are wise, we all

are understandinfj, we all have knowledo-e of the law :" thus

perversely appropriating (Deut. iv. 6-8), since they were quite

ignorant of the very essence of the law, knowing no more of the

preaching of repentance than of that which was its end and aim,

the reception of grace in Christ. In the grandest and most

general application of the words, the Jews must appear as the

falsely wise, the heathen as the docile babes ;' altliough the word

penetrates much deeper, and found its first application in the

distinction of the Scribes and the common people, the Jews and

the Galileans ; indeed, in our own day, it asserts its truth in ever

new distinctions between the falsely wise and the truly simple,

so that the revelation may be concealed even from many a doctor

thought to be orthodox. It is the Father's will to reveal His

salvation to all, even as it is the Son's to give rest to all ; but

just as only the heavy-laden can find that rest, so can the wis-

• In the Clementines (Horn. viii. C) it is quoted : &V/ 'ey.pv^/u; ruvrx ccttq

aoi^uu ^pi)jjivrip'j)'j kxI cc7riKoi7.v\px: ctvrx i/riTrtoi; driT^u^ovatv (comp. Horn.

xviii. 16).
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dom and truth of God be revealed only to the babes and simple

ones. To give this revelation to the wise, and to give this con-

solation to the satisfied, are alike impossible, for that would be to

give to those who will not receive. In the salvation of any man,

that freedom which is permitted to him by his Creator must

exercise a deciding influence : and this is the inscrutable and

unimpeachable counsel of the Father, which must ever be adored,

even when, through the opposition of a free agent, the revela-

tion becomes hiding, and instead of giving is withholding (Deut.

xxxii. 4, 5). Thus will the righteousness of God be justified to

the children of Wisdom, even in its aTTOKpvTrr&iv. l^i^Tiot are

the D''XnSi of the Old Testament (Ps. xix. 8, cxvi. 6, cxix. 130

;

Prov. i. 4, etc.), who are free and accessible to instruction, who

yield themselves up like little children to be taught and dis-

ciplined ; and in this word the Lord has in view that great pas-

sage (Ps. viii. 3) which He afterwards so sublimely explained.

He then rises from this little band of (jbiKpoi, who, however,

under the training of God will become men and conquerors, to

the supreme and only Father, and subsides from His holy indig-

nation into the iuhofcia addressed to Him. (Comp. Lu. xii. 32.)

It is the same sacred will of the Father which shows itself as

good and gracious to the saved, and as righteous to those lost

through their persistent guilt ; and it is now sealed by the Eveti

so of the Son, whose will was so entirely to save them all. The

lt,OfjtjoXoyov[JijCC( (incorrectly translated by Erasmus, gratias ago,

I thank thee ; as also by Ebrard ;—for that would have required

&u-)(^upi()roij, John xi. 41) expresses praise which springs from,

and consists in, acknowledgment and accordance : Bengel, there-

fore, says with as much depth as truth

—

summa i^o[/joXo'yr}(TSCt)g

Jilialis, nee Pater ! This is the decisive Yea which protests

against all the contradiction of worldly wisdom, and will be

justified at the last day and through eternity: and it forms the

transition to the following words concerning the Father and the

Son.

Ver. 27. Besides in this place, and in the parallel of St Luke,

we find in the first three Evangelists only once more "the Son"

occurring absolutely, and that is in Mark xiii. 32. This utter-

ance of our Lord is, as men say, entirely Johannean ; and that

it occurs in St Matthew and St Luke is sufficient to show the

unison between these Gospels and the Gospel of St John. We
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find an evidence of the genuineness of these words in their

obvious correspondence, uttered as they were immediately after

John's message, with the testimony which he had once given to

his disciples concerning the Father and the Son (John iii. 35,

36) ;
just as we found in Matt. ix. 15 a similar reference to

John iii. 29. No exposition can exhaust, no dogmatic specula-

tion can penetrate, the depths of this saying, which points to

the deep things of the Godhead. We do better to spell it out

in simplicity with the babes, and to yield up our souls thus to

the mighty and effectual revelation of the Holy Spirit, who will

teach us what is the confession of the Father and the Son. The
first thing which such childlike reading must emphasize, is the

distinctive " to Me;" and, seeking Him, in the obedience of His

subsequent revelation, " Come M?ito Me!" we shall find Him,

and in Him all that He may and that He will reveal unto His

own. Then the 'TrapshoOrj, as inscrutable as it is absolute, whicii

by no means applies only to the Son of Man in His humanity,

but to the Eternal Son, who also as the Son hath received all

things from the Father (John v. 26). Hccvtcc is just as com-

prehensive in its range as the ravru previously, to which it

corresponds : but the Son cannot simply say, that all things are

revealed unto Plim. He Himself is the Revealer, even as the

Father is. It is not all poicer in heaven and earth (Matt, xxvii.

18) which is innnediately contemplated here; but the full per-

ception and knowledge of eternal truth, and the justification of

the supreme wisdom of God's counsel. God is Himself Truth

and Wisdom, lie knowetli Himself in the trinity of His Being,

reciprocally as Father and Son in the unity of the Spirit. But
the third Person is not here expressly mentio)i»<id, because He
was not yet manifest, as the Son was in the Son of Man (ver.

19). What completeness does this give to the discourse of tliis

chapter, compact and rounded as it everj'where is, when such a

testimony to His Divine and eternal dignity is set over against

the deep humiliation of Him who had come into the generation

of that age I The Son hath all things to reveal and to ad-

minister, but as given Ilim of the Father : thus, even while He
is testifying of His own supreme dignity, lie first gives honour

to the Father, and then proceeds to cry : Come unto Me, for

only with Me and in Me is everything to be found

!

Luther's translation "kennet" does not fully correspond to
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tlie S'TTiyivajfTzsi, which signifies a perfect and living perception

and knowledge : hence we have in Lu, x., yivoodKH rig iffriv,

that is, what the names Father and Son would signify ad intra}

No man knoweth that :—a gracious and earnest warning for all

the wise and prudent, who conceive themselves qualified to

investigate what is in the nature of God, without the illumina-

tion of the Spirit of God. Well had it been if Christian dog-

matics, both before and since Athan^sins, had remembered this

warning of the Son, and been content to speak of the mysteries

of the Trinity in no other words than those which the Son

reveals to the babes, and gives to the heavy-laden who come to

Him as their living and life-giving knowledge ! It was first

said, " no man knoweth the Son but the Father." The unex-

pressed inference, which is necessarily to be drawn from these

premises, is, that we must know the Father, in order to know

the Son. It is further added,—" the Father doth not reveal

Himself immediately, but in the Son." Thus it remains estab-

lished, as it is testified in John xiv. 8, 9, vi. 46, i. 18, that the

Son alone immediately knoweth the Father as such and in

Himself; all others know Him mediately through the Son. The

Son revealeth simply, as the a'?roH,ciKv-\pizi at the end (without

Luther's addition

—

it) is designed to signify : He revealeth

Himself, and in Himself the Father, and 'ttocvtu ruvroc of eternal

wisdom in the plan of salvation, which have their issues in

eternal salvation and damnation.^ This is the mystery of God,

of which Col. ii. 2 speaks, be the true reading whichever it may;

and this is the internal principle of that in Rev. x. 7 which is

to be fulfilled in history. It might have run in conclusion, after

the analogy of Scripture usage elsewhere, as IMatt. xvi. 17, John

vi. 45,—"and to whomsover the Father will reveal;" but this

1 Thus by a true interpretation we repel a certain recent criticism, which

asserts the aorist 'iyvu to be the true reading, as it was found in many-

ancient quotations of the Fathers : imagining that the Evangelists saw

themselves constrained to change the expression on account of its dangerous

service to the Gnostics (in their notion that the God of Jesus was an alto-

gether new and hitherto unknown God).
" If we were to supply uvrov tou irot-ti^u,—which, indeed, cannot but be

right in itself,—we should overlook the design for which this a-vrov is

omitted ; that is, in order that the end should round off into the style of

the beginning, with a general idea. It is revelation^ generally, that is

concerned.
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form of expression which was used in ver. 25, is now limited to

its only possible meaning and application, just as the sentiment

of ver. 46 immediately follows ver. 45 in John vi. The Father

revealeth only in the revelation of the Son. But whatever

appearance of arbitrary, exclusive election in the will of God
there miglit be in ii \av (oovKrirui, is emphatically removed by

the words which immediately follow in which the Son Himself

then present calls all to Himself!

Ver. 28. This sentence is as universal and unconditional as

the preceding. But it must be attentively observed that the

Lord does not continue to speak of revelation and knowledge :

they who would know and see, must come, and receive the reve-

lation in the living experience of the avK'xav&ig', that only being

the true learning of God's simple ones.^ Only by living expe-

rience of God's grace can we know God, and this proceeds from

faith to faith. What then is the way to faith in Him who has

come, in which the offence is overcome, and salvation is attained

through Him? In theory it is the casting away of all wisdom

and prudence of self in order to a childlike concurrence with

the Na/ TOirrjp, which the Son utters for our example ; but in

practice, without which theory has no value, it is the obedience

of the word of that same Son, the acceptance of that word which

the Son of Man in meekness and humility utters to the children

of men :

—

Asvrs 'Trpog [M.

The whole of this comprehensive conclusion of the discourse

(vers. 28-30) is a text inexhaustibly to be preached from

!

Who is it that invites, beseeches, and calls ? The eternal Son

of the eternal Father, for us become a son of man ! Whom
does He call ? All, all who will know themselves to be what

they are, weary and heavy-laden ! What does He promise to

them ? Kefreshment and rest for their souls ! What does He
require as the condition ? Nothing, absolutely nothing but

coming : and when they are come and have already received His

consolation, only the abiding with Him, learning of Him !

^ As Roos has very beautifully said, " Our true notion of the divinity of

the Son depends not upon any hard thought, or scholastic subtilty, but

upon this—that the Son be in such sense the end of our coming, beheving,

desjre and hope, that we never go beyond Ilim for their satisfaction." In

which connection of vers. 27 and 28 we may once more observe that the

Son immediately reveals Himself and only in Himself the Father.

VOL. II. H
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In Ecclus. xxiv. 25-27 (in the corrected German text, vers.

^1, 22, Gk. vers. 19, 20), the eternal Wisdom ntters her own
praise and invites men to herself, and the Lord here uses words

which almost seem to be the echo of that passage in His own
Spirit, for He had often read those words. The first Asyrs

Tpog (M is uttered with Divine majest}-, pi-ecisely as the Lord

God, the Holy One of Israel, cries (Isa. xlv. 22) :—W^^ni ''^NniS)

p^?"''D3i^"i53. This single word in the mouth of one son of man
calling all others to Himself that He may save them from all

their need, is ample and sufficient testimony that He is more

than man: "this is the manner of man, but of man who is great.

He that is great, even the Lord God !" (2 Sam. vii. 19, 22 ;

1 Chron. xvii. 18.) He only who could speak of Himself ver.

27 could follow it with ver. 28.^ Oh how does the eternal

mercy of God express itself in the tenderness and grace of the

Saviour's human heart ! How natural is it to regard Him as

looking round, and stretching out His arms and saying—"Only

come unto Me; come, and wait no longerfor another; I am He,

let Me not wait for you !

" How would He, after this grief over

those who were rushing into judgment and sorrow, take His

own comfort in those whom He might solace, to whom He
would all the more ardently extend all that salvation which tlie

others had cast away or refused !

All men are actually weaiy, and heavy-laden; labouring and

dejected under the yoke of sin and vanity, of death and destruc-

tion; and so far the invitation is to all. This might be our first

simple exposition, which would then make zoTTi&ivTsg pccci Trspop-

Ttfffij&vot only the same thing viewed under two aspects, active

and passive. But with this it must also be observed, that He
by no means excludes those who are miserable through physical

and earthly external unhappiness, though He gives them no

promises of help merely as such. We find no example of His

having invited to Himself the merely bodily wretched : and we

must interpret the words in the same sense as the poor and the

^ Roos again :
" Clearly to perceive and to feel this, we have only to

imagine an Apostle saying—Come unto me, etc. Would not such words in

the mouth of an Apostle be meaningless and blasphemous presumption ?

The same may be applied to all the sayings of our Lord, wherever He
speaks of Himself. We need not so anxiously and carefully go about to

collect proofs of Christ's divinity."
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mourners are understood in the Sermon on the Mount. Hence

we have here at the conclusion the true interpretation of the

miraculous works which in ver. 6 were exhibited as signs of the

Gospel preached to the poor. If the heavy-laden feel their

burden as the burden of their spirits, then shall they find rest

unto their souls. The contrast of the yoke and the burden

(vers. 29, 30) tells us that the Lord lays His emphasis upon

" heavy-laden," as the peculiar and fundamental idea. But

what is the burden of the soul, which may be exchanged for

His light burden ? First of all, as it regards Israel, in whose

midst this cry was heard, the pharisaical yoke of the law (ch.

xxiii. 4) ; then, further, also the law im])osed of God (Acts xv.

10), with all its wearisome and hard observances of worship.

Then again as regards all men, it is sin, on account of which

these laws are imposed by God or man, with all the disquietude

of an evil conscience without atonement, and the service of

things that perish and satisfy not ;
yea, all that oppresses and

weighs down the soul in the utmost comprehensiveness of these

words, from that restless, hot pursuit of sin which finds no peace,

as the wickedest children of the world well know, down to the

gratuitous burden which even a Martha among the disciples

of Jesus may impose upon herself. Thus heavy-laden in ten

thousand ways are all men everywhere ; and so the " all " of the

invitation is in open contrast with the "no man" of ver. 27.

But why then do not all come to Him '? This question leads

us to observe that xoTiSvreg is subject to a necessary restriction,

and connects itself with '7n(po^ria(jjivoi ; as ru 'ttvzvijjCcti with

•ZTOir/oi. It means not here, according to its usual meaning

elsewhere, those who labour simply, and strain their energies

;

for, such vehement personal labour and exertion, as long as it

is fruitlessly put forth, effectually hinders from coming to the

only source of reinvigoration. But it means, according to the

proper and original idea of the word, those who are exhausted

and spent, who, pressed down by their burden, can bear it no

longer. (Thus the x,ai is a vau exegeticurn for because, as in

John xi. 26.) Though He may call all, yet is His call heard

only by those who feel their burden and would be freed from

it : this is the mediating link between the offer and acceptance

of" salvation. "Where the law, and sin, and the world, and the

flesh have so long burdened the spirit, that the soul is brought
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to confess and mourn the burden, to despair of deliverance in

its own strength—there is that spark of longing in the spirit

to which grace can address itself, and which it comes down to

meet. The Lord stands in the midst of humanity and utters

His call : he who follows Him approves himself thereby to be

one who is susceptible of salvation, and whose Mall is rightly

disposed ; all others, who have long heard His call in vain, will

one day hear in earnest the awful

—

Depart from Me ! ch. xxv.

41. But He does not now cry in another voice, " Remain at

your distance from Me, all ye proud and satisfied ones, who arp

better pleased with the galling yoke than with My easy burden.

No, He cries also to them, " Come ye too, but come as the weary

and the wretched ! So will I give you rest also"—compare ava-

'xavaoi) Isa. xxviii. 12, in the Orig. and Sept. (where fj^y clearly

corresponds to TCOTTioiv), Isa. Ivii. 15 Sept., Jer. xxxi. 25 in the

Heb.

Ver. 29. The yoke here does not involve the idea of subjection

to authority ; this would be actually opposed to the context, for

the Lord explains Himself immediately afterwards by learn of

Me ! The expression was used proverbially among the Jews for

the receiving of instruction and discipline, as is plainly seen in

Ecclus. li. 33, 35, and also in passages like Jer. v. ; Prov. i. 8,

9. The Jews speak of a min b)V, and in the Mishna we find

a^'^ip sma^O b'W '\y^V l^^np, " take upon you the yoke of the holy

kingdom." In the Sohar the yoke of the kingdom of heaven

is spoken of, and elsewhere the Tephillim (prayer-fringes) are

represented as the cords of the yoke, by which God binds Israel

to Himself. We find it said, "How beautiful is their neck,

which beareth the yoke of My precepts ; it sitteth upon them

as the yoke upon the neck of the ox, which plougheth the field,

and nourisheth both himself and his master." This proverb

as a Jewish one had assuredly a legal origin and a legal savour

clinging to it,—but the Lord speaks catachrestically of His easy

yoke, though not without intimating thereby that obeying as

well as learning vVas involved in coming to Him. As a gracious

teacher, whose heart is set on having disciples, the Lord first

offers and recommends His yoke. His doctrine and discipline

:

then proceeds He a little farther, and, leaving the first simple

promise jcoiyoj ocvot'TrotvGOi), gives all clearly to understand that

this avuTccvaig is not in its fullest extent to be instantly secured.
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but that a continuous learning in His school is essential, to which

a continuous and progressive finding will correspond. The
former is the condition of the latter. They who seek their soul's

rest out of Him, are the most heavy-laden of all, for they find

an ever-increasing burden of disquietude : they, however, who
come to Him, will most assuredly find what they perseveringlv

seek. He encourages the proud children of men, who even after

finding the true Teacher learn so unwillingly and so slowly, to

progress in His instructions, by the assurance which He adds

that they shall ever find in Him a meek and loioly Master. "For
I am meeh of heart, although I spake words of such stern con-

demnation, vers. 20, 24; I judge, because all judgment hath

been committed unto !Me of the Father, as the Son of Man, but

condemn no man who only cometh and learneth of Me. I am
loioly of heart, notwithstanding that I have borne witness to

Myself as Son of the Father, vers. 25-27; I place Myself among
the little ones, to share in every way their experience." Both
meekness and humility (not merely the latter!) are human
attributes, which only the one Son of Man so possesses that He
can fully claim them as His own, and unconditionally proclaim

them. This is indicated by t/J xup^icc, which refers probably to

both, and opens to us in the most engaging manner the full,

voluntary condescension and love of His incarnate Jesus-heart.

This is the only instance in which zap}iiO(, is spoken of in con-

nection with Jesus.

" Ye shall find rest unto your souls " is literally taken from

Jer. vi. 16, and not after the incorrect rendering of the LXX.
This promise, as it is finally given, comes after the testimony

to His meekness and lowliness, in order to intimate to all who
progress in the school of Christ, that nothing else is to be learned

from Him but the becoming, through His grace, by some degi*ees

what Lie is, Eph. iv. 2. For, meekness and lowliness is itself the

rest of the soul, even though the burden and disquietude may not

be externally removed. Anger and pride create disquietude : he

who finds not rest with the meek and lowly One, must be still

oppressed by them ; the failing is in him, and not in the yoke

and burden of Christ.

,Ver. 30. Has He then also a yoke and a hurden'? Assuredly,

for the heavy-laden can find no help without subjection to the

grace and truth of God. The one yoke only gives place to the
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other : independent and gods we can never be. Kom. vi. 16-

18. But the Lord terms that which He opposes a yoke only in

contradistinction to the other, just as St Paul speaks of the laio

of faith. There it is a law, and yet no law : here it is a yoke,

and yet no yoke. Hence the adjectives which are appended

—

easy (or pleasant, agreeable) and light, in a certain sense with-

draw the word in its strict meaning again. The yoke is no

burden imposed, but actually a means by which burdens may be

rendered tolerable and easily borne. St Bernard cries, " What
can be lighter than a burden which takes our burdens away

;

and a yoke which bears up the bearer himself?" This is the

gracious aspect of the words, as they regard that new nature

which, learning from the love of Jesus to love both God and

man, can say—His commandments are not grievous ! But, for

the old Adam, which, in its stubbornness and pride, can never

knoM' rest, and as such is never to be revivified but to be put to

death, the easy yoke and light burden is no other than

—

the cross,

of which He had already spoken in ch. x. 38, 39. This is

undoubtedly the undertone of meaning which they wht) learn of

Him will perceive in due time ; it is contained in the thrice re-

peated Z^vyog [Jbov, and (popriov fjuov :—the yoke and the burden,

which I Myself bear as your Master and Forerunner ! What
ftilness of meaning does this give to the words of the meek and

lowly One, who so graciously submitted to the uttermost self-

denial and the burden of the cross ! Thus it is only, at first,

—

Come unto Me! and immediately on coming there is a first re-

freshment. Then follows the continued learning of Him, and

the finding that only through Him, through following and

resembling Him, the rest of the soul is gained. Finally, there

is the persevering advancement under the yoke of His cross,

in all the profound meaning of that word : with which is con-

nected, however, the gracious encouragement which arms the

Christian against all the opposition of fleshly impatience and

refractoriness, the assurance which approves its truth in sure

experience :

—

My yoke is nevertheless easy. My burden is never-

theless light. And when that day comes, which shall make
manifest those who preferred to bear the yoke of Satan and the

burden of sin, it shall be found that the Lord's words were truth,

and that His most burdened follower had an incomparably better

allotment in the profound peace of the soul which He bestows.
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than all the slaves of lust with the disquietude of their guilty

conscience. Dost thou not yet know this, dear reader; dost thou

not say Yea and Amen to this from thine heart ? Then take it

now to thyself, and let the word of thy Redeemer pursue thee in

all thy ways, until thou art constrained to yield up thy heart to

its obedience:

—

Come unto Me! Learn of Me!

TUE DISCIPLES TLUCK THE EARS OF CORN. THE SON OF MAN
LORD OF THE SABBATH.

(Matt. xii. 3-8 ; Mark ii. 25-28 ; Luke vi. 3-5.)

The chronology of the incident is altogether uncertain, as it is

not St Matthew's object to give a consecutive narration of the

events, but here in chap. xii. only to depict the enmity of tlie

Pharisees, as shown on two sabbaths, in order thus to pi-epare

the way for the principal discourse directed against them from

ver. 25 onwards. St Luke, however, gives a very exact deter-

mination of the time, inasmuch as he calls the sabbath on which

the ears of corn were plucked, ^surspo'TrpajTOv, a word unfortu-

nately found nowhere else, and regarded as obscure even from

the earliest antiquity, and which, indeed, some think it con-

venient to omit, as is done in the Syriac, or to cancel as a false

reading.^ It is not our object to enter minutely into such

collateral circumstances. With the majority of commentators,

we are inclined to prefer the opinion first maintained by Scaliger,^

according to which it is the first sabbath after the second Easter-

day that is meant, ffa|3/3arof Tpurov kiro rrjg hzvrzpccg rov

^ As if some one had added hvripci) to -Trpiira as a gloss, and from this the

monster had arisen—a groundless conjecture

!

* Grotius and Pareau : The ff«/3;3«T« which followed the great festivals

were rrpurx, or distingi;ished above the rest, or great (John xix. 31) ; here,

therefore, it is the second of these three great ones, the sabbath after Pente-

cost ; which, however, seems too Late a period. Capellus and Rhenferd

:

There were two irpuru at the beginning of the civil and ecclesiastical year.

"Wetstein : oivrepoTrpuTov, "'3E?2C' pii'Xin, the first sabbath of the second

month, on which, in the section (Lev. xxi.-xxv.) the shew-bread also oc-

curred. Hitzig: According to Lev. xxiii. 11, precisely the 16th of Nisan.

Wieseler : The first of the seven first sabbaths in the great week of years

which forms the sabbath-year.
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Uccffxoc, because from this day seven sabbaths were reckoned to

the Pentecost. (Lev. xxiii. 10-16.) This would also be the time

that corresponds best with the plucking the ears of corn. But we
must not at once and decidedly dismiss the very plausible state-

ment in Bengel's Ordo temporuin. His opinion connects itself

simply with the most ancient interpretation of the Fathers (Chrys.

and Theophyl.), respecting the coincidence of a sabbath either im-

mediately going before or coming after any new moon or feast

day, which also was generally called a sabbath and was observed

as such (Lev. xxiii. 11 ; comp. Ex. xii. 17) ; he thinks, however,

that it is specially the sabbath before the new moon of the month
Nisan, fourteen days before the Passover, that is here denoted.

(John vi. 4.) The so-called sabbath (feast day) which fell upon

the new moon itself, t^in C'N"i1 n^t^*, was called a ca/B. '^parov, or

great sabbath ; on the other hand, the foregoing day (on which

1 Sam. XX. 18, seq., had been read) was called ^"in "iHD nity

hivrspoTTpctiTOv,—hiUTspog equivalent to secundarius (as in hsvrspo-

hiZKTf] in Jerome, and hsurspoXs'TTTo;,). It may be objected to

this, that the plucking the ears of corn must have taken place

after the waving of the sheaf of the first fruits ; for, otherwise,

the Pharisees would have found fault with it as contrary to Lev.

xxiii. 14, rather than as a violation of the sabbath in general.

But, as Bengel remarks, a reply may be found to this in the

answer of our Lord to the Pharisees ; and the rest of the

chronological arrangement as framed by Bengel, as well as the

remarkable coincidence that precisely on this sabbath, 1 Sam.

xXf 18, seq. (near to which is the passage here cited by Christ),

had been read, will not allow us altogether to dismiss the matter.

Wieseler's hypothesis brings the year-cycle into harmony with

the simple statement of St Luke, by which, however, nothing

has been effected. At all events, the feast mentioned in tTohn

V. must be the Purim, which again, however, will not corre-

spond with Bengel's chronology. The whole subject remains

involved in uncertainty ; and all the more so, as philologically

it is impossible to determine whether hsvrzpo'TrpcoTOV means a

second following upon a first (as hzurzpoXsTrra may be inter-

preted)—or a first of a subordinate rank.

At that time, when Jesus went about in all the cities and

villages unweariedly to teach, and preach, and heal (chap. ix.

35), it happened on a certain sabbath that His disciples, urged
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by actual hunger, in walking throui^li the corn fields began to

pluck a few ears and to eat. Innocent conduct in general, ex-

pressly allowed by the law (Deut. xxiii. 25), in contradistinction

to an act on which any charge ot" theft might be founded ; it was

no other than right and proper to contemplate the gift of God
in the harvest drawing near, and to taste beforehand a little of

the bread which He causes to grow out of the earth. Here St

Matthew, who must have known the fact best, expressly observes

that' they were hungry ; which, in following their Master, might

often occur. But the Pharisees (as, since chap. ix. 11, he con-

cisely designates the then representatives of this class of men, so

hostile to Christ) were also in the neighbourhood, also walking

upon the sabbath ; for the Ihovrzg ii'Trov is here to be understood

more directly than at chap. ix. 11, as is evident from the ihou

'TTOiovfjiv immediately following fjp'^uvro, and afterwards from ver.

9, They went listening beside or behind our Lord, and would

gladly also have measured after Him to see whether perhaps He
would walk a step beyond the allowed sabbath-journey. There

is no sabbath stillness in their souls, but they are full of evil

purposes to go their own ways, to find their own desires, and to

speak words out of their own hearts. (Is. Iviii. 13, Hebr.)

They have no notion how the disciples walk with Christ, either

hearing God's word from His mouth, or silently offering praise

in the great temple of creation. Scarcely have the disciples

begun to pluck a few ears, when they come forward with their

Behold! as if they had surprised them in a great sin. St Luke
gives their words as addressed to the disciples, St Matthew gives

them more correctly as addressed to the Master : Do Thy dis-

ciples break the sabbath before Thine eyes, and dost Thou not

rebuke them '? so that we who are fortunately hero must needs

interfere ? Is this what they learn from Thee ? Behold, now,

we see it ! Ouk 'i^iari—so in their foolish pride do they lay

down their little statute which had been added to the law of

God, and which in reality (according to Maimon. hilchoth Sabb.)

forbade^ the ])lucking of ears on the sabbath as a kind of reaping.

How differently might our Lord have replied to these malicious

ones ; and, in terms befitting their character, have sharply re-

buked them, and put them to shame by His powerful censure I

But He is now in a sabbath tone of mind, to which that would

' Comp. on this Sepp's Leben Christi, ii. 329 and 54i.
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not be suitable. He does not let Himself be drawn into the

petty school-question as to what the naspp which was forbidden

on the sabbath might mean, and whether the plucking of a few

ears (the rubbing them also with the hands, as St Luke adds)

mificht be so termed,—although, indeed, it only corresponded to

the cutting and helping oneself to meat on the sabbath (which be-

longed to the meal, see Ex. xii. 16). No, He kindly recompenses

good for evil, overcomes their folly with a genuine sabbath-word

of His own wisdom, and almost obtrudes upon them His un-

wished-for salutary doctrine in opposition to their whole Phari-

saism, the great doctrine respecting the significance, limits,

ground, and purpose of every law relating immediately to outward

acts, even in the case of that law as having been given by God.

Vers. 3, 4. Inasmuch as these Pharisees, with all their look-

ing, had yet hastily overlooked the one circumstance which be-

longed to the species facti, Christ fulfils all righteousness, and

mentions forthwith the fact that they were hungry, which had

not been unperceived by Him in the disciples, and which He
even feels in Himself; for He says, at first indirectly, adducing

the similar conduct of David, " when he and they who were with

him hungered," in no other than a humble spirit, " I and they

who ai'e with Me are also hungry." The ri iTOtricrs A.avih thus

comes in direct opposition to the 'xoiomiv of the accusation as a

suitable reply. Have ye not read this? Often enough, indeed
;

but they have never read it aright and never understood it. In

St Luke cySs rovro—nor this also—might point in general to

their being much read in the Scriptures ; but if, according to

Bengel, 1 Sam. 20 had really been the portion read on this

sabbath, it might also be a request that they should call to their

recollection a chapter further on in the history of David. In

this case, it would be a hint how accurately Christ observed the

arrangements respecting the reading of the Scriptures in the

synagogue. St Mark has, in addition to the citation, the difficult

phrase g-zri 'A|3/a^ap, which can scarcely have been added by a

later hand, and which deserves a word or two of explanation,

inasmuch as it has been seized upon by those commentators who
are ever on the alert for difficulties and mistakes on the part of

the disciples of Christ. The pi'iest named in 1 Sam. is called

Ahimelech, son of Ahitub (chap. xxii. 11); but his son was

Abiathar (chap. xxii. 20), and his father may also have been
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called Abiathar (which almost corresponds to the meaning of

Ahitub), if it be the same that is spoken of in 2 Sam. viii. 17.

Nay, he may have been called Ahimclech as well as Abiathar

;

see 1 Chron. xv. 11, comp. with xviii. 16, xxiv. 6. In short,

as often happens, the names are used interchangeably, and it is

quite possible that both f\ither and son had both names. The

gT/' denotes the time when the high priest flourished and held

office (Lu. iii. 2, iv. 27); and which of the two was priest or

high priest, is also a question which cannot be determined.

Consequently, it is not necessary to suppose an unscrupulous

change of the name in St Mark; but, either the time of David and

that of the high priest Abiathar (who soon succeeded his deceased

father) belong in general to the same chronological epoch, or the

Ahimelech who gave the shew-bread was himself also Abiathar.

But enough on subordinate points, and now to the matter itself.

"Ye will not find fault by your ovx 'i^sart with what King

David did, he whom ye laud so much ?" That David, although

he came at first alone (1 Sam. xxi. 1), yet desired the bread, at

the same time, for the young men who were with him, and who
had been "appointed to such and such a place" (Mark and

Luke), is evident in the history when attentively read (see there

vers. 4, 5) ; the necessity of hunget is so naturally presu})posed

in the whole narrative, that it is for this very reason not expressly

named ; finally, the going into the house of God, the tabernacle

at Nob, follows from vers. 7 and 9. See how carefully our Lord

reads the narratives of the Scriptures, and how He lias them

every moment as it were present to His mind ! R. D. Kimchi

on 1 Sam. xxi. rightly understands David's words : ^''2in '^'D

ijnJX, and treats with great fulness of this remarkable incident,

on account of the shew-bread, and also of its being the sabbath

when the fresh supply was laid out, as well as of David's journey

on the sabbath. It is a rabbinical rule which is also applied

to this instance, " Danger of life displaces the sabbath" (pDDtJ'

nn'^rn mi nvj'Q) ;—and the Talmud expressly enjoins that even on

the great day of atonement it is lawful, in the absence of meat,

to give forbidden nourishment to a man overtaken with weak-

ness or extreme hunger. Nor do we read further on in the

Scripture that the listening calumniator Doeg or the angry Saul

afterwards made an accusation of thu, that the bread which had

been given was holy; and what David says (chap. xxi. 5) con-
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tains an assertion and doctrine very clearly justifying what he

had done/ Christ, therefore, by the ouk uvzymrB completely

refutes the Pharisees e concessis ; here was a stronger ovk l^ov,

that of a Divine command for the house and sanctuary of God,

than your statute which ye have brought against us—Will ye

find fault with the king and the priest ?

Ver. 5. Or, letting alone what these two did once from special

warrant, and in an exceptional case, will ye rather abide by the

rule of the law ? Then, not merely does the sacred history re-

late exceptional instances of necessity, but the law itself ordains

labour on the sabbath as a duty. Thus Christ takes a step

higher, from the particular instances with which the doctrine

was connected to the development of the general doctrine—that

the mere outward working or not working, without further re-

ference and significance, can never have been the aim of the

Divine commandment respecting the sabbath. For, as Scripture

proves, there are exceptions to all external law, of whatever

kind it be ; in the first place, allowed exceptions of necessity

(which general idea is expressed in St Mark by the ^ps/av 'iffy^i),

then, even commanded exceptions of duty. The first example

has respect to the disciples having eaten (containing a reply at

the same time to the charge which the Pharisees had only for-

gotten to bring against them, of eating before the first fruits

were waved), the second more especially to the brealdng of the

sabbath. The first is taken from the life of the anointed king,

the other is from the ofiice and law of the priests (already named

in the first) ; for He who now justifies Himself is King and

Priest in the highest sense. The laying out of the shew-bread

which has just been mentioned in the house of God, then the

offering of the double sacrifice on the sabbath (Num. xxviii.

xxix.), to which belongs the kindling of the fire, otherwise for-

bidden in houses (Ex. xxxv. 3 ; Lev. vi. 12), and the whole

temple-service in general has to be performed by the priests in

the temple on the sabbath. This then would be a very grievous

profanation ((ii(i'/i'kovv, Ex. xxxi. 14 ; 1 Mace. ii. 34), as our

Lord here expresses Himself, with somewhat of irony, in order

immediately to refute it in the avainoi slat. For this, also, there

are rabbinical sayings : Li the sanctuary there is no sabbath

^ In which Melancthon, Loci, p. 137, ed. Aug., finds the same thing

already expressed as Paul says iu Tit. i. 15.
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(dnpm ni^ px) ; the killing of sacrifices displaces the sabbath

(dtc' ns nt^n"' nnm). The internal truth, however, to which

Christ iiere points, in a different spirit from the rabbinical, is

no other than that to work the works of God belongs to every

place and time, and is rather the true priestly sanctification of

the sabbath and the sanctuary ; for, as at another time, on a

like charge being brought against Him, He rises still higher,

—

God Himself worketh always on the great sabbath after the

creation of the world (John v. 17).

Ver. 6. To all this Christ adds a word pointing to the dignity

of His own person (chap. xvii. 25, 26), in virtue of which He is

entirely, and with the highest right of freedom, exempted from

outward law ;—thus preparing the way for the conclusion of all

(ver. 8). He expresses this, however, not by the direct form lyoj

slf/ji, but again, by the modest form of the third person

—

Here is

one greater than the temple. The reading of the neuter (jjzTZpv

(which Neander prefers) would only say : Here something is

reckoned greater, moi"e important, namely, compassionate regard

to the hungry, or, however, it may be stated.^ We cannot, how-

ever, regard this as anything but a false correction ; as the com-

parison with the temple instead of the temple-service would in

this case be not very suitable, while, on the other hand, vers, (j

and 8 exactly correspond to each other if Christ speaks of Him-
self. As the sabbath gives place to the temple, so sabbath and

temple give place to the Greater, the Lord of the temple and

sabbath. He reminds the Pharisees of the enismatic word
(John ii. 19), with which they would certainly be familiar, as

also of Mai. iii. 1, and thereby declares again in His own manner
Who He is— the Messiah, the true King David, the true High
Priest, Himself the archetype and Lord of the temple. His

disciples, too, wlio have left house and goods for His service, that

they might follow Him, are collectively priests in the sanctuary,

consecrated by Him
;
just as David's companions in his lowly

condition were sanctified by the already-anointed king. This

accessory idea unites the whole, and leads over to what follows.

Ver. 7. Our Lord, who is prepared at the moment for a com-

plete reply to the charge of the Pharisees, adduces the testimony

.' According to De Wette, the Messianic work. Xcander refers it to the
" manifestation of Christ as a whole" (as ttXe/ov, Lu. ii. 31, 32), to which

we also take objection.
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oildstory, the law, and i\\Q prophets, against them. As history

and law had already exhibited particulai^ cases of exception, He
now shows, secondly, how the prophetical Scripture opens up the

general import, and the true spirit of the outward law. It is a

passage already brought before the Pharisees in chap, ix, 13, but

which He here again gives to their consideration, while He im-

parts to His address a severer form than hitherto, rebuking their

ignorance, and therefore the sin committed on their part:—If ye

had understood this, ye would not have so uncharitably found

fault with the innocent. On the import of the citation from

Hosea we have already spoken at length in chap, ix., and we

find here also (in opposition to almost all connnentators), as con-

nected with the main preceding sentiments, the compassion of

God towards men, who willeth not that any one shoidd hunger

in order that a sacrificial or sabbath service may be rendered to

Him, a service in which He can have no pleasure when it goes

against the love that springs from His love. The fundamental

idea is also expressed here; namely, that the design ofthe sabbath,

as of the sacrifice, is not that men should do or bring something

meritorious ; but that God may show favour and impart blessing

to us. But there is here to be added to this the natural infer-

ence and application that the compassionate One who makes all

His laws and ordinances only/or the sake of man, will have them

observed in no other spirit, in no way contrary to compassion.

Somewhat similar, therefore, to chap, xxiii. 23. It follows,

therefore, although it is not merely this that is intended to be

literally said,^ that, in cases of collision, the royal law of love,

from which alone all commandments take their rise, is superior

to a pharisaic outward adherence to the letter o^particular com-

mandments.^ Thus the disciples, on this occasion, in their holy

simplicity (as blameless as the priests in the temple) had no

thought, when they plucked the ears of corn, about whether it

was allowed or forbidden ; their accusers, however, " by con-

demning the innocent," became themselves guilty (ver. 8).

^ Von Gerlach, with the great majority of commentators, interprets that

the entire " ritual law " is to be subservient to the supreme " law of love."

So formal a distinction is in general foreign to the Old Testament, and least

of all does it lie in the genuine sense and connection of the prophetic pas-

sage which Christ brings to bear on the subject.

2 Which might also be applied with equal force to so-called moral duties.
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Christ concludes, ikirdly, uitli a doctrine of far-reaching import,

—which returns to the present case of sabbath-breaking, in order

to draw the conclusive inference with respect to it, but which,

at the same time, enlarges, almost transfigures, what is special

in it. He utters, in His overflowing wisdom, which He will not

and cannot restrain, a sublime truth in addition to ver. 6, and

one still more enigmatic, the meaning of which those Pharisees

could not apprehend ; but we, for whom it has been written,

must be careful to understand it aright. For, the saying that

" what a prophet speaks in the wind posterity reads," finds its

highest application in Christ.

First of all, we must entirely set aside all those commentators

who, misled by the intermediate sentence in Mark (of which we
shall presently speak more particularly), understand by o vlog rov

CivOpojTrou, msn"j3 with tlie Article in this instance, mayi in

general. This would be contrary to the sense in which the ex-

pression is everywhere used by Christ, who always designates

by the " Son of Man" only Himself; while, in addition to this,

the designation xOptog rov Ga^^drov belongs to the same person

who was just before said to be rov hpov (mIZ^cuu. But do we not

read in St Mark an intermediate clause of a highly original

character, which it is impossible to regard as spurious, and which

speaks of 6 uvSpcu-^og quite generally? How does this agree

with our interpretation of the passage before us ? Perfectly well.

Neither are those right who, in the address which h fully re-

corded by St Mark, understand Christ as speaking only of man,

so that ver. 23 also must be interpreted according to that

view ; nor those, on the other hand, who understand it only of

the person of the one '' Son of Man :

" the two opinions about

which commentators diifer harmonize when we go somewhat
deeper. Why is Christ called the Son of Man, but because He
represents humanity as a whole—because, as a second Adam,
He bears in Himself and sets up a neio humanity'? This is the

key to the wliole statement, according to which, in the first place,

Mark ii. 27, as the words stand, contains a truth as profound as

it is simple. So in the Talmud, R. Jonathan says, " The
sabbath is in your hands, not you in its hands ; for it is said,

jf7te sabbath is for you." (Ex. xvi. 29 ; Isa. xx. 12.) It is,

according to God's design, an ordinance and institution of mercy
for the good of man, appointed, in the first instance, for rest and
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refreshment (Deut. v. 14; Ex. xxiii. 12), and then, further, for

blessing and sanctification. This, too, is the real ground of that

question which Christ addressed to the Pharisees eight days

afterwards, whether one should save life or destroy it on the

sabbath? (Mark iii. 4.) The Pharisees, cleaving to their

statutes, scarcely rose to the level of Moses' law, and knew not

what the sabbath was or wherefore appointed ; but our Lord
here points them to the first and deepest ground and origin of

the day ; He opens up to them the fact that the rest of the

Creator on the seventh day was a typical rest for man, and the

blessing of the day a boon for the race. True it is, on the other

hand, that man, as also the whole world, was created for God
and for the promotion of His honour. But the honour of God
does not demand only an outward service in which man may
bring Him a gift and offering : for God wills to bless, to give,

and to gladden man's heart by the sabbath. So that to inflict

pain upon a man, and to let him hunger on account of the

external so-called sabbath, runs directly counter to the internal

nature of the sabbath itself. But while our Lord, who utters

His doctrines, as Moses gave the laws in the wilderness, as they

were called forth by the various occasions of life, here specifies

the sabbath. He at the same time speaks by synecdoche of all

law and its institution in general ; His words mean—as we read

also in 2 Mace. v. 19 of the temple which has just been named
here—" God has not chosen the people on account of the place,

but the place on account of the people." The import of His

reasoning is therefore very evident, inasmuch as He rises from

man in general and the ordinance hitherto in existence, which

dates from the first lyivzro, to Himself, the Son of Man, who,

moreover, introduces a new state of things to men. First pro-

position : Already in general in the Old-Testament law, nay,

from the creation downwards, the sabbath, like every ordinance

of God, is designed for man ; for which as yet general doctrine,

after adducing the testimony of history, law and prophets, He, in

an allusion to the book of Maccabees, even goes beyond the

canon pointing to the echoes of the prophetical, and foreshadow-

ings of the New-Testament doctrine to be found in the apo-

cryphal writings. Second proposition : Therefore (Mark Sj/rrs)

I, as the Son of Man, being already as man, in the state of things

which has existed hitherto, no servant of the sabbath accordincr
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to your perverted ideas, and, moreover, being greater than the

temple in the new state of things which begins with My coming,

am much more abundantly Lord of the sabbath.^ Upon which

the appeal closes, with most direct application to the present case.

That a full reply may be given to the charge in ver. 2, Be-

hold, Thy disciples do, He now includes in this His prerogative

and freedom those loho are loith Him. The Son of Man ; i.e.,

the New Man in Christ, the Second Adam, in the new order of

things in which all preparatory institutions were fulfilled ac-

cordinfT to their orimnal sin;nificance. Not we as men are

called lords of the sabbath ; for, although tlie sabbath is made

on our account, we are yet only so much the more for this

reason bound to keep it. But Christ, also the Lord of the

sabbath in the proper sense, in so far as in honour of Him, the

eternal Son of God, every sabbath from the beginning was

celebrated, brings as the Son of Man to us. His brethren and

members, that freedom and lordship through which, in the New
Testament, every one is in Christ exalted above all imposed law

as such, because he fulfils it, not in the bondage of the letter,

but in the liberty of the Spirit. In these words of our Lord is

contained the germ of that apostolical doctrine which we find

afterwards expressed in Rom. xiv. 5, v. 17; Col. ii. 16, 17.

Does it follow, therefore, that they declare a complete abroga-

tion of the sabbath as a day consecrated by God for man, above

other days, and set apart for special blessing ? By no means
;

and those who can find no sabbath in the New Testament under-

stand neither that apostolical doctrine nor the statement of our

Lord in this passage. Not by doing away with the sabbath, but

by bringing it to mind and glorifying it, does He show Himself

to be the Lord of tiie sabbath. We find here rather the most

emphatic confirmation of the inviolably-continuing ffd(B(Bccrov in

tlie all-exj)ressive lymro. Not, " Moses gave you the sabbath"

—but, " the sabbath was from the first, when all things came

into being, when the world and man were created." As already

in the reception of this commandment into the decalogue, which

^ The whole discourse is pervafled by personality^ that of man in general,

of the Son of Man as representing humanity and raising it to a new eleva-

tion. This view, closing at last with the Kvpio;, corresponds very ill with

the indefinite sentiment. Here is something greater than the temple ! as Nean-

der would explain it.

VOL. II. I
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contains only what is original and permanent law for all men,

not what was temporarily designed for Israel alone, so again

does Christ, in the words hia, rov oivSpoj-TTOV, set forth the uni-

versal validity of the sabbath as originating from the creation.

(Not like the temple, only on account of the Israelitish people.)

So long as man lives on the earth he is to have a sabbath of

God ; the necessity of his nature, and the ordinance of the

Creator for meeting that necessity, always correspond to each

other. But in this has Christ shown Himself to be Lord of the

sabbath for His churcli, for the new humanity in Him, that He
has changed the day from the end of the old-world week which

passed away for ever with the still sabbath of His grave, to the

beginning with which an entirely new state of things commenced;

and thus has made the day peculiarly His own, the LonVs day,

and has united to the remembrance of the first creation, whose

sabbath was broken and rendered servile by sin, the praise of

the new creation, eflPected by Him who became a son of man
for man's sake. Thus has He given to us the sabbath anew,

without literal commandment, as in the Old Testament, but by

the free operation of the Spirit in the church ; so that no defect

of knowledge in this particular, no error of church- doctrine, has

as yet been able to deprive it of its day of the Lord.^ Thus do

we, sanctifying the sabbath in Christ, now look freely and joy-

fully forward to the future o'aj3|3ari(T|M/Oj(Heb.iv. 19), in which

the rest of God in man from the work of redemption will unite

and be one with the first rest from the work of creation ; on

the other hand, before the appearing of Christ, the best sabbath-

devotion could only point backward in humility and repent-

ance, because of sin, to the lost peace of the sabbaths of Adam
in Paradise.

THE WITHEEED HAND. IS IT LAAVFUL TO DO GOOD OR TO DO
EVIL ON THE SABBATH DAY ?

Matt. xii. 11-13 ; Mark iii. 3-5 ; Lu. vi. 8-10.

From the frequency with which the sabbath is spoken of in

the Gospels, we may infer the importance of this subject : for,

^ We rather find that, under the pressure of necessity, the Divine right

of the new sabbath is being ever more fully demonstrated theoretically
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even in the narrow misconceptions of the pharisaical Jews there

yet lies hid the truth that the sabbath which was given to them

had something great and sj)ecially holy belonging to it. In all

the discourses of Christ on the subject, directed against Pha-

risaism, we look in vain for an expression in which it is distinctly

stated that at any period all days were to become alike. If the

one which we have just considered contains no such statement,

so neither does any other.

According to the account of St Matthew, who is unobserv-

ant of the order of time, we might suppose that what follows

here took place on the same day ; but St Luke specifies another,

and in all probability the next, sabbath. Then, as always,

our Lord sanctified the sabbath bv joiner to the synaiioeue ;

then also the Pharisees began to watch Him anew ; and He
again, according to Lu. xiv. 3-6, instructs and confounds them
in a similar wav. If we had not in Lu. vi. (as also acjain in

chap. xiii. 15 the same statement) the account corresponding to

that of St Matthew, how would the critics have spoken of the

different report of evidently the same occurrence !

In tlie first account we find the difference, that, according

to St Mark and St Luke, Christ Himself addresses the question

which St Matthew puts into the mouth of His enemies. St

Luke observes, besides, that Jesus knew their thoughts, and anti-

cipated the question of their hearts, by giving outward expression

to it : I'Tnpcurrjfja) Vfjjug, I will ask you, with which—probably

more correctly, for then the account in St Mark and St Luke
(the interrogative 'i^zart without r/) becomes the same—is to be

construed : iTrcpcoT'/jaco Vf/jug ri, I will ask you something, as in

Matt. xxii. 24, hcc Xoyov. It is the same as in the case of the

centurion's speaking (Matt, viii.) ; and St Matthew represents

as an expressed question, in the same manner as he does there,

the hiu7<oyia(jjOvg of those who watched xvlietlier lie ivould heal

on the sabbath.

St Mark and St Luke narrate specifically that Christ, at

first acting with perfect frankness, and in order to put it to

the proof whether hostile stubbornness will yield to sympathy

with the unfortunate, called the man forward: Come forth and

stcciid in the midst! Now is the disputed case before their

eyes, itself speaking and testifying to the unprejudiced ; now

goes forth the bold, irresistibly-pressing question, to which the
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obdurate Pharisees had nothing to answer. He humbly sets

them up as judges, while, in the exalted dignity of simple, in-

vincible truth, He puts their folly and wickedness to shame. Do
ye yourselves give forth your s'lscr; on the case, so that I may
act accordingly : Shall I heal the man, or, because it is the

sabbath, shall I not "? This, however. He expresses forcibly :

Is it permitted or right to do good, on the sabbath, or to do evil ?

The answer is, of course, self-evident ; and so it is for the next

part of the question, which comes nearer the present case ; to

save a life {-^vyjiv qiTite indefinite, a living being), or to destroy

it ?^ Even yet the question represents the case in a generalized

form : it, however, does represent it in as far as healing is a

yffSiffoci, a saving and restoring of the Ife-yoioer or health, while,

on the contrary, not healing when one has the power is an uto-

Xiffcci, as every omission of ivell-doing on any occasion presented

to us is evil-doing. Thus does our Lord, with simple decision,

reduce all the complication belonging to the disputed questions

as to what is or is not to be done on the sabbath, to the highest

clear law—Thou shalt not do evil ; thou shalt not hurt thy

neighbour even by the refusal of helping love. Not without

irony He thus shuts up the disputers to the conviction, that

doing good must be lawful also on the sabbath, but that doing

nnl, that is, precisely their pharisaical keeping of the sabbath, is

by no means so. Upon this follows what St Matthew alone

further narrates of our Lord's discourse.

Vers. 11, 12. In these verses He discovers the luifeeling nature

of their evil thoughts, and shows that what men will not do

from love is done from self-interest ; for, although our Lord seems

to concede that a man would save the life of the poor sheep,

and how much more render assistance to a man—yet, properly

speaking. He presupposes the answer in the hearts of those

whom He has put to shame—" Yea, we would do that in order

not to suffer loss in our property ! " Hence He gives emphasis

to og s|s/ 'TTpo^ccTOV h. Accidents of this kind with sheep, oxen,

or asses, must at that time have been acknovs^ledged exceptions

;

not till a later period do we find even this forbidden in the

'
'' h.'TTo'kiaxi in St Luke, at all events the more correct explanation for

d'xox.Tfivot.i. Should the latter be held genuine in St Mark, it would not

do to say that it does not belong to -^vx'^v, but stands by itself in opposi-

tion to ^pv^Tiv auaxt.
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Talmud, perhaps not without occasion from the words of Jesus.

Whenever Pharisees forbid works of love towards our neighbour

as unlawful, let them be put to shame by presenting an analo-

gous case, in which their own profit or loss is at stake !—And
now again with reproachful severity comes the benevolent con-

clusion from the Saviour-heart of the Son of j\Ian : How much
better is a man than a sheep ! Thus speaks the love of God
which compassionates all men, and will assist their distress in

body and in soul. By how much the man is better, by so much
the less is his health, the healing of a diseased limb, to be placed

in comparison with the saving of a perishing animal. Conse-

quently it is indeed lawful to do good on the sabbath—and here

the words in St Matthew point back to what goes before in St

Mark and St Luke. We must not, however, confine the appli-

cation of this to bodily benefactions, and the saving of life ; for

how much better is the soul of the man than the body ! Works
of soul-healing, soul-saving, alone reach the man properly so-

called ; hence all the present operations of home-missions which

aim at the drawing men out of the pit of perdition are, in the

truest sense, a sabbath work.

Ver. 13. Who has anything to say against My doing good

now to this man ? Thus does Christ look around, again asking,

and—oh, gentleness and kindness—would have still waited to

answer any word that might be addressed to Ilim. But He
knew, at the same time, that they would be silent with their

lips, and yet would hate Him more bitterly in their obdurate

hearts because of the truth ; hence (according to St Mark) the

holy anger which He manifests at the same time that He humbly

puts the question,—anger, which is the same thing with grief,

at sin. They are silent. Upon this He does not touch the sick

man—does not even stretch out His hand—tliat He might cer-

tainly do no external work on the sabbath, but speaks the word

(as all the three Evangelists agree), Stretch forth thine hand!

That is, as much as to say: Thou canst do this, thou art freed

from thy malady (Lu. xiii. 12). And behold, he could do it;

it became, in the act of stretching it out, whole as the other.

(1 Kings xiii. G.) The miraculous cure, which we might expect

to be ])erformed after the hand was stretched out, luas already

done in "the speediest and most spiritual manner"—as Lange

expresses it.
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BEELZEBUB. CHRIST DEFENDS HIMSELF AGAINST THE CHARGE
OF BEING IN FELLOWSHIP WITH SATAN.

(Matt. xii. 25-45 ; Mark Hi. 23-29 ; Lu. xi. 17-36.)

It is a question, and one which must find its answer in a

harmony of the Gospels, whether the occurrence here related

by St Matthew, as connected with what immediately precedes,

belongs to the later period which Luke seems to assign to it

;

since the identity of all the particular parts of the discourse,

which are as strongly marked as they are closely connected, is

too great in this case to admit the hypothesis of a repetition.^

But whether the sequence of the particulars, as given by St

Luke (who not only first introduces Matt. vers. 31, 32 at chap,

xii. 10, and omits Matt. vers. 33-37, because he had already

given something of this in chap. vi. ; but also connects the parable,

which in St Matthew forms the conclusion, with the beginning,

and gives a different conclusion)—whether this arrangement in

which he deviates from St Matthew be the more correct, we very

much doubt : for, in the connection of the longer discourses, St

Matthew is generally the more exact. Our Lord has healed a

demoniac whom the devil made blind and deaf, which circum-

stance, as giving occasion to the discourse, St Mark does not

at all mention, while St Luke mentions only the dumbness.

K.oo'pog signifies deaf as well as dumb (comp. Matt. ii. 5). This

striking double-cure draws from the astonished people the bold

and open question : Is not this indeed the Messiah? Who will

now any longer contradict it ? The Pharisees feel themselves

challenged by the question to come forward ; and, according to

St Mark, they are Pharisees who had come down from Jeru-

salem, who think it necessary to show their superiority to others

in learning. The fact stands clear before their eyes ; the

powerful conclusion, however, which the simple popular under-

standing draws from it, must, on no account, be held good.

Thus it is as if the cast-out devil had just entered into them, to

' Alford says very strongly in opposition to Greswell, -who maintains such

a twofold occurrence of the same discourse, that upon such principles it

would be quite as easy to prove that there took place four different cruci-

fixions and resurrections.
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make them blind with a more wicked blindness, and from being

a dumb devil had, for a chano;e, become one speaking blas-

phemously. Here, probably, these Pharisees say for the first

time what, according to ^Matthew ix. 34, on a similar (later)

occurrence, was impudently repeated by them in a shorter form.

They maintain it, however, at once openly, emphatically, quickly

replying witli their contemptuous ovrog to the wondering ovrog

of the people ; nay, they give forth, as masters of the faculty, a

most strongly affirmative judgment: This man doth not cast out

devils but by Beelzebub ; u iJbr;, it is no otherwise, xce know it !
^

That is more than the laiytjoviov 'iyji chap. xi. 18 ; John vii. 20,

viii. 48, X. 20. He has not merely a devil, but Satan himself,

the prince of the devils (Mark ^szXZ^sf^ovX h/^ei) ; he is the

wickedest conjurer. They not only think this blasphemous

thought, but speak it, or rather they thrust it forward without

even themselves truly thinking it ; finally, they do this as the

leaders of this people ! And, with this clenching word as by a

master-stroke, the whole subject of the source of His miracles

is to be for ever set at rest; the power of God in them set aside;

the people, who were disposed to believe, rather led to cherish

the deepest contempt for Christ, horror towards the ally of

Satan ! Here it was necessary for Him to speak, and truly He
speaks as the Lord. But He speaks only; He performs no new
miracles cither to prove His dignity in an overpowering manner

(see afterwards vers. 39, 38), or even to rebuke the wicked

blasphemers, and to make them dumb. All those qualities that

we have hitherto admired in His discourses and answers are

found united here : the gentleness and humility which no per-

sonal offence, not even the most wicked reviling, can prov(;ke

;

the uniformly lofty, calm temper which returns not reviling for

reviling, but can rise from the most patient testifying for the

truth to the rebuke of insolent unbelief; the holy judicial anger

in harmony with love which teaches and persuades in circum-

stances in which every other would have thought it unsuitable

and useless ; the immoveable certainty and clearness of His

position in relation to the sin of man and the kingdom of the

devil ; the fulness of wisdom which, on every occasion, at once

^ Beelzebub (God of flics), a mocking cuplicmism for Bcelzeboul, i.e.,

lord of the dwelling ; not, however, of the possessed as being inhabited by
demons, as some have thought, but ruler of the abyss, prince of Hades.
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reaches forth from its deep treasures that which surveys the

present, the past, and the future, which lets us see into the

Scripture, Avhich reveals the secrets of hearts, the judgments of

history even to the last judgment, and then, again, in the most

familiar and persuasive address by parable and proverb, declares

the truth with an all-subduing, penetrating power ; finally, the

majesty and singularity of His person, which must attest itself

in everything, which never can nor will deny itself. Let any
one study thoroughly this one discourse, and say whether any
other but the Son of God in the flesh could so speak, whether

any one among men could either consciously or unconsciously

fabricate anything like this !

It is again one discourse which Matthew gives us ; the inter-

rupting challenge addressed to Him (ver. 38), is I'eplied to by
Christ, only by a continuation of the truths which He had just

been expressing. He defends Himself against the charge of con-

federacy tvith Satan, by adducing, first of all, most conclusive

proof against such a charge (on to ver. 36) ; from this He rises

higher, and rebukes those who insolently set aside what He
thus proved, and this is the main idea of what is said down to

ver. 45. Here also He at first ivariis against the hio;hest, the

unpardonable sin, which the Pharisees at that time were in a

fair way to commit; then He threatens more decidedly the entire

perdition which will assuredly follow it. The former embraces
vers. 31-37, and had already, at the conclusion, pointed to the

judgment, when the repeated defying challenge by which He
was interrupted gave Him occasion, now prophesying of total

unbelief, to carry it out to the highest and last sign.

He does not at once rebuke them thus : How unreasonable

are j'oiir words! how must they, wise as ye are, proceed from bad

hearts, from wicked lying against the truth ! He does not begin

with the deserved rebuke which they afterwards received before

the whole people (ver. 34) ; but, from a calm elevation, as if it

were a friendly discussion upon a subject not at all affecting

His own person. He begins with a few plain and undeniable

general sentences. These contain i\\e first ground o^ His, defence:

Granted, according to your own words, that Satan^s kingdom

exists, it cannot surely make war upon and overthrow itself.
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The general proposition concerning every kingdom, city, house

;

true in the great, the lesser, and the least, ver. 25. Application

to Satan's kingdom as deductio ad absurdiim, ver. 26. Then

comes the second reason from the other side, which more nearly

touches the disputed case, and in which He declares what they

conceal, affirms what they knowingly deny : Eather does the

kingdom of God attest itself by My casting out devils. Here

also, with the utmost humility. He fii'st of all classes Himself

with common examples (ver. 27), in order from the general

proposition. Where Satan yields, there God works, to make the

higher application, The kingdom of God is come (ver. 28); the

Conqueror of Satan, the serpent-treader (the ^Messiah, ver. 23),

is virtually present in My person (ver. 29). To which is added

(ver. 30), finally, as a transition to tlie now well-founded rebuke,

the proverbial saying sharply distinguishing the two opposing

kingdoms, His and Satan's associates.

Christ sees the thoughts of the heart behind the words which

were spoken in His presence; a circumstance which the Evan-

gelists repeat from time to time, in order to indicate the entire

internal suitableness of His answers. Yet, notwithstanding. He
Himself also teaches and proves, even when He sees that spite-

ful wickedness which will not know. How much more ought we
who know not the heart to follow His example in this respect

!

how ought we rather to suppose ignorance which may be helped,

on the part of those who are hostile, than blasphemy, and not

withhold the salutary doctrine ! He who, in the wilderness,

gave even to Satan the answer which he would and could never

receive, in order to render what was due to him, does the same

here, and would have spoken thus even though the wickedness

of all who heard Him had been already incorrigible. But this

was certainly not yet the case. Perhaps in the worst originators

of the blasphemy there was still a hidden germ of obedience to

the truth, more probably, at least, in the better or less bad

among them who joined in what was said, as such are wont

to do. Finally, Christ certainly could not be silent, for the sake

of the poor deluded |)eople, among whom the worst error, if

boldly spoken, will find access. Besides, we are not to suppose

that between the truth and the worst denial of it there is no

common ground for explanation and defence ; there is, and re-

mains, so long as we speak to men, even for the highest truths
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of the humanly-attested kingdom of God, the common under-

standing of men to which the Son of Man here appeals. For,

where the testimony of the Spirit of God is not listened to, there

is always unreason. (Mark vii. 22.)

Vers. 25, 26. Taking up the words of the blasphemers them-

selves regarding the a<^yjJOV tojp haifjjovicov, Christ at once says,

e concessis : On the existence of a Mngdom of Satan and the

unity of it in the one head, we are agreed ! Oh the specious

folly of the vulgar Eationalism which speaks here only of ac-

commodation ! With the highest earnestness of truth, even in

those places Avhere He maintains it against the worst form of

denial, our Lord rather confirms the true idea which His oppo-

nents express even to the completest consequence which they do

not now perceive. The ground-idea of a kingdom is its self-in-

closed, firmly-compacted unity; by how much it fails in this, by

so much it is no kingdom in the strictest sense of the term. A
prince who puts down and casts out his own servants and sub-

jects is no prince. While Christ, descending from the great to

the small, shows, upon the principles of reason and experience,

that every community is and must be dissolved by being in

opposition to itself, He takes it for granted indeed that such a

thing does take place in human societies;^ so much the weightier

is His assertion that there is no such thing as this in Satan's

kingdom. The mention of the liouse also, the family, as the

smallest society which cannot subsist without unity, is here so

natural that there is no necessity to find an occasion for it in the

fact that Christ at that moment was teaching in a house (ver.

47, ch. xiii. 1 ; Mark iii. 20). It is possible, however, that His

afterwards carrj'ing out the analogy of the "house" (ver. 29)

instead of the kingdom, was occasioned by this circumstance.

In Lu. xi. 17 (where the middle-member 'Ttokig is wanting),

Luther translates wrongly, " And one house falls upon another

in such a kingdom ;

" it must evidently be construed as already

it is in the Syr. : Where there is an o^iKog Its:) olxov, i.e.., a house

striving against itself, divided against itself, it /a ZZs, is destroyed.

(The family is designated metaphorically by the house in which

it dwells.) This alone agrees with St Matthew, and corresponds

to the main idea which runs through the passage. Ou Gra&ri-

^ Grotius cites Cicero de amicitia : Quae domus tarn stabilis, qus3 tain

firma civitas est, quse non odiis atque dissidiis funditus possit everti ?
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czrai equivalent to St Mark's oh hvvarai ffradfjvctf, in \Yhich the

passive form ^ is to be particularly noticed : the prince or head

of a family will not be able to maintain or preserve his kingdom

or house (Lu. xi. 21), if he himself in his place of power en-

courages division and strife. Then is it true already, and will

soon be manifestly so, that it bath an end ; as St Mark says, in

addition. Would tliat it were so with Satan's kingdom ! But
Christ, by a valid conclusion drawn backwards from the unde-

niably acknowledged existence of this kingdom, denies the

absurd hypothesis of His opponents, that Satan casteth out

Satan. For, then he would, indeed, be at variance with him-

self; prince and kingdom would not be one perfect unity, as

Christ, who knew the fact, maintains that they are, and there-

fore under the name Satan comprehends the closely and firmly

united whole.

Hero, already, we have a hint which helps us to the under-

standing of the words which follow in vers. 31, 32, namely, that

human wickedness is distinguished from satanic by this, that in

the former, because there is still error, and not an absolutely evil

will, there is still division against itself. The kingdom of human
sin here upon earth is, as such, in reality a divided and falling

Rabel, in which one sinner is against another, and so the power

is broken. But in the hachgroxind of this confused scene, the

will, plan, kingdom, and power of Satan stands firm and united:

the proof of such another kingdom being behind all the, in other

respects, discordant sin of men, lies in the fearful, otherwise

inexplicable, harmony which appears in this Babel-confusion,

whenever it rises against the kingdom of God in Christ. Hero
those who in other respects hate and are hostile to each other,

become friends and allies ; for Satan uses them as his arms to

accomplish by their means what he Avill, and well he knows what

he will. He will certainlv do no hurt, on his part, to even the

lowest devil in the host of hell ; for the evil counsel and will in

the head and in all his spirits is one and the same, which cannot

contradict and conflict with itself. It may, indeed, appear in

particular instances, when we look at the human side, as if one

devil does cast out another. In reality, however, it is no expul-

sion ; but the one devil gives place to the other deliberately and

^Ammonius: arxdr^vxt //.iv ioTi to i/^' iripov' rrvjuai Se, to x«t' ihlau iu/^nv

Kcil "nrpQxipiaty.
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willingly, at the word of command. Beelzebub, or any superior

devil, never does from caprice or whim what the powerful ones

of the earth so often do, who remove their servants from place

to place, in accordance with or against their merit ; but there

is, throughout, the connected plan of one will, one power, in this

kingdom. In the single word : There exists a kingdom of Satan

—much, everything indeed, is said. Our Lord, indeed, here

designates Satan a kmg, notwithstanding his being already a

condemned and overthrown usurper (he receives this name else-

where only in Rev. ix. 11, where the writer speaks metaphorically

with a half play upon Prov. xxx. 27, and in Job xviii. 14) ;
yet

what is to be understood here is the not-to-be-despised kingly

power in this kingdom (hence Jude 9, according to which Satan

also belongs to the "dignities," the kings by God's g7'ace or

oigliteousness), and there are even thrones o( Satan set up in par-

ticular places (Rev. ii. 13).

Ver. 27. Christ meekly and humbly, without the least per-

sonal pride that shrank from it, or personal anger that was pro-

voked by it, takes into His lips all the contempt and blasphemy

directed against Himself, even the most horrible part of it, that

which charged Him, the Holy One of God, with being an ally

of Satan. He speaks in order to refute it, as if He were bound

to defend Himself against it, and thus assumes the monstrous

hypothesis : If I cast out devils by Beelzebub. He accepts the

concession that He actually casts out devils ; and condescends

to place Himself on a level with every other Jewish exorcist, in

order to claim for Himself at least what they concede to their

children : the casting out of devils can in every case be performed

only by a good, a Divine power. It is a humble, concessive

analogy of the same kind as John x. 34-36. Nay, He shows

even a hindly feeling in this, pointing to something good in the

Pharisees by bringing into notice their acts which were wrought

in God. Ye so thoroughly despise Me, that ye cast Me out to

Beelzebub ; I willingly give credit to the Pharisees for what they

perform in fliith in the name of God. For nothing is said here

of those who cast out devils in the name of Jesus (Mark ix. 38),

as, in this case, the conclusion from them to Himself, which forms

the principal idea of the inference, would be lost ; because the

Pharisees would b}^ no means in such cases allow any authority

to the name of Jesus. That our Lord means His own disciples
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and Apostles (chap. x. 8)—among whom, however, there could

scarcely be a disciple of the Pharisees—can be the opinion of

those commentators only who i*ead without reflection, or of timor-

ous ones who, according to their somewhat narrow theory, can-

not allow that there was any casting out of devils in Israel

besides that which was done by Christ (among whom Chrysos-

tom leads the way). The VfjbSiv stands in direct opposition to

Him and all Ilis ; and the y/o/ denotes also not Jews in general

(Jewish exorcists, Acts xix. 13, your fellow-countrymen, this

would be uhX(pot), but no other than disciples of the Pharisees,

Acts xxiii. 6.^

If their castino; out of devils had been mere delusion and

superstition, then indeed Christ, with all His humility, could not

for the sake of truth have placed His own on a level with it

;

He coidd not have appealed to it as a fact for their conviction

as He docs in the IzficcXXovfft of His question, in which He
grants that it was a real casting out, quite as true as Ills own

ixfod'Akcu.' We leave undecided in what relation this may have

stood to the rpoiroig l^opfcofffia/v which, according to Josephus

(Arch. viii. 21, 5), Solomon is said to have bequeathed to the

Jews, the practice of which was at that time still common

;

^ Even if the discipleship had not much significance in other respects, still

the Pharisees certainly appropriatetl those exorcists to themselves and their

party, appealing to them against the Sadducees. Accordingly V. Gerlach's

question is very much out of place, " How can we know that these were

disciples of the Pharisees ?^^ The Sadducees admitted the existence of no

spirits whatever ! Nor is it arts learned in the schools of the Pharisees, by

which devils were actually cast out, that are here siDoken of—but the believ-

ing Avork of orthodox Jews, which, however, was of rare occurrence, so as

not in any way to prevent astonishment at the totally different power of

Jesus.

2 Menken understands Christ to refer to the most worthless jugglers and

to say, " Such hateful and inipurc conduct do ye allow to pass without

question and call it Divine ? There I'ather are the marks of what is evil

and devilish ! But I cast out without profit, out of love, without means

and formulas ; this pure Divine work is forsooth from Beelzebub, and

that which really proceeds from him is Divine !

" Such an interpretation

is refuted by a right reading of the text. Sepp indeed brings it forward

anew (ii. 362), in his own manner, always hunting after something

peculiar, and perverting the text itself. Ncander, too, cannot reconcile

'himself to it, and calls the plan and concession, upon which the whole dis-

course is built, a supposition ««t' ocu^ouvov—which is retracted afterwards

on V. 30.
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but, if Justin Martyr (adv. Tryph. p. 311) appeals against the

Jews to the fact that devils yielded to the name of the " God of

Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob," as they did to no name of king,

prophet, and patriarch—if Irenaeus and Origen acknowledge

the still continuing exorcisms of the Jews in the name of God
(see the passages in Grotius), we may see with what reason,

and in what sense, Christ might ask : Iv rim, by whom, and

by whose power, do your disciples cast out devils ? Certainly

not by Beelzebub, a supposition which He had just refuted as

impossible.

Ver. 28. At first He condescendingly places His acts side by

side in general with those of these disciples ; but now, as was

right, He sets the lyu lx(BdKkco far above any such acts per-

formed by them. Here, first of all, express mention is made of

that kingdom which is not merely opposed to the kingdom of

Satan, but which overcomes it, notwithstanding all its power and

unity; namely, the kingdom of God, of the eternally stronger One
who everlastingly upholds the kingdom. It is mentioned here

in a stricter sense, in so far as it was future for Israel, and now
visibly come on the earth in their midst. In general, wherever

devils are made to yield, there is the kingdom and spirit, or

powerful energy of God ; but the kingdom of God which comes

in Christ is something different from what was already among the

disciples of the Pharisees ; the Spirit of God by which IJe casts

out means something more than what is conceded with regard

to them in the h rivt. St Luke says, bt/ the finger of God; an ex-

pression which our Lord in His more detailed discourse probably

used along with the other, and which very appropriately points

to the history in Ex. viii. 19, where the magicians themselves

were constrained to acknowledge by this expression the differenct

between magic and the miracles of God. Comp. also Ps. viii.

4 ; Ex. xxxi. 18, whence it came to be a proverbial form of ex-

pression that (jo^s finger works mightily. That which in Isaiah

(after Moses) is called the redeeming arm of the Lord, appears

here as, so to speak, the slightly-touching finger. Strong

emphasis must be laid on the lyoj in this verse, in order to feel

the full force of the inference :
" I with all that belongs to Me,

and that goes forth from Me, I with My holy walk and witness

for the truth ;—can signs wrought in support of Beelzebub help

J/t', as I stand before you, with My whole teaching and working
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as these are known to you ? Truly, then, he ^YOuld be, hi tiie

strongest possible sense, ar/ainst himself, and assist his most

decided enemy." Not, therefore, the isolated acts of casting out

devils or miracidous acts as such, but all taken together as attes-

tations ^Yhich cannot but come from God, of Ilim who reveals and

declares by His whole being the kingdom of God, prove beyond

contradiction—His word is true, the kingdom is come ! "E^p-

0U(TSy, as has been observed before, expresses more than rjyyixsv

(chap. iv. 17). It has come upon you (2 Cor. x. 14) ; unex-

pectedly broken in upon you,' already present and attested, since

I am here and work. What follows then, further? That in

Mc He who was to come is come ; the serpent-Bruiser, accord-

ing to the first and oldest promise ; the Conqueror and Stronger

One, whom the prophets announce under these names. And
with this the discourse passes on to what follows.

Ver. 29. Satan is the strong one ; but the Stronger than he,

i(TXvpoTSpog, overcomes him. Tliis name is expressed in St

Luke, and reminds us, at the same time, of the Baptist's word
(Lu. iii. 16; Matt. iii. 11); for, even in these passages, it is

not merely tiry^vporepog f/jou, but there is in the expression a

general name by which Christ was distinguished:—He who in

every comparison is in Himself the stronger, superior to all with

Him and against Him, who is and remains the absolutely strong

and mighty One. Perhaps, as has already been observed, our

Lord's expression has immediate reference to the house in which

He is speaking ; but, at all events, He speaks from the pro-

phetical writings, as He almost always does when He announces

Himself as He who was to come. Not merely does He look

back to Gen. iii. 15, but still more definitely this testimony con-

tains an evident allusion to the subsequent prophecy of Isaiah.

When the Lord Himself comes after the voice in the w-ilderness

nas prepared the way for Him, He comes as a Strong One (ptna

not quite accurately rendered in the Sept. by f/jzrci Ifjyjjog) ; His

arm rules and conquers for Him. (Isa. xl. 10.) This is the

general import in which the words of the Baptist and of Christ

agree.

The passage Isa. liii. 12 comes nearer still to the words of

^ Which lies in the e?' vf^cig, comp. 1 Thess. ii. 16. Hence "Wesley in his

New Testament correctly, " unawares, before you expected, so the word
implies." See also Dan. vii. 22. LXX.
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Christ : He shall have the strong ones for a prey, bear them off

as spoil (CO^vyTlS certainly the Accus., and not accurately ren-

dered in the Sept. by l(j-)Qj^m fJbspiit ffPCvXa) ; where the common

superficial interpretation falsely places the mighty One among

other D''3"i, and represents Him as sharing the booty with other

strong ones and heroes.-^ Finally, in that most profound passage,

Isa. xlix. 24, 25, exactly answering to the words of Christ, we find

taken out from this indefinite number the one, the strong one,

whom the Messiah overcomes and spoils. It stands at the be-

ginning, in the first chapter of the third principal part of Isaiah's

prophecies, where, with New-Testament clearness, the great re-

demption is represented as a spiritual one, and the preparation

of Israel as an implanting into the suffering and glory of the

true servant Israel. Here we find, as a concluding assurance

at the end of the chapter, the question just as Christ here puts

it : Can the prey be taken also from the strong one ("ii33 Sept.

strangely y/yag'), and the prisoners of the rightful one (P'''^^', he,

who although a robber, has yet a right of property in them) be

delivered ? To this is given in answer, the prophetic assurance :

Yea, even the prisoners shall be taken from the strong one, and

the prey of the usurper (PIJ?) shall be set free, be delivered ; for

I myself will contend with thine adversary ('n?''"!S sing.), and

redeem thy children ! It is necessary to look carefully at this

passage, which Christ evidently has in view, and which is

thoroughly confused in the LXX. We must note that here a

person is mysteriously spoken of who is called both P"iy and

P'^'Vi, because he now has in his power, partly by force, partly

according to justice, the prisoners whom he has secured as

prey ; and, for this reason, a process is here spoken of which is to

be -successfully carried out against this n''")^, this accuser, Satan.^

The close connection between Christ's words, and those of the

prophecy, is expressed most exactly in Lu. v. 41, 22, and not

merely by way of strengthening the force of the parable. If St

^ So also Sack, because tlie present exegesis of the Old Testament imposes

on the best. The D''Zl"i are the same as in the foregoing verse, only differ-

ently understood. (Comp. on account of the 2, Job xxxix. 17.)

2 Here, then, also we have the true explanation of what the imprisonment

(Isa. Ixi. 1) properly is. Observe, besides, that of this tyrant and robber

such a thing as saving, converting, gaining cannot be spoken ; but solely

of disarming, binding, overcoming.
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Matthew gives more correctly the connection of the address as

a whole, St Luke, on the other hand, has in this particular in-

stance given the original expression. As St Paul in Col. ii. 15

refers especially to Isa. liii. 12, so here, our Lord refers to that

passage and chap. xlix. 24, 25 together.- It ajipears, at first

sight, as if He would only utter a general parable concerning a

strong one, and a stronger one who must overcome him ; and

this aspect of His words has been retained by St Matthew, in

his 'xSJg Ivvarai rig. But even St Matthew, by the article

before Iffyjupog, hints at the proper special sense of the parable,

\>'hich then in St Luke comes fully into view. The house or the

ocvkYj of the strong one here spoken of is the world, whose prince

he is called and is ; while his ffxsOri, Hebr. Dva, in a compre-

hensive sense are me7i, whom he not merely possesses as house

furniture, but even uses as his tools and instruments, his weapons;

the same, therefore, as the ffxvKoc in St Luke. These the robber

himself has already taken by plunder (for the word corresponds,

even according to the LXX., to the nip^a and ??f in both pas-

sages of Isaiah) ; and now they are to be, as much by right as

by force, again taken from him. They are his possession and

his property (v'zccpy^ovra), and with them he is armed, Kcc^cwTrXiff-

[Jbivog. With these he is proud in his confidence {I'TTZTOiht) ; for,

without men as the instruments of his iniquity, he could not

reign and work evil upon the earth, but would be the poor naked

devil, alone in his dark and long-since-finished empire of hell.

But he shall not keep his uvXrj and ivavo'Tckia as his anti-para-

dise; he shall not hold his goods in the false peace of his servants;

for, the Stronger One, the Conqueror, overcometh him, mightily

destroying iliis peace, in order that it may become the peace of

God ; and the stronij ones taken from the strono; one He now
appropriates to His own service, as His well-earned spoil, as His

prey of victory and honour in the world. (The hicchihojfTiv in

St Luke parallel with the p?n) in Isa. liii. 12.) Let him who will

deny this profound connection between the prophetical word, as

also the discourse of Christ which takes it up, and the most pro-

found fundamental principles of the Bible ; let him who will re-

duce this lofty statement, significant even in the minutest detail,

tq a general, indefinite parable;— let us rather learn how the

mysteries of the kingdom of God lie everywhere in the back-

ground of these parables. Let us further mark what is also said

:

VOL. II. K
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The Stronger One comes to save only us men, but to drive out

and to judge devils for our salvation.

Finally, what is to be understood by the expression, except he

first hind him, which St Matthew and St Mark put into our

Lord's mouth, certainly as a word of peculiar importance? It

is the same as I'Xikdcov vi^crjari in St Luke. This, again, was

evidently spoken for Jewish Scribes ; since, according to their

doctrine, it was expected of the Messiah that He would bi^id

Satan,—a true expectation, with which a passage at the end of

the Scriptures (Eev. xx. 2) corresponds. The binding is effected

by vanquishing, through which his right, and therewith his

power, is taken from the p'''nv. But what is to be understood

by the rp&Jrof, upon which alone the xai rorz can follow, the

binding of the strong man himself by conflict with him, ere his

house, the world, can be taken as a prey from him, and his

(TKZV'/j, aavka, men, be wrested from him ? Christ means this in

two senses, the one of which already shadows forth and contains

the other. First of all, indeed, the act denoted by the -xi^aTOV

is one which has already been done ; inasmuch as the Saviour

liad shown Himself to be the Stronger One by already casting

out devils. He came into the world as into Satan's house, as

He who in Himself was from eternity the Stronger, so that

the departure of devils at His word and by His name from such

as were possessed, was a matter of course. (Lu x. 18.) But

then this casting out of Satan from those who were bodily pos-

sessed, was by no means the real overthrow of his work of sin,

the real redemption of those who have been under his power

(Acts X. 38) ; it was only a prophetic figure and pledge of that

which was yet to be done. Consequently, our Lord here pre-

dicts, at the same time, the great conflict and victory of His

death, and His descent into hell (see afterwards ver. 40), the

'Trpcorov of which had already taken place ; so that His word, in

its deepest and most completely-fulfilled sense, is the great text

of the Passover discourse. (See John xiv. 30, xii. 31, 32 ; Heb.

ii. 14, 15 ; Eph. iv. 8—10.) Thus has Christ bound the strong

one and overcome him, not properly in this his earthly house,

but beyond it (as indeed the words aflirm, the Trp&JTov expressly

distinguishing from the glaiX&iiv) in his own most proper domain

and province. From that time forth his house is spoiled; and this

the Lord does now ever more and more by His instruments, by
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the same whom he has rescued from Satan. Christ, too, will

gain for Himself an army for this conflict and victory, which

has been decided from all eternity, but is to be carried out

gradually in time until the end of the world ; Pie will gather

together instruments for His use and service, to build and adorn

His house. This is the last point to which the words of our

Lord, presenting something new from whatever side they are

considered, conduct us. This is the deeper reason why He
began thus indefinitely : Can any one overcome the strong one ?

(Mark says no one can !) In Ids own strength and might Christ

will say, "No one can do this but I, the Stronger One;" with

Me, in ^My name, from this time forth all My followers, all who

decide for Me, shall be able to do it.

Ver. 30. Here is another sentence from the holy lips of Jesus

which, in order to perceive its depth and fulness, must ever be

presented anew to most believers with a " Go and learn what

this meaneth." It is a proverb in use among men, applied to

cases and circumstances in which there is no neutrality allowed

between the strictest either-or ; in which every one is to show

himself, and must show himself, as /or ov against. It is difficult

to see how Chrysostom and Euthymius could have understood

by him who is not with Christ, and is therefore against Him, the

devil :—what a strange declaration would this make ! Many
are of opinion that Christ still speaks here of the complete unity

of Satan's kingdom ; this, however, only furnishes the hidden

point of connection, and what He will say is : In the contest

between these two kingdoms, which embrace everything, and

apart from which nothing is or is done on the earth, your

proverb holds good in reference to Me, the determined Ad-

versary of the adversary, and to those who are Mine ; we, too,

must be firmly united and not at variance among ourselves.^

In order, however, not to misunderstand the emphatic ivith Me,

we must take a look forward to the parallel saying (afterwards

to be interpreted)—"Pie who is not against you is for you."

^ Neander (following Schleiermacher and others) thinks that Christ in

this saying also repels the Jewish exorcists as those who cast out devils not

with Christ, and therefore only in appearance. Bengel gave a different

turn to this view, and read in ver. 30 e contrario :
" Your disciples arc, and

gather with Me"—which, however, does not in truth belong to this place,

and would not be so expressed.
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(Mark ix. 40 ; Luke ix. 50.) In this case, the disciples hastily

and shortsightedly added their we to the alone-decisive Me of

Christ : He follows (Thee) not with us, he follows not us! This

outwardly visible fellowship, founded on the fact of following

Christ, must not be the ground of our judgment, as if he were

not with Christ who casts out devils in His name ; humility and

love should rather reckon every one a friend who does not declare

himself an enemy. Quilibet prcesumiiur bonus, donee probetur

malus:—this principle in law, however open to abuse, is yet true

here. He who is not with you is against you ; but that is not

necessarily against Me :
—this Christ will affirm of no visible

church of His believing followers whatever ; He has not even

conceded this to the Apostles. He cannot, and will not, thus

unite Himself with His followers—and establish the extra eccle-

siam mdla salus of men's judgment—by saying: He who is not

with xis is against us. He rather in that passage places the

you in opposition to Himself. But so soon as He, in whose

person and fellowship the great alternative presents itself, ap-

pears, then, on the other hand. He cannot say :
" He who is

not against Me is for Me." Precisely in opposition to this mis-

chievous error, which w^ould suppose an impossibility, is the

declaration which Christ here utters.

A false Gamaliel-prudence thinks to save itself by saying—" If

only we are not found fighting against God "—and leaves the

kingdom and work of God to take its course, without helping it

by confession or by action, and thereby coming to the knowledge

that it is from God. Let the indolent and undecided only not

mock, only not persecute ; that is thought to count for some-

thing in their favour. But this is the middle-party of whom
Christ knows nothing, and of whom He makes no account ; them

He condemns and hands over to His enemies. When He spake

on this occasion, as generally when He stood testifying of the

kingdom of God in Israel, there were before Him His disciples

and His enemies, and between them a class consisting of the

seemingly neutral, outwardly undecided : many whom He had

healed, who were ashamed to speak against Him, although their

hearts were not yet for Him ; many impressed with His preach-

ing, who yet could not get loose from themselves and their

position in the world ; many stupidly indifferent spectators of

His works and hsteners to His words. Yet this middle-party
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was not at that time very numerous ; and the more powerfully

the (oiu^sadat of tlie kingdom of God pressed upon them and

penetrated within them, it would become always less so ; it,

even then, became ever more and more a matter of necessity to

decide for or against this Jesus of Nazareth, to decide whether

he was from God or from the devil, whether he was the Christ

or a deceiver. In the later periods of the church, on the other

hand, the class of people who think themselves, and appear to

others to be, not against Ilim, has become great, and indeed the

greatest ; it is properly for this state of things in His kingdom
that our Lord speaks this prophetic sentence of rejection as

King and Judge.

The " with Me," then, means the true inioard fellowship of

the heart, of the will, and therefore also of the life, in confessing

Christ and working for Him, not the being of any party formed

by outward consent and discipleship. It presupposes, certainly,

that He has appeared with His testimony by the Spirit of God

;

in every country and among every people on the earth, this

strict separation and decision begins whenever Pie comes and

appears. It is His royal right to bring and enforce it. True,

the more there is of what is divinely good in a man, the more

of heavenly truth in opposition to the error and sin of the world,

the more will the same be approximately true also of him, that

he urges all who come into contact with him to decide ; still, no

sinful man can presume to say: In me, in my person, the decision

is made for the judgment, either for or against ! This He only

can say Who is altogether truth and love itself, in the Divine

royal right of the only-begotten Son :—He who now says to all,

Follow Me ! and declares at the same time : Those who have

not listened and obeyed I will not know at that day ! He tells

us in His word, " He who is not with Me, who does not decide

for Me and yield himself up to Me, who does not become Mine

in the obedience of faith, although he imagines himself and

appeal's to be not among those who arc opposed to Me, is—

I

know it and I say it

—

nevertheless against Me!" And how may
this be ? Already inasmuch as, previous to this yielding up of

himself to Christ, every sinful man is by nature against Him, as

being against God. (Rom. viii. 7.) The enmity of the heart is

therefore still there ; if it were really overcome, then must the

heart be with Him. Neutrality here is no neutrality, but a
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remaining on the side of the enemy ; indolence here is no mere

indolence, but opposition; the merely not believing and not

obeying is still resistance and rejection. This, however, is not

all ; there is more than this ! To be against Chnst is not merely

to be in opposition to God as we all are by nature (which can

and is to be atoned for, forgiven, taken away),—but it is wilfullv

to maintain and to aggravate such resistance, it is to resist the

truth of God in its last and clearest revelation, the love of God
in its highest manifestation, the power of God in the Holy Ghost

which would win us and restore us. And truly that is a fearful

degree of guilt, enough for the judgment! He who has perceived

and experienced so much that he does not join himself to the

open enemies of Christ, and is yet not won and overcome for

Him, has often all the greater resistance to Him in his heart

;

so that, as regards the furtherance or hindrance of Christ's cause

by the expression of the life, it is a question whether the neutrals

are not the worst enemies in the great contest. But with all

this it is to be well observed that it is only He, the Judge, who
says this ; only He knows it Who knows the heart. We who
judge of the internal state of a man only by the external marks,

in which we may be deceived, who must abide by the other

saying in Mark ix. 40 and not judge before the time, dare not

in conscience say of any one whatsover, " Thou art against

Christ, because so far as we see thou art not with Him!" He
alone says, " He who is not with Me "—and applies it to the

conscience of the individual :—"Thou also art meant; I know it

of thee; and thou canst and shalt know it when I discover it to

thy heart." This saying, severe as it is, yet leaves room enough

for charity in our judgments ; as Braune has justly observed

(only giving a one-sided prominence to this), " The most differ-

ent views respecting the dignity of Christ do not exclude any

from Him, if only there be left to Him the dignity of one sent

from God ; and the feeblest pointings to Him are not to be

called a scattering."

The first clause of the saying is that which decides and pene-

trates, inasmuch as it touches the principle of the heart in which

must be either the loith or the against ; but the being with Him
or against Him, although first and foremost it means thts internal

principle of the life, is yet so expressed as to embrace the out-

ward manifestation and expression in the whole conduct and cha-
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racter. For, indeed, as the tree so is the fruit; as the treasure of

the heart so are the words of the mouth and the whole conduct.

Now this—as being, so to speak, tlie test and proof of the strik-

ing assertion—the second clause brings forward into the full light

of the entire truth which is here intended to be spoken. Our
Lord does not first require this ; lie who is and would be with

Me, must gather also with Me I He presupposes this as self-

evident in the perfectly parallel expressions : every one uv f/jSt'

ccvTOv is also a avvdycov, every one (jjrj ffvvuycov (because inwardly

Kccr' CCVTOV is also outwardly) a SKopTriZfiov. In the expression

gatkeretk, He connects what He says slightly with the foregoing

fifxure in ver. 29, as also with the e-round-idea of the whole dis-

course, namely, that there is a wiiti/ of the kingdom of God as

opposed to the unity of Satan's kingdom ; still, the expression is

so general as to include also other figures, and, indeed, is itself

quite independent. What, then, will He have to be gathered?

Not treasures for the pomp and splendour of a Romish church-

throne; not even property for founding and establishing an evan-

gelical state-church ; not names on the roll of those who own His

name. But souls are to be gathered, as vessels of honour to be

used by the Master of the house, which before were the house-

furniture of the evil one ; fruits are to be gathered for the eternal

garner, seed which itself again bears fruit ; sheep are to be

brought to the Shepherd, which the wolf scatters not again.

They are, first of all, brought to Him, led to Him, gathered

around Him (Matt, xxiii. 37) ; but, at the same time and in

addition to this, they are brought together into unity and concord,

into the strong fellowship of conflict and victory formed by His

united flock and church. What a work, what a commission for

the members and labourers of the kingdom,—this gathering to-

gether in one the children of God ivho are scattered abroad

!

(John xi. 52.) For this every subject must labour and work
;

for this every one who is in heart with the King will of himself

work. To this gathering belongs also all preparatory work of

any kind of 'Tvaiihooyuyiu, dg 'Kpiarov manifoldly exercised in the

earthly calling, with a single eye to the one end ; then, the

bringing to Christ properly so called, the strengthening and up-

holding of those already brought to Him, the removing of the

stones and making a plain path for His followers, the uniting

and bringing into connection all that is separated and isolated.
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in short, the entire building up of the house which is to grow

together in love, the entire sowing, and watering, and minister-

ing for the great harvest.

Our Lord in these words designates His kingdom as one that

is indeed come in Him, but the building up of which is to be

progressively carried out by His followers. Satan's kingdom

subsists already on the earth in every human heart, in so far as

it is against God and Christ ; Christ has, indeed, first bound the

strong one, but the subsequent spoiling of his house has since

been going on from people to people and from soul to soul, by

the labour of those who enter upon His service. (John iv. 38.)

Shall we now, in reference to activity in the fellowship and

service of Christ, shrink from the same strict alternative which

acknowledges only gatherers or dispersers ? Shall we at least

think that the undecided and indolent, though he may still in

heart be entirely or partially against Christ, is yet not so in his

acting, does not outwardly hinder or injure the cause, so long as

he conducts himself in this neutral way I Neutrality is impos-

sible, says Christ ; impossible as regards the internal state of the

man, and therefore, also, as regards the actions which proceed

thence ; both are one, A man who is in heart altogether with

Christ cannot but gather for Him everywhere and in everything,

even without knowing and willing it ; his light illumines, his

anointing gives forth its savour ; he bears rightfully the title of

the old Roman emperor, "always extender of the kingdom"—at

least as much as in him lies. No one is so much a hermit upon

earth, even though he lives as a hermit, that his life is not re-

lated to others in the connection of influence. Christ, however,

will have no hermits, but labourers ; and those in whom His

spirit is He appoints to work for His kingdom in all the work of

the calling which each one receives. The same, therefore, holds

good on the other hand : He who does not take the field with

Me against Satan is not merely himself as yet under his yoke,

but serves also in his kingdom ; he who does not take his place

and arms for the lawful king against the usurper is reckoned by

the latter as upon his roll, that roll which he holds up before the

people to let them see how great it is. The unfruitful tree stands

as an offence in the way, and cumbers the ground (Lu. xiii. 7).

The greater the honesty and apparent absence of hostility from

without, so much the more dangerous the offence ; so much the
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more is every suppression of the name of Christ, when He should

be acknowledged and praised, equal to a denial of Him; so much
the more influential also is the merely not working. In like

manner, where there is an outward position in life to which the

eyes of others are directed, where, in a word,. there is an office

to lead and to teach the people, such as these Pharisees had,

this saying applies in its highest truth: He who gathers not with

Me scatters abroad. He scatters only more and more that which

is already separated from God; he is another agent for the king-

dom of the wicked one, that kingdom which is also not yet ful-

filled among men, but which ceaselessly moves towards this

fulfilment wherever the Spirit and power of God does not inter-

pose. He scatters Jiiniself in his indolent standing still ; which,

indeed, is no standing still, for he goes ever farther from the

kingdom of God, while he imagines himself to be only standing

before or at the door, without yielding himself up as an instru-

ment and workman in the house. As, on the other hand, he

who fjathers in his diligence and zeal at the same time unites

whatever in his own soul may yet be out of Christ into a firmer

unity of faith and life proceeding from his Lord. For, this

sense also is contained in the general saying, which comprehends

all fulness of truth.

Finally, emphasis is to be laid in the second clause on " He
who gathers, but not ivith il/e," whose gathering is itself a dis-

persing ! This is in fact the extreme point of the paradoxical

antithesis. No one can truly (not merely in vain or mistakenly)

gather to Ilim without gathering with Him ; hence it is not said

merely, " He who does not gather to Me." To bring souls to

Christ in one's own strength, and with a selfish object,—how can

that be possible ? Thus far, certainly, the ^po^a(T£/ in Phil. i.

18 does not extend. As there is a passive, so is there also an

active, false friendship with Christ. Some ask : Am I then

against Thee, merely because I am not for Thee ? Others

again : Am I not with Thee ? See my zealous labours for Thy
kingdom ! But Christ looks into the heart, and says : No,

thou art, nevertheless, not with Me, thy labour is in My sight

only injury and destruction. O how many famous and proud

labourers in the building up of the church and kingdom are in-

cluded in this sentence ! They gather, indeed, but not with

Him, not in His mind and spirit ; consequently, also, not to
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Him and for Him :— if not to draw disciples to themselves (Acts

XX. 30), making merchandise of dear-bought souls (2 Pet. ii. 3),

yet for a form, party, church, or sect. These, in great things

and in small, act upon the maxim, Every one is to follow

Christ with us. Where this is not done they repel and disperse;

and those, too, whom they have gathered to themselves they

have thereby turned away from Christ. To create such con-

fusion, so that Babel may seem again to be revived in Zion, is

Satan's greatest art and pleasure. Then he mocks, when that

which has no place in his empire, namely, that Satan cast out

Satan, is yet done in the kingdom of God ; when the subjects

dissever the kingdom, and Christians cast out Christ.

Thus the Jirst clause of the saying strikes terror into the open

enemies of Christ by the already-pronounced judicial sentence :

Ye are against Me ! in which lies, indeed, the entire condemna-

tion of enmity to God. But it also lays open the heart of the

externally-neutral hypocrites, to whom the same judicial sen-

tence belongs. The second clause, while it first of all shows to

these hypocrites their inward state from their outward character,

at the same time lays open to the real disciples of Christ all

their remaining indolence, indecision, and perversity ; and con-

stantly shames even them into being entirely, both outwardly

and inwardly, tvith Christ. He who is not yet entirely with Me,

is so far still against Me ; that in you, and belonging to you,

which does not yet gather with Me, disperses ! We must, in-

deed, have shrunk with fear from this severe sentence of truth,

did there not immediately follow the gracious assurance that

there is forgiveness for all sins, except the one which is com

niitted only when a man has become quite like Satan.

This comforting assurance follows remarkably and signifi-

cantly here, where, after having adduced proof in detail as to

the entire opposition between the kingdom of Satan and the

kingdom of God—an opposition that reaches to the heart and

life, the will and conduct of every individual—our Lord pro-

nounces His rebuke on those sinners who wilfully mistake this.

The first part of this rebuke is a learning against the unpardon-

able sin ; in contradistinction to which, with the most gracious

gentleness, the forgiveness of all others is declared. This sin,

which already showed itself typically in the blasphemy against

God uttered by the Pharisees, and therefore derives its name
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from this, Christ marks out as the fearful end of the way upon

which they then were, and as, in some measure, coinciding with

their present sin : hence, in vers. 34-37, the address runs as if

they had ah-eady committed it, while yet, in vers. 31, 32, it is

only indefinitely set before them by way of warning. The inter-

mediate sentence wliich unites these two is in ver. 33. Will

not such fruit at last grow upon such a corrupt tree, if it does

not now let itself be engrafted into the good tree ? We might

also divide the passage in another way, and say : Christ shows

the unpardonable sin, first, in its peculiar greatness in itself

(more generally ver. 31, more emphatically repeated, ver. 32)

;

then, in the source or principle whence (by increasing persist-

ency in evil) it must at length result (if the corrupt tree will

not know the good, so as yet itself to become good—ver. 33

—

the figure properly applied in the address vers. 34, 35) ; finally,

in its consequences, the inevitable condemnation according to the

general law (ver. 36), and according to the more general funda-

mental law (ver. 37), forjudging the internal state by the out-

ward expression.

Vers. 31, 32. The A; a rovro "kzya v(jiav, which St Matthew

puts instead of the ^AfJ^rju of St Mark, has its own appropriate

significance. Therefore,—because, according to what has just

been said, the opposition between Satan's kingdom and God's,

between fellowship with Me and fellowship with the wicked one,

is so clearly an attested fact. Therefore—I say further to you

gainsayers and calumniators— it is an awful and perilous matter!

Many a one may be against Me, may speak or act against ^le,

even for a whole lifetime, and yet forgiveness stand open to

him ; but there is, even in this world, a wilful contradiction and

resistance which forfeits all grace for ever;—therefore, I have

reason to say to you, Beware !

In the Divine judgment it is internal sin as such that is

judged, while yet it is apprehended and convicted in its expres-

sion, and in such a manner that toords, as the most decided

evidence of the principle of the heart, are placed before actions :

—this fundamental idea, essential to the understanding of the

whole passage, is announced in the first words. All sin—that

is, the most general, truly proper, name, to which belongs also

that which is excepted. Lest we should associate with this

word first of all (as, alasl men are wont to do in their superficial
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use of words) so-called common, simple sins, our Lord imme-

diately intensifies the expression, and puts between these common
sins and the unpardonable sin, blasphemy—not as an isolated,

casually-dropped word, but as the fruit of an evil heart. In

St Mark it is expressly said: at (^Xu(r(p}^[Jtjiai, offag av ^Xa(T(prj(jb7]-

(TcoffiP, and Luther rightly adds, " wherewith they blaspheme

God

;

" for, although (BXcc(T(prj[M7p occurs elsewhere in a wider

sense, here it is certainly this sin, in so far as it is committed

against God, and can be forgiven only by God ; consequently,

blasphemy against God is meant, even where it expresses itself as

calumny against a man (Erasmus here convitium'). ' A.(psdfi(Tsrat

is by no means, merely, can be forgiven ; for from this can the

actual forgiveness follows of itself, according to the great and

richly-provided grace of God. Still less, as some think, who
incompetently trifle with the words, trying to blunt the sharp-

ness of the expression, are they to be taken in a comparative

sense, "For all other sins, forgiveness is, comparatively speaking,

possible
;

" but absolutely, as it stands : they shall be forgiven.

So much the more directly and strikingly does it stand in op-

position to the entirely unconditional ovx a(pidyiairai in respect

to the ^Xa,(j(prii/jioc rov 'ZVivf/jurog, or (as St Mark more concisely

expresses it, (oXa(T(pri[jjsh sig ro 'TrvsufMoc) the g/Vs/i' Xoyov xard

rov Trvsvf/jurog rov ayiov.

What is this sin ? It is definitely limited by being opposed

to speaking against the Son of Man, inasmuch as for this

latter sin also there is forgiveness. Many find here a grada-

tion according to the rank of the three persons in the Godhead

;

but, in the first place, the first general (iXcc(T(p}^f/jioc certainly

does not refer to God the Father in particular (for which

supposition there is not the slightest ground), and then, in

the second, the Son is expressly mentioned, not in His Divine

nature, but as the Son of Man, liable, in His state of humili-

ation, to be unknown and calumniated. The aggravation of

the sin, in respect of its guilt (St Mark, hoyjig kffriii), is, as is

implied in the antithesis between the Son of Man and the Holy

Spirit, determined not by the rank of the object against whom
the sin is committed (according to which the Father would very

improperly stand lowest in the Trinity), but by the increased

clearness of the revelation of God, in proportion to which, of

course, sin must be committed always with more of consciousness
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and will.^ All sin and blasphemy is committed against God

;

consequently, also, against the Son, and in like manner against

the Spirit of G od, through Wliom the revelation of truth, the re-

buking and drawing of the sinner are accomplished. The name,
" sin against the Holy Ghost," is so far an improper designa-

tion, at least very liable to be misunderstood, and in which a

departure is made from the word of Christ. As far as a man
resists God and is disobedient, from the first stage of general

unbelief (Acts vii, 51) down to the last grieving of the Spirit in

the saints (Eph. iv. 36), so far he sins also against the Holy

Spirit. All this is forgiven, says Christ. Nay, He further

says graciously : He who speaks (and acts) against Me, against

My person as the Son of Man, although already accredited as

the Son of God, and come from God—whosoever calumniates

Me, this I judge not ! Thus far is the grace of the New-Testa-
ment dispensation exhibited here in opposition to the typical

Old Testament, in which even the simple blaspheming against

the name of God had no atonement provided for it, but was

punished by the sinner's being cut off from the people. Saul

spake and acted against the Son of Man (1 Tim. i. 13), even

after the Spirit had vindicated His claims to be the Son of God
;

the Jews crucified Him after the resurrection of Lazarus, and

yet He said of them: Father, forgive them, /or they hioxo not xoliat

they do. The mockers on the day of Pentecost knew not what

that was until the words of Peter entered into their ears
;

Ananias lied to the Holy Spirit; but whether he also blasphemed

Him we do not know. All this falls short of the sin which our

Lord here means. But it may be questioned whether Caiaphas

(Matt. xxvi. 64, 65) did not blaspheme the witnessing Spirit,

when he called the confession of Christ a blasphemy ; for the

" Thou sayest it," intimates that he himself well knew that

which he yet wilfully asks. We observe, that "agavist the Holy

Ghost^^ means against the most direct and conclusive testimony,

by which the person who, nevertheless, contradicts and resists,

is yet entirely convinced; and, consequently, sins with the most

complete knowledge and will. And this is the idea most essen-

' Thus Origen refuted the error that seemed to find support in this pas-

sage, as if the Holy Ghost were placed above the Logos. Not becaiise the

Holy Ghost stands higher, is the sin heavier; but because he who has

received the Holy Ghost stands higher in the Christian life.
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tially belonging to tlie unpardonable sin, which might certainly

be committed before the day of Pentecost ; for, otherwise, Christ

had not spoken of it here to the Pharisees. It was possible so

to calumniate Jesus in His state of humiliation as that it should

be blasphemy against the Spirit, brought perfectly to the con-

sciousness by the truth of His doctrine and the dignity of His

person ; it is possible still so to blaspheme Christ in His state

of exaltation, as that it is seen by God to proceed from the

ignorance of unbelief (1 Tim. i. 13) against the Son of Man,

against this Jesus of Nazareth (Acts xxvi. 9), and therefore

forgiven.

Christ certainly speaks here of an individual act, nay, rather

of an individual word, for in such expression all sin fulfils and

attests itself for the judgment; but the individual expression is,

of course, so significant, only as the fruit of the tree, and as an

emanation from the principle of the heart, vers. 33, 34. It is

the same here as with the Raca and Fool (chap. v. 22). Con-

sequently, the expression presupposes an internal state developed

up to this point, in which lies the sin properly so called ; which

is always something belonging to a state, never an isolated

speaking or acting as such.^ Where are we to look for the sin

to which, in opposition to all others, the Saviour unconditionally

denies forgiveness ? How has the want of understanding, even

in those who are otherwise most intelligent, confused His clear

words ! How humbling to find such a man as Wesley, for ex-

ample, saying that he finds " nothing more clear in the Bible
"

than that this sin is neither more nor less than what these people

here did, " the ascribing those miracles to the power of the

devil, which Christ wrought by the power of the Holy Ghost."

Menken, also, is of opinion, that this blasphemy was possible only

at that time, when Jesus was present in visible personality, and

performed acts through the power of the Spirit of God.—But

we cannot so lightly pass over the depths of this dreadful word.

It is clear from the warning words "kzyoo vyblv, that those Phari-

' " I'or this sin is not a merely outward act ; as if, by the secret magic

of certain words which do not emanate from the depths of the heart, one

could commit the worst sin and consign himself immediately to eternal

perdition." So Miiller, on the Doctrine of Sin, vol. ii., p. 476 (Clark's

Foreign Theological Library), who in general agrees with us in our inter-

pretation.
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sees were only in the way towards this hi^fhest degree of guilt ;
^

jnd, although this matter may ever remain doubtful, yet that

the same must be possible now, much more even than then.

Or, shall we say that the convincing manifestation of the Spu'it

of God, in word and in ])ower, is less now, than it was then in

Christ upon earth? Does there not lie, in the antithesis between

the Son of Man and the Holy Ghost, a real reference to the

days of the Holy Ghost, after the days of the Son of ^lan ?

The more powerfully and convincingly the Comforter Who is

come reproves the world, by and without the word, of sin, of

righteousness, and of judgment,—the greater the works which

the Apostles do after Christ (John xiv. 12), i.e., the more com-

prehensive and convincing the works of Christ, as wrought by
His followers in the history of the Church and the world, appear,

—so much the more impossible now, than before, must it become

from century to century, for any one who wilfully rejects the

testimony of the Spirit to retain the plea of ignorance, upon the

ground of which it might be forgiven. The blasphemy against

the Holy Ghost has been here and there committed since Christ

appeared ; but it is to be preeminently the sin of the last time,

the consummation of anti-Christianity. It is the substance of

that to which the type of blasphemy against God (under the

Old-Testament dispensation) remotely corresponds.

Our Lord speaks, certainly, not de peccato homiiii cavendo,

quamquam in honiinem non cadente; for. His clear and true word

has in it no mere empty bugbears, and knows nothing of such

contradiction with itself. What Lange, again, maintains (Lebcn

Jesu iii. 126) is not true ; namely, that a man cannot blaspheme

the Holy Ghost with perfect knowledge of his doing so. " If

man can truly love God and what is good, then must he also be

able to hate God and what is good "—says Grashof in answer to

this ; and the Apostle of love testifies that there is a sin unto

deat/u (^ohn v. 16.) So much, however, is certainly true in

that gentle opinion, that this higliest sin,—the pure, or rather

the altogether impure, hatred of the good and holy Spirit of God,
which expresses itself in conscious blasphemy against Him,—is

no longer the sin of man in the ordinary sense, but of Satan. If

^ Mark iii. 30 by no means says that Cliri.st imputed this sin to them,

but explains only the name which He gives to it from the occasion which
certainly foreshadowed it.
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it has gone thus far with a man, he is then no longer under

Satan's power and delusion simply, but has himself become a

freely acting and conscious Satan. This is no less possible and

no less a reality, than it is that tliere can be no restraint of a

compelling grace to prevent the continued sin of man, so that it

must reach, as the end of its downward course, the same actual

abyss into which Satan fell in his first complete fall. It is not,

therefore, contemptuous indifference to all that is good and holy

which is here spoken of—of which Julius Miiller truly says that

it is impossible—but positive hatred. This transition of unbelief

" from the merely tolerable character of indolence and cowardice

to that of the most hateful falsehood," Nitzsch designates as at

least a conceivable height of resistance.

From this we may hope it will be understood, why Christ can

do nothing else than denounce, against the satanic sin, Satan's

everlastino; condemnation without foro-iveness. His words indi-

cate this relation between all sin and blasphemy and this blas-

phemy peculiar in its kind, by the striking expression rolg Oivdpco-

'TTOig, to which St Mark gives still greater prominence ; so that all

other sins belong rolg vioTg rZv ccv^puTrm, while the blasphemer

of the Spirit (the singular og Vav) appears as a man fallen from

the human state, a monster. The expression, neither in this world

nor in the loorld to come, cannot mean here the rabbinical dHj/

iijin and nan, as the time before and the time after the appear-

ance of Christ ; for, in this case, there could have been no aim
Uizky^cov when He spake. Still less can o alaiv ovrog mean, as in

the writings of the Apostles, the evil world without God and

Christ ; for in that there is generally no forgiveness. It means

the time before and after the death of man.^ It is so far, cer-

tainly, a proverbial expression for 71010 and never ; St Mark ovk

s'xjet d(pS(Ti!' dg rov alZvot,.^ But when Christ speaks proverbs,

they become truth in His mouth ; He never speaks animo com-

moto, so that His words should not be taken in their exact sense.

^ Miiller thinks otherwise :
" Alau [^ixhuu is the period of the manifest

and perfectly-realised Messianic kingdom, which is not set up till after the

resurrection and the judgment of the world." Where then remains the

continuity of the time embraced by neitlier-nor ?

2 As in Sepher Chasidim, num. 234, one Jew says to another, " I shall not

forgive this, neither in this world nor in the world to come." "Which may
be added to what is adduced by Grotiiis here.
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Another interpretation (with Avhich AlforJ satisfies himself)

goes completely against the letter ; namely, that if a sin is for-

given or retained here, it is therefore also forgiven or retained in

the world to come. This is precisely what we deny ! Of the

utmost importance, when the words are understood in their pre-

cision, as they ought to be, is the demonstrable inference ex vi

ojjpositi that other sins are forgiven also iii the icorld to come-

Neque enim de guibusdam veraciter diceretur, quod nan eis remit-

tatur neque in hoc soeculo neque in futuro, nisi essent quibus, etsi,

non in isto, tamen remittetur in futuro. (August, de. civ. lib.

21, c. 24.) Nay, our Lord had already maintained much more

than th^ mere possibility of forgiveness for some sins in the world

to come, when He declared that all sin, except this one, sliall

really be forgiven, at all events in the world to come. And there

is good ground for this ; indeed it could not be otherwise. For,

as there can be no standing still either in good or in evil, but a

development onwards to the full degree of ripeness for the eter-

nal fire or for eternal life ; so also, in the other world, it goes on

till the last judgment in the same way as here upon earth. All

sin which belongs to a man at death develops itself either to the

blasphemy against the Spirit, to the satanic sin which alone casts

down to eternal fellowship with Satan,^ or it is, by means of not-

yet-ceasing grace, taken away iiwiii forgiven."^ But, let it be well

observed, it \s forgiven also in the world to come; by no means,

expiated, discharged, or purged away by fire. All salting with

fire (^[ark ix. 4'J), and all purifying pain, can awaken in the

freely acting creature only the penitent faith which lays hold of

grace—in that world not otherwise than in this.

The sum of what has been said is this : The blasphemy against

the Holy Ghost, which alone remains for the judgment, is the

consummated absolute sin of the devil, to which man also may
arrive ; and this our Lord denotes, according to St Mark, by a

peculiar word adapted to the peculiar nature of the sin, a word

which perfectly corresponds to the fundamental idea of His dis-

^ Precisely to the same effect Miiller :
" Rather must the sinful develop-

ment, if it be not reversed by the redemption, everywhere complete itseK

in the blasphemy against the Holy Ghost."

^ By no means merely in the sense in which v. Gerlach weakens and trifles

witVi the words : "He who through anxiety of mind has not experienced

the comfort here, may there first attain to the enjoyment of forgiveness "

—

as if this alone were meant by " forgiven !

"

VOL. II. L
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course : hoyjx; zariv cdooviov af/jCipriag or a[Jbupr'/j[Jbccrog (for which

Kpicsojg is certainly only a gloss) ; he is guilty of an eternal sin.

Here we look with horror into the abyss of guilt, for which only

the abyss of condemnation remains. We cannot, therefore, see

our way, with Meyer, and all those who believe in a final restora-

tion, to add to the words: "As long as it continues"—with

which, strangely enough, just as before with the cavendum and

non cadens, what he goes on to say stands in contradiction —
" because it presvipposes an entire hardening and an incurable

wickedness." We regard the unpardonable sin,—the eternal

sin of which our Lord here speaks, and of which Pie was led to

speak by a special occasion, so that He characterizes "it according

to one of its expressions, that which was precisely here fore-

shadowed—not merely in this or that other of its manifold ex-

pressions, but in its deepest ground, which He here at the same

time lays open. It is the rejection and—on account of this its

inherent eternal nature as a sin—the eternally-unpardonable re-

jection of the perfectly-known, immediate, testimony of the Spirit,

with which the Holy Ghost has presented truth and grace, de-

veloped in a human being till it brings him to be of the same

nature with Satan. It is committed when man, with entire con-

viction, knows what, in complete wickedness, he does ; for thus

did Christ on the cross mark the limits of forgiveness and atone-

ment. It is distinguished from every other pardonable sin of

man by this, that in it there is not even a minimum of satanic

Jem^ practised upon the understanding (Gen. iii. 13); or com-

pidsion of any nature, or by any creature, upon the will ; but

the purely evil is willed, spoken, and done instead of the known
and rejected good, the lie, as such, instead of the blasphemed

truth. That it should be forgiven is impossible, not on God's

account, but on account of the creature, who has put himself

under such a ban that he henceforth remains incapable of re-

pentance and faith in Divine grace.

When our Lord here designates the sin against the Holy

Ghost as that which is alone unpardonable, and yet the Scripture

speaks of sins unto death for which no repentance, no grace, and

no sacrifice can be of any avail,—it follows, beyond contradiction,

that all those passages are to be understood merely of different

forms of development and expression of one and the same sin I

In this light 1 John v. 16 ; 2 Tim. iii. 8 ; Jude 4, 12, 13 ; Heb.
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X. 26-31, VI. -1-8, are to be considered; while, from the last

cited passage, it may be seen that the fall into such an abyss,

even of those who have been regenerated, is possible and real.

But, that not merely those who have fallen back may commit
the unpardonable sin (as some have thought), is very evident

from 2 Tim. iii. 8.

Vers. 33-35. How appropriate for the explanation of what

goes befoi'e is this tracing back of the outward expression to its

internal ground—has already been seen. We have little to add

by way of interpretation ; especially as Christ, evidently repeat-

ing, recurs at first to His Sermon on the Mount,^ and then, in

what follows concerning the trees, and in the expression " gene-

ration of vipers," goes still farther back to the Baptist's first

sermon, with which these people had again to begin. From
the last outbreak of diabolic sin. Pie turns warningly back to its

first source in the heart of man ! Hotriaccre seems at first to be

a Latinisra, inasmuch as the tone of address now takes the form

of a logical demonstration, as at ver. 25. Imagine, suppose, or

put the case,— still there lies beneath the surface of this, as the

German setzet well renders it, the proper sense of the word,

derived from the jylanting of a tree ; for, as the parallel accusa-

tives show, the expression is strikingly transferred from the

'X'oiuv xapvov to the tree. If ye will biding forth fruit, then first

bring forth the tree for this ! To suppose the tree to be good

is not enough! Against the false interpretation according to

which Christ would merely say, Suppose the case—Julius Miiller

has objected that, in this sense, the confirmation kx, ydp—
yivcoff/Circci would not be at all suitable. The same learned

writer (not always acutely exegetical) specifies the two main

ideas of the text correctly : As from the quality of the tree the

quality of the fruit follows of itself, so the good and evil actions

of man follow from the good or evil state of his heart ; but this

state is itself again conditioned by the fundamental determinations

of the xoill, 'TTOtriffUTi to hii/hpov k.t.X. This is well said ; for, the

TOuiffUTZ which, first of all, ironically expresses the im potency

of nature, immediately takes the force of an earnest challenge.

For, in order to do and speak what is good, the tree, the fountain,

^ Into which St Luke (ch. vi. 45), as we there saw, has inserted this

passage. We hold, at all events, that the present occurrence does not

belong to the period before the Sermon on the Mount.
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must become different. The Xuksiv proceeds only from the iivut
',

in the heart is the fountain whence the words of the mouth flow;

and their being good or evil is manifest from the state of the

heart to Him who knows the heart, just as vice versa the words

betray the heart to the judgment of men, and in spite of all

hypocrisy expose to conviction also before the tribunal of God.

For the fountain cannot hut overflow according to its nature and

kind. Jam. iii. 11. The expression Ix, rov 7rspi(T(TSV[Jja7og \otkziv

is from Prov. ii. 1 5, Sept. That which is denoted by -TrspiatjSuiJbcx.

is further called Qriaavpog : The innermost storehouse of life in

the heart of man, open only to the eye of God, where those

influences which determine the personal state and character form

tliemselves, in order thence to flow forth again in the expressions

of the life. (Beck.) It is not good or bad words and works that

make a good or bad man, but vice versa} "If the heart is

worthless, then the virtue also is worthless." Christ's sharp word

of rebuke here comes as a good word from His holy truth in love,

while the finest hypocritical speeches are only so much the worse

on account of the venomous source whence they proceed. The

man forms himself freely between the kingdom of God and

Satan ; the strong one is not so strong as that the had man who
is bound in his service, nay, developing into his likeness, is not

bad through a criminal surrender of himself ; nor is the Stronger

One so strong as to make the bad man good by force. The

good man and the bad : these are not by nature two different

kinds of men, for we are indeed all bad (chap. vii. 11 ; Mark vii.

21, 22) ; and the good man here as opposed to such in the highest

degree is Christ, Who even now speaks good words to them

;

and then all who, as renewed men, participate in His grace

before and after Plis coming in the flesh. Christ, as the yivu-

GfiSTUt at the beginning indicated, will here, in connection at the

same time with all that precedes, ask :
" If My fruits, works and

words are good, works of love and words of truth, am I Myself

from God or a friend of Beelzebub?" For, the most evil man
is he who speaks evil against the good man who bears witness

of himself by his goodness. The worst tree -plants itself, inas-

much as it will not know the good tree, from which healing is

to come to it, will not let itself be implanted into it—therefore is

it known at last by the worst fruit.

^ Compare the saying of Aristotle, which Neander cites.
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Vers. 36, 37. "What the tongue speaks Is very significant ; for

the small member not only does great things, but it is also nearer

the heart than the hand is. Men may, with wilful folly, say : A
word or two spoken which meant nothing, what is there in this?

I have surely in this done little evil ! The history of the world

and of man's life everywhere refutes such folly, and says loudly

that words are acts, which work most deeply and lastingly, even

in the spiritual sphere in which works alone are taken into

account ; and that not merely the words of the leaders and

representatives of the people—to whom certainly it chiefly ap-

plies—but in general ; nor is it merely discourses which at the

time seem great and powerful, but the smallest word which, after

it has escaped the tongue, tliou canst never recall, is a seed which

grows and bears good or evil fruits, past all possible computation.

God, however, judges sin not according to its effects, but accord-

ing to the motive and intentions. Here thou sayest again falsely

against the truth : I only speak so and so, the heart means

nothing bad ! Yes, in those rare instances in which this is true,

the words will not be charged against the heart ; but in the far

greater number of cases, indeed in general, the word is the pro-

per expression of the heart, showing its real character more

surely even than the act. "Where the gehenna burns in the

heart, there hypocritical works are of no avail ; the course of the

natural life which cannot be restrained catches fire upon the

tongue, and the whole body, however outwardly clean and pure,

is tainted by the evil words. Jam. iii. 6. Let one only hear

what even those who are most honoured speak within their four

walls, or even in public ! There are words of anger, of scandal,

of pride, envenomed words against their neighbour, words of re-

bellion against God, which weigh heavier in the balance than

many deeds, which, at one view, lay open the whole treasure of

evil in the heart, from which alone they could proceed. Hence,

also, there is in the first and second tables of the decalogue, not

to mention that all its commandments point in the same direction,

a command expressly for the mouth. Immediately after the

command against idolatry and the worship of images comes that

against taking the name of God in vain ; and immediately before

tl>at against the covetousness of the heart, is the one against

falseness of speech, which is always and ought to be an evidence

of the former. This reaches far and deep ! Our Lord first of
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all spoke of blasphemies as the worst words which are the expres-

sion of the worst sin, and then, coming downwards, designated

as " evil" in general that which the mouth brings forth from the

heart ; and He now descends still farther to the tup pfjfjjcc apyov

(placed before in an absolute form for emphasis), which implies

still less than the Apostle's Tag Xoyog cocTrpog, kzvo) Xoyoi

(Eph. iv. 29, V. 6). Where there is no good fruit of truth

and love unto edification, there this very unprofitableness and

emptiness is itself an evil fruit ; before God's judgment, however,

not even the smallest word which a man has ever spoken is for-

gotten ! ^ Axohcofjovffi \oyov Tspt 'Trotvrog Xoyov. How shall they

then be dumb and have not one word to answer for a thousand,

if the justifijing good words, proceeding from the spirit of grace

and prayer, do not weigh heavier in the balance of the Judge !

^

It will, we hope, be seen, with what perfect justice Christ here,

instead of the principle ofjudgment which most commonly occurs

in the Old and New Testament, " To every man according to

his works" lays down the more appropriate one which we find in

ver. 37. Even in human judicial processes this is a proverbial

rule ; as Eliphaz expresses it in the book of Job, where the dis-

course was precisely concerning unprofitable words. Job xv.

2, 6. By the tongue we write for ourselves the most decisive

protocol of our future trial before the tribunal of the highest

Justice ; and all that was in us, all that we have done, or as good

as done, speaks then loudly in our words as a silencing confession,

as our own testimony.

That which St Luke, chap, xi, 16, has placed before, in con-

nection with the calumny by Beelzebub, etc., as the occasion of

Christ's address, was according to St Matthew only now ob-

jected to Him, in reply to what He had said. So much, how-

ever, we learn from St Luke, did we not perceive this also in

St Matthew from the thing itself, that those who demanded a

sign were different persons from the blasphemers. They are not

quite wicked enough to reject all His signs as the decided work

' A critic takes great offence at the expression " justifying good words,"

and sees in it a want of " exactness of dogmatical interpretation." As if

this heresy against the exact terminology of dogmatics were not here only

Christ's own expression

!
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of the devil ; but all that He had given hitherto were not

sufficient to prove that they were from God, they want to see

another which goes still flu'ther than these, to see a dgn. As St

Luke rightly adds, and as in Matt. xvi. 1 , John vi. 30, 31, the

demand is repeated as a sign from heaven. Now, these words of

wilful unbelief ai'e not much better than tlie foregoing ; and

therefore Christ does not change His strain on account of them,

but only makes them the occasion of carrying out the wai'ning

which He had brought to the threshold of the judgment, to a

complete prophetic threatening of the doom \Yhicli was ready to

break over the unbelieving race. What the challengers meant

by the " sign from heaven " we shall leave to be explained on

chap. xvi. ; and here, first of all, interpret the answer which He
there repeats to them with closer reference to the signs of the

times then already present. He uttered this in the presence of

all the people (Matt. ver. 46 ; St Luke, roJv oy^Xaiv iTraQpoiZfi-

L/j'ivojv, which only indicates a being together or a gathering

together, not precisely a thronging towards Him), and He in-

cludes the Pharisees in the whole race which was like them, and

which was expressing itself in these words. He predicts Israel's

destruction and judgment, which will break out, if this people,

as a whole, persist in their unbelief even after the last sign which

is yet to be afforded them; and if they reject the testimony of the

Spirit when the risen Son of Man is justified, and once more

preaches to them repentance unto the forgiveness of sins by the

Apostles in His name. He announces this last and most perfect

sign taken from the hell that had been vanquished, a sign which

had all the value of one from above, and which indeed became

such on the day of Pentecost (vers. 39, 40). Then He announces

the unbelief of the people under that preaching of the Apostles,

as in the present,— the unbelief of Israel in their Messiah, which

is condemned by the faith of the heathen who listened to Jonah,

and who even sought out Solomon (vers. 41, 42). Consequently

(vers. 43-45), the final and complete destruction, if, after a

previous casting out of Satan, his power shall again take posses-

sion of this people, and in a worse form.

Vers. 39, 40. Israel is not merely an evil generation (which

St Luke alone has), as are also all heathen, but, as St Matthew

in both places significantly adds, an adulterojis, which alludes to

the special covenant of God with this people, which they had
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broken. Tsvzoi [jjoixaXig cannot denote here merely, or in the

first phxce, a generation begotten by adultery, and is therefore

wrongly compared with John viii. 41, but one which commits

adultery; idolatrous in heart, with all their pharisaical orna-

ment on the outside, just as, in former times, in open idolatry.

(Hos. i. 2, ii. 2, 5.) But already in this allusion to the adul-

terous children of the adulterous wife, as also in the yevia, (which

corresponds to the yivvnyMToi. \')(jibvojv, ver. 34), there certainly

lies, at the same time, a reference back to the sins of the fathers

out of which the children are begotten in order to fill up its

measure, and hence, also, an explanation of the final destruction

by the fearfully continuous progress of evil from generation to

generation. The seed of adulterers is itself adulterous in the

twofold sense of which we read in Isa. Ivii. 3, and Prov. iii. 16,

iv. 6. They formerly demanded signs of which they had already

had enough, from the desert onwards where they tempted God,

and put Him to the test whether He could do this and that ac-

cording to their lust ; and just in the same way do they act now

towards Christ. But, although the long-suffering of the Re-

deemer continued to perform miracles until His hands were

bound in Gethsemane, still, no signs of such a kind loere given

in ansioer to their request, but that last one which He had already

at the beginning announced to them (John ii. 19) in answer to

a like challenge, the sign of the prophet Jonas ;—and this, too,

was to be in vain for them ! For they who believed not Moses

and the prophets could not believe in Christ, even though He
were to rise from the dead.

The explanation which St Luke gives, ver. 30, of the sign of

Jonah, does not by any means contradict that here given by

Christ^ but is only an abridged and indefinite statement of

what St Matthew gives in detail in vers. 40 and 41 :—as well

the similitude of the resurrection as the call to repentance. We
^ Which, according to Schleiermacher, is again "only a false interpreta-

tion of the reporter's own, which he has mixed up with the words of Clirist,"

namely, on the supposition of its being a recollection already weakened and

confused ! Neander, unhappily, almost to the same effect says, that ver.

40 is an entirely unsuitable, later addition, the sign of Jonah only repre-

senting the " manifestation of the Son of Man as a whole " in contradis-

tinction to every single sign or miracle. That the resurrection was a sign

only for believers is contrary to the whole Acts of the Apostles (from chap.

ii. 32, 33 onwards), contrary to Rom. i. 4, and all the apostolic preaching.
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could, irnlecd, scarcely understand the more obscure account of

St Luke without the assistance of St Matthew ; but we ought,

therefore, with grateful docility, to receive what the Spirit has

caused to be written for us, and not wilfully to darken what is

clear. The history of the Old Testament presents no more

striking example of a wonderful preservation from certain death

than that of the prophet Jonah ; nay, it is singular in its kind,

inasmuch as the prophet, although as it were shut up in death

and buried, yet came forth again to life : therefore is this liistory

recorded as a similitude and type of the resurrection of Christ,

as, in the sphere of the type, a resurrection of one really dead

was not yet ])ossible. The expressions in the book of Jonah

intimate plainly enough to him who reads aright, that the Spirit

of prophecy, even then, wrote them with reference to Christ.

The prayer of Jonah (chap, ii.) was really uttered in the belly of

the fish {KrjTOC an indefinite expression in the Sept. for ?na ir\),

as Luther renders it, although in the Hebrew^ it is ""VSlp ; for the

deliverance follows in ver. 11, and to take this as the Pluperfect,

and understand at the beginning " out of the belly," i.e., after he

had been saved out of it, would be too far-fetched. The whole

prayer in his distress is certainly, at the same time, a thanks-

giving, a confident expectation of help, with which the prophet,

even from the bowels of the fish, sends up his cry to God's

heavens and the light of life; but that is his faith, which was the

speedy result of his finding that he miraculously remained alive

within the fish, and that he could pray for help. The Spirit, in

His record of the prayer (for in such histories, still more than

in other places, the difference between the written and acted

history holds good, so that we do not expect to find the bare

actual occurrence literally in the word), views, in perfect accord-

ance with the system that pervades all Scripture, the depths

of the sea (D'O^ 33^3 ver. 4) at the same time as the abyss of the

realm of the dead, where the floods of destruction, the waters of

Belial, drown ; the belly of the monster is the belly of hell (}03

^iSI? ver. 3). Thus from the prophetical text are derived the

expressions of Christ, with which lie places the type there

already indicated completely in the light of fulfilment: the KOiXtoc

con-esponds, as to the i'nn \yp, so also at the same time to the

^^^?C' ;t:3, and the xuphia r^g yyjg points back at once to the 22^2

Wni'' and the nya n^nna psn. If our Lord meant to denote by
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these expressions iiothincr more than death and the grave, inas-

much as the body lay in the earth, then not only would the

heart, the centre of the earth, be too strong an expression for

His sepulchre in the rock, besides its being not true that the

Son of Man was Himself so long in the earth—but, what is

of more importance, the word of fulfilment would then remain

behind the word of prophecy. No, He means—let a theology

which shuts its eyes to these things say what it will to the

contrary—His actual abode in the Sheol, the realm of the dead,

beneath, and in the heart of, the earth, ^ or, to speak in dogmatic

phraseology, the descent into hell, of which Eph. iv. 9 testifies.

That which the type could shadow forth only outwardly was,

in its mysterious and essential significance, fulfilled in Him
who thus entered into the strong man's house to bind him
there, Who proved Himself to be victorious over him in the

highest power of the quickening Spirit of God, even when the

leviathan appeared to have swallowed Him up, and when it

was said over the earth. The prophet is devoured. " But Thou
hast brought forth my life from destruction, O Lord my God."

Jon. ii. 7.

Three days and three nights—not longer ; and then will the

Son of Man come forth to life, as it happened to Jonah. Then,

just as Jonah preached to the Ninevites, a new preaching will

begin, in which the risen Saviour will be a sign for repent-

ance unto this generation, as Jonah, saved fi'om the fish, was to

the Ninevites. Then will He, who even now (a greater than

Jonas is here !) displays Himself to your eyes and ears as the

true sign, the bread from heaven (John vi. 51), be, by the highest

possible miracle, sealing all that went before, offered to you as

the bread of life ; then will follow upon this sign from beneath,

wrought upon the Son of Man by the power of God, the pente-

costal signs from heaven;—for, Daniel's vision of tlie glorification

of the Son of ]\Ian will begin from that time to be fulfilled (as

Clirist, Matt. xxvi. 64, in the depth of ignominy, announces by

a
^^
from this time fo7'th"). All this, Christ signifies in His

words ; those who heard Him plainly understood, at least, as

they afterwards showed, that He would rise again after three

^ Since microcosmically the heart of man actually corresponds to the in-

nermost part of the earth; for which compare Jam. iii. 6, and Prov. xxvii.

19, 20 (and if possible our interpretations of both passages).
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dai/s ; therefore they set a watch upon the grave imtil the. third

day.' (Matt, xxvii. 63, 64.)

Vers. 41, 42. But the sign of Jonah, too, will bo in vain !

Our Lord speaks here, in continuation of the prophecy, by no

means merely of the unbelief in His person then manifesting

itself, as one might be led wrongly to suppose from the kou Ihov

aihs. He only sets out from the present, taking it also into His

view as He does by saying : Now already in My words and

works, which prove that the kingdom of God is come, more

than Jonah or Solomon did (ver. 28 ; chap. xi. 12-15, 21, 23).

But He especially speaks of the last preaching of the Spirit after

His resurrection, for He compares with it the preaching of Jonah

after his deliverance. As the Ninevites did not see the sign ot

the prophet with their eyes, but believed and repented upon his

preaching (sk ro Kyipvyfjjoc, s. Winer's Gramm., p. 338), so, and

not otherwise, was the risen Son of Man, whom they no longer

saw with their eyes, a sign to the Jews in the preaching of the

Spirit by the Apostles. That, moreover, the people ofNineveh

may have known something of Jonah, from their expedition to

Israel under Pul (2 Kings xv. 1 9, 20), and may have seen the

fulfilment of his prophecy (2 Kings xiv. 25), at all events have

heard from his own lips the wonderful history of his deliverance

from the belly of hell—all this, although not declared in the

narrative (Jon. iii.), may yet be presupposed as probable, from

the great success which attended his preaching ; it is intimated

to some extent (ver. 5) in the woi'ds : then they believed in God

—which may indicate in general, it is true, the ground of all

repentance (to which Christ here also points), but may mean, at

the same time, the miracle of Divine power before narrated. Be

' In the Talm. Ilieros. it is expressly said: " Day and night make together

a space of time (njiy), and part of it is as the whole." The Jews reckoned

the uvx^yiftipec (2 Cor. xi. 25), and said, "so many days and nights" (Gen. vii.

12 ; Ex. xxiv. 18). (Compare Esth. iv. IG with v. 1 ; 1 Sam. xxx. 12, 13;

2 Chron. x. 5, 12 ; 1 Kings xx. 29.) Consequently, if Christ died at the

end of the first day, and arose at the breaking of the third, there arc three

day-night periods, and He says here nothing else than in the other pas-

sages :
" in three days, on the third day." According to Konig, Damas-

oenus Studita ingeniously reckoned, that Christ was thirty-three hours in

Hades, aa He wa.s thirty-three years on the earth. This is better, at least,

than the very summary combination of Oetinger, who speaks of forty houi-s

in the grave answering to the forty days after the resurrection.
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that as it may, the comparison which Christ here makes implies

that the sign of Jonas was not in vain for the Ninevites; but that

this generation would not, in like manner, receive unto repent-

ance the preaching concerning the resurrection of the Son of

Man, although powerfully attested by the Holy Spirit.

Greater than Jonah ! Greater than Solomon ! If such a com-

parison of the Lord from heaven, who is over all, with children

of the earth,—of the incomparable One with those who are alto-

gether as nothing before Him, and who in reality derive all that

they have only from Him,— is, on the one hand, an expression

of condescension and love, asking in sadness. Am I less than

those, that ye thus despise Me ?—on the other hand, the pro-

priety of the comparison is based on the Divine consecration,

which exalted Jonah and Solomon into types of Christ. Where
Christ, in His own history or in that of His kingdom, points to

histories in the Old Testament with a like as (ch. xxiv. 37; John

iii. 14), there, in every case, is a resemblance not arbitrary and

only then superadded, but one already prepared in the type.

As the typical explanation, like as Jonah was in the fisEs helly^

preceded tiie affirmation, a greater than Jonah is here !—so does

the following comparison with Solomon presuppose an entirely

parallel like as, i.e., in like manner, a typical reference to Christ

of the person, power, wisdom, and glory of Solomon, of all that

characterizes him as Solomon. If Solomon might be placed in

comparison with all the children of the East, with Egyptians,

and with all heathen poets (1 Kings iv, 30, 31), so it was fit-

ting for Christ Himself only to say

—

A greater than Solomon.

Only in the sphere of sacred history, at least in types which but

fiintly shadow Him forth, does He find His like ; i.e., such as

are worthy even of being mentioned side by side with Him, with

Here is One greater ! We find even in the Old Testament, in

Nathan's prophecy, and in the psalms founded upon it, how
Solomon's reign of peace, his building the temple, his splendour,

his marriage, point prophetically to the future; here, in addition

to these, it is especially his loisdom that is spoken of, as Matt,

xiii. 16 points back to 1 Kings x. 8. The queen of the South

is not so much placed in antithesis as a woman to the dvh^zg

^ With wliicli uo'TTip ijv ovTu; sarxi, moreover, the veritable reahty of all

that is recorded of the prophet, as corresponding to the real history of

Christ, is maintained and proved.
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N/v£y7ra/ (which indeed is only = nirp ''t^'3^il), but, by way of

climax, as one who came even from the ends of the earth, from

the far coast of the foreign country that bounds the known

world,^ to seek out the anointed of the Lord who was so much
renowned, while Jonah came to the Ninevites to their own

country.

AVe may certainly, however, apply the Avords of Christ in the

widest sense, and, taking into view all the renowned names of

wise, and all the wonderful destinies of remarkable men, all the

missions and preachings confirmed by signs of whatever kind,

sav : Here is a greater than anv Jonas-miracle ! Here is a

greater tlian any Solomon of his nation and time ! For, the

history of Him who, by the suffering of death, was crowned

with glory and honour, is the miracle of all miracles in the

world's history for every one wdio asks a sign ; the words of the

Word are wnsdom itself for all who inquire after wisdom and

earnestly seek it. What then shall we say of the unbelieving

generation of fools in Christendom, who esteem the fables of the

lieathen and the histories of the world's heroes more remarkable

than the cross and the victory of Christ ? who run after this or

that ancient or modern " hero," or " classic," or " genius," and

say : Here is one almost as great,—or, again. Here is one as

great,—or, finally. Here is one greater than Christ ! As Dann-

hauer exclaimed, in reference to his own time : " Carthusians

and Flagellants shall .stand up in the judgment against the philo-

sophers of this day, and condemn them." That which our Lord

has said in chap. x. 15, and xi. 22, 24 He here again says more

strongly, from another point of view : As the Gentiles who, till

then, remained impenitent, will bear a more tolerable judgment

than Israel, so at last shall those who have repented, who sought,

even from afar, the truth of God which appeared in the midst

of Israel, condemn Israel by their example—in that great judg-

ment in which all of every country and time shall appear

together, and all the guilty, besides the protocol which they

themselves have written, shall be confronted with all witnesses

for their conviction, whose conduct cries out with reference to

them : Might you not also have done thus, and even much
more ? The last sign of the Messiah, then, will not be that

Israel shall judge the heathen, and rain fire and brimstone upon

^ As Homer called the Ethiopians " the farthest among men."
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the Romans, but that the believing heathen world shall con-

demn Israel. Chap. viii. 11, 12, xxi. 43 (Rom. ii. 27). The
Nineveh of this Jonah will be Rome, whose power bows before

the sign of the cross; and Greece will seek and find in this Solo-

mon the true wisdom. But as for this evil and adulterous gene-

ration—its latter end will be terribly worse than any former

destruction and judgment, as is now shown in ver. 43 to ver,

45. And why so ? " Because thou hast not known the day of

thy visitation !" Luke xix. 44.

Tills transitional idea, which is only to be presupposed in St

Matthew's epitomized collection of our Lord's discoui'ses, is given

by Luke xi. 33, 36, as having been also spoken by Christ ; for,

these words in Luke stand plainly in close connection with what

goes before, and are there, where several transpositions occur,

to be introduced between ver. 23 and 24. They are again a

repetition from the Sermon on the Mount (as at ver. 33), and

need no further interpretation here. We have only to observe

the connection here, according to which what is meant to be said

is : The light of My preaching shines even now clearly enough,

and after the sign of Jonah will be set still more clearly on the

candlestick ; only the blindness whose light has become dark-

ness sees it not. E/V fcpVTrrtjv may be the Hebrew idiom for the

neuter, or may mean really a crypta,^ a concealed passage or

vault ; the sense remains the same. The ccffrpocTr'^, ver. 36, is

equivalent to (piyyog before, purposely, however, expressed more

strongly, in order to mark that the light does not struggle through

with difficulty, but, victorious over the darkness, instantaneously

illumines everything. These words, spoken in a spirit of mingled

sadness and kindness, and only hypothetically, of a complete

illumination by the light'* of God, now only conceived of as an

ideal, contrast all the more fearfully with the dark closing picture

in St Matthew, to which we must now turn.

Vers. 43, 45. The words are a parable, in which our Lord (an

evident proof of the unity of these discourses) turns back at the

end to the beginning of His address ; He takes the casting out

of the devil from an individual demoniac as the figure, in so far

as He announces an aggravated return of the evil one. It

thereby becomes worse with this man than it was before, and so

' In this case to be written KpiiTrrnv. Eutbymius : a.Trox.pvCpou oIkixv.

^ The sense of which we have akeady given on Matt. vi. 22.
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will it be also with this generation ! It is the same generation,

of course, that was spoken of from ver. 39 onwards, although

besides (which shows the truth of the interpretation that refers

the words only to it), the. beginners in the fiiith (ver. 23) may
also take warning from such a tlu'eatening prophecy. Thou hast

Beelzebub! said the masters in Israel to Him. He has patiently

refuted them, graciously warned them, sharply rebuked them
;

now, at the conclusion of His address, announcing the end of

the people. He has come so far as to retort upon them : This

evil generation is the great demoniac, in regard to whom all pre-

vious casting out will at last appear to have been vain. As
before, ver. 29, niankind as a whole was represented as Satan's

house and household, so now it is especially Israel, viewed collec-

tively as his residence, and as having fallen anew by their own
guilt. We shall examine the details of the parable, that we may
then see more clearly its application.

The unclean spirit which dwells in the demoniac, as is sup-

posed by way of parable, is still to be understood as one of the

many subordinate demons, and not the prince of them himself

(who, in IMark iii. 30, has the same general title). He is in

reality gone out of the man, which presupposes an expulsion by

the power of God.' Christ, we might say with special design,

accumulates in a few words strong features taken from the

natural history of the devil, as it lay open before Him, so that

in all future time it might not be thought that He spake only

according to Jewish superstition, and that He drew the figure

for representing world-historical realities from unreal representa-

tions, springing from human delusion! Indeed He glorifies His

loisdom precisely in this, that He was able tograft the loftiest truths

upon erroneous popular conceptions. The expelled spirit wanders

about through dry places, districts without water, and therefore

without human houses or inhabitants. Such waste places are

the devils' dwelling-place when they are not in and among men
;

as we find not only in passages of the Apocrypha, as Tob. viii. 3 ;

• It is by no means viere appearance that is here spoken of, as if the

malady were overcome, as if by the healing of the demoniac damage were
done also to the " principle of evil itself" in the man (as Ncander under-
stands it). Every casting out of the devil is an actual step towards im-
provement

;
and, even in the application afterwards to the generation of

this time, this holds perfectly true.
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Bar, iv. 35, but even in Eev. xviii. 2 (according to prophetic

representations, Isa. xiii. 21, 22, xxxiv. 14), and as is here in per-

fect earnestness confirmed by Christ. The ejected devils abide

wiUingly at least upon the earth, as they are still at liberty to

do ; and have a certain pleasure in all that is waste and desolate

upon it, in ruined paradises and overthrown glory. Then im-

pelled by inward pain he seehs rest, i.e., first of all, a temporary

place of abode and settlement, in which Christ (to whose mind

passages of Scripture are always immediately present, inasmuch

as all His thoughts and knowledge take their rise from the Holy

Scriptures) has again evidently Isa. xxxiv. 14 in His eye.^ But
when the word of the prophecy, less distinctly expressing the

meaning which lies under the figure, speaks of the finding of

rest (niJO nsVD, LXX. also a.vdcTrauo'iv), our Lord here, as it

were, justifies and confirms the word, inasmuch as He goes on

to say : and findeth it not! For how can a devil find rest, which

the creature can find only in God? He has lost it for ever, he

seeks it in vain, in all waste places, which otherwise please him

;

he seeks it especially in vain there where God the Lord of

creation will have His rest, and where, therefore, the devil also, if

he can force an entrance, finds himself relatively best—namely,

in man. Therefore, the desire soon returns upon him to look

after his own more peculiar Jtouse. He declares his intention

g'T/o'rps'^ijy, which he cannot long leave unexecuted, for he is

always willing to return if only he can. As, in ver. 29, it was

Satan's house, as a whole, that was spoken of, in which indivi-

dual men are the household furniture, so now the same expres-

sion is, with equal truth, applied internally to the individual

;

every man in a devil's power is his house. He impudently

speaks of the house as his own from the first—he knows still all

the secret passages in it, as in a stronghold which he had left,

and speaks, like a true devil, as if he had only gone out of his

own free will, not confessing that he was forced out. And when
he thus comes, how does he find it in the case here supposed?

Swept and garnished, as both Evangelists have it. But would

not this be contrary to the natui'e of the unclean spirit, who loves

to dwell only in the filth of sin ? Alas, this garnishing, which

^ Moreover, a perplexing proof for those who too hastily throw away many
things among the Jewish fables, that by the D""V, D'"X, T'^b', and n'h'h

hellish spirits are actually indicated, although not the rabbinical Lilith.
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is here meant, is to him fihhy and agreeable enough ; for it is

the outward garnisliing of hypocrisy, it is a sweeping with the

besom of Pharisaism which makes worse that which was already

evil, in proof of which compare Lu. ii. 39, 40. In St Matthew
tliere is still the term GyjikdZ^ovTu, affording a certain explanation

of the other two words before which it stands, and which de-

signedly includes at once the figure and its explanation : in the

figure, emjif}/, o])en for free access ; in the ex])lanation, idle, left

unguarded through indolence, security, hypocritical conceit, and

thus in the best way prepared and adorned for the devil.^ This

is a discovery going beyond his expectation, and in which he

will have his pleasure and labour not alone. Then, he goes

away once more (not concerned lest such a house should mean-

while be lost to him), and takes as a reinforcement seven other

devils who are tcorse than himself. This does not mean worse

in respect of wickedness (neguiores, sceleiritiores), for in this, in-

deed, there is no difference possible between devil and devil

;

btit worse in their power to destroy, and in their consequent

obstinacy. (Chap. xvii. 21.) Stronger ones are meant ; but,

because from them greater evil (i.e. in the explanation, worse sin)

follows for the poor man, Christ speaks ot worse ones. The seven

dwell there instead of the one ; they are no more driven out, and

the relapse of him who was once healed is worse than the first

calamity.

Who is this man ? Our Lord explains His parable unasked.

Such will be the last end of this evil generation ! Consequently,

the end of the story here narrated will be realized in the then

existing last generation of Israel having filled up the measure

of guilt, and drawn down judgment upon itself. We know now

how it happened. But inasmuch as Christ has put the 'iayjxra.

in opposition to the Trpc^roig, and begun the parable with the

actual casting out of the one, first devil, we observe, at the same

time, that He takes into one view the collective history of this

entire people, from the fathers downward. What was their first

devil? It was gross heathenish idolatry. This God cast out by

' Braune, here falsely understanding it in the good sense of preparation

for receiving the Holy Ghost, entirely mistakes the irony of the expression.

It is not the beginning of regeneration that is here spoken of, in which

Satan might yet again find room for working, but it is the offence of the

hypocrite in false security.

VOL. II. M
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the Babylonian exile, and this certainly was in itself something

good, a result obtained for the time. But soon again in indolent

security they adorned the hoiise which was mistakenly supposed

to have been cleansed for all time coining. And, the more their

pride recoiled from idols, with so much the more corruption and

inward idolatry did they commit sacrilege in the true sanctuary

(Rom. ii. 22) ; in Pharisaism there grew up a ysvsa iLoi')(jx'kig,

which went a whoring after idols worse than the former. The
seven devils were not merely on their way, they Avere already

come when Christ spake ; still He speaks prophetically (sarcci),

because He has in view the last manifestation of this state, the

outbreak of the destruction which awaited the people in judg-

ment. Nor is it to be overlooked, what Meyer in his striking

note here says, that, as another application of this many-sided

jDarable, the ineffectual casting out which is followed only by a

worse relapse means, at the same time, the coming in of the

kingdom in Christ (ver. 28). The manifold good, both in the

sphere of knowledge and of will, which was actually called forth

by the labours of the Redeemer for a time, might once more have

effected a thorough cleansing of the people ; but this also was in

vain. In the period between the ascension of Christ and the

destruction of Jerusalem, especially towards the end of it, this

nation showed itself, one might say, as if possessed by seven

thousand devils. It is judged, destroyed, blinded ; its judgment

is the great type of history for the last judgment of the whole

world ; and in its present blindness it must, even as the people

of God, without knowing or willing it, serve at least as a warn-

ing and prophetic parable to the world.

For we shall find that the same holds good of Christendom,

of those who are outwardly called taken collectively. The

apostolical age is followed by the setting up of the golden calf

in the Romish Church ; even idolatry properly so called breaks

out on every side. The return from the exile corresponds in

part to the Reformation ; nor have we far to look for the

Pharisaism of Lutheranism. At present, indeed, everything is

more complicated, more spiritual, and on a scale of more com-

plete development; still the fundamental features remain the

same, although Pharisees and Sadducecs, on this side and on

that, in many ways change places in and out of the still reraani-

ing faith of the letter. Enough, that " in the midst of all the
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culture tliat exists," with all the sweeping and garnishing of the

house by art, science, illumination, industry, and speculation,

there is already something worse at the bottom than a mere

Laodicean Gyj)ka(^iiv. How one who has been cleansed only

with the besom of «n outward reformation, who is only out-

wardly civilised, is not safe from coarse excesses,—as a savage,

outwardly broken in, may yet easily foil back into wildness, and

the nature which was washed only on the outside revenge itself

all the more violently and filthily—the first revolution in the

land of civilisation has begun practically to show, and, as an

additional impending proof of the theory, Germany, also more

spiritual in its sins, as the kernel of the Christian nations, begins

in like manner to develop itself.^ What will it be when the

'icr/jxra. comes, the last unbelief of completed antichristianism,

the Man of Sin !

Finally, this grandly prophetic parable finds always its true

application also in the individual, with whom the same may and

must take place, if, after a first cure and conversion, he becomes

(jy/ikuZfijv for the returning devil. Every relapse brings a worse

state (John v. 14) ; but the complete relapse of the regenerated

])erson (which the relapses of Israel and of Christendom shadow

forth as a whole, just as they are really exemplijied in many an

individual, and of which Christ here speaks generally according

to the innermost kernel of the word), such a relapse makes the

destruction irreparable, it makes the person ripe for judgment,

and is another, nay, the most fearful expression of that unpar-

donable sin spoken of above. Hence the Apostle in 2 Pet. ii.

20-22 plainly refers to this parable of Christ. O'vrcog 'iarui—
the Saviour, as Judge, has declared respecting His whole nation,

and it has been fulfilled before the eyes of the world. A still

more awful ovrax; 'iffrcci remains literally as the 'i(r-/ccrov in this

and the future world, respecting the evil generation, most pro-

perly so called, of the lost, whose destruction and judgment are

pro))hetically attested by all the fearfully ending catastrophes of

the men and generations of the Old- and New-Testament people

of God in the world's history, as parables which already, more

or less, carry their truth in themselves.

^ This was Avritten in the year 1844—what will the reader now say to it ?
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Christ's mother and brethren.

(Matt. xii. 48-50 ; Mark iii. 33-35 ; Lu. viii. 21.)

Again, a contrast similar to chap. xi. 23-28. Often as the

future Judge must cast down to hell by His word of truth, His

Saviour-heart can yet never forget that He is come into the

world not to judge, but to save. A gracious word coming im-

mediately after the fearful denunciation against the seed of

Abraham, which had become a generation of vipers;—an expres-

sion of the deepest, tenderest, feeling of love, which still was in

His heart even when He spoke words of anger, and which was

called forth by an intimation that was made to Him ;—a word

also for us, which is more to be felt than understood. He had

brought His address to the people to a close ; would He have

been silent then, or what more would He have said? Mean-

while, He is interrupted by the intimation that His mother and

brethren had already been standing a long time before the

house, inquiring after Him, endeavouring to come to Him in

order to say something to Him. We should never have thought

of conjecturing what this was, did we not read it with astonish-

ment in St Mark (whose account we must regard as parallel, in

opposition to Ebrard's harmony). Surrounded by the throng

of people. He had found neither time nor space for eating ; and,

carried along by holy zeal. He had spoken without rest—the

Evangelists giving only the substance of what He had said.

His kinsfolk ^ become apprehensive about Him, especially the

unbelieving brethren, who probably had not yet desisted from

going about with the humble first-born, as they were wont to

do in Nazareth ;—who, again at a later period (John vii. 3),

are represented as giving Him advice, and who here, most

naturally, from the human point of view, would exercise their

right as brothers ;—and even the mother stands, on this occasion

at least, passively on their side. They will stop Him, seize Him
{Kpar^ffUt avrov) ; for they think and say on l^z&rri' Let us

^ For this must at all events be the meaning of oi ttoi.q'' avrov^ Mark ver.

21, because ver. 31 again takes up the discourse with ovv. Mark iv. 16,

oj -TTipi ctinov^ is something quite different.
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interpret this as gently as we may, it remains a strong word :

^

He does too much, forgets all moderation (2 Cor. v. 13), exerts

Himself beyond Ilis power, and beyond what is proper; cer-

tainly equivalent to He is beside Himself, out of His senses,

knows not what He is doing, so that we have to interfere ! St

Mark brings it expressly in connection with the words of the

Scribes, He has Beelzebub ! in order to show us at one glance

all that happened from friends and foes to Christ, Who remains

ever the same, and whom neither devilish blasphemy nor the

false love of men was able to move. Perhaps he will even indi-

cate that the friends of Christ heard the fearful word, and, at

least, in a milder sense, applied it to Him. But it is altogether

contrary to the text (Mark ver. 22) to suppose that the Pharisees

also (on account of the many paradoxes which Christ uttered)

had merely meant to spread it abroad that He was out of His

senses. " Possessed of a devil " and " out of his senses " are

two very different things.^ Our Lord was certainly in an

unusual frame of awakened zeal, but Fie was quite Himself, He
was fulfilling His work and office, viz., to speak the ivord of

God to all who would and should hear Him, and so to speak as

it was needful for them, for instruction, warning and judgment.

(What is recorded in Lu. xi. 27, 28, also took place meanwhile.)

His zeal had just carried Him to the point of carrying His

glance into the fearful depths of destruction, from which He
would willingly save those who were yet willing to hear and

believe, when His mother and brethren according to the flesh

come in His way, and, as His spirit in the SKffrufTig—which yet

in reality was no iKCTUGig—well perceives, with a carnal request.

What else can He feel and think, and therefore say, than what

we read in St Matthew and St Mark ? Away, perverse genera-

tion ! Away, mother and brethren ! I speak as long as I can

for those who have ears to hear ; for this am I sent, and I know
that I do not speak in vain : here are those who hear Me,

—

these are My brethren. My sisters, and mother !

1 Schleiermachcr thought that this aclditioa must always remain strange,

even when understood in the mildest possible sense,—and therefore as-

signed it a place among those " accumulations and exaggerations which

are so frequent in St Mark."
2 But to speak of ecstasy in Christ, as Sepp foolishly does, is folly ; He

was removed above ecstasy, though not above strong emotion.
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Thus faithfully speaks and acts the true High Priest Himself,

according to that word of Moses (Deut. xxxiii. 9, 10) which He
would have realized in His followers; and thus does He set

before us the brightest example how we should conduct ourselves

in reference to those family importunities which would often so

dangerously depress the spirit. Raised above all concern about

its appearing as if He disregarded filial duty and brotherly love,

as if, in His prophetical and Messianic dignity, He was even

ashamed of His humble relations (for only malice could thus inter-

pret His words), He now repeats, evidently more strongly, what

He had already said at Cana, inasmuch as the improper inteifer-

ence was here repeated in a stronger form. But, the first sharply-

repelling word is immediately followed by that of unspeakable

kindness, in which the mother and brothers are again embraced,

according to which also the brothers, as soon as they believe on

Him, and become disciples of their Brother, are then truly His

brothers. Thus to shame them, and draw them to Himself, be-

longs to the aim of His zeal, which is always lovingly wise and

considerate even in its hastiest expressions.^ He extends the

gracious hand of blessing and protection over His disciples, just

as if some one would take them from Him ; He turns a kind

look of love towards all who sat around Him (others, therefore,

besides the Apostles or His outwardly-decided followers, but not

those also who were now standing in a hostile attitude towards

Him ; all, in short, whose quiet sitting around the Master indi-

cated that they were [jM^riTug, who would learn and hear), and

affectionately exclaims

—

Behold My mother and My brethren I

This is a precious word fi:om the heart of the First-born, It

means first of all simply : / love them as much as My mother

and brethren (in which, at the same time, the natural affection

of a son and brother, which was seemingly disowned, becomes

again apparent) ; nay, more than those who are such after the

flesh, inasmuch as they are such in a truer sense. There lies in

this certainly, as coming from the Son of Man still dwelling on

earth, something of that humility which Timothy needed to be

^ He answers in the firstplace ^ indeed, the person who had addressed Him

;

and perhaps gladly so, in order thereby at length to put a stop to His

severe discourse—^but not tliis person alone. Such sayings were retained and

repeated to every one whom they concerned ; here certainly in a short time

to the kinsfolk of Christ. And this Christ knew when He spake the words.
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recommended to practise (1 Tim. v. 2), so that he should be able

to say of the aged women : Behold, I speak to them as to mothers

!

But it has a deeper meaning, and expresses the actual spiritual

relationship, above all mere carnal relationship, for \Yhich Christ

would pre})are, and to which lie would elevate His people, which

He already sees in the weak beginners, and makes them brethren

inasmuch as He calls them so. Heb. ii. 11, 12. But are we to

take in this sense not merely brothers and sisters, but also mother,

as it stands at the beginning, and again with the highest em-

phasis at the end of the address ? By all means. Zinzendorf's

artless paraphrase :
" I reflect that I was a child, their race is

my mother"—belongs here to the mere surface. AVhosoever

receives Him has in heart conceived and borne Him, is himself

a Mary ; as also Mary only thereby became and continues to be

His mother. (Lu. xi. 28.) The congregation of all tlie brethren

(see also Ps. xxii. 22) is collectively the true Mary ;^ a presenti-

ment of which profound truth forms the concealed ground of tlie

Mariolatry of that church which exalts itself above Christ.

But a dear friend, whom I will not here name, forgot himself

when in a sermon he makes our Lord mean : They are to Me
as father aiid mother ! This He could not say. Where in the

Scripture, after Lu. ii. 49, does Christ speak of any other father

or mother than the One Whom he here also names. His Father

in heaven ? The mystery of His miraculous conception is in

all His words plainly attested, even although there had been no

account of it, no dogma concerning it. Brother, sister, and

mother : these words define the compass and limits of the relation-

ship of the Son of God and Man with the human race.^ This

relationship has already been thrown open to the whole race by

^ As already Isa. vii. 14 the Old-Testament cliurch, David's house and

Zion, the virgin whose faith at last conceives Him in Mary. Compare
Micah iv. 10, v. 2.

- This connection of the brothers and sisters with the mother in the mouth
of Christ, and frequently in the Gospel-history, is a most decisive proof that

the "brethren" were actually children of His mother. (Ps. Ixix. 9.) Yet
not the sole proof. The late Meyer, unconvinced to the last, asked me,
" Why is it not said. The mother of Christ and her children^ her sons,^^ and

how could relations be otherwise named in the original languages than

^'brethren?'''' But the answer is ea.sy. Christ remains the centre-point of

all relation and designation. Ilia mother, His brethren. Relations must,

at least in St Luke and St John, be called dut-d/ioi, or the like. See my
introduction to the Epistle of St Jude.
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His birth in the flesh, already involved in the grace offered to

all ; but it is completed only in every one wlio does the will of

God (Mark), the will of His Father in heaven. This means in

its completion, the utmost demands of the law laid down in

Matt. vii. 21 ; for the beginning, however, so as kindly to draw

to higher attainments, not more than is expressed in John vi.

40. Those who hear God's word in faith are to do it, and shall

do it (Lu. viii. 21) ; the hearing and learning receives and has

already in itself all the grace necessary for keeping it. (Lu. xi.

28.) With a grace that hastens to meet its object, Christ, already

adjudging and appropriating, promises everything to the good

beginning, which, alas, is so often not a going onwards to the end.

(Rom. viii. 29.) On the other side—for this, as always, is the

other side of the judging word of grace—him who does not hear

and do Christ knows not, even though after the flesh he were

born of His mother, nay, were His mother herself!

THE SEVEN PARABLES.

(Matt, xiii.)

The Evangelist opens up to us here, just as in the Sermon on

the Mount, a scene in the teaching and preaching of our Lord

evidently complete in itself, and remarkable in its kind. On the

same day on which what is narrated in the preceding chapter

took place, Christ goes out of the house (chap. xii. 16) to the

sea-side, probably to seek rest and refreshment. But the 6%?iO/

'TToXkoi gather around Him still ; and in order to escape from this

new throng He enters into the ship (usually kept in readiness for

Him by Peter or others), and because the people remain stand-

ing on the shore. He immediately, without resting, begins again

to speak to them. So much has He to say to the world and to

judge of it (John viii. 26) ; and from His exhaustless treasure

to bring forth things new and old. (Afterwards, ver. 52.) He
has just been speaking parables, and in parables He begins anew

to teach ; in calmly-instructive parables which are in harmony

with His frame of mind at that time, seeking rest in vain, and

by which, at the same time. He composes His own soul to the

survey of His whole office and kingdom, after the sharply-judging

prophecies in chap. xii.
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Already does the plural Iv Tupul^oXccTg lead us to expect more

than one parable as spoken at that time. When, after certain

intermediate words, narrated by St ^latthcw, addressed to His

disciples (showing wherefore He spake to the people in parables),

and after the explanation of the first parable, we read (ver. 24)

that He addressed another parable to them— this certainly means

that it was on the same day (ver. 3). Consequently vers. 31

and 33 are connected in the same way with ver. 3 ; and ver. 34,

therefore, coincides again with vers. 3 and 10 ; ruvra Trocvra,

ikakrtffiv. When, ver. 3G, our Lord having returned to the

house explains the second parable to the disciples, and the Evan-

gelist, without any mark of separation, connects with these words

a three-times-repeatcd 'ttuKiv oiJjOik (just as before, ver. 18, he

connects the first explanation with the first question concerning

His reason in general for speaking in parables), then a question

whether they had understood all these things (again, as ver. 34),

and finally, ver. 53 (just as chap. vii. 28), closes the whole by,

lohen He had finished these parables—it is impossible otherwise

to read and to understand the writer than that on one and

the same day, on which many other things had occurred, lie

spoke the seven parables, the first four outside on the sea to the

people, the last three in the house to the disciples. With this

agrees Mark iv. (see especially ver. 2)—although all the parables

are not there given ; while another is nari'ated which St Mat-

thew has not, showing that Christ indeed spake many things on

that day, from which St Matthew selects the seven jxirables which

contained the real plan and order of His teaching at that time;

With this Lu. viii. likewise agrees, although there only the

first parable is recorded. Lu. xiii. 18-21 might indeed be an

insertion, without regard to time, of what was said on that day

;

but it may quite as well indicate a repetition of that parable at

another time. At all events, there is not the slightest reason

for rejecting the decisive words of aS^ Matthew, of which, in order

not to break the Scripture, we cannot possibly make up our

minds to say, in spite of their savouring so much of the letter,

that " not much value is to be attached to them." If Harmonies

cannot reconcile other passages with this, we must still go out

from the firm data given in Matt. vers. 3, 10, 24, 31, 33, 34, 36,

51, 53, and judge of other passages according to these.

The scene in St Matthew is also complete in itselfj in as far
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as tlie snrrounding objects furnish the material of the parables.

Our Lord, looking from the ship, saw before Him the fields and

land—these are naturally taken to represent the people standing

upon them. Seed—this continues to be the ground-material

variously applied of the first four parables ; for as, on the one

hand, the leaven stands closely related to the further history of

the ripened fruit, so, on the other hand, it represents in itself the

penetrating, renovating power of the wonderful seed. Another

similar application takes place in the first of the three esoteric

parables ver. 44 (which, in general, go deeper than the others),

inasmuch as, just as the seed was viewed as a leaven, so also may

it be viewed as a treasure committed to the earth and concealed

in it. Now, however, the spiritualized idea becomes quite de-

tached from this range of figures so manifoldly applied ; when

the transition is made from the treasure in general to the precious

pearl, we can hardly fail (seeing that pearls are fished from the

sea, and, at that time, especially from the Arabian Gulf) to mark

that Christ in this parable returns to the place from which He
speaks, as, in the concluding parable of the net, it is made to

connect itself in the closest manner with the ship of His fishers

of men. Thus, between the shore and the sea (vers. 1, 2) the

circle of figures is complete, in which, as we shall soon see in the

interpretation, each succeeding parable connects itself with the

foregoing as a further development of it.

As, notwithstanding all the profoundness of meaning which

belongs to the figurative language taken from the operations ol

God in nature to represent the kingdom of God, the single para-

ble can yet never present every side of the subject with perfect

suitableness, but must leave out of view other sides of it which

do not enter into the tertium comparaticnis, so it was most

consistent with the wisdom of our Lord to deliver His instruc-

tions here by means of several parables supplementing each other,

thus to awaken and exercise the understanding for parables,

and to place the many-sidedness of the truth in opposition to the

one-sided misunderstanding of it. But this is not all. By turn-

ing the significance of the figures from one side of the subject

to another, His words have a prophetic import as He advances

mto the signified "mysteries of the kingdom of heaven;" and

this remarkable cycle of parables has in it an organic progress

internally developing itself in the same way as the Sermon on
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the Mount in its kind. Here, as there, if we first of all attend

to the extreme points, we have the first establishment and the

final separation of tlie Church of Christ, the beginning of preach-

ing and the final judgment in the first and last parables; between

these the line of connection will have to be drawn,—we conjec-

ture it and find it too. But it is not (and Bengel is here at

fault) the reference to consecutive periods in the history of the

church that forms tlie principal thread on which we may lay

hold ; for our Lord does not here, in the first instance, prophesi/,

but teach. The prophecy must, from tlie nature of the case,

appear as a result in the background, in so far as the history of

the church is nothing but the doctrine of the church gradually

developing itself,—its own manifestation. We understand,

therefore, the order of the thought, on a survey of these parables

(which, indeed, only the interpretation of the particulars can

make quite clear), to be what will presently' be stated ; and we
are not afraid of being charged by the truly intelligent with any

artificial refinement.

The objection urged by Neander, that so many parables

following each other could only have the effect of distracting

the minds of the hearers by an over-fulness of matter, and was

therefore not in accordance with Christ's method of teaching,

—

appears to us to have little weight, especially when we consider

tiiat all the seven parables were not spoken to the people, and

that intervals of time for reflection are marked.

The four parables to the people, and the following three ad-

dressed to the disciples, are one, and yet different. The first

series speaks more exoterically of the outward form and develop

ment of the kingdom as a whole; their fundamental twofold idea

is, in its unity, soioing and harvest. This divides itself again

into two propositions, to which the two connected larger parables

and the two smaller correspond ; the seed of the word brings

forth fruit only in a few, yet such seed will develop itself to a

full harvest. The first parable of the different kinds of ground

expresses tlic first proposition as a now existing fact ; the first

thing is, that the whole field is sown, and the springing of this

seed is the beginning of the church. The representation—which

goes out from the preacliing that had just been addressed to the

people, according to which the parable, as it were, describes and

explains itself—is still to be understood quite outwardly : So it
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happens—the ground of this being not yet given. Not merely

the complete unfruitfulness, but also the seeming growth of the

seed for a longer or a shorter time, so that it becomes manifest only

at a later stage that there is to be no harvest, and consequently

the uncertain mixture of the seed before the eyes of men— is

already indicated. This now will awaken and draw out the

question, Whence comes this condition of the land, and to what

will this state and course of things lead ? The twofold answer

is given in the second parable, which thereby also makes an

advance, in respect of time, to the approaching, continuing, and

increasing mixture in the church. The continuance of the

kingdom, after the Son of Man has sowed the seed, is certainly

presupposed. But as the question. Whence are the tares f point-

ing back, includes in itself, at the same time, a previous one,

viz.,— Whe7ice is it that all is not good land?—so also does the

answer : The enemy has done this ! conceal within itself, at the

same time, a reference back to the first and foremost sowing of

tares in God's field. This parable, likewise, already points for-

ward to the separation necessarily coincident with the harvest,

and denotes therefore the reason and aim of that which the first

parable had laid down merely as a fact.

From the conclusion results quite naturally the second prin-

cipal glance at the full harvest to which, notwithstanding, the

corn is to develop itself. As, before, the individual person was

represented first as the ground, then as the seed itself, so now,

by a new turn of the figure, the entire kingdom, the entire

company of the children of the kingdom, is compared to the

single seed-corn. The small seed-corn grows or develops itself

(ver. 32 takes up ver. 30, according to the ground idea of the

preceding parable in Mark) by virtue of the life-power inherent

in it as seed. This wonderful seed, hov/ever, is at the same time

as a leaven (bearing within it from the first the nature of the last

product) which leavens the ground itself, changes it to corn and

fruit according to its kind; \i penetrates that into which it is put,

or spreads itself out by virtue of the quickening power inherent in

it. Mustard-seed and leaven then represent the development

and spread of the church upon earth, which no mixture can

hinder. Here, it will be observed, an advance is made toward

the deeper internal truth, thus preparing the way for the three

esoteric parables; although, in the first place, the reference is still
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mainly to the external history, as it will represent itself. Each

parable belongs to every time : but the first may be referred

chiefly to the time of Christ and tlie Apostles (the sowing); the

second to tlie period after the departure of the Apostles (when

the tares, properly speaking, appear) ; the third finds a prelimi-

nary fulfihnent under Constantine ; the fourth, in the leavening

of the po])ular life through the influence of the Cathohc Church.

Thus we have presented here a general survey of the history of

the kingdom : as we might say (according to Eph. iii. 18) in the

breadth of the seed scattering itself over the field of the world

(fore-shadowed, at least, by the preacliing of the Apostles) ; in

the length of the time of growing till the end of the harvest; in

the height of imperial power which represents itself (at least out-

wardly already as heavenly) in the edifice of the church over-

shadowing all kingdoms and nations ; finally, in the depth to

which everything susceptible is penetrated by the new, leaven-

ing, and salting life.

But precisely in this depth is implied the truth which belongs

to the esoteric doctrine for the Apostles, that it is not properly

in the church at large as such that the kingdom of heaven

forms and completes itself, but in each individual. The outward

history of the church, as a whole, is itself again only a type and

parable setting forth this truth,—as was already hinted at vers.

32, 33. This is the characteristic distinction of the three last

parables, whose ground-idea, with special reference to the indi-

vidual righteous ones who are at a future time to be separated

from the rest, is now rather the necessity of renunciation and

trial; this is the true seed for the true harvest in the heart of

man. That points, at the same time, to a still later period in

the history of the church, when, after the outward spread over,

and internal mingling loith, kingdoms and peoples, the re-

nouncing struggle and victory of the church, which is to be

proved to be true, is more properly called forth ; it points to the

second principal period, the character of which is this spiritual

development from within, as, in the first, it was the unfolding of

the Christian principle. Again, the kingdom of heaven is like

:

—that is as much as to say, Farther on—the nearer it approaches

to the harvest and the sej)aration—it will be like. The treasiire

in the field and the pearl are again closely related, and yet

different, just as the mustard-seed and the leaven. Both speak
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of the renunciation of everything else for the one thing (neces-

sary from the first, but, in this future state of things, ever more

necessary). The treasure in the field represents it as a thing

hid, no longer known to the possessor of the field, which, how-

ever, by virtue of newly revealed grace, may be found even by

those loho do not seek it; the pearl, on the other hand, represents

it as a thing precious beyond everything else, which is entirely

overlooked, and is obtained only by those who come to know it,

and ivlio seek it aright. In the first parable, therefore, the

treasure stands first as a thing present, and then comes the man
who finds it: the other begins with the merchant who seeks

pearls. If the Reformation may be taken to denote the turning

point of the two periods in the history of the church before

named, then the most striking application would be that the

treasure hid in the field was then found anew, the treasure of

the word, 'axi^, therewith, of the true church which has its life

from and in the word, as Luther found the Bible in the cloister,

and in addition to this the mystic theology. In the period of

the final falling away, however, which is now near at hand, if

we are not already living in it, it will concern true seekers, such

as at least are dissatisfied with all the false tinsel wares of the

market, to find out the one true possession which lies ever hid

and unknown among all sorts of merchandise, and then—giving

up all for it—to buy it.

Finally, the last parable speaks of the separation and trial at

the end, as was already preintimated in the second ; it forms,

however, at the same time a complete conclusion to the series of

parables, and points back again to the beginning. If all the pre-

vious figures which followed each other (seed, leaven, treasure,

pearl) were yet developed from each other, we have here at

last the transition, for which the way was already prepared by

the pearl, from the parables of the shore and the land to the

parable of the sea. The solving, from which the whole series

started, appears here as a catching. Thus the net is again, in

the first place, the 'preached ivord, just as the seed ;^ but it is the

Avord in so far as it founds a church (the sowing makes a field to

be the ground of the sower)—in so far as it unites individuals in

^ For in all parables, as Roos observes, Christ ever tells us to look back

from the great thing set before us to the beginning of it (which, in like

manner, goes on reproducing itself, through all times).
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a fellowship founded on the word and its effects, although it

should be a merely outward fellowsliip, of which no account is

taken at the last. Consequently it is the outward, mixed church

itself, for the contents of which the separation draws near. If

Christ began with Himself as the first true Sower, He here com-

prehends His Apostles within Plis view, in whom He sees all His

future fishers of men, and workmen in His kinodom, whose net

will bring together fish of every kind until the angels make the

separation.

Let any one now say whether, in this cursory survey, wc have

arbitrarily put all this into the seven parables ; or whether it

proceeds from the Evangelist's having ofhimself brought together

and arranged them with a view to this ; or whether, which is the

only thing that remains conceivable for us, Christ Himself did

not originally speak, at one time, and in this profound connection,

all these things, these j^cirables.

WHEREFORE IN PARABLES?

Matt. xiii. 11-17 ; Mark iv. 11, 12, 21-25; Lu. viii. 10,

lG-18.

These declarations of our Lord to His disciples concerning

His speaking in parables we think it right to place together,

before we proceed to the uninterrupted exposition of the parables

themselves. The question of the disciples (ver. 10) plainly

shows that His addressing the people thus publicly and at

greater length, without any proper explanation, in nothing but

finished parables (ver. 34), was something new and strange to

them. The beginning this mode of address denotes, further, a

later development of His relations to the people ; as, according

to Mark xii. 1, at a still later period He began to speak also to

the Scribes and Pharisees almost solely by parables. The right

understanding of what Christ here says to His disciples will show

the impossibility of supposing that this significant beginning of

the enigmatic mode of address, which was designed as a judgment

upon hardened hearers, belonged to a period before the Sermon

dn tlie Mount.^ " Why speakest Thou unto them in parables ?"

- Ebrard carries up to so early a period his otherwise well connected

Syndtsm G., which also contains the parables, solely on account of the
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The plural further implies that St Matthew here inserts pro-

leptically what properly took place after several parables had

been spoken, therefore after vers. 24-30. Yet not after He had

returned to the house (ver. 36) ; for St Mark informs us, after

ver. 2, h 7roipcc(DoXa7g TroKkd had gone before ; then at ver. 10,

that this esoteric intermediate address took place during a pause,

when the people, satisfied for the time with a "hihuxh which they

had desired, withdrew, and left Him again for a while alone or

at rest. (This lymro Ka,7aiJjOvag of St Mark, with which Lu.

ix. 18 is to be compared, is by no means the same as the jjX^gv

£/V 7^v olziccv of St ^latthew ; for, we find in St Mark afterwards

a twice-repeated kk) IXiyzv, vers. 26, 30, to which ver. 33 be-

longs.) This, however, we may learn from St Mark, that the

[jjadj^TC/J who put the question were not merely the Twelve, but,

with them ol Tnpt avrov, others, followers who stood near to hear

Him and were inquiring after salvation ; this remark we shall

find to be necessary in order not to misunderstand the opposition

between the two classes of individuals of whom He speaks. " Why
speakest Thou to the people there without as we have not been

accustomed to hear Thee ? addressing to them no plain word, but

speaking of ground, rock, and thorns, and such things, of which

we can see that they are parables, but nothing further ? The
people cannot surely understand them, since we as yet under-

stand them but little !" To so welcome a question addressed to

Him in such a spirit Christ willingly replies ; and it might be

said that the answer which He gives, only develops, properly

speaking, the meaning of that appeal which He had just addressed

" calling of St Matthtew," which must^ he says, have taken place before the

Sermon on the Mount. Here there is one internal reason against another

;

and (as has been said at Matt. ix. 9) we can much more easily imagine

another meaning for that conclusive call, " Follow Me !" than comprehend

how our Lord, in the severe words uttered in chap, xiii., could, even at the

beginning, declare that the people were deaf, and then, notwithstanding,

could address to them the Sermon on the Mount. A new proof, that with-

out the most thorough exegesis of the discourses of Jesus, the harmony must
ever be liable to errors. Could the enmity of the Pharisees have already

been developed, even to the extent of charging Christ with being in league

with Beelzebub, before the Sermon on the Mount, or rather, could this latter

have been spoken at so late a period, certainly in contradiction to its entire

nature and significance ? Alford, too, says rightly : The natural succession

of things is against those who, as Ebrard, would place all this before the

Sermon on the Mount.
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to the people : He that hath ears to hear^ let him hear ! ver. 9, as

vers. 16 and 17 show. The ground-idea is: Because </<«y {i.e.,

the greater number at least) have no longer hearing ears and

perceiving hearts to' receive the plain and open word, therefore

I hide it from them, if haply they may thus be stirred up to give

heed to it; consequently, to awaken as much as possible every

ear that yet hears, and as a deserved judgment on all who are

thus dismissed!^ Our Lord must assuredly for a considerable

time have spoken in such a directly instructive manner—en-

livened indeed with DyL"p, but still for tlie most part plain, as

we find it exhibited in the Sermon on the Mount—before He
could pi'onounce such a judicial sentence as we find here upon

the unsusceptible multitude, and could turn to parables because

of their deaf ears.

Ver. 11. TJie mysteries of the kingdom of heaven (for which

only St Mark has, less exactly, the mystery) :— fit title and ex-

planation of all the parables of Christ, and especially of those

now before us. The kingdom of heaven is itself a mystery

for the naturally earthly understanding ; and, like earthly king-

doms, it has its state secrets which cannot, and ought not, to

be cast before every one. When, on a frank and friendly

approach being made, no feeling of loyalty shows itself, but

rather a threatening^ of rebellion (and such on the whole had

evidently now come to be the state of the people since the

announcement of the Baptist, and such addresses of Christ as

we find in the Sermon on the Mount), then it is wise and

reasonable to draw rL_Yen^ which, however, is willingly removed

whenever any faithful one wishes to join himself more nearly

to tlia King. To this belongs the citation of Matt. ver. 35,

the word of the Lord by the prophet Asaph (2 Chron. xxix.

30) in the 78tli Psalm. It is altogether wrong, as St Matthew

shows by \\\?, formida citandi, to say that Asaph himself in that

place speaks in his own person ; the ""Jsy and ""rnin alike strongly

testify against this ; comp. ver. 5, and in the other psalms of

1 Both these meanings are united in one. Roos says :
" This condescension

to which the Saviour was, as it were, constrained to stoop, was mingled

with His holy anger." Again v. Gerlach :
" A parable is like the pillar of

cloud and fire, which turned the dark side to the Egyptians, the bright side

to the people of the covenant ; it is like a shell which keeps the precious

kernel as well /or the dihgent aa from the indolent."

VOL. II. N
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Asaph, 1. 7, Ixxxi. 9, 12, 14. God Himself, by the prophet,

explains the events which belonged to the history of His people

as an unwritten mirij and their ni«?p3 as parables and enigmas.

St Matthew, then, with the deepest insight will here show,

that Christ now spoke to the people not otherwise than He had

done from the beginning, that the language of God the King

of Israel had remained the same also after His manifestation

in the flesh.-^ The zszpvfJbf/biva, ccz-o zuru^okrjg KOCi(JjOV, niT'n

Dli5-'>iip, are the secrets of His eternal counsel, already expressed

by the Creator in the sign-language of nature, and the creature;

while these Divine parabolic utterances of Christ constitute in

Israel a new circle of figures, touching more closely on sin and

redemption. Here in the first seven principal parables they are

drawn cliiefiy from nature, in which the figures are already given

as expressions of the hidden truth (not arbitrarily used for this

purpose) ; in His later parables (as already here at the same time)

He draws them more and more from Israel's prophetic circle of

types, when He opens His mouth as well to reveal as to hide, in

figures of inexhaustible meaning, the depths of the plan of His

kingdom. The heavenly sowing on earthly ground, the outgoing

of all efficacy from the word, the conflict of the eternal will of

love with creature freedom, the thorns of the lost paradise beside

and among the new seed, the power and cunning of the enemy,

the patience of the householder till the harvest, on account of

which in the long intervening period the evil also can and must

grow and ripen, the great proceeding from the small, the secret

nature of the transforming power, the seeking and finding on the

part of the man, the long mixture previous to the swift separa-

tion at last, the beginning and end, not merely of the church of

Christ, but the end of the world, in which what was not there

from the beginning is judged—are not these purely mysteries of

the kingdom of heaven ? And does not our Lord declare them

by figures in which God, from the creation onwards, has spoken

them to our ears, in a way as loud as it is secret %

To you it is given to knoio, to understand them, inasmuch as

ye understand My parables. Therefore truly given from above,

revealed (chap. xi. 25, 16, 17)—but why only to you'? Be-

cause ye bring to these m^^steries open ears and inquiring

^ This more at large in my Seventy Selected Psalms, i. p. 104, and fol-

lowing.
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hearts. To them it is not given, and never can be given, because

this is wantincT in them, St Luke, roig 11 hoiTrolg ; St Mark has

the most striking expression, which we wiUingly take from him as

having been spoken by Christ

—

roig l^u. Wlio ^xe those tvithout?

(This recurs again in passages such as 1 Cor. v. 12, and more

and more sharply defined on to Kev. xxii. 15.) First of all, in

reference to the company whom the Lord was addressing, they

are opposed to the o/Vsp/ uvtov who were remaining round about

Plim in the ship, or near to Him addressing questions ; those,

therefore, who now went away because they in the meantime

had heard enough, or properly speaking nothing,—" hearers by

chance and by the way," who hear and yet will not hear. To
such people everything comes the same as in parables (see St

Mark), for even the direct word is still more dark to them. But

not because God keeps back anything which He will not give,

as is distinctly shown in what immediately follows. ,./'

Ver. 12. A weighty word, as regards which all interpretation

is vain, unless the Spirit reveal it to those who are taught by

practice and experience. It is the great key to all the ways of

God with fallen man ; it is the theodicy of His holy love and

righteousness, as it will show itself in the end when all shall be

revealed! God's free and abundant giving—but man's having a«

a condition thereof; God's righteous taking—but man's not having

as the reason of this;—these are two weighty secrets between God
and man. The entire seemincp contradiction in the letter—that

to him who has shall be given, while from him that hath not shall

be taken away—urges us to a deeper investigation and explana- ^ i /^

tion of the saying. The full development we shall leave to chap. /

XXV., where Christ Himself explains it by a complete parable ; ' _

so much we would here observe preliminarily, namely, that the

; having indicates a receptivity, a faithfulness which receives and

Ikeeps. He who hath, although he hath not from his own

strength,—for all that can be had, nay, each one himself who

can have, comes from God,—yet, in contradistinction to him

who hath not, he hath from a cause and determination within

himself, as the whole of the first parable respecting the ground

])rove3. He who loill have and thereby can receive, hath so far

ufready that which is to be received, for he hath the open hand"

for the gift which is then certainly imparted, the ear for the

word, the heart for the healing grace. Further, for him who
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holds fast, keeps and uses (for only by use can it be kept), the

gift will increase until lie shall have abundantly. There is

here no standing still on either side. He who hath not, who

neither will receive and take at the beorinnino; nor use to the

end, from him will be taken away that which he hath. This

still sharper contradiction decidedly implies that o lyji is to be

taken ironically.^ First of all, as Lu. ver. 18 has it : o 5o^s7

'ix^iv—for every iy^cov who does not keep {jcark'Y^i) is only a

'hoam 'i'XjBiv in a manifold sense. It is an imaginary having, the

nothingness of which is to be made manifest by a so-called taking,

which yet properly indeed takes nothing from him. It is an

earlier having which has become loss through his unfaithful-

ness, 2 John 8. Other references of this comprehensive saying

are not excluded, which at last reach even to the entire judicial

stripping of the unfaithful one, so that he is left naked and

bare even of all that God's long-suflFering had still left to him

as a portion in the meanwhile.

Ver. 13. Therefore speak I to thern m parables : this direct

answer to the question of the disciples has hitherto, it is to be re-

gretted, received very generally a one-sided explanation from the

following on, although it must first of all be understood as an

evident consequence from the foregoing on, together with all that

follows. How has this truth, as earnest as it is gracious, been

obscured by the one-sided explanation which has been given to

it, as if our Lord here spoke to them in parables, in order that

they might not understand ! Only read what the unjustly-

slighted St Mark, ver. 33, says by the Holy Ghost : He spake

the word to them as they ivere able to hear.it. (Comp. John viii.

43.) Does that mean "not understand?" Christ does not merely

say in what follows, as will soon appear :
" Therefore speak I to

them in parables, because they do not understand,"—nor has He
in ver. 12 said: "Therefore, that they may not understand."

Either of these as separated from the other is "in no sense a

justifiable idea,"—the latter still less so than the former. The

truth takes both together, as Christ's word here stands between

^ Luther's saying is well known : "Where the word of God is under-

stood, there it multiplies itself and betters the man ; but where it is not

understood, there it grows less and hurts the man." We ttiuk this, how-

ever, not exhaustive enough ; inasmuch as it does not depend merely on the

understanding.
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what precedes and what follows. Does He then speak pur-

posely to the wind '? Are not parables given to be heard, and if

they may yet possiblj' be rightly heard, to be understood ? Christ

does not light His lamp in vain, as He assures us in Mark ver.

21, 23. To what purpose is it then that He lets it shine until

the night comes when none can see to work, and that He so

patiently and diligently instructs this people even to the last ?

A parable, as has often been truly said,^ has for the hcarei',

according to his state and the relation in which he stands to it,

two sides ; it is concealing and revealing at the same time. But
even its concealing works towards a revealing ; inasmuch as it

draws after it the truth which is signified, urges it only the more

strongly, and precisely " because it is not understood, acts as a

S£ur and provocative to further reflection." Whoever then will

no longer be moved by it to ask, seek, find, and understand, in

him, and only in him, it proves its c?c/>run»(7, judging power; for

in the case of such their own guilt becomes now fully manifest,

that they would not hear although they coidd. In this way is

INIark iv. 33 to be understood, and thus does the parabolic ad-

dress come with a final sifting efiicacy among the multitude, to

awaken and save every one who is yet capable of hearing and

willing to hear, but to leave, or rather entirely to deliver over,

to righteous punishment the wilfully deaf.

In parables (or proverbs, h 'Z'apoif/jiuig, John xvi. 26, 29,

which is almost the same, comp. Ez. xx. 49), i.e. as much as to

say in a manner unintelligible; and, indeed, where it is not fables

like those of -ZEsop which speak of natural things concerning

beasts and men, but eternal Avisdom that forms its ^li^<?D3, and

therein expresses the mysteries of the kingdom of heaven, the

secrets of its eternal counsel from the beginning—the understand-

ing of their meaning is a thing not so hastily or lightly to be

spoken of. Still (and this is the other side), the eternal wisdom

of love speaks in this way more intelligibly, more loudly, more

openly of its secrets, than ever an il']sop of the west, or a pro-

verb-maker of the east, was able to do. "The profoundest wis-

dom of nature, the world, and man (more correctly, the reveal-

ing wisdom of God Himself) is connected with the simplest,

' For example, Bacon (de augm. scient. ii. 13). Est autcra usus ambigui

atquc ad contraria adhibetur. Facit cnim ad involucrum, facit etiam ad

illustrationem.
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nearest, most memorable figure. For the stubborn and tlie

frivolous, this is still the only language which in a happy moment

can soften and awaken them. After they have once heard it as

a parable, the figure sticks to them, the mirror is ever turned

towards them, and they cannot but look into it at some time or

other" (Hafeli). That which experience proves in our day

among the oy^oig of the church, cannot have been otherwise in

the time of Christ ; thus to understand His conduct and words,

cannot be characterized as the arbitrary interpretation of a com-

mentator. Therefore, speak I to them in parables ; that to every

one who still hath anything, may yet be given ; and then that

from him who hath not, may be taken away. To which second

idea Christ now carries out His answer.

Vers. 13-15. After having first given a direct declaratioi*-^^

concerning the present obduracy of the people (which, however,

is also to be found in the prophets : Jer. v, 21 ; Ez. xii. 2,—in

the latter passage, it is expressly said immediately before, JT'n ""S

DH ino), our Lord quotes at large the prophecy of Isaiah, the

same with which St John (chap, xii.) must needs close his ac-

count of the public testimony and labours of Christ, and St

Luke, in the Acts of the Apostles, his account of the apostolic

testimony to Israel—the same as we find in the Epistle to the

Romans still abiding upon them, as it was already announced

at the first in Deut. xxix. 4. ' Avwrkri^ovroti at all events in-

tensifies the signification of the simple verb ; although it is not

precisely (as generally in Greek) " again, or once more fulfilled,"

it yet means " entirely fulfilled, now attains its entire trutli
;"

that which was already meant in the -prophecy as such is now
first fulfilled, although it had also its fulfilment at that time in

the contemporaries of the prophet. (Comp. this emphatic use

of the word in 1 Thess. ii. 16.)

The first six chapters of Isaiah form an introductory ground-

work to the whole book, consisting of three parts : Chap, i., in

immediate connection with the time present, begins with the

prophet's contemporaries, who were to be chastised, as it were to

show the foundation upon which the entire structure of the dis-

courses that point to the distant future is raised. Chap, ii.-v.

In'ings forward, by way of contrast, Israel's calling and destiny,

which stands in the remotest prospect, in order again to come

down from this elevation to rebuke the people now fallen away
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(chap. ii. 5), and to show tlie grace which is for the rigliteous

;

here, as it were, the two extreme points are laid down between

which the prophecy is to move. Here ah'cady the future Mes-

siah announces Himself by the significant name, which entirely

corresponds to the circle of ideas used by Christ in the parables,

nov, sprout, shoot of a preserved and renewed planting of the

Lord, from which at last is to proceed a g^lov'ious fruit of the earth

(chap. iv. 2).—Israel is represented in a parable as at present the

unfruitful vineyard of the Lord. In chap, vi., finally, there is

added the sending and instruction of the prophet, who, in his

own time, finds no hearing, but who is still to prophesy for the

future, because under the general corruption a holy seed (ver.

13) remains hid and preserved. In the original text, we find

nothing but imperatives addressed to the prophet, as before to

the people. Whilst he threateningly announces to them :
" Hear

ye, and understand not!" he is himself to harden their heart, to

blunt their ears, to close up their eyes. How such language,

which retains its truth, is to be rightly understood, the whole

Scripture shows us : the imperative is the sharpest form of the

threatening future, the prophecy calls forth into manifestation

the existing obdurateness, which is to develop itself through their

own guilt in regard to the word. " Thou shalt speak to them

in vain, preach them entirely deafj" at the same time already

equivalent to, " thou shalt predict their obduracy," according to

the form of expression occurring, for example, in Jer. i. 10. Let

it not be overlooked, that these deaf and blind ones are the same

to whom healing and salvation is afterwards announced (chap.

xxix. 9-12, 18-19, XXXV. 5, xlii. 7), to which, indeed, our Lord

Himself referred in Matt. xi. 5. Christ is, therefore, truly come

to heal them ; as Isaiah also, in his time, spoke from the grace of

God in a sincere yet friendly manner to the people. But that

which was then manifest, receives now a more complete fulfil-

ment : the gospel of Christ, too, proves at 'first to them oidy an

occasion of greater hardening (John ix. 39) ; and the true salva-

tion also of Israel according to the flesh, which is there promised,

is put back to the distant times of a second future. All this is

in Isaiah, as a whole, partly typified in the prophet himself,

partly predicted for the future of Christ ; therefore, in Matt. xv.

7—9, a similar word is taken from the same connection (Isa. xxix.

9-13).
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The Septuagint, with which the citation here Hterally corre-

sponds (as also the Chald., at least at the beginning), rendered

the Imperative by a more intelligible Future ; and Kimchi ex-

pressly observes that the Imperative is in that passage put for the

Future. Observe, now, how the terms correspond : not compr^
hend or understand, although they hear; not apprehend, discern,

or see into, although they see. Observe the further order and

progress of the expression, which very significantly goes out first

from the heart to the ears and eyes, in order to return again

through tli^jyes and ears to the heart.^ .For, according to the

(O^^jState of the heart, the ear hears ; and just as one has heard, so

he sees ; an intellio-ent insio;ht results from an intellio-ent hearing

of the word. The way back must now be the same ; namely,

that the preaching which, by means of parables, is set with

special distinctness before the eyes, again awakes the hearing ear

;

and thus the access to the heart is opened for the right under-

standing of it. But i\\Q heart is &nd remains the decisive thing,

all is properly only one sense of the heart : they perceive not ivith

the hearty they are not converted that they might be saved ! The

Idtjcof/jDci of the Sept. corresponds exactly to the Heb. i? NDTi, of

which we find in St Mark the true interpretation : a7id their sins

should he forgiven them (as the Chald. }in7 p^ritJ^^I, Kimchi DN^S"!

nrT'pDri NTII t^ssn). This fearful consequence introduced by the

(jbT^TTors has certainly a half-ironical force ;
" they feared evil,

when they heard that I would save them !" But on this very

account the ground of such a fjuTi-TTors is taken away from the

Lord Himself, who still ever speaks to the deaf; and is referred

to their not hearing, their not perceiving, to their hearts, which

will not be converted. Nothing is clearer than this, and the

true light is thus thrown on the 'iva which has been obscured by

the predestinarians (and which Mark ver. 12, and Lu. ver. 10,

put by contraction for the ort in Matt. ver. 11). Philological

controversy, which would make it a mere Ik^cztikov, is of no

avail, and certainly does not quite meet the true sense ; for it is

^ 'E'T«;^jvi/^)7, the Hebr. JOC'H, which indicates a hardening of the heai-t,

specially induced by the fat of prosperity and pride (Deut. xxxii. 15).

Hctpiog ijKovaciv, Hebr. 133n ; as also /Ssepsjxooj, surdaster occurs. 'Ex«^-

(/.vdotv^ Hebr. properly yt'n, of the smearing of the eyes, here including both
- " T '

sleepiness and short-sightedness, our hlinking. Expressions, therefore, aU
of which indicate a not-yet-entire deadness in the power of the sense.
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the purpose of God that in His grace, the fruitlessness of which

He knew beforehand, man's guilt and destruction should mani-

fest and develop itself: this remains the judicial element in that

blindness which could never be traced back to God Himself.

Once more the sum is this : Christ preaches here to the last as

the Apostles in like manner did ; in all patience and long-suffer-

ing; above all, in order that whoever has ears may yet hear, ver.

9. But, because the ears^ which they have they yet have not, or

do not use, as He well knew, He speaks with the second and

secondary purpose, that their not knowing may be judged as a

not willing.

Vers. 16, 17. The Lord here turns a look of consolation upon

His disciples, as before chap, xi, 25 ; hence, at a later period,

according to Lu. x. 21-24, He, connecting together both ad-

dresses, repeats tliem. It is ever true that it is He who gives

the hearing ear and the seeing eye (Prov. xx. 12); therefore

it is given to the disciples. But only because they have, as was

also said before. All the prophets too longed for the coming

of Christ, of whom they testified (1 Pet. i. 10-12); nay, even

those who, in past times, were righteous by faith, wliose believing

expectation and hope pointed to Him who was now come. (John

viii. 56; Heb. xi. 13, xvi. 39.) In the simplest parable from the

mouth of Christ there is more than in all the former words of

God, which the prophets themselves could declare ; for it is

immediately added : Bear ye now the parable of the sower

!

Hear t/e who have inquiring hearts, hear it aright :—with re-

peated emphasis on this word " hear," whose decisive significance

between God and man pervades the whole of the first pai'able,

as also the whole discoui'Se concerning parables.

St Mark, vers. 21—25, and St Luke, vers. 16-18, give the

additional information that Christ, after explaining the first

parable to the disciples, said again what He had already said in

the Sermon on the Mount, Matt. v. 15 (with which then both

Evangelists connect the foregoing proverbial saying in Matt.

V. 12). The first saying concerning the light especially seems,

as was natural, to have been often repeated by Christ; as in Lu.

xi. 33 we found it addressed to the people shortly before, just as

now to the disciples. As the sower sows the seed that it may
shoot forth, so the light comes into the world, as a lamp is brought

into a room (such an analogy lies certainly in the word 'ipyjrui
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in Mark), that it may give light ; wliere it seems to hide and

obscure itself, this certainly is not proper to it. At the same

time, the words are still more closely applicable to the listening

disciples: Think not that the mysteries of the kingdom of heaven,

of which I spoke, are committed to you to be kept secret
; ye

Twelve know and should remember that I send you to speak in

the light that which ye now receive secretly, to preach after-

wards on the housetops what ye now hear in the ear ! (Matt.

X. 26, 27). Observe how significant, precisely here, is this

referring of the disciples back to the first word which was

declared before all the people to be the kindled light, and how,

afterwards at the first sending out of the disciples, the word

which foretells the growing publicity of their preaching again

recurs to this. (Matt. x. 26.) This prediction finds its fulfil-

ment also with special reference to the parables, in so far as

they become ever more clear as the history of the world and the

church progresses.

When in St Mark and St Luke we find, further, the charge

addressed to the disciples. Take heed tohat (or Jiow) ye hear—
this is only to be taken as another application of the general

call: He that hath ears to hear, let him hear! But it is sharpened

in its form, with special reference to the disciples who have eyes

and ears ; their seeing is to be a more careful looking to them-

selves also after hearing, while the people have not even the

first seeing in order to hearing. Finally, Mark ver. 24 is, in

like manner, a repetition in another form of what is said in the

Sermon on the Mount, Matt. vii. 2, and serves thus to the full

understanding of ver. 25. (From which it necessarily follows

that '^poan^'/iaiTcci can only be equivalent to ho^rjasrai, fjjsrp'^-

0rjtTSTO!,i, and is by no means to be understood with many : More
will be expected of you hearers of the mysteries of God; greater

demands will be made of you.) For the rest, it is equally

impossible and unnecessary for us to show how the manifold

interpretations of a like kind stand related to the ipsissima

verba of Christ. We remain satisfied, as there is no contra-

diction, in the supposition of a substantially correct account

;

and, not allowing ourselves to be misled by discrepancies that

may be pointed out, we perceive throughout the same spirit

and sense in the fluctuating letter. That is the only true

result to which we must return, after all our criticism and
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learning,—at one with the reading and hearing church of the

foithfulV

THE SEKD IN THE DIFFERENT KINDS OF GROUND.

(Matt. xiii. 3-9, 18-23; Mark iv. 3-9, 13-20;

Lu. viii. 5-8, 11-15.)

The parables of Christ can never be characterized as " loose

and jejune," and their figures are never " obscure." Each

single parable cannot, indeed, say everything, but must be sup-

])lemented by others ; this, however, is even less true of the

parabolic than of the proper form of address, because the picture-

words of God in the creation and the relations of man's history,

are more copiously expressive than the logically-dividing words

which result from human thinking. It is for us humbly to

follow the Divine truth imprinted on the figure, and rather, by

due reflection, to let the particulars evolve themselves, than

by a too hasty interpretation to go beyond them. It is to be

regretted that most preachers treat this parable of the sower in

particular in such a manner that only the general principal

truth respecting the good and bad ground remains, while the

three kinds of bad ground are not clearly distinguished from

each other. We shall endeavour to avoid such confusion as

shortly and clearly as possible.

In the midst of and after the most intense zeal in indefatigably

speaking the v/ord of God, wjiich only a few hear and keep, our

Lord here, as it were, composes His own soul, so as to take the

most calm and reflective view of the state of the case. This

opens to us, at the same time, the furthest view into the first

fundamental mystery of the kingdom of heaven : the co-opera-

tion of Divine eflicacious grace with the exercise of the human
will in faith or unbelief, faithfulness or unfaithfulness, upon wJiich

its effect depends. As long as fruit gi'ows from seed, even to the

last day, and the seed needs a soil in order to its springing and

growing, so long must this be the most appropriate figure within

the whole sphere of natui'e for such a coincidence and correspond-

ence, according to which the fruit comes not from the earth

without the seed, and again the seed cannot prosper and grow

without the favour and will of the soil. Hence, in general, such
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a figure has been used at all times to represent spiritual labour

on the heart of men and its effect.

Christ, however, gives us the innermost truth when in the

explanation (in St Luke) He begins by saying : The seed is the

ivord of God, i.e., also conversely : The word of God is a seed.

The word of man also sows itself in many ways in the hearts of

men, so that the wonderful power and efficacy of the word is

thereby made manifest; that, however, which comes to man and

works in him, in the most wonderful and independent manner,

is the word in the highest sense (Mark v. 14) which the heavenly

Sower sows, the word of God. Once only at the first creation

did the earth bear grass, herbs, and trees which had their seed in

themselves, spontaneously without previous sowing, for then the

creative Word was itself the seed ; since then, however, nothing

has grown unless seed has been first put into the earth. Thus
does the word of God which now is not in man, nor proceeds

from him, come to him from without, and from above ; as, by

another application of the figure, the fructifying rain and snow

from heaven (Isa. Iv. 10, 11). Here, indeed, the written word

is not excluded
; yet it is the preached word that is principally

meant, the written word only in so far as it is preached, or

preaches and sows itself. In the word which proceeds from the

mouth of God, although communicated through the mouth of

man (p^/xa Qzov, Horn. x. 7), is a. poiuer of God (Rom. i. 16), a

living, generative, and forming principle ; as in every seed-corn,

which therefore (to speak with Luther) no one can thoroughly

sift, which bids defiance to all the learned. The word of God
is also called a food, which, however, gives life anew, and does

not merely sustain and nourish what is already there ; which

does not assimilate itself to the form and condition of man, but

rather transmutes him into its own new form, as the wonderful

principle of the seed transforms the soil and its sap into the plant

according to the kind of seed. It is the incorruptible seed of

regeneration (1 Pet. i. 23), as zf/j(pvrog Xoyog (Jam. i. 21).

Even the smallest word and saying which comes to us from the

word of God in the widest sense (Rom. x. 18, in the sense of

Ps. xix.), preached in all the world, nay, even speaking silently

and yet loudly in all nature,—is such a living, powerful seed.

Our Lord, however, although not excluding this, yet here means

and names principally the finished revelation and sum of all the
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Divine word to man, tlie icord of the kingdom (Matt. ver. 19)

which He sows and preaches, first of all in His own person, and

then by His messengers and sowers.

Some have thought, that in the sower there is an intended

contrast between the ordinary truth of the figure and the appli-

cation of it here made; for the sower hero is one of an unusual

kind, who scatters his seed wastefully everywhere around, even

in those places where nothing can grow,—conduct which would

be foolish in any other husbandman. This, however, is not right,

and is an unprofitable refinement of criticism, going beyond the

limits of the figure, which is quite simple and complete in itself.

The parable speaks of the sower (Matt. ver. 18, comp. ver. 3, o

(TTnipcov), who acts according to his office and work : he goes forth

to soio, he so^cs the loord. (Mark ver. 14.) Thus did Christ

pass through the whole land with His preaching ; thus will He
have His gospel preached to every creature ; thus are the ser-

vants of the word to leave nothing unsown, even no way, and

no stone, for the field of God is by right the whole world. God
will maintain His right to it, gain it again to Plimself, or, at

least, testify to its being His ; He does not even acknowledge

the right of any other to the way beside the field, as the diligent

husbandman at least tries every year anew to gain the reclaim-

able footpath on the border or in the middle of his field ; He
knows well the stony ground, but He labours on it also before

and with the seed (as we shall afterwards see) ; He will, at all

events, sow everywhere for a testimony that He does not let the

land want, that to Him properly it belongs. The first great

fundamental idea of the parable then is : God on His part sows

diligently, always, and everj-where ; all nmst at least hear the

word, though it should be, in the case of many, against their

will and without effect ! And where fruit is not brought forth,

the fault lies with the ground ; *t was sown also that this might

be evident.

The Lord here comprises in three principal classes all the

thousandfold kinds of soil that yield no fruit unto the harvest,

which arc therefore all the more carefully to be distinguished

from each other. But here, it is to be regretted, the mass of

jJreachers fall into much confusion ; or, when they aim at strictly

distinguishing, into many mistakes. When we look at the words,

there appears at first sight to be a gradual ascent from the worst
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to the l«2ss ba J, so that the truly good ground is at last connected

with that which is least bad : first, there is no reception of the

seed at all, then a shallow reception and a short growth, then

there is even a complete taking root and a larger growth, not yet

reaching, however, to maturity. Let us look more closely at the

particulars, in order to see whether this first understanding of

the words approves itself as the only correct one.

Some seed falls -Trapd r^v obov (as all the three Evangelists

agree in saying) ; i.e., not certainly on the country roads and high-

ways themselves, but in their neighbourhood ; the sense, how-

ever, plainly is, that this margin of the field has been wrongfully

made to be part of the way, and trodden hard like it, so that the

seed only remains lying on the surface, and is given up to de-

struction. If the field, which its owner and sower does not yield

up, comprehends the whole human world, then the road which

lies beyond it, and upon which really no seed is to be cast, would

be Satan's kingdom and province, or the sphere of the altogether

outward natural life, for which there is no word of God at all,

no seed that could spring up in it. And both are true ; for,

viewed in reference to the human hearts lying upon its boundary,

or which have already become almost such a way, it is really

one and the same thing : Satan has his way and his kingdom
in which the spirit has become altogether sensual, sunk into the

lower sphere of the creature. Many and various are the things

which have power to make the hearts of men so hard, among
which, at the present time, " the waggons of business " are not

to be forgotten. These, then, are such as hear indeed with the

outward ear, but no longer perceive or understand with the heart;

who. first of all live entirely unsusceptible in the earthly and out-

ward, their heart a thoroughfare for thoughts and devices drawn
from a sphere which has nothing in common with the truth and

power of life in God's word. The indifferent (not merely those

sunk in vice and wickedness), whose way is never to feel repent-

ance, or to look at anything in themselves which might awaken
such a feeling, who offer to the seed no soft place into which it

might penetrate, or where it might be covered. They are so

when the seed is scattered, when they are brought into contact

with it ; more than this Christ will not say here, although we
niay justly suppose further, how from youth upwards, or at a

later period, they may have become so by their own and others'
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fault. This, in its own time, God will find out and jud<^e ; Ho
will certainly act unrighteously to no one, but yet will not over-

look the secret beginnings in which the soul thus surrendered

itself, and threw itself away ujjon vanity. Enough, that of the

judgment nothing is now said in the parable, but only of the

fact : Grace works superabundantly. Although there were no

susceptible ground, still the sower sows the word even upon it

;

and is such an one truly described as o Tapcc r'^v ohov (y^ccpsig,

i.e., at least soicm \ipon, as it might be translated ? No, the ex-

]n"ession has a deeper reference ; and finds its justification in this,

that the man properly so-called, the person himself (as he will

or ought to become), is conceived of as the plant already present

in the seed as soicn,^—there being here an anticipation of the

second parable. Our Lord speaks even of an Iff'Trccpf/jivov h r^

Kup^icc;—for, \vhere tliere is a man there also, though it may
seem otherwise, is still a heart and conscience, a possibility that

the seed may penetrate, however hardened he may be, a beginning

of the new growth wherever seed lies, although it may be ever

checked and arrested. That wdiich is heard, although it be not

understood, yet lies on the surface, in the memory, and might

still penetrate farther were favourable rain to follow the sowing

—if there loere not one whose business it is to thwart the good

sower. It is not a merely human and natural result, then, if

the seed cannot at all spring up. Wherever such seed lies thus,"

the evil one cometh (St Mark, Satan ; St Luke, the devil, so that

we can make no mistake as to who is spoken of), the counter-

worker of the sower, from his kingdom and province, whose evil

counsel and will, declared against God's counsel of grace, which

overlooks no one, is in these terms: that they believe not, and

he saved! So it is now: Where the Creator has worked, the

destroyer always follows— still more, where the Restorer begins,

the enemy hinders and resists. He is never more busy than in

those places where God has just sowed; he always follows {zira,

* Alford :
" The seed sown becomes the plant ; it is therefore the repre-

sentative, when sown, of the individuals to whom the discourse refers."

Lange: " The liistory of his life becomes identical with the history of the

seed. The fate of God's seed in the man is the fate of the man himself."

* In Matthew it is placed before by anacolouthon : vxvTog cckovouto; kui

f^ri avutiuTos, where such an one is found. In Mark ver. 15, oVot/ is to be cou-

Btnied with what follows, so that the same sense arises.
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St Luke) and comes svd'scog (St Mark) wherever he can come,

to destroy the good seed. He comes, however, not precisely In

his own person ; but the devouring birds are his power and his

host. He is the spirit that rules in the air and fills the atmo-

sphere, in which those live who walk after the course of this

world. Christ here, certainly with design, makes use of the birds

of heaven (as is added in St Luke, and perhaps also in St Mark)

as an emblem of the manifold means and instruments, all of

which serve the evil one in order to the taking away of the word.

Tlie little animals appear harmless ; and yet, as regards the ex-

cellent, truly heavenly seed, they are mere birds of prey (Matt.

ap-ra^s; equivalent to u/p&i Mark and Lu.)—the arch-robber,

Satan, lets them fly. They are slight in themselves, but many

of them together; and they are powerful, so that every bird

carries away its little corn. These are the thoughts, talk, and

business of the world, that dissipate the mind, and keep it in an

atmosphere of frivolity, preventing all entrance of what is heard

to the heart ; they are not cares and lusts which come from

within out of the heart, for this would be to anticipate the third

kind of bad ground. Here there is as yet enough in the hind-

rances which fly past from w^ithout, because the soul lives entirely

in this outward sphere. In St Luke it is also said beforehand

that the seed is trodden down, which belongs as a thing of course

to the designation "on the way-side;" so that, on this very

account, there follows the assurance that, besides this, destruction

comes to the seed from other quarters. Christ might perhaps

also have said, " the wind carries it away," or the like ; but He
will declare more strongly that the good seed entirely perishes,

which could only be expressed by the birds eating it up.^

Other seed falls on stony ground ; not precisely hard and

naked rock (for, St Luke's gT< r^v 'Tr&rpccv is to be explained from

Matt, and Mark), but on ground which has some earth indeed

on the surface, but a rocky bottom farther down, as is not un-

common in Palestine. This appears to be a little better than

the former; but it, too, is properly no ground for growth, merely

for the first springing for a while. Kock slightly covered with

earth is always soonest green, but soon again becomes arid ; the

^ It is not indeed the living seed of the word of God in itself that is de-

stroyed, but so far as it is sown in a heart, as its seed, as the genu of a new

man—as he is here considered.
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reason is expressed in a threefold form with one and the same

meaning : because it has not deep earth ; tlierefore, not moisture

enough ; consequently also, not root (Matt, and Mark already

in the parable give all the three, and then again in the explana-

tion), i.e., only root which does not strike deep enough, there-

fore as good as none. The zccuf/jari%S(TOai of the heat of the sun

is indispensably necessary to all growth, it properly helps growth

in what is good; here, however, the effect is a ^'/jpaivzaOai. These

are such as are at first somewhat susceptible, who really receive

and understand the word they have heard, but they are shallow

and superficial ; a little deeper beneath the easily moved, decep-

tive, false softness of heart, thei'e is the rocky bottom of the hard,

proud heart, into which the seed penetrates even less than in the

trodden wa}' (which is here preliminarily to be carefully ob-

served). In order to the efficacy of the seed of the word, the

nourishing sap must come from our soil, as the oil for the lighted

lamp. True, the sap is again nothing else than the rain and

blessing of heaven, which has before been drunk in by the earth;

but this cannot penetrate into the rocky ground. The seed-corn,

in order to its successful growth, must send forth, as well up-

wards as downwards, its germ, extending in a twofold direction

from the centre-point of the generative jDi'incipIe ; nay, must

even at first and more strongly take root downwards, than grow-

upwards. Where it only speedily shoots upwards, it has but a

diseased growth, and has no firm hold of the earth. But, on

account of the identity which we have already found between

the seed sown and the person here considered, it is said also,

ver. 21 (Mark ver. 17 ; Lu. ver. 13), that these have no root in

themselves : the not taking root is precisely their own fault and

character. lie who quickly with joy receives the earnest word

of truth, which judges the principle of the hearfand conscience,

perceives not at all its serious meaning and difficulty; he expends

his strength before the time in shallow feeling, and in hasty

words, instead of receiving it, as he oiaght, w ith the calm earnest-

ness which marks a thorough work slowly effected. Then the

sun arises (avarsXXs/ rises higher at mid-day, or in summer,

according to the tiuie of the day or year) ; and this the w^eak

seed, which has shot up in a way not natural, cannot bear.

This, too, is a hindrance from icitliout, as in the former kind

;

yet different from the voracious birds which do not belong to the

VOL. II. O
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ground. The sunshine and its heat mean no liarm to the Seed,

but come rather as an ordinance from God to promote the

growth, and are even necessary to it. (The avccTeXXsiv of the

sun corresponds to the ccvariXXsii' of the seed.) Affliction or

persecution (St Luke concisely -Tnipaaiiiog) comes indeed, also

indirectly, through the men of this world, and from the evil one;

yet not in entire opposition to God's counsel and will, but on

account of the toord, and belongs therefore itself to the word,

proceeds from it, and corresponds to it in the natural order and

progressive development of the kingdom. Nothing ripens with-

out heat ; and, in the case of a good root, it must promote, and

not hinder the growth. The general designation of a man of the

second class is -Trpoffzuipog', which is not to be rendered either

by inconstant or changeable alone, for the word includes both ;

—

what subsists and continues only for a fit or convenient time,

continues only for a while. St Luke's explanation ^rpo? jcuipou

"TTKTTibov&iv is to be read not merely as 1 Cor. vii. 5, but at the

same time as opposed to the perilous zuipog 'TTHpafff/jOv.

The third kind of ground is neither trodden into a path nor

stony ; therefore the seed takes deep enough root in it, and its

growth continues longer and rises higher, shoots up even into

the stalk, and seems to put forth ears. Such a man hears the

word ; and that not merely as those of the first class, but really

hears it as those of the fourth class—he hears and understands

it :—for in all the three Evangelists the antithesis lies properly

in the bringing forth fruit. But it fails in this, it does not reach

this point: in St Matthew and St Luke azccp'Trog yivera i, it

becomes at last, shows itself in the final issue, to be unfruitful,

although a quite different appearance really gave promise of

fruit ; in St Luke ov 7ikia(popovGi, they do not bring to the full

period, an expression also used of pregnant persons. Satan then

with his devouring host does nothing to this man ; he has taken

the word to heart with true apprehension of it. Nor is he hurt

by the assault of temptations, and opposition ; he has root in

himself, through a deeper experience, which keeps him from fall-

ing away at once, when he is offended ; he has therefore, on the

one hand, a good loill to bring forth fruit, for how other\A'ise

could the seed grow to such an extent in him ? What is it then

that injures him ? Lisincerity in everything. The indecision

of his not-yet-settled wall ! On his ground are the thoi'tis ; or
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rather, as they do not grow till afterwards, their concealed roots

are in it. Here the parable stretches beyond the natural figura-

tive sphere into that of the biblical types ; according to which

the thistles and thorns of the luxuriant tares, growing spon-

taneously out of the earth since the first curse (as it were, the

serpents and vermin of the ground), represent the state of the

natural heart of man, in which sin already dwells and luxuriates,

2 Sam. xxiii. 6 ; Jer. iv. 3. This other seed is already there,

since man was made evil by the evil one ; and when any one

allows this to grow up with the good seed, Satan does not need

to sow it anew, and may for a long time see the good seed grow-

ing up along with it, conscious all the while of his victory. This

is Satan's host within the heart, more hostile than the birds men-

tioned before; so that here the circle of the three kinds of ground,

where Satan maintains his right and power, completes itself.

What creeps more stealthily, or is more difficult to eradicate and

more dangerous, than the fibrous roots of lusts sown from the

very first in the heart of man ? They go in (St Mark) between

the wheat ; i.e., they grow up amongst it (ver. 7, avz^rjanv), and

choke the word, notwithstanding the prosperous increase it has

already made. These lusts are denoted by St Matthew in a

twofold form, as the care of this world and the deceitfulness of

riches : which may certainly, first of all, be understood of the

poor and the rich ; although, on further consideration, it will

appear that the " desire to become rich " deceives also the poor,

as in like manner riches carry with them their own cares. St

Luke adds to these the ribovdgj in general ; and finally St Mark
a/ ^gp/ ra Xoi'Trd iTidufJbtat, in order that we may not under-

stand riciies or poverty alone, in the literal sense.^ TlKovrog is

in general equivalent to property, possession, enjoyment, any-

thing whatever that belongs to the world, and everywhere excites

care as well as pleasure. Toy |3/oy, equivalent to rov uloivog

rouTov, belongs probably to all the three ideas. The ;j5om/are

at the same time mere ccTTurut and vice versa ; nay, even the

f/j&ptf/jvu is the same desire towards what is earthly, represented

and disguised as care. ^A'TTccr'/j and rip-^ig arc related also in

Greek authors. All this, however, in itself comes neither from

^ Not precisely "desires after what remains" (other things), i.e., after this

Riid that (after all sorts of things), but it means, "and whatever else is of

this kind."
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riches nor from poverty, neither from a superfluity of the good

things of this life, nor from want, pain or hunger ; but only de-

velops itself through such TTZipafffJbog, and is already in the heart

and grows out of it. Now, those wdio allow it to grow up with

the seed of the word, so as at length to destroy it, are the insin-

cere and half-hearted, who do not press on to conquest and de-

cision for what is good, but go so undecidedhj to work that for a

while no one knows what will come of them, wliether or not

they will yield ripe fruit and a harvest. But at last the want

discovers itself!

We are now prepared, after the examinatfon of the three

classes, to look more narrowly at their order and connection, so

as to go beyond the common interpretation. The hindrances to

the springing, growing, and ripening follow each other according

to the time of this threefold development of the seed. The first

are people whom the word does not awaken, because already its

reception, the springing of the seed, has been hindered; the

others are " awakened" people, who, however, come to nothing

because they have not steadiness and root for growth ; the third

are even converted people, whose sanctification does not come

to maturity, but goes back again. In like manner it might be

said, that the first hindrance, viewed generally and as a whole,

threatens the period of childhood, which lives for the outer w^orld,

and is yet unsusceptible of the higher truth ; the second, the

period of youth, which is as susceptible as it is inconstant ; the

third, a still farther advanced age, when the ripening in sanctifi-

cation depends on the rooting out of indwelling sin. Already

we see that our Lord in His representation sets out indeed with

principal classes distinguished from each other by the reception

which is given to the word coming or already come to them; by

no means, however, can He mean in the deeper sense that these

three classes exclude each other. We must rather say that the

three classes include each other ; so that he who has found himself

in the one must soon also find himself in the others, whether he

begin with the first of these or with the last. The three figures

taken together supplement each other, and correspond properly

to the whole man, so far as understanding, feeling, and will re-

ceive the word : the first do not understand it, although they

have heard it and think that they have understood it as any

other word, so that it is still present in their jnemory ; the second
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feel its power not truly inwardly, although they seem to have

been exceedingly " afl'ected" by it ; with the last there is wanting

the pure subjected xcill, notwithstanding their knowledge and

experienced Do we not see, then, that the gradual rise to

something better is merely apparent, and that the corruption and

the resistance of the human heart rather discovers itself in this

])rogre3sion, in an ever more aggravated form"? It is altogether

supei-ficial to take the first class in the sharpest sense as repre-

senting the hardened; ofwhom the discourse cannot be, inasmuch

as the trodden way is not yet a rock. By all means (and this is

what has led to that mistake), the first class corresponds first of

all to the blind and deaf, who are described in Matt. ver. 13,

15, according to Isa. vi. ; but this unsusceptibility is very different

from that which dogmatic phraseology, and the Scripture also

in other places, means by " hardness" in the proper sense. It is

a threatening picture for them, still it by no means represents

an irremediable state ; otherwise Christ would not here seek by

parables to open their ears to hear. The first kind of ground

re])resents to us the outward appearance and state of things with

the majority in all times ; this first figure, taken as it were from

the surface, further develops itself, however, into the second and

third which were already implied in it. The hardness of the

human heart is not merely the result of being outwardly trodden

upon, it shows itself in a more advanced stage as the internal

rocky ground,^—and hast thou found that it has gone so far

with thee, then will a true self-knowledge soon discover to thee

also the crop of thorns. He who has become a way on which

the devil's hosts have free scope, is himself to blame for this,

although the first treading down of this way was the work of the

devil ; it is the devil, in like manner, who has made the land

rocky within, and has also sown his thorns in it, although, as

^ One might at the same time say not without a certain truth : The first

are, in reference to the word, the phlegmatic ; the second, the sanguine

;

the third, the choleric and melancholic together. Strangely playing upon
the passage, so that the most wonderful consequences may proceed from it.

Lange even views it in reference to the four religions of the world

:

Heathenism, Judaism, ^Mohammedanism, Christianity. Would that Chris-

tendom were the good ground ! Missionaries find even Heathenism more
susceptible.

2 The rock of the sensual, natural man, reaching almost to the surface,

as Braune says.
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regards both, it is again the fault of the man if they continue and

do not give place to the loord. The three figures are distinct from

each other, in so far as they may he understood to represent the

leading character as manifested of different men, stages of Hfe,

churches, and even nations
;
yet they are so far fundamentally

one, as there is no single individual who must not in some way
or other find himself in all the three. Finally, as there is a i^fo-

gress in the manifestation of corruption from the first to the

third, so there is also a retrograde movement froin the third to

the first. If thou lettest the tares grow, will it not soon come to

this, that every word which thou hearest anew shall only so

superficially impress thee as it does the stony-ground hearers ?

And being thus inconstant, art thou not become again a trodden

way ? Or rather, is it not ioo7'se to receive the word with joy

and yet not with earnestness, so as to let it take root, than not

to apprehend it at first ? Is not the guilt of the third the greatest,

and liable to the severest judgment ?

What now^ the good ground is, upon which, when God sows at

large, always some seed falls, we may easily understand from

the threefold antithesis to the bad which is given in the expres-

sions themselves, Mark, ver. 8 : shthov zupTov (ver. 7 Kocp'Trov

ovK 'i'bciOKi) ; and this it does avu^ccivovra (while in tlie first

ground, not even a green crop sp7xing up as the first zocpTog of

the seed) ; xcct ocvt,dvovTa, (while this avt^dvziv was wanting at

least in the second). In general, the good ground is first of all

soft or loose on the surface ; then, it is also deep or soft below
;

finally, it is pure, free from the seed of tares. The pure and

good heart, then, is susceptible for receiving ; solid for keeping

;

sincere or decided, self-denying, earnestly persevering in letting

the Divine seed M^ork within it by that power which ever tends

towards fruit. Which triad we find again expressed in Lu.

ver. 15, in the ocpiovsiv, zciri')(^stv, and vTrofMOV/]. The first condi-

tion is the right heaiHng, that it be really heard, and is denoted

by different words, in Matt, avvikvai, Mark •rapaSs^eo'^a/, Lu.

TKTTSvsiv. For, truly to hear the word as God's Avord, and to

believe it, is certainly in the first stage one and the same, and is

found wherever the heart is soft for such hearing. (2 Chron.

xxxiv. 26, 27, ^33^ T]l.) But, as between hearing and hearing,

so at a further stage between believing and believing, there is

still a difference. St Luke (ver. 13) places in opposition to the
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fi/T] iTiffTZUGuvTig of vei*. 12 a real 'Triffrivouo't of tlie second kind;

but the TiaTiuziv must perfect itself in the VTrofMOi/yj (which is

again placed in opposition to the a^ptcrrcci'rui).—Let us inquire,

now that we are come to the true point, how a human heart can

be pure from the bad seed of lusts, and whether it must be so at

first, in order to afford good ground for the seed of God; for if

it must be already purified, to what purpose is this seed of rege-

neration ? Thus shall we find, at the conclusion of the parable,

the key to all the questions which it suggests preliminarily as a

proposed enigma. As the new wine requires new bottles, and

finds indeed only old ones, which itself makes new, even so it is

with the cood heart for the good seed. That newness of the

bottles consists precisely in this, that they are made open to

receive what is new ; the «ap5/a tccxX'^ kui ccyaC'/j needs only

from first to last to be a true, honest, upright heart,

—

the7i will

the seed be efficacious ! There, indeed, where choking thorns

come in the way, the similitude from nature is no longer applic-

able to the mystery of the kingdom of heaven ; as a parable it

has already reached its limits, where the truth goes beyond the

similitude. There is a miraculous seed superior indeed to all

natural seeds, so powerful that by its growth it can and will

choke all thorns. Nay more, it can also break through the rock

in striking its root down into the earth, and can make that to

be again a field of God which was a way for the feet of the

prince of this world. This is already the effect of the seed, and

it is prepared and accompanied by the rain and the plough.

He, then, who humbly and submissively yields himself up to the

heavenly Sower, with all His sowing, helping, furthering efficacy,

becomes good ground, and brings forth his fruit. And, according

to the condition or capacity of the soil, as also according to the

faithfulness of the working (his own or another's), he brings forth

fruit an hundred-fold (which according to Gen. xxvi. 12 is the

full blessing of God), sixty-fold, or tldrty-fold. Again three

steps also in the degree of fruitfulness ;^ which means, however,

that the same measure is not required of every one, that it would

rather be a mischievous temerity to attempt to increase gain

beyond the given talent. St Mark reverses the steps in the

^ Only not as Roos interprets : Thirty corns from one corn—this takes

place when one faithful soul communicates the word which it believes, and

by wliich it is saved, to thirty others^ so tliat they also shall be saved 1
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degree of fniitfulness ; while St Luke, by mentioning the

hundred-fold alone, will teach us, according to the meaning of

the Spirit in such a change of words, that wherever ground

brings forth as much fruit as it can, it is reckoned an hundred-

fold.

Where now is, and whence comes, the good ground ? In this

first parable it is only declared, in accordance with present ex-

perience, that when the entire word of God, the word of the

kingdom, comes to men, it is found side by side with the bad

;

but precisely thus it suggests the questions which the second

parable answers. Will our Lord then say that there are from

the first good and bad human hearts ? The answer is found in

Matt. vii. 11 ; Mark vii. 21, 22. Where is the rich man whom
riches have not more or less deceived, or the poor man whom
riches have not allured 1 Where is a poor man without cares

of this life, or a rich man without care and disquietude arising

from his possessions ? AVhere, in fine, is a human heart without

lusts in it ? Nowhere, then, is the good ground natural. The
natural, carnal man receiveth not that which is of the Spirit of

God. (1 Cor. ii. 14.) Consequently, even the second and third

kind is no longer this natural man as he is ; but as grace has

already worked and softened him, and has more or less even

prepared an entrance for the seed. In the prophet we read (Isa.

xxviii. 24) : Doth a plowman plow, or break, or harrow his

land always for the sowing—without going on to sow ? The
same holds conversely : Does he sow at once, or only, without

first ploughing and then harrowing the land ? The good land

is of God's preparing ; His rain softens what is hard trodden,

His miraculous plough breaks in pieces the rocks. His plants

spring up and even choke the thorns ; His heats of affliction

promote growth, rather than burn up. Before the gospel of the

kingdom, there went forth the law and the preaching of repent-

ance ; along with, and before, every true word. His secret, pre-

cursive grace works, in order to prepare the nrw/f/jsvovg (Acts

xiii. 48) for the preached word. Here the grounds that deter-

mine the issue lie much farther back, and are more concealed

;

they come first into manifestation in the conflict of the preached

word with the heart.

But again, in all this there is no gratia irresistihilis, no decre-

tum ahsolutum. The man obeys or resists this Divine working,
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under which the progress to what is better or worse is then de-

veloped and confirmed. And, even to the last, must the sowing

and working of man, spoken of in Gal. vi. 7 ; Jer. iv. 3 ; Hos.

X. 12, correspond to the sowing of the word on the part of God,

in order that what is sown may grow to fruit ; thus it goes on

even to the harvest, according to the princii)le laid down in

Matt. xiii. 12. Heb. vi. 7, 8 describes the third kind of bad

land in complete antithesis to the first ; it is by no means the

first.

Thus our parable teaches not merely the impartial, universal

grace of the Sower, sowing everywhere openly, with diligence

and zeal ; but also, in that exceeding patience which does not yet

give up the bad land, points farther back to the working before

and at the sowing. But man is only all the more to blame should

this grace continue for him in vain. What is the fruit which the

great, good, and patient Husbandman and Sower ^ will have?

Not single fruits or words, but a man of God born again by the

word, and fitted for every good work. For this reason o (XTrapsig,

01 ff'Trnpof/Avot, (T'TTapiVTsg, in the explanation given in Matt, and

Mark, do not signify merely as is wont to be observed, " land

soicn xipor" (although in the Greek, ff'Ts/ps/J' apovpuv or y^i/ is

also used)—but this form already glances over to the following

parable, in which the children of the kingdom are themselves

entirely the sown and fruitfully grown-up good seed. Precisely

as St Luke (ver. 14) uses aviJjTrviyovTVJ passively of men, as at

the same time of the fruit.

We trust that this our interpretation in some measure answers

to the word of Christ, which (Mark iv. 13) makes a thorough

understanding of this parable to be of high importance : If

ye understand not this, how will ye understand all the other

parables. It is the enigma to which we consider those that fol-

low as the key. The question. Whence ? which is immediately

suggested chiefly by the first kind of ground, finds its answer in

the second parable. The third parable of the great and loftily-

growing mustard-seed corresponds to the second kind of ground,

in which the groivth is wanting; the fourth parable of the leaven

stands opposite to the third kind of ground, in which there is the

'want of a purifying penetration. The self-denying, all-surrender-

1 Jam. V. 7 also meant of Him,

—

iu; uv Xa/Sj? to be referred to Kxp-jro;.

Thus does our j/tto^oi'ij also proceed only from Ilis.
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ing nature of the good heart appears in the fifth and sixth, and

fclie seventh winds up all with the separating judgment.

WHEAT AND TARES.

(Matt. xiii. 24-30, 37-43.)

The varying application of the figures in the different parables,

which we noticed at the commencement, is fitted, generally-

speaking, to excite the attention to penetrate beyond the figure to

the thing. But the new application which is here in this second

parable given to the " seed" signifies something more than this,

and has its truth in the internal connection of these two prin-

cipal parables which, rightly understood, supplement each other.

In the first, we have the beginning, how the word, as the seed

of regeneration, comes to and into men ; in the other, the pro-

gress, which at the same time first reveals the internal proper

course of the matter : Men themselves as the birth and fruit

proceeding from the word. The new man is, as it were, nothing

but the word of God, as Luther or Arndt would say. And,

indeed as, in the natural figure, the chain which connects the

fruit with the seed is ever renewing itself, so that the seed itself

must be called the fruit in the most proper sense (Isa. Iv. 10),

so are the children of God really sown again as seed on the

field of the world. But who sows this good seed ? He alone,

the new holy Son of Man, whose humanity itself is the noble

wheat-corn for all this abundant fruit, (John xii. 24, iv. 36.)

Hence, in the first parable, over which the veil hangs, we may
still understand by the sower every one who speaks the word of

God, who preaches the gospel of the kingdom ; now, on the

contrary, it is declared with emphasis that Christ alone, even

when He employs others in the work, is the true sower. For

He has the good seed, He is Himself the good seed.

Ver. 24. Tla^z&rjKZV—laid the parable before them : not pre-

cisely as a meal (ver. 52), rather as a certain instruction, as the

solution of an enigma, which, indeed, was again itself mysterious

(Acts xvii. 3). 'OfJ^oiadyj, although a common expression, yet

intimates that the comparison is not made merely by the speaker,

but already lies in the figure and the thing. According to the
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eternal counsel of God, the kingdom of heaven is thus arranged,

constituted, predicted in the natural figure. In the dative uv-

Opc^-rco (T'Tritpovri the whole story stands comprised. To soio good

need, in the deeper sense, is God's prerogative ; men can merely

take care of it in order to its growth, they can never procure

and give the first seed of what is good. All good has come

from God at first in the creation; all renovating good in the evil

world comes again from God, but through this Son of Man of

Nazareth. Herein lies an answer more than sufficient to that

question of Nathanael. He sows r/oocl, i.e., at the same time,

notliing but good, true, pure, and unmixed seed (see ver. 27,

and comp. Lev. xix. 19). On His field (purposely h rco, instead

of etg rou), according to the right of possession ; and this field

is the world} Christ could not possibly say anything else here

than " the loorld ;" and all preachers and interpreters who, with-

out reason, substitute " the church" for this, lose a very important

feature of the j^arable. For here is already presupposed and

comprehended what we read in Matt, xxviii. 19 ; the great sow-

ing, which was done once indeed as a living ground-work and

beginning, was for all nations, in all countries ; its effect goes

on as a further and further sowing without limits. In no period

of the historv of the kinmlom oufjht we to understand and ex-

plain as His field only that which has been already sown ; we
ought to build no hedge around the "church," as if it were con-

fined and enclosed within certain countries.^ It is true, on the

other hand, that it is not the world as the evil world that is

meant ; but, as the field of the Son of Man which He has sown

and will sow, as His present kingdom on the earth (ver. 41), to

which the perfected heavenly kingdom of the Father (ver. 43)

stands opposed, as the Jield yields up its fruit to the beam. That

the field is not yet the barn—is the great truth wliich the

Donatists of old did not comprehend, and therefore in their con-

troversy perverted the whole parable. When they laid stress

' Roos thinks that " in tliis parable, therefore (where it is sai<l, His

field), the field is now the principal idea of the whole, just as before, the

seed (Lu. viii. 5, His seed)." But this mistaken idea will hardly admit of

being carried out.

2 Roos, therefore, is again very wrong when he says :
" In the second

i:>arable the kingdom of heaven has already a special field, or a place of its

own upon earth."
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upon this, that the Lord says " the world,'* and does not there-

fore speak of His church in the world, they blindly overlooked

that Christ, in this phrase, at the same time recognises no other

enclosed church-field in this world, hut leaves the boundaries

open ; and that, consequently, even the mixture which exists in

the *' world" must also be understood of the world so far as it

continually becomes, and is. His field.

^

Ver. 25. In the field stands now the sown wheat, the children

of the kingdom, here in a different sense from chap. viii. 12. In

the latter passage, they are such as were patiently borne with

in their outward calling, who had a claim to the kingdom until

their being cast out revealed its want of foundation. But here

they are such as have a true claim and retain it ; they are, what

they are called, the good seed. They are such as have been

made alive by the word of God, bearing its goodness, its truth

and its life in themselves. They are those through whose diffu-

sion and fruitfulness the world is to become, and will become,

the kiiigdom. Where any such good seed has fallen, and may
yet fall, there the King who sows, prepares and vanquishes for

Himself slowly and patiently this kingdom. The kingdom van-

quished and won as a field by sowing ! What a word this for

destroying all false conceptions of this kingdom ! The tares are

the children of the evil one, for ver. 39 points back to ver. 19 ;

he who sows them is the devil (their father, John viii. 44, as the

children of the kingdom have God for their Father, Matt. ver.

43); consequently, they are his work (1 John iii. 8), the fruit of

his sowing. The devil sows error, lies, wickedness, offence, and

hindrance against what is good ; but this sowing springs up and

shows itself m persons, who are therefore themselves also com-

prehended under the offences, ver. 41.

Here our Lord certainly means, as the words first of all inti-

mate, a second sowing by the evil one;^ after the Son of Man has

first sown His good seed in the evil world, after He has sown

wheat amongst the devil's first and everywhere-present tares.

' Hence, on the other hand, Augustine erroneously objected to tbe

Donatists that world stands here for churcli. This alone by no means settles

the matter. Eather, because the tares are not to be cleared away from

the world that is to he sown upon, they must also remain upon it a/tei- it has

heen sown (where we properly expect to find them).

* Observe the probably genuine reading iTria-T^npiu. Vulg. superseminavit.
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The devil's first sowing, the tares which the enemy has first

scattered in every soul to wliich the word can be preached, are

already in the field of the world ; for whence, otherwise, at the

first preaching of the word of the kingdom are those evil hearts

which, according to the first parable, it finds ? The tares, in

this parable, are not such as grow of themselves in the field of

the world, in so far as it is the devil's kingdom, but such as

show themselves anew in the kingdom of Christ. These may
properly be described as a second sowing amongst the wheat,

for the devil has not merely seduced men at first, but is always

seducing the whole world; he delays not to come again, especially

wherever God with Plis word of grace has come (ver. 19). He
does not pluck up the wheat, for this he has neither the power

nor the inclination : not the power, because the strength of the

good seed from God at the first resists him ; nor the inclination,

because his malice and wickedness rather lead him to choke the

wheat by a secretly-growing influence, and thus to mar God's

sowing. It is his greatest pleasure to sow among the wheat, nay

(a truth which goes beyond the figure), to put into the wheat

the danger and tlie tendency again to become tares,^ just as the

good Sower has torn away his tares from him, and made them

wheat. But—and this is of importance afterwards as regards

the answer of the householder—this second sowing is only a

continuation, consequence, and manifestation of that first and

initial sowing to which it points back ; as also He who in the

fulness of time sows as the Son of Man, as the concealed Logos

and Mediator through whom all renovation is effected, has already

sown from the beginning His good seed as the preparation for

His kingdom then coming into manifestation.

WJdle men slept : Preachers continually interpret this of an

offence and neglect on the part of the appointed watchmen (Isa.

Ivi. 10); and introduce here, though against the text, their other-

wise well-founded rebukes of their own order. It is not, indeed,

enough to object to this interpretation, that this sleeping is

afterwards not explained ; for neither is there any interpretation

of what is said by the servants. In like maimer it is not enough

to say that the uvOpuxoi in the parable are found altogether

apart from the seed, the good and the bad ; for the servants are

' Daub :
" The enemy who puts into the wheat the tendency itself to be-

come tares." (Jud. Ischar. ii. 7.)
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represented in the same way, because the parable does not admit

of its being otherwise, although they themselves are also a part

of the wheat. But what already is decisive as regards the true

meaning of our Lord is this ; it is by no means said that the

servants slept—these rather show themselves as watching and

guarding with all laudable zeal. As indeed, in that period of

the church to which the jDarable chiefly points, the Apostles

certainly did not sleep, but watched and were zealous for the

purity of the church. In addition to this, finally, the parallel

parable in Mark iv. 27 gives the certain truth, that men have

day and night, that they must sleep and rise again at the proper

time ; no one in ordinary life (according to which the parable is

to be explained) watches his field all night against such wicked-

ness as that here described ; consequently, by this feature of the

parable nothing else is intended than by night (as Job xxxiii.

15), in darkness and secrecy. This is the way of the evil one

in all that he does
;
just as in the parable the malicious enemy

will not sow his tares in day-light lest the faithful servants should

immediately surprise him, and counteract the mischief before it

was rightly accomplished. Secretly does the enemy put his

seed into the Lord's field, reckoning on its springing up at a

later period, so that no one observes him but the Lord alone,

who indeed knows all ; secretly does he go his way—in which

words the same thing is said—he is contented with his work,

and is quite willing to be denied by all who think that there is

no devil, or that he has at least done and accomplished nothing

more here—until the confusion, alas ! discovers itself, and the

doubtful " Whence ?" is no longer to be warded off'. Precisely

this is the signification of that feature in the parable, of which

Neander thinks that, being introduced merely to fill up the

picture, it has no signification.

Ver. 26. Seen from a distance and in the infancy of the

young vegetation, all seems to be wheat in the field ; it is also

called so, and the small, concealed, but strong beginnings of the

hindrance, the mystery of wickedness which Satan has put in,

in opposition to the deeply planted mystery of grace, are over-

looked even by apostolic eyes without special illumination. This

was the form of the church at its first commencement. Soon,

however, more than 07ie Ananias breaks forth in the midst of

those who seemed to have one heart and one soul in Christ

;
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more than one Simon among those who believed and were bap-

tized. That which the third kind of ground before represented

in the case of the individual repeats itself in the mass: when the

grain shot higher and brought forth fruit, then were seen the

tares now much more rajiidly out-growing it. Tors \^dvr„ then

they became manifest, and, by the want of good fruit, or rather

by their had fruit, were known as a spurious, pernicious after-

growth, imitating the form of the wheat. It is not without

special reason that our Lord does not here again say ccKotvQm

in general, but Z^iZ^uvia', for although both go together, and tares

of every kind are not here excluded, Pie yet brings into pro-

minence the special reference of the tares to the wheat in their

worst species. Z/^av/a sigrn'fies what we call darnel, cockle-

weed, -etc. It is, as Schubert significant!}^ says, the "only

poisonous grass," the true counterpart to corn in nature, hard to

distinguish from wheat. Christ has certainly both these things

in His eye, its resemblance to wheat, and its poisonous noxious-

ness; and it is not without reason that, in the striking change of

name, He liere penetrates into the physiology of nature. When,
however, in the Talmud, where the word is piT (instead of

p3TiT), coined etymologically from njT? actual wheat of a degene-

rate kind is understood by the expression, this is indeed true in

a certain sense, but by no means corresponds to the parable of

Christ, in which the genuine is distinguished from the spurious,

the fruitful grain from the tares, even from their first origin and

seed. He here teaches His servants to distinguish what is not

from God but from the evil one, although, with false and hypo-

critical appearance, it stands in the midst of what is good ; He
even predicts already that with knowing glance they shall be

able to detect it when its time comes. Thus miglit it be said,

at the same time, that the mixture in the church of Christ is not

so much anything new, as rather a sejjaration of the mixture

already acknowledged to exist in the world ; for, inasmuch as

the servants of the Lord even now see and lament the mixture

in the church, it may be said that the old and new tares of the

evil one, because they grow among the wheat, have become

manifest. When the world becomes the church-field, then its

sin will show itself in a difterent way from what it did before.

So is it, and so will it be, just as there is no field or garden upon

earth without tares, which must be weeded out : this Christ
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assures us of, and predicts, up to this point (in the first part of

the parable) only as a fact, as in the entire foregoing parable

;

now, however. He goes farther in the following important ques-

tion and answer.

Vers. 27, 28. Is not this a field, and Thy field? This is the

question which these servants address to this Master, well know-

ing what and how much they are saying, and presenting thus

their question in a form all the more enigmatical, and, as far as

regards their own thoughts, unanswerable in contrast to the

actual state of things. Where wheat grows there is a field, there

a previous sowing has taken place, a sowing of good seed : else,

whence comes the good fruit ? The wheat then makes i\\Q field,

be it much or little, even though ten times as many tares should

stand " among the wheat." (Or " upon the field," ver. 36, for

this is the same thing.) Now the servants further know so

much of their Master, that, in a question which wants and needs

no answer, they unconditionally take it for granted that He has

sown no darnel in His field ! They do not imagine, like many,

for whom the perplexing whirl of church-history and heresy-

history yields no other result in the end but fearful doubt, that

all this must have arisen from the seed not having been quite

pure at the beginning. So much the more enigmatically—as

the darnel has evidently been carefully sown in abundance

—

does the unavoidable doubt present itself: Whence has this field

these tares? As good servants of the good and wise House-

holder, they do not lose confidence in Him, they do not imme-

diately leave His service when they find matters so, but come

to Him with the question, as modest as it is urgent, in which

they confess their difficulty. This, now, is indeed the proper

question of all questions, the ground-question of the philosophy

of all times, relating to the origin of evil, the enigma of sin in

God's world. It treats of the tares in the world, which appear

as an after-wheat even in the place where Christ has sown, and

look all the worse on this account; and this second sowing points

plainly enough back to a first sowing of tares in the garden of

God. When we find already in the earth the positive "tendency

to inculture, to wildness," this is to be regarded as a true type of

humanity—which, without a first evil in it, would not be so im-

mediately susceptible of that which destroys the good implanted

in it. Inasmuch, then, as the servants inquire first of all only
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after the origin of the evil in the newly-made planting, their

question points also back to the other, concerning the origin of

evil in general, and in reality includes it. It is as if Christ here

put into the mouths of those who heard the foregoing parable—
the question: Has God, then, made human hearts having rocky-

ground and thistle-seed in them ? In this deeper sense of the

question, let us mark and feel the strong earnestness and emphasis

of the answer to such a question : An enemi/ hath done this.

Thus does the entire Holy Scripture reply to this question, not

otherwise, not less and not more. This great answer removes

the origin of evil in the human world as completely from God
as from man, inasmuch as it names the evil one ; but further

than this it answers nothing, and we, too, ought to rest satisfied

with this. I have sown no tares ! Thus testifies the Creator,

from whom nothing evil proceeds, and this is already presupposed

by all servants, who honestly ask, even before they receive the

answer. He who, in any way, so speculates as to trace back to

God the occasion and ordination of sin, be it in phrases ever so

cunningly concealed—has against him God's pure and clear

word in the Scripture, as also in the conscience ; he makes

Christ a liar, who not merely in Plis word, but in His whole

person and manifestation, in His entire new sowing of the good

seed, is the living, actual protestation of God against all fellow-

sliip of His hoHness with what is evil. So far from the righteous

Father having created it. He sets Himself directly against it in

His Son, and it is His work to judge it and to eradicate it. But,

just as little is the first origin of evil to be ascribed to man ; the

kingdom of hell is not on the earth (vers. 1, 14). All that is

evil in man has its j*oot in a deeper, altogether spiritual, kingdom

of evil,—of evil which is completely so, originally and finally,

—

and is only its sowing and issue. He who so speculates as pre-

sumptuously to rob poor man of his single excuse, which in

reality has still a ground of truth, "The serpent deceived me"
— let him see well whether he is not going against the Scripture,

as well as against the inmost testimony of conscience, and

rendering the enigma still more inexplicable by making flesh

and blood itself to be Satan. ^ No, the Householder, in His

' " The doctrine concerning Satan belongs to the revelations which God

hath given to man "—even to those that are especially gracious and com-

forting, lie who denies here, only accuses liimself beyond what is due.

VOL. II. V
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answer, adheres to what is right. There is an enemy who is

His enemy (ver. 25), and of whom with a sublime simplicity

He assures His servants who were not able to comprehend His

night work : An enemy hath done this ! In the parable it is

properly i%^poV wdpcoTog, a hostile man, i.e., here, as opposed to

Christ, a hostile being,^ although with perfect justice, and with a

profound penetration into the sense of the words, Luther, taking

already into view the interpretation in ver. 39, renders : The

enemy hath done this ! For the Householder will thereby

tacitly say, at the same time : Vex not yourselves, I know well

what ye know not, I know My enemy. It is not to be over-

looked, that the gtczii^cov to zccXov a'TrspfMCi is followed by the

enemy as the o ff-rsipag rd Z^iZ^dviu, who has sown the tares, as

now, so also from the beginning. This is as much as to say,

Who else, then, is the evil one but this beginner and father of

all evil ? The sin which exists only in the living, personal will,

can have no beginning out of the personal will, its origin must

be in a beginner. There is then " a kingdom of conscious

wickedness," out of the human,—a point of unity and beginning

in a radically evil personality. This, again, is among the things

hid from the foundation of the xoorld, and this answer is no

answer. For, the Householder says nothing further ; and if we

speculators, less modest than these servants, should begin again

to ask, " Whence then came the enemy and the devil ? Thou
hast surely not created him ? How, then, has he become the

devil ? " the Householder in the parable is silent, and the whole

Scripture and revelation is silent at this limit, as also Moses at

the very beginning, in Gen. i. 1, mentions the brooding dark-

ness, and lets the serpent speak in paradise without a how or

whence. The angels may, perhaps, know the when and the

outward how a little more exactly than we children of men
could understand it even if anything were written about it ; but

the internal How and Whence of the fall is probably as much
hidden from them as from us. For, sin is that which is abso-

lutely perverted, that which has no ground ; how, then, could

^ In the Eoman law there were punishments against such mahce on the

part of hostile neighbours. Roberts (^Orient. Illustr.) speaks of Jewish

proverbs concerning this; Trench {On the Parables), who cites this, men-

tions a case which occurred in Ireland of a dismissed tenant who acted thus

out of revenge.
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there be another m'ound out of it from which it inio;ht be ex

plained? The Creator alone, before Whom there is no mystery,

ftithoms the abyss, as He does the hearts, of men (Sir. xlii. 18) ;

hell is naked before Him, and destruction has no covering (Job

xxvi. 6). To the eye of the creature the final judgment and

the first origin of evil are an equally dark abyss. In fine, we
poor sons of man, to whom this word concerning the devil yet

reaches some comfort, ought to rest satisfied with this: the tares

are there, are actually manifest as such—and the good, wise

Householder says : They are not from Me ! It is an enemy.

Vers. 28, 29. The servants, with a modesty which might well

be imitated by us, proceed no further theoretically, indeed, al-

though practically they do. Quite naturally, and with a zeal

more laudable than the vain curiosity that might have inquired

further, " If Thou knewest it, why didst Thou suffer it ? Couldst

Thou not ward ofi:'the malice of the enemy, and protect this field ?

Hast Thou then, the Master, been at fault, hast Thou slept 1"

—

they rather draw the hasty inference, "If the hurtful and scandal-

ous tares are not there by Thy will, then wilt Thou not that we
act as faithful servants and get rid of them where and how we
may be able?" Who are these servants, and what is meant by

this rooting out'? Precisely these two things are omitted in the

explanation which is given of the parable, an omission which

many a commentator may have greatly regretted. But in the

first place, our Lord will thereby show that the centre-point of

the parable by no means lies (as is falsely supposed) in this pro-

hibition to root out the tares, but really and only in the disclosure

made in the words, The enemy hath done this ! from which follows

all that is further said to set their minds at rest, and the reference

to the end of the world. Accordingly, it would have been some-

what superfluous to have said further to the Apostles, Ye are

these servants. They saw well enough, from the explanation

of tlie rest of the parable, that they were represented by these

persons, and would soon perceive this still more clearly when

the parable was fulfilled in history. That which concerns our

practice is made clear to us by practice, if only we give honest

heed to Christ's word. The servants are plainly enough the

workmen in the employment of their Master, whose business it

is to take care of the field until the harvest ; and although they,

at the same time, are a part of the good seed, they are yet re-
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presented here as in their official character distinct from the field

and belonging to the Master.

A short and direct JVo comes from the mouth of Christ in

reply to their question : and here (more than formerly in con-

nection with the sower) is the proper place for speaking of an

extraordinary hiisbandry, in which the process is not the same

as in the natural. For this is actually the import of the answer

:

here the case is quite different, and the matter is not despatched

by your thus weeding out the tares. Just as it was not ye who

sowed the good seed, and who saw the enemy in the night, so

neither are ye the people who can put a speedy end to the mis-

chief! True it is, that in ordinary husbandry the weeds are

carefully rooted out as much as possible (ver. 40 ^c-rsp avKki-

fy&Toci Kou aakrai.) as this is wont to be done), and the servants

do not first ask whether they may or ought to do so ; but here

the Master forbids it. Now, that we may rightly understand

Him, what does He forbid and what does He not forbid ? Above

all things it is not the rooting out of tares by each individual

from his own heart ; which is, on the contrary, a duty strongly

enjoined, for which we need only refer to Matt. v. 29, 30. Neither,

further, are we to understand a duty equally self-evident, namely,

the combating all sins and lies proceeding from the devil by the

good word of God, the word of truth—Christ Himself has laid

this down as an unconditional principle in chap. xv. 13. We
are not therefore to look on with open eyes and slack hands

when, in open day, the enemy works mischief and puts hind-

rances in the way ; we are by no means heedlessly and indiffe-

rently to let the darnel stand when we see it because it is there,

much less are we to call it wheat. (Isa. v. 20.) Further, nothing

is said here of the office of worldly magistrates whom God hath

appointed to take vengeance on evil-doers, even to the punish-

ment of death, but only of that which the servants of Christ

as such should or should not do in His church, in His spiritual

husbandry. There is no ground certainly for that distinction

between darnel and other tares, on which INIelanchthon, Calvin,

Bengel, and others lay great stress, as if open and gross sinners

who are well known are by all means to be rooted out, but not

the " outside Christians " (as Wesley expresses it) who cannot

be identified. For, on the one hand, it is taken for granted that

the servants knew well enough what was the after-wheat ; and.
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on the other hand, the explanation of the parable afterwards

given includes actual (jx.6.vhak(t among the tares which are to

be allowed to remain. Should it be said that these are only such

as have come to maturity at the time of the harvest, while their

doubtful beginning formerly afforded ground for the prohibition

to root them out,—we cannot regard this distinction as in accord-

ance either with the text or the matter itself; for, assuredly from

the very first there existed manifest offences enough, and it was

precisely these that drew forth the question of the servants in

the parable. Still (without our needing to justify this in opposi-

tion to the parable) all true ecclesiastical discipline by the word,

the key which looseth and bindeth even to the putting aioay of

the evil from the church (Matt, xviii. 17 ; 1 Cor. v. 13), retains

its undisputed right; this is so self-evident that on this very

account the parable can contain no special reference to it, and

mav simply without any danger abide by that which it says.

The parable moves in quite a different sphere from that of the

question concerning ecclesiastical discipline. The true explana-

tion rather lies in this, that while even the strictest discipline

reaches only in certain extreme cases to the temporary casting out

in order to reformation, the question here respects the general

removal without more ado of all that is essentially bad and spuri-

ous in itself The Householder forbids and will not allow what

the servants wish. These would have all the tares removed

entirely from the field, from their place among the wheat, from

the kingdom of Christ, ver. 41. But because the field is the

world, that were equivalent to removing the bad out of the world

(slaying the heretics), in order that the good may not, on their

account, have to leave the world so as to have a pure field of

God. So strange a thing as this, the impossibility of which is

self-evident, the servants themselves neither imagine nor wish

;

for, in the original text they speak properly neither of weeding

nor of rooting out, but of cyXXsys/v, so that, as appears right

to them, everything may properly be in its own place. They

would like to have a piu'e field of pure wheat; and this to God's

wisdom, goodness, and justice is impossible. They do not rightly

know themselves what they ivould have in their inconsiderately

hasty word—and this is the key to the right understanding of it.

For,—and we speak now beyond the figure, inasmuch as the

words themselves truly point beyond the figure,— if the servants
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had gathered the tares, it would have been difficult for them to

find out where to have put them, seeing that, as servants, they

could not condemn, and the everlasting fire is as little in their

power and at their command as any other world into Avhich they

might, in the meanwhile, deliver over and convey the evil-doers

—any other, we say, because their duty is to bring the Gospel

to the whole of this world as the field of Christ, but not to trans-

port sinners beyond its limits as evil.

There is then good ground for the No. It duly acknowledges,

at the same time, their well-meant, not less laudable than incon-

siderate earnestness and zeal ; it is uttered not in the way of re-

buke, but of friendly instruction ; hence, with what immediately

follows, it does not remain a mere blunt negative, but takes the

form of a confidential, condescending, instructive opening up

of the ground and I'eason of the prohibition. If your unskilful

hands were to be applied to the complete weeding out of the

world and church-field, ye would destroy the good with the bad !

But how ? First, because in your short-sightedness ye could not

distinguish between them ; the full-grown tare, as also the wheat,

wiiich has already come to fruit, ye might know well enough,

but the tender springing of the good seed from ever successive

sowings {rov ')(pprov), ye might, in your zeal (which would rather

do too much than too little, so that ye might only make thorough

work of it), mistake many a blade of it for tares. Just as, on the

other hand, many a future darnel would escape your detection.

Then, the roots of the enemy's sowing lie so deep that ye might

not be able to reach them, and there would be no end to your

work, as the tares would always spring up again. ^ Further, in

the third place : Even although ye could rightly distinguish every

blade, and could go down even to tlie undermost roots, ye would

yet, even against your will, root out the wheat a/^a abrolg. For,

the roots of the two kinds of plant are as much intertwined with

each other in the common earth as the plants on the surface,

^ Outside the parable, which indeed speaks only of wheat and tares from

the first sowing, lies the truth, in itself important, that the tares also may,

under God's patience, yet become wheat. In this does the word of Christ

only thus touch the limit of the parable, that we should cherish the fear of

rooting ont future wheat along with the tares. Jerome : Monemur, ne cito

araputemus fratrem, quia fieri potest, ut iUe, qui hodie noxio depravatus est

dogmate, eras resipiscat.
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and even more so. Men in the world are, by the relationships

of state, nation, and family, so entwined with each other, and

have so grown together, so to speak, tluit the hand of man must

infallibly hurt the good, if at any cost it would entirely separate

it from the bad.^ So close between the wheat has the enemy in

his cunning sown his tares, so thoroughly has he penetrated all

the relations of men with his mischief^ even those in which grace

carries on its deep-laid work ; but God^s wisdom (not yours !) will

keep watch over the good and the true, preserving the good and

judging the evil-doers. Men must therefore give good heed to

that warning, Destroy it not, for there is a blessing in it (Isa. Ixv.

8) ; as also to the apostolical rule. The Lord hath given power

to edify, not to destroy (2 Cor. xiii. 10). It is most true, then,

that in weeding out the tares we should make slow haste, lest

summum jus be perverted into siirnma injuria. Finally, when
Zinzendorf had recourse to the expedient of pulling up and trans-

])lanting the wheat, this was just the same mistake in another

form.

Ver. 30. In order completely to set their zeal at rest our

Lord says still more to them, gives them an answer Avhich goes

beyond their question ; and intimates to them in what this state

of things which they are meanwhile to tolerate will at length

issue, after having shown them tohence it was. They are right

in this, that tares are not wheat, and wheat is not tares, and

further in this, that both cannot always remain mixed and

together. Therefore He says : Leave the matter to !Me, it M-ill

be rightly cared for in its proper season ! He names both classes,

and therefore recognises only these two classes : the tares, which

are in the least degree poisonous, are yet tares, and the humblest

blade, with its one or two corns on the short light ear, is yet true

wheat ; the least among the little is still a child of the kingdom,

as he who only bears no fruit is still an evil-doer. The separa-

tion will not fail to take place when the evil which has come
amongst the good in the world, the former and future kingdom
of God, will be judged and done away with. But only when
this harvest comes will be the right time for this ; now is the

season for necessary development towards maturity. This deve-

^ Tares in general twine themselves very firmly above and under the earth.

The darnel or cockle-weed, which is found with us among the oats, is more-
over very difficult to root out, because it continues in the earth three years.
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lopment is wonderfully attained, even by the fellowship of the

good and the bad. If the evil-doers were all together in one

field, what a hell upon earth ! Therefore is their power broken,

while apparently greater freedom is given to it. But if the good

were all together undisturbed by the bad, would it not be desir-

able? By no means; for they are not yet perfectly good, and

would not grow to maturity in righteousness without conflict

and temptation, without the practice of faithfulness and love

among sinners. Therefore only let both groio (Rev. xxii. 11),

and grow together,—which St Matthew aj^tly expresses by the

single word (Tvi/av^di^iff^ai. The harvest is the end of the rcorlJ,

i.e., of this now mixed state and course of the world, rou alojvoc ;

and the true reapers, better qualified and furnished for this than

the servants who themselves belong to this present world, will

be the angels, to whom Christ will in due time commit the vpork

which He now forbids His servants to do. (Rev. xiv. 15.)

These angels are as little figures of speech or parables as the

devil is ; both are realities by which the parable is explained.

First of all the tares are to be gathered together, so that the

righteous may witness with hallelujahs the judgments of God,

and all that was right and pure in their former zeal for God's

kingdom and glory be satisfied; but the judged are cast out like

Judas in the night, when the Son of Man is glorified among

His own. What bundles these will be—many smaller ones into

the one great one—when those who have sinned together, in

particular the seducers and seduced, will now also suft'er pvmish-

ment together, and pain determined by the strictest retributive

justice will consummate such fellowship ! That they may be

burned—as is wont to be done to thorns and thistles and all tares,

when any one has cleansed a field of these (2 Sam. xxiii. 7).

But carry the loheat into My barn :—He here reminds the people

again of the Baptist's word, concerning Hhn who will thoroughly

purge His floor and gather His loheat into the garner (chap. iii.

12) ; He thus, at the conclusion, as yet without any explanation,

tells all who have ears to hear Who is the Householder in this

parable. Observe, at the same time, the singular cx,7rodfjfi.r;v which

will represent itself temporarily in the purified church of the

latter time, and finally in the glorified earth.

Vers. 41-43. After some brief hints. He reserves for the

disciples the more full and proper disclosure of the mighty con-
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summation. First of all He now adds to the xardKuvaai of the

parable in tb^ repetition at ver. 41 an express ^yp/, in order that

having given a distinct meaning toeverytiiing else He may also

explain this figurative fire (chap. vi. 30) as the metaphor for

another rm^fire. In this feature the figure and the thing almost

coincide, although the 'Trvp cl(T^i(rrov of Gehenna is of another

kind from our present fire. So much only is certain from the

place in which the words occur, that we arc not at liberty to say

of this furnace of fire that it is again a mere figure. It is the

real lake of fire (Rev. xix. 20), of which already such passages

as Ps. xxi. 10 remotely prophesy; it is by no means merely the

expression taken from the furnace into which the grass is cast,

or into which oriental despots like Nebuchadnezzar caused

criminals to be cast. The wailing and gnashing of teeth (chap,

viii, 12, xxii. 13, xxiv. 51) are to be understood in the same

real sense. For, these tares are not consumed in the eternal

fire, else it would not be unquenchable ; and they never again

become wheat. The Son of Man will send His angels— this

points back to the import of John i. 51, and forward to all the

plain intimations concerning the judgment hereafter given, as in

Matt. xvi. 27, xxiv. 31, xxv. 31. Stumhlinghlochs and evil-doers

we find mentioned together in Zeph. i. 3 (DT^nn-ns nii5t;b?3n )

;

and in Job xxxviii. 13 mention is made of the evil-doers who
shall one day be shaken out of the earth

;
passages which Christ

has doubtless in mind here. The juxtaposition of these has for

the most part been not rightly understood ; inasmuch as either

the stumblingblocks have been taken to denote the false teachers

and disturbers of the church (Rom. xvi, 17), or the idea has

been supposed to be expressed that every evil-doer and worthless

person in the kingdom of God already by his very existence acts

the part of a CKavlakov (as we have explained at chap. xii. 30).

Christ, however, seems to speak here plainly of things and per-

sons : in such a way, indeed, as that the evil-doers themselves

belong to the general conception of things that ofl^eud in the

kingdom ; still, by the latter being placed first, more is said than

can be explained of individual persons.^ For there are oflfences

brought into existence, indeed, by evil-doers, and continuing to

live in evil-doers, which have often arisen at an early period,

' To go back to the figure, as it were the stones (of offence) and tho

tares
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and then remain long, and continue to work their mischievous

effects. " ReUgious and ethical heresies" according to the

common usage of the phrase, is not comprehensive enough

;

there are stones of stumbling, evils, corruptions of the most

various kinds, as political, etc. All these {ttccvtcx, roi afcocvhaXcc,

so that not one shall be overlooked or left behind) shall then be

removed with the judgment of those who have raised them up,

or who have fallen upon them, and been broken.

Then remain the righteous, who are matured and perfected in

righteousness. What a separation ! This takes place, indeed,

by virtue of the necessary internal attraction of what is homo-

geneous, as soon as God looses the bonds of the present order of

things ; but He will also employ His heavenly servants in the

doing of this for His own honour and their happiness, as a re-

ward of their faithful services to the children of men, and as a

final recompense of their perseverance in righteousness. Then
it will be seen that it was no punishment or injury to the wheat

to stand among the tares, but ratlier that the wheat was thereby

ripened for the garner. Then will the righteous, who, hitherto,

have borne the light of God within them or have been obscured

from without, sJdne forth, from this concealment: ixXu^jj-^ovGiv

as in Wis. iii. 7, avccXdcfjj-^povffti/, and Dan. xii. 3, Cod. Alex, also

iKkdiM-^ovaiv. This is the simple sense of the word, and it con-

tains no answer to the foolish question of Origen, the father of

those who hold a final restoration :
" For whom will they shine

but for those who are below, who are to become partakers of

their light as the sun gives them light upon earth ? For they

will surely not shine for themselves!" They will shine in and

for God's glory, just as the sun now shines before it appears, and

where it does not appear to men. As the sun : this is an expla-

nation of Daniel's splendour of the heavens (y^p^n
"^D'^')j which

means Christ the Sun of righteousness, Whom all His righteous

ones shall resemble in glory ; but, at the same time, and first of

all, it is to be understood also physically, according to what we
find more particularly stated in 1 Cor. xv. 40, 41. In their

Father''s kingdom : that is the highest and last, whereas the king-

dom of heaven hitherto upon earth is called only His—the Son

of Man's ; for it extends to the time when the Son shall give

over the kingdom to the Father. It means that they shall be

called children of God (chap. v. 9, as the others of the evil one),
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and God shall honour them as a Father as highly as He can.

And at the conclusion of the explanation Christ adds for the dis-

ciples, as before at the first parables for the people, the awaken

ing call ; Who hath ears to hear, let hun hear!

PARABLE OF THE MUSTARD-SEED.

(Matt. xiii. 31-33; Mark iv. 30-32 ; Lu. xiii. 18-21.)

Groio till the harvest ! The parable that follows connects

itself with this conclusion of the foregoing, and contains first of

all the prophecy that the small and imperceptible seed would yet

grow to something great, that from the present sowing of the

husbandman and householder (and the people must have in part

perceived who was thereby meant), which had to encounter so

much opjiosition and hindrance, there would spring up in due

season a heavenly kingdom upon earth. But lohen it is grown—
this is, in respect of the sense, to be imderstood in the future

;

as in St Mark the growing is still more strongly marked as the

principal point by the twofold expression avu^amiv and 'Troiziv

xKu^ovg [MyaXovg. But, as in the two foregoing parables the

second contained the explanatory ground of the first, so here the

leaven stands in the same relation to the grain of mustard-seed.

The reason why the small seed of the kingdom of heaven which

is sown in the world grows and spreads to such an extent is, that

it has a penetrating, transforming, inwardly-quickening power, a

power to lay hold on eveiything around it. Such growth is

canned on, therefore, also outwardly before the eyes of men ; not

thus alone, however, but still more by an unseen efficacy. As
has already been said above, our Lord here still views the pro-

gressive development of His kingdom as a whole ; but He makes

at the same time a transition to the esoteric parables, which ex-

hibit the real existence and continued possession of that kingdom

in the souls of those individuals who, with self-denial, lay hold

on it. With the extension and penetration in the mass there is

mingled not a little of false appearance, which, only in virtue of

its pointing to the genuine growth and leavening tliat takes place

in the true children of the kingdom, still retains a certain figura-

tive truth. If, in the first parable, greater prominence was given
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to the individual, and in the second to the kingdom as a whole,

the two following should now be understood as if in addition to

these it were said : The kingdom of heaven, vieioed as a whole

and in its individual members, is like, etc.

In St Mark, ver. 30, the rabbinical formula rivi 6[JbOia}aco[JAv,

K.r.\., stands before, which recurs also in Lu. xiii. 18. This

furnishes ground for the conjecture that St Luke there inserts,

by way of repetition, what had been spoken before—if we do not

find any connection in that place (which appears to me almost

impossible) to Avarrant the supposition of an actual repetition.

At all events, it is to be supposed that Christ really, as St Mark
has it, spoke in the striking form of We; thus, as it were, uniting

in counsel with Himself, and ensacring to a favourable heariuir,

if not the people, at least the disciples who were around Him.

Such a communicative form of address (for it is such, and John
iii. 11 is falsely compared with it) is, in the mouth of Christ, an

infinitely greater condescension than when St Paul in his Epistles

says, What shall loe then say ?

The change of the figure, which was calculated as well to

rouse the attention as to exhibit the subject itself in new aspects,

lies not merely in this, that now the entire kingdom itself appears

as a seed-corn, but the transition is also made from the noblest

and most important product of the earth for man, the claims of

which have already been acknowledged by the use made of it in

the foregoing parables, to another species—from corn and wheat

to garden products and herbs (Xdy^avcx). Hence while in St

Matthew the expression h rZ aypZ avrov recurs, just as at ver.

24, and St Mark has the more indefinite i'z] TTJg y^g, St Luke
says definitely zlg ktjtov iavrov. The mustard- seed is the

smallest of all seeds—by the It/ rtjg yjjg, which is repeated here

in St Mark, might be understood :
" which are sown in the

earth by the hand of man." It is still further to be supplied, as

there are indeed smaller seeds, " in proportion to the greatness

of the herb." And although even this should not be literally

true,—as, for example, our acorn as compared with the oak might

make the superlative questionable—still i\\Q proverbialforce of the

expression remains (and Christ was ever ready to avail Himself

of such proverbs), which seems to be hinted at here, especially

by the oyboiooffcofJAv :
" To use a common saying in this country."

(Where, for example, there were no poppies, as has been ob-
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served.) The Rabbins called the mustard D''V"ir pc, only a sort

of seed (quasi-seed), and ^"Dins, as a mustard- seed, was proverbial

with them for any very small thing ; as, for example, Maimo-

nides (More Nebochim) contrasts the circle of the heavens with

the mustard-seed, as the smallest possible thing, ni^Dipn n73ri3.

In like manner, there are to be found in their writings accounts

of the sometimes extraordinary size of the mustard plant in the

East, as of one with three branches, one of which covered a

potter's tent, of another on which the owner climbed up as on a

fig tree. Accordingly, our Lord says truly that this \otr/jivov,

contrary to the general rule, becomes a BgvSpov, as being, so to

speak, the miracle in nature of great growth, so that we are not

under the necessity of supposing the more indefinite meaning of

the Heb. f*y. In connection with the proverb, however. He
here also (as in the darnel before) glances at the typical element

in natural history, according to which a particular seasoning,

quickening, and leavening virtue is ascribed to the mustard-seed.

That lie has this in His mind is to be supposed from its being

placed side by side with the parable of the leaven, for which it

prepares the way ; although to adhere to this as the principal

point would be insipid indeed. But this twofold reference to

nature itself, and to the form of speech among men derived from

it, is not enough ; the figure in the way in which it is carried

out points back further to the Holy Scripture, as we found was

the case also in the second parable. For, precisely in connection

with those beginnings of the prophecy of Isaiah in chap. xi. 1

and iv. 2 (from which Christ had here taken the citation, chap,

vi. 9, 10, and many other hints), stands that word in Ezek. xvii.

22-24, where, literally as here, the Messiah and His kingdom

is compared to a liigh tree grown from a tender sapling, so that

all birds dwell under the shadow of its branches. " Great tree
"

—this is generally the prophetic figure for the kingdoms of the

world, as may be seen further in Ezek. xxxi. 3-14, Dan. iv. 7-0,

where there is always the characteristic notice of the birds dwell-

ing in it. Observe, therefore, by what a wise selection, by what

an ingenious allusion, Christ here speaks thus and no otherwise

of the kingdom of heaven : if even earthly kingdoms grew from

small bciiinniufTs to irreat i)owcr and extent, much more would

this kingdom not be wanting in similar growth. Observe

further how, precisely by this figure, the outward appearance of
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the church In the world is denoted also in respect of its might

and power to afford protection, as being also a kingdom like great

kingdoms. If therefore not state-churches as such, yet certainly

national-churches, are according to the mind and will of Christ.

What then are the birds but, in the first place, the many men
and nations who are brought beneath the shelter of this protect-

ing structure ? (In Homer 'iduBo, 'TToWot TSTBivaJ!^.) They cojyie,

in the missionary time when the church is being set up with

power and honour, like doves to their windows (Isa. Ix. 8).

They either sing under the branches of the tree which Christ

has planted for them, Ps. civ. 12, 16, 17 (being now true birds

of heaven in the kingdom of heaven), the praise of Him who has

prepared a house and rest for them in His altars (Ps. Ixxxiv. 4,

5)—the reader will pardon this play upon all these sacred figures

which run into each other—or they dwell without knowing it

under the shadow and shelter (see St Mark) which outward

Christendom with its manifold blessings aflPords.

Is not this the history of the church with its great and mighty

facts represented in an interesting figure, especially for a certain

])eriod, which was spoken of above? We cannot fail to compare

the little mustard-seed in the field or garden of Judea with this

shadowing tree of the nations, and to pay our devout homage

to Him who here so simply foretold this. Maximum ex minimo,

in minimo:— this is the principle that obtains in the wonders of

nature ; but it is still more in history, and most of all in the

internal history of the kingdom of God in the heart, the sign

and seal of the Divine operation, of Divine power in the new
creation of grace. As a man knows what a small mustard-seed

he has sown quietly and unobserved in his field, so the counsel

of God by Christ here testifies :
" With these prophetical words

as to the will and counsel of God the fact agrees ; it has been

so, and will ever be so before our eyes." But it could not be

othenvise. Trust not to anythinfr ereat in this world which was

not small in its beginning ; for then it grows not from the kernel,

then in all probability the ti'ee began from the branches before it

had roots. He who would work deeply and widely in the kingdom

of Christ must go with Christ into the depths, and then the result

of his labours as regards their breadth will be seen in due time.

Let us now, however, inquire more particularly what is the

period in the history of the church when first the grown-up
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tree spread forth its slielterintT branches. Yea, verily, the sign

of Jonah did become to the worhl a preaching of repentance,

and the cross a heavenly sign of victory ; the Roman empire did

become a Roman kingdom of heaven, a churcli of Christ, a

cathohc church for the barbarians of all lands. The hosts of

wanderers in the migrations of the people flowed into this home.

But was this the true and genuine kingdom of heaven, the out-

ward appearance corresponding to its internal nature 1 By no

means ! The victory of Christianity over the world led to its

secularization : here first, in sad earnest, the pernicious darnel

grew luxuriantly ; flilsc Christians crowding round the imperial

throne and the bishop's seat, and a leaven of wickedness and

knavery was at work. They maintained a controversy about

Easter which did not sound like a pleasant song of praise among
the branches ; the new Pharisees and Sadducees arose ; the

return to the fundamental errors of Israel in the Old Testa-

ment, errors which the cross ought to have destroyed, made
swift progress, and many Samaritans, if not even Ammonites,

took part unhindered in the building of the temple. On such a

view, it might seem more pardonable in some commentators than

at first sight we might be willing to allow, that they understand

the leaven in the following parable (as everywhere else in Scrip-

ture it denotes what is bad) to represent the remaining corruption

in the church. This certainly needs no refutation ; for Christ

does not say, " The kingdom of heaven is like three measures of

meal into which a woman who was an enemy mixed her leaven"

(something like the wickedness in the ephah, Zech.v. 6-8)—but
" like leaven which a woman took," just as a grain of mustard-

seed which a man sowed. Moreover, in Lu. xiii. 18, where these

two parables stand alone, it is not possible to suj)pose that they

contain a prediction of the corruptions in the church. But if

in the figure of the mustard-seed we found so manifold a re-

ference, may not the reason why Christ here selects precisely

that of the leaven be, that there is in it a side glance at the evil

leaven which His prophetic eye must have also foreseen, when
He spoke of the tree ? Indeed the leaven is, first of all, itself

the last form of the fruit in which it begins to work anew, in its

beneficial influence. And yet Christ, as we everywhere see,

never forgets the further significance of the figures of nature in

the types of Scripture; and if ever since the passover and
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sacrifices of Israel, this word has tlie bad sense which He Him-
self in other places gives to it, could He fail to have this also

before His mind now ? It was doubtless in His thoughts, and

He precisely on purpose placed in opposition to it, His good

leaven, the heavenly leaven. To understand Hira thus was

natural on the first surprise occasioned by the figure (so that

the hearer must have asked. Is then the kingdom of heaven too a

leaven f) ; and I cannot enough wonder at finding in no com-

mentator this idea, which yet first opens up the innermost mean-

ing of the parable and concedes to that mistaken interpretation

what of truth belongs to it. Our Lord would say : "With this

expansion of the small seed in the field of the world, the tares of

corruption will mingle all the more powerfully (like a leaven)
;

but the good seed tvill notwitlistanding choke the thorns, the mus-

tard-seed will gain the victory, what is heavenly will also mingle

itself with every mixture, tvill show itself as a subdnhig anti-

leaven" Thus we have the true, the entire sense of this am-

biguous expression, the application of which is here changed

from what is bad to what is good.

The iyzpuTTTSiv, which occurs only here in the New Testa-

ment, derives its emphasis first of all from this. The subduing

power of the little, which yet, as it spreads, must disunite and

become apparently ever less and less, will operate witli such

profound internal secrecy/ in the world and in man. The "little

word of God" spread throughout the whole life of nations

!

They are both the same meal; only the one is already leavened,

the other is still to be leavened with the word of God. The
whole then remains just as it was,—meal or man,—for God's

renewing grace does not do away with what is creaturely, it does

not break up and destroy the principle or forms of life that

have existed in nations and individuals from their first creation.

The three seahs, which together make an ephah, appear in Scrip-

ture as the usual full measure : Gen. xviii. 6 ; Jud. vi. 19 ; 1

Sam. ii. 24. Christ has chiefly in mind the first of these pas-

sages, concerning Sarah's baking for the Lord in Mamre, as

the kneading is also particularly noticed there. In so far, how-

ever, as He means the whole world, all mankind, the number

three may further point to the three quarters of the globe then

known ; or more correctly still when viewed as a prophecy,

stretching tlu'ough all future time, it may have reference to the
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three Sons of Noah, by whom every land is possessed, and in

whom the prophetical word sees represented the whole seventy

nations. This is no trifling ; but quite consistent with the

everywhere harmonious meaning of Scripture. Into the whole

of human life, with its state developments, its art, science,

wisdom, and folly, war and peace, into the entire history of the

world, the good leaven enters with its secretly penetrating and

subduing power, and at last it wins its victory. The new
struggles, indeed, with the old in fermentation ; but the kneader

takes care that the work goes on and through the fermentation

the end is attained. (In Ezek. iv. 12, where an ky^pou^iag dprog

is spoken of, kyx.puTmiv is used for JIJ/.) Luther says on this

:

" Just as it is impossible that the leaven, after it is once mixed

with the dough, can ever again be separated from it, because

it has changed the nature of the dough, in like manner is it also

impossible that Christians can be severed from Christ. The
dough is leavened, and Satan cannot separate it from the leaven

;

let him roast or burn it, the leaven Christ remains in it, and wull

remain till the last day, till all are thoroughly leavened who are

saved."

Who now is the icoman who carries on the important work of

kneading ? It were superficial to say that the yvv^ here is merely

parallel to the KvdpcoTog, ver. 31, becaiise women bake as men
sow, seeing that there are everywhere yvvuT/Cig (TtTOTroioi; for,

the position of the words (which is never to be regarded as indif-

ferent) is now strikingly changed. In the first parable we have

merely the soicer with his seed ; in the second, the recurring

superscription begins. The kingdom of heaven is like a man
{ccelest'ium similitudines ex humanis) ; which, in the third and

fifth, is only somewhat transposed ; and appears again literally

in the sixth. (On the other hand, in the seventh, where the

work of separation by the angels is the principal point of view,

olfOpcd'Trog or cluOpco'Troi disappears in a passive and general "one.")

If, however, the avdpcoTrog who sowed the mustard-seed was still

the heavenly Sower Himself, the yyv^ appears already to make

the transition to the fifth and sixth parables, where the uvOpaj-TTOt

are other persons, those, namely, who now receive, find and seek

that which is given from heaven, and is within their reach, who

themselves work it out. Thus the Xufoovffu now obtains a further

sense, and is to be taken more strictly than the foregoing XafBaiv.

VOL. II. Q
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For, the mustard-seed is as yet the first form of the heavenly

seed which God put into the earth ; but the leaven is a thing

already there in relative perfection : To take this and to make
further use of it requires human co-operation and labour. We
shall show when we reach Lu. xv. 4, 8, that there the tvornan

is really the church, namely, the true church in which the Spirit

lives, through which He works (Rev. xxii. 17) ; referring to this

in passing, we do not stay to find here, as there, the work of the

Spirit throughout the church in the Divine-human work of the

hands of this woman.

Until the whole is leavened,—or until the meal is leavened

through and through {okov equivalent to oKoog) ? If this, in the

fullest and most proper sense, is never true of the entire mass of

mankind—for what then would be made of the tares and the

separation at the end "?—it is yet true individually and personally

of the elect. These find the treasure which lies hid everywhere

in the field; they seek and value the one pearl which, in a mani-

fold way, offers itself to every one who knows it, so that he may
entirely possess himself of it ; in them the soul works through

the might and impulse of the Spirit, selling all and thus obtain-

ing all, until the whole man is leavened. And, in this depth of

the microcosm, Olshausen's explanation of the three measures by

spirit, soul, and body, which he brings in too soon, may find its

confirmation ; for,—as those who have looked deeper have long

since seen,—Shem, Japhet, and Ham, in the microcosm of the

world's history, correspond to this trichotomy of human nature.

The little mustard-seed in the individual is now, as Christ also

says elsewhere, the first small spark of living faith which removes

all mountains ; and, from the small beginnings of the first graces

and prayers, the sanctifying new life at length penetrates as a

leaven the whole man, if he on his part does not neglect these

two things, to continue in patient growth, and diligently to

co-operate in the lyzpuTTZiv.

THE TREASURE IN THE FIELD. THE PEARL AND THE NET.

(Matt. xiii. 44-50.)

As the householder in the parable went, in his answer, beyond

the question of the servants, and showed in addition to the
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Whence also the Whither, so Jesus, with the explanation which

the disciples asked, goes on to give them the two next parables,

which then, by the conclusion of the third, vers. 49, 50, lead

back to vers. 41, 42. Consequently this entire supplement of

the treasure, pearl, and net, are, as it were, a developing appli-

cation, a deeper explanation of the foregoing separation. Would

ye, as righteous, one day shine like the sun—as those who turn

many to righteousness like the brightness of heaven ? Then
mark and hear Avhat I have further to say :—The kingdom of

heaven is again like—becomes, the nearer it draws to the sepa-

ration, ever more perfectly like—a thing hid, w^hich indeed a

man may Jind unsought, but in order to get and keep which he

must renounce everything else ; which, finally, must even be

sought with the greatest earnestness, must be bought at the cost

of the complete renunciation of everything else. Those who do

this are the righteous.^

According to Jewish conceptions, the kingdom of the Messiah

was to be the most manifest thing in the world, and it was the

will of Christ (chap. v. 14, 15) that the light in His followers

should shine clearly before all the world (ixXccf/j'Trsn/, ver. 43) as

a city set on an hill. Yet He says here beforehand that it will

unfortunately not be so ; least of all in the last times of trial

before the judgment, in the times of obscuration caused by the

mixture which comes not merely from the devil, but is, on the

other hand, also the result of the Divine purpose, so as to bring

the leaven into contact with everything that might be susceptible

of its influence. The treasure hid in the field is, on the one

hand (in connection with the second parable), still the precious

seed; but at the same time also (now entirely departing from

this figure) a treasure, or a precious possession in general. The
field in which this treasure lies hid is the outside of the kingdom

as existing in the world, viz., the Word and the Church.^ Alas,

' In our general survey we showed that, in the three last parables, it is

the inner state and progress of the kingdom of heaven in the individual

persons that is spoken of. It is, therefore, however, not merely meant that

the kingdom of heaven will (as Lange thinks) at every period remain a con-

cealed treasure "for the individuals—even as a world-religion;" but the

parables really at the same time advance forward to a later period when
that will be more the case than before.

* And that especially at a time, when " the kingdom of God is as it were

buried beneath the clods of false Christianity, of superstition, human ordi-
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how many treasure-seekers pass by, how many treasure-diggers

dig beside it, because their eyes and their hearts are turned

towards another false treasure ! because they seek their bread

only in a decent conformity to the outward ordinances of Avor-

ship, without truly seeking the Gospel which lies hid " deep

beneath the law" (the outward ordinances, institution, etc.),

like the merchant afterwards mentioned who aimed higher.

The real treasure is near them ; they tread upon it and might

lay hold on it with the hand, if they but knew the right spot.

Luther says again :
" Learn from this to know the kingdom of

heaven ; man}'' seem to possess it who possess it not, and he who
truly has it, seems as if he had it not," They even diligently

cultivate the field of the church so that it may bear them—hap-

piness and comfort in this life ; but they do not see the real

treasure therein, nor bring it out. Why then do they not find

it, as well as this one in the parable, who is of course the repre-

sentative of all true believers in common ? It is not said that

he sought or dug for it ; the hid treasure then must have lain

open enough to every true finder. It is to be observed that this

fiinder is not, and does not need to be, such a seeker as the

merchant in the next parable, but yet that he has something of

his spirit and character ; for he at least discerns and lays hold

on what he has found. These two parables again represent two

things which properly belong to each other, the offered grace of

God and endeavour on the part of man ; although these two

come specially into prominence in different periods.

The fortunate finder now wants to have only the treasure, as

the merchant the pearl, yet for this he buys thefield. Is this

merely a feature in the parable without particular significance *?

Then it would at least represent the wisdom to be used in ac-

quiring the spiritual substance, such as the children of this world

use in reference to the earthly : in order that he may make sure

of not losing his discovery by any other finding it, he again

covers it up and buys the piece of land ; as its purchaser the

treasure would at that time, according to Jewish and partly

also to Roman law, belong to him. Nor was this any injustice

to the possessor, who was leaving his best property to spoil in

nances, and ceremonies." (Eoos.) And we would say further, "also

under a good divinely-established ecclesiastical polity"—for the field must

be bought.
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the earth, and knew neither to find nor to value it; how, other-

wise, should the right man for such a treasure get it ? \A'ith

still less propriety could Christ say, " and he took it as theft" !

It appears to us that the buying of the field contains in it the

deeper truth that a man cannot get the treasure without the

field, i.e., that no one can have the jewel of the kingdom of

heaven in the heart without the appropriation of all the outward

institutions which guard it, without the right use of all its means
of grace (in vain possessed by so many). We have no sympathy,

then, with the interpretation, " the good man had only not

strength enough immediately to carry off the treasure alone;"

for the way in wdiich he acted is manifestly praised, as being

that which led rightly to the end he had in view. Dost thou

discover, by the revelation of God graciously vouchsafed to thee,

the living word of regeneration, and the true church, remember
that neither of these comes into thy heart in the way of the

Separatists, so as that thou mayest abstract it from the external

word and sacraments in the degenerate church ; for the treasure

belongs to the field, the buyer of the first must also become the

true possessor of the other. But as this is entirely an inward

matter of the heart, it must be done secretly; without the know-

ledge of those enviers who might follow the treasure, although

they did not themselves value it or use it, or who, as mockers,

might throw it away as if it were old rusty iron. The true finder

hides what he has found, as in the field from profane eyes, so in

his heart ; i.e., shuts it already in his overjoyed heart, before he

properly has it. This seems to be the true meaning of the figure,

which is not otherwise to be pressed. And now he betakes

himself in haste and in earnest, in the joy of his heart (a more

deeply-seated joy than that in ver. 20), to selling and buying.

For he must give up all his property for it, as is meant in Lu.

xiv. 33, and more particularly expanded by the Apostle in Phil,

iii. 7—10 ; this is the concluding point in which the two parables

of the treasure and the pearl coincide.

We have already spoken of the tenacious adhei'enoe to the

grammar, as respects the formula of comparison. "As the

merchant goes forth to seek goodly pearls, so does the kingdom

of heaven also go forth to seek goodly subjects:"—this is held by

some to be the only possible meaning; yet this proposition already

sounds so strangely as to deter us from accepting it. To correct a
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possible misunderstanding of the former parable, as if a man only

thus accidentally finds the treasure, the design of this parable is

said to be to show how the kingdom of heaven (Christ) rather

seeks man. The good pearls are—" the souls who let themselves

be saved and made children of God, the elect." And what is

the one precious pearl ? First of all it is said to be " those that

are most disposed towards Christ, to whom He entirely yields

Himself" (as if to sell all and to buy could mean to give, and

entirely to yield himself!). Afterwards, as an improvement on

this, it is said to be " the communion of the saints, the invisible

church," out which, indeed, there can be no good pearls. And
here may also be mentioned the turn which Scriver gives to the

matter (although more in the way of accommodation—"it rnigld

be so explained ") when he says, that the pearl shows the great

value in the eye of Christ of a human soul which is to be saved.

But we still think that treasure and pearl are to be taken together

in the same sense; the kingdom of heaven alone can be the pearl

found by the seeker ;—this explanation alone corresponds to the

entire system of the seven parables. The " doctrine of Scrip-

ture " which is opposed to this, " that man is not the subject who
effectually seeks the Saviour, but the object who is effectually

sought by the Saviour," has not much weight here, inasmuch as

Scripture, with no less perfect propriety, speaks often of our

seeking, our selling, and our yielding ourselves up.

As Solomon, Prov. iii. 13-15, and Job, chap, xxviii. 15-19,

compare true wisdom with gold and silver, precious stones and

pearls, or rather exalt it above them, the parable would be

already intelligible to the disciples from this allusion to the Scrip-

ture. Still tlie meaning here goes much deeper than what was

there said of the "fear of God;" the pearl, as a treasure and

possession, is here used with still more direct reference to the

obtaining and appropriating of it than was the case with the

treasure lying in the field and waiting for the finder. (Just as

in chap. vii. 6, that which is holy and your pearls ; also in Prov.

iii. 13 and Job xxviii. 12, the finding, the obtaining, is the princi-

pal idea.) It is the real " philosopher's stone," whose true name
no one knows but he who has it, and who bears the great svpj^zGC

in his heart : this last and most internal parable needs not and

admits not explanation by many other words. The dv&poj'Trog

g/ATopoj, seafarer or travelling merchant, possesses as a hofcipbog
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rpuTiZ^iTrig, that wisdom which we found also in the buyer of the

field; and even in a hicrher degree, for he seeks really good, genuine

pearls. But the nearer it draws to the end in the church, the

more necessary will this testing wisdom be, in order to find what

is sought ; for not merely is true Christianity hid by the mani-

fest falling away (which is not so much pointed at here), but,

amid the motley mart of confessions, sects, and opinions, the

perplexing cry which is to precede the coming of the Lord, "Lo
He is here, Lo He is there," in this chamber or in that desert,

amid the manifold forms of Christianity, each of which praises

its own books, its own agencies, its confessions or societies, there

is need of a good understanding in the seeking heart. That the

seeker first of all seeks pearls in the plural shows, that he has

not yet learned (and this is natural enough) the experience

which he will obtain after he has found, and which will teach

him that he enjoys this one thing in everything. Therefore

Christ says here, 'ivu, '7to\vTiiJjOV f/japyciptrriv; while before, in the

Sermon on the Mount, He Himself speaks of ;:)m?'/s in the plural.

The men who offer them for sale according to their appearance

themselves know the precious pearl just as little as that owner

of the field knew of his treasure. And yet it is not to be bought

from these ignorant possessors as a thing of trifling value ; but

Christ Himself—Who so wonderfully offers for sale His holy

jewel, that He on His part may try the triers, and bring it to

the true man who is worthy of it—gives it upon no other terms

than those which Solomon has already mentioned : for all that

he has. (Prov. iv. 7.) He who will rather continue seeking,

and who goes back when it comes to the great discovery, he who
begins to barter so as that he may still retain something of his

own, cannot obtain it. But he who goes on and offers violence

to the kingdom of heaven, and who boldly counts out the great

price in the face of the mockery of the spectators and traders, he

is the true buyer. AVliat a gracious word is this buying, when
yet the price consists only in our entire poverty, debt, and misery!

But what righteousness and truth in this, that the pearl is yet so

dear, and assuredly in no other way to be obtained ! That which

in earthly things would be foolish caprice is here the highest

wisdom.

In opposition to this last parable—which, in the one buyer,

has shown us the small number of true possessors as opposed to
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the foolish multitude, and the hidden church as, so to speak,

itself the treasure in the field, the pearl obtained It/ Christ for

Himself (for so now, comparing anew, may we invert the senti-

ment)—comes the last of the series, which shows, on the other

hand, the great mixture in the wide net. It thus returns back to

the first ; but now only to bring into prominence the inevitable

separation as the chief and concluding idea, by the final ovrcog

saroci. If, in a former parable, the tares were sown against the

will of Christ, by His enemy, we have here the other and inner-

most side of the matter, namel}^, that it was notwithstanding

according to the counsel and loill of Christ ! He who there says.

Let both groiv together! had also said before, Let the enemy sow !

and in holy love, a love which goes beyond all the malice of

Satan, a place was given to the tares in His field, if haply even

they might be transformed into wheat through the miraculous

power of the opposing leaven. The bad fishes, too, were pur-

posely fished and drawn in along with the others. If any one

is still in doubt as to the meaning of that saying, " the world is

the field,"—his doubts must be set at rest when he finds here

the bad who are to be cast out distinctly represented as being

in the net, which is certainly not the same as the sea. The
kingdom of heaven is not something specially set apart for any

outward Israel, nation, or country ; but the great sea of nations

is its sphere, the restless raging sea of fallen humanity (a figure

pervading the whole of Scripture, for one example of which we
would now only refer to Ps. Ixv. 8). Into this sea it sinks as a

net hid beneath the waters. The Lord will have infant-baptism,

conversions, national churches, and all that belongs to such a

penetration of the leaven into the entire mass ; and the Roman
Church, although in itself an untrue type, is yet right in its

maintenance of this truth against the most well-meant, erring

separatism. The wide aayrjVT^, the great draio-net of God, is

'xccvcc'ypog, it works and draws with it whatever it finds, what-

ever comes in its way. This net has many nooses, many small

nets which here and there many fishers of men throw out ; and

that not merely like Peter, " at Christ's word," but sometimes

only '7rpo(pd(7Si (Phil. i. 18), for their own ends. Nay more,

even against his knowledge and will must Pilate write the super-

scription of the cross, and Caiaphas prophesy of the scattered

children of God who find the truth therein. All things in the
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world's history must work together for good, for the calling of

those whom the eternal purpose hath distinguished ; the history

of the world is itself the history of the church, and has in it the

great net which the One great Fisher of men, with all the nets

and hands which help Him, draws by His strong hand to the

shore. As the fishes are sometimes tahen in an evil net, and the

sons of men snared in an evil time (Ecclos. ix. 12)—so man also

knows not his time, when the good hand of God which draws

into the kingdom of heaven first comes upon him. The fishes

are in the net before they know it, even when they think they are

still free to swim in the sea ; for the net hides itself from them.

Ye fishers who, as wise and faithful servants, would follow out

the mind of Christ, draw gently that you may not scare away

the draught. The water itself must move about in the net;

the sin of the world must prepare for the universally-offered

grace of God ; the raging of the nations and kingdoms must

help on the kingdom of heaven and the gathering of the people

of God. Many a leviathan is caught ; and although he would

fain escape, yet cannot break the strong net.

Thus, indeed, it brings together \» Tuvrog y'zvovg, i.e., great

and small, high and low, distinguished and obscure, whatever

there is in the water (Ps. civ. 25). But with all this variety,

there are only two kinds of which at last account is taken (see

chap. xxii. 9, 10). In ra Ka\d and ra (TU'Trpci the fishes are

purposely not expressly mentioned, nor are they throughout the

whole parable ; h/&vhicc is not to be supplied (seeing that D''OiVi^

and D''3''2ri were also caught), but the neuter is to be understood

in the same way as x.aivu, Kui 'zaXuid in vcr. 52. The sea of

the world and the kingdom's history has a shore, as this atdu

has a (TvvTiXsiu. There it will be seen what has been caught,

what must be afjain cast out of the net ; and as little of the latter

comes into the ccyysTci, as of the tares from the field into the

barn.' The fishes in the parable are either eatable or not Jit

for use (which in general the word ffuxpog also signifies), fishes

which indeed miglit have made good food, but which, unfor-

tunately, have died in the net, and, amid the swarm, have be-

come corrupt ; but the parable says nothing of this, in order

* The dyyuot (not the vessel in the Sing, as Luther has it) certainly

correspond in some measure to the barn in a foregoing parable ; but wq

may infer from the pliu-al that this feature is here less to be urged.
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to abide by tlie principal point. To this principal point belongs

now only the third and last question which comes after the former

questions, Whence ? and Whither ? namely, When will this be

done ? The answer was also given before : When the plants

are ripe, i.e., here when the net is fulL This means not merely

when the TrXTjpaiJjCx, raJv \hm, which in its number is known
only to God, has been brought in (E.ora. xi. 25), when the fore-

ordained number of the elect is complete,—although this also lies

in the background, as it is on account of the good that the net

is drawn,—but at the same time also, " when the whole sea is

fished out, when all that were swimming in it are in the net

"

(Matt. xxiv. 14). As in the second parable the harvest was

described only as future (it is by no means said, "and the reapers

came")—so now, on the contrary, the final decision appears as

present, and immediately follows.

Yers. 49, 50 contain an explanation unasked, but they only

repeat the foregoing vers. 41, 42 (might the disciples also in

heart repeat ver. 43 !), and bring the three last parables into

one order with the conclusion of the second. It is this : The
gathering is effected by men, but the separation only by the

hands of the angels, with whom we cannot join the reigning

and judging saints. Already does this literal repetition (for in

vers. 39 and 41 the angels of heaven are certainly meant) refute

the strange idea of Olshausen, that the dyyiXoi here are the

messengers or aTroGroXot, because in the parable the fishers

themselves perform the work. This, however, is still the ques-

tion ; for, in the whole parable, in order to keep this in the

background, neither the fishers nor the fishes are named, and

it is expressed in the indefinite form, as in ver. 40 citT'Trsp &u\-

"kiyirui, so is it now with the whole story of the aocyT^vy^ ^"krihiffrj,

as if it were equivalent to o^c-rsp (idXXzroci, etc. The angels

shall go forth from the throne and presence of God, and of the

Son of Man, at His command and commission ; they shall make

a clean and true separation of the few righteous from the many
wicked. What in the similitude was an emphatic 'i^co left in-

definite, is in the explanation the fearful furnace with its wailing

and gnashing of teeth ; still, in order that the friendly promise

(ver. 43) for those who have ears to hear may sound above this

dreadful conclusion, there is already, in ver. 48, a gathering to-

gether of the good placed before that gathering togetherofthe bad.
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THE TREASURE OF THE HOUSEHOLDER.

(Matt. xiii. 51, 52.)

" Parables are indeed ingenious things, but we must under'

stand them "—therefore the Lord asks at the conclusion, if they

have understood Him ; as in Mark iv. 13 He spoke at the

beginning. This question was not for the people, but for the

disciples, that they might be thorough (Lu&'/iTZvO'zvng. And
Christ, who could not follow the Socratic method in revealing

the mystery of the kingdom of heaven, must first teach the dis-

ciples before He can ask them such a question. Forget not ye

under-teachers to do the same, neither the teaching first nor the

asking afterwards ! Have ye understood all this,—the last

through the interpretation that was given of the first,—that

which has not been explained, and about which ye do not there-

fore ask Me ? (for in Mark iv. 34 icavrot, is not meant literally

of every single parable, but of the import of all, which they

might perceive from the explanation of some). The disciples,

because they had really understood something, and because these

subjects were not as at first entirely unintelligible to them,

answer in their simplicity, Yea, Lord. Christ receives this

answer as true, for he who understands something is certainly

in the right way. Luther :
" He praises them just as if they

had understood, because at some future time they would under-

stand." He deals with His disciples as Avith children, in the

simplest earnestness and the most earnest simplicity ; for He
thinks of vvliat they shall become by the Holy Ghost, and has

patience with their folly or simplicity. He does not repel them

from Him as a proud master by saying : How can ye already

know and understand what the kingdom of heaven is, as My
wisdom has spoken of it in these parables !

For their future office, in the discharge of which their " Yea,

Lord," would come to be evermore true, He now says what fol-

lows. And after Eternal Wisdom has opened its mouth in Him
in this method, He still adheres to it, this last word also takes

the form of a parable, wliich ^latt. ver. 53 therefore includes

under the IrsXiffiv Tag TapafioXoig ravrccg. Perhaps mean-
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while the table was spread in the house ; at least the drjffocupo,

of the householder here is the store-room of the food (Ps. cxliv.

13), and the whole is to be compared with chap. xxiv. 45. We
might at first say : What condescension thus to speak of Himself

as of every scribe ! But this He does not do, for He Himself is

no ypaiJbfjbarivg, [Mc/JriTivkig ; He speaks of His disciples' office

in which they are to follow His, the Master's, example just set

before them. But He is certainly the Householder who has now

brought out things new and old to the people, and the disciples

the guests and the inmates of the house ; still eveo^y one is there-

fore (hiot rovro after such an example) to be like this Householder.

When our Lord says " scribesj'^ He gives it to be understood,

as we have seen, that these seven parables were founded on the

Holy Scripture, and were foreshadowed in it ; then also He
places such true scribes whom He forms and sends (chap, xxiii.

34), emphatically in opposition to the false scribes of that day.

Instructed or taught/or the hingdom of heaven : This is the grand

distinction, the fundamental idea of all true instruction and learn-

ing, upon which all true understanding depends. Instructed,

namely, in a twofold sense, for himself and for others, that he

may gain it himself and spread it abroad in others. The im-

portance of avTov, which is the true point of the sentiment, is

not to be overlooked ; out of his treasure, almost as at chap. xii.

35. For the treasure and provision of the wholesome doctrine

must through experience have become our own, in the way
spoken of in the fifth and sixth parables ; the 0'/j(raup6g must be

put into a 6}]Coivp6g if we are rightly and fruitfully to use it.

Not from knowledge got by learning, not from books, not even

from the Bible, that inexhaustible store-room of the chief House-

holder, can a man teach and preach as Christ here means, if the

truth does not first enter and pervade his own heart.

Neio and old

:

—that is in the parable the produce of this year

and of years far back (Song of Sol. vii. 13), for the nourishment

and sustenance of the family ; not (according to Neander) jewels

laid out to view,—in which old or new does not signify so much.

In the interpretation of the parable, however, it has indeed a

manifold sense. The fundamental idea is, "according to the

wants and taste of the guests, as it is good for them, or, by

pleasant variety, agreeable to them." There is not to be a con-

stant repetition, therefore, of the one same thing, that the people
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may not get disgusted;^ therefore the neio stands first. Bat
neither is it to be always the new, or a new form for the Athenian

itching ears; but, as in the true wisdom for the kingdom of

heaven all that is new really rests on what is old, the old there-

fore is not to be forgotten, even the first repentance-sermon and

the truths of the catechism are ever to be set forth anew ! The
old is ever to become new by new accessions to it ; the new
must confirm and recommend itself by leading back to the old.

Further, by the new and old is meant—not precisely, as Luther

everywhere and here also finds, " gospel and law," for what is

here spoken of is instruction into the kingdom of heaven—but the

new word of the kingdom of heaven in the fnl/ilmeJit, in convinc-

ing harmony with the old word o^ prophecy from the Scripture.

By all means also the word of Moses as the old ; but only so far

as it harmonizes with the gospel, and essentially coheres with it.

Further, because nature also, because creation and history are

God's writing—the original, first book of wisdom, to interpret

whose letters, and to put them into words, Christ opens His

mouth in the commentary upon it which forms the other writing,

—we may understand also these old metaphors, and stories

familiar to every one, of the seed, the tares, the leaven, the net,

and that by these the new ideas, the mysteries of the kingdom

of heaven, may be advantageously taught. And whatever else

he who will only diligently gather into his treasure, in order

faithfully to bring forth from it, will find therein that may be

called new and old.^ For, the Master, at the conclusion of His

discourse, will say to His disciples :
" Only use all this diligently

for yourselves and others, gather assiduously in order to render

back again, so will you learn ever better to understand all this
"

(ver. 12).

' Hence Neander speaks (wrongly) of " agreeable variety " in the modern

or ancient jewels that are displayed.

^ Only not (with Neander) the "formal accommodation" which makes

use of ancient expressions, without taking them exactly in their entire truth,

which speaks of the authors of books, according to ancient opinion, without

confirming that opinion.
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THE FEEDING OF THE FIVE THOUSAND.

(Matt. xiv. 16-19 ; Mark vi. 31, 37-41 ; Lu. ix. 13-16:

John vi. 5, 10-12.)

Although what is further narrated in chap. xiii. 54-58 is by

no means the same incident as that recorded in Lu. iv. 16-38,

but a repeated visit to Nazareth at a later period,—on the details

and significance of which we should have much to say, if we had

now to deal with the narratives,—still the words of Christ (ver.

57) are to be rightly interpreted only in their original connection

in Lu. iv. 24. We therefore refer the consideration of them to

that passage, and will now pass to what follows.

Jesus hears from the disciples of John who came to Him, and

whom the death of their own master now at length led to the

true Master, not merely the (already known to Him ? John
V. 35) lamentable death of the Baptist, by the cruel act of King
Herod,—an act which sprang from his vain weakness, but into

which he was driven against his will,—but also what the same

king had said concerning Him, Jesus, that He was, as many told

him, Jolm risen again from the dead, and that he desired much
to see Him ! (Lu. ix. 9.) This wretched king, under whom the

King of Israel lives and works as a subject, now first noticed by

him; this man, whose inner life was burnt out; who was made
up of contradictions, speaking of his kingdom like Ahasuerus,

and yet the slave of his Jezebel, willingly hearing the prophet,

and unwillingly killing him, who will be a Sadducee, and yet

thinks of a resurrection, who has a superstitious fear of the Lord

Jesus, and yet has a curiosity to see Him, is anxious for this,

and yet takes no step towards it ;— this Herod, Jesus, as by a

meet judgment, avoids. Yet we read no word from His mouth

concerning the person and conduct of His king. He went over

the sea zccr' Ihiav, i.e. here (comp. ver. 23 and Lu. ix. 18) with-

out the people, but with His disciples, the Apostles who had just

returned from their mission. For, while the first obnoxious

preacher of repentance dies, twelve new ones are risen up in his

place, besides the One whom Herod now fears. Christ with-

draws Himself on account of the information of the disciples;
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and we read iu Mark vi. 31 tlie words, Come ye also apart into

a desert place and rest a while ! For, the press of the people

goincf and coming was great, so that they could not eat ; it was

shortly before the passover, which feast Christ did not observe

on this occasion, after having performed His work and uttered

His testimony at the feast of Purim. He speaks not of His own

but of the disciples' rest; because they were too full of all the

things that they had done and that they had taught, lie leads them

into the solitude where is the true rest. Come ye also {vfLzig

ahroi) now into retirement, as I am wont to do and even now
have need of it for Myself; rest yourselves after your journey,

because ye too have laboured ! But when Christ permits or

commands rest He yet significantly adds, a little. More is at

present not yet granted them ; unrest soon sought out Him and

them. The crowds of people hasten on foot round the sea, and

Jesus soon goes again forth from His solitude (k^sXOcov, Matt, and

Mark: not out of the ship, but equivalent to Zz^dfjbivog wjrovg',

Lu. in order to receive them with a salutation) ; He heals their

sick, and gives them again much instruction concerning the

kingdom of God. For, instead of displeasure at the disturbance,

there is only compassion in His heart for the sheep without a

shepherd. He is moved too even by the unintelligent zeal with

which they run after Him, and forget their food : they must not

suffer on this account ; and He determines in the counsel of His

wisdom now to give a sign which shall at the same time interpret

to the people that word in Matt. vi. 33, and testify of the bi'ead

of life, but which shall also shadow forth something special for the

disciples after their first official work. The Evangelists together

give us six words from the mouth of Jesus on the occasion of

this miraculous meal, the true order of which will clearly evolve

itself from a right understanding of the whole.

Evidently the first, in which the Lord signifies to Philip alone

what He has already determined to do, is denoted in John vi. 5

by the Evangelist's words before and after, as the beginning

which Jesus makes. Whence shall we buy bread that these may
eat ? " We have (in such things He is ever ready to speak

tlyis) many guests ; We ourselves have indeed enough, as for

this purpose we came hither; but these are hungry and in their

zeal have thought nothing of this ; it is fit therefore that we
give them to eat? What thinkest thou, Pliilip ?" That this
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was the disciple who took charge of the food may rather be

doubted, for Judas carried the bag and bought generally what

was needed (John xiii. 29). We shall more correctly under-

stand St John's words concerning the TrupdZjUv by supposing that

Philip, whom the faithful Master now singles out from the rest,

needed the trying question on account of his own state of heart.

(Comp. John xiv. 8.) He understands not, however, the gentle

reference, contained in this Whence, to the miraculous power of

the heavenly Father ; but adheres literally to the huying. Bread

for these, said the Lord when He lifted up His eyes on the 'TToXvg

o^^Xog; and the disciple begins to reclcon, and finds, on a hasty cal-

culation, that a certain round sum (proverbial among the Jews

;

there can hardly have been so much in the Saviour's store) is

yet far too little to satisfy such a multitude, so that every one at

least may have a little ! After this conversation, the same

thought occurs to the rest of the disciples, as it must very natu-

rally have suggested itself; and they come to Christ, reminding

Him that He should now bring His instruction to a close, in

order that the people may find something to eat. They con-

siderately give beforehand two reasons (only one of which St

Luke places after the request, while he mentions the other him-

self) : here in the desert there is nothing to be had, and it is

now late.-^

But Jesus spake to them all the second and now more open

word, in which the loe becomes a ye, and the buying becomes

forthwith a giving : They need not depart, give ye them to eat

!

Ye propose their going away as necessary ; but they are with

Me, and I say to you now : Must everything go always by

natural calculation ? They are already tired enough, and must

not give themselves more fatigue. If the disciples had at times

fed one or two hungry guests from their stock of provisions—now
they are to do the same with the thousands ! This He said

again to try tliem whether they would not of themselves, espe-

cially after the great things which had just been done and told,

discover of themselves what He had determined to do. His

striking word might have brought to their recollection that

^ St Matthew : The proper time is now past. Mark : Much of the day-

is already past (reckoning from the beginning of the day). St Luke : The

day began to decline ; for it was between the two evenings, Matt. vera.

15 and 23.
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similar one of the propiiot, 2 Kinns iv. 42, 43 ; it is on this ac-

count, as well as in accordance with the constant humility of our

Lord, that He speaks thus, and does not say, I tcill give to them !

But they do not in this instance say : Lord, at Thy word we will

give them to eat ! They perceive nothing, and answer as the

servants of the prophet did on that occasion ; they bring forward

(according to St ^lark) again the same reckoning, with the pro-

verbial sum, which Philip had just made.^ They are indeed

to be excused ; for it is truly human, and not without a certain

reason in God's ordinance, always to think and speak thus first

of all ; Moses, the man of God, once spoke not otherwise before

Jehovah (Num. xi. 21, 22). But here we may learn, at least,

not to be too confident in our reckonings, so long as they are

made for plus or minium. How many great counting-houses have

forgotten in their books the column for the blessino; or—the

curse of God !

Before the answer of the disciples followed. Matt. ver. 17, Lu.

ver. 13 (St Luke is at least literally accurate), we have, accord-

ing to St Mark's account, a tJiird word of Jesus to consider, viz.

the intervening question proceeding from Hiin, which very natu-

rally connects itself with the reckoning just laid before Him, as

a reply to it : IIoio much bread have ye ? Go and see I I will

divide and multiply differently from you. " We have not what

Thou tellest us to give ; neither so much bread as will suffice for

these, nor so much money as will bni/ it even should we go au-ay

for that purpose :"—so say ye, but I say to you :
" Ye have ; go

and only see hoto much it is ; then will / take care that it be

enough^ and that every one gets not merely a little." Thus

does Christ point to the present gifts of God which we have, in

order to bless these ; for the ordinary method must certainly be

observed first, so that even miracles come only in this way.

Where there is still something present, nothing new is created.

Now Andrew speaks in the name of all the disciples, who agree

with him :
" Here is a lad who has five barley loaves (the smaller

bread, hence Judges vii. 13), and two dried fishes,—that have

we here, but not more." Because, therefore, they cannot answer,

"•We have nothing"—Christ holds fast by what they have, and

' AVe rather suppose this, than that the gospel which was compiled from

the account of St Peter contradicts that of St John even in such a cir-

cumstance.

VOL. II. E
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speaks fourtldy (observe in this connection of the different ac-

counts the ever-advancing gradation) the word of majesty, in

which the transition is made to the miraculous power, and the

increase is promised, " Bring it hither to Me

!

—the five loaves

and also the two little fishes ; we must despise nothing that we

have—but bring it to MeT' Now, they observed Him what

He would do.

And He told the multitude to sit down; more exactly, accord-

ing to St Mark, He told the disciples to make the people do

this; St Luke and St John give expressly as the Jifth yvord

:

Make the people sit down ! Or, Let them sit down in rows hy

fifties. Thus exactly does Christ observe order in wdiat He does,

and here illustrates what is written in 1 Cor. xiv. 33, 40, as has

been at all times noticed. The small stock of provision is

brought before Him, concerning which Andrew asked, What is

this among so many f The multitudes arrange themselves in ex-

pectation of what is to come
;
probably not distinctly marking,

till the end of the meal, that here there was given a sign of

miraculous power. They are not to mingle at pleasure with

each other as at common festivals, but solemnl}' to sit as at the

table of God in the kingdom of heaven. Then our Lord took

the five loaves and two fishes, looked up to heaven, pronounced

the blessing over them (as St Luke expresses it, blessed them,

the loaves and fishes), and began now Himself to break and to

divide, that the disciples may do this further. He does not first

command that the five and the two become five hundred and two

hundred, to be taken openly by the multitudes ; He conceals

the miracle, and no one sees how it multiplies itself in His and

the disciples' hands, any more than one sees the grass growing.

^v')(^cipKjT^(Tag hii^ojzs—writes St John ; if what follows were

only a gloss, it is j-et, according to the other Evangelists, true :

He Himself breaks and distributes on without its coming to an

end ; and the disciples, who carried what they received through

the ranks, perceive this. They know not themselves hoio it

is so, but their faith grasps the luhence. If in the first ranks

they may have been still anxiously sparing, soon they gave to

all as much as every one wished. For, when God opens His

rich hand He satisfies, according to, and with. His good pleas-

ure, }ivn Ps. cxlv. 16. The more of the life of faith and re-

ceptivity for the Divine power of this feeding there was in the
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intlividual, so much the more easily satisfied would he be with

a Httle ; but those too who ate naturally were all filled. Here

is set up the heavenly ladder of true " tradition," where " the

blessing of the first hand runs through many hands, even to

the end." The father gives the gift to the son, the son to his

servants, from whose intermediate hands all people receive it

(I Cor. xi. 23). Here is apparent, also, the pur|)ort and sig-

nificance of the sign for the Apostles who had just returned

;

inasmuch as, while imprinting a seal upon their first mission at

its close, it foreshadows their future official work. Give ye them

to eat ! Ye need only to have something for such giving, My
blessing will multiply in your hands in the giving. Nay, we

might well say, that Christ had done all this in reality, more for

the sake of the disciples than of the people.

The words of the prayer of thanksgiving and blessing^ are

not given; for it is probable that, with a simplicity sublime in

its humility, Christ had just said the grace commonly used in

Israel. But while the three Evangelists merely narrate the

gathering up of what remained over, St John specifies still the

sixth word : Gather up the fragments that remain, that nothing

he lost! Quite as simple as unostentatiously natural ; and yet

as profoundl}^ significant as all the former unsearchable words

of His mouth from the first to the last. In 2 Kings iv. 43, 44,

loliat is left over (as Kuth ii. 14) is a sure proof of there having

been enough ; it was not to be altogether consumed, for God's

gift is never exhausted, there always remains something over.

And, behold! there was more of what remained over than of

the original stock. But it is not for a memorial alone that they

are to gather it ; chiefly rather, in order that the people may
not foolishly take relics of it with them. That nothing he lost

of the precious gift of God—this Christ gives as the reason.

Wonderful union of the Divine riches with meet activity on the

part of man ! Beautiful pictiu'e of the working power of God
in nature, which is at once lavish and careful ! But Christ

does not teach and recommend to us merely that " gathering

carefulness which belongs to the avt o^ tcell-doing ;" He gives

us a still deeper ground, inasmuch as this carefulness belongs

in general to doing justly : That notliing he lost! This is the

' "Which according to the Mislinah ha'l only to bo said by one even for

the larKC4>t company.
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single decisive ground upon which rests our household faith-

fulness with God's gift, of which we cannot create the smallest

crumb, which is to be regarded as precious and holy : not faint-

hearted anxiety about the future, as if God's hand were shortened

for us or others when our hand has not enough.

That God's hand has been rich and open in the hands of Jesus

extended in miraculous blessing over the little, these men now

at the end, when all were satisfied, have seen and experienced in

this sign which Jesus performed. But, alas, in human fashion

they see nothing more in it than the bread of which they had all

eaten ; and, because it seems to them a very pleasant thing to

have their table so easily replenished, they will forcibly take to

themselves this prophet who is indeed the Messiah, and at once

proclaim Him King with rejoicing, a king who would be better

to them than Plerod ! The third instance related by St Matthew
of Christ's being taken for what He was not ;—the other two

being chap. xiii. 55, where the Nazarenes see in Him the

" carpenter's son,"—and chap. xiv. 2, where by Herod He is

mistaken for the Baptist risen from the dead. Christ, in com-

passionating love for the people, in faithful wisdom for the disciples

and all future believers, performed this sign as a proof what

means were at His command, had he been a demagogue seeking

adherents. But He takes care again that His disciples be not

carried away by the error of the people ; He sends them forward

to the ship ; takes leave of the people against their will (though

they presume not to contradict or resist Him) ; and again goes

to the mountain of His former solitude, there to j^'*"'^]/ from late

in the evenino; till far into the night.

CHRIST WALKING ON THE SEA.

(Matt. xiv. 27, 29, 31 ; Mark vi. 50; John vi. 20.)

Jesus had commanded His disciples this time to cross over the

sea before IJim, and had promised therefore to come after them

without telling them how. Did He intend to walk round the

lake during the night, which scarcely any one did during the

day if ships were to be had,—or did He intend to follow them
in the morning in another ship (after having withdrawn Himself
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from llie people)? Neither of these suppositions is conceivable;

so that for the following miracle it only remains to be supposed

that lie knew well Himself what lie wouhl do. lie would once

more show to His disciples in all stillness, even although no storm

had arisen, His power over nature and the creature, in virtue

of which there were ways for Him always and everywhere.

They had, late in the evening, come (according to St Mark,

ver. 47) to or beyond the middle of the sea, from tw^enty to

twenty-five stadia as St John states, which was about three-

fourths of the whole breadth (which was altogether, according

to Josephus, forty stadia or a geographical mile) ; and when now

the storm arose, they made, in sj)ite of all their exertions, very

little more progress by the fourth watch of the night (three

o'clock in the morning), the wind being directly contrary. And
Jesus not with them—this was worse than the former time

;

although their faith might have retreated upon the power and

majesty which He had so shortly before revealed to them. Then

lie saio their distress (Mark ver. 48) from the mountain of His

prayer, even through the night and darkness, and came to help

them. Yet it seemed to them, on first seeing His form, as if

He would go past them ; for He went to the prow of the ship,

or, which may also be concealed in this, He acted here as in

Luke xxiv. 28.

The Lord God Who spreadeth out the heaven, icalketh upon

the waves of the sea in His creative power (Job ix. 8) :—this is

now truly exhibited in His Son, who also thus gathers the winds

in Plis hands, and binds the waters in a garment of His majesty

(Prov. xxx. 4). This is more than was done by Moses and

Elias, for whom the depths must first be dried up. Not, how--

ever, in the exercise of Omnipotence, but in the higher nature of

the ideal man, in the might of the spirit over matter, of that

pure and perfect fiiith to which everything must be subject, does

our Lord come forth from prayer to walk upon the ivaters (vharu

which beneath His tread cease to be x,v[Jjtt,ToC}. This inner life

corresponding to that of His glorified state (analogous to Phil,

iii. 11) breaks forth, according to His and His Father's counsel,

in this moment of special elevation ; and in a way wdiich was

not always possible for Him who so often crossed that sea, only

because He had no reason to will such a manifestation. The

disciples all see Him Whom they so anxiously wished to have
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among them,—nay, who had promised to come after them,

—

approach so near to the ship that He can directly speak with

them and Peter with Him. His well-known form would, if

they could see a man walking at all, have been distinguishable

at this distance, if they had not been perplexed by His going

past them. What is that? they ask among themselves in terror;

the fear which now first breaks out in earnest, precisely when

the Helper comes, answers, It is an apparition^ a (pavrafffjua

;

and, when the terrifying word is spoken, they cri/ out for fear.

Is it an invitation of welcome from Sheol, to which they think

themselves now near ? This it cannot be, for that which they

see upon the sea assuredly looks like the Lord. It was more

likely, therefore, to occur to them that their excited imagination

was morbidly deceiving them with the figure of Him who had

been so much in their thoughts : if, indeed, they have any

definite idea at all of this (pui/roidf/joc. The fourth mistaking of

Christ by His own disciples,—prelude of the terror awakened in

them by the sight of the risen Lord—most characteristic con-

trast to 'His own tranquil power over the elements ! Man, in

his present state, in the fear and perplexity of spirit which m£iy

so easily overtake him, sees apparitions, and takes even his

Saviour as He draws nigh in Divine power at first to be-such.

This, however, is always better than, in the opposite folly of

boldness, to take a (pccvTu(T[/jCc.of his own thoughts as the Lord
and Saviour ;—for where Jesus really is. He will with His

friendly It is I dissipate the mist of fear in all who do not, in

their pantheistic illusion—which looks on the laws of nature as

the living (rather dead) God—hold that no one ca7i walk upon

the waves of the world and of history, and that the Christ

who appears to any one to do so is only a phantom of his own
creation

!

Be of good cheer : it is I; be not afraid! St John, because his

thoughts are ever hastening to the iyco stfJA of Christ, passes over

the Be of good cheer, 0apffiirs, which in St Matthew and St Mark
prepare the way for this comfort-bringing /. We recognise this

word of kindness which He is ever so ready to address, which

still from heaven He delights to address to timid hearts. (Acts

xxiii. 11.) In order that the majesty and miraculous nearness

of the It is I may not terrify them. He rounds it, so to speak,

n both sides by words of encouragement. Fear not ! This is
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the word used by the appearing Lord ah*eady in the Old Testa-

ment (as we have shown on Lu. v. 10), but now first in the

mouth of the Son of Man lias it the full power really to take

away all fear. Thus did He come into the world with His mira-

culous manifestation : I am the Helper. Happy he who, in the

true faith of a discij)lo, although it may at first be yet weak, is

already acquainted with the gracious Master ; so that every new

It is I! always more effectually dissipates his anxious fears,

until the blessed words are heard for the last time in the last

fear of death, as in Rev. i. 17, 18. But how often when Christ c

comes to His disciples in extraordinary w-ays, when He draws j

near to them in the cross and in distress, and thus brings salva-^

lion and blessing to them,—is there a repetition of this mistaking

of His well-known form!

Philip or Thomas among the disciples might doubt perhaps

for a moment or two longer, even after such words, whether it

were really He. They must first have Him among them in

the ship ; but St John hears enough for his inwardly-adoring,

calmly-expecting assurance, Jt is the Lord ! But the forward

Simon Peter, the easily and strongly excitable, will go still

further ; and, after shrieking fear, display for a moment great

faith, in token that he is still the Lord's Peter. Not as if in a

yet hypothetical " If it be Thou" he takes doubt along with him

from the first ; for then the first step would not have been taken.

Oh no: "Lord, if" (i.e. because, since it is, as I see) " it be Thou'^

—on this firm ground he proceeds in hasty boldness of faith to

tread, and, like his Lord, upon the sea. But wherefore this ?

The other inference would alone have been natural and simple

:

"Come into the ship to us, and we shall all be saved!" But,

in the questionable little word " me"—always questionable when

it too hastily replies to the Lord's great /, before it has been

specially asked and called—lurks that secret flaw in the great

faith on account of which it must soon again become very little.

Had Jesus of Himself cried :
" And thou Peter come out to Me"

—he would certainly not have sunk. But, because he will out-

run the others in showing his faith, the real Peter must show

himselfjust as, alas, he still is, and give a warning of the future

denial of his Lord,—falling back again as suddenly as he had

raised himself. Peter knows, and feels, and acknowledges that a

Kikivzm on the part of Christ must precede his \\6{iv ; but he
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provokes this command, almost bidding himself to do that which

it should have been left to Christ to command.

What does the Lord then do? With a wisdom which always

does what is right everywhere, and in every occurrence reflects

at once the holy prudence of His whole conduct, He replies by

a single little word to the almost prolix address of the disciple.

He does not refuse the needless i^equest, and, with that false

mastership into which we under-masters are so apt to fall, repel

the bold disciple, " Wherefore tins now ? I come to you, I have

nothing to do with thee in particular, I do not need thee here

on the waters," Peter needs Him, and receives, in the granting

of his request, the better lesson by experience. He grants him

his will. But He does not assent to all the terms of the request

as formally spoken by the too courageous disciple ; He does not

add, tqyon the toater—not even to Me,—nor does He say ksXsvco

—for in all this there would have lain the certain promise of a

successful issue, which He neither could nor would give. He
says merely, at the same time literally granting the desire of the

disciple. Come! that is, as well and as far as thou canst; it will

be seen whether upon the water, and to Me. This is the Divine

manner in such cases. Joab at length, with angry compliance

and without love, gives to Ahimaaz who persists in asking, " Let

me, I pray thee, run," the answer, "Iiu7i!" (2 Sam. xviii. 19-

23.) But Christ gives His word of permission in true love,

which will not let the disciple sink, but will merely teach him

by experience that to the best-meant beginning of faith, if it has

any self-conceit in it, the VTOfJUOvrj will be wanting. He had not

(as Roos here thinks) a pleasure in this, that Peter should incon-

siderately beg so strange a command ; but He willingly embraces

the opportunity of giving this Peter a powerful lesson by actual

experience : in this, indeed, Christ, as the good Master, has

always pleasure.

The bold disciple, having now gone from the ship upon the

water, walks one or two steps (not more, for the Lord was near)

confidently towards Jesus; then he sees, looking away from

Jesus (wherefore this *?), the strong wind which a few moments

before he did not see, and yet which had been always there ; as

out of fear into faith, so now again he quickly passes out of faith

into his former fear. And because, of course, only the faith of

the entire will can bear him upon the water, he begins to sink ;
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his doubt now beginning to break out (KuraxovriZ^za&ai, as in

ch. xviii. 6, expresses more than a mere sinking down of the feet),

he must, as a punislmient before all the other disciples, who are

now at rest, once more crT/ out for fear; and, instead of his former

exclamation, is reduced to utter the word which best befits our

weakness,—which he had forgotten, and which none of us can

soon go beyond, least of all in the false stcj)s of Peter

—

Lord,

help me! All the fisherman's skill in swimming (John xxi. 7)

is at this moment gone ; for, when man has once committed

himself to the miraculous sphere of fiitli, the power and skill of

nature vanishes ; he can make no combination of the two. He
who comes to a stand-still in half-wrought miracles has also, in

the hapless miscarriage, forgotten and lost what he could other-

wise do naturally. What occasion might there have been to

address to the disciple a more sharply-rebuking word of instruc-

tion :
" See! thou forward and presuming one, thus it fares with

thee ; I knew well that it would be so"—or words to this effect

!

But when the thing itself speaks so powerfully, there is no need

for Him to say anything more ; His heart, too, has no delight in

making the disciple's confusion moi'e conspicuous by any words

of His. No, He Jielps whenever the cry is addressed to Him,
" Help me"—this is the one principal thing in His heart, in all

His words and acts. Nor does He utter merely a second KZkivziv,

so as to make His own poxcer appear great in contrast with the

disciple's weakness, Walh, again! Sink not! but He at once

stretches forth His loving hand to the disciple near Him, sinking

beside Plim who stands ; He lays liold on him, so that thereby

the faith returns and the sinkincj ceases : He savs nothing more
and nothing less than, titou of little faitIi, xclierefore didst tliou

doubt ? Such words of Christ are unsearchable beyond all human
thoughts. With all the defects in Peter's first faith, it was yet

great faith, the faith that Pie who walked on the water could

bid others also do the same. Nor can we at any time have too

great faith in the presence of Christ— if, of course, it be unmixed

with self-confidence and self-will. But the greater the faith

declares itself, the more foolish is then the smallest doubt; which,

therefore, Christ here calls, as in chap. viii. 20, the being afraid.

He might, indeed, have said here also to the sinking disciple,

"Wherefore didst thou fear?" This would have been more

humbling in contrast with his former courage. But by this alto-
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gether gracious word He will not shame him into conviction, but

encourage him ; He discloses the innermost ground of returning

fear as lying on the boundary of perfect faith. Not even until

after He has laid hold of him and raised him up to Himself,

until He has purified, strengthened, and perfected the wavering

faith of the disciple in His own faith,—the faith of the Master,

—does He address to him the word which denotes the whole as

now past : " Wherefore didst thou doubt f Wheo'efore, indeed ?

Thou wouldst and couldst walk in thy will ; thou didst even

walk ! Should he who comes on the sea to Me regard and be

afraid of the wind?" Thus, in His tenderness, He overlooks all

the evil or sin that had mixed itself witli the faith of the disciple,

and most graciously repeats His rebuking word, thou of little

faith! O Lord, Thy faith is perfect. Thy love is perfect—we all

add with shame ; and presume not ever on our own authority

to rebuke a Peter with this word, which the Master alone may
and does say to all.

THE commandment OF GOD AND THE STATUTES OF MEN
WHAT DEFILETH A MAN.

(Matt. XV. 3-20; Mark vii. 6-23.)

Our Lord speaks freely and emphatically of the command-

ment of God and the ordinances of men, placing them in direct

and sharp opposition. First of all. He speaks to the blind leaders

of the blind, because they themselves by their presumptuous

questioning gave Him occasion to do so, and the people standing

around may also have heard ; but He speaks also to the people

to whom He addresses Himself in the ever-growing zeal of love

and truth. He rebukes the bold question by immediately meet-

ing it with another accusing question in return (ver. 3), in which

already the whole answer lies. God's commandment and teach-

'ing goes first, it alone is valid ! Human statute must be broken

when, and because, it breaks the word of God. The heavy

charge implied He proves forthwith, illustrating it by a capital

example taken from the midst of the existing system of lies (vers.

4-6) ; and then, faithful to His wonted manner, He seals His

own words by 2l prophetical icord of Scripture (vers. 7-9), which
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brinfTS to bear on the particular example the most general rebuk(r,

penetrating to the root of hypocrisy. First, there is the adduced

proof, then the rebuke ; and this is given humbly, not upon His

own highest authority, but upon that of the word of God written

before. He then proceeds, however, to expand the word of God
in His own doctrine ; and enunciates before all the people a

general principle (ver. 11), penetrating still deej)er,—a principle

which already prophesies the abolition of the outward ordinances

of the Old Testament, inasmuch as He rightly explains their

true meaning. The disciples, too, still prejudiced by the same

misuriderstanding of the Old-Testament statutes out of which

the Pharisaism that clung to them took its rise, understand

neither this simple and clear principle which appears to them a

" parable," nor the reckless zeal, as it seems to them, with which

their Master had spoken to the people against their leaders

;

they induce Him therefore to give further explanations by two

questions. To the first question—Whether it was His purpose,

not to spare the Pharisees, but to provoke them ?—He replies

by telling them that human statute must be extirpated, because it

is false and pernicious ! (vers. 13, 14). The answer to the other

question which follows this explanation—as to how the principle

expressed in ver. 11 must be understood—is preceded by a re-

buke of their tcant of understanding (ver. 1 6). After the rebuke

follows the doctrine (vers. 17-20), which at the conclusion returns

to the first occasion and beginning of the whole. Thus has St

^latthew, wdio in chap, xv.-xxi. represents " the ever-growing

conflict of Jesus with the authorities at Jerusalem," here again,

as we have found to be his wont, concisely given the import and

progressive sequence of tJie connected words of our Lord on this

occasion. St Mark, on the other hand, is more full in his ac-

count ; he not only retains many sentences which Christ may
also have spoken in connection with what St INIatthew gives, but

(as is especially evident ver. 15) enlarges by way of explanation

for his readers, precisely as in the beginning he gives detailed

information respecting the Jewish ordinances. He is moreover

not exact when, inverting the order, he gives in the outset the

prophecy of Isaiah, and then the convincing example ; thereby

losing the counter-question put by Christ at the beginning, which

contained the immediate answer to the one addressed to Him.

Had we only St Mark's account of our Lord's words on this
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occasion we should lose nothing indeed essentially belonging to

their import,—this would rather be all the more clearly brought

out ; only the significantly measured form and sequence of His

words would be lift. Provision has been made, however, by the

mutually supplementary Gospels that we should lose nothing;

St Matthew preserves the frame into which St Mark's explana-

tory statements admirably dispose themselves. Thus does the

inspiration of the Scripture as a whole confirm itself, while, in the

particular writings of which it consists, scope is sometimes left

for what is human : a principle which in the four gospels finds

its highest confirmation.

In St Matthew it is not necessary to supply ikdovrsg to oi K'tto

'hpoa'OAV[JjCi}i' (he purposely omits this, in accordance with his

general plan, in which the masters of Jerusalem are placed in

opposition to Christ, thereby, as it were, giving a superscription

to what follows)—yet it stands beside it in St Mark. Were they

Scribes and Pharisees returning from the Passover (John vi.

4), who had been specially irritated against Jesus by what had

taken place at the feast of Purim, according to John v., and

who, now meeting Him on their journey, attack Him thus ? But

then the designation oi aTTO in St Matthew would not properly

be correct ; yet we might suppose that they were really persons

from the metropolis, the high school of hypocrisy,^ who appear

here with special authority,^ and who had perhaps purposely

come after Christ to watch Him and to demand of Him an

account. (Which latter St Mark seems to indicate by avvd-

yovrm TTpog uvrov.) They boast proudly of their Trapdhoaig rojv

Tpzd^vr'ipcov or k^yjxiojv, of the so-called oral law handed down

from Moses (HQ hv'2.'^ min), which they had invented, and which

they held so stedfastly against the Sadducees who rejected it

that the mere text of the Bible was declared to have no validity

without it ; and, further, of all that the vrpicrfovrspoi by a like

authority had added to it. " To study only the text is a waste

of time "—" The written word is water, but the interpretation

and that which is added to it is the wine"—"If the Scribes say

the right is the left and the left the right, hear them "—these

^ Rabbi Nathan : If the hypocrites were to be divided into ten parts, nine

would be found in Jerusalem and one in the rest of the world

!

* Only not certainly as a deputed commission, as Lange thinks. In that

case Christ would have answered the authorities with more respect.
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and such-like sayings we read at present in the Jewish writings.

Our Lord had ah-eady, in the Sermon on the Mount, openly-

opposed His iyo) hi Xzycj to the gpps^;? To7g apyjocioig \ but the

opposite of this is now again boldly laid dowi||^by His irritated

opponents. Especially were the frequent and various washings

(Mark vii. 3, 4) a principal part of their hypocritical ceremonial.

B. Jose says in the Talmud: "He who eats bread with un-

washen hands njlT nC'X 7S N3 17''X3, is as bad as if he lay with a

whoi'e," and gives this as an interpretation of Prov. vi. 26. R.

Akiba, who when in prison had so little water given to him that

there was not enough for drinking, chose rather to die of thirst

than to eat anything with unwashen hands ! This later obstinacy

shows, at least, how great it must already have been in the time of

Christ, and what strong grounds He, who was not wont readily

to give oftence, must have had for acting as He did, when He pur-

posely did not wash His hands before the Pharisees. (Lu. xi.

37, 38.) The disciples, of course, followed the example of their

Master ; and the question with all its boldness presumed only to

accuse these, although it was certainly meant to touch the Master

of such disciples, who of course learned what they did from Him.

Observe also how the horrendum, "they wash not their hands!"

follows only as a proof of the general assertion before laid down
in a general form,

—

thei/ transgress the tradition of the elders.

An inference from one thing to all ; and on this occasion not

without justice, for these peo])le knew well what Christ in general

thought of their -rapa^oc/?.

Ver. 3. Our Lord had spoken very gently in the Sermon on

the Mount of the Scribes and Pharisees. And even further on,

in the growing warmth of His public rebukes, He spoke spar-

ingly and moderately, as appears when we take a near view

of the web of conscious hypocrisy and actual folly, avarice, and

ambition, veiled under the show of holiness, with which they,

by their customs and ordinances, ensnared the people around

them. He may certainly have oftencr refuted their doctrine in

j)articular instances than the Evangelists were directed to record

for the benefit of posterity : still we have reason for supposing

that His special polemics bore the same relation to His teaching

as a whole which is represented in the gospels. The true reformer

preaches, first of all, the truth positively; certainly from the first

not shrinking fr->m the open general antithesis— Not as the
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Pharisees ! in order that the truth may not suffer from a seem-

ingly pusillanimous silence, or even from the artifices of a false

accommodation. He wisely observes further, in his conduct, the

limit between a |pelding conformity to more innocent customs

and a decided protest against those practices which are of essen-

tial significance for the system of lies which is to be combated

(although these, single and in themselves, might seem quite as

harmless as the washing of hands in the present instance),—just

as we find in the conduct of Christ. But he waits for the attack

;

and, when called out, he comes forth to victory in an attitude of

severity. So it is with Christ here, in opposition to the Pharisees.

They have attacked Him, through His disciples, M'ith a side-

glance of cowardly malice : He Himself retorts directly against

them, "Wherefore then do ye transgress?" They have with

much seeming reverence pushed forward the tradition of the

ancients, to which they were not at liberty to refuse obedience

;

He charges upon them also the keeping of even this as a con-

tinued '^ocpcihihoi'Cii,
—"for the sake of your tradition !" They

have spoken by a seemingly holy expression of transgressing

;

He shows them to whom this word, in its severest sense, properly

applies. They have brought forward the tradition of the ancients

as an inviolable whole, no part of which one may touch or break

(as James ii. 10 says of the law) ; He sets over against this as a

sufficient answer r^v hrdk'^v rov ©iOv, the alone true, in all its

particular commandments one and entire, commandment of God!
This is the original command, before which no ordinance of the

ancients has any force. The commandment of God, not Moses :

thus says Christ with the strongest emphasis beforehand ; and

again in what follows : God has commanded ! (With which St

Mark in his more enlarged account agrees, giving it thrice instead

of twice, vers. 8, 9, 13, although in the particular example, ver.

10, he has: ^^ Moses has said," in order thus to show how both

are the same.) We have here another strong confirmation of

the Old Testament from the mouth of Christ; a fundamental

testimony to the great authoritative principle of all human teach-

ing in relation to God's revelation, upon which alone every not

merely emptily protesting reformation stands with positive right.

The ordinance of man in general, and as such, already trans-

gresses the commandment of God even when it would support

and further it ; for, it is written, " Ye shall add nothing to it and
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take nothiiii]; from it I" Num. iv. 2, 12, 32. There is need for

no fence around tlie law, as that must soon become only an ob-

structing barrier; only too soon and too easily, as all history

shows, is the opposition between the Divine and the human for-

gotten, and the sole authority of the former destroyed by placing

it on a level with the latter, so that the adding to it is already

itself actuallv a takinjr away from it. From these bemnninixs a

further advance is made to transgression and abrogation. Here,

too, lie the principles of all true doctrine respecting the relation

of tradition to the canon ; here must a check be laid on the first

root of the abuse, by an unconditional maintenance pure and free

of the words, with which no word of man is to be confounded

:

God has commanded, God has said !

Vers. 4-6. The fifth commandment is (as in chap. xix. 19)

instanced as being most directly obvious to the conscience, and

in so far a specially holy fundamental commandment (the first,

in respect to the human life, Eph. vi. 2), which forms the con-

necting link between the first and second table, and in which

are involved the c;erms of all fear of God and love of our iieioh-

hour, of all piety and morality in church and state. He who
invades that law has assuredly committed an offence against

the order and plan of God in its very kernel. It is, at the same

time, a universal word which God speaks everywhere among the

lieathen more plainly than the rest of the ten words given from

Sinai : Thou shalt honour thy father and thy mother! The other

word which stands beside it, and which, by the punishment of
death even for an offence against this commandment in words,

very strongly confirms it,' is to be found not merelv in Ex. xxi.

17 (with ver. 15) immediately after the giving of the law from

Sinai, but is repeated in Num. xx. 9 ; it again sounds out its

Amen for all the people among Ebal's curses, Deut. xxvii. 16;

and Solomon, too, gives special emphasis to it, Prov. xx. 20, xxx.

17. In opposition to this, now comes vfjjzig Z\ Xh/sre : "ye are

bold enough to teach"—properly, only to say, inasmuch as this

1 This citation is busides important in oi^position to those who regard

capital punishment as a measure disapproved of by the " mild" Jesus.

" Precisely in it does Christ find the fitting expression of the holiness of

God, and the severity of His will against the lax and arbitrary conduct of

the hypocrites." (Evaiig. Kirchenztg. 1848.) Reasoning against capital

punishments from the Scripture is in general a nonentity.
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ksysn designedly follows the strong word hzrztkocro. Care has

been taken in the Jewish writings that we should well under-

stand what is here meant, although even St Mark gives no

further explanation. /\Zpov, as Matt, renders J3"ip,' signifies in

the first place a gift offered to God, then any gift, present, or

dedication for the sanctuary or its servants ; hence in Matt,

xxvii. 6, the temple-treasure also bears this name. Now the

selfishness of the Pharisees derived from this doctrine their

statute that this Corban must take precedence of everything

as being of the highest sacredness. There existed already a so-

called "1D''X "i"7J, votum interdicti, by which any one might bind

himself in reference to another not to accept this or that from

him, and to give him nothing in return ; and it was the usual

and most emphatic form of such a pledge to say, " It shall rather

be Corban," and thus to escape from every other obligation. It

was a formula of swearing literally as it stands here : \2'^\>

"p njnj ''JSt^, " It is offered, whereby I might profit or servo

thee!" Comp. Matt, xxiii. 16, 19. Chiefly of children towards

their parents do we find it frequently expressed in the Rabbins:

" Let what I shall gain be consecrated, so that my father may
eat nothing of it," and the like. In the statute, " By Corban is

the man bound,"^—it was not merely implied that he was at liberty

to do nothing contrary to it, even although it were the command
of God,—but even when what was refused and denied by this

word had not actually been offered as Corban, if the word had

only been spoken hastily in the heat of the moment, it must yet

stand inviolable.^ How often may this Corban have been said,

in anger and malice, or through the shameful selfishness of

children, seeing that even in Christendom to the present day the

sin of shunning the maintenance of parents still so often cries to

Heaven ! It will from this be understood why Christ gives promi-

nence to and connects with the foregoing Kazokoyziv a case in

1 St Mark : xopfixv o hart lupov—just as Joseplius (Arch. IV. 4, 4) :

^Zpou Sg rovTO ari^ctivit x,ot,rix,

'

'K'KT^'Jivuv y'Kuma.v. But whether in this simple

S^jjsoj/ be expressed at the same time the oldest and most general ground-

idea of all offering before God properly speaking (only gift, not atonement

or substitution), we are inclined strongly to doubt.

- So much is true, but it is going too far to athrm that, according to the

doctrine and practice, it was enough to say, "Thou shalt have as little of it

as if I were to offer it
!

"
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which by one httle word a wilfully darinrr statute overturned the

holiest obligations of reverence and love among men. AiJpoc

—without effr&f or kffri—denotes the votive-formula as such ; its

being directly spoken to the father or to the mother represents

the worst example, when the parents ask and the children refuse,

—although substantially it retains its truth even when not done

precisely in this form. To honour father and mother is a com-

manded worshi[) of God superior to all self-chosen forms of wor-

ship;^ this honouring comprehends under it, of course, taking

care of and supporting, as a grateful requital (Sir. vii. 28), so

that it is unnecessary to prove, as some have done, that rif/jav

has also this signification (Sir. xxxviii. 1 ; 1 Tim. vi. 3, 17).

"What the children have, belongs to the parents"—writes Philo

on the Decalogue. " Whoso withdraws anything from his father

or his mother, and saith it is no sin, the same is a companion

of the destroyer"—thus did Solomon already almost prophesy

for the future (Prov. xxviii. 24). Such Corban was an unjust

possession, and an abomination (Sir. xxxiv. 18). If, according

to Num. XXX. 4-6, the father could control the daughter of his

house in every vow and bond, so that it should not be valid if

he disallowed it, how much less ought so shameful a vow as this

to have force !^ But i/e teach—thus must Christ rebuke them

—that whoever has said Corban, the same needs not also to

honour his fsxther and his mother ! Many, indeed, read as if

there were a break in ver. 5, after which Christ Himself speaks;

this, however, sounds too harsh, although we might retain the

KUt as genuine. In this koci ov (Jbrj rifjjrjffy;, which is evidently

the apodosis wrongly supposed by some to be wanting, " he

needs not also (not even) to honour father and mother"—the

daring coxmter-command of men is brought f(U'ward in a sharply

convictive form, so that by this is directly confirmed the stronger

repetition of what is said, ver. 3 :
" And thus ye have not only

transgressed, but entirely weakened and abolished the command
of God by your tradition." St Mark, wlio has entirely omitted

' There is a Chinese saying :
" If a man sliow reverence for his faiher and

mother in his house, why go farther to burn spices ?"

- In general then the text here stands in opposition to all unjustifiable

vows, inasmuch as we are only entitled to vow what it is in our power and

right to perform. Luther ased it in particular against even cloister-vows

taken in opposition to the will of parents.

VOL. II. S
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the self-evident apoclosis locv s/xJ], brings out the inference in a

still stronger form : ovksti kpkn avrov ou^h Toifjcrai, " ye allow

hirn no longer to do anything." He has already, at ver. 8,

expressed the same antithesis by u(piVTsg and zparsTn :
" Ye

leave, dispense with, the command of God as a subordinate, less

binding thing, in order to maintain only the -Trapdhoffig of men ;"

in like manner, at ver. 9 again with the repeated ironical koc\5)c,

(which is at the same time still to be undei'stood as at ver. 6)

adzTiirz ivcc rrip'/i(Tf]TS. He specifies, moreover, ver. 8, that Christ

also expressly mentioned before the ^wTrrKjfjjOvg t^iarcov tcou

Torripicov, and represents Him as adding twice at ver. 8 and 13:

and many other such like tldngs do ye. He may indeed have ex-

pressed Himself thus, inasmuch as He brought forward the

Corban " as an example ;" still St Mark seems here to fall into

an amplifying fulness of words, in order rightly to denote in his

oivn manner the same contrast which St Matthew with his

conciseness represents still more sharply and literally.

Vers. 7—9. " Ye hypocrites ! who cover the grossest transgres-

sion of the law with miserable, trifling, outward observances,

with empty phrases, and yet must know what ye persuade your-

selves and others that ye do not know !" (Lu. xi. 40.) Every

ordinance of man which is contrary to the existing word of God
is in its innermost origin and development hypocrisy, and can

consist only with such a relation to God as Christ now imputes

to these hypocrites from the prophecy of Isaiah, thus sealing

His own plain words of rebuke and reprimand with a pro-

phetical testimony. KaXaig 7rpoi<p^r£V(T& "zzpi v^mv—this may
also mean :

" His words are applicable to you, are true (truly,

is it not so % which zotXug may also mean, Mark ver. 9) when

spoken of you." Such accommodation is certainly allowed, and

it here and there occurs. But we must contradict those who

remark that Christ applies prophetical words to His own time,

and hastily aflSrm that a prophet speaks only to his contempo-

raries. It may be demonstrated that, even in the majority of

such instances as may appear to be so, there yet remains a

'TTpocprjrzvitv as regards the future for which the whole Scripture

has been written aforetime ; especially in the case before us the

Spirit in Isaiah did mean more than the then-existing people.

But to demonstrate this fully would require a profound investi-

gation into the whole subject of Isaiah the prophet, to whose
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prophecies (truly ill-used in the recent exeo;esis) the present

writer has given the most careful study. It may be permitted,

at least, to note the following.' In the entire section, Isa. xxiv.-

XXXV. (under Ilezekiah, when Israel sinks and Judah remains),

a threatening and promise are three times set over against each

other, and the prospect as regards the future is opened up for

the people— cither as false Israel to be rejected and to fall in

the judgment of Babylon, or as the true Israel of God to attain

to the salvation of Zion. (As both were already at chap. xii. 13

opposed to each other.) Of these three " layers " (as we may
designate the unifoi-mly-commencing sections of the prophetical

discourse) the middle one embraces chap, xxviii.-xxxii., in which

this general view is specially amplified into a doctrine, and

stronger prominence is given to that which forms the innermost

ground-intuition of all the prophets, namely, that by purifying

judgments the true Israel is to be separated from the false, is to

be won and prepared (chap, xxvii. 6-13). Thus is chap, xxviii.

connected with the state of Israel and Judah under Hezekiah
;

but then (for the prophetical address pulsates in such contrasts

and combinations) chap. xxix. stretches far beyond; it speaks of

more than one future siege and dispersion (comp. ver. 3 with

Lu. xix. 43) ; it comprehends (ver. 14) the wondrous dealings

of God with this people onwards even to the still future removal

of their blindness (vers. 18, 19); it speaks therefore (ver. 9-14)

by no means merely of the then existing state, but of the entire

intermediate period which is embraced in the present rabbinical

Judaism (to which alone the whole description in its most literal

sense applies), and which in the time of our Lord must already

in its fundamental principles have manifested itself to Him in

the same character. Then follows chap, xxx.-xxxii., which,

again returning to the contemporaries and their conduct, yet

reaching forward to all times, is an exhortation on this pro-

phetical text :
' Yield yourselves to the guidance of God, and go

not in the ways of men ! I the Lord am He who alone leadeth

you to salvation !' Oh that wc learned to read the prophets

with such a profound and comprehensive glance as Christ read,

understood, and explained them !

What our Lord here adduces is properly in tiie original text

(although the Sept. only gives the )D^ after, not tlic ""S \V'i) a

* AV'itb which the Introductiou of my work on Isaiah may be compared.
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protasis, whose apodosis brought to mind contains the threaten-

ing : " Therefore will I also proceed to do a marvellous work

among this people, even a wonderful work ; for the wisdom of

their wise men shall perish, and the understanding of their

prudent men shall be hid !

" I will give them up to their blind-

ness, so that out of Pharisaism shall at length grow the madness

of the Talmud. With all their other differences St Matthew

and St Mark are entirely at one in the citation, with the excep-

tion of the immaterial transposition of the ovrog, and the com-

pleteness of the first clause, which is probably genuine in St

Matthew, and has fallen away in St Mark. (For we can neither

dispense with the gyy/^g; as the necessary antithesis to 'Trop'pco

aTg%s/, nor witli the ffrof/jan as the point of connection for ver.

11 afterwards.) Mouth and heart are divided, as Ez. xxxiii. 31,

and " on the lips" is still more emphatic than " in the mouth."

In the main substance (only that rdig y^esXiO'i fMZ rif/jci is trans-

posed for iv To7g xsiXs(tiv ccvtSju ripbcoat fi,s, as also hihaff/caXiag)

the citation follows the text of the Sept., where inhl is read for

^7^Jl^ The sense remains the same. What the Hebrew says

is, " And their fear before Me, their whole religion and piety,

is a learned, outwardly-imparted, commandment of men." The
Greek gives prominence by the fjjuryjv to the nothingness, the

emptiness of such worship, and thus admirably corresponds to

the siiTccXf/jUTa av&puTtcov ', comp. the same expression. Col. ii.

22. They are, as it were, not even worthy of the name of hro-

\ai\ at all events they are the commandments of men, for the

D''JiD^j5 also, with all that they say and lay down, are nothing

more. Human commandment and human doctrine never go

farther indeed than the hand and foot, while God desires the

heart of His people. If this be far from Him, then must He
also put His people from Him, so that rejecting them He says,

" This people^'—no longer " Ji?/ people." (As Isa. xxviii. 11,

vi. 9, 10, viii. 6, 12, and so in many places,)

Vers. 10, 11. Our Lord now, after having spoken of the cor-

ruption as proceeding from these incorrigible hypocrites, leaves

the blind leaders (ver. 14), and calls the people openly to Him-
self, in order to give them a faithful and earnest warning against

such doctrines of men : Hear and understand? In St Mark,

' Euthymius : SKsivovi usu STriarofiiaa; >cix.t y-onuiayjuvcui sjfpijxs!/ wj dfix-
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still more emphatically, all the people—Hear Me all of you and

understand. In like manner afterwards onpe more : If any one

has ears to hear, let him hear ! In a strikingly compact anti-

thesis and plain apophthegm He embodies His important doc-

trine which with deep-searching wisdom is opposed to the lying

and hypocritical work of outward ordinances,—in order thus "to

stamp it as the people's coin." " What defileth the man, and

what doth not "-r-namely, the man properly so-called, the inner

man upon whom God looks—by this is already indicated what

the explanation afterwards (vei's. 18-20) brings into full light.

AVhen, however, St Mark omits precisely the antithesis between

going into and coming out of the mouth, although in this the

point of the saying as a '' parable" lies, and puts instead of this

his 'i^u&iv rov avOpcj'Trov, as also the more forcible ov hvuccrcci uvtov

xoivcoffui—it is quite evident that this is an anticipation of the

subsequent explanation, and hardly corresponds to the original

form of the saying. Even in the explanation afterwards he

does not mention the mouth ; so that one might include also

the actions proceeding from the man, while yet Christ in the

first place means only the u-ord as the most immediate outgoing

of the heart. We see that St Mark has less the gift of seizing

and representing discourses, than of delineating narratives ; still

we see, at the same time, that he was allowed to fall into no

substantial error. What Christ means is also clear enough in

his account. All that comes from tcitJiout to the man, such as

eating and drinking (and then, further, eating with washen or

unwashen hands, xcci uKKa 'TTocpofMOiu roiuvru 'tto/Jm, comp.

Rom. xiv. 17 ; Heb. xiii. 9)—is in itself an ahiu^popov, can

neither defile nor cleanse, in the true sense of the word. Even
in the sacrament eating and drinking is in itself nothing,—with

reference to which Origen apjdies the saying to Christians. It

is evident, moreover, that it is by no means therefore a matter of

indifference what one eats and drinks; for this also, on the other

hand, comes out of the heart and works in the heart. The first

prohibition of God was a prohibition of meat; in Lu. xxi. 34 Christ

warns I lis disciples against burdening the heart with surfeiting

and drunkenness ; and the Apostle earnestly points out to the

Romans and Corinthians what it is to eat in faith and in love.

All this will afterwards ai)pcar more precisely in the explanation

given by our Lord.
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Vers. 13, 14. When Chi'ist came to the house (see St Mark)

the disciples asked Plim to give more particular account of what

He had been saying. Their first scruple respecting the regard-

less manner in which their Master shamed and offended the

Pharisees, as well as the answer which He gave them, is found

only in St Matthew, who is the more intelligible notwithstanding

the greater conciseness of his account. It is very natural that,

of the two questions which they have at heart, this is the first

that breaks forth; for although (ver. 11) they had not quite

understood what they had heard, yet its manifest contrariety to

the pharisaic doctrine was to them evident enough. How, now,

if the people should appeal to this word of Christ against their

masters ? The matter appeared to them all the more perplex-

ing, as they had not been accustomed to such warmth on the

part of their Master; with an amiable boldness (for His humility

had accustomed them so to speak with Him) they ask Him
whether He who always knows and well considers everything,

has this time also known and considered what great offence His

words must give to the Pharisees. Why didst Thou speak the

word so publicly and openly against them ? Answer :
" As by

all jMy acts I protest against their ordinances, and ye with Me,

so did I speak this in order to root out the ordinances of men I

Be not concerned about sivins offence to the seducers ; there isor? ^

a present necessity and duty—for such ordinances are destruc-

tive^ Never more sharply than here did Christ inculcate a

regardless resoluteness, as opposed to all compromise which would

yield up anything of salutary truth. Those, however, altogether

mistake the meaning of His words who, in ver. 13, understand

the lxpiZ,ov(Tdcn of the destruction of the persons, referring to the

parable of the field; the rooting up which is here commanded
must evidently be something different from that which is there

forbidden. Bengel's remark is quite correct, that (pvrov is what

has grown naturally, (pursia what is planted and fostered by

man. Consequently the 2}Iants not planted by the heavenly

Father (in His vineyard, His people) are here, it is evident,

precisely the hrakiiiOira civ^pajTcou, ordinances, doctrines, regula-

tions, which must be cleared away again. (See, on the other

hand, chap, xxiii. 2, 3, by way of supplement to what is here

said.) Not till ver. 14 is anything said of the destruction of

men ; and, first, that this is the sad result of those ordinances ;
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then, consequently, that precisely for this reason the error is to

be rooted up, so that the poor men may not full by it into per-

dition. The misled perishes with the misleader (Lu. vi. 39)

—

unless the saving truth of God interpose. This, however, is

done, and shall be done, irrespective of its being an offence to

the seducers ; it is a salutary offence when a halt is called to

the blind on their way to the pit. Therefore let them go, and-

be not concerned about their being offended. The reforming

protest against human commandments has Divine right, it is a

holy duty ; at the same time there lies in l'/C!^iZ^cio(}7](riTDC,i the pro-

mise indicated, that a time will at length come when thei'e will

be an end to the reforming which at present ever continues to

be necessary. Meanwhile, in patient hope and earnest zeal,

every after-growth of human ordinance is to be resisted and

abolished by the pure word, as much as it is possible to do so,

although the men themselves out of whose evil heart they pro-

ceed are to be borne with, and may not be rooted out of the

world, which is God's field. " Blind leaders of the blind :

"

thus did Christ already speak in the Sermon on the Mount,

and again He speaks similarly at Matt, xxiii. 16, 24 ; here,

however, He at the same time alludes still to the prophecy of

Isaiah, chap. xxix. 10-12, 18, ix. 16, iii. 12.

Ver. 16. Hereupon, Peter, in the name of the rest of the dis-

ciples, brings forward the other question as to how their Master's

offensive doctrine was to be understood ; they only perceived that

there lay beneath it much that was important, new, ami as yet

unheard of in Israel. The explanations of the parables in chap,

xiii. had encouraged them to ask such questions ; and therefore,

as affording a just ground for their request, they call the simple

word in ver. 11 (for this is evidently meant, as the answer shows)

also a, parable. It was, properly speaking, scarcely so to be desig-

nated ; as is shown by the slightly interpretative form in which

St Mark gives it, and in which it at once becomes a most plain

and direct address. Besides, the going into the mouth and

coming out of the mouth was not a mere figure, if they had only

recollected chap. xii. 34. Still, as the going into the mouth was

plainly to be understood of eating, the coming out of the mouthy

which is directly opposed to it, might have led them astray

;

probably in addition to this the surprising contradiction to the

Divine laws respecting meats (as still later, Acts x. 14) may have
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awakened great doubt, so that they could not reconcile them-

selves to the discourse as a whole. Christ, however, who on this

occasion, with justice, ver. 10, had expected even from the people

an understanding of the main truth, which was so simple, first of

all rebukes His disciples for their want of understanding, before

He gives the answer: Are ye also yet so very deficient in under-

standing ? 'AzfjjTjv for Kccr azfjj^v scil. xi;>ovov, till this moment;

with which the following owttoj corresponds. " Are ye not yet

able as My disciples at once to perceive what belongs to the man

properly so called, the internal man 1 Are ye also yet so taken

up with what is outward, so entangled in pharisaic notions and

offences, that you mistake for a parable this literally clear dis-

course, and rather seek something else beneath it than the truth

lying openly on its surface!"

Vers. 17, 18. The train of thought down to the conclusion is

this : Meat is morally indifferent, ver. 17 ; words, on the contrary,

are important as coming out of the heart, ver. 18 ; consequently

by nature evil and impure, ver. 19 ;—upon wdiich ver. 20,

winding up the whole, returns to the first theme of the entire

discourse. There is a decided difference between zoiXia and

Kaphia, for the belly w'ith its meat belongs to what passes away

of the present outward man (1 Cor. vi. 13), while the heart is

the 0}^(TCivp6g of the man, properly speaking, and his disposition

of mind.^ Compare also Col. ii, 16, 17, 22, and mark that our

Lord, while He rejects the commandments of men relating to

the sphere of the outward and indifferent, at the same time pro-

phetically alludes to the impending abrogation of the Levitical

laws I'egarding meats. Acts x. 14, 15 ; 1 Tim. iv. 4. For, it

was necessary that such hints should fall from Plis lips, in order

that what was afterwards so fitted to create surprise might rest

upon His authority. And, because He will include this in His

for-reaching glance. He adheres (which St Mark has overlooked)

throughout the whole discourse so specially to the mouth and the

eating, not the hands and their washing. He will, at the same

time, say :
" The reason of the Divine commandments, which

relate to the mouth, lies not in the meats themselves ; they in no

^ Compare the passage in Philo :

—

2to^«st/, B/' ov yhsrxi Svnruv fiiv, ug

i^Yi IlT^aruu, elaohog, 'i^ohog Ss cKpSxprav. ^'E'Treiaspx^TXi ^iu yap dVTU crnix

Kctl "TTOTcc, Cpdoiproii (TU^arog (pdxprxi rpo(p»i' "hoyoi Bs k^txaiv^ dddVMTOV \]/v)cvig

ddoivuTOt vo^oi^ "hi uv 6 T^oyiKog /3/oj >cv(iipvoiT:on. De, opif. mund. 1, 29.
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wise mean the eatinc or not eatinji in itself,—as the Pharisees

understand them, and in their own fashion multiply them,—but

obedience. Everything clean and unclean—where God has

declared anything to be unclean (or likewise ordained washings)

—pertains to the heart, so that in those cases the eating or not

eating co)nes out of the heart, as was the case in the forbidden

fruit of Paradise." In saying this, Christ speaks without false

affectation, and with holy dignity, of everything human, even

of the u^ihpoov :—partly on account of the obtusencss of His dis-

ciples on this occasion
;
partly, from the exalted point of view

according to which, even in this Old Testament, laws w'ere given

for the impurities with which men in their present state are un-

happily burdened. (Dent, xxiii. 12-14.) Profoundly signifi-

cant is the genuine additional clause of St Mark, who here

supplements what is said by St Matthew : KuOapiZflv xdvrcc ra

(opojfJijaTcc. The participle at which o Ian is to be supplied,

applies to the whole clause :
" which process, which business of

separation at the end {not the previous washing), purges all

meats, i.e., removes from the meat properly so-called that which,

in a certain sense certainly, is impure in it."
^

All, therefore, that enters into the mouth goes in the natural

w'ay to be purged, and does not really defile the man with abid-

ing impurity. But does all, too, that comes out of the mouth

and heart dejile him ? It is true that (in Matt, and Mark) -ttuv

is not repeated liere, yet the rci §£ \x,'7ropzvo[MV(x,, ro kx.'Tropsvo-

(Jbivov, are used quite as generally. Nor does Christ say, by way

of limiting these expressions, " But whatsoever evil, impure,

thing comes out." He means, therefore, all that the naturally

corrupt heart of man brings forth ; He takes the natural man as

he is, as entirely impure, and from himself ever defiling himself

anew ; it is precisely this that with great severity He opposes to

Pharisaism! The rov ui'Opco'Trov, which occurs twice in ver. 11,

and now recurs in the explanation (St Mark has it emphatically

still oftener), is the culminating point of the whole discourse,

' A later Jewish statute prescribes lliat a man should eat with clean

stomach and bully ; which the very wise llabbius find in the " putting away

of the old before the new." Lev. xxvi. 10. For the rest we have here at

the same time a testimony against that Gnostic doctrine of Valentinus which

Clemens of Alexandria thus mentions : 'ijadn x.ul ivnv ioUjg, ovx, d-Trohihavi r»

fifuf^ttrx. So great was the power of the iyKpotnt* of Christ : uan xul un

(f6xpri»xi TYiv rpci^viu iv uvt^.
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which rises fiom the belly to the heart, and tlius to the man,

properly speaking. That whicli goes on in the belly belongs

not to the man in the sense in which Christ here uses the word.

Therefore St Mark more fully: That which from without comes

into the man {i.e.., in the common use of the term and to appear-

ance) cannot defile him
; for it goes not into his heart (properly

his inner part), but into the belly, and continues, therefore, also

in the stff'?ropzvs(T^GCi, to be yet properly 'i^co&iv. To which it^udzv

an sacohu is then twice opposed. That which the tongue from

natural, unrestrained impulse speaks, is only evil and poison

from the hell of the heart ; that which the man pours out is

partly a manifestation of the impurity already in his innermost

being, partly a fault, inasmuch as he, every time reacting upon

himself, further defiles himself with his own filthiness. (Jam.

iii. 6, 8.) By this we shall understand the sharp concluding

words in their striking generality.

Vers. 19, 20. A dictum prolans for original sin, as strong as

we could wish it to be. 'E;?c r^g zaphiag—this means certainly

the man here spoken of as he is in himself and everywhere ; St

Mark has besides rSJv ccvSpa'Trcov. Ye are totally and entirely

unclean in your svis, Christ will say ; here eating or washing

from without will afford no help, but there is needed an entirely

different cleansing of the altogether perverted and corrupted

heart. (Jer. xvii. 9.) This the wilfully blind Pharisee over-

looks, and goes on defiling himself, while he foolishly holds with

so much zeal his manifold distinctions of clean and unclean,

chap, xxiii. 24, 27. (Lu. xi. 39, ro hi zffco&iv V(/jojv, your own in-

ward part, ye merely outwardly washed vessels !) Our Lord
will certainly not say that out of every man's heart and mouth
only evil proceeds ; but where good proceeds, there it has been

previously implanted by grace, and comes therefore not properly

from the man himself. He might also have said, " Out of the

heart proceed hypocritical words, when men draw near to God
with the mouth," ver. 8—but He has said this already, and now
rather discovers to the hypocrites what other sins in general, if

not in works yet in equivalent loords, are always flowing out of

their heart. (Chap. xii. 34, 37.) As a comprehensive generic

idea stands first of all the broad and deep-reaching hockoyiGytjo]

"Trovripoi. These are the innermost, first, heart-discourse and

heart-tlioughts, which in every word and work, were already
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there as properly the sin ere they represented themselves out-

wardly ; m them pi'ecisely the 's^ip-)^s(j0ut of all sins from the

heart is made convincini^ly manifest.^ These are lusts and

passions, doubts and contradictions,—these are in particular, for

example, such questions as had been before addressed to Him,

ver. 2, and, on the whole, such elaborate systems of lies as do

away with God's commandment ;—we cannot take the expression

too generally in order to comprehend under it the catalogue of

sins which follows. This, however, is in St Matthew specialized

only according to the decalogue, from which the concluding

and transition-command of the first table was adduced before

;

therefore the catalogue goes on from this point, and all the sins

against the commandments of the second table are named in

correct order. ^Xuff^rjfjJut are accordingly calumnies and in-

sults against one's neighbour ; the last commandment had already

been included in the hiuXoyi(T[jjOvg. This sim])le arrangement

might occur to St Matthew, who here abridges more and ex-

tracts the kernel, while in St Mark we find a greater variety

of species. First of all, St !Mark also follows the order of the

Sinaitic commandments (with the exception of that remarkable

transposition of the seventh and the sixth which sometimes

occurs) : (jjor^iTcci, 'ffopvBtai— (p6voi—^cXoxai and ';rXzovet,iat are

evidently to be taken together ; now (instead of the literal ^pzvho-

f/japrvptui of Matt.) he has four other expressions which, however,

by the following (DKutT^rjUjia, show that they yet collectively belong

to the ninth (Lutheran eighth) commandment. For by 'Trovripioct

side by side with toXog arc evidently meant wickednesses, mali-

cious acts, injuring one's neighbour through falsehood (comp,

Rom. i. 29) ;

—

arrOs/zia, in like manner, beside o(p6uk(jjog Tovripog

cannot fall back again into [jjOi-yfioci, 'Tropvitai, but in its funda-

mental signification means petulantia, self-will, wantonness. As
theft and covetousness, doing injury and guile, belong to each

other as the more open and more concealed form of the same sin,

so also does petulance bear the same relation to the in py of envy.

All these are still included in a certain measure under the one

' " The oixXoyiafiol jrovnpol^ in relation to the following (^6voi, (ji.(iixii»h

etc., are certainly not to be understood as a distinct species of sin beside the

others, but as \\\q first step in the development of sin, with which the otheif?

are then connected as tlie realization of these in act." Jul. ^liiller, on Sin^

vol. 1, p. 337. (For. Theol. Library.)
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commandment, " Thou shalt not speak or be false against thy

neighbour ;" they however penetrate so deeply into it as to reach

beyond it to the last commandment, which is wanting in St Mat-

thew. Finally, in the concluding words after ^X(x,(T(p}^[jbici, which

are peculiar to St Mark (the connecting link lying in the two-

fold sense of that expression, blasphemy against God and against

our neighbour), a return is made in a most direct and profound

manner to the general ground of all sin, as the first table discovers

it in the first commandment: pride against the Highest is, as

inward idolatry, the evil ground of all sin (Sir. x. 12, 13, in the

Greek), while from this pride flows all cippoavv}^ that is connected

with sin. Thus does the conclusion here lead completely back

to the beginning ; and our Lord declares a truth which cannot

be too thoughtfully considered, namely, that all waiit of under-

standing in the blind, all unreason and folly on the part of those

who are led captive by human madness in opposition to God's

word, is a fault and a sin proceeding out of the evil ground of

the proud heart. Which will be made manifest in the Sadducees

and Hegelians of our own day before Christ's judgment, as it

was then in the Pharisees.

THE CANAANITISH WOMAN.

(Matt. XV. 24, 26, 28 ; Mark vii. 27, 29.)

That our Lord departed (Matt. ccfZ-x^copT^czv, Mark a-z-^dii) re-

fers evidently to the stir that had just been made and the offence

that had been given, from which, according to His usual practice,

He again withdrew. He does not, indeed, remove beyond the

boundary of Judea actually into the country of the heathen—for

this ver. 24 forbids us to suppose, but near to it, towards the

confines of the country of Tyre and Sidon.^ From this time on-

wards we observe in the Gospels that He more and more avoids

publicity in Galilee ; see especially Mark ix. 30 •^rapsTOpsvoi'TO,

which Grotius rightly interprets 'procpd rrjv obov ZTropivovTO, they

^ Matt, iig T« fiipn here equivalent to versus regiones as the Syriac ex-

presses it, for Mark says, s/j t« fnQopta,^ in conjinia, border, neighbourhood.

Matt, says of the woman : cItto ruu oplcav ix.iivuv i^i'h&wau. \ our Lord had,

therefore, not actually come into her country.
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went by by-ways. The inhabitants of tlie sea-coast arountl

Tyre and Sidon were called in the special sense Canaanites

(Jud. i. 31, o2; Num. xiii. 30; and, with a play ujion the name,

Isa. xxiii. 8), or <l>oii>iKsg (Ex. vi. 15 ; Jos. v. 1 LXX.), in

which case the ^vpo(poiviKeg and the AifovpotviPCBg were distin-

guished ; and when St Mark at the same time designates the

woman in respect of her ygvog by 'KKK'/jvig, he only means by

this a Gentile generally. The beginning of the account in St

Mark makes it appear as if she had sought out Christ in His

house, but the crying after Him (Matt. ver. 23) plainly shows

that she had already called upon Him in the way. According

to Mark iii. 8 ; Luke vi. 1 7, the fame of Christ's deeds was

spread abroad also in this district ; as soon therefore as this

woman of great faith, who had a daughter possessed of a devil,

had heard of the coming of the Great Helper, which could not

be hid, she sought Him out (Mark ver. 55). She addresses Plim

not merely by the general title of honour Kyp/e, but, in order

that she may fall into no oversight, she adds also the Israelitish

appellation, '^ Son of David." She begs for piti/, but He pities

her not ! The fountain of mercy, usually open to every hand

that only touched the hem of His garment, flows not; the Great

Physician and Helper will not heal and help ; the gracious lips

which were ever so ready to give comfort are silent. He
answered her not a word—not a word, however, of refusal :

" I

will not, dare not, help you ; depart and leave Me" or the like

—to say this was to Him impossible, it was hard enough for

Him to be silent. The disciples cannot understand their Master;

it had been so much His practice to f/iv??riss all suppliants by

hearing and helping them, that this had become the understood

rule of His conduct. 'A'ZoXvffov oivrriv, i.e., not " Send her away

at least, if Thou wilt not help her," but includes the helping as

presupposed. Still, their request on her behalf springs not

purely from sympathizing love ; but here is semblance against

semblance : the compassionate Master seems harsh, while the

disciples seem more compassionate than He, when thcv are

thinking at least quite as much of themselves as of the suppliant

and her distress. For although the reason they give for their

request was intended to mean as regards Christ, " The people

hear it, and now a tumult will arise which Thou art anxious to

avoid"— still the most important reason to them betrays itself in
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the very bold " us :" tlie Canaanitess is disagreeable to us, and

troublesome with her crying. Hence they do not express them-

selves in the manner most natural to the awakened feeling of

love, " Help her, hear her,"—but " Send her away ! liid us of

her and her crying !" Injurious supposition on their part^that

such a reason would move Christ to help her, as it did them !

His remarkable answer places the matter in an entirely diffe-

rent aspect : He graciously passes over everything in the way

of rebuke ; actually defends Himself humbly against what they

had stumbled at in His conduct ; and adduces a weighty reason

for His surprising silence. Most practical commentators and

preachers fall here into an error which has become traditional

;

namely, that Christ, knowing the woman's heart, had from the

first determined to help her, but would first draw out her

exemplary faith by the trial of a feigned refusal.^ Thus is the

predetermined counsel of God improperly confounded with the

human acting and consciousness of Jesus, which by no means

is at all times and entirely to be merged in the former. Thus,

while the external significance of the history as an example for

ourselves is retained, its inmost significance for Christ's own
person, the wonderful conterminous meeting of the Divine and

the human in Plim,—upon which, in the passage before us,

much light is thrown,—is not at all understood. Thus a circum-

stance is entirely overlooked which lies on the svu'face, namely,

that Christ, when He first breaks silence, says what we read in

Matt. ver. 24 actually to the disciples.^ as necessary information

for them, and by no means merely that the woman may hear

it obliquely. This is, consequently, the real key-word to the

enigma of His seemingly harsh silence (which St Mark sur-

prisingly enough passes over, while it belongs essentially to the

gospel of St Mattheio) : this is indeed a truth which we are not

at liberty to explain away as if the words were not spoken in

earnest.

I am " seiit,^'—in this expression (as He elsewhere says also,

"lam come," and that sixteen times; but on the other hand

He speaks only four times in the first three gospels, and forty

times in the fourth, of His mission and "Him who hath sent

^ Even Bengel incompreliensibly thinks that Jesus, in the exercise of

His foreknowledge, made this journey to the borders on the woman's ac-

count.
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Ilim," conip. John vii. 28, aiul the context)— in this expression

He represents His whole earthly life and labours as sul)ject to

the Father s commission and appointment. In this commission

is prescribed what He was to do (Lu. iv. 43) ; and beyond

obedience to this He does nothing. Now, as the sent prophet,

miracle-worker, and Messiah, He was, on account of the pro-

mises, actually a servant of the circumcision (Horn. xv. 8) ; not

until His exaltation was the salvation to be extended also to the

Gentiles. John xii. 32. He was, therefore, bound bj His in-

structions ; as He here not less clearly than humbly says to

His disciples. lie actually thought, in His silence toward the

first and only suppliant from the heathen world, properly speak-

ing (for such is this woman in the gospels) : / da7'e not help

her ! Else He had been quite as prepared to answer her prayer

as He was to answer that of the Centurion of Capernaum, the

friend of the Jews. He will not, by passing over to a foreign

sphere, draw to Himself many needy Gentiles by giving help to

one ; and thus open up a new theatre of action which was as

yet closed to Him, or give offence to the Jews as if He were

not their " Son of David." It was not merely appropriate (as

Bengel, on the other side, observes half correctly) that He
should utter by way of testimony (before giving the help which

He had determined to give) such a protest against further con-

sequences ; but the protest is meant in literal and entire earnest

just as it stands. " The keen, light-hating sagacity of the watch-

men on Zion" (Lange) had driven Him, if not over, at least to

the verge of, the boundary of the Holy Land
;
yet He speaks

concerning wicked Israel, which He must rebuke and from which

He must withdraw Himself, in such terms of honour as be-

fitted the dignity of Israel's calling (John iv. 22). For it is

ever the house of Israel to the lost sheep of which alone He is

sent, in the first place, during His life upon earth. Ho has not

now left them in order to give them up, and turn without dis-

tinction to the Gentiles before the time. He Himself, in faithful

obedience to the Father's commission as a whole, does not at once

perceive that the Father has brought to Him here an exception

to the rule, until He learns it from the victorious faith of the

woman ;—as He oftentimes learned His Father's will, in regard

to particular cases, by what arose out of the circumstance.

Only thus is the full justice ofan unprejudiced interpretation done
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to tins earnest and mo^ significant word of Clu'ist's mouth, and

to the entire narrative in which it stands. It is a heatheness

who now, contrary to time and order, desires help of the

Messiah

:

—this the disciples had forgotten. But Pie knew the

full significance of this ; and maintains the great distinction,

when it is pi'oper to do so, as firmly against the inconsiderateness

of men, as, on the other hand. He can humble Jewish pride, and

prophesy of the future salvation of the Gentiles who accept its

offered blessings.

She has heard this,—the poor heathen mother who feels the

plague of her little daughter as her own, and asks compassion

and help for herself in the healing of her child. But she is not

led astray ; she reasons not thus,—" It is then not true what I

have heard of His readiness to help all ; He is indeed the Messiah

of the Jews, and has no compassion for us heathen!" Either

Christ stood still, when He spake to His disciples ; or she forces

her way through to Him, falling at His feet and ceasing not to

cry. Lord, help me ! No longer, " Son of David"—for this, as

she has perceived, belongs only to the house of Israel ; but she

still repeats : Lord, mighty, universal Lord, I leave Thee not,

help me ! The most condensed possible form of expression is

wrung from the anguish of her heart ; nor does she any longer

say. Have mercy on me ! but what is still stronger than this.

Will Christ now help ? Not yet ! She first receives directly

the same information as the disciples, and that expressed still

more strongly ; for the Lord rises from mere silence to the worst

appearance of excessive harshness—and yet there is no express

refusal. " It availeth not that thou callest Me Son of David,

thou art a heatheness." Christ here adopts the language of the

Jews, who called the Gentiles dogs. Those wdio before were the

lost sheep, to whom the shepherd belongs, are now the children

—namely, of the house of Israel, the family of God ; and what

He now is, or can give, is the children's bread. Already, how-

ever (with reference to further perseverance), there lies beneath

the seeming harshness the utmost Idndness : " These unbelieving

Jews, who have even now almost driven Me from their land,

are yet the children ! Ovz sW/ x,oCkov, it is not right, not pro-

per, to take the children's bread arbitrarily, contrary to the order

of the house, and cast it to dogs !" (" I dare not

—

else might the

Jews sail, It is not right.") In their right and name, indeed.
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Christ here speaks
; yet His kindness, which cannot deny itself,

softening still further the severity of His words, says, " little

dogs"—in which diminuti^-e the idea of impurity (chap, vii. 6)

gives place to that of dependence, of chnging (as now the woman
does), of belonging to men and the family.^ The words sound

like No ! they do not however say No, but waver and hang in

suspense ; only must every claim preierred in the impetuosity

of the prayer be set aside, and every right, even were it only that

of the ilews to the fulfilment of the promise, be taken away from

this heathen woman. In this ovx, 'iari kuKov and zvuupioig, the

compassionate heart of Christ already moves towards the pre-

sentiment that it is the Father's will to make here an exception,

anticipatory of His mercy (Rom. xv. 9). According to St Mark,

He said before this, "Let the children yzrs^ be filled"— in which

'TTp&JTOV there lies the idea, " It is not yet time for the Gentiles."

This gives another spark of hope to the suppliant ; it is at the

same time a prophecy of the Spirit from the mouth of Christ,

which might suggest to us the thought,—" Alas, they are un-

happily too full ; seeing they have put the bread of God from

them, and cast it out to the dogs
!"

The same Spirit which bids Christ speak thus and not other-

wise, now teaches the heathen woman to advance further ; and

to seize the handle wdiich has been held out to her in this harsh

word. Well might she afterwards her whole life long be asto-

nished at the bold, ingenious, pressing answer which the Spirit

of grace and supplication instantly suggested to her ; for this

Spirit works everywhere in such moments of anguish, when a

human soul struggling for the help of God (and that this was

the case here is evident in the Kvptz) becomes wise and ingenious

to lay hold on the slightest finger held out to faith. There is

in the word of the woman, along with the a,i/0pajTivou also a

Cziov, in virtue of which it was worthy of occupying a place in

the Holy Scripture of the New Testament, as a i)attern of

wrestling prayer, the most perfect unity of humility, which bears

all denial or rebuke, and trust, which is yet never relaxed. She
cleaves to the friendly word " little dogs," in which Christ has

betrayed His heart to her—" she takes Him in His own words"

(Luther)—"seizes the sword out of His hand and slays Him
1 In which feeling Luther has used "little dog" for the expression in

Tob. vi. 1.

VOL. ir. T
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with it" (Miiller)—"drives back the arrow into His heart"

(Rieojer). Yes, Lord! thus speaks humihty; pride would say,

No, I am not a dog, I loill not he cast out among them ! " No !"

the pride of many hearts is ever saying ; but "No, LordV^ too,

when the Lord accuses, rejects all claim, shuts thee out as un-

clean from the family rights of the heavenly Father's children ?

O that then at least, we all could surrender with the all-con-

ceding acknowledgment. Yes, Lord! O that we might learn

from this woman at all times to connect with this the powerful

importunate "yet."^ In the connecting together of these two

words is involved the whole order of salvation and prayer. Such

faith finds the promise in the very refusal, makes the unworthi-

ness, precisely as need, the plea for favour. " T7ie dogs—hast

Thou said? Well, then,^ the dogs are and remain beneath tlie

table when they are hungry, and do not let this little place in

the house be taken from them. When the children break tlieir

bread (St Mark has now <7raihia for riKfcc), when from their

master^s table "^lyjci fall (double diminutive, little crumbs), there

is no need, properly speaking, for \a^iiv kou ^oCkiiv, which I am
not asking, for the dogs are contented even with the smallest

share, if only they do not starve with hunger ! I am even now,

O Lord, not far from the table ; even now there falls for us

Gentiles a crumb of bread from Israel's table, seeing that Thou
art on our boundary. The dogs eat ; well, I too may eat,—it

is done and there is no preventing it." Thus does the word of

the woman outcry all refusal on the part of the Lord ; and to

understand and feel this aright belongs to the right understanding

of His reply, in which He acknowledges Himself overcome.

St Mark expresses this reply more according to the sense,

"For this saying go thy way, the devil is gone out of thy

daughter!" Thus has he also rendered rather in human style,

as another would have spoken, the acknowledgment and granting

^ For N«/ is here certainly not a continuation of the prayer, as many
render it, thus destroying the most profound psychological truth.

^ " Thou sayest quite truly—but I interpret it differently precisely for

myself." That is properly kxI yup in the original text, which is too fine to

be translated. We are not at liberty (with v. Gerlach) merely to under-

stand, " Yes, Lord, it is lawful^ for even the dogs, etc." Such a Yes would

be almost a bold contradiction of what Christ had said, instead of the humility

which necessarily belongs to it. Luther has with delicate tact brought out

the true sense here.
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of her request, the original expression for which was not present

to his recollection ; St ^latthew, however, here also literally

preserves the sacredly classical usage of Christ. Hitherto He
had not accosted the woman, but in this address all is at once

granted, xcoinan I Now, after the rebuke she receives a com-

mendation in requital. Thy faith is great ! He does not find

fault with her for holding on, for being so urgent, for crying

after Him ; He rather praises this, inasmuch as it proceeds from

faith. The cry of the disciples for help, chap. viii. 25, proceeded

from the weak faith of natural fear ; the " help me" of this

woman from great faith. He commends and rewards not the

natural love which made the child's distress her own (have mercy

on me, help me) ; for in this there was yet also the impulse of

nature, not as in the case of the centurion's zeal on behalf of

his servant. He specifies not the humility, but the faith ; for

precisely in humility, in the full consciousness and acknowledg-

ment of unworthiness and the absence of all right, is faith great

;

only whei'e we desire and hope for grace, is faith found. This

woman has wrestled more victoriously than Jacob, who stood

upon the ground of a promise ; her praying has become a willing,

before which Christ's first humanly-formed will disappears, in

order that what has now plainly become the will of the Father

in her may be done. As St Mark began his whole narrative

with a loilling on the part of Christ, xchile yet He could not (ver.

24), so what the woman wills is now done, by a holy wonderful

yielding, in the proper sense, on the part of Christ.^ "Now
then, as thou wilt, not as I will, or would." Such faith has a

claim and right which the Son of the Father, even as David's

son, may not resist. Let not this be explained away ; let nothing

Docetic be brouo;ht into Christ's first or last word ; so that the

kernel of the whole incident may remain untouched, the testimony

given in the human life of the Son to the unsearchably mysterious

truth between God and man,—that faith conquers, and every-

thing yields to its will ! This our Lord here says :—and, that

He can and must say it, was probably to Himself here one of

the most important and blessed experiences.

^ Therefore, truly an " inconsistency"—as Hase heads the paragraph-

but not " a tender weakness, the only one in His life."
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THE FEEDING OF THE FOUR THOUSAND.

(Matt. XV. 32, 34 ; Mark viii. 2, 3, 5.)

" And they praised the God of Israel." ^ Thus writes St Mat-

thew, ver. 31, not precisely because the people then so expressed

themselves, but by way of contrast to the preceding incident.

Jesus betakes Himself again to those to whom He is sent ; He
goes up to a hill near the sea of Galilee, His wonted resort ; and

there, almost inviting and waiting for the people, sits down.

Already (according to St Mark) He had healed the deaf and

dumb person on the way ; now, in conformity with the duties of

His office. He heals without further ado all whom any one may
but boldly and reverently cast at His feet. To what a pitch had

it now come—in somewhat more than a year since His first signs,

John ii. 11, 23—with the crowding, pressing, and forward claims

of this people, as opposed to the enmity of their wicked leaders

!

Scarcely two years further on (the enemies of the Good Shep-

herd having tolerated Him thus long)—and they had become

accustomed to the works of their God, as formerly they were in

the wilderness;^ they claimed them as their right, and as the

ordinary course of things (see shortly Mark ix. 22), and yet were

as little saved from death by them as their fathers were by the

bread from heaven. This precisely is the folly of these sheep

wandering in their sin : they know not their true malady, and

seek not the true medicine and food for eternal life. He had

solemnly told them this at the feeding of the multitudes on a

former occasion
;
yet He begins now to perform His signs with

patient testimony, to help and to feed at least their bodies, to

show good to them as much as they desire and can receive it.

It may be questioned whether, as some have said, these present

^ Which formal expression occurs from Ex. xxxii. 27, xxxiv. 23. (Jos.

vii. 20, xiii. 14 ; 1 Kings i. 30) onwards through psalms and prophets to

Mai. ii. 16—which Sepj) ought certainly to have known instead of incou-

Biderately observing on this passage in St Matthew, " There were therefore

many Gentiles among those that were healed."

^ These words of the people, whether occurring here or elsewhere, can for

the present only signify, " Our ancient God still lives, and turns again to

His people." Comp. Lu. vii. 16, i. 68 ; Matt. ix. 33.
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crowds of people wlio had continued with Him three days were

better than the former, and were more inclined to the words of

His mouth than to the works of His hand ? There is no ground

for such a supposition, and that they do not say in so many words,

"Spread again for us a table in the wilderness !" (Ps. Ixxviii.

18, 19) cannot be reckoned as a great commendation.

But the Good Shepherd's heart cannot deny itself and cannot

refrain : Plis emotion again breaks forth in the words : 2^Xay-
•)Qii'^Q)lJjai iW TW o')Q\Ov. As in Matt. xiv. 14, xx. 34 ; Mark i.

41 ; Lu. vii. 13, this is always an expression and outgoing of

that deep compassion. Matt. ix. 36, with which Christ (as in

former times the God of Israel, Jud. ii. 18, x. 16) stoops even

to the bodily wants of the wretched, whether on a great or a

small scale, because their great distress—that which is truly so

—moves His heart. These words, " I have compassion on the

people," in the mouth and heart of Christ have called into exist-

ence ail the institutions of philanthropy, unknown to heathenism,

for all sorts of indigence and distress. "They are hungry"

—

this now with Christ takes precedence of every other purpose to

withdraw Himself more and more from this time forward, of all

hesitation about raising a<Tain a rumour such as He wished to

avoid. That they had continued three days with Him (although

in a very different sense from that continuing with Him of which

we read in Lu. xxii. 28) He kindly reckons to their praise ; for

there was indeed a spark of faith in this, in which He rejoiced.

Only once to forget bread in their nearness to Him,—how much
better than the character of so many at this day, who so often

forget and forsake Him in their anxiety about bread ! The time

comes for dismissing them to their homes ; but Pie bethinks Him-
self with accompanying love of the vf,aTSig on the way, how they

might faint—He cannot reconcile Himself to this, and therefore

He must say : ov O'lKcj. According to St Mark He added (enter-

ing into particulars) the words, " For divers of them are come

from far!" (Certainly riKOVffi is not, as Luther understands it,

a remark of the Evangelist, but a continuation of the direct words

of Christ : r]Kco is tlie Present with Perfect signification ; are from

far.) " Here tell md whether, if the people had sent a message

10 Christ to tell Him of their necessity, they could have presented

a stronger case for themselves than occurs to the mind of Christ

Himself? Ah, good Lord, have compassion on the poor people,
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think that they have continued now three days with Thee ; that

they have nothing to eat, for they are in the desert. If Thou
lettest them go away without having eaten, they must faint by

the way ; remember that divers of them have come from far

!

See ! He Himself considers all this before any one tells it to

Him, and has already Himself made just such a prayer as they

might plead in their hearts, so as that no one could carry it so

well in his heart. I already have compassion, He says, and

have already considered everything" (Luther). Pie, however,

takes the disciples into coiansel with Himself, as He often does

in His kindness ; and His whole address to them implies without

its being expressed, " What think ye, shall we not feed them

again 1 " The frequent remark that this time Christ begins

—

while, on the former occasion, the disciples had directed the

attention of Christ to the matter—is founded on a forgetfulness

of what occurs in John vi. 5, 6. So much only is true, that on

this occasion He at once calls all His disciples together, and will

thereby certainly bring to their minds the thought of the five

loaves among the five thousand. Matt. xvi. 9.

And now the same Matthew, whose profound clearness in

rendering the discourses of Jesus we so much admire, informs

us, not less faithfully than strikingly, of his own and his fellow-

disciples' perplexity on this occasion, from which it at first appears

as if they had actually forgotten entirely the former miracle of

feeding the multitudes. Looking at this answer psychologically,

it is rather to be understood as expressing neither an entire for-

getting nor an entire believing, but just their natural wavering

»«tate of mind and position. So much they indeed take for

granted, that they are to have something to do in the feeding of

Jhe people, because Pie has called them to Him ; and 'z'ohv y}[Jbiv

sounds almost like a faint allusion to the former occasion—

a

timid question which they only reverently conceal : Is it to be

in the s^ame way again f (St Mark, indeed, has instead hup'/jasroct

rig, which sounds somewhat more indefinite.) It is certainly

inconceivable that they should not have remembered the former

miracle ; but Christ had, on this occasion, allowed the third day

to arrive before doing anything, and many a want He did not

supply in this miraculous way. They venture, therefore, to think

neither one thing nor another regarding His present intention
;

in their embarrassment they do not at the moment know what
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they shall say, and in reality they say what is most direct and

strai^;htfbr\vard. Perfectly honest, they will neither boldly ad-

vance with their half-faith to a repetition of the miracle, nor will

they oppose their half-doubt to what Christ has said as a direct

contradiction ; they therefore recur rather to what they said on

the former occasion, " Whence should we have so much bread in

the wilderness as to fill so great a multitude ?" (On this occasion

the strontrer expression yj)i^Ta.aa.i is used to correspond with the

I'^crg/j.) The Lord at once receives this graciously, because

there was in it something which recalled the procedure on the

former occasion ; and He therefore repeats now Ilis former

answer. How much bread have ye ? (Mark vi. 38, viii. 5.) This

signified. By all means in the same way again ! Whether the

power of God really w ill not or cannot ^ create anything new
since the creation, without "materiam pray'acentem"— is a subtle

question into which we do not enter. If aught stands written

to this effect, we must receive it ; and if it be at this day done

before our eyes (who knows all that is done?), then our wisdom

must own its weakness, just as the present physiology of animal

life in the presence of the toad living for centuries in the stone.

Now it is here said that the disciples had a little bread and a few

fishes ; that Christ first of all asked for these, and took them, is

natural. Let him who has any wish to inquire further suppose

the case, "We have nothing at all!" and ask whether Christ

would have said, "Then must the poor people indeed faint!"

Or whether He might still have filled them with, or without

meat, and done to them according to His compassion ? Suffice

to say, He took also the fishes,—which the disciples before had

called Utile fishes, and according to St Matthew had not counted

them, while according to St Mark they had not even named

them,—He gives thanks for every present gift of God; but His

thanksgiving becomes a mightily increasing blessing, Avhen the

people need and His heart ivills it.

^ It is a question, whether among the x.v7^7^oi; (vcr. 130) there were maimed
persons to whom Christ supphed the members that were wanting. Of which

Grotius Bays, differently from Olshauseu, Noii video quid obskt.
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REFERENCE TO THE SIGNS OF THE TIMES.

(Matt. xvi. 2-4 ; Mark viii. 12.)

Nothing was more natural than that the demand for signs

should be repeated ; it may quite possibly have occurred several

times besides those mentioned in chap. viii. 12, here, and in

John vi. 30. Though not so often as certain standing objections

and phrases are brought forward to preachers, missionaries, and

Christians in general, according to the country and people ; for

the power of Christ to dismiss and deter from these was greater

than ours. Equally natural was it that He should repeat the

same answer to the same challenge, especially as it was certainly

only other persons who repeated the challenge, or rather brought

it forward anew from the same disposition of mind. If this,

then, was repeated once or twice, the striking answer of Christ

would become commonly known in its general purport, and it

would be said among His opponents, "We must not come to Him
with this demand, else we shall get for answer, The ivicked Mid

adulterous generation, and the sign of Jonah."

As, after the first feeding of the multitudes, the obstinate

people desired bread from heaven, so probably the demand of the

Pharisees and Sadducees here stands in some connection with

the second feeding. They have heard of it, and (as in chap, xii.)

Avould counteract the impression upon the people :
" Who knows

how this came to pass ? Can He yet further, yet more con-

spicuously and surely, attest His power? We have asked this

of Him in vain !" For, that He would not do simply what

they might desire, these hypocrites certainly knew beforehand,

although with no clear insight into the true reason of this. They

say it indeed, 'ZiipdZfiVTZg avrov, as St Mark adds. Still, there

is mingled with this presentiment of the truth, and this malice

which suppresses it, the actual folly of the Jewish opinion, ac-

cording to which heavenly and earthly signs were at that time

distinguished, and it was supposed that the latter might be

wrought even by evil spirits (by Beelzebub). On the former

occasion, therefore, when a sign was asked, it was a sign from
heaven that was meant, as St Luke says (chap. xi. 16). St
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Matthew, however, here for the first time expressly specifies this.

The idols of the heathen or the devils can show no si^n in the

heavens—we read in the Book of Baruch chaj). vi. 06 (comp.

iv. 7 ; 1 Cor. x. 30) ; and later corrupt taste invented enough

of apocryphal manifestationsfrom heaven. (2 Mace. ii. 22.) It

is uncertain whether those who now make the demand are think-

ing of signs such as these, or of those that are canonical, of bread

from heaven such as Moses gave, of causing the sun to stand

still as Joshua did, of calling forth thunder and rain (Jer. xiv.

22) as Samuel and Elias, or something else ; but they could

hardly have had in their thoughts the Messianic signs in the

heaven (Joel iii. 3, which many commentators mention here).^

He has given them enough of Messiah-signs, and yet they will

not receive Him as the ISIessiah ! Had He even done as many
signs in the heaven as He did on earth, they would assuredly

have impudently come forward still more with the objection

:

" What good is done to us by all these appearances and spectacles,

which dazzle the mob, and which aerial spirits may produce for

Him by magic? Let Him, instead of this, heal our sick, the

lame, and the blind, as it is written in the prophets, that we may
know that it is He !" (Pfenninger.)

According to Matt. ver. 4, Christ gave these knaves literally

the same answer as in chap. xii. 39, where we have already ex-

plained it in its profound import. Mark ver. 12 only indicates

the same by a general expression (g/ hodr^ffzrai, formula of swear-

ing, Heb. DX), but adds, after his manner, which oftener repre-

sents a matter by such delineations of feeling or gestures, that

our Lord heaved a sigh from the bottom of His heart, ru 'ttvzv-

UjUti avTOv, which sigh finds also its expression in the words,

either literally spoken, or to this effect—" IVhj/ doth this genera-

tion seek after a sign! Whence and wherefore but from unbelief

and hypocrisy, which repels from itself the evident miracles and

clear proofs already afforded!"

St Matthew, who, in giving the discourses of our Lord, is

always the most exact of the first three Evangelists, as far as

regards the inviolable kernel, informs us, however, that Christ

here, as is always to be supposed in similar cases, by no means

1 With least probability of all, the star of the Messiah according to

Balaam's prophecy

!
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merely repeated the former answer, but put before it something

new, which is again i-epeated in Lu. xii. 54-57.^

" Ye are generally wise enough to observe and discern in the

sky what sort of weather is already present over the earth ; if

ye would thus attentively look at the signs now present on the

earth, they would be to you signs also from heaven." However

general the manner in which Christ here speaks of the signs of

the weather, what He says is strikingly and aptly carried out.

The sky is red in the evening as also in the morning, and yet

the evening and morning redness is not the same ; moreover, it

is not the clear evening, and the cloudy morning redness. The
one prognosticates a pure atmosphere even for the following

day ; the other shows already the present y^zifjjojv^ the violently

overflowing or tempestuous rain, although it is as yet dry and

calm. (Ej.vhiot, and y^i^m^ the most general antithesis of the

daily weather.) The verbs ending in a^g/v, the immediately

repeated ^yppa^s/, and the adding of crvyvaQov the second time

—are, in the Greek, strongly and vividly picturesque. " Such

rednesses, otherwise similar, ye know how to distinguish, and to

observe the difference of that which has the arv^vaX^nv along

with it;^ ye speak as sure weather-prophets, when ye see these

different prognostics with a wise, Then^—saying concisely with

great certainty

—

a fine day (is indicated for the morroio by this

evening) ! to-day, rainy weather ! Not even an gVra/ as in our

own language, ^rvyvog or (rrvy(x,vog does not (as is maintained

by some on this passage) originally mean darh, but, in reality,

sad, although already with reference to the outward appearance

(hence arvyvov of/jf/.u, and in Mark. x. 22 arvyvuffag as an indi-

cation of the inward X'j-TOV(jLivog; see, however, also Ez. xxxii. 10,

LXX.). The expression corresponds aptly with the following

T^oau'TCO)/ rov ovpavov, which is not after the Heb. D''J3 to be

taken for aspect in general, but, " the sky looks sad or joyful,

presents to us a gloomy or cheerful faceT In this lively way

does Christ, with the true huinan feeling to which He will here

^ And that not without a difference : here to Pharisees and Sadducees,

there to the entire people ; here only of the aspect of the heavens for good

or bad weather in general, there specially of particular weather-signs ; there

more closely pressing, it is of tins time and the application to itself.

^ Quod si et nigrje (nubes) rubentibus intervenerint, et pluvias. Plia.

Hist. nat. xviii. 35.
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appeal, appreliend nature, so as in the ynioffKSrs hccKplvztv to

point to the eye so receptive and open for natural things. Rut

now He puts in opposition to these signs of the weather, which

the sky ])resents to us when we look at it, the (jYjijjiia, tojv KaipaJv

which by rii^ht should stand side by side with them. The Striae

is wrong when it renders this expression as if it meant the signs

ostitis time (N3n wan)—as in Lu. xii. 50 Christ certainly said,

Tov Kuipov roxJrov. This application, which is indeed meant, is

for the present left to be made by themselves ; while in the first

place the before-mentioned distinction of clear and gloomy days

is comjjared to different times, and their conjunctures. There is

no ground for supposing that pcccipoi stands here specially for the

Messianic time; compare elsewhere Mark i. 15; Lu. xix. 44.

Christ rather means to say, that there are in general signs of the

times ; every time has its own ; all yj^woi (spaces of time, periods)

have as Kaipoi an import, consisting of the events that happen

and coincide, to which men can and ought to give heed, in order

to understand what time precisely now it is. These signs of

the times to the single eye, the upright heart, should at least be

quite as evident as the signs of the weather in the sky (which,

accordiufT to Gen. i. 14, are also connected with still other signs

of the times). Nay, these signs, in the things that happen to

nations and to man, are indeed in the most proper sense of the

word signs from heaven, of the Divine government and its

counsel, for all who riglitly consider what indications belong to

earth, especially in the light of projdiecy. Not as if onr Lord

would merely (although this also has its truth) put the unhappily

neglected observing of the time with natural wisdom, in opposi-

tion to the observing of the signs from heaven ; rather are we
admonished here to consider the time with the true, divinely-

opened eye. The Jews especially had, in addition to this, the

word ofprophecy given from heaven, in the light of which to

prove and learn what God, from time to time, had caused to

happen them ; not otherwise did the prophets in earlier times

come to know their times from the former word, and thus find

and receive new disclosures for the present, and the remoter

future. If this holds good in general, it must do so in the

highest degree in regard to the time of times, the period of ful-

filment and visitation in the most proper sense, in which every-

thing now cried aloud : Who hath ears to hear, let him hear

!
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Who hath eyes to see, let him see ! To the Sadducees also, even

without prophecy, were manifest the signs of the time of the

Messiah, which were now present in abundance. Let. chap. xi.

4—15 be recalled ; what was there said Christ means here, and

still more, even in the widest sense. Not merely His miracles,

His works, or His whole labours, after Elias cried in the wilder-

ness ;—but also that the sceptre had departed from Judah, that

Daniel's year of weeks had come to an end,' and what else such

as were attentive might observe ; even the wicked generation

might be a sign to itself, were it only to judge rightly of itself.

But it will not do so ; and therefore Christ rebukes it when
it asks and requires signs. Therefore, He asks, on the other

hand :
" Ye hypocrites, who know so well to discern the redness

of the sky, can ye not discern the signs of the times, not perceive

the great significance of the present time which is full of signs,

in contradistinction to all that have been before it ? O that ye

only loould /" Here is a text for a sermon to the conscience, the

truth of which continually more or less strongly renews itself,

although it was only then true in the strongest sense. Thus are

men hypocrites, in that though wise in natural things they show

themselves and make themselves blind in spiritual, and like many
even at this day " rather look to the weather and the barometer

than into the Bible and their own heart. What is said of the

weather is itself, at the same time, figurative, and to be further

extended : in the political horizon they discer i peace or war,

zvhia or y^iijjijv, with cunning pragmatism as prophets of news
;

but as prophets of the kingdom to perceive God's work on the

earth they are wilfully stupid, and yet, at the same time, act as

if they really desired for themselves signs from heaven ! Such a

generation is still always, as it was then, referred to the sign

of Jonah which is now set up in all the world, to the sermon

concerning the Risen Crucified One and its effect on the earth ;

—this is the true sign from heaven. He who believes not this,

how is he to be helped against his will?—And He left them and

departed !

^ For the ancient interpretation of these prophecies remains sure against

all new ones.
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BEWARE OF THE LEAVEN !

(Matt. xvi. 6, 8, 11 ; Mark viii. 15, 17-21.)

The tcarninci^ against the leaven of the Pharisees and Saddti-

cees, which our Lord now gives to His disciples on the way in

the ship, stands in exact connection, as we shall soon see, witli

the incident just narrated. Leaven was also among the heathen

a metaphor for what is corrupt, so far as fermentation was

regarded as alHed to putrefaction. In this signification the

Israelites were forbidden to use it as a meat-offering (Lev. ii. 11;

Amos iv. 5) ; as also its removal during the seven days of the

passover (Ex. xii. 15, 19, xiii. 7) is even in the New Testament

applied as a figure by the Apostle, 1 Cor. v. 2. The Rabbins

call the Vr\T\ iV'', or the natural sinful imarrinations and aims of

the heart, HDyS"^ "'^^^'j—the leaven in the dougli, " because as a

little leaven it leavens and corrupts the whole mass." Accord-

ingly in this warning Christ has certainly in Ilis mind nothing

merely outward, but, precisely as the Apostle in addressing the

Corinthians, a disposition, a state of mind, which deep-sinking

and all-penetrating, either steals into the heart, or is already

there ; the hi^uyjj of St Matthew therefore (ver. 12) either ex-

presses the same thing regarded internally (as our system, equi-

valent also to principle), or perhaps (which at least may be

possible) is intended to hint that the understanding of the dis-

ciples at that time had as yet not penetrated into the depths of

' St Mark uses here the expression hiari'hy^iro. This word in Greek

signifies originally to distinguish, then to say or appoint anything de-

finitely and plainly ; hence, Matt. xvi. 20. Hesych. explains it by o/£o-«(p-^-

axTo. The LXX. used it for TTITH, to impart light and instruction upon

anything, then also specially to warn ; hence in the New Testament hu-

ari'Khiiv is chiefly to forbid (see Matt. xvi. 20 ; Mark v. 43, vii. 36, ix. 9).

Elsewhere also, Heb. xii. 20 ro otxant^hoftivov, in general, that wliich was

spoken to them—as Acts xv. 24, ou oitam'Kufiedsc, " we have said expressly

or laid down nothing concerning this,"—as distinguished from '"'' com-

manded" properly speaking. Here, therefore, in St Mark it means, " to

say openly to them, pointedly and earnestly warning them ;

" with which

the anxiously caniful misunderstanding of the disciples is intended to stand

in contrast. " What does He mean by this so pointed word ?"
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tlie word, but still remained standing by the " doctrine" instead

of the disposition of heartJ

In Lu. xii. 1, where Christ repeats the same warning to His

disciples before all the people, and names only the leaven of the

Pharisees, He immediately adds to it the decisive explanation,

lohich is hypocrisy. (Comp. on chap. xi. 39-44.) We shall

scarcely be wrong if we lay this explanation at the foundation

here also; although at first it is only the Pharisees who are called

hypocrites, and here very remarkably the Sadducees also are

classed along with them. In St Mark we read, instead of this

xui rijg ZJu(Mrig 'Yipoohov, which is substantially the same ; only the

Sadducees are represented in that special point of view in virtue

of which the Pharisees themselves took them into fellowship to

make common cause with them against Jesus. The Herodians,

as they again appear in connection with the Pharisees in Matt,

xxii. 16, and Mark iii. 6, Avere not a special sect; nor, on the

other hand, were all Sadducees precisely Herodians ; but this

name designates chiefly the political adherents of the Herodian

dynasty who clung to the Romans, their protectors, and so far,

therefore, both by their Sadducean theory, and by their practice

and their treatment of the circumstances of the time, stood in

the sharpest opposition to the orthodox Pharisees, who, from

Israelitish pride, abhorred the heathen sovereignty. Not the

less, on this account, were these enemies united at heart, when

the object was to tempt and to assail Jesus, as they had just

before, at ver. 1, appeared together making common cause. Per-

haps the disciples in their simplicity had indignantly repre-

hended this mistaken demand of the Pharisees and Sadducees,

which had been so sharply repelled by Christ ; and Christ, wisely

putting them to shame, checks their as yet unwarrantable judg-

ment, and tells them that they were not yet so surely exalted

above these people's state of mind, and had also reason still to

beware of their leaven.

"Leaven of the Pharisees and Sadducees:"—thus the Lord

views as fundamentally one, two parties which, as regards the

^ At all events as regards the Herodians^ the doctrine can no otherwise

be suitable than when it is understood of the bad principlts which prevailed

at the court of the king. Neander observes that the " doctrine," properly-

speaking, of the Pharisees and the Sadducees, outwardly signified, could

not be thus connected as alike.
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outward expression, seemed at that time, as at all times, to lie

far separate from each other. The whole of Israel (not taking

into account the few Essenes who stood almost out of Israel)

was then divided into these two opposing parties, so that every

one must needs belong either to the one or the other ; either

with the one going as far as Zelotism, which would refuse to

give tribute to Caesar for God's sake ; or with the other as far as

an entire adherence to the political court-religion of the royal

family, reigning by favour of the Komans. Jesus, however, will

in His disciples form another and a new party, ahke opposed to

both ; and yet not Essenian, but genuinely Israelitish in the ful-

filment, in the kingdom of the Messiah now come. Ye hypocrites!

Thus did He before reject them both together ; here, therefore,

also He means, in the first place, the leaven of their hypocrisy.

This, however, is not yet the deepest import of His words, in

so far as He classes them both together. In the Pharisee,

also, the secret Sadducee lay hid, beneath all the show of strict

orthodoxy and zeal for the law; for they were hypocrites, because

they were properly unbelievers in heart. The ground of all

hypocrisy is the putting aside and repelling of the certified

truth ; on the other hand, also, all open unbelief, Sadduceanism,

Herodianism, is in substance still the same hypocrisy, only in

an inverted form, so far as the freethinker and politician carries

his delusion in like manner against conscience., as the right truth

and wisdom, only for show. It is a hiding in the one case and

an uncovering in the other ; but both equally false and human.

While, therefore, when both are spoken of together as hypocrites,

the honour of the "a parte potiori Jit denominaiio" falls to the

Pharisee, and the Sadducee must nolens volens be contented to

be reckoned in the same category—the Pharisee is also at the

same time called a Sadducee, i.e., the one as the other is an un-

believer. This is the leaven of the Pharisees and SadJucees,—
different in outward appearance and yet the same : the unbeliev-

ing hypocrisy and the hypocritical unbelief in its innermost

oneness, such as it must betray itself in hostile fellowship against

the truth of God in Christ. Let us now in the application pass

beyond the limits of Israel, and see how this Israel itself, in its

decline and corruption, is a world- historical type of man and of

Christendom. Orthodoxy and rationalism, zeal for the letter

and criticism, pietism and libertinism, church zeal and political
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worldly-wisdom—also the "dry science without life" (Roos) and

the energetic literature of unbelief and immorality—who can

name and comprehend all the forms which, in theory and prac-

tice, on this side and on that, this twofold leaven has assumed,

and even now assumes at this day 1 Thus it threatens the dis-

ciples of Christ everywhere, in tlieir public teaching, discourse

and writings, in their social life, and finally (for otherwise there

would be no danger !) in their own hearts, which readily sym-

pathise with the subtilely scattered elements of falsehood, in the

one form or the other, to the prejudice of the pure truth held in

entire faith. Therefore what Christ here says to His disciples

He says to all :
" Take heed, by looking around ! Beioare, by

looking within !

"

The disciples were then far from such an understanding of

the wise words of their Master, and thought He meant by the

leaven only literal bread belonging to the Pharisees. So soon

again had they forgotten what was said chap. xv. 16-20 ! They
had accidentally, on this occasion, not taken due care to provide

themselves with bread according to their usual custom; St Mark,

who must have had very direct information, says specifically

that only one loaf was in the ship.^ This neglect, which now
occurs to them, helps to keep their thoughts fixed on the bread,

as if the word of Christ were in some way connected with this.

They said among themselves, h iavroTg,—i.e., according to St

Mark '?rpog ccXkyjXoug :
—" He must certainly mean that we have

not taken bread with us." Strange enough, to bring this into

connection with the warning against that leaven! Where, then,

might they find bread made by those who were certainly neither

Pharisees nor Sadducees ? And could it be such as this that

their Master meant

!

He rebukes their foolishly confused thoughts with the gracious

word which He is always so ready to speak, and which was in-

deed in a certain measure always appropriate: ye of little faith

!

Here it applies first of all (recalling to their minds chap. vi. 30)

to their needless concern lest such a thing as a want of bread

should happen to Him, lest even He Himself should be anxious

about this; for it was this that had led to their confused thoughts.

Then, however, Christ means in the thoughts of His wisdom

^ The seven baskets full were certainly consumed ; for the incidents are

by no means so closely connected together.
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precisely tlie leaven of unhelief of which He had spoken; for this,

indeed, is already implied in every act of little faith, and then

also occasions the hypocrisy of cleaving to what is external. By
how much faith is still wanting to us, by so much are we also

as yet incapable of grasping the whole truth, and walking in it;

that whicli proceeds not from faith is error, and those who are

hold captive in error do not ijerceive even what is most evident.

According to St Matthew^ our Lord simply rebuked them with

a ou'xco vOiTn at the beginning, and a 'prcog ov vosin at the end
;

according to St ^lark, however, their want of understanding is

brought into prominence in words of severer rebuke, in which

we, at least, may be allowed to think it impossible that St Mark
" pleasantly and diffusely expands the words of Christ." Truly

there is nothing pleasant in the rebuke, proceeding from im-

patient love which longed so much to have intelligent dis-

ciples : still less is there any diftuseness or tautology in these

significantly-measured expressions. If this Evangelist knew so

specially that the disciples had only one loaf, we may be sure

also that the strikingly severe address of the Master is truly

narrated from a good source ; and we shall find, not that St

^Iark has diffusely extended the words of Christ, but that St

Matthew again gives the extracted essence. The innermost

ground of all folh', as of that now shown by the disciples, is the

unfeeling heart hardened in unbelief and little faith, xaphtoc

'TTi'Trajpcof/jii'rj, which the Evangelist has already, chap. vi. 52,

introduced as a reflection of his own, taking it from the words

of Christ on this occasion. Although, indeed, this designation

is not to be taken in so bad a sense here as in chap. iii. 5, Matt,

xiii. 15. If it is true of others that they never sec or hear at all,

the same is true of the disciples, at least oftentimes ; still, and

just because they are disciples, it is the more severely to be re-

prehended in them, and therefore Christ now for the moment
places them on a level with those Avho have eyes and see not,

ears and hear not. As if lie had said: "These thoughts were

such as might have occurred to you if ye were not My disciples !

Ye have eyes, do ye not then see ? Ye have ears, do ye not

then hear?" What follows always when the Iieai^t is hardened?

Of course that we neither observe nor j^erceive what truth and

wisdom speak to us ; where, however, there is no perceiving,

there, too, there can be no understanding, no being intelligent.

VOL. 11. U
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Thus in St Mark vobitb and avvkn are distinguished, while St

Matthew has only voiirz both times : comp., however, also Matt,

chap. XV. 16, 17, as well as chap. xvi. 12, rorz GVVTJzav. We
can by no means say that voiiv belongs to the -^vx/i, avvi'avui to

the '7rKv(JjCC ; rather, indeed, inasmuch as we feel and perceive

with the believing heart, and the faith-sense is true reason, the

voziv contains the ground, lying deeper in the ivill, of the avvizvai

following out of it. (Hence the exhortation, 2 Tim. ii. 7, voii a.

Xiyco.) Finally, in the case of disciples who had already enjoyed

for a length of time their Master's company and teaching, wdio

had already passed through and experienced so much with Him,

although the perceiving and understanding would always be,

first at least, a seeing and hecanng, yet afterwards there might

justly be required of them a remembering of what w^as before

learned, a retaining and working out of what had been already

received, so as from this rightly to know anything new that

might be addressed to them. With which last word of rebuke,

ov [MvriiJjOnvzrz ; the representation of St Mark now again be-

comes one with that of St Matthew.

Our Lord, who, at the second feeding of the multitudes, had

only made a slight allusion to the first (Matt. xv. 34), now ex-

pressly brings before them both of these together, chiefly noticing

the supplies that had remained over. That Avhich St Matthew,

in respect to the sense, comprehends in Christ's own words, is

given by St Mark in the form of a thorough catechising as to

what they had forgotten, so that the shamed disciples are obliged

to answer ; in St Mark, too, it is impressively noted that the

Lord Himself brake the bread among the thousands, and there-

fore so many fragments remained. So literally historical are

these two narratives (of which many aavvZTOi would make only

one, if not a fable), ^ here confirmed by the mouth of Christ, in

a discourse which the Apostles could hardly have fabricated in

order to glorify their Master ! On the first occasion, there were

^ Sclileiermaclier, too, amongst the number wlio " could not make up liis

mind to believe in the second feeding!" So, alas, even Neander. We do

not, however, retract even in his case the expression we liave used above
;

nor can we sympathize with the unqualified Eulogies i3ronounced over the

grave of the man who handled the Scripture so unbecomingly. For, leaving

aside the Christianity of the heart, all believing science must have neither

history nor piety, but the objective ivord^ for its foundation.
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twelve smaller baskets (ko^ivoi such as are conveniently carried

upon journeys), correspondin<f to the number of the Apostles ; on

the second, there were seven large ff'TTvpihsg, corresponding to the

seven loaves (see Acts ix. 25)—for they were probably more

careful, this time, to take at once vessels sufficiently large for the

quantity that remained over.

Our Lord having thus reminded His disciples of these things,

St Mark, because he had laid strong emphasis on this at the

beginning, now shortens the termination of the discourse into a

mere abruptly concluding TT^g ob ffuvkrs ; in which, first of all,

there is to be supplied as a middle member,—"Plow is it that

ye do not understand that with Me there should be no anxious

care about bread?" Then, however, as the proper conclusion

which is expressed by St Matthew, " that I cannot have meant

bread in My warning against the leaven !" JVot bread:—more,

however, the Master Himself does not say, and leaves it to the

disciples to find out and to understand (or misunderstand) some-

thing besides (comp. Matt. v. 12 with chap. xvii. 13).

CONFESSIOX OF PETER. CHRIST's FIRST ANNOUNCEMENT OP
IIIS SUFFERINGS. TAKING UP THE CROSS AND FOLLOWING
CHRIST.

(Matt. xvi. 13-28; Mark viii. 27-ix. 1; Lu. ix. 18-27.)

Here begins a last, brief period of the life of Jesus, previous

to His suft'erings ; and in all that St Matthew informs us of it

there is a regular chronological connection. (See chap. xvii. 1

;

comp. there ver. 22 with Mark ix. 30 ; Lu. ix. 43 ; further.

Matt, xviii. 1, xix. 1 ; comp. Lu. ix. 51.) We have no reason

for taking Mark ix. 27 in close connection with this, and sup-

posing that " Peter's confession followed close upon the conver-

sation about the leaven of the Pharisees." Rather, as appears

from all the other results of the Harmony, in forming which

we cannot be too careful to include evervthinfj in the general

view so as not to go wrong in particulars, there lies a con-

siderable intermediate period between Matt. xvi. vers. 12 and 13_,

in which we place tlie journey of Christ to the feast of Taher-

nacles, and His probable stay in Jerusalem till the consecration
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of the temple, i.e., all the contents of St John from chap. vii. to

_
X. 39.'

In the district of Cassarea Philippi or Paneas (northwards at

the source of the Jordan, different from Cffisarea Herodis on the

Mediterranean Sea) Christ speaks to His disciples what all the

three Evangelists narrate as to the suhstance ; St Mark says it

was spoken h r/j ohco ; St Luke, that Christ was engaged in

2-)rayer immediately before, at which the disciples were either

present, or to which they came. We must not seek for any

close reference in this striking question, thus expressed for the

first time, as to who or what the people took Him to be ; by no

means is it merely a momentary inquiry about what the disciples

had just been hearing of Him on the way, or what the people

here (in Galilee, Trachonitis, etc.) were saying of Him. His

object is now, when His public labours have already in a certain

sense come to a close, really to inquire after the result of these

labours on the whole, in order to pass from this to a second

principal part of His discourses to the disciples, which is denoted

by the public intimations of His sufferings now first made (chap.

xvi. 21, xvii. 9, 22, xx. 17). There is here a great and signi-

ficant turning-point to be observed. "I am the Christ"—this

He now finally confirms and ratifies to His disciples, while He
challenges their faith to confess it before Plim in opposition to

the dv&^coTTOi ; immediately, however. He adds to this first sen-

tence the second, " And this Christ must suffer and die!" There

is in St Matthew an unbroken connection in everything from

chap. xvi. 13 onwards : with the confession of Peter in the name
of the disciples is connected the promise in reply, addressed to

the first Apostle, and to all the Apostles, to the entire future

church; upon this directly follows (see the double ron vers. 20,

21) the announcement of His sufferings, and all that the lan-

guage of Peter, now proceeding from another spirit, gives Him

'

occasion to add respecting His followers in the icay of the cross.

It is one connected testimony : That He is the Christ, the

founder and highest ruler of the true house of God, the King
and Lord of the kingdom of heaven, which is His kingdom (ver.

28), the future church (which was only prepared and foreshadowed

' Bengel :
" The acceptable year in Galileewas accomplished, and the Saviour

in the midst of His career spent a considerable time in quiet. He withdrew

Himself more and more from action, and prepared Himself for suffering."
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by the nin^ niy in Israel) ; but that Ilis way Lay through death

to the resurrection, consequently also, that the way of all Ilis

disciples, and of His whole kingdom upon earth, leads to the

victory of confirmation and glorification through a conflict of

suffering, through a continual cross consisting in a renunciation

of life in order to find it again.

Ver. 13. " What now at last do the people believe, think, say

of Me, after all that I have hitherto done and taught?" The
question is thus given with a simple [jA in St Mark and St Luke,

while St Matthew, certainly more directly exact, replaces this

or strengthens (?) it by rov vlov rov ccudpa/Trou. For the reading

wavers as to whether also in St Matthew the [jA is to be retained,

or (which indeed has only few authorities) whether it is to be

cancelled ; and there appears here to be much depending on
this little word in giving a different sense to the entive saying.

If we retain it, then it is certainly natural to take the appellation

which is added, "Son of Man," already in the Messianic sense.

Either with Beza, Piscator, Clericus, to point thus, Ttvcc (m

Xsyovaiv zhui; rov vlov rov avOpooTov ; "Do they indeed know
Me now to be the Messiah ?"—or, with Olshausen, to take the

words as intimating the truth : [jA rov vlov rov ccvOpuTrov {ojg

oihccrs) ovrcc. In favour of the former of these readings is tlic

circumstance, that the latter would make Christ anticipate His

second altogether unassuming question (ver. 15), and to have

prescribed to them Himself what their confessing faith is now to

bring to Him ; thus would the only true, and profoundly signi-

ficant, sense of Ilis awakening question be disturbed. Further,

it is against the latter reading that the expression " Son of Man"
is never precisely and absolutely equivalent to " Messiah;" but,

while there are pregnant intimations lying behind this ajipella-

tion, it yet first of all denotes the personal manifestation of tliis

Jesus (now in humiliation, but afterwards also in exaltation).

See especially, chap. viii. 20. Finally, by the latter reading,

the antithesis preserved in St Matthew is destroyed :
" Whom

do men say that the Son of Man is ? What do they think of this

man whom they see and hear with all His works and words,—of

^Ic, this Jesus?" ^ This is the simple sense of the question, as

> As afterwards ver. 20, where the predicate o Xpia-o; is joined to this

subject, at least as a quite true interpretamentum of what the reading

^Inaoui means.
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Luther's feeling has rendered it in German with the omission of

uk. Are we to suppose, then, that the manuscripts in which it

is wanting are riglit, and that it has been inserted here from ver.

15 and the parallel places in St Mark and St Luke? This, too,

is difficult to suppose; and not necessary, if we only understand

aright the added clause vm rov avO^ojTTOv, that in the first place

it corresponds to the mere (jA in ver. 15 and the parallel places.

If we hold this fast as we ought, then we may, if we please, sup-

pose that there lies behind the word an intimation of its deeper

sense, its Messianic signification ; but only a sliglit intimation,

such as is suitable to that kind of asking which will draw out

the right answer. This, then, would be something quite diflrerent

from the unsuitable anticipation of an openly announced testi-

mony concerning Himself: "I am the Son of Man, i.e., the

Messiah!"^ It miijht thus be extended:' " Ye know noAv what

I properly mean when I at any time thus designate Myself?"

(And this would be what is true in Olshausen's ug o'iharz, with-

out the too strong ZvroLt which never belongs to this expression.)

Such a preparatory intimation lies at all events already on the

surface in the Tivd —not ri—by which Christ asks :
" Wliom do

they take Me for? Do they give Me the right predicate? Do
they perceive and acknowledge that I am what I am, or do they

think something else and false concerning Me ?" With aX&yziv

sivcci, to which the shcci does not answer, but aXXou nvu,—

?

Christ's reason, however, for putting this question after all

that He had done and taught was, naturally and necessarily,

that all His past acting and teaching (Acts i. 1) had no other

end than to manifest ivho He is, to awaken and establish faith

in His person. (John viii. 24.) The question here expressed

is ever the great decisive question, which now with stronger

emphasis is ever being addressed to the world and to Christen-

dom
;
previous to all obeying of His doctrine (as a hollow

Rationalism will foolishly speak of this) there must be the know-

^ In wliich impossibility of the usage : 'Ey^i slf^i 6 viogrov duSplnrov—lies

the most decisive refutation of this view. The name " Son of Man" in the

mouth of Christ, passes from its most direct import, " This man here," to

the hint wliich lies behind it, " This one, who now appears as man, who
will be only man in humiliation,"—which then points farther back to Daniel,

and has still more significance, viz.,—Representative of humanity, new iSrst

man, etc. Comp. Liebner's reference to Dorner in his Dogmatikl. i. S. 331,

Note.
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ledge of His person. His servants must, in the name of their

Master, ask in a way that will admit of no refusal, " Wiio Avas

Jesus ? Who is Jesus ? " and only the excess of folly and of

blindness in the " Friends of light " j:)iiis aside such a cardinal

question with the senseless remark :
—" There the answer is

wanting." In another sense may, and ought, His servants, as

regards their own persons and for their Master's sake, also to

inquire what the people say and think of them.

'' Whom do men say that I, this Son of Man, am ? " i.e., first

of all the bulk, the majority,—What is the prevailing public

opinion ?—Avhich St Luke denotes by ot oy/^ot, less exactly in-

deed, but right also, so far as the disciples wero in the first place

so to understand it. Christ, however, does not say, the j^cople,

or even Israel (what opinion is held of Me in Israel?)—or the

like, but men ; thereby He hints, on the one hand, at the uni-

versal importance of His appearance for all mankind (which lies

also in viog rov uvdpcu'yrov), on the other hand, He thereby in a

certain measure expresses what forms an antithesis to the follow-

ing Ye—My disciples. " How runs the human opinion con-

cerning My person (that proceeding from flesh and blood, ver.

17)?" Thus at least do the disciples understand Him in their

answer, which would not be according to truth if its import were

what inconsiderate commentators have found in it:—viz., "They
say all manner of things of Thee but the one thing ; no one

anywhere says of Thee that Thou art the Messiah Himself; all

hold Thee in too slight estimation for that." Were there not

in reality many who called Him the Son of David? (Chap.

ix. 27, xii. 23, xv. 22.) Might there not be many who, after

His testimony upon the occasion of the message sent by John,

recognised and confessed that He was the expected one, He
that should come? (Cornp. even at an earlier period John vii.

26, 31, 41.) Do we not find such a confession even long before

in Samaria, as we read John iv. 42? Certainly, however, those

who thus spake of Him were already also His disciples, whom
Christ seemed, to His disciples at least, not to include here

among the " men ; " and, therefore, in their reply they only

inform Him of all the false opinions regarding Him. They also

do not speak first of the enemies who called Him seducer
;

because this was Hot the opinion of the people, who rather

esteemed Him everywhere to bo at least a prophet. They men-
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tion first the strangest and newest opinions by which men evaded

the truth concerning Him (chap. xiv. 2) ; then follows what was

more allied to the truth, the folly which recognised not Elias as

already corne, and saw in Christ Himself the forerminer; finally,

those expectations of the return of this or that prophet, which

had been sought out in order to account for Him.^

Ver. 15. Now comes the second, properly the chief, question

for which the first was merely to prepare the way. The ufMlg

placed before has strong emphasis :
" What have ye who have

been so long with Me by this time learned? Do ye indeed now

know otherwise and better than men ? It is not enough to

know what the people say of the Son of Man"—this lay already

very prominently in the first question as a trial for them. Here

it avails not to reckon up opinions and to have no conviction

yourselves! True He says here again Xsysrs, as "kzyovaiv before;

but now coming closer to them in the tone of trial : Ye should

not merely say it, ye should in faith know and confess it ! The

expression of faith is in itself a strengthening and confirming of

fiilth; and therefore does Christ require this of them here. Not,

" What tldnk ye of Me in secret as opposed to this confusion of

opinions ? Speak it out, frankly, first before Me ; then, at the

proper time, when the church is built by and upon your confes-

sion, also before men." Then answers Simon Peter, to arofjjo,

Tuv a'TToarokuv, 6 Travraxov hpfJbog (as Chrysostom calls him),

quickly and gladly in the name of all the disciples, taking it for

granted that none would contradict, by uttering the same con-

fession which (although perhaps not literally the same) he had

already uttered John vi. 69, and which Nathanael had uttered

at an earlier period, John i. 49. Peter is not merely not led

astray, but is only the more' decided and certain, amid all the

confused sayings of the people, and the contradiction in Jeru-

salem, John vii. 27, 41, viii. 48, ix. 22, x. 24 (where, just before

this question of Christ, it had come to the crisis of decision,

whether He were the Christ or not). He answers, therefore, the

^ Jeremiah, according to a tradition that took its rise from 2 Mac. ii.

5, 14 ; comp. 4 Esr. ii. 18. In the case of him and the other prophets we

are not to think of transmigration of souls ; but St Luke has the best ex-

pression. In Hke manner it is not to be connected with John i. 21, or

Mark vi. 15—on the other hand, John vi. 14 might be meant thus in ignor-

ance.
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question not as it was put, with / say, ice say—but the Tr'ATjpo-

<popla of liis saying comes plainly and fully out : Thou art the

Christ. The vlog rov Qzov^ which in the second confession of

the Apostle is added to Xptarog, is by no means merely synony-

mous with it, but the second expression of a deeper knowledge.

Na'thanael, indeed (John i. 49), as also Caiaphas (iMatt. xxvi.

63), knew from the Scriptures which went before that the pro-

mised Christ was at the same time the Son of God (which the

Scribes, contrary to the Scriptures, overlooked, Matt. xxii. 42),

and the report of this liad gone abroad even among the people,

see Matt. xiv. 33. The Baptist also testified of Christ as the

So7i of the Father, when he explained his Ovrog lariv. (John

iii. 28, 35.) Yet, on the other hand, there was still a difference

between a mere recognition of the Messianic dignity of Jesus

according to the inferior (Ebionitic) conception of most of the

Jews, and an insight also into His Divine nature.'^ Therefore

Peter expresses both together here ; he confesses the Son of

Man to be the Son of God (ver. 13), as he opposes the Christ to

the Baptist, Elias, and the prophets (ver. 14). Christ Himself,

indeed, had from the first (since John ii. 1 G) continually testified

of Himself as the Son of God, and everywhere used this name

instead of the doubtful name Christ, which by itself might have

been misunderstood. (John ix. 35, x. 36.) Peter then answers

in liis confession (as every confession of faith can and must be

only such an answer) with perfect propriety to tlie assumed

testimony of Christ :
" Thou art what Thou Thyself saycst and

testifiest of Thyself,—we say nothing otherwise—we have under-

stood Thy words and works, we have now learned in Thy school

so much as to sustain the examination which Thou art now

beginning." He makes the expression still stronger, for he says

"of the living God ;" whicii can here be neither a mere solemn

formula, as zvXoyT^Tog (Mark xiv. Gl), nor, as before in the Old

Testament, a mere antithesis to the false gods, but which already

' While St Luke, leaving out the forcible words av u connects rov Xpiaroii

rov Qiou—St Mark gives these -words indeed, but for the rest retains only

XpwTo;. We may see ever anew the preference due to St Matthew in tba

clisco7trses of Christ.

2 Just as, in like manner, there is here a difference between that " first

enthusiasm" of Nathanael, and the matured persevering faith of the Apostles

at this time.
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penetrates into the depths of the testimon}^ of John vi. 57.'

The understanding of history from without finds in the Son of

Man, in Jesus, first of all the Christ promised to Israel ; the

philosophy of fiiith (the expression will be excused), when it

rightly reads, hears, perceives, and understands the words, soon

finds in this Christ the Son of the living God; the Gospels declare

Him, by His own testimony and the confession of His disciples,

to be both together—the Gospel of St Matthew as well as the

Gospel of St John, chap. xxi. 31.

Ver. 17. The very remarkable and significant words of our

Lord to Peter, which now follow—the pronouncing him blessed,

the promise addressed to him first of all, and the severe rebuke

and repelling of his carnal forwardness— all this is entirely

passed over by St Lnke, so that the discourse about the cross

and the self-denial of His followers thus begins very abruptl3^

St Mark again, in order to confirm this, informs us only of

Peter's forwardness, which cost him so dear ; but leaves out the

commendation and the promise that went before. The Holy

Spirit thus teaches us that no important and permanent prero-

gative for the church in all fature time is here ascribed to Peter

personally ; he himself, whose communications St Mark follows,

did not give prominence to what was here said to him, although,

on the other hand, care has been taken in St Matthew to pre-

serve a complete record of these sayings of Christ. If what we

read in ver. 18, 19 bore the meaning which the Papists assign

to it, then surely this appointment of a chief of the Apostles,

with a continuing caliphate of his successors, must have been

the principal thing with every Evangelist, who in general gives

any account of this conversation with the disciples ; least of all

might it be wanting in the Gospel of Peter. We shall see,

however, that in all that is said to Peter according to St Mat-

thew—over and above what he, as speaker, in the name of the

disciples receives back also in this capacity—there remains only

a certain historical temporary preference of his own person.

The very first word, (MKKa^iiog el, although addressed to the

quick and frank disciple who uttered the confession, is yet nothing

but what in chap. xiii. 16 had already been addressed to all dis-

ciples in common as such (not even merely to the Apostles).

^ From -which (ver. 69) the Apostle the first time derived his confession,

if the genuineness of the reading could be maintained.
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Our Lord is perfectly satisfied •with the general import of the

confession that He is Christ, the Son of God, without missing in

this the specially dogmatic speculative acknowlcilgmeTit, upon

which, at a later period, so much weight was laid. (Both in

John vi. 69, and again in John xi. 27, in the mouth of Martha
this confession is expressly held fiist, even when in other respects

His enigmatic words are not understood.) This is at the first

enough for Him, so that He can already ascribe blessedness to

such faith.^ He, however, derives even this simple insight of

faith from the revelation of the Father. He does not say, " I

have often enough testified this to you both by word and deed,

so that ye may and must at length apprehend it
!'' For flesh

and blood does not yet perceive the open truth ;—the heart of

each individual must open itself to a revelation which it specially

appro])riates. Let what is said chap. xi. 25-27 be recalled here;

and observe that as there it is the Son who reveals, here the

same is humbly attributed to the Father by the Son. And that

not merely on account of the humility which liere so becomes Him,

but at the same time because Christ, in saying, " My Father,'

would thus accept and repeat the confession of Peter, confirming

and sealing it; as if He had said, " Yea ! I am the Son of God !"

Further, it is thereby indicated, as indeed Jesus always thus

spake and acted in the presence of Plis disci[)les, that w^itli all the

fulness and clearness of His testimony respecting Plimsclf He
yet left over the last decision, in the v^'nrtoig who accepted it, to

the drawing and illuminating power of His Father. Thus,

again, does the first agree in substance with the fourth Gospel

(see John vi. 44, 45, 37) ; and we may reasonably reserve for

the discourses in St .John the more exact interpretation of the

fundamental conceptions already indicated here.

But the commendation addressed to Peter in the words, " My
Father hath revealed it to thee, i.e., He alone could reveal it to

thee, thou hast heard it and learned it from the Father"—must

appear at the same time as of a humbling character, by the

mention which is made o? flesh and blood, which cannot pro-

perly reveal, but rather only resist. The Lord, in the midst of

His joy at having brought the disciples so far, mourns to think,

' lie does not at once press tlic disciple further -with the question: " But

in -what sense dost thou know Me thus, and how dost thou apprehend the

union of the Divine and the human in Me ?" (Braune.)
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not merely how obstinately and how long the blindness of nature

had resisted the light of grace even in them, but at the same

time how much of flesh and blood still remained in them (see

ver. 22). Therefore He can as yet rejoice over their faith only

in this form ; and must still connect the commendation which

they have deserved with a warning reference to their old nature.

It is spoken ironically indeed, amid the earnestness of acknow-

ledging love, when the a'^BKuXv-^ps is by cateclcresis, with an ovk,

said also of cap^ zai a,l[JjCi- Peter has confessed in the name

of all ; naturally also he receives, in return, in the name of all,

the commendation limited by a warning. Yet at the same

time, Christ has special reason first for adhering to him per-

sonally, and not (as would otherwise have been natural) accord-

ing to the analogy of ver. 15, continuing thus: "Blessed are ye"

but, " Blessed art thou Simon son of Jonas." ^ That is as much

as to say, " Thy flesh and blood hath often enough, to speak ironi-

cally, revealed something different to thee, and will yet often thus

speak out of thee ; this time, however, thou hast not spoken as

the old Simon who came to Me at first, and is even still there."

Son of Jonas : this is the third term which stands between " Son

of Man" and " Son of God," vers. 13 and 16, denoting the car-

nal birth and descent, in opposition to the new name Peter which

is given for the new creature in Christ (hence John xxi. 15—

17, where again at the last this humbling designation occurs,

without the new name). Certainly not, as Olshausen strangely

thinks, from its similarity to the commendation :
" Thou art

also a child of the Spirit" {'Icova, being taken by a play on the

word for nii"", i.e., dove). This signification of the name is not

certain, on account of that reading in another place, accord-

ing to which it might be a contraction for pnv ; and, more-

over, the neio name which follows here, as in John i., notwith-

standing its connection with the natural special character of

Peter, yet forms in the maiji p)oint an antithesis to the old birth

in general. To mistake this is to destroy the deepest signi-

ficance of the entire saying.^ Flesh and blood—this includes

^ Which Matt, purposely makes more emphatic by retaining the Aramaic

^ap (see on the other hand John i. 43), in order that the nomen j^roprium

may appear thoroughly intelligible.

^ The late Meyer wrote to me :
—" I also suppose in Jonas an allusion to

the dove^ but not as Olshausen. John xxi. 15—17 led me to this. The
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in Christ's thoughts the two things together, namely, the natural

man Simon as the son of his father, and at the same time point-

ing back to vcr. 13, men. See the same perfect antithesis

afterwards again in vcr. 23. '' Neither from men without nor

from thyself hast thou this revelation." Completely analogous

to this explanation is the entire first chapter of the Epistle to

the Galatians, with the antithesis that pervades it throughout

between the human and Divine. In ver. 1, Jesus Christ and

God the Father in opposition to the ovk, hit avOpu/Trcji/ ouhl ht'

avdpu'zov ; as in ver. 10, God and Christ to the uv&pojTroig

;

vers. 11, 12, the ccTroKuXv^tg in opposition to the zarci avOpco-

Tov and Tapa uvOpdTrou ; vers. 13 to 16 the ccro/CCJcXu-^ai rov

vm avrov iv kfLoL pre-ordained indeed, at the same time, from

his mother's womb (peculiar to Paul as to Peter) in opposition

to the former natural Saul ;
— and then the same antithesis

with (rapl Kcct ouyba. which here still more evidently includes

men without (vers. 1, 10-12) along with the natural man of

Saul (vers. 13, 14), nay even comprehends the Apostles (ver.

17) in a certain sense. This whole chapter, then, so develops

itself from the word of Christ to Peter, that it almost sounds as

if St Paul, remembering this, to him well known, saying of the

Lord Jesus to Peter, would say; ''' T am also a Pder ; my faith

and confession is, like his, not of flesh and blood, but from

Divine revelation." This is an illustration from the Bible itself

which already sets aside the Romish interpretation of the fol-

lowing word addressed to Peter ! And so much the more sig-

nificant, as it is precisely St Paul in whose person is prefigured

the immediate validity of every new calling and ordination pro-

ceeding from the Head of the church, against all historical

connection even of apostolical tradition.

Ver. 18. Thou hast said to Me gv Ci,—in recompense I say

the same also to thee. This confivmatory repetition ofJohn i.43is

at the same time an advance beyond it. There it was in regard

to the presence of him who should come,— Thou art Simon !

—

but prophetically for the future :—Thou ehalt be called, become

and be, Peter ! But here it is very different : Thou art now

Peter, as thou art called, thou, the same Simon son of Jonas, in

the personal unity of that which the grace of the Father, reveal-

dove is a shy, timid animal, and points there to the denial of Peter from

the fear of rnan."
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ing the Son in thee, has now already wrought in thy nature

through faith. Thou art, even now before Me, what thou art

ordained to be ever more perfectly, in all the future of thy

apostolic calling, and therefore art thou called Peter by ISIe ; a

firm, frank confessor, on whose confession and faith something

may be built, a strong foundation-stone for the building of God
upon earth. (As the old temple stood on a foundation of rock.

Delitzch.) That this applies to Peter no longer merely in the

name of all the Apostles, but with a certain preference of his

personaUti/,—the Protestant church ought never to have denied

to its own hurt, by an unnatural explanation of the words. It

runs strangely enough in the Berlenberg Bible,—" Thou art a

Peter "—for the meaning of the giving the name and the calling

lies in nothing but the circumstance that this name is entirely

so appropriate only to this Simon. Against the explanation,

" one of tlie rocks upon which I build My church, one of the

first preachers and founders of the church"—Sepp is right when

he says, " Then also by a logical inference, it is only T/tou art

Christ, one of the Sons of God! " K.at I'tt) tuvtti r^ -^grpcc—in

these words undoubtedly the personal reference to Peter is con-

tinued ; for UiT-pog is explained by ^rsrpa ""^J according to its

etymology : o -Tr&rpog signifies indeed in Greek also rock, and

was in the Aramaic ns''^ not to be distinguished from "^rsrpa (so

that Ciu'ist, to a certain extent, at the same time really says.

And npon thee, this Peter); but, in order to make the sense

clear to the Greek reader, St Matthew must the second time

take the appellative for the joroper name. It is not, therefore, as

well-meaning expositors have said, " And upon Myself, the true

rock ;
" in which case, in order to take from the rccvryi the neces-

sary reference to what goes before, Christ must suddenly have

pointed to Himself with His finger!^ And it would, on this

view, be incomprehensible what in general Peter had to do

before with such a saying.^ No more, although most even of the

^ "Which artifice of Protestant criticism on this passage, bringing little

honour to the cause, Thiersch compares with the similar artifice of Carlstadt

in reference to the words used at the institution of the Supper.

^ Only on a very superficial consideration and as the result of prejudice

can any one find the ancient saying of Augustine to be plausible : Super

me selificabo te, non me super te. Kon enim a Petro petra, sed Petrus a

petra, sicut Christus non a Christiano, sed Christianus a Christo vocatur.
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Fathers^ understood it thus, are we to explain it, "Upon this thy

confession—this/a/7/iin Me—tliis conviction of the fundamental

truth, firm as u rock in thee and in others." Thiersch is quite

ri<Tht when he says, " The demonstrative can just as little have the

force of isolating the f.iitli and tlie confession of Peter from his

person, as it would be justifiable to refer the promise to the person

of Peter, apart from his faith." Alford also observes that, accord-

inn- to the whole usage of the New Testanient, it is not doctrines,

confessions, cliaractcrs, that are designated as pillars and columns

of the building, but men, persons; in like manner, he refers us

to what the same Peter says of the living stones, 1 Peter ii. 5.

Simon Peter therefore retains indeed the preference as regards

liis calling and place in the circle of the Apostles, which, already

looking triumphantly beyond the intervening denial, is here

ascribed to him. " On thee as (one whom I will make to be)

the first confessor, preacher, and chief Apostle of Israel (Acts i.

15, ii, 14 ; Mark xvi. 7), and even of the heathen (Acts x. 15,

7)." Thus does Meyer's note comprehend all. But now we

go on to say, further, with equal justice:—Peter is the first and

chief foundation-stone ;
yet not in his human character as the son

of Jonas, but precisely as Peter;—not alone, but with the other

Apostles ;— finally, not in himself, what no man can ever be, the

proper foundation and rock in the deeper sense.^ As soon as

flesli and blood will again speak, he shall be repelled as Satan.

John also and James are pillars with him. (Gal. ii. 9.) On
the twelve foundations (Rev. xxi. 14) stand twelve names with-

out distinction, as in like manner, in Matt. xix. 28, twelve seats

^ Lannoy, Doctor of the Sorbonnc, out of seventy-seven sayings of the

most famous Fathers and ecclesiastical writers, found only seventeen which

explain Peter himself as the rock ; forty-four, on the contrary, understand

iho faith; and t-ixteen Christ Himself. Gregory of Nyssa records particu-

larly tliat " to this day many will not admit that it is the covfssion wliich

is here spoken of."

2 For our readers this remark will suffice, with a word or two in addition :

On the one hand it is least of all true that he had successois, and especially

in those who maintain that they are such ! Bengel's Quid hxc ad llonimn ?

ia enough. On the other hand, we are not even entitled to say that he had

equals. Origen's commentary is not (with Alford) to be pronounced ex-

cellent :
" Christ says this as to that Peter, so likewise tt^oV t7u.v~x tov yiv6-

(Atvou OTTotoi 6 lliTpo; iKii'Jo;y Against this Firmilian rightly protested, that

the Romish Stephen would introduce imdtas alias pctras.
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are promised. Finally (and this is what of truth remains in

Augustine's word, which is only too rigorously applied), upon

what then would Peter be built, who does not stand fast in him-

self, if not upon the one foundation and corner-stone laid by

God, of which we read in 1 Cor. iii. 11 ; Eph, ii. 20 ; and also

in 1 Pet. ii. 4 ? Christ has significantly said only ; On thee will

I build, oizolof/j^(Toj—not found, 6z[jjZki(>jGoj. A man may be the

first building-stone upon the foundation of God, and so far him-

self a foundation, but not more. As a section of the church of

Christ rests upon a preacher or missionary whose natural quali-

fications and new nature together were ordained for this, so upon

the apostolical labours of Peter was the whole at first built. But,

such a foundation-stone is for this reason no head, no prince and

ruler over the others, or over the entire house ; for it is built on

his rainistnj, not on his commands. (1 Cor. iii. 5.)^ In the

Gospels, the Acts of the Apostles, and the entire New Testament,

there is no trace to be found of such a supremacy ; but the con-

trary, indeed, everywhere. In Acts vi. the Twelve call together

the multitude of the disciples ; in Acts x. 47 Peter asks permis-

sion from the inferior attendants who were present, as in chap.

xi. he vindicates himself before God and man by " What was J?"

In chap. XV. he has the first word, but James gives the judgment

which the Apostles and elders, together with the whole church,

sanction by the Holy Ghost; in 2 Pet. i. 16, iii. 2, he speaks by

we with the other Apostles, as in 1 Pet. v. 1 he is only a fellow-

elder ; in Gal. ii. he receives a rebuke from the reformer Paul.

Must we still further show here in few words, which are not at

the present time superfluous, how the Papists with their Peter

are overthrown, if they will only read the Bible and let it be

read? Already had Christ Himself uttered a sharp prophetical

word, as against idolatry towards His mother, so against the

false father on earth over the equal brethren (Matt, xxiii. 8, 9)

;

and afterwards Peter himself is called to testify in the Scripture

against almost all the principal parts of the Papacy. Against

lordship over the church, 1 Pet. v. 3, 4; against a separate

' " By Peter, this representative of the Apostles, being called a rock,

nothing else is denoted but the essence of Protestantism, the power of the

ecclesiastical personality.''^ Petersen von der Kirche ii. 99. Of course a

personality actively instrumental in the cause of Christ, filled with the

spirit and life of Christ through faith.
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priesthood, chap. ii. 5-9 ; against assumption over the civil

macristrate, vers. 13-1 7 ; against silver and gold and shameful

gain, Acts iii. 6 ; 1 Pet. v. 2 ; against unbecoming marks of

honour and slipper-kissing, Acts x. 25, 26 ; against infallibility,

ver. 34 ; against celibacy, 1 Cor. ix. 5 ; against all righteous-

ness by works, in harmony witli Paul, Acts xv. 10, 11 ; 1 Pet.

i. 13, etc.

Upon this rock, this true Peter, confessing His grace and truth

without pride or falsehood proceeding from flesh and blood,—on

this future Peter, whom He even now sees standing before His

far-reaching glance in the great and strong word of confession

—

will Christ build His church. For, a good building must also

have a good foundation (chap. vii. 25). Here, for the first time,

in the mouth of Christ,^ and only once again in the Gospels in

Matt, xviii. 17, we find this great word i%,x.Xr;(Tioc, corresponding

to the Ileb. ?np and my. Although in that second passage the

expression obtains a more special signification, yet, on the other

hand, evidently the whole of what is said in chap, xviii. points

definitely back to this passage in chap, xvi., so that the funda-

mental idea can only be the same. In order not to repeat our-

selves, we shall therefore postpone the more particular explanation

till we come to that passage, where our Lord Himself says much
concerning the SKxXrjfftu. Here we perceive, in the first place,

that He will set up a church in the future ; that at the same

time this will correspond to the true house of God upon earth,

the temple of the old dispensation (which is evident from the

expression build) ; that He alone Himself builds (Ps. cxxvii. 1,

cxlvii. 2), and therefore it is called His church {(mov placed with

emphasis before) ; consequently once more, that He Himself also

alone can and will make all stones for the building, and all

workmen, -s^grpaj and '?rirpovg, to be what they become. Matt,

iv. 19.

Opposed to this building, at this time still lying in the future,

for which the promised olxohofJtjriffco from the founding to the

finishing is ever being fulfilled (for until the descent of the key-

stone from heaven, chap. xxi. 44, the building is not finished,

Eph. ii. 21, 22 ; 1 Pet. ii. 5)—opposed to it the prophetic glance

' Not before the death of the Baptist :—in this many find a special signi-

ficance, because till then the old economy lasted. Did it not rather last

till the death of Christ?

VOL. II. X
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of Christ sees, in fierce assault against it and conflict with it,

another house or kingdom unhappily already built ; against the

kingdom of heaven upon earth (which, ver. 19, is in a certain

measure a synonyme for the church) nothing less than the

entire hell is at work !^ That the gates or doors, 'ttvXo'J, are in-

tended to denote" a poiver, is already evident from the x,ccri(T)^v-

GovGiV which follows ; the expression, however, is used in order

to put building against building. Walls and gates mean defence

and power (Isa. Ix. 18, xxvi. 1) ; chiefly, however, in oriental

usage, as still in the Supreme Porte, the gate of the royal palace

indicates what the westerns denote by "court"—the throne of

the ruler, power and dignity, from which everything comes forth,

and to which all returns in his kingdom (Esth. ii. 19). Thus
the gates of death. Job xxxviii. 17 ; Ps. ix. 14 (to which ver.

15 the gates of the daughter of Zion are opposed), Ps. cvii. 18,

are not merely entrances, but indicate the power of death, seiz-

ing on his prey, and then keeping fast hold of it in his province

:

thus finally do we find, just as here, in Isa. xxxviii. 10 7\^^ ''^y^*,

LXX. 'TTvkai ahov, comp. again Wis. xvi. 13, the same thing

together with dccvdrov l^ovcicc. When the promise of Christ

in reference to His church is explained of victory and sovereignty

over all the power of sin, over the devil with his enmity as mani-

fested in malice and rage, in cunning and falsehood,^ according

to what is generally understood by the word hell—this is indeed

not exact, in so far as the first fundamental idea of the hSU'Cf or

a^t^g of the Bible is entirely passed over ; although this must be

primarily meant here. He says, first of all : " No power of

death, and of the kingdom of death, shall prevail against you,

any more than against Me, whose death becomes a resurrection"

—an idea in which He already hastens forward to the second

part of the discourse, ver. 21. What is said in Acts ii. 24, iii.

15, repeats itself ever onwards in the members of the Head.*

But then again, indirectly, that common understanding of the

^ For etvrvi; at the end refers of course now to cKK'hyiatct, certainly not, as

has also been said, to Trerpx.

^ Least of all a court ofjudgment, the judgment of the dead in the nether-

world !

^ Jerome : Ego portas iuferi reor esse vitia et peccata, vel certe hgereti-

corum doctrinas.

* The ix.x.\mlos, has, according to Ignatius, d(pdxpaici from Christ. It is

immortal

—

perpetuo mansura as the Augustana says.
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words is indeed quite correct and well founded : for what is the

power of death other than the power of sin, which casts down

into death, and is properly itself death? what else can aim at

destroying the life of the church but the power consisting in sin

and lies of him who rules in Sheol, and has the power of death

over sinners upon earth, of which the death and resurrection of

Christ forcibly deprives him ? Heb. ii. 14. The " kingdom of

death" and the " kingdom of Satan," are indeed one and the

same.' Christ means Satan, without doing Jiim the honour of

here naming him ; of His own and the church's certain victory

over this strong one He speaks in this strain of humble majesty,

—even when triumphing beforehand in the promise of it, yet

as it were coming down to the arena, and looking at the heat

and anxious solicitude of the conflict—so that He only says, The
gates of hell shall not prevail against it, instead of saying, It

shall prevail over them !

Ver. 19. We reserve the more particular consideration of

what is here said for the passage in which Christ, repeating the

word church (which when first uttered to the disciples must have

been almost a dark word), confirms and explains it. " Build

upon thee—commit to tJiee the keys of the edifice"—thus does

Christ proceed, as if this second thing were said of Peter per-

sonally and pre-eminently ; but really only with the purpose of

trying Simon son of Jonas, Avhether he can bear any such dignity

without boasting. " Thou art become an able and important

man in My kingdom : AVhat sayest and thinkest thou of this ?

Dost thou bear thyself humbly, art thou all the more on thy

guard against flesh and blood, or— ?" We know, indeed, what

was soon to follow ! Certainly, the expression " on this rock"

signified before almost as much as " upon thee," yet we feel that

Christ could not, and would not, so express Himself as to say,

"I will build the church of God upon a man!" The man is

Simon Bar-Jona the sinner (Lu. v. 8) ; not upon him, but upon

this Peter^ such as grace makes him ; upon him, because, and as

far as, he corresponds to this name more than the others. Still

for this very reason the co-ordinate -rerpa/ and (ttvKoi (see the

promise in its widest enlargement. Rev. iii. 12) are by no means

excluded ; and even the primacy of Peter himself rests only upon

this, that he is called to begin the preaching of the word as

^ "Which, in opposition toNeander, is said in order to avoid one-sideduese.
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primus inter pares. As soon, however, as by further inference

an actual rule and authority seems to connect itself with such a

primacy, ver. 19, we learn upon the second mention of the future

church, chap, xviii. 17-20, that the same authority is immedi-

ately given not merely to all the Apostles in common, but even

in the most proper sense to the church, and that to every indivi-

dual church where two or three are met together in the name of

Jesus, just because He, the sole abiding source of all power and

rule in this kingdom, is in the midst of them. Only after these

connecting words of transition follows then, in John xx. 23, the

more particular explanation and reference of the power of the

keys to the Apostles and their successors in office, which with

St Paul,—who in like manner exercises that power although he

had not been then present,—we must explain according to 1 Cor.

V. 4 ; 2 Cor. ii. 10.

As the first part of the Lord's reply. Thou art Peter ! proceeds

only from the zdyM hi aoi Ksyco of Christ (which certainly does

not merely contain a confession of what we are, as does our con-

fession to Him), as it is only He Himself who builds the church

on the '^irpog whom He by His calling has made to be what he

is (Rom. iv. 17), so, further, all that follows proceeds only from

his hMCjoj croi. That the kingdom of heaven is now " in a certain

measure" synonymous with the church, has already been ob-

served. We can and miist still, it is true, make the distinction

which Richter thus states :
" The church has the keys of the

Jcingdom, for it is the institution by which we enter into that

kingdom ; Christ builds upon Peter, not His kingdom but His

church, which, as regards Christianity, is not the form, but only

one form of its manifestation." Still, here at least, in chap. xiii.

and xvi. 28, this distinction is not yet more specially brought

out ; here the keys belong simply to the building spoken of before.

That which Christ will build upon earth is God's house or temple
;

but it is a living house composed of living stones, tlierefore in the

first place an assembly of the faithful, built upon Him in faith

and confession. This IzySkYjaia, however, with all the power and

fulness of that which is committed to it, is forthwith a jSac/Xs/a,

and that precisely the true kingdom of heaven upon earth, hitherto

announced and signified in everything, a kingdom which stands

as strongly and victoriously above the opposing power of hell

from beneath, as, in the type, the fruitful and habitable terrestrial
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globe (^3^) above the Nvatcrs of the abyss and of the first fall.

(Ps. xciii., Ps. xxiv. 2.) But, because the kingdom of heaven

^vas represented before as a house to be built, Christ at the same

time continues the figure when He speaks of the keys which cor-

respond to the gates, the going out and coming in. Also in Job

xii. 14 the building and shutting stand together; in Isa. xxii. 21,

22, the key of the house of David signifies the official authority

of the householder or administrator, as a burgomaster or com-

mander (of course only as tinder the king) keeps the keys of the

city or fortress ; which, finall}', in Rev. iii. 7, is again represented

as the prerogative of the one King and Lord, in His house and

kingdom, who certainly cannot commit His own supreme power

and dignity by transference to substitutes in His name. Here

let so much only be observed beforehand, that the power of the

keys is the right and power to determine icJio shall enter into

the kingdom of heaven, and who belongs to it, who shall abide

in it or not (comp. chap, xxiii. 13, whei'e we read of shutting

with a fiilsely-assumed riglit, and Lu. xi. 52, of the key of

knowledge) ; at the same time further in general, ichat is to be

held valid in it, the power, namely, of distributing or of with-

holding its goods and graces. When, immediately after the

keys, Christ goes on to speak of binding and loosing, this is not

a transition to another figure, but is equivalent to " shutting and

opening ;" for the locks of the ancients had bands which were

fastened or unfastened by the simple key-bar. See Odyss. 5.

802, d. 447, (p. 45, 240.) Although, by means of this transition,

Christ at the same time refers to the rabbinical usage which

had arisen from the Old Testament, according to which binding

and loosing was equivalent to forbidding and allowing, and already

also in the special signification of retaining or remitting sin.^

And the general meaning recurs again chap, xviii. 18, without

any allusion to the keys. "Key of knowledge" is certaiidy

comprehended in the keys here spoken of, as the starting-point

;

^ In the Old Testament the way is prepared for this when nox ibs (Num.

XXX. 3) is a vow or obligation whereby one binds his soul to anything ; in

Dan. vi. 8 it is a prohibition, and Ps. cv. 21, 22, IDS evidently passes over

into the signification, forbid and command, insti-nct. (Vulg. ut erudiret.)

Afterwards in the Talmud -|DK vetare^ "11DS or liD'^X illicilum in antithesis
- T 1

to "in^n concessum; in like manner K~(K^ solvere, then also ahsolvere, re-

miltere, condonare.
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but we are by no means warranted in saying (with Wieseler)

that it is only the keys of knowledge that are here meant, seeing

that they involve at the same time an authority to act. Christ

says here, indeed, as afterwards, chap, xviii. o iav, Offcc lav in the

neuter : lohat ye shall bind and loose, not properly whom. This

authority then is exercised, in the first place, by the preaching

of reconciliation or condemnation in general, by the true doctrine

regarding the conditions valid before God upon which grace is

to be received :^ but the application, flowing from this, to the

authority over persons, which is so strongly expressed in John
XX. 23, must not be excluded. Chap, xviii., in which the say-

ing is repeated, will first make clear to us the full, profound

import and emphasis of the assurance, that whatsoever is thus

bound and loosed on earth in the name of Christ is, as such, to

be ratified also in heaven. Bengel's Harmony of the Gospels

contains only the following profound observation on these verses :

" Great power of faith in the Son of God. Hell, earth, and

heaven are in divers ways conscious of it."

Vers. 20, 21. These verses are connected by the repeated

707S. All that had been announced regarding the future king-

dom extends to a period previous to which the Son of God must

first suffer and die. This is the wondrous decree of the Father,

the revelation of which the Apostles' flesh and blood still kept

them from understanding ; although it was openly declared to

them by Him whom they perceive and confess to be the Christ,

the Son of the Living God. In order that the fulfilment of this

purpose may not be hindered—to speak after the manner of men
—rather in order not to aggravate the guilt of those who crucify

Christ, the great word which had just found expression in the

circle of the Apostles, "Jesus is the Christ," is not yet to be made
the subject-matter of public preaching, as it was afterwards to

be from the day of Pentecost onwards. It is not to be declared

even where the faith that apprehends it may not hitherto have

opposed it ; and least of all is it to be insisted on before the time,

"where it would cause opposition and offence, before the second

great word, which must always stand connected with it—viz.,

' According to Maimonides it was spoken thus on the appointment of a

teacher : We give thee the power to bind and to loose. It was, indeed, a

symbol of the Rabbinate actually to deliver a key to the person who received

the office.
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" Christ hath suffered for us,'^ has become a fact for ar.nounce-

meut.

Scarcely are the disciples happy in the joy of their confession,

and iu the great presentiments of the kingdom of lieaven upon

earth which Christ had awakened within them by His little-

understood words, when Pie again immediately damps their

feeling by the still-less-understood, terribly-sounding, word con-

cerning His sufferings and death ! He had already given them
(and not them merely) many a hint about this, the most pointed

of which we find in chap. x. 38 ; but, from this time forward,

He began to speak of it with literal plainness, which St Matthew
denotes by luKVViiv, St Mark not merely by ZihuaKHV but by the

additional words kou 'prapprjaicc rov \oyov skuXu—only St Luke
gives no prominence to this. The significant word hT, as after-

wards Lu. xxiv. 26 the retrospective ehsi, and Matt. xxvi. 54
the h&i again when it was being fulfilled, points beforehand to the

Divine purpose intimated in the Scriptures (comp. Matt. xxvi.

24 with Luke xxii. 22), and is thus certainly not merely equiva-

lent to f/jgXXsi, into which Grotius, for example, would enfeeble

the expression. The last journey to Jerusalem, which indeed is

as yet in the distance (chap. xx. 18 ; Lu. ix. 51, xvii. 11), stood

before Him, and all that was there to be fulfilled in Him, the

first expression of which is here in the words '^oXXd 'xa.&uv—in

which general expression are comprehended the later special in-

timations of His being mocked, spit upon, scourged, crucified.

8t Mark and St Luke add, by way of strengthening the expres-

sion, '•''and he rejected,^^ in which we are all the more to recognise

an allusion to Ps. cxviii. 22, as Christ afterwards expressl}' says

this to Plis enemies (chap. xxi. 42), and here indeed has just been

speaking of building, ofstones for building, and foundation-stones.

The same sad aToSo^z/Aao'^jjfa; lies implicitly also in St Matthew
in the mere axo, as Luke xxiv. 20 in like manner declares. From
those who, as builders in Israel, should acknowledge and receive

Him must He suffer many things, even to the being killed.

Elders, high priests, and Scribes—viz., the most distinguished,

most holy, and most learned ; the government (or Consistoriura,

in so far as the Roman government, which the name Casarea

Philippi a little before significantly called to mind, permitted

this still to exist), clergy, and faculty, in Israel. To be con-

demned to death as an outcast by these, and actually to suffer i\\m
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with patience—what an announcement respecting the Messiah for

the ears of the disciples ! Tliey do not comprehend it ; they are

quite stupefied {sit venia verho) ; and therefore entirely /az7 to

hear^ as we know, what is said afterwards quite as literally as to

His rising again on the third day, in which the earlier hints

(chap. xii. 40 ; John ii. 19) now find their clear and direct ex-

pression. (Comp. so on Mark ix. 10.)

Ver. 22. Simon Peter, however, who had just been set so

high, ventures alone, with bold haste, following the impulse of

the first and immediate impression, to protest against what Christ

has said. We may imagine the different effect which these words

of Christ might produce on the other Apostles, according to the

individual peculiarity of each :—the still, astonished, feeling of

John or Nathanael, the prostrate sadness of a Thomas :
" Is this

then the end to which He is to come ? "—quite forgetting for

the moment perhaps the preceding words about the church ; on

the other hand, the crafty listening of Judas Iscariot ; then

again the artless questioning of Andrew or Philip :
" What

is this that He says ? We understand Him not." None of

them, however, ventures at once to give expression to his secret

thoughts ; Peter alone is bold enough to speak without much

deliberation, and he utters indeed the most foolish reply. " To

suffer many things and be killed"—this has plainly struck upon

his still attentively listening ear, and his flesh and blood has

immediately a No to give to it ! As if he had already the

promised keys in his hand, he delivers his protest against allow-

ing upon earth what he considers to be unjust ; nay more, as

the Master takes the pupil to task, so he takes the Master Him-

self, and would rather at once hinder Christ's way to the build-

ing of the church, because he does not understand Him. Hpoc-

"koifiof/jsvog, i.e., he takes hold of Him by the arm or garment,

draws Him aside, and full of zeal and earnestness gives Him
the confidential counsel to think better of what He says, and to

change His mind ! St Matthew even attributes to him the very

striking expression iTtrif/j^v (which as directed against Christ

occurs only here), together with an tjp^ciTO, which, in the exalted

irony of the simple narrative, corresponds to that ^p^ocro of Christ

(ver. 21). Luther's German translation, "Lord, spare Thyself,"

'

^ Or even as the Berlenburg Bible : Have compassion on Thyself

!

Erasmus makes an ill improvement on the Vulg. : propitius tibi sis.
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does not indeed directly correspond to the first sense and sound

of the proverbial expression ItKz&ig (rot, which escapes from Peter,

and which would require rather s'irj 6 Q&og. It is parallel to the

Heb. T]^ i^^^^n, for which the Se])t. has, in one place, IXecog, in

another fjt,rj y'zvoiro ; but which is still more properly rendered

by the German Gott beicalire ! Gott hehiite ! (God forbid.) But

as this, in the form of a proverb, loses its proper meaning, and

merely signifies No, Not so ! with the additional meaning ac-

cording to circumstances of Keep or preserve thyself from this,

—so there certainly lies something of Luther's expression in

the exclamation. For, that Christ Himself, instead of this [jbrj

ykvoiTO, should do what he tells Him—this is the good advice

which Peter takes Him aside to give Him. The y^v^is, as a

strono; re-echo of ver. 6, follows rishtlv after the first exclama-

tion, and is intended to confirm it. Such a thing must not

happen to Thee, the Christ, and Son of God ! And the good

Peter is so confident of his cause, that he, by way of strengthen-

ing and deciding, adds Avith strange presumption : ov [Jj'^ '^(Trat

cot rovTO—which certainly cannot (according to Winer) signify

merely absit, ne acceded, but speaks decisively as if the matter

were at the will of Peter—for which, therefore, Luther's render-

ing is more accurate : " That shall not happen to Thee, I will

not have it so!"

Ver. 23. And the answer of Christ? It strikes, indeed, sharply

at Peter before the others as he deserved, but it is still at the same

time addressed to the others, as the continuation ver. 24 shows.

Peter had taken Him apart, and Christ answers him in like

manner as the words run ; but at the same time He turns again to

the rest, that they too might hear it, because something of that

which in Simon had been uttered with such prompt candour was

in them all. This application and meaning of the words St Mat-

thew denotes in his significant brevity by the single word crpoc-

<piig ; St Mark not merely strengthens it into kTiffTpcc<piig, but

describes it more exactly in the words, and He looked upon His

disciples;—he finally also puts a well-warranted, more than com-

pensatory, Wirifjjuv in the mouth of Christ, in o[)position to that

of the disciple. Peter's zeal of the flesh is met by a like, or

rather an overpowering, zeal of the Spirit ; and he wlio shortly

before had been pronounced blessed, endowed with high honours,

is now, as the words at first seem to run, almost invested with
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tlie title of Satan. Does tliis mean, perhaps (as many under-

stand it), a Satan, adversary, seducer? Wilt thou become a

Satan to Mel (As 2 Sam. xix. 22.) It seems at first sight as

if this were its meaning ; and then the foregoing words would

signify. Get thee behind Me ! Thou oughtest to follow Me,

instead of putting thyself in My way, and going before with thy

advice. But then the second sentence, " Thou art a attavhakov^

to Me," would be so like the first as to be almost tautology, which

is not suitable to the profound meaning of the words proceeding

from deepest emotion. Further, the Get thee heliind Me, Satan,

as a repetition of the word in the temptation (chap. iv. 10), is

too strong to be thus explained. But then this would be too

harsh for poor Peter personally, who, according to the explana-

tion immediately afterwards given by Christ Himself and graci-

ously intended to have a softening effect, meant to speak only

humanly, and did not, therefore, knowingly and designedly speak

satanically. How then are we to explain it ? I think (with

many others) that Christ marks in this temptation Satan lurking

behind the flesh and blood of Peter (Eph. vi. 12). The first

word is to be applied to the wicked enemy himself; the second

to the instrument of his assault, as appears from the reference of

the (TxccvhaXov to 'xirpa, which is not merely accidental.^ The
future ground-stone now throws himself at the feet of the Master-

builder as a stone of stumbling :—so little does his fitness consist

in anything but what this Master-builder will yet make of him.

This word of Peter—springing from a well-meaning zeal

—

was, in fact, a severe and deep-searching temptation for Jesus
;

this we perceive from the earnestness and warmth of His reply.

He cannot answer here with His usual exalted equanimity ; for

He is very sensitive on the point of this AsT fLS -TroXka, tcc^Civ.

This is the sore point of His own most peculiar and innermost

conflict. His own shrinking fear of the baptism of death. The
Apostle's flesh and blood expresses what the flesh also of the

^ We could not press the word as Alford does, who supplies the definite

article, " Thou art My stone of offence, My 'Tzkrpu. ox.uv'huT^ov ! " (1 Pet. ii.

7, 8.) This Judas was to Christ in the circle of the Apostles, and that in

a much deeper sense.

^ The first puts in opposition to the '["Ksug (el'-zj o ©so'f) an exclamation

repelling Satan ; the second corresponds to the good intention of Peter

personally. That must not happen to Thee.
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Son of Man, resisting in human weakness, had long previous

to Gethseraane begun to say in Ilim : hence this holy zeal of

obedience to the Father, of love to sinners, and determined

denial of self; hence this sharpness towards the Apostles, such as

we find Him showing towards His disciples on no other occasion.

Hence His so suddenly detecting and repelling the satanic cun-

ning which aimed to make Him waver ! But scarcely has He
said this in the first sentence, and in the second come down

again to the person of Peter, when His tender, sorrowful love,

vindicating itself, so to speak, in oixler that the poor disciple may
not be too much cast down, adds the third exculpatory and ex-

planatory sentence. " Thou knowest not, indeed, that and how

Satan has now spoken to Me through thee. Thou wouldst lead

Me away from God's decree ; not, however, from intentional

opposition to it, but from human ignorance, which must serve

the enemy. Thou meanest, thinkest, understandest not, now
(only now) roi. rov Qiou—thou thinkest and speakest in the

manner of all uvQ^coiroi. Thou certainly meanest well, of that

I am sure, and thy tkzojg aoi proceeds from a heartfelt love, as

the yjj^ii from the half faith which now knows Christ, but not

yet His cross." Thus does our Lord sorrowfully excuse him ;

although on the other hand it is a solemn warning, and shows

us by a most living example how " the human is often the pro-

_/ang," liow little men in their human feeling can grasp the

counsel of God with respect to redemption and His kingdom,'

and how perilously the love that springs from the flesh comes in

the way of the holy love of the Father and the Son. This temp-

tation of Christ by Peter repeats itself in a thousand forms in

' I cannot forbear from adding here a beautiful passage from the pro-

found book of KappHnger, Beschreibungen richer das Wesen der Gottheit.

" It is a spiritual law for the revelation of Divine qualities and powers, to

lay the foundation for the development of these in their perfection under

the forms of outward meanness and lowliness. By this process of revealing

and unfolding great Divine quaUties and powers, so opposed to the earthly

reason, they as it were repel from themselves those qualities and powers

that are only earthly and human, so as to reveal themselves according to

their original and jjeculiar Divine character. Hence Jcsua Christ repelled

even His disciples from Himself, in order that no foreign and human power

might come in to disturb and limit Ilia essentially Divine qualities and

powers, when revealing them in their perfection. Therefore He had alreadj'

before said to Peter, " Get thee behind Me^ thou thinkest only what is
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His followers, and is still more hazardous than the direct temp-

tation in the wilderness, being here also placed after that temp-

tation as a higher degree of it. Those whose intentions towards

us are the Lest, are then most dangerous to us when their in-

tentions are merely human. Then it is necessary to know, and

to keep fast hold of, the tilings that he of God against flesh and

blood from without, by which Satan would entice our flesh and

—in us sinners otherwise than with the Holy One—more than

our flesh into unfaithfulness ; then it is necessary to hold fast

that wliich the faithful Forerunner immediately presents to all

His followers (vers. 24, 25), as the weapon they are to use when

placed in the same circumstances.

Finally, there- appears in this conflict of the pseudo-Peter with

Christ, at least remotely as in a prophetic figure, the presumptive

successor of this Apostle, in his well-meant human blindness

to the mystery of the cross in the kingdom of the cross (thus

mildly to interpret the Papacy and the better Papists), on account

of which, while he imagines himself to be the representative of

the Householder, supplying His place, he is really driving Him
out of the house. But this is and remains the pseudo-Peter,

even with the true confession of the dogma respecting the Son

of God ; and against this continuing aauvhockov on the way of

Christ with His church, the words Get thee hence, Satan, proving

His power, were long ago spoken once for all.

Vers. 24, 25. These verses have already received their expla-

nation on Matt. X. 38, 39, of which Christ here reminds His

disciples with a tacit " Have ye then forgotten these My words ?

Must I repeat them to you again?" In ver. 26 follows then,

in addition, the clearest, most decisive, explanation of '<pv)(/jv

aojcrm. The repetition also gives prominence to the fact that,

with all His invitations, Christ must still leave the matter to the

will of each individual, just because it stands thus : g;' ric 0iXsi.

According to St Mark He now calls also " with the disciples

"

the people who were standing near, and speaks openly to them

also of Plis cross, as before to the disciples ; only indicating,

human, but not what is Divine.''^ This is indeed profound exegesis, proceed-

ing from a genuine Theosophy of the Cross. How does it contrast with the

shallow Scripture interpretation even of Schleiermacher, who has nothing

more to say than—" Christ called the Apostle a Satan, one who had not at

heart the Divine word !

"
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however, ami presupposing Ilis own cross in that ofUlsfolloweJ's.

This is a further continuation intended for all who would yet

become His disciples, as that which was before said to Peter was

spoken with an eye to all who were then His disciples ; for in

the bearing of the cross, there avails no distinction, no rank or

preference, from Peter down to the last and the least who will

enter into the kingdom of heaven, St Luke also observes at

least that He said to them all—so that, in this instance, the ro7g

[/jttd/jrciig uvrov of St ^latthew receives its correction, or rather

its explanation, from the other Evangelists—to all present and

future (whosoever will be !My disciple, as ye are). Ueni/ himself

— of this we have already spoken on chap. x. ; here let the re-

mark be made, which there would have reached beyond the first

development of the meaning ; namely, that in the strictness of

this requirement there yet lies, at the same time, a comforting

gentleness. It is presupposed, and in the meanwhile acknow-

ledged, that the old self is as yet present in the disciples of Jesus ;

for otherwise there would be no necessity for their denying it.

And what else is this denying than first of all the "koyiZ^zaOui of

faith (Eom. vi. 11), which is not merely allowed but even re-

quired of us by h elpintf grace ? " As Peter said when he denied

Christ, I know not the man! so say thou of thyself and act ac-

cordingly." (Bengel.) Not, " Let him kill himself, crucify

himself"—God will take care that this is effected by the never-

failing cross, which offers itself for acceptance. Again, that this

means nothing merely coming from without, nothing extraor-

dinary alone, we have already seen from the ku^ ^/jApuf of St

Luke. If thou sufferest not now contempt, rejection, enmity,

from without for the sake of Christ, still thou hast some suffer-

ing of body, some burden arising from the transient nature of

the world ; or if thou hast not this, thou shalt yet all the more

assuredly feel the tribulation and temptation of sin in the evil

world, thou shalt and nuist feel something of the inward conflict

with thy sin, that which is peculiar to thyself, for the denial and

destruction of which all that every moment of life brings has

been given to thee and laid upon thee by God. Without this

inward cross all outward suffering in the flesh is profitless and

unavailing; an Indian Fakir undergoes the extremest sufferings

of this kind, which tend rather to the strengthening of his pride,

so that they are no real C'Di nisy. All beariiig of burdens or
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laying burdens on self, without self-denial, is not the cross of

which Christ speaks to His followers ; all sacrifices and sur-

renders are vain, if they are not offered as He says for My sake

—St Mark, " for My sake and the GospeVs "

—

i.e. in order that

we may become partakers of the Gospel, of the kingdom of

heaven, which is offered in it. 1 Cor. ix. 23. God prepares

the cross for thee ; cast it not away, but consider it as thine,

according to the will of obedience, as if thou thyself hadst chosen

it. Deny thyself, say to the opposing will of the flesh. Not as I
will—this is the first and fundamental thing. Thus is the cross

taken up ; and now comes the second word in which the neces-

sary strength and perseverance are held forth, Follow Me.

The train of thought in the remainder of our Lord's words,

from ver. 24 onwards, is therefore so to be understood as that He
first lays down the great motive for His followers, and then gives

the grounds of this inevitable requirement. The nature of the

case demands, first of all, as a present necessity, that only the

death of the old sinful, selfish, life shall introduce to the new holy

and glorious life of Christ (ver. 25). Without this, however,

if the man continue in his own life, if he continue as he is, the

whole world will help him nothing, and he cannot redeem him-

self or save himself from destruction and judgment (ver. 26).

This therefore is required secondly (which was already implied

in the first), in the future trial at the coming of the Son of Man
to judgment, which is inevitably certain (ver. 27), and the

certainty of which is pledged for by a previous more proximate

coming and revelation of His kingdom (ver. 28).

Ver. 26. This is one of those sayings of which we are wont to

observe, that there is much to be said concerning them in the

way of preaching, but little in the way of interpretation ! He
who loill understand it understands it, and, in thus receiving it,

the understanding of it becomes more clear and perfect. Christ

refers evidently to Ps. xlix. ; and, not merely in the second half

of the saying literally to vers. 8, 9, but, in the saying as a whole,

He refers to the main import of this entire psalm, in which is

declared the nothingness and insufficiency of all earthly good

and earthly possessions for the final destiny of the soul at death

(see vers. 7, 17-20). Christ alters, however, and strengthens

the words of the psalm—which only declares how no one can

redeem the soul of his brother—so that they are made to ask how
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and whereby a man may redeem liiniself. 'Lrjijjia is hurt, loss,

damage, in anything (Acts xxvii. 10, 21 ; Phil. iii. 7, 8). Con-

sequently rrjv -^vyjiV Z/iUAOvaOui is to lose the soul, or Mmst-lf,

as iSt Luke evidently explains it.^ If, in a general fire raging

around thee, thou wert to save and preserve thy great and well-

filled palace, and yet be destroyed thj'self by the fire—what

wouldst thou have gained in comparison with him who, while

his goods were burned, has yet escaped with his life ? Therefore

also conversely : What shall it damage a man though he should

give up the whole world (which will one day pass away and be

consumed), if only his soul be saved ? The true eternal salva-

tion of one human soul is of infinitely more value than the whole

world ; thus must we set profit and loss against each other, and

he who has not so reckoned will, in the end, find to his eternal

loss how terribly he has miscalculated ! Then will the bankrupt

be forced to cry out, Wliat shall a man give ? to which the psalm

already furnishes the answer, It must cease for ever! And
though he alone were to possess the world, it would be no uvruK-

Xciyf/ba, no equivalent for his soul, nothing that in the exchange

could compensate for the lost soul. (Vulg. commiitaiio.) But
the word expresses still more than this, for it corresponds to the

ov hojasi \^i\a,(j[Mcc, rt^v riyy^v r^g "kvrpojffBcog rtjg "^^uyjjg aurov,

Ps. Ixix. 8, 9—Heb. 123 and Jins. That must be ou (pOocp-m

(1 Pet. i. 18). Christ at the same time testifies, that God alone

has found out the uvrccXXocyijjU, and Xvrpov (Matt. xx. 28) : he

who despises this, Avho makes its power and sufficiency of none

eflf'ect for himself—what shall he be able to give of that which

belongs to another?

Ver. 27. The same reason is further given as formerly in chap.

X., according to our interpretation of that passage : There lies

before us in the judgment a trial, in order to be prepared for

which, we must now let our soul be redeemed, saved, sanctified,

and kept by Christ's cross. Then it will be no loss to have

borne this cross, but an eternal gain ; while, on the other hand,

it will be no gain to have possessed the whole world, but an

eternal loss! According to St Matthew, Christ says hereby
anticipation what He afterwards says chap. xxiv. 30, xxv. 31.

The same Son of !Man, concerning whose present appearance in

' 'Eat/ToV oi clTro>.iax; '/) ^nf.tuht;—"the being lost is here denoted first as

a doing, then as a suffering."—Lange.
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lowliness the discourse began at ver. 13, will appear personally

a second time ; as the first time He appeared entirely as Son of

Man in our weakness, so, although still the Son of Man, He will

then manifestly appear as the Son of the living God ; in the

glory of His Father, which is at the same time His own glory

(chap. XXV. 31 ; Lu. ix. 26), with His angels serving Him as

Lord (chap. xiii. 41). St Mark and St Luke have, instead of

this, another saying which St Matthew, with still further altera-

tion, repeats, and we may well suppose that, on this occasion,

Christ used both sayings. It is the only occasion on which wq

find this expression in His mouth, " Whosoever is ashamed of

Me"—which is still sharper and more reprehensive than the

denying spoken of in Matt. x. It cannot, however, signify,

" Whosoever is ashamed of the Son of Ma7i,^' for this name

always denotes the visible presence of Christ, whether in its

more lowdy or more exalted manifestation—but " of Me and Mi/

words" the confession and following of My doctrine and truth, in

which I Myself am now here for the sake of the world, previous

to My coming again to judgment. In St Mark what is said

before (ver. 35) precisely corresponds, "for My sake and the

GospePs'^ (Rom. i. 16). St Mark alone adds, in order to bring

into full light the criminality and perversity of being thus

ashamed, "in this adulterous and sinful generation!" (Matt,

xii. 39.)

Ver. 28. In the puiXXzi (ver. 27), Christ has represented

His second coming to judgment (which must point to something

else than the rising again, ver. 21) as perfectly sure (Luther:

" will certainly take place), but still as belonging to a more

remote future, to a final end which is left quite undefined. But

in order that this may not prove too dim and too wide a pros-

pect for the disciples and for us ; in order that even from these

words we may know already, at least in general, how it shall

be with the building of the church,— of course after the resur-

rection of Christ, when the rejected stone has become the corner-

stone,—how it shall be in regard to the representation of the

Master of the house by means of regularly appointed holders of

the keys ; nay, how it shall be in regard to the conflict, also

announced to the church, of the powers of hell against it ;—to

show all this, our Lord adds a word which could scarcely have

been omitted (as, it is hoped, will be evident) for the com-
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plete roundino; off of the entire announcement which He here

makes. With a concluding 'Afjjrjv (St Luke aXi^&cog) He again

announces a coming of the Son of Man, a more mediate, more
proximate coming, whicli is to be the pledge of Mis coming to

judgment. That this latter coming is not' what is here spoken

of is incontrovertibly evident from its being said that those who
have seen this other and nearer coming are yet afterwards to

die, which can have no apjilication to the last dav. It is evi-

dently, in the most general conception of it, the same coming
of the Son of Man as was spoken of chap. x. 23 ; for Christ

points back here, throughout, to what was said there, at the

sending out of the Apostles. Christ comes in His kingdom

(comp. Lu. xxiii. 42), with His kingdom, when He sets it uj),

reveals His power in it and by it; and precisely by this is the

coming at first in His kingdom to be distinguished from the

visibly personal coming. St Mark and St Luke, therefore, as

regards the sense, correctly change the saying (which St Mat-
thew retaiiis in its original form as connected with chap, x.), so

as to' explain it in opposition to any misunderstanding. St

Luke, indeed, says only " until they see the kingdom of God"

—

where the strongest emphasis rests on the seeing with the eyes

what has actually been brought to pass. St Mark more dis-

tinctly has, in addition to this, the words \\ri\vOviuv h hui^ufjjit,

in which the original 'ipy^iffCai, spoken of Christ Himself, is ap-

plied to His kingdom ; but correctly so, in as ftir as the hvvafjjig

of the coming King, the efficacious power of His invisible pre-

sence, displays itself in the establishment and maintenance of

the kingdom. See in Rom. i. 4, and 2 Cor. xiii. 3, 4, the inter-

pretation of this iu huvdf/jii. His kingdom is His church, as

also in Matt. xiii. 41. He assures His Apostles, then, that the

setting up of His church, announced ver. 18, shall be accom-

plished even in this generation ; and He expresses this by the

striking words which all the three Evangelists have preserved :

that some of those now standing here (among whom are by
all means to be understood those also of the people who were

standing around, although at the most only secondarily) would

not taste or experience death (which alone can be meant here,

as in John viii. 52) until His kingdom, and therein His power

and presence, be as clearly displayed to their view as if theysaw

Christ Himself already come. Consequently He cannot mean
VOL. II. Y
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by this the transfiguration which immediately follows ;^ nor

even merely the building and continuance of His church in

general, beginning with the day of Pentecost ;—for how then

would He, thus selecting, speak of some ? And, although we

may not strain this expression, so as to make it mean that only

two or three of the Apostles should survive, what He announces

there still remains a rii/lg [jJiv^ to which corresponds a Tiv\q 5s,

volio shall taste of death before they see. We therefore rightly

understand this, as in chap. x. 23, of the great catastrophe of the

destruction of Jerusalem, the setting up of the New-Testament

church, which was then first fully ratified and ananifestly loosed

from Jewish entanglements, of that kzKXrjfficc which, in Eom.
ix. 24, is already described with believing anticipation. Then
also did Christ come in His power to judgment, foreshadowing

the judgment of the world, so that all who believed in His power

to save, and who have since become His people (Rom. ix. 25,

26), have before their eyes in that event a pledge, equally con-

solatory and warning, of that which is testified of as in the

remote futin*e in the words fjAXXsi sp^sc^a;, uTohcuffzi i/cuaroj

K(zrcc r^v Trpa^iv avrou. (Comp. Deut. xxxii. 36 with Heb. x.

30.) John xxi. 22 also belongs to this as an appropriate parallel

passage ; how many even of the Apostles may, with Peter (and

Paul), have tasted of death previous to this event we know not.

THE TRANSFIGURATION. THE FUTURE ELIAS.

(Matt. xvii. 7, 9, 11, 12 ; Mark ix. 9, 12, 13.)

Luke ix. 28 points in the expression, ^sra rovg Xoyovg rov-

Tovg, to the internal connection between the transfiguration and

the first announcement of suftering on the part of Christ, even

more strongly than the two other Evangelists, who mention the

number of days that intervened. It will be diflScult, in this in-

stance, to adhere to our plan of interpreting the sayings of our

Lord, rather than the narratives ; and it may here also be said

with special truth, that only the perfect understanding of the

* A strange idea of many commentators ; Leneath which there hes only

so much of truth, namely, that this transfiguration was a natural figurative

pledge of all future glorification.
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whole occurrence can open our cars for perceiving the inner-

most, peculiar force of the word of Jesus : A rise and he not

afraid !

On this day on which He takes^ with Him up to the high

mountain the three disciples who had already been the selected

witnesses of the first miracle of raising from the dead—the sons

of thunder, and the man of rock—our Lord knows that some-

thing was now to happen to Him, and in general what that was.

The question which, six days before, denoted that the crisis in

His course was now reached from which the Son of God ap-

proximated ever nearer to His sufferings, was already a presen-

timent of this testimony that was now to be given by the Father,

and which was to seal the confession of the disciples. The
innermost reference to Christ Himself of this voice, sounding at

the middle-point between Matt. iii. 17 and John xii. 28, with

all that accompanies it—the parallelism between this consecra-

tion to His siifferincj, and the first inauguration at His baptism

—

is more distinctly acknowledged by recent orthodox theologians

than it ever was by the ancients ; it is no longer deemed enough

to find in it merely a testimony for the disciples who beheld His

glory (2 Pet. i. 16, as also Lu. ix. 32), but it is now explained

of the new anointing for the knowing and doing of His work,

which was here given from above in an especial manner to the

Son Himself" He who fur us is to enter by a voluntary death

into glorification, in order that He may fulfil all righteousness,

must first learn and actually experience in regard to Himself,

and otherwise than by the knowledge arising from faith, that the

ho^cc of light and life is already present in His humanity, that

it can break forth in Him and radiate from Him, even without

His passing through death—in order that, thus anticipating the

Father's good pleasure. He may be prepared to deny this self,

and to empty Himself of this glory even to the cross. He who

thus fulfils the law and the prophets, must now, as already beyond

the limits of death, hold a secret council with the personal repre-

^ Already in the unusual expression ecvcc(pipii tliere is something that in-

dicates how He took them up with Himself, brought them before God (com-

pare Lu. xxiv. 51).

* With wilful ignorance, Schleiermacher says :
" In vain do we take

pains definitely to represent to ourselves an end for this mysterious occur-

rence."
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sentatives of the laio and of prophecy, who have beforehand

some participation in the fruit of His resurrection/ who Mai. iv.

4, 5 appeared together as closing the old covenant,^ and now in

the heavenly imperial council, before the throne of the (MzycCko-

-rpsTr^? ho^ot, stand upon the threshold of the new covenant, as

the Baptist in the character of the typical Elias did upon earth

for the people. Msr' avrov ffuXXaXovvrzg :—by this one well-

chosen word (which St Mark and St Luke also retain) does St

Matthew veil from us the wondrous words of the symphony, in

those higher regions as yet concealed from us by the cloud of

^the ascension, where the Son receives from the Father honour

and glory in the words. This is My Beloved Son. St Luke is

permitted to lift the veil a little, and plainly to show us (what

we might of ourselves perceive) that the sufferings of Christ,

announced to the disciples a week before, were the centre of

these heavenly words, from the sanctuary of wdiich the Supreme

Praeses of the council then again refers us to the earthly words

of Christ. They spake of His decease, which (now near at hand)

He should accomplish at Jerusalem ; and to accomplish which

He now, a second time, more especially consecrates Himself to

the Father, devotes and fortifies Himself, as the first time at the

Biffohog, Acts xiii. 24. "Ego^o? here does not signify (Schleier-

macher) the " calling" to be fulfilled (hpofjjog, Acts xiii. 25, xx.

24) ; but evidently, in the first place, the end of life, as in Wis.

vii. 6 ; 2 Pet. i. 15, still not without a prospective glance at the

turning of death into life, so that the " rising again" (chap. xvi.

21, xvi. 9, 23) is at all events included; the victorious accom-

plishment, result, and issue of this death, which for Him and for

us is at the same time rj ihohog dg 7}]v alojviov (occffiXstav. 2 Pet.

^ lu the bodies of both we find a wonderful exception to the general fate

of death,—although the lawgiver actually died on account of sin, while the

prophet was lifted up nearer to the victory over death. Not that they

were actually, before the resurrection of Christ, the first-fruits, clothed

with the final resurrection-body ; their death and state after death has yet

something in it specially mysterious. Here lies still another secret : If at

that time, as the Tract. DvpE' teaches, the half shekel for the temple was

collected in the month Adar, and if there was ground for the tradition in

Josephus of Closes' death having happened on the first of Adar, then was

Christ transfigured, perhaps, on the anniversary of the lawgiver's death.

^ Therefore not merely (according to v. Gerlach) : The founder and the

restorer of the kingdom of God in the Old Testament.
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i. 11. (Just as at Heb. xiii. 9.) Let it be considered what the

Apostle (2 Pet. i. IG) means by "hvvuyijig xat -Trupovaiccl Those

who liave prepared the way foi* Ilim to this D^pp, and are there-

fore well acquainted with it, now speak with Him and to Him
concerning it ; but still more He to them,' putting Himself

in the position of one ready to answer their questions, in order

that they may rejoice before Him in His glory with more per-

fect understanding and clearer view than the disciples, who are

as yet heavy with the sleep of earth :—also, indeed, that they

may now bear to the invisible world tidings of Christ's willing-

ness to undergo the rodoeming death now near at hand.

Then the light-cloud becomes to the earthly eyes the blinding,

overshadowing darkness of the sanctuary : the Two have already

entered into it, the three are terrified without ; for it is not yet

time to build the eternal tabernacles of glory on the earth, which

must first receive for its ])urification the blood of Christ from the

hands of sinners. Jesus alone remains before their eyes ; and the

supremely decisive voice of the eternal Father, in the inaccessible

light which no man hath seen nor caji see, comes from out the

cloud. Even when the veil of the heaven is for a moment with-

drawn, we are only referred back to earth, to the Son of Man
and of God struggling in lowliness, passing by suffering into

glory. The second voice of the Father, which directs to the

words of the Lord Jesus, as the first did to His pei'son, speaks

in the words of Scripture, of psalms, prophets, and law (Ps. ii.

7; Isa. xhi. 1, 4; Dent, xviii. 15, 18); and invests Him with

the honour of King because He is the Son (Ps. ii. 6), of Priest

as making an atonement with which God is well pleased, of

Prophet, who is to be heard with and above the law and the

prophets, inasmuch as He bears testimony of Himself and the

Father's purpose in Him.

The disciples fall in great fear on their face; Ho, however, in

most exalted dignity, calmness, and might, touc'hes them, as once

Gabriel touched the prophet (Dan. viii. 10, ix. 21, x. 10), and

^ Ebrard :
" In the transfiguration, Jesus had given to the fathers of

the old covenant the blessed knowledge of His willingness to redeem them
by His death ; and, at the same time, to the publishers of the new covenant

the unity of that covenant with the old, and Christ as the Fulfillcr of the

law and the prophets, was visibly manifested." Only, in order not to

oppose the iXeyov of St Luke, we must not exclude the joint-witness already

proceeding from them.
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speaks to them His old familiar words, " Arise and be not afraid,''^

with a new and peculiar significance at this moment. Not yet

as afterwards Rev. i. 17, 18, and yet already as the same.

Ver. 9. Christ calls it an opocficc, i.e., oc iihov, as St Mark says

(in St Luke a icopdzatTii/), and includes in this the whole mani-

festation and revelation, together with the voice which they

heard ; for certainly this was no ordinary seeing and hearing,

but a perceiving with the opened eyes of a faculty of perception

which is ordinarily closed, and which was partly brought about

in the disciples by their falling into sleep, through the divinely-

inverted reaction against the influences from beneath. (Num.
xxiv. 3, 4.) But it is a great mistake to suppose that this sleep-

waking seeing and hearing— of which we have only a remote

analogy in somnambulism, and in the vision of Balaam^—was

something inferior and uncertain ; and not rather a waking, to

which the common form of waking stands in the same relation

as does the state of dreaming. Our Lord does not speak here

according to that usage of men which puts the opafjucc, ^Xivrnv

(Acts xii. 9) in opposition to the reality of a thing that has

actually taken place. To begin by proving this, appears to us

as needless for believing, as it would be vain for unbelieving,

readers.^ But, in answer to all critics who hold St Peter's

second Epistle, which seals the evangelical record, to be spuri-

ous, we only exclaim with the most perfect confidence, in place of

adducing any external grounds :
" O ye psychologists, O ye

Christian psychologists ! The supposition that words, doctrines,

testimonies, such as are to be found in the second Epistle of St

^ It is difficult to explain in St Luke lixypyiyopyiaoiUTig. If it were taken

to signify watching the whole time through (as Trxan; rvig wKrog ^ictyp.

Herodian iii. 4, 8), this would be a complete contradiction to fisfiotpn/^Avoi

v'TTvu. Better certainly : watching in the intervals, as in morbid sleep.

2 J. L. Haupt :
" Christ Himself calls it a vision, and seems to gviard His

disciples against the delusion that they had actually seen Moses and Elias,

inasmuch as He afterwards explained to them that Elias was already come,"

—namely, in John the Baptist, and nothing further ! ! Neander also un-

happily holds it to have been a dream (the disciples having dreamt of the

impending event at Jerusalem !)
:—he mentions, indeed, the strong objection

that then the three had the same dream, but solves it by the still worse

supposition that after all it was only St Peter ; he sjDeaks, moreover, of St

John's not mentioning it, in a manner which we must pronounce foolish

and unjustifiable. Thus does Neander place himself on a level with Hennel^

who reduces the whole to a dream of St Peter.
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Peter from tlie beginninrr to the end of it, proceeded fi'ora a

fortfcr's own invention,—that such strength, such enhghtenment,

such confidence of speech, could exist in one and the same mind

along with a pious fraud—that this (j/jdokoyog, when, in a

'second epistle,' he designedly counterfeits the person of the

Apostle, still exhorting, confessing, and prophesying before his

death, had the impudence expressly to renounce Giao(piayijiVOig

f/jvOoig, and with this impudence at the same time united such

gifts of knowledge and of boldly original discourse—this hypo-

thesis contradicts all the psychology of Christian feeling, and

this the true defenders of the genuineness of the Epistle should

not be ashamed openly to confess as the dictate of their Christian

feeling."' Truly, when St Peter then wrote, he knew what he

was saying.

So much concerning the word opuf/ju in tlie mouth of Jesus

;

Whom we are to hear, and with Him those of whom lie has

said, Whosoevej' heareth yon heareth Me! and whom He indirectly

commands to make known this opafjbu afterwards, in that He
forbids them to do so till after the resurrection. He includes

the testimony concerning His glory as Son, now seen and ex-

perienced, in the first prohibition, chap. xvi. 20, 21 ; and thereby

points once more to the " rising again" which was then not heard.

Now, indeed, the disciples must take up this word, and reserve

it for a while ; but they rather take it in some figurative sense

than in the proper sense, and make out of the clearest letter a

dark question, because they would not understand the death

spoken of before. Mark, ver. 10. " Ye shall tell it to no one,

not even to your fellow-Apostles." How hard may it have been

for them to obey this command, with their habit, otherwise laud-

able and amiable, of repeating and communicating to one another

all that happened to the Master 1 But in order that they may
not be vain of this preference shown to them in being selected as

eye-witnesses, and that the others may not in their present folly

envy them on this account,—in order that the whole transaction

may remain what it is and should be, not a spectacle for eyes

that are intent on seeing wonders, but a testimony afterwards to

be transferred by the Spirit to the word so as to be believed, a

voicp of the Father—for this end Christ admitted only Three to

^ Bonnet, in his excellent tract, La Parole et la Foi, has nobly worked

out this argiunent for the second Epistle of St Peter.
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the knowledge of it, and now forbids even these to speak of it

before the time. They must also obtain their honour in the

matter bj denying themselves. First : Can ye he silent ? are ye

worthy to meditate on, and to keep holy mysteries? Then shall

ye one day tell them before the world

!

Aiid His disciples,—of course the Three who now descend with

Him from the mountain (see more exactly St ]\Iark vers. 9, 14),

—embrace the opportunity^, before they are compelled to be silent,

now when they are coming down, to put to Him one of the many
questions which perplex their minds. They do not venture to

give utterance to the great cardinal question about the rising

again (of course not the resurrection in general as believed

among the Jews, but the rising again of Christ, of whose death

they will hear nothing) ; but, next to this, it was most natural

for them to ask about the appearing of Elias. That Elias must

come before the Messiah, had perhaps already before this sug-

gested itself as a matter of secret doubt to their minds ; in Matt,

chap. xi. 14, Clu'ist had already explained this of the Baptist,

and their ears indeed had heard what was then said ; now, how-

ever, another Elias, the personal Elias, has just appeared to them,

and scarcely have they seen and heard what then appeared to

them, when it has vanished again, and they are to tell it to no

one ! All this brings powerfully to their minds the saying of

the scribes, and the question how all this perplexing appearance,

which has just been presented to their eyes, stands I'elated to

that saying. Not that the meaning of their question could be

:

It is certainly only a saying of the scribes. But, wherefore has

he again di3a])peared, and are we not to make it known ? What
avails it that he is come ? And how didst Thou mean that John
also is the future Elias ? They do not, however, speak out clearly

all these questions ; for, indeed, in the confusion of the moment,

those questions must have been complicated in their own minds.

But, after the manner of men who are diffident in putting a

question, and who never speak clearly out, they ask generally

:

What then do the scribes say ? i.e., What dost Thou say to this,

that they so say and teach ? Inform us of this matter, and give

us the solution of it! (This is the sense of the or/ in Mark,

which puts the question indirectly ; it is not equivalent to hon
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or htccri afterwards in vcr. 28, as in the LXX., in Joscplius,

and also in the profane writers ; but to be supplemented thus :

How does it stand related that — ?) And, if we only ask Him
conceriiing all that the scribes say, He gives willingly the right

information, as much as we can bear.

Vers. 11, 12. Whoever, in this answer of Christ, would explain

away the manifest and striking confirmation of the fact, that a

coming of Elias was yet to take place, must do great violence to

the words ; and must find it very hard to strain the Future

u'TOxaraaTriazi tuvtu, in its form and meaning, so as to make

it applicable also to John the Baptist. In St Mark, the first

clause stands as plain, though not so precise, with a'TTOKadiara

in the Present, as in St Matthew there is only the directly con-

firmatory 'i^yjrai. Our Lord cannot possibly have intended to

say anything else, as the words run, than this :
" Assuredly the

scribes are right ; Elias comes or must come first, before the

entire setting up of the Messiah's kingdom, in the most proper

and final sense, takes place." He does not, indeed, confirm the

errors and fables which the earlier or later scribes connected

with it ; He only confirms in general the doctrine and expecta-

tion, not as a saying of the commentators, but as a simply-to-

be-read ygypa^ra/. For, as has been already said, by T\'h^ n^

N^aan with the Article the sacred text in Malachi can mean only

the historical person ; so much the more certainly because, im-

mediately before, Moses is designated by a like nomen propriinn;

hence the LXX. have rendered it precisely by rov Qia^irriv.

Tiie Christian scribes of the present day, indeed, easily settle

such matters :
—" they rough-plane it very cleverly, and say, It

is a Jewish representation—though they are not well acquainted

even with Jewish representations." ' But the Fathers taught,

with the Jews, a future return of Elias, because Christ here con-

firmed it as it stands written. Justin, for example, acknowledges

this to Tryphon ; Augustine connects Israel's conversion, and

their final true and spiritual understanding of the law as fulfilled

in Christ, with the labours of this prophet (de Civ. Dei, lib. 20,

c. 29). The more particular investigation of all this, and the

question whether Elias is also one of the two witnesses in the

Apocalypse, does not belong to this place, where we have only

to establish the plain declaration of our Lord.

^ To apply the words used by Meyer in connection with another subject.
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^ AjTroTtaraaTriffZi Tfdvru— this conects well with the expression

of the LXX., oV KTOKuraGryicTii Kcx,^hia.v for 3p 3''*k^'^ ; but, by

the 'TTcivTct, conjoined with it, the idea is so much extended as to

become almost somethino; different from the brinmng back of the«J O CD

heart of the fathers to the children, which is there said. Yic/Ji-

Gravdi means to set up, to restore ;—compounded with cctto,

it is intensified so as to mean, jyerfectli/ or entirely to set up, to

bring anything to pass, so as to be what and how it should be.

Yet there lies here in the -Trparov a necessary limitation of the

•pravrci, implying that the forerunner does not already set up the

kingdom (Acts i. 16) : for, what then would remain to be done

by the Redeemer Himself? Consequently: He will put every-

thing in order for the kingdom, will completely accomplish the

work of making ready a people 'prepared for the Lord (Lu. i. 17),

committed to him as his office, in a wider and more proper sense

of its fulfilment than John preliminarily and typically did. It is

not a restitutio omnium rerum in integrum that is spoken of here,

any more than afterwards at Acts iii. 21 ; where, moreover, this

significant word is differently applied, so as to refer to the pre-

sentation of all that has been prop)hesied of in its fulfilled reality.

What Elias agreeably to his character did at first in the kingdom

of God, by pointing powerfidly to the Lord in a period of most

melancholy degeneracy, and as a reforming prophet repairing

the altar of the Lord that was broken down (1 Kings xviii. 30),

in order that the fire from heaven might come down upon it

—

the same is represented as being done by him, also at his return,

and that with abundantly more effect. This he shall do :—how
could our Lord mean by this the work of the Baptist, who had

already come, which remained for the most part fruitless, whose

coming, together with rejection and being given over to the will

of the unrighteous, forms rather the sharpest antithesis to the

first li^y^iroci ?

And yet in the words. But I say unto you, Christ certainly

says in addition to this, that, in a certain sense, the person of

John was also meant by the prophecy respecting Elias. We
see, therefore, that this prophecy, according to His manner of

interpretation, which afibrds a rule for many others, fulfils itself

twice ; and His present statement is in pei'fect harmony with

what He said before, chap. xi. 14 (as there explained). Every
half-fulfilled prophecy will one day be entirely fulfilled, so that
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not an iota of its word shall fail of fulfilment ; many, even by

far the majority of prophecies, again, have their typical before

their final fulfilment. They knew not the first Elias—would

not take him for what he was (chap. xi. 14),^ but did to him

whatsoever they listed—and yet only what was at the same time

already foreseen, ordained, and written. (Comp. Matt. xxvi. 24

with Lu. xxii. 22.) They have done what happened to him :

for, Christ imputes not merely to Herod and Herodias what

they did according to the mind and in the name of many ; He
reckons in the i'lroiriaav all that the people collectively did

against him, which proceeded from the ovz Wiyvcutrav, the

natural result of which was the martyrdom of the preacher of

repentance, who was as it were abandoned by the nation to his

fate. In like manner it awaits the Son of Man (now in the

immediate future) also to suflTer from them! This simple extract

of the principal thing in St Matthew is explained by the fuller

and more exact statement in St ]Mark, where, by a striking

turn, the question immediately follows—properly a convictive

counter-question to the disciples : How then (if there be only

one coming of the Messiah and Elias) can it be written of the

Son of Man, that He must suffer many things and be set at

nought ? (Jva for qti, ver. 30, and the strong expression l^ovhi-

V(i}&^ not without reference to Isa. liii. 3 2t:'n N?, Dan. ix. 26

i^ pxi, in both which passages the LXX. have quite mistaken

the meaning.) Inasmuch as the scribes do not read and under-

stand this, their saying about the coming of Elias is onesidedly

false ; rightly understood, however, the two things are quite

compatible, for there is a first and second Elias, just as there is

a first and second coming of the Son of Man. That the scribes

derived their saying, Elias must first come, in general truly

from the Scripture, although they did not understand what this

specially meant, is finally denoted again by the words, as it is

lorilten of him, in which it is maintained that the sufferings of

the first Elias, as well as those of the Messiah, were the subject

of pro{)liecy. For, it is not enough to supply here merely " in

general, that he is to come;" but our interpretation is as yet too

dim-sighted to discover with certainty where the prophecy of

John's fate is to be found. Some have said that from the fore-

* " Thus is many a great man not known during his lifetime, even sup-

posing that he also were projjhesied of in the Bible
!

" Roos.
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told sufferings of Christ an inference may be made implicitly to

those of His forerunner, or that the record of the Tishbite's life

shows us the antitype in the type.^ Both of these conjectures,

however, are insufficient ; the latter, whatever truth belongs to

it, does not go the full length, as the agreement fails precisely

in the death of Elias. It is reasonable, therefore, to wait for a

future opening up of the Scripture. He who, in regard to the

prophetical word, cannot bring his proud, learned heart to this,

as in many places it is proper to do, is not qualified for attaining

by humble investigation to an understanding of prophecy. He,

in fine, who " is not ashamed" to declare that it is preposterous

" to find in the Old Testament the Christian idea of the suffer-

ing Messiah," and who, in the character of a Christian scribe, is

so bold as to contradict the Lord Jesus to His transfigured face

—such an one we should in vain ask to read and hear how
Christ again, in all that He says, points back to tlis sufferings,

of which it stands icritten ; how He manifestly distinguishes

between His first and second coming, and thus alone gives the

key to the understanding of all the Old-Testament 2orophets.

THE LUNATIC: THE UNBELIEVING AND PERVERSE GENERATION.

(Matt. xvii. 17, 20, 21 ; Mark ix. IG, 19, 21-29 ; Lu. ix. 41.)

What a transition, to which we find nothing similar in the

life of Christ ! From the Mount of Transfiguration, out of the

opened heaven, He comes down to the vale of tears ; He finds

the distress of a more than ordinarily fearful case of demoniacal

possession, finds the mockery of the scribes directed against the

disciples who were left behind, finds unbelief in Israel, unbelief

also in His own disciples ; and His difficult work with this

generation begins forthwith anew. From the sanctuary, into

which His perfect faith has introduced Him, He comes forth

—

and what a spectacle meets His view ! Nothing more natural

than that all He now says should bear the stamp of holy passion

and zeal coming from the depths of His bosom, as well as that

the ground-tone of it all continues to be a complaint against

^ So Hengstenberg : "Christ considers the history of Elias as a prophecy

of the history of John ; He shows even how John could not be EUas if he

did not experience contradiction of sinners, rejection and suffering."
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their unbelief, and the overpoweringly pressing invitation to

faith. St Matthew gives prominence to the two principal say-

ings in which this is expressed, giving only so ranch of the

narrative as is necessarily connected with these. St Mark from

good sources paints the whole occurrence, and, besides, preserves

important words spoken by our Lord in conversation with the

father of the lunatic, as also at the healing of the latter. St

Luke alone adds the circumstance, that it was an only son.

The disciples, who remained below, should have cast out the

devil in the absence of their Master, for to them in the mean-

time the demoniac had been brought ; but they could not,

although St Luke has recorded, at the beginning of the same

chapter, that Christ had given them authority and power over

all devils.^ This caused a pressing of the people around the

poor disciples to their shame, a reasoning among the scribes

certainly not friendly to them ; and thus were they found by

the Master when He returned ! All the 2'>eople are " struck

with fear" at His presence suddenly appearing in these circum-

stances ; they are moved with something more than accustomed

reverence,^ and hasten to Him, humbly saluting Him ; it is

hereby indicated, however, that the scribes did not join with

them. And He immediately begins by inquiring what is the

matter, and where help is wanted. He asked—not the scribes

(which is a reading arising from a false interpretation) ; 'pro-

bably also not merely the people who ran to Him ; but, as was

very natural, all in common, including His disciples as the prin-

cipal persons to whom He had come:— IF/»/ dispute ye witk one

another?^ What are ye doing, that I find you in such commo-
tion ? But the ashamed disciples are silent ; nor do the scribes

' According to Lange, this loss of former poAver was " pi'obably a conse-

quence of the great depression, which the communication of Christ regard-

ing His impending sufferings had produced in them."

2 This may be sufficiently explained without supposing, as many do, an

after-lustre of the transfiguration. What was proper for Moses was beneath

the dignity of Christ ; besides, here the miraculous light was not meant as

an after-lustre for the people.

^ I do not retract this, although Alford contradicts it, and I read Mark
ix. 16 vs'ith many: iTr^puTmiv oei'Toi/; (which here almost recurs to the ecvrovg

and «i>ro?j vcr. 14; takes in, however, the o)c^o; named ver. 15)—as also

with Rec. and several: av^Yjrsire vpi; ccCroii; (Cod. A. kccvrov;). Quite

naturally, inasmuch as all were gathered round the disciples when Christ
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tliink proper to acknowledge before the Master what they have

been saying against the disciples. Instead of them, the man
about whose case the question was, the agitated and disappointed

father of the possessed, takes up the word ; and relates the case

with a terrible description of the malady, and a melancholy

charge against the disciples :

—

They could not—they loere not

able. The first answer of Christ, however, is a strong word of

grief, an accusation of unbelief against the whole race in com-

mon, into whose midst He must thus again enter; this word lias

very strikingly been preserved almost literally the same by all

the three Evangelists.

Ver. 17. An expression of holy impatience, to reach the goa.

which He had just been so near on the Mount ! The vehement

indignation of warm love, which seeks only faith to call forth the

helping power and glory of God ! (Lu. ver. 43 ; John xi. 40.)

The inward grief of Him who was holy and righteous in the

truth of God, for wdiom the perversity of men is so hard to bear!

It is with Him a different zeal from that of Moses (Num. xx.

10), which was sinful, because it becomes no one who is himself

a sinner to rebuke in his own might. IIoiv long shall I continue

with you, labour almost in vain among you, who even yet do not

believe ? How long shall I still siifer you ? Only He can speak

thus Who, as the Holy One among sinners, bore the burden

of all (Gal. vi. 2) ; and Whose whole life was in the innermost

sense, from the very first, a profound suffering through the feel-

ing and enduring of sin. Thus according to the Father's counsel

it was necessary in this word—which was drawn from the usually-

closed depths of His heart, immediately after the revelation of

His glory—to manifest the glory also of His human endurance,

the pain of Divine love in His human nature, which was alike

strongly susceptible of this on account of meekness and purity.

If we had not this word, and that other in Lu. xii. 50, we should

want the true, entire insight into the self-denying, atoning nature

even of His whole earthly course in our flesh and blood. What
complainings, known only to the Father, does this single expres-

came to tliem, He does not immediately single out the disciples alone (as

Alford has misunderstood me), but puts them in this first address, as after-

wards (ver. 16), together with the entire unbelieving generation. It is His

first impression which here finds the expression : What have ye sons of men
already found to dispute and be in distress about ?
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sion, wliich He neither can nor will restrain, presuppose ? lie

takes, lio\Yevcr, this expression also of most immediately personal

feeling—so entirely do all His thoughts continually move in the

sphere of holy writ—directly from that first complaint of God
against His people, Deut. xxxii. 5, 20. (The Sept. has in the

first of these verses yii/id cko/ju ku) ^isaTpufJjfjAvT], in the second

i^i(TTpaUjf/jivr].) There also follows at ver. 20 ovx 'iari t/ct/?

h c/.vToig as the right rendering of DH pdN NP^—this, however,

Christ puts with emphasis before in His cl'Triarog. This rebuk-

ing complaint then applies again to all in common, to whom He
has now come,^ in whose nnhelief He sees represented mankind,

especially ail Israel as it is, the perverse generation by nature

and from of old ; nay, the repetition of that word of the Spirit

in the mouth of Christ already points beforehand to the rejection

of this people on account of their unbelief, which is further pro-

phesied of in Deut. xxxii. First of all, however, the words apply

to the hastily-judging people ; as also to the scribes, who were

malignantly rejoicing at the impotency of the disciples ; tlien, in

particular, to the father of the demoniac, as we shall immediately

see ; finally, also in no less measure to the disciples, who were

bringing shame upon Him below, when He was receiving honour

above, and who certainly deserved on this occasion to be classed

with the multitude.' Still the rebuking complaint is by no means

to be regarded as a repulse, im])lying that He now ceased to bear

and to love (already in the 'ioog iroTi He represents Himself as

obediently waiting with patience), but with all the more effect

on this account does the majestically-brief command of the Helper

follow : Bring him hither to Me, him who is in need of help

!

^ "Which some recent commentators without reason deny ; see Isa. xxvi.

2, 3, 4 ; Hab. ii. 4.

2 In Mark ver. 19, uvrol; amt vi/.ci; arc connected exactly witli ver. IG.

^ Schleiermacher thinks sucli a reference to the disciples, although cer-

tainly unwarranted, yet, in the connection, very natural. (According to

him the whole story of the transfiguration and what belongs to it in St

Matthew has undergone "a transformation into something strange, an un-

fortunate complication.") On the other hand, Neander will not admit that

the " harsh rebuke" was intended for the weak Apostles, whom on other

occasions Christ treats so gently ; they would not, in that case, he thinks,

have asked Him as afterwards follows. The word, according to him, waa

spoken chujlij to the father of the possessed, and with him to all who should

at any time desi 'e merely hodilij help.
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As in everything there is ever again the one thing : Bring him
only to Me !

That which St Matthew hastily sums up in ver. 18, in order

to connect with it the other ^oorcl concerning unbelief, is given

by St Mark in full detail. The evil spirit, at the look of Jesus,

immediately raises the frightful paroxysm in the person who had

been brought to Him. But without any trace or tincture of that

horror which had restrained the faith of the disciples,—with a

calmness which is at the same time a feeling of deep syrapathj

with the wretchedness before Him,—the Lord looks on the tear-

ing, the rolling, and the foaming ; He delays the help in order

that all who were agitated might be tranquillized and prepared

for the salutary impression ; and graciously asks the father how
long it is since this happened to the poor youth ; rouro, with full

sympathy and consideration—as much as to say, This is indeed

most wretched ! The father, as if it were necessary to keep alive

this sympathy, begins anew to describe the case in stronger terms

than before ; -nd, as he before complained that the disciples

could not help him, so now, in his anguish, he speaks as it were

mibelievingly (not like the leper in IMatt. viii. 2) the bold word

:

JBut if Thou canst do avi/iJdiifj, more than the disciples in Thy
name—help us, have compassion on us ! This us, proceeding

from paternal love, this cry for pity, would, in ordinary circum-

stances, notwithstanding all tlie boldness of the if, have moved

Christ immediately to say : Be whole. Now, however. His

mind is so full of thoughts about faith and unbelief, that the

bodily malady, bad as it is, falls into the background ; He delays

still the help which will certainly come, and must first speak and

testify of faith. We feel the sublimity of the single interest and

zeal with which the Lord here speaks and acts, as opposed to

the last impotent raging of the spirit that is to be cast out. The
poor father almost doubts whether He can do anything; in the

reply which He gives, Christ leads him into his own heart : If

thou canst believe ! This is the principal thing—My power will

then certainly show itself.^ If he spake so doubtingly to Christ

^ Ou the neuter ts, before entire clauses, see Winer, § 20. Others con-

strue : As regards this (that thou saiiht) : si Zvuxaxi—know that all is pos-

sible, etc. (In which 'Trwnvacn must fall out as not genuine.) Others again

artificially construe, by reading the Imper. Mid. "Trtanvaxi, as if it meant :

That el "Hvvccaat only beheve

!
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with his '' If," with what doubts is he Hkely to have gone at first

to the disciples, when the ^faster whom he wanted was not there !

His faith could and must first of all do the most, as the son

afqiears almost passively incapable ; his unbelief, next to the

power of the malady, had been to the disciples the obstacle that

had put out their little spark of faith. He who docs not believe

can do nothing ; and he who can, is yet not able to show the

unbeliever anything within the sphere of the operations of this

miraculous power of God over nature, and that moreover against

the power of hell. But all things are possible to him that believeth I

Who needs an interpretation of this word in order to understand

it? And who can fathom its immeasurable depth of meaning?

Christ repeats the "All things are possible" to the disciples, with

" Nothing shall be impossible to you " (ver. 20) ; of this we shall

speak when we come to that verse.

It is not our plan to interpret the words of men to Jesus

;

otherwise there would be much to say upon the ingenious excla-

mation of the man (Mark ver. 24), which, amid all his unbelief,

the Holy Ghost put into his lips, in order that afterwards i.'

might have a place in the gospel for the instruction of the whole

world. We only say here again, that we deeply pity any one

who does not feel constrained to acknowledge such narratives

and sayings as St Mark here gives to be unsearchable, the origin

of which was possible only as facts in the living conflict of the

Son of God with the children of men. Where do we read the

like? Where has the like been done ? Into whose mind could

such things have come if they had not actually taken place?

Perhaps even yet our Lord would have spoken further of faith

and unbelief, but the press of the people around the patient, and

the talk about him, increased ; and this at length moves Him
(as St Mark, exact even to the last feature, observes) to speak

His word of power, and, on account of the unbelief which was

there, where faith must needs co-operate in order to the exertion

of His power, to speak it in a greater number of words than we

have an example of anywhere else. He addresses the spirit at

some length
;
puts Ilis I command thee in opposition to the com-

mand of the disciples, which had been powerless, and which had

made the devil so bold ; and, in order to give the most perfect

assurance to the father and son and all the hearers, He adds the

command, which occurs only here, that it should depart from

VOL. II. Z
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him for ever, never again to enter into him. What condescen-

sion here marks the work and faithfuhiess of Christ, in the regard

which He shows to every circumstance ! Now, the deaf spirit

must hear the command addi'essed to him ; now the evil spirit

departs after venting his rage for the last time.

The disciples, however, have not yet heard aright the JNlaster's

word to the unbelieving generation ; and, from their great slow-

ness to hear, it never occurred to them, at least did not come

home to them as the principal thing, to apply it also to them-

selves ! This St Matthew records of himself with the others

;

and lets us see by this, what he has nowhere expressly told us,

namely, that the disciples, hitherto, from the time that Christ

gave them power, had been able to cast out devils, and that the

present was the first astonishing case of failure. Many and

various may have been their thoughts and conjectures as to

wherein the cause of this failure lay. Were there too many spirits

in the diseased person, or one that was too powerful for them ?

Was it his own great sin, or that of his father ? their own sinful-

ness ? perhaps the dispute about precedency which had already

been raised by the separation of the three disciples, and which

soon came to light? or did some other secret ban in the midst of

them neutralize their power *? The Master, however, tells them

;

and comprises all in one word : Because of your unbelief I

Ver. 20. This is also a general and fundamental answer,

brought to us from the Mount of Transfiguration, to all our

inability both past and present. It is, at the same time, a most

gracious rebuke ; as afterwards it is said of the Comforter that

He should reprove the world of sin, in that they believe not.

Three times, as far as we know, did Christ in almost the same

words attribute so great effects to faitli ; or rather this greatest

one of all, that nothing is to be impossible to it : we find a re-

petition, not merely in Matt. xxi. 21, but also previous to this

in Luke xvii. 6. When the Lord spoke to the father of the

demoniac. Pie disclosed his unbelief to him as the obstacle that

stood in the way ; now, however. He lays the blame on the dis-

ciples. Let each have his own ! Let every one seek and find

out his own sin ! The disciples ought certainly to have been

able with their strono- faith to overcome even the unbelief of the

man (because it was not complete unbelief), and to remove it as

a mountain : this is evidently implied in the words of Christ.
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This is tlie first and only occasion (besides Mark xvi. 14 ; John

XX. 27, after the resurrection), on which Jesus so literally applied

to the disciples this word of severe rebuke, " unbelief;" instead

of this lie usual!}', when reproving their unbelief, tenderly ap-

peals to them with " O ye of little faith!" The expression in

Mark iv. 40, however, borders upon it : IIoio is it that ye have

710 faith ? Namely, now in readiness; as the other way of taking

it runs : Where is i/ow faith? Thus and no otherwise is here

to be understood the expression "if ?/e have faith :"—not merely

if ye possess faith in general, but if ye have it ready, and hold

it fast for the moment when yo are called to use it, and to prove

it. Then, however, all distinction between little and much,

small and great faith, properly speaking, falls to the ground ;

the smallest measure of real, living power of faith, disturbed

at the moment by no unbelief and doubt, is sufficient to accom-

plish the greatest things, just as a small spark actually burning

kindles an entire vXjj. For either, on the one hand, faith re-

mains faith, or, on the other, unbelief remains unbelief ! It

is precisely this mountain before their eyes :—therefore does

Christ take the similitude fi'om it, and again speak biblically

and proverbially at the same time. Mountains are obstacles

which are to be removed out of the way, as in Isa. xl. 4 out of

the way of the coming Lord, and in Zech. iv. 7 the hindrances

to the building of the temple. As with us it is quite common

to say (although, since the period of railways, this expression has

almost lost its force) that there is still many a hill to be sur-

mounted, that one has not yet got over all the mountains in the

way. Among the Jews an eloquent teacher was called "ifj'y

D^nn, one who tears up mountains. This, now, Christ takes as a

figure and exam])le of any miraculously-powerful effect of faith,

when He immediately goes on to say in general : Mountains

shall remove out of their place if ye bid them, all things will be

obedient to what ye say, nothing will be impossihle to i/ou P to

you even as to God (chap. xix. 26 ; Lu. i. 37). Thus does

Christ put the omnipotence of God into our hand of faith.

Thus lie tells us that faith, because it lays hold on the omni-

' VYbich Cuii/ abundantly refutes that cunning refinement -which timidly

turns away from tlie words by reading the foregoing word in Mark ix. 23 :

MuuToe, oi/j/«T«« omnia ellici possunt, a Deo scilicet r^ -TriaTtvovri in usumcon-

iidentium I
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potence of God, can, in virtue of this, work miracles :—but how

and to what purpose does He mean this ? He speaks of the

wonders of God's power in the sphere of external nature, in

order to awaken and strengthen our faith in the miracles of

grace wrought in the hearts of men.^ He, in the first place,

rebukes that unbelief,—so deeply-rooted in man (since Satan's

first lie which separated tlie world from God) and to this day

so prevalent in Christendom,—which looks upon nature with its

objects and laws as if the supreme free will of the living God
had not remained immanent in it from the creation onwards

(Heb. xi. 3). Not as the scoffers who, speaking scoffingly even

of a creation, affirm that all things remain as they toere from the

beginning of the creation. As if the one original law of the power

of freedom, of spirit and will, is not to be reckoned as a living,

penetrating element in all " laws," and to be received as a never-

failing presupposition. God does as He will with the powers

of heaven and of earth (Dan. iv. 32)—can still always make
what He will, can create also something new in the old creation

(Ps. cxv. 3 ; Num. xvi. 30). Whatsover He will. He doeth, in

heaven and on the earth, in the sea and in all deep places (Ps.

exxxv. 6). He removes mountains ere they know it, and moves

the earth out of its place ; He speaks to the sun and it riseth

not, and seals up the stars ; Pie alone spreads out the heaven

and walks on the waves of the sea. To this simplicity of Job
(chap, ix. 5-8) must all the learning of natural science return

in the spirit of a little child, unless, by an idolatrous illusion,

it would rest in mediate causes, and in that which in itself is

nothing. Nothing stands so fast, not even the granite of the

original mountains,^ as not to be subject every moment to the

mighty hand of God ; and this puts such power into the hand

of our faith, into the word of our confidence : Ye shall point out

to the mountain its place, saying hrsvdsv Izzi, and it will obey !

Nothing therefore is said at all, and we know not of what we

^ Others, indeed, less in harmony with the proverbial usage, find an

allusion to those passages where mountains are kingdoms, powers of the

world;—nay '"'' this viountain" (which, however, would not at all be suit-

able !) is said to be the power of the heathen world—as elsewhere the fig-

tree is Judaism

!

- Not even the equilibrium of the heavenly bodies, which it is reckoned

would compensate for all permanent disturbance.
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speak, if these promised miracles in external nature are cast

aside, and only the similitude left. This were to forget the

simple proposition, that every similitude must first bo true and

real in its substratum, in order that with this anything may
reasonably be compared ; otherwise the promise cancels itself,

and becomes its opposite. If we should answer, "But to remove

actual liills, this certainly cannot be, Lord"—then would His

word to us mean, " It is equally impossible for your faith to

remove many an obstacle
!

" It is here as in Ezek. xxxvii.,

where, in the figui'ative resurrection, the literal must also be

guaranteed ; for, otherwise the meaning and answer of the son

of man to the question of God would be quite just, " Lord, as

little as these dead bones can become arjain alive, so little also

can these dry bones of the house of Israel." We shall not here

relate and examine, in relation to the actual removing of moun-
tains, the sayings and stories to which Bengel alludes in his

Factum tamen est aliquando} That faith has wrought miracles

in the outer world, and still sometimes works them, is disputed

only by those fools who think that, with their unbelief, they can

puff away all the Facta of history, and, wdien such a work is

wrought, it is fundamentally the same whether it be a seed-corn

or a mountain that miraculously gives place to faith. Finally,

however. Which is the more real and actual, the sphere of spirit,

or that of matter ? Which is more difficult (to speak with Christ

in place of our folly. Matt. ix. 5), to remove a mountain, or to

tear out a root of sin from the heart, to remove a aK,avha\ov of

unbelief, so that faith may have free course, or to bid the spirits

of hell depart, who do not merely lie like the mountains in the

])lace where God has created them ? To create a new heart is

more than to create a new heaven and new earth ; when God
shall have prepared His chosen ones by the work of thousands

of years, He will then, by the word of His power, transform the

earth for them in one day. In this lies the reason wliy faith

which can do all things has yet seldom (or perhaps never) re-

moved mountains ; for the same faith knows also that such

things render no service to the kingdom of God, and it will

work only for the kingdom of God. The difficult mountains for

' Nor the celebrated act of Father Rodingcr in behalf of the holy Eliza-

beth of Marburgh, whose doubts he removed by transplanting trees (Lu.

xvii. 6) from one shore of the river to the other. (Scpp iii. 241.)
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faith lie elsewhere; the greater miracles are the miracles of grace

m the heart of man. It is true, indeedj since even grace does

not compel, that our faith also, however strong, cannot bid away

the sin of another. But our own sin will yield to faith, which

brings the omnipotence of God into its will ; and our own faith

can work much good, can overcome much opposing unbelief,

can so suffer and love a whole unbelieving and perverse genera-

tion, that something may be made of it which can be made only

thus. To this the word of Christ points ; and gives us, in the

guise of a sharp rebuke, a most cheering consolation, inasmiich

as He attributes such great power even to the small grain of

mustard-seed. It is our duty then when we have any faith, as

it were by a second energy of faith in faith to believe in the

right and might of our faith ;^ not to let it fall away, but by

Watching, praying, fasting, to keep the mustard-seed in growth

and exercise ; so that, when the occasion comes, we may have

faith to remove precisely this mountain which is now in our

way, if only another unbelief do not keep it fixed by the root.

Ver. 21. Our Lord says two things in the But: first, that Pie

had meant the casting out of devils by the similitude of remov-

ing mountains ; and, secondly, that to control spirits, to break

the evil will, the wicked power in the kingdom of sin and of

rebellion against the Almighty, who tolerates it according to the

law of freedom, and even only thus removes it, is indeed another

and greater thing than the simple working of miracles in help-

less nature. Tliis may perhaps be the deepest meaning of the ex-

pression this kind—this kind of mountains in the way, of things to

be removed for the kingdom of God ; or, somewhat more nearly,

as a certain Bible glosses it : this kind of enemies of man, the

devils. So far we could not insist on maintaining precisely, that

here (as in chap. sii. 45) Christ speaks of a particular kind of

worse, or stronger devils ; and yet, on the other hand, the izTO-

psvsrai seems to point to others which go out more easily. We
have nothing to say against its being so understood at the same

time ; especially as St Mark gives 07ili/ this word, which, by

itself and without the forep-oino; antithesis, must be so understood.

Probably the disciples also had been thinking of specially obsti-

nate spirits ; Christ then would in the second place confirm this

^ As Trahndorff attributes the victory only to this " faith in the power

of faith."
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thouirht, after having in the first place particularly spoken of

unbelief. Instead of the strong and ever prepared faith, to which

even the worse sort also must yield, He calls it now very signi-

ficantly jyrayinri and fainting ; He thereby goes still a step deeper

into the matter, and gives unasked an answer to the second

question which the disciples should have put: Why, then, had

toe not our faith, hat unbelief? Ye have not carefully enough

kept and exercised your faith. This is done by prayer ; he who
lives in prayer lives in faith ; and, if we are found praying in

connection with any work we have to do, it will then be seen

how much the earnest prayer of faith can do. Finally, /as^z»^

is a help to prayer ; sobriety and temperance in what pertains

to the bodily life, the opposite of which can only strengthen

the flesh against the spirit. Fasting, then, when joined with

j^rayer, and used as a help to it, "s also of great value. Our
Lord would not let this be forgotten ; and He utters on this

occasion, in order to set it as a counterpoise to the misunder-

standing of what He had formerly said chap. ix. 15. That which

He declares concerning literal bodily fasting may indeed be

further understood of the turning away from the world and nature

in general, which will assist in turning to God (prayer). Whether,

as Oetinger thinks, the disciples in general or immediately before

had sinned in this particular respect—we leave undetermined
;

that they, however, at all events required this hint, is quite as

certain as that we all have great need to observe what our Lord
has here said, and diligently to apply the means here prescribed

when we have anything to do that defies our first effort.

SECOND ANNOUNCEMENT OF SUFFERINGS.

(Matt. xvii. 22, 23 ; ^Nlark ix. 31 ; Lu. ix. 44.)

This had already been said before the transfiguration (chap,

xvi.), and is now repeated after it, stronger emphasis being laid

in the repetition on the killing and rising again (St Mark koI

S^'TTOKTavOiig). " It is and must be so ; the fjAXkzt is not taken

back, although I should still walk with you a while in Galilee."

The new addition, which St Luke alone therefore gives, at the

beginning of vcr. 44, is an echo of what Christ said to the three

disciples (vers. 12, 13) : The Son of Man shall be betrayed into
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the. hands of men, that they may do to Him hkewise what they

will, as they did to John. The liands of men—to whom the

heavenly Son of Man is, notwithstanding the likeness thus de-

noted, here opposed, as He was before to the whole unbelieving

and perverse generation— are wicked hands, for their will and

intention is wicked ; this David already knew right well (1

Chron. xxii. 13).^ But by whom is the Trapahihoff^ui performed?

Who delivers Him up? Afterwards, at chap. xx. 18, 19, men-

tion is made of His being delivered up to the Gentiles, Avhich

indeed is an important, and therefore also a predicted, element

in the sufferings of Christ ; but there also this Trccpahcoaoviriv is

preceded by a '^ocpaho^fjasrut. There the traitor is specially

included in the first delivering up (John vi. 64, xiii. 11, 21) :

here, however, all 7nen are viewed as opposed to the irupabihovg.

Christ, therefore, speaks here of the counsel of God (as Acts ii.

23 ; Eom. viii. 32), Whose hand gives over His Son, as the Son

of Man, to men from one hand to another ; first to Judas, who
delivers him up to the high priests, and these to the Gentiles and

the unjust.

In St Luke we have beforehand the words : Let these sayings

sink doum into yoiir ears! and Meyer's note, with which many
agree, refers this to the foregoing :

" This praise and testimony

of God's miraculous power for your future confirmation—for ye

will need it when My sufferings begin." This, certainly, yields

a good sense, but then there are no loords of praise and astonish-

ment at the (MyaXziOTriC rov Qiov noticed, and therefore St Luke
could scarcely denote this by these sayings; the expression appears

to us rather to be parallel with the immediately-following to pjjf/jcc

rovTO, and is perhaps a resumption of ver. 28, the Evangelist

unconsciously taking up the expression there.^ Only thus does

the vf/jSig form a proper antithesis to the people, who are again

intent on seeing outward signs of glory and power :
" Ye know

better now what immediately awaits Me ; let it sink, if not into

your hearts, yet into your ears, hear and retain at least the Xoyoi

' It would, however, be too liarsli to say that in the term " man," Christ

alwaj'^s presupposes what is worst.

^ Hence Alford correctly understands it still more exactly as if it meant

:

' These My (for some time past) repeated words to you about suffering and
dying—ye shall forthwith hear again that whicli ye have almost forgotten,

Bcarcely heard I"
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tliat have been already said and must ever again be said
!

"

{For, etc.) Consequently, it is the converse as regards the fore-

going interpretation :
" Forget not in yourjoy that I must suffer

and die, so that ye may continue humble, and not neglect prayer

and fasting for the removal of the great mountains which still

lie in the ^Yay to glory
!

" The foith of Christ did not say to

Golgotha, Be thou removed. Ilis prayers and fastings did not

cast the devil out of Judas, nor the devilJudas out of the circle

of the Apostles. Pie endured the cross, and thus removed out

of the way the mountain of the world's sin and the world's guilt,

so that now salvation is made possible to every one that believes.

(Chap. xix. 25, 26.) Thus ever and ever again docs the word

concerning the sufferings of Christ afford the true understanding,

the true limitation and fulfihiient, of all His other words ; this

is the purpose of God who delivers up the Son, the only key to

all Ilis ways, showing how, and how far, the sin which had its

origin in freedom can, by His hand and the hand of men, be

alone abolished in freedom.

THE TRIBUTE MONEY.

(Matt. xvii. 25-27.)

The seventeenth chapter is a principal chapter, complete in

itself—not merely in the Gospel of St Matthew, but in the life

of Christ Himself. First, there is the transfiguration above on

the heights of assured victory, obtained by faith which already

actually takes beforehand something from sight ; the second

sealing by the Father (John vi. 27), with the accordant testi-

mony of Scripture and nature, of this and of the invisible world
;

the Son of Man standing upon the threshold between life and

death, almost as if there were here no gates, and becoming con-

scious of the fact that in Him indeed is the life and the light of

men ;— even here, however, the [jA'/Xh 'zdfT'/iiv VTr uvtSjv is con-

firmed and prepared. And now, in the contrast which is yet no

contrast, we find the same Son of Man below carrying on His

painful work against the power of death and the grave, bearing

the burden of the unbelieving generation, which is laid on Him
alone (Acts xiii. 18, ir()o(po(p6py,Tiv—Dcut. xxxii. 11 ; Num. xi.
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11, 12 ; Isa. xlvi. 3, Ixiii. 8, 9), to remove it in His faith ; tlie

word of His mouth, which also lifts tlie veil a little from the

inner sanctuary, where this Holy One of God prays and fasts in

most willing, self-emptying love to sinners. Finally, in the third

place, in order that this chapter may be complete, there is also

a testimony to His outward subjection to law and tribute, although

He is the free Son : how He turns even His kingly power only

to the purpose of obedience, such as is proper to the subject!^

All these things in this connection are no cunningly devisedfables

invented by a gospel-writer, no phantasmagoria of a dreaming

church built upon no corner-stone, whose dreams (contrary to

all psychology of the human race
!
) have produced unheard-

of results in the actual world, and in addition to this, trans-

figured the actual word as it has been glorified in the church,

which is not yet overcome by the gates of hell, in the kingdom

which ever continues to come with power. Who then can with

"reason," i.e., at least, with consistency, deny the actual truth

of these narratives and testimonies, except those to whom the

whole history of the world and their own personal life has be-

come a phantasmagoria, an illusion ! But those whom another

has made so wise as to choose Blocksberg^ for- Tabor,^ should

yet, if they thoroughly examine their own self-consciousness

and that of the world, be afraid of i\\Q future terrible dreams of

their poor souls, and should give a little more study to Hamlet's

soliloquy. If they can make easy work of the first part " To be,

or not to be, that is the question " in the idea, still the conscience

does not comprehend it; the fear of death (Heb. ii. 15) shows

ever again only a sleeping instead of a not-being, and—" In that

sleep of death, what dreams may come

—

that is the question
T^

"Is it not soT' the Lord God asks also ofCain. Oh unhappy men
who wilfully deny the Redeemer with your feigned icords (2 Pet.

ii. 3), which even now every breath of morning air that blows

from the great day of the Lord into your souls scatters like cliafl:'

before the wind

!

' The remark that St Matthew alone, the former tax-gatherer, has pre-

served the account of the Stater, tends to substitute what is merely human
m the place of much deeper motives in the Evangelist for the connection.

" Namely of the Idealist who quite correctly says :
" In truth, if I am all

tliat, then am I mad to-day !

" Goethe's Faust is their Bible.

* We abide by the usual 7)ame., although Robinson has refuted it.
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The profound connection of the incident of tlie tribute money

with the whole chapter to which it belongs is sufficient to warrant

our not calling this " the most difficult miraculous story in the

gospel record,"—with a recent commentator who, in the love of

his fi\ith, inclined a little too much to the men of the idealistic

school, and who now tliat he has gone to his rest understands

all better. We ask wherein lies this difficulty, if only we keep

to that central point from which alone the entire life and labours

of Jesus can be understood? Bengel, who for the exegesis of

the Scripture nmst be more appealed to than ever, expressed

almost everything in the words : In medio acta submissionis

emicat mojestas ; only we miglit still more aptly invert the ex-

pression : In the midst of the majesty, to which the fishes of tlic

sea when it is necessary arc subservient, submission maintains

itself.

The tax, which is here indicated by the Article ra hihpay^jCi

as well-known to Jewish readers, was certainly the half shekel of

the temple-tribute (2 Kings xii. 4 ; 2 Chron. xxiv. 6, 9 ; comp.

Neh. x. 32), which had its origin Ex. xxx. 13, and was after-

wards kept up.^ Although the LXX., reckoning according

to Alexandrine double-drachms, put hihpuyjjjov for ?\^^^j (Gen.

xxiii. 15, 10 ; Ex. xxi. 32, xxx. 13, 15, etc.) ; and for ^^pJp Dp^^

^iTJ'H JT'yn^ (Gen. xxiv. 22 ; Ex. xxxviii. 26), put hpuy^Jj^i, nay

at Gen. xxx. 13 rif/jiffu rov hihpuy^jjov ;
yet Joseph. (Bell. Jud.

vii. 26) and Philo have the Attic reckoning as here ; so in like

manner Aquila (Gen. xxxviii. 26), hi^puyjMov. According to

the Tract. uh\>^\ the payment was not matter of compulsion,

but a voluntary work of legal piety ; hence, the modest question

of the tribute-gatherers here, which yet, at the same time, has

something odious in it: Doth your Master pay this tax? Or,

1 True, Wieseler understands the civil tax to the Roman Emperor : but

we protest against this explanation. It greatly weakens the i<lea of the v'tog

(vers. 25, 2G) ; removes the equally clear and significant connection with

the transfiguration ; and rejects the profound meaning lying precisely in

that. "We agree in this instance with Neandcr, who, in like manner against

Wieseler, observes :
" The entire significance of the account rests precisely

on this, that it was no common political, but a Temple, tax." "When the

Fathers (Clemens, Origen, Augu.stine, Jerome) understood it of the imperial

tax, they mis.sed the import of the entire incident—as the English Trench

nas, by a thorough investigation, established.
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does He omit this, in the exercise of His well-known freedom?*

They avoid the Master Himself, as they always do ; and address

themselves to the spokesman Peter, who was settled in Caper-

naum, as Jesus Himself was to a certain extent. Peter says,

of course. Yes—because he knew what to say by what had taken

place on a former occasion ; but his prompt answer is imme-

diately followed by embarrassment, on finding that there is no

money in the bag. For, this is presupposed in the account ; as

otherwise the Lord would not have devised means of providing

in another wa}^

Christ foreknew all this, because it was ordained that He
should now know it in the Father's counsel ; according to which

the conclusion of the seventeenth chapter of Matthew was oi*-

dained to be just what it is, and not otherwise. He anticipates

the embarrassed question with an explanation, which (to remove

this mistake beforehand) is certainly not meant to find fault

with Peter's Yes, as if it had been too rashly and inconsiderately

spoken.^ Such an idea seems to us to shift the entire meaning

of the transaction, and to be itself inconsiderate. What other

answer should Peter have given than the historical truth which

was known to him, and concerning which he was asked ? Should

he have said something to this effect : He hath been in the gene-

ral habit of paying ; but, whether He will do so on this occasion,

I know not? Or, what he was forbidden to say: He is God's

Son, and free from the temple-tribute ? Christ then does not

mean this, nor is there in what He says the slightest censure of

Peter. His question. What thinJcest thou, Simon ? also anticipates

^ Whether, according to Pirke Aboth. c. 4, § 5, Rabbis were actually

exempt from taxation, is uncertain, and as far as regards that period may
rather be doubted from this account. Others think that, because Jesus had

for a long time been away from Capernaum, this made the tribute-gatherer

uncertain. Perhaps it may also (with Braune) be understood as if the

question " Does your Master pay?" was nothing more than a jwlite vf^j of

asking payment.
- Peter could not and durst not on his part answer otherwise. It is mere

trifling in Lange, when he makes this Yes of Peter, mistakenly described

as " inconsiderate," to be typical of the error of the Romanist Church, in

fettering the freedom of Christ by the temple-obligations of the old cove-

nant ! By such a mode of interpretation one may disguise the most natural

things. Seeing that I myself, as is well known, must bear to have a false

penetration objected to me, I am all the more inclined and bound to protest

wherever 1 really find the proper limit transgressed.
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the tliouglits of Simon only in this, that the hitter might after-

wards have deemed it to be strange, and, properly speaking,

unjust that the Son of God should be put into embarrassment

by this tax, paid by subjects to the house of His Father ! These

after-thoughts were quite as natural and right as the first answer;

the '7rpo'i:p0cc(Tiv means in general that our Lord, in all that He
said, anticipated the thoughts of Peter, and met these with a

distinct solution of the difficulty. In order to demonstrate by

general analogy the truth of the claim, according to which He
would be exempt from this tax. He now compares the great King

in Jerusalem, the God of Israel, with the kiiujs of the earth, into

whose ranks He has actually entered by the thcocratical consti-

tution. The kings o^ the earth take neither rzkrj (of things) nor

Kfjv(Tov (of the person), neither tax nor custom of any kind what-

ever, from the princes, their own sons :—thus speaks the heavenly

One, over whom the voice from lieaven bore testimony shortly

before that lie is the Son. Peter, when again asked, gives an

answer which is quite right, and yet contradicts his former Yes.

Christ first brings this contradiction between His right and His

conduct into full prominence in the expressed inference, " Then
are the children (properly the sons) free." AYas the half shekel

originally a ransom for the person, Vt^•pJ "1D3 &Vi, as afterwards,

ver. 27, avr/ indicates, it follows that the Redeemer Plimself was

as free from this, as from Lu. ii. 23. But in this, that in the

application of what He said He still retains the plural, which

before was quite proper, instead of saying, " Then am /, as the

Son of God, free "— lies one of the most striking expressions of

condescension which He ever used. The paying of tribute being

in itself somethinjT outward, belonmnc; to this world, He mieht,

indeed, as He was ever ready to do in such cases, rank Himself

along with them, " That We may not offend, give it /or Me and

thee." But here the external closely and profoundly borders

upon the internal ; and even here He assigns at the same time

to His disciples as sons the right o^ freedom, which yet belongs

to Himself alone as the Son I He says this with the same pro-

spective glance as in Mark ii. 27, 28, where the Son of Man
brings to all men in Him new freedom and dominion; see our

interpretation of Matt. xii. 8. He kindly looks forward and sees,

as in Simon the future Peter, so in His disciples and the members

of his family collectively, the future sons of God ; and predicates
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of them, on account of their calhng, the same claim which He
in person inalienably possesses.

Christ might have borrowed or asked the stater of many to

whom it would have been the greatest honour and joy to give it

to Him ; but this certainly would not have been consistent with

the honour of the Son, Who might mdeed accept such gifts of

love for His earthly wants, but not ask them. Then must Peter,

a,?, fisherman, render service, in order to fetch what was needed

from God's treasury ; and, by an act quite in the way of his

calling as a fisherman, learn how this treasury stands ever open

to the faith of God's children. A miracle, in many respects

great, is performed in a small thing, on account of the great

sicjnificance belongina; to it. With foreknowledge—which is at

the same time more than foreknowledge, the assurance namely

that it has been ordained and commanded in the Father's counsel

and might—the Lord says everything to Simon beforehand,

before it takes place. He shall immediately catch something

with his hook ; the first fish will bring money—and that in its

dumb, but here loudly-speaking, mouth (Job xii. 8) ;—finally,

just so much as is necessary for the moment, neither more nor

less, a stater or four drachmas. " The same take,^ and give

to tliem, the tax-gatherers, who are asking it, for Me and theeV

Thus does Christ separate again the ive who had just been united,

not without a hint that it was a condescension. For the others

no payment is to be made in Capernaum, because the tax was

gathered from every one only in the place where he lived ; ac-

cording to the symbolical sense, however, Peter is the representa-

tive of all for whom Christ Himself pays, inasmuch as He bids

them pay in His fellowship and as His followers.

We now return to what was said at the beginnino-. Even
the miraculous power which proves His dignity and freedom as

^ Observe that Christ bids him take the stater^ and not the fi^h^ which

yet Lange makes Peter to have brought to the tax-gatherers as payment in

natiira (worth a stater), after having opened its mouth, i.e., in poetical ex-

pression.! loosened it from the hook ! Lange thinks that the Apostle delivered

what was required to the tax-gatherers in a miraculous form :—either that

he gave the fish as caught at Christ's word, or that he related to them tlie

miracle with the money. "We think, however, that the testimony of the

power of Jesus here belonged only to the disciples, and not to the tax-

gatherers
; otherwise we should lose the principal point of the whole, namely,

the humility that would not offend.
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a Son, He uses in the service of humble self-denial. And
wherefore? But that toe may not ofend ! Hear, hear ye proud

among the disciples of the Lowly One, ye champions of faith

who are apt to forget the love, ye Quakers with the hat of self-

will upon your head, to whom, with all their good intention, the

true Spirit has not yet shown the true relation of Christ and His

New-Testament theocracy to the kingdoms of this world! True,

if ye are sons in tlie Son, ye are all fi^ee

:

— free, however, not

froui, but to, the fulfilling of all righteousness. Consider, more-

over, that the kings of the earth do not know you as such, in

your heavenly sonship ; that ye are rather to abide here as

strangers—and give no offence. Child of God in the faith which

removes mountains, use this thy very power as a son in the

humility of faith, by submission to the hands of men ; thou

shouldst rather procure by thy faith the tribute pence, than

needlessly remove the mountains out of the way; work a miracle

for this rather than give any offence by thy power and freedom,

rather than setting u]) aKOLvhoCkoc instead of removing them.

THE TRUE GREATNESS OF THE DISCIPLES OF CHRIST. THE
POWER OF THE CHURCH TO BIND AND TO LOOSE.

(Matt, xviii. 3-20 ; Mark ix. 33-50 ; Lu. ix. 48-50.)

It is self-evident that b \yMV7i r^ cjpa is not literally to be

strained, as expressing immediate connection, but (although it

is certainly more than merely kv iKu'vri r/i yjijApu,) leaves room

for the return of Peter from jjrocuring the tribute money ; for

afterwards (ver. 21) he is present, and has heard everything

along with the rest. The dispute as to precedency had already

broken out before on the way to Capernaum, while, in addition

to the internal grounds for such questioning, which already

existed in the thoughts and inquiries of the disciples respecting

the mysterious advent of the kingdom of heaven, and their per-

sonal position in that kingdom, outward occasions also had now
come in rapid succession (chap. xvi. 19, 28, xvii. 1). Whether
Peter was destined to occupy a place above the others, and what

pre-eminence might be, and what besides was meant by the Lord
in the repeated separation of the Three disciples from the Twelve
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—all this was more directly interesting and important to them

tlian the dying and rising again of the Son of Man ! At least

their thoughts soon turn from the one to the other : and the

latter gives rise to a warm and lengthy discussion, only because

it concerned their persons. The question in dispute, which St

Matthew states in the simple general form rig apex, (MziZfijv iartv,

has yet another personal motive lying behind it : Which of us

shall receive special precedence, and the place of honour (chap,

xxi. 21), or rather is already destined to this by our Master"?^

St Mark, with his more concise rig ^ziZpov, expresses this in his

connection still more strongly. St Luke most distinctly ro, rig

KV sir] (jjzlZpov avrojv— i.e., of course not greater than them, but

which of us shall be greater than the rest (comp. Lu. xxii. 24).

Not, however, as Winer understands this passage, that they were

thinking of a single major ceteris or princeps (as in other places

the comparative is thus put for the superlative, Matt. xiii. 32

[jjiiZfiV rSJv "kar/Jfjcov) ; they were rather thinking, as the occasion

led them to do, of several who might receive precedence; although

Christ afterwards, in His answer, very strikingly changes it into

a proper superlative, in order to place in opposition to it His

f/ji^p6repog h itu.aiv. That Peter was not the speaker on this

occasion we take to be quite as natural as that he afterwards

comes prominently forward (Matt. ver. 21). Strictly speaking,

however, the irpoarfK^ov Xzyovng of St Matthew is to be taken

not literally but in the higher truth, according to the manner of

this Evangelist in other places (comp. chap. v. 5, 6); for, accord-

ing to St Mark, Christ asked what they had been disputing about

on the way, but they held their peace, being ashamed. Or must

we suppose that they afterivards spoke out ? This mode of re-

conciling the Evangelists can hardly be the right one, and

would rather impair the truth as well of St Matthew's as of St

Mark's account. What St Luke, in an expression intermediate

between the two, says, ihoov rov hiuKoyifff/jOi^ r^g Kotphiag uvrcov—

^ Of course, as the clause " in the kingdom of heaven" shows, the entire

question refers to the future position. It is not (as Neander says), " Who
among us is abeady by zeal in the service of Christ, in virtue of his per-

sonal qualities and services, the greater ? " The disciples do certainly

anticipate the future a little—so much is true in this ; but that only pre-

sent worthiness qualifies for the kingdom of heaven—is precisely what the

answer of the Lord impresses upon them.
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shows that St Mattliew has concisely represented the silent con-

fession of the disciples before Him who knew their thoughts, as

a /^iystv, in instructive contradiction to our registering exactness

in regard to what is merely external.

We must now, however, show that the whole answer of Christ,

which St Matthew gives without interruption on to ver. 20, was

actually spoken by Him Iv iKzlvri r/i cipcc, and that nothing

foreign is added from any other place. Not, however, that no

pause, interruption, or digression may have taken place,—for

St Mark and St Luke have introduced in the course of it the

question of John respecting the exorcist who had not been called,

and several other sayings of Christ,—but that He actually at

that time spake all this in close succession. As our Lord was

not driven by those digressions from })ursuing the course of His

thoughts, until the question of the disciples has been completely

answered and despatched, so also St Matthew is here, as it were,

not hindered from laying before us in one whole the profound

and grand connection of His words spoken upon this occasion.

Adhering, therefore, now to his text, we shall reserve the con-

sideration of the sayings in St Mark and St Luke, although

they are historically parallel, for our commentary on these places.

We shall also postpone the immediately-following parable ad-

dressed to Peter (although St Matthew includes it, chap. xix. 1,

rightly in these sai/ings) as a corollary—which alone in reality

it is,—and look only at the profound connection in wliich Christ,

according to Matt. vers. 3-20, gives answer and instruction as

to the true (jreatness of His disciples in relation to one another.

This is the great theme, the leading idea, which everything

follows in consecutive order.

Our Lord at the outset shows wherein this true greatness of

His disciples consists ; but He then takes a deeper and wider

view of it, and, having reference to His disciples in all future

time, shows besides lohereon it is founded, and finally, how it

expresses itself. These are the three principal parts of the whole.

It consists in humility first of all, but at the same time also in

the love which naturally flows from humility, and is given with

it, which despises or neglects no other person as little. (Thus

laying the foundation for the inference which points out the

expression of such love.) \\\ hnmility : without which no one

can be a disciple, can in any wise enter into the kingdom of

VOL. II. 2 A
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heaven, or belong to it (ver. o)—witli which every humble dis-

ciple stands on one and the same level of greatness (ver. 4).

In love : which here is positively a h'zyjaOai, an acknowledging,

helping, reception of every other little one, as standing on the

same level with myself (ver. 5)—negatively, a not offending

(ver. 6). This latter (because, as we shall see, occasion was

given for this in the circumstances) is further carried out in an

emphatic admonition respecting offences : the " Woe to the

world!" begins from without (ver. 7);—what is said as to the

unavoidableness and yet the criminality of offences goes deeper

(ver. 7)
;—and finally, the way pointed out to self-denial, to the

slaying of inward offences in themselves, completes the safe-

guard of the disciples against falling into the " Woe to the

world !" and " Woe to the man !" (vers. 8, 9). For, this is the

only way by which the disciples of Jesus can attain to, or main-

tain humility, which in relation to others becomes love ; thus

alone is offence avoided and destroyed in the root.

But after their Master has thus represented the matter to His

disciples in so severe and difficult a light, after He has thus

plainly shown them that the return to a childlike state here re-

quired of them is truly no child's play, but can be attained only

by the manliest internal struggles with the members of the old

man, which alas have already grown so strong—He comforts

them again by revealing how the greatness of the little ones, whom
we must not despise and offend but love (consequently, the lov-

ing patience of Christ Himself towards the other little ones,

who as yet offend in their weakness), is founded on the great

salvation through the Son of Man. In ver. 5, preparing the way
for this, it was said that a little child is to be so highly esteem.ed

because Christ is in him;—our Lord now, in ver. 10, comprises

all in one weighty and mysterious proposition : the greatness ot

the little ones (i.e., as the interpretation will show, the dignity

of those who are as yet indeed weak, but who are, precisely

on this account, disciples of childlike humility) is based on this,

that thei/ are highly honoured before God. Wherefore and

whence is this ? The more particular development follows im-

mediately : For the Son of Man is come to save the children of

men (ver. 11) ! To this literal statement is added the parable

of the seeking love of the shepherd (vers. 12, 13), a parable which

shames down every proud thought that rebels against the love
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of Christ, aiul which exhorts to tlie imitation of His example in

poing forth to seek others. Then follows, in conclusion, as tho

highest step in the ascent, the gracious good pleasure of the

Father towards the little ones (vcr. 14). On this love of the

Father, manifested in the redeeming Son, must the genuine

humility and love of all His genuine children be founded, and

must seek to know nothing but this. " I myself am not lost only

because of love; and no other must be lost from my want of love."

The Lord has yet more to say. The dispute of the Twelve

about precedence has opened to Plis inner view the entire future

of His church, which was to proceed from these disciples. It

was natural that He should specially refer this dispute to that

word which was given to Peter before the others (chap. xvi. 18,

19), in order now to exhibit its true meaning in opposition to

any misunderstanding. Accordingly, in order thoroughly to

exhaust this theme, so as to be understood in all future time.

He shows how one day the greatness of His disciples (according

to which there is no yAiZ^cov prce ceteris, but only a common
rivalry of love on the part of every little one wdio will be great

in Christ, towards every other little one who also belongs to

Christ), how this greatness should and will express itself in the

fellowship of all the redeemed who believe on Him. If the first

two parts of the discourse spoke of individuals, we have now, in

the third part, a term expressive of union. Hitherto it has been

TTuihiov rovTO, og idv, roiouTov h, elg ruv [jjiKpoHv toutoju ;—now,

however, it is a^zX(pog, the children are represented as brothers

and sisters in the household of God, who, in their intercoiu'se

with one another, must neither give nor take offence, but, in the

power of Christ, who is with them and in them, to manifest the

love that seeks and saves. The second part contained a retro-

spective glance at the first and innermost ground of all this new
order of love and humility, which is henceforward to be the true

order of precedence (the "house-law of humility" for the family

of God), at the coming of the Son of Man into the world for its

salvation;—there follows now, on the other hand, a j^^ospective

glance at the future state of His kingdom. The true greatness

of the disciples of Christ expresses itself in the uniti/ and p)oicer

of His church; miity, namely, in the love, and power in the truth

of God (which latter will certainly not be wanting in genuine

love). The unity of love is, according to the connection with
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what goes before, necessarily represented in the well-regulated

conduct of the individual, as a member of the church, in the case

ofoffences (vers. 15, 17). It shows itself, in the first place, always

as unity of love., in the censure which is to be administered in

a merciful manner, seeking by successive steps to remove the

offence ; but if the sin yields not to love, it must certainly be-

come also unity in the iruih^ inasmuch as the church (not the

individual !) at last excludes the impenitent person from its pale.

This, again, as the transition to what follows :—The church has

'power in Christ, who has invested it with His own power! What
it does upon earth in the name of Christ, that does Christ as

being also valid in heaven ; and this is finally the true common
greatness reaching to heaven of the united disciples of Christ, in

which even every [hiiCpviq of the Twelve disappears, and, there-

fore, certainly every precedence of any kind on the part of a

Peter, John, and James. Vers. 18-20 speak of the power of

the church, and the poioer first comes into prominence ; then in

the conclusion, which points backwards, it is declared what and

where this church is. It is a power (and the way was prepared

for this by what goes before) to hind with judgment, and to loose

with forgiveness (with friendly rebuke which aims at forgiveness

and reconciliation), therefore, the severe power of truth ; in and

with all this, however, it is a power to pray, the more excellent

power of unceasing love, which with its faith penetrates into the

love and gifts of the heavenly Father. And, finally, who has

this power? The church! Where is the church ? Wherever
there is a living part of its great whole, which cannot be sepa-

rated by place or by number, where even two or three are met
together in the name of Jesus ! And what is the ground of this?

He Himself is among them and in them, as already in every

individual little one who believes in Him, ver. 5.

Vers. 2, 3. Heathen antiquity hieio but little of the dignity

and honour of humility, and had no word which clearly expressed

the idea : the Roman modestia does not suffice ; while the Greek

rcc'xuvo^p^ojv, raTTiivocppoavvri only struggles to free itself from

censure, so as to be regarded as praiseworthy.-^ In the Holy

^ Tholuck cites from Plutarcli (De profectibus in virtute, cap. 10) "one of

those few passages where TXTrsivo; stands in an honourable signification,"

and compares Plato de legg. lib, iv. p. 16, Bipont.
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Scriptures of the Old Testament alone do we find preparatory

intimations of tliat which the first great ruTZtmi/ iavrov alone

fully expresses. He, however, speaks the new great word as

simply and unpretendingly as if it had always been self-evident

Every child had silently spoken and exhibited it to every adult

a presentiment of it was uttered in every puero debeter rever-

entia that had found expression, and in every unexpressed re-

ceptivity for childlike feeling and childlike influences. Yet

this presentiment in all its forms waited until Jesus placed the

child in the midst, and with His word unloosed the word which

assigns its due praise to humility, and which had hitherto been

fast bound bv pride in the breast of man. In this most profound

reference of His doctrine to its symbol and prophetic testimony

as yet present in man, lies the deepest reason why the Lord here

does not speak but slioio ; it was by no means merely for the

purpose of vividly impressing His disciples, then present, with a

lasting memorial of this important lesson. This cliild still stands

ever in the midst of us, where we see it, and now looking on it,

think of the words of the Master ! That there was at that time

a child near at hand, had been provided for by the Father for

this occasion. Christ called it to Him—consequently it could

already understand a call, and could walk; He not merely placed

it in the midst, but took it up also in His arms (according to St

Mark), in order to give expression by action to His love for such

little ones :— the child was, therefore, as yet a 'TTccihlov of tender

age. Moreover it was not a child that would not come or made

resistance, when this strange and gentle person called ; but a

genuine child, such as is meant by the word. Our Lord indeed,

as St Mark portrays the scene, had first sat doicn, as it were on

the seat of judgment, for the solemn determination of this cer-

tainly most important question ; He had called to Him the

council of the Twelve, to whom a grand fundamental principle

of the kingdom is to be declared in presence of the rest of the

people—who stood by, both great and small, as we see from the

child being there ; and then (after having given expression to

another condemnation of the O'ikziv 'ZpaJrog eivai) He unex-

pectedly by this little child puts them all to shame before all

the bystanders, and yet in such a way as could ajipeal only

to a pure human feeling. What majesty of love and truth in

this " Verily I say unto you !" .4s children :— it is not the
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child personally that is meant ; it stands there only as a child

in general. " Ye should all of you he children, who, properly

speaking, know nothing either of comparative or of superlative

in their innocently positive existence, who have no questioning

as to lulio shall he greater in their paradise and kingdom of

heaven ; but if, unhappily, ye are otherwise—then must ye he

converted, and again hecome so ! Ye Apostles also, even ye, if,

and because, ye would be the greater !" That they themselves,

the Twelve, were chosen to a special dignity in the kingdom of

heaven, was, not indeed without reason, a settled, matter with

them beforehand ; the only question therefore was, who among

them should be greater. But here the Lord removes that first

ground from beneath their feet, and plainly announces, " If ye

do not become different from, and the reverse of, what ye have

now shown yourselves to be, ye shall not at all {ov (JjT^) enter

into the kingdom of heaven." A terrible and unexpected word

for these servants of the kingdom, who had thought such a thing

next to impossible, who had learned hitherto with their Lord to

use the word " in the kingdom of heaven" as the expression of a

dignity and grace already determined for themselves ! What
is of the first importance is, to enter into that kingdom ; that is

the main concernment, nay the only greatness without distinction,

which is reserved only for the humble. To be called an Apostle,

and not to be in the kingdom of heaven ? We know well that

this alas was true in one of the disciples.

Here the natural understanding in us all is ready to revolt

—

here the blind folly of the proud takes offence : Is this then what

is called advancing, to turn round, go backwards, and become a

little child? But whoever puts the question of Nicodemus to

the Master, '^rajg hOvarcci, has already the answer as He gave it

there, namely, that He does not mean a literal turning back and

beginning anew, but a being born again of the Spirit to a new,

spiritual, and truly childlike state ; such a state as even children

have not, properly speaking, in respect of their bodily age, but

only exhibit it in figure : cug ra 'Trocthiu. Although the entire

analogy between this requirement of Christ and that which has

respect to the neio hirth retains its essential truth (for CT^a(priri

does not merely stand adverbially related to yzvi^ah as 3VJ', but

expresses beforehand more than this, and contains the pi'oper

leading idea)—yet, with all its strictness, there is something
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comforting in the expression "as children," as well as in the

'^become" which leaves much time for patience. God trains

Plis children to be little as we do ours to be great ; and the

growth of the internal man is a continual growing downwards to

this humility and simplicity. Christ here again calls to mind

the TiKVcc and v^'ttioi (chap. xi. 19-25), words which ought

already to have occurred to Peter at chap. xvi. 17. What is

the tertinm comparationis for this as, on which it all hinges ?

Scarcely can it be altogether expressed by any other single word

than childlike; yet there are two principal ideas which directly

afterwards are prominent in the words of Christ Himself, and

which point to all that is implied in the expression :—namely,

hwnilitx/, in which a man humbles himself (ver. 4) ; and then

(what is implied in that), trust on the part of those who believe

in Him (ver. G). "As this child,"—look at it, and observe its

spirit and deportment as it now stands before your eyes. A
child is called, and comes ; is embraced, and suffers tlie embrace

;

it follows, obeys, receives (Mark x. 15), mistrusts not, resists

not, is prepai'ed and tractable to every one greater than itself,

.just because it knows this, " I am a child, and that is a friend!"

Such humble trust in receiving and obeying, such simple yielding

up of ourselves to the love and power of God, which embraces

us in Christ, and seeks to lift us up from earth to heaven—is

the childlike state which conducts into the kingdom of heaven.

" As a child always believes itself to be safe when it has laid

itself on its mother's bosom, or when the mother holds out her

hand to it"—so it is with childlike faith in the gracious word

of the heavenly Father, revealed in His Son.

Ver. 4. The general princi])le is now repeated with a view to

its application to the individual. Every one who has become like

such a child is always, in relation to others, and in proportion as

this is wanting in them, the greater and greatest in the kingdom

of heaven. Here our Lord makes a su])crlative of the compara-

tive, but immediately again cancels it by oarig, in order without

distinction to attribute the same greatness to every humble one.

(Hence in St Luke ovrog iarai (jjiyug.) Erasmus is excellent

here : Quisquis igitur demiserit semetipsum, hie est ille maximus
in regno cojlorum. In like manner he is equally striking in

bringing out a delicate shade of the thought not to be overlooked,

which the original text does not express : demiserit semetipsum,
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sicut est puer iste ; for, taken strictly, this child needs not to

humble itself, so as to be converted and become as a child ; it is

so already, and Christ can only have meant to say : He who

humbles himself to become (in a higher sense) such as this child

is.-^ Happy he in whom this is fulfilled, so that Christ may set

him, on account of his humility, before others, with the testimony

and commendation : Ye must become as this childlike disciple

who is the great one before Me ! But whence and wherefore

this greatness of the little ones? Only from the goodness and

grace of Him who takes such a child in His arms and blesses it,

Who alone exalts those who humble themselves (chap, xxiii. 12),

Who imparts Himself and His highest glory, won by the deepest

humiliation, to all His believing followers. This is said in what

immediately follows.

Ver. 5. The connection with what goes before is twofold ; so

that the discourse, which is in the utmost degree compressed,

already begins something new, while it finishes what goes before.

The little one who unassumingly yields himself up to Me, is and

becomes great ; for, I incline to him, and turn in to him. This

important leading point, here indicated (as a glance forward to

the second principal part vers. 10-14), being as it were the still

hidden key for the solution of the enigmatic saying respecting

the greatness of the little ones,^ is, however, only expressed as the

ground of a second discourse, in which a further advance is made.

The first was : Whosoever shall himself be as this child ! Now,

the other is : Whosoever receiveth such a child ! There can be

no question that our Lord, in the first rotovTOV (after rd Truihtcc

and TO 'TTKihiov rovro), passes from the figure to its application,

from children to childlike meji ; compare afterwards chap. xix.

14, rcov yap roiovroov. Certainly not merely " such a child as

this good and gentle one;" for oftentimes even children are at

an early age corrupted, and Christ means His disciples, if and

in so far as they resemble children, and may even be so called

;

as, ver. 6, the evident explanation follows. The little ones who

believe on Him are the same as those of whom He spoke chap.

^ Laureutius Valla : Iste parvulus non se liumiliat, sed humilis est.

- For Christ maintains not merely, ver. 3, that humility, consciousness of

littleness, poverty, and impotence is the condition of entering into the king-

dom of heaven ; but He goes on to say (ver. 4), that every one who hmnbles

himself is and must ever be the greater in the kingdom of heaven.
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X. 40, 2 ; especially as the promise to him ^vho receiveth such

(he receiveth Me) is only a repetition of what is there said, and

this repetition according to St Mark, ver. 41, and St Luke, ver.

48, was expressed still more fully. If, ver. (3, the oftending fol-

lows as the direct antithesis to the receiving {og suv, og h'av),

then Christ certainly uses the two expressions, such children and

such little ones as believe on Me, synonymously. Those com-

mentators, however, on the other hand, who exclude children

in the proper sense, are not less in error than those who under-

stand them alone ; for the full and true sense of what Christ thus

expresses comprehends both in one : Such as are truly childlike

children are in reality the first among the " children of God,"

and heirs of the kingdom of heaven (otherwise there would be

no ground for the application, Mark x. 14). Hence also St

Luke, ver. 48, although not exactly, yet not wu'ongly, has rovro

TO 'Traibiov. The whole of what is said in vers. 5 and 6, as also

vers. 10, 11, 14 in St Matthew, is, at the same time, rightly to

be understood and used of the little child ; although the fides

implicita of baptized children is not, as some have confidently

maintained, to be demonstrated from ver. G.

One child receives another, and makes no evil distinctions, of

which in its simplicity it knows nothing. Humilitij uprightly

honours an equal : he who is little in his own eyes esteems the

little one beside him worthy of the acknowledgment that he

should do to him as to himself—consequently as worthy of love.

To tahe xip or receive is the opposite of proud rejection, of un-

loving neglect ; it is precisely like the TrpoaXaiJb^ui/SfrOut (Rom.

XV. 7), to love, to do good to, to interest oneself in any one

(literally to receive any one to oneself). Compare ^lark ix. 41,

where the doing a kindness to a disciple, which is expressed in

terms taken from Matt. x. 42, forms the same antithesis to okuv-

huKiZ^iiv, as here the h'lyjfr^ui. The 'i(Tyj/.rog, St ^lark, ver. 35,

corresponds to the xaihiov roiourov h of St Matthew, the ha.-

Kovog ehai to the biyriaOoct. Now our Lord says, in the general

form of promise :
" Whoso in his own humility despises not one

of !My children, one of those who believe on Me, though the

lowest and least of them, but receiveth him for My name's sake,

because I have received him, and because I will that he be re-

ceived !" This rvhoso is in the first place to be applied to those

who are as yet standing without, to whom, however, Christ Ilim-
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self now comes in him who is to be received ; and receives them

also into the kingdom of heaven, inasmuch as He is received by

them. A spiritual child has in a certain sense quite as much,

nay more, that is fitted to awaken favour and to call forth love

than a child in the bodily sense. Whoso is capable of perceiving

this, and acknowledging it in action, thereby proves himself

to be equally childlike and worthy of the kingdom of heaven.

Whoso brings himself down to the lowly, humbly receives the

humble, becomes by the very act one of them : thus the door of

the kingdom of heaven stands wide open for those who love

(chap. XXV. 40), as, in the first oarig ovv (ver. 4), for those who
are humble. So much the more does it follow as a matter of

course, that one child of God should receive another, that one

who is already in the kingdom of heaven should receive all who

enter by the right door. Since everi/ one who is least is at the

same time the greatest, why should not every one prove his

humility in love towards every other, and hold him in respect as

in the place of Christ HimselfI

Ver. 6. Between vers. 5 and 6 now comes, according to St

Mark and St Luke, the question ofJohn respecting the unknown

disciple who did not as yet belong to the fellowship of Christ's

followers, who, notwithstanding, cast out devils in the name of

Jesus, and wdiom the Apostles had forbidden. To this then, at

the same time, the w-arning of Christ refers: Whoso shall offend,

hurt, despise, not acknowledge, one of those who believe on ]\le,

in his retired and separate faith as a beginner, doeth that which

is evil. This, however, is by no means the sole reference, but

only one which comes unsought for in addition to the other.

St Matthew proceeds with our Lord's discourse, without giving

this incident as the occasion of His words ; for, even without this

occasion, He would doubtless have continued His discourse in

the connection of the principal thoughts such as we have noticed

above. And even although precisely at the moment no such

offence had occurred, Christ might, and must indeed, following

out the antithesis, w^arn acjainst it. But an offence had actually

occurred ; inasmuch as (according to Mark ver. 35, i(pcijV7iaz roug

hojhsKOi), besides the little child whom He called to Him, there

were others standing by, other disciples also, and beginners in

the faith, in whose minds the warm dispute of the Twelve must

certainly have caused an offence. These others, over whom the
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disciples exalted tliemselves, while yet they set them a bad ex-

ample, Christ in His wisdom indirectly permits to hear His whole

discourse to the Apostles ; and He compensates for the offence

by placing the little child between the two parties :—this is to

be carefully observed, that we may mark the tenderness of His

manner, always suitable to the occasion.

We must oifond no believer; the little one or neophyte all the

less, because he is the most easily offended and hurt. \V/ioso

does this :—first of all, one who still belongs to the world with-

out, proud and unloving, who will not acknowledge the little ones

in the kingdom of heaven, who are yet the great ones. So far

tins offending forms the contrast to that word in chap. xvii. 27,

accordiny; to which the cliildren of God must not offend the

world. Had the Lord, however, meant this alone, He would

again have added "/or Mi/ name^s sake" for this would most

directly express the ground upon which the world offends those

who believe. But the words " ivho believe on Me" which are

added instead, include the still heavier offence of those who
themselves believe, and who ought, therefore, to acknowledge the

faith of every other little one, to despise and offend no fellow-

believer. Woe to him who giveth offence ! This is expressed

first of all by a proverb which describes one of the rarest forms

of capital punishment, namely the zuTCCTTOVTiZ^iaOui, or being

drowned, as it was practised among the heathen, and had passed

into a proverb. Our Lord would speak most emphatically ;

He therefore repi'esents the proverbial case in the strongest form

;

not merely by ^rsXays/ rr,g OciXocGdrig {TriXccyog, the deep sea,

as opposed to the shallower water near tlie shore, Acts xxvii.

4, 5), but in addition to this by the concrete expression [jbOXog

oviKog. According to the ancient custom, which had come down

even to more modern times (compare Wetstein), a weight—natu-

rally a stone (.Tcr. li. 63)—was suspended round those who were

thus to be drowned, in order to ensure their sinking ; and, as

a mark of disgrace, it was hung round the neck of the criminal.

Now " millstone" is itself proverbial for a very heavy stone (Rev.

xviii. 21), and Christ makes this still stronger (perhaps the ])ro-

verb already ran thus) by the very special form (jbOXog hviKog}

^ The stone of a mill turned by an iiss, mola asinaria^ as wo distinguish

jitmcntarias molas from mannariis ; i.e., a mill driven by asses, not a hand-

mill, and therefore implying the largest and heaviest kind of stone.
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He will say then that such a fearful and ignominious corporeal

punishment were better for a man—than what ? In the first

place, and most directly : better than that he should do this, and

thus become himself a stone of stumbling to his brother ! And
thus the words are literally repeated in Lu. xvii. 2. But there,

as also here, follows a further meaning when we ask, Why is

this ? Better than the woe (ver. 7) which he incurs by such

conduct, than the eternal fire (vers. 8, 9)—better than this, any

merely temporal punishment of death in the deepest water.'^ O
merciful Love, how keenly dost Thou denounce the offending

of Thy beloved little ones, and yet Thy holy anger against those

who are without love is itself nothing but burning love, which

would shield against sin and its condemnation !

For the rest, it is self-evident that all that is said in vers. 3-6,

is, with great compression and profound penetration, put in so

decided a form, because Christ everywhere comprehends in the

first beginning the entire consequence and development. He
who only begins with the " being converted and becoming"

already enters into the kingdom of heaven, and must then,

indeed, remain in it and go on. The (MziZpov [Miyag is already

attributed to the first self-abasement, because it is the first step

in the right way ; but in it the whole way and course is further

included. It is the same with the receiving (ver. 5), the same

with the offending (ver. 6), in which not every individual act of

offence (for who is not guilty of this ?), but the continuing in such

a disposition, receives so terrible a threatening.

Ver. 7. Woe to the world! This now expresses the open

opposition of those who are without, and continue without, to all

who are in the kingdom, as f/jiKpoi and f/jsyaXoi, to whom, in vers.

8, 9, the ^Hhy" applies. Woe to the world because of the offences,

more exactly a'^o, from or oiit of the offences, which it gives and

takes out of its own evil will ; thus does it prepare for itself the

woe which is not ordained for it. That offences come, that men
in the world will offend one another and be offended

—

uvdyzT;

kirrii/, Lu. xvii. 1, cii/&i/^zzr6p iffri—is, alas, inevitable, as the

world and man is ; this is not so quickly to be done away with,

and that for a twofold reason. First, in respect of their origin,

^ In the water all flesh is drowned, but the fire judges the spirits. Thus

might the flood, by the destruction of the flesh, save the spirits from the

last judgment. (1 Pet. iii. 19, iv. 1, 6.)
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tliey arc a necessary consequence of the natural corruption in

wliicli men cannot, indeed, be or do otherwise ; so long as the

world remains the world, it cannot be otherwise in it. But

secondly, in respect of their end or design, these offences, tolerated

by the long-suffering and wisdom of God, are tliemselves a neces-

sary means to the coming of His kingdom ; they are used for

the trial and confirmation of believers ; and also for bringing

home the salutary experience of sin to many who shall afterwards

become believers. The fundamental idea is the same as in 1

Cor. xi. 19. God would indeed otherwise suspend i\\Q freedom

of men, which lie never does, and would hinder a free develop-

ment in the recovery of the lost, so far as they will be recovered

from the world. He must then, instead of patiently bearing

with men, rather at once drown them all, which in the absolute

sense would not really be better for the individual and the whole,

as was affirmed in the proverb before only in a relative sense.

There is then the necessity for these offences, yet not an absolute

necessity ; for the world can also receive the children of Christ

in His name, Christ is sent to it Himself and in His followers,

for blessing and not for woe. Already, before pronouncing the

woe. He had exclaimed : Blessed is he whosoever shall not be

offended in ^le! ^ Therefore only take thou no offence in a world

full of offences, and this will be thy salvation. And above all

things, as much as in thee lies, give none thyself, i.e., no evil,

culpable offence ; for, that the truth and love of Christ must

always itself be the greatest offence to the world, and that the

woe arising from this rests only upon its head, we have already

seen in chap. xv. 12—14. Woe to the man through whose own
fault, contrary to the will of God, the offence cometh, i.e., is given

or received ! This second exclamation is not quite the same as

tiie first " Woe to the worldT^ but again (as in these sayings

the word is ever capable of a two-sided application) makes the

transition to those who no longer belong to the world, and yet

are guilty of an offence. Woe to the man, without distinc-

tion and exception, who, as man, and following the bent of his

natural corru])tion, acts in the same way as the evil world ; for

^ Rud. Matthiii : The woe is the consequence not of the fact that offences

must come, but that they are come, the consequence not of the necessity

but the actuaHty of offences. The second clause confirms not the woe, but

the offences of the first clause.
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all that offends, whatsoever it be, is still the world, although

within, the kingdom of heaven, although in a disciple of Christ.

Woe to the same man when, instead of turnincr from such an

offence, he continues and goes on in it ; the woe of the offence

shall remain upon liis head notwithstanding the Divine counsel,

according to which offences are permitted and in so far ordained.

This is expressed here precisely as it is afterwards chap. xxvi.

24, and may even here have been intended to carry a secret

hint and terror to the conscience of Judas. Woe to the man,

even were he an Apostle, himself an offence and a devil among
the Twelve. Perhaps, as was the case at other times, as at the

anointing of Christ by the woman in Bethany, this Judas may
even have been the originator, or at least the promoter, of the

evil thoughts connected with this unhappy dispute among the

disciples. This, however, is only conjectural, and uncertain ; with

more certainty we may apply the word of Christ with most per-

fectjustice to another: Woe to the (piXoTrparsvaiv in the church,

the pseudo-Peter and haughty servus servorum Dei, who with

false keys shuts the kingdom of heaven, offends and corrupts the

faithful, nay, builds up a world full of offences (which yet is held

to be the true church) as the Babylon which is afterwards to be

thrown down as a millstone' is cast into the sea ! (Rev. xviii. 21.)

Vers. 8, 9. If Christ, who, citing the word of God in the Old-

Testament Scripture, puts His own new word on the same level

of authority, seals it with " Verily I say unto you," summons
His contemporaries, and not these alone, to heai^, whosoever

among them has ears—if He who declares that His words shall

survive heaven and earth, and that the office of the future Com-
forter, who is to reprove the world and to lead believers into all

truth, is to interpret His words, and to bring them to the under-

standing—if Christ, who, as the risen one. Himself brings to the

remembrance of His disciples the words which He spake when
He was yet with them, so that they may begin now to understand

these words and the Scripture—had not also at times cited and

repeated His oion words, we should have found wanting in Him,
the highest Prophet, over whom the Father Himself cites the

prophecy " Him shall ye hear," that which we find in the older

and lesser prophets. But He did this ; and we find it in the

Scripture, in which His words are now by the Spirit embodied.

And when He repeats the same sayings in a different connec-
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tion, lie will thereby teach those wlio hear and who interpret

them, not merely that we have not yet enonivh heard and under-

stood them, but also that their deep-searching import finds its

application in more than one immediate connection. Thus He
cites here a word which He had already spoken in the Sermon

on the ]Mount (chap. v. 29, 30), where we have interpreted it.

There, as here, to offend means to give occasion to sin, to tempt.

There it was the adulterous lust of the flesh that was immediately

spoken of, here it is every incentive to sin in general that is

meant, and is comprehended in the great total of all the offences

in the world that come from men ; or, rather, the inner offence,

which comes to every one from his own flesh, is disclosed as their

original ground and root, which is to be cut off. "Wouldst thou

not give offence without, so that the woe may not fall upon thee?

Guard then against the offence within, and that Avith all severity!

Slay the old man, from which it comes, with the salutary death

that issues in life. In the words " thy hand or foot," our Lord
now again turns from the world to IJis disciples, and addresses

every one who either is such or would be such ; for, only in re-

ference to them has He used the familiar and confidential "thou"

since the Sermon on the Mount ; others He addresses invariably

by " ye." (He could not say, for example, John viii. 24 : If

thou believest not, thou shalt die in thy sins.) In addition to

this, the fact that I am oftended by my own members, by myself,

here presupposes the internal conflict of the old man with the

new ; the world knows not and feels not this, and he who feels

it is already no longer of the world. And yet, on the other

hand, the offending world is still in him ; and to overcome it

there is something that calls for other than soft measures. Ob-
serve here the great difference between being as a child in the

natural and in the spiritual sense, the manful struggle implied

in the constant turning so as to become as children ! Children

play in innocent delight with themselves, with their hands and

feet ; but a spiritual child, because he is always in the process of

becoming {i.e., of ceasing to be), cuts them off and plucks them

out. In the Sermon on the Mount, Christ, following the order

according to which there is first the looking upon with desire,

and then the lusting to commit the deed, puts the eye before the

hand. Now, penetrating still deeper. He inverts this order

;

because the offence ever arises anew, and, even after the cutting
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off of hand and foot (which latter is here added by way of ampli-

fication), the eye yet comes after. It mifrht, so to speak, be

thought that the acting and walking being suppressed, the secret

desire would be harmless ; but if tliou art not on thy guard

against this, it will soon get hand and foot for itself again. The

eye must not be spared, because the members are cut off! Here

stands the emphatic word, It is letter for thee! {x.a,X6v goi, an-

other expression for (ju[jb(pspii yap ffoi, chap, v.) which corresponds

to the (ru[Jb(pipsi before, ver. 6 ; compare the closer connection

(Mark ix. 42, 43). On the sense—at once sharply ironical and

severely rebuking—in which the entering into life as a cripple is

to be understood, we have already spoken, on the other passage

where it occurs ; here the dazX&uv is parallel with the first zlazK-

&iiv sig rrjv (DaaiXsiav from which the discourse set out. We have

already given our opinion also as to the further application of

this to the casting away of all that might be near and dear to us,

as liand or eye, whenever it offends us. Here it is again evident

that this cannot be the most immediate, or the sole meaning ; but,

most properly, the internal offence in ourselves stands opposed

to every offence ofan outward kind. And yet it is not to be con-

nected merely with incitements to sin against the law of love and

truth, with anger, lust, and lies in the grosser sense ; but the

flesh which is to be slain must be detected and pursued, even in

those spiritual forms which it assumes. The eye of criticism

and asceticism must also be plucked out, and the hand of indus-

trious zeal for public good, and the foot of all our own ways of

virtue, must be cut off. Or, to speak with Lange, the talents of

penetration—progress—energy.

Finally, observe that our Lord here not only says sig rrjV y'zzv-

vav 70V TTvpog, instead of zig 'ykvvav (chap, v.), but now /or the

first time sig to ryp to almiov, into the eternal fire—which predi-

cate is not connected with the word at chap. xiii. 42. Here it

is already as in chap. xxv. 41, and it is a return to the claloiGTov

of the Baptist (chap. iii. 12), which is therefore in Mark ix. put

in place of the expression here used ; and with the explanatory

words concerning the unquenchable fire here omitted by St

Matthew, and concerning the salutary salt of the other fire,

which is not yet the unquenchable, the eternal, fire in the proper

sense ;—of which we shall speak when we come to the interpre-

tation of St Mark.
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Ver. 10. "We know who these little ones are : not merely chil-

dren, but also such as are childlike—in humility and weakness

—believers in Him : although not exclusively these latter, but,

in a certain measure, actual children also to whom they are com-

pared, and beside whom they are j)laced. The child set in the

midst stands always there ; although it is only by carrying out

the fundamental view of the whole subject, that the discourse

can furtlier apply to it. The offending proceeds from a despising

and proud overlooking ; therefore, in the words " Take heed"

Christ most directly addresses the disciples who wished to be the

greater. But the phu'al, which again occurs after the singular,

includes the world along with the disciples, as both have been

comprehended together since ver. 7. What all-embracing transi-

tions in the incomparable discourse of Christ ! From one child

which must preach humility to the Apostles, He passes to the

great world full of offences, and the woe proceeding therefrom I

From the eternal fire of hell, to the angels in heaven before

the face and throne of God ! From the sharpest woe back

to the tenderest love, which will have no human child to be

despised ! Before our Lord fully expresses the ground-idea of

this second part of His discourse, namely, that the greatness

which is graciously ascribed to the little ones is founded on Plis

redeeming grace, according to the Father's good pleasure. He
first prepares the way, by repi*esenting the angels as an inter-

mediate rank between God and man, related to both. The whole

doctrine of Scripture concerning angels represents them thus :

they are indeed above us in respect of our present position ; but

yet in respect of our calling to the glory of Christ, and renewal

afler the image of God, they serve us. Already their name,

angels or messengers, represents these heavenly spirits as united

to the eai'th and us. So highlj' is man honoured before God,

so highly honoured is every individual of these little ones ! The
world as such enjoys indeed, somewhat, the protection and service

of the angels; but only remotely and indirectly, not in the per-

sonal appropriation which is here denoted by their angels. This

uiiToiv, standing together with ivog, has certainly a specializing

force, and does not again merge into an absorbing generality

the prominence given to every individual. It points therefore,

indeed, although only by way of allusion, to special guardian-

angels of persons ; in regard to which the unanimous doctrine

VOL. II. 2 b
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of the Fathers had no doubt, since Christ had said " I say unto

you." Yet not so as that every man as such has his guardian-

angel, and keeps him all his life long ; this is a privilege of those

little ones, i.e., as well of the natural as the spiritual childi'en,

inasmuch as the former, before the outbreak of corruption, tlie

latter after this, as being on the way to blessedness, are capable

of such guidance, and (by their humility) are worthy of it.

Every child has his angel until sin drives him out, as we may
yet trace it in the reflection of the angelic appearance on the

countenance and in the form of children; children as such belong

as yet to the " children of God," until the offence from within

and without causes them to be lost. Every believer again who
may be saved through the grace of I'edemption receives as a new
spiritual child his angel again, and especially needs him in his

weakness as a beginner now for protection and monitions of a

deeper kind than the weak, foolish children in bodily danger.

We forget the angels far too much : although Christ reminds us

of them in the daily prayer (in the third petition). We speak

in particular to our children far too little about their angels, and

we ourselves as believers do not think enough of ours. This is

at the same time a sinful despising of these exalted servants of

the Most High, who yet so faithfully stoop down to us ; it is also

a despising of Him who sends them. The angels are in heaven,

and yet occupied at the same time in service and business on

earth about their wards ; for the heaven is not closed in space

over the earth, but is ever open to us in everything which it

sends. Where the angels of God go and stand, there also is

heaven, and the face of God, which they at all times, hiairavrog,

Avithout interruption from anything else, behold. I cannot find

in this expression, as most commentators do, a special designa-

tion " of distinguished throne angels," according to the analogy

of those who stood nearest to the Oriental kings, Esth. i. 4, comp.

elsewhere, Tob. xii. 1-5, which I do not despise as apocryphal, for

see Lu. i. 19 : if such a high angel were given to every little one,

where then would remain the rest, and how could this be demon-

strated ? But it is a general designation of these pure spirits,

who are not like men separated from God ; it signifies that even

those who always and everywhere behold the face of God, yet

at the same time, like the Father Himself, look lovingly on the

cliildren and little ones. (Ps. cxiii. 5, 6.) So much only^may
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He in the expression, which connects the high rank and glory of

the servants precisely with the littleness of those who are served

;

namely, that the less, and the more needful of help, the protected

is, so much the mightier is the protector who is given to him.

Althoufrh aijain it is not this alone that can determine the selec-

tion and arrangement in these things, which a veil hides from-

our e3'es ; for then we miglit scarcely be mistaken if we supposed

that Gabriel was the guardian-angel of the child Jesus. We do

not see all this, and yet Christ calls to us in an awakening voice,

See to it ! Let the eye of faith be thoroughly open for what I

say unto you ! Wherever there is a child of God (in every sense),

there the heaven is opened and let down to it ; there is Bethel.

Enter in, offend not thyself and the child
;
go in, and share in

the grace. This grace, however, is that which comes from the

Father through the one only Son of Man. Therefore He does

not say here at first, "the ftice of their Father" (namely, the

Father of the little ones; since for the angels, God is certainly

not Father), but "of i/i/ Father!"

Ver. 11. For,—not because the children ofmen have deserved

it, nor because the children, before the outbreak of corru]:)tion,

did already carry it within them, and could enter into the king-

dom of heaven by their own actual innocence. O no ! They

are all the lost, but I am come to save and to bless the lost.

(Lu. xix. 10.) What an immeasurable word again so simply

spoken ! There stands the ladder of Jacob before our eyes

:

below are the little ones ; then their angels ; then the heavenly

Son cf Man, He who comes as the original Angel from the pre-

sence and from the bosom of the Father,—and then above Him
(ver. 14) the Father Himself, and Plis good pleasure.

Vers. 12-14. We shall not now enter particularly into this

parable, but reserve it for Lu. xv., where, with strengthened

repetition, it opens up the grand profound connection of a series

of parables. Instead of Iv r/i spf/f/jco there, we have here IttI roc,

opyj, which certainly at first sight appeal's to be the same, and

yet is not so. There 'spr,fjjog, "i:^"ip, is not so much the desert where

they have gone astray, as the pasturage, the heath, where the

ninety and nine graze, well cared for; here, however, Christ

alludes to such passages as Jcr. 1. (> ; Isa. xxxiv. 6, 11, 12;

here therefore, as appears also grammatically, the ItI ra dpy] is

to be construed with 'z-opivOiig, not with the foregoing a^g/j.
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Oh how faithfully and earnestly does this love of the Shepherd

seek, and yet \t finds not every lost one ; hence i\iQjoy even of the

Son of God Himself upon every disQovery—" as if He had found

a new heaven." Bengel says on the lav yivrjTui svpsiv, what is

warranted by the expression : Inventio peccatoris est coram oculis

Dei quiddam quasi coniingens ; ergo gratia non est irresistibilis.

We do not shrink even from leaving out the quasi, which a feeling

of reverence has dictated. For if thefinding comes altogether and

alone from the power of God, why then does it not take place at

once, but only after a long previous seeking through the entire

history ofman and ofthe world ? The faithfulness of the seeking

love of Christ is, however, in such a parable, held up at the same

time before His disciples as an admonition to follow His example;

this lies in the question which stands before : What think ye ? Ye
proud ones, who are so ready to despise and offend the little ones ?

The vTrccys (ver. 15) is to be done in the sense of the 'TTopzu^sig (ver.

12), which comes into finer prominence when, as in our language,

the same rendering can be given to both words: Go with the same

faithfulness of love as thy Master goes after the lost one ! Herein

is given, at the same time, the connecting link between the third

principal part which follows in ver. 15, and the second; the

second concludes in ver. 14 with what it began, iniismuch as the

Father in heaven wills not that one of these little ones be lost (ver.

10), therefore also that they be not offended by you. Although

by the shepherd in the parable is certainly meant the Son (as

appears more prominently in Lu. xv.), yet it is worthy of notice

that Christ here uses another oSr^? for explanation, and thus rises

higher. Not, " so am I, and do I"—but, " so is the love of the

Father," of course in the Son. "Oh how very different is the

great God from us little men ! For we little men in our pride

look on what is great, but the great God in His compassion looks

on what is little, and is great in the little." (Hofacker.) Now
also when the children of God are viewed in common, Christ

says significantly your Father (as ver. 1 0, My Father) :—He will

thereby at the same time say : Ye other children of God, who

are therefore to resemble your Father in loving the little ones.^

It is not the will or the good pleasure literally before the holy

' Alford : When He assures of the dignity of the httle ones it is " My
Father,"—when He gives the motive for the conduct of Christians, on the

other hand, it is "your Father."
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wisdom, before the graciously-shining face of the Father (f\1ii

nin^ '32^) that one should be lost. This mode of expression as

a whole (which St Peter has well preserved, 2 Pet. iii. 9) is

taken from Isa. xviii. 23, xxxiii. 11; and the ve7ili/ I say unto

you (ver. 13) already corresponded to the oath of Jehovah by

Himself in that passage. Here a sermon is preached to us on

tlie worth of every single human soul before God ; here we are

comforted against what the appearance of things in the world

might otlierwise suggest, namely, that the lost one is left to

wander about unsought and forgotten. We must believe that

the Father forgets no one ; but in this faith we must also dili-

gently exercise the love that seeks along with Him.

Vers. 15—17. The full and clear understandino; of this entire

passage is to be obtained only fi'om its connection with the fore-

going, as we have traced it above. Our Lord speaks here for

the future of His church, quite as naturally and warrantably as

(chap. X.) He connected the prophetic glance into the future

with the sending out of the disciples. His starting-point, indeed,

was the immediate present, where the warning applies still to

the disciples : otherwise, even ye are not at all in the kingdom

of heaven ! How they must become children in spirit, and only

as such little ones are to possess in humility, and to manifest in

love, the true gi'eatness which belongs to them in common with

every other little one :—of this He has already plainly spoken.

How such love receives, how it does not offend, how it does not

despise or neglect any one Avho, according to the will of the

Father, is redeemed by the Son :—all this has already been

spoken o^ so far as it must follow from the designation and con-

firmation of the true greatness of the disciples. But it yet re-

mains now specially to show how the love that proceeds from the

seeking shepherd-love of God, and is implanted by the heavenly

Father in all His children in the new birth, shoidd express itself

in future, when once the kingdom of heaven was founded upon

earth and set in order ; how the greatness and dignity of every

individual in whom Christ is, and lives, and loves, in order to

save him and through him others, shall then be joined together

into compact unity as a power of His church, which it exercises

so as to p)revent the offence of sin (which will still have a place

in the midst of it), as strongly as with loving forgiveness it hears

such offence. Hitherto the idea has occupied the foreground
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that love, as it gives no offence itself outwardly, and, moreover,

slays the offence within itself, first of all takes no offence from

the weakness and sin of a brother, but loves him in the forgiving

and reconciling love of the Father's will ; now, however, the

other side must follow,—seeing that yet all sin is and remains

an offence,—namely, that this love, notwithstanding, cannot

against the truth call evil good, cannot in particular softly spare

the brother who lays claim to the name of Christ, but must re-

buke him with all the severity of seeking love, until he is again

found, and restored from the error of his ways. Hitherto it was ;

Sin not thou against thy brother and partner with thee in redemp-

tion ! Now it is naturally the other case : But if thi/ brother sin

against thee—how then art thou to prove the love as a holy

power given to thee as a member of the great society consisting

of all who believe in Me ? In this way everything perfectly

harmonizes ; and only thus can we rightly understand how our

Lord here further supplements what was already said (chap, xvi.)

respecting His church, and lays down a fundamental principle

for its guidance in regard to offences in the midst of it. Every

true theory respecting church-discipline finds here its twofold

and yet single principle, as it were the formal and the material

:

to remove the offence in truth, to seek the lost one in love (also

by rebuke).

Brotherly rebuke is already (Lev. xix. 17, 18) declared to be a

duty of love, because we are to love our neighbour as ourselves.

As I judge my own sin in myself in order to my sanctification

before God, so also am I to judge that of others, in order that

their guilt may not become mine through neglect of this service

of love. (The complement and extension of what is said in the

Sermon on the Mount, Matt. vii. 1-5.) Frank rebuke, a\i^-

hvstv iv ayaTT'/i, is opposed to the cherishing of hatred or con-

tempt in the heart, and also to that grosser species of falsehood

in which a man brings an evil report of his neighbour behind

his back. Prov. xxvii. 5, 6; Sir. xix. 13-19 : Speak, therefore,

to thy neighbour, etc., Sir. xx. 2. Let brotherly rebuke first

of all be real rebuke^ let it be, therefore, honest and true : Thou

hast sinned! But then and therein let it be also brotherly,

speaking the truth in love, in order to recovery. Not, " Judge

him," nor even " chide him"—but sksyt,ov aurov, convince, convict

him of his sin, help him to repent, beseech him to do so with all
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the power of the reconciling love of God which has already

for<]fiven while it rebukes, and which would fain bring forgiveness

to him. (Lu. xvii. 3-4.) Strive to gain thy brother, to help

him ao-ain into the right way (to restore him from his fault, Gal.

vi. 1) : then will be fulfilled either at once Ps. cxli. 5 ; Prov. xxv.

12, at least afterwards Prov. xxviii. 23, or—thou hast, on thy

part, fulfilled thy duty and shalt not incur sin on his account.

From this follows further, quite as naturally, that hrotherly re-

buke, mindful ofhuman weakness, in order lovingly and sparingly

to deal with one who in his pride will be easily provoked and

offended, by no means goes at once to him armed with the full

public power, but begins quietly and gently before God, and only

in the event of being unsuccessful, rises by gradual steps to ever

increasing severity.

In denotini'- these steps for the future conduct of His church,

our Lord can now naturally, as He is ever ready to do, connect

what He says with the practice already enjoined' and in use in

Israel ; as in general afterwards, in the entire formation and

constitution of the Apostolic Church, the Spirit transferred all

the pure and available elements of the synagogue. If thy brother

sin against thee: this certainly limits my duty and my right to

rebuke him, in the first place, to those more immediate cases in

which I might rather be tempted to be angry with him, and

either privately or publicly to bring unloving complaints against

him ; still it would be very wrong to understand all that is here

said only " of personal grievances and offences."^ Rather, in

the further application, nay in the proper and deeper sense of

this, it is by no means to be excluded that I, as a child and

member of the church, feel myself to be injured by every sin of

a brother, and that in love to him I can and ought to receive and

treat every sin of his, that becomes known to me, as committed

against me. The genuine brother says then to his brother : Do
not injure me by acting thus ! What thou hast done has grieved

me ! Go (vTrw/i as in chap. v. 24), wait not till he comes, but

go first in a friendly and zealous spirit to him. Rebuke liim in

^ Almost precisely as here stands the rule in Mischar liaiipcninira, Bux-

torf, Florileg. hebr. p. 297.

2 As the Lutheran Francke does ; and, in order to refine away everything

that goe-s against his Lutheranism, finds in the iKx,Moiu here only a " court

of arbitration."
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the truth indeed, yet also in humihty and love as an unselfish

child of God, taking care that the beam is not in thine own eye

when thou wilt take the splinter out of his ; not so much thou,

in thine own power, as in the name and authority of Him in

whose sight ye are brethren, as a serving member of the society

of all the brethren. Between thee and him alone,^ without the

presence of any others to disturb you, whose presence might only

hinder the first impression of love by stirring up his pride
;
yet

ye are not alone, for / am present when this is being transacted

between two in My name (ver. 20)—your secret meeting is

already a church, thy rebuke is already the first exercise of the

power which is given to it in all its members (ver. 18). If

happily—and thou shouldst always hope for such a result with

the "love that hopeth all things"—he shall hear thee, then hast

thou gained thy brother, gained him for God (ver. 14 ; 1 Cor. ix.

19), for the church as a brother, for thyself as thy brother ! But
if not, do not at once give him up because thy wisdom and love

have accomplished nothing, do not rush to the conclusion : He
hears not and will not hear, because he has not heard me ! Take
with thee one or two, of course not the first best, but such as are

nearest as regards their knowledge of the case and love to you

both ; such as in a brotherly spirit can say with you : Thou hast

sinned before us and against us—whom he can also honour as

brethren, if he will honour any one. This already lies first of

all in the expression witnesses : who can witness his sin against

him in this interview which has now more formally constituted

itself into a court for deciding a question of peace. At the same

time, however, and if there should be no further witnesses of his

sin, they are at least witnesses of his conduct under the I'ebuke,

and in the case of further disobedience, witnesses against him

before the chui'ch. This is more than the alone of the first step,

but it is not yet the publicity which follows, and which needs no

special witnesses ; the advance to this further step is however

already held up to him by way of warning : If thou hearest not

us, then we tell it further I Here Christ, in order to show that

the order of his church is founded on the justice of God, adduces

the Mosaic rule of law, which was always to be observed (Num.

^ For with Fritzsche violently to connect ia.6vov with what follows, con-

trary to all usage of the New Testament, is not only superfluous, but disturbs

the simple emphasis of the legislation as denoting the successive steps.
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xix. 15), of which He also (John viii. 17) makes the highest

appHcation to His own person, and here in the next place to His

followers. He however counts, of course, the brother who had

first entered on the office of brotherly judgment as one of the

witnesses, and means therefore one or two in addition to him,

that the matter may have tico or three witnesses.

As it was before charitably taken for granted that he would

hear, so now it is more p7-oI>abIe, that if he refused to hear at the

first stage, he will continue to do so at the second. Now, but

not sooner, although now without sparing, which at this stage

would be wrong: Tell it to the church! What has the church

to do with a sin which thy brother has committed against thee?

Certainly he has sinned also against the church, a member of

which he professes to be, he has given an offence which must be

removed ; the church, so much as in it lies, may not tolerate

and acknowledge in the midst of it impenitent sinners, who will

not let the Spirit of God rebuke them in order to their recovery.

This her dignity as the church of God does not permit ; thus

does Christ here plainly enunciate the principle of all church-

discipline at present understood by so few, so far as it must ad-

vance from, admonition to exclusion. This latter is had recourse

to, in the first place, not to jnake better, nor even (in another

sense) to rebuke the person excluded, but chiefly to guard the

unity and purity of the church against the obstinate sinner.

Tell it to the church

:

—thus again does our Lord speak quite

definitely, and certainly reverts to His first words in chap. xvi.

18, "I will build My church;" so much the more certainly, as

the whole dispute about rank among the Twelve stands in such

connection with the word then addressed to Peter, that Christ

now finds it necessary for their full information to explain Him-
self on this point. We were heartily sorry to find such a man
as Sack saying :

" The opinion that Christ here actually speaks

of the future Christian church, must certainly be rejected ; He
speaks of present and not of future relations, iKySki^Giu, is equiva-

lent to the synagogue then existing in every larger town with

its judicial usages ; the whole, therefore, admits only of an in-

direct application to the Christian church!" Of that which

such a synagogue did, then, our Lord could go on to say : Ye

shall do it ! Could He have referred His disciples, the brethren

in His name, to a court of those Pharisees whom ytt, in the
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Sermon on the Mount, He Himself had declared to be heathens

and publicans, and say of it : Whoso heareth not these, let him

be to thee as the heathen and the publican ? Pfenninger, in his

philosophical lectures on the New Testament, says against this

:

" If Jesus says. He that gathereth not with Me scattereth abroad,

and, He that heareth not your word, shake off the dust of your

feet against him—so by the church He certainly means not a

church of Jews, of whom the greater number hated and denied

Him, and the few loved and believed in Him, but must speak

these words of a church of His disciples. Of course ! for others

would receive no rules of conduct prescribed by Him for their

churches." We say still further : At that time there was as yet

no church of His disciples ; consequently, He speaks of the future

church, of which He had said that He would build it. It is

hoped that the reader has so understood our whole interpreta-

tion of this discourse hitherto, from ver. 3, as that it appears to

him only natural and necessary when now, again, the kingdom

of heaven in which the children of God are united as brethren,

which was put in opposition to the loorld full of offences, at last

appears as the future church. We have already learned in chap.

X. how Christ is wont in the continuation of His discourses to

prophesy, and to make regulations for the future. We do not,

however, need all this in order to show what is meant by the

church ; but have in ver. 20 the most literally authentic defini-

tion from Christ Himself in the closest connection : The Ittftkri-

cia is, where are <Tuvy]y[MVOt zlg ro If/jov ovo(Jm ; it will continue

to exist upon earth, in its power so to act as I now prescribe to

it, if / am in the midst of it. This surely is spoken of His

spiritual presence /or the fidure.

The church is the society, called together in unity of faith

and love, of those who believe in Him, who are united in His

name ; a society in which is carried out, and exercised upon

earth, what is valid in heaven (before its exalted Lord and Head).

This is the simple fundamental idea here clearly expressed. It

is at the same time certified here with equal clearness, that it

cannot be without sin and offence in the midst of it ; for it

happens that a brother sins, and must be admonished. It is

rather precisely the institution of divine faith and love, the de-

sign of which, as it is to call the sinners of all the world to

reiientance, and to receive every one for the sake of Christ who
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only begins to humble himself, and to admit him into the ever-

open gates of the kingdom of heaven—so also to admonish those

wlio already belong to it, and to carry this out in the exercise of

longsutfering and severity, until those who are entirely disobedi-

ent shall be again separated from it. It is, after and beside that

first avvKycoy/j of the Jews, the true united iTriavvocycoyy}, ia

which one takes care of the other, in which the exhorting one

another, Ileb. x. 24, 25, finds its living, progressive exemplifica-

tion. That the injunction : Tell it to the church ! can in the

first place mean only the chui'ch in the place Avhere thou art,

the nearest united society of believers, is clear;—but the church

of every place represents again the entire church, as is evident

from ver. 20, and this also is the basis given in the apostolic

constitution which represents in many SKKK'/jiTiCiig the one IkkXjj-

(Ticc. ' Only thus is the manifestation of the church in the world

at any time possible. True, according to circumstances, in so

far as this can be done in truth, the T<'ll it to the church! is even

in the case of sinning churches to be further applied by bringing

it before the greater society ; still every little individual society

retains its right in the name of the whole, so long as it tridy

exercises it in Ills name, in the name of Christ.

The power of rebuke which the individual brother exercised

in private, at the first stage, was not only his duty but his righf,

a right which is derived from the church to every member of it.

But if now further the sinner is rebuked in vain hy many (2

Cor, ii. G), before all (1 Tim. v. 2G), in the name of Christ

—

then let him hQto.thee—who broughtest his case before this court

of jurisdiction, and art now discharged of thy brotherly obligation

—because he must now also be to the whole church, as the heathen

and the publican ! (The article has here the force of the plural,

denoting the class by the individual example.) The " to thee" is

now said to every one. Heathen are those ivithout, not belong-

ing to the people of God ;
jniblicans those who, although within,

are yet to be reckoned with the heathen : the typical expression,

taken from the relation and usage then existing, implies the

corresponding truth in the future. He has in the first place

forfeited his name as a brothei", and his right as a brother

to be exhorted, for it has become manifest that there is no prin-

ciple of brotherly feeling in him upon which to take hold ; no

one in the church owes any further duty to him as a brother.
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It is altogether self-evident that, on the further development of

the relations involved in the church, this implies the denial

of church privileges, exclusion from the sacrament, etc. Here

there is no respect of persons, here there is no other sort ofjudg-

ment appointed beyond that of the church. As even Pope

Sylvester II. himself (Epist. ad Seguin. in Baronius) said

:

" If the Pope of Rome were to sin against a brother, and after

repeated admonition would not hear the church, he should ac-

cording to the commmandment of Christ be held as a heathen

and publican !" Here, however, we ask in sadness with Wesley,

not merely in reference to the church which must hear when

Rome has spoken, but to every degenerate church of the pre-

sent time in common :
" But if so, in what land do the Chris-

tians live ? Christ gives the answer : The gates of hell shall

not prevail against it!" His church is still there, if not in the

many, yet in the few ; their power is still shown, their right

exercised, if not in visibly arranged forms, yet silently ; and

even were the key for binding and loosing to be withdrawn, and

lodged in the secret prayer of two or three, it would still be

present there, and efficacious for actual binding and loosing, as

we shall soon see in what follows.

Ver. 18. That by this binding and loosing our Lord means even

here, where the keys are not again expressly mentioned, all expres-

sion ofpoiver and exercise of autliority on the part of His church,

which He will one day (if the church thus acts upon earth, in

His name) ratify also in heaven— is not less clear than that the

expression still refers most directly to what was said before, con-

sequently to the denial of grace, the withholding of forgiveness

from the heathen and publicans who are shut out, as in the other

case to the assurance of grace to penitents. That in this de-

cisive word all precedence of any Peter whatsoever disappears,

and that every exercise of any power upon earth, relating to the

things of heaven, is represented as an emanation of that power

which the church possesses in its unity, and every member of it

(were he even an earthly head) only in virtue of his union with

the body—has already been repeatedly said, and yet cannot be

enough considered. The church possesses the word of truth (and

with it the Spirit of truth), which it rightly interprets in itself,

and by consequence validly applies to those cases that occur

,

therefore is its binding and loosing, forbidding and permitting,
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denying dnd affirming by this word, true and valid, in the whole,

and in particular cases. The church is the body upon earth

filled from the heavenly Head with all the fulness of God, i.e.,

with the holy love of the Father in the Son ; therefore, if it has

loved as God and with God, so as to seek the lost brother, it

may and ought to pass jiuhjment with God upon every one who
will not be found and restored. Let us now connect tocrether

the beginning and conclusion of Christ's discourse upon this

occasion ; let us attentivelv consider to what a heiiiht it has

risen from that word with which it began,—viz.. Become as

children, only thus can ye belong to the kingdom of heaven !

This is the ruling conquering power which the Father prepares

for Himself in the little ones. Over the door of the church it

is written. He who comes not hither as a child, where only

children alike oreat and alike little dwell tofjether, let him stav

without ! But within, these children are sovereign in their

sphere against, and over, all that would disturb the holy and

blessed fellowship. Christ who builds this church for Himself,

and alone governs it, from whose supreme prerogative alone

all prerogative and all power that are valid in it must proceed

—yet says not : I will keep the keys, I will Myself on every

occasion give the decision directly from the throne ! But ac-

cording to His manner of acting in all His works upon earth,

in the kingdom of grace as of nature. He appoints an inter-

mediate agency, in which He transfers the keys to His followers,

and yet at the same time keeps them Himself. It is said : I

in them, as Thou in Me ! (John xvii. 23.) For, whatever

His followers do that is valid, is so only in His name, i.e., be-

cause He is in the midst of them, ver. 20. The case then is

not at all possible, that they should bind upon earth what lie

looses in heaven, or loose upon earth what He binds in heaven

;

whenever such a case occurs, then they are no longer the per-

sons to whom the " Verily I say unto you" applies. The 6W
lav is indeed an exceptionless -Trdvrci, as the words here stand in

conjunction with the certain promise expressed in the gWa/ ^gSe-

yijkva. KiXvf/j'ivcc

:

—yet this is far from being true conversely, as

if the Lord had said : Whatsoever I bind or loose in heaven

will be bound or loosed by you upon earth. For, in particular,

the discipline of the church exercised in the way of receiving or

excluding, the application of the Gospel upon earth in the way
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of forgiving ox' retaining sin, can never certainly be quite ade-

quate to that which Christ Himself does from heaven ; He re-

tains to Himself reservata; to bind many things to which the eye

of the earthly administrator does not reach, and in like manner

to loose many things before they are declared to be loosed on

earth. Consequently in thosd cases in which the sentence, valid

in heaven, is executed upon earth, the 'iffrai is rather recognised

as an already existing gcr/; and the church only says : We
see and testi/y that thou art bound in heaven (Acts viii. 21, 23)

—we see and testify that Christ hath again loosed thee. Again

loosed? Certainly, for precisely on this account does Christ

put the binding first, and yet make a loosing to follow. The

two are by no means contemporaneously parallel, nor is the

first mentioned first only because in it the i^ower of the church

is most strongly evinced Mdien it judges. An irrevocable, irre-

deemable ban, is far from being spoken of here ; in its highest

exercise of power the church looses again precisely that which

it has bound ; it has, however, only bound in order that it may
be able again to loose when this may be possible. The final

exclusion of the incorrigble, in virtue of which they are ac-

counted as heathen and publicans, as it is requisite on its own

account, so at the same time it is only the last and strongest

expression of that love which seeks their recovery. For, the

heathen and publicans are certainly not excluded from the

preaching of the Gospel, wdiich is to be continued in all the

world until the end;^ and if in this instance brotherly love has

come to an end, there yet remains general love, nay more than

this, the love that weeps and intercedes for the lost brother. All

this might already be found in ver. 18, did it not come into still

clearer prominence in what follows.

Yer. 19. In the rrcaXiv Xiyco vuJlv Christ, who here prophesies

in a very condensed style respecting the future development of

the church, expresses much by indication. The TtoCkiv is first

of all not properly equivalent to " further," as if something now

followed quite different from what goes before ; but here also it

is the same power that is spoken of as was spoken of there.

^ Therefore it was wrong not at once to admit the Pcenitentes as dKpou-

fiivovg, but first to put them outside the door, as Trpoax.'Xoctovrx;, ^c-'H-'^C^"-

Toc? ; this went beyond the word of Christ, who would allow even every

heathen and publican to hear.
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It happens with the binding and loosing just as with the hearing

of prayer ; it is vaUd in heaven only because it is the witness of

what was already valid in heaven, just as prayer is heard because

by the impulse of the spirit in faith it has already come forth

from the supreme counsel and will. All binding and loosing is

accomplished by prayer ; for, the admonition is given in the love

of praying faith, and the excluding rebuke is administered in the

same love. Tiie church is only in prayer united, so as to exer-

cise it^ power ; and it, like every individual of its members, per-

forms all its works of authority only as the Son of Man upon

earth performed His miracles, namely, as being heard of the

Father. Therefore Basil was quite right when, here also, he

specially made prominent the prayer for forgiveness of sin in

behalf of otliers. It might, indeed, with a certain measiu'e of

truth be said in opposition to this : Not surely prayer for him

who has just been excluded, for in him the love that seeks the

sinner has already so flu* exhausted itself in rebuke and final

judgment, as that he must be given up for lost; if all this has

been done to him in vain, what can now help him ? But viewed

strictly, this is valid only ad interim, only with the reservation of

the power of God which can j-et again restore the lost one.

(Rom. xi. 23.) The last thing which the church does in its

binding, and neither can nor should cease to do, is the same

thing which it remains for the individual to do for his enemies,

namely, to intercede for him (chap. v. 44). Or, is the church

which prays for all men (1 Tim. ii. 1) to shut out the lost

brethren alone from this benefit ? If it were but a settled prin-

ciple in church-discipline that the lost brother should yet be

prayed for, what a power would such binding exercise towards

loosing again ! Although, of course, the general term ysj/^o-gra/

is assigned as a promise to be an inducement to every believing

prayer, it yet nowhere promises an unconditional fulfilment, least

of all where it concerns the faith or unbelief of another, which

lies as little in our power as in the power of God. It is as we
have said on chap. xvii. 20. Finally, the Berlenb. Bible (whose

grains of gold amid the rubbish let no one despise) is right here

also, when it says on vers. 19, 20 :
" If now, however, things

should come to such a strait, that the church could not exercise

this prerogative (of an officially acknowledged binding and loos-

ing), Christ gives the further assurance, that if only two or three
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unite together in spirit and in truth in the prayer of faith, these

may yet act with effect in the matter, although the world does

not acknowledge it. This points to a moi'e straitened state of

the church, and says that we are not to withdraw the hand on this

account." Very right and true indeed, for Christ had certainly

such thoughts in His mind, when, instead of the wide and com-

prehensive "ye" of the entire church. He says tioo or three, and

at the same time, as the ground of this, substitutes for the testi-

mony without the private prayer before God. He has here in

prospect that state of the church in which the powerful exercise

of the keys of office by those who are called " the church" before

the world must be suspended, and when, in place of this, there

comes the handful who are united in true fellowship, praying in

secret. With such a prospect He could not and would not say

:

"Where thousands are united"—but "where two or three are

united !" It may be questioned whether what is written in Acts

iv. 32 has ever been fully realized since the apostolic church,

and whether a larger assembly of the church has ever been able

to determine so perfectly as the first: "7^ seemed good to us, being

assembled with one accord,^'' and therefore also :
" It seemed good

to the Holy Spirit and to us.'" When it is remembered that

unity in prayer, the innermost unity of believers before God, and

the uniting, the agreeing together ((jUf/j(pcoi's7f), even of two sup-

jjliants, for some definite object of prayer, is a thing so difficult

and rare even in the case of a believing husband and wife {ea:.

gr, for the preservation of a dying child), we shall at once under-

stand how significant, in all points of view, is the word which

Christ has here spoken. He means truly no agreeing of the

lips but of the heai^t, and the Holy Spirit in the heart. Where
two together can truly pray for any definite thing in innermost

unity, as children before God, this is from God, and is valid

before God.

Ver. 20. According to Jewish statute a synagogue, to which

the Shekinah of the Divine presence and hearing descends, must

consist at least of ten ; a smaller number God despises and re-

proaches : Wherefore do I come when there is no one present ?

Yet, on the other hand, we find in Pirke Aboth. chap. iii. § 8,

the saying :
" Wherever two are sitting conversing on the law,

there the Shekinah is with them." Here Christ names the

smallest society that is possible, two or three (as in ver. 16
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united witnesses before the throne of God), and ascribes to them

the right and power of a church in virtue of His presence witli

them. " lie who can say, TJiou and I, can speak of a churcli,

and can hiy claim to the common grace." (Zinzendorf.) ^w-
Tiyf/jifoi sig TO Ifjuov ovoijjCc signifies somctliing more than, and

different from, h toj bvo(jja.Ti fjbov^ because it closely belongs to

avvr,y(jjivoi, and this again signifies : they are assembled, have

not merely assembled themselves, are not first comprehended in

the GwocyicOai. lliere I am in the midst of them (comp. 1 Cor.

V. 4), as the Mediator through whom their prayer is heard, as

the Giver of that which they ask, as the Confirmer of that which

comes forth from them as a testimony either publicly or privately.

Our Lord certainly speaks here in the same sense as in John
xiv. 13, 14, and we have here already a pi'ospective glance into

the period of His heavenly omnipresence, which in Matt, xxviii.

20 He promised, when about to ascend to the Father. " This

must signify a spiritual presence, or nothing, but it is a stupen-

dous expression." (Pfenninger.) Yes, the as yet future spiri-

tualization of His presence when He should have gone to the

Father, He then in heaven and His church on the earth, and

yet at the same time, He in the power of the Spirit everywhere^

wherever His disciples are and unite together upon earth,—this

and nothing else is what clearly lies in these words. We ask,

therefore, again : Did He not here speak with reference to the

future churcli ? Therefore of course it is only " What ye sliall

bind," for He could not possibly speak of the present ; and the

final ix,i7 si(jjt is only a prophetic Present connected with the

foregoing Futures. His presence depends not on the greater or

smaller number of those assembled, and as little on any locality

or place (which, iii Old-Testament fashion. He had again chosen

to put His name there); but wherever He is in the midst of His

believing and praying ])eoi)le, there is the church to which He
has given this power. Could there be a severer judgment pro-

nounced against all pseudo-Catholicism than is given in this

word? Could there be again a more gracious encouragement, a

stronger call to make use of this power, addressed to the weak

Protestantism which seeks the " invisible church" elsewhere than

upon earth, and in that assembly of the faithful which never re-

mains invisible, from which the testimony of the lxe7 elfj^i goes

forth ever anew to the world ?

VOL. ir. 2 c
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THE WICKED SERVANT.

(Matt, xviii. 22-35. [Luke xvii. 3, 4.])

Peter rightly understood verse 17 to the effect that the exer-

cise of brotherly rebuke, and the gaining of a brother, presup-

poses the mild spirit of forgiving love, and only by this is possible.

His thoughts being arrested by this, and flesh and blood again

objecting to it, he did not perhaps listen with perfect attention

to what follows, namely, the transference of the keys from him-

self to the church. Or, it may be that he clearly apprehended

this, so that he does not venture to ask " Lord, but how is it

then with the keys given to me ?" He now withdravv^s himself

into the simple place of a brother in the church, against wdiom

a brother sins. We are inclined to prefer this explanation, and

so far to reckon it to the Apostle's praise that he puts this ques-

tion at tills time ; still there remains in it, on the other hand,

the carnally proud reluctance to continue granting forgiveness

to a brother without restriction or measure. Only the same

reluctance, indeed, as in all of us ; for who has not oftentimes in

heart asked the same question as Peter here does ? That he

lays the matter so frankly before his Master, shows an honesty

which is the second thing to be commended in his question, and

which imparts a certain measure of goodness to all his ill say-

Mi gs.

Ver. 22. As Christ repeatedly made use of numbers one or

two, two or three, Peter, on his part, will do the same ; this was

the manner of Jewish ethics, which measured everything by

numbers. Not merely afMupr'/iffH x,m ci(pr](Tco as a Hebraism

for afJbapTyjfJKVTt ^(pyjaco (Winer), but : Plow often may my
brother sin against me, with the right and claim to receive for-

giveness from me? This might go to extreme lengths; it must

surely then have its limits ! Seven times appear to him all that

can possibly be required for a wide scog */ but the matter is

otherwise : For He who can still count, has not yet forgotten

what went before, and therefore not really forgiven from the

^ lu the Talmud it is determined, that a man may be forgiven till the

third time, but not till the fourth time, according to Amos i. 3, ii. 6 ; Job

xxxiii. 29, 30.
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lieart. The answer of Christ indicates tliis with a perceptible

irony, when it pnts number afrainst number. The first seven

times is outbid by multiplication (not by addition : 70 and 7

times), and the meaning of the i^horjjrjfcoi'TU/Cig k'Trrd can only

be : Septies non solum^ sed id ipsum septuagies. The formula

with the sVra instead of i'Trrdx.ig exactly corresponds to the

word of Lamech, Gen. iv. 24, LXX., where the Ileb. WVIV)

ni'TJ'i is certainly to be taken as a multiplication ;' grant that it

may have been proverbial, still it cannot be supposed that Christ,

whose thoughts ever moved in the sphere of Scripture, had not

here that passage in His thoughts. Thus does the loving for-

giveness here come into shai'p and significant opposition to the

revenge there expressed. But for what space of time is the

reckoning to be understood ? Seven times a-day was also a

biblical proverb (Prov. xxiv. 16; Ps. cxix. 165)—hence, in the

parallel passage (Lu. xvii. 4), the relation of which to the present

will there be investigated, this is expressly said. If Peter, as

is probable, meant his seven times as applying to the whole life,

then, in opposition to this absurdly small measure, Christ with

all the greater right puts a proverbially large number, which is

properly intended to be no number. He certainly does not say

what would be monstrous and inconceivable, "seventy times

seven in a day"—still less will He advise that a register be kept

extending over years until the four hundred and ninety be

completed. But He means by this saying, which is quite as de-

finite as it is indefinite. Let there he no munhering at allp Such
an utterance of course finds its proportionate application to the

loosing again of one who has been bound before the church, the

forgiving love of which remains ever open for the excluded one;

although an inconsiderately hasty restoration, without a suffi-

^ For, the placing the small number after is not agreeable to tlie most

ancient mode of speech : and there is least of all reason here for makin^

an exception on account of emphasis (as elsewhere occurs once or twice in

Genesis). How flat would be this : also seventy times and yet seven times

in adilition thereto ! Rather : Septuagies idque septui^lum, many times

seventy, as already ancient rabbinical interpretation speaks' of ni'ySB'

* So also Lange, although he arrives at it by a different way, when he

takes the seventieth number as the expression of " the endless Sabbath-rest

it» God, the absolute Divine composure, in which alone it is possible always

to forgive.' How that could lie in the words, we do not comprehend.
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cient guarantee for the reality of the M-iravoco (Lu. svii.) can-

not thereby be enjoined.

And now the foregoing profoundly compressed saying is ex-

panded into a parable, in which the idea is presented in a strik-

ing and popular form. It has the appearance of being only a

parable, the ])articulars being represented in the manner of the

parable
;
yet the profound ideas to which it relates are embodied

in it in rich fulness, and it is significant even in the minutest

details. Preach anew upon it every year and you will not ex-

haust it, you will ever find something new to draw from it. We
shall make it our endeavour here, where the superficial school-

exegesis makes much shorter work than the exposition for the

preacher, at least briefly to indicate all the principal points.

Vers. 23-25. ' Avdpoj'TrM ^aciXsl is not a mere unmeaning

variation for (oacriXii Tivi, but—as has been observed chap. xiii.

24, 31, and is applicable to all the parables (see immediately

again chap. xx. 1)—Coelestium similitudines e.v humanis I If

even in the kingdoms of the world, where the right of punish-

ment must upon the whole be maintained firmly and strictly, a

king yet exercises the royal right of forgiveness and release, so

is it to be in the kingdom of heaven upon earth, in the churcli,

only according to the holy right of Divine compassion. The
king is the Lord God in His kingdom ; the 'bov'koi are of course

not slaves (as is evident from the selHng afterwards), they are

not even in the first place common subjects, but servants of the

crown, and ministers; their reckoning shows in its immense sums,

so to speak, "royal debts." The most immediate application

points, therefore, to the Apostles and great ones in the church,

who, the more has been entrusted to them, are capable of making

all the greater failure; this, however, does not exclude the further

application to the reckoning before God of every man, according

to his high calling. To be able to contract great debts is itself

even an honour and dignity. If we understand talents of gold or

silver, ten thousand is so large a sum, that Haman, in the book

of Esther (chap. iii. 9), rated at this amount the riches of all tlie

Jews in the land, speaking of it as a large sum. The number

corresponds indeed, as a proverbially large amount, to the seventy

times seven ; still, because a reckoning is spoken of, Christ will at

the same time say that God actually counts our sins—and loeighs

them. Truly the number is for us incalculable, and the heavy
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^\ ei^ht of every sin, already to be counted a talent. For of so-

called small or lijrht sins there are none. God will reckon with

His servants, and He cannot but do so; although He makes the

rcckoninn' only to give the acquittance, He brings the sin to

knowledge only to forgive it. (Isa. i. 18.) AVithout reckoning

there is no discharge; there is liere no forgiveness and acquittance

in the mass, and without previous inspection. The debt stands

registered in the conscience ; the revealed law corrects the errors

of our unfaithful book-keeping; it becomes manifest that our can

celling could yet not cancel, but that we ourselves have written:

—The two books agree with fearful exactness! God reckons

with us because it is His icill to do so, no avoiding or not willing

on our part is in that case of any avail; He wakens the conscience,

denounces the curse of the law, begins with visitation and rebuke

—all which are included in this reckoning, which is certainly at

the same time to be distinguished from the final reckoning that

awaits us, spoken of in other parables (as chap. xxv. 19).—When
he began to reckon, there came one before him, the first owing

ten thousand talents,—tlie others owe certainly not less, perhaps

more. He is brought before the king, 'Trpocrrjnyji ; for he came

not of himself, had never yet considered the reckoning, biit had

indifferently and wilfully accumulated debt without limit. (Ps.

1. 21.) He is apprehended also before, and without, his having

been able to see and compare the account of his fellow-servants,

for this belongs not to the business between him and his lord.

The balance is absolute bankruptcy : he has nothing to pay

!

There is no room for any counter-reckoning in part payment.

Where, however, there is nothing to pay, the king has not lost

his ri(jht at least to punish the wilful bankrupt. The Dinne

right, in its strict demands, is here represented in a human

])arable : when the king, accorcjing to Jewish law (Lev. xxv.

39, 47 ; Ex. xxii. 3 ; 2 Kings iv. 1 ; Amos ii. 6, viii. 6), here

commands the debtor, with his wife and children, and all that

he has, to be sold, so that he may at least receive something,

this representation belongs certainly to the not entirely corre-

sponding figure ; still every one with whom the Lord begins to

reckon will feel what it means, without the critics having first

to inquire.

Vers. 26, 27. The servant who, according to ver. 25, must

already have confessed that he had not to pay, does not resolve
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to be<T for fomiveness : but, like all bad debtors who are ever

speaking of future payment, he proceeds, not without continued

presumption, to ask for delay and patience in his difficulty,

—

although, with all patience, nothing remains to be obtained.

This is meant in the same sense as (in Lu. xv. 19) the word

of the prodigal son, who still thinks of working out what he

owes to his father. " This is the torment of all consciences

when sin comes and gnaws them ; they run hither and" thither,

seek help here and there, and presume still to do a great deal

in order to pay God. A heart that is smitten by the law is

humbled indeed, therefore it falls down before the Lord and

asks grace; hut it lias still the fault that it ivill help itself: this

cannot be cast out of nature.'^ (Luther.) The common expres-

sion I loill pay thee all (ver. 29) holds good among men;—but

can it have place between the Most High and us, who are so

totally in His debt, and who can only pay every former debt out

of His own new gift and grace ? Thus the Lord pities not only

our poverty, but, in addition to this, our foolish anxiety, in which

we promise what is impossible ; and there is imparted to us un-

asked, nay, as it were, against our will, full and entire grace.

The previous debt is remitted in opposition to our a'Tirohojffu', this

7'emitting of the debt, however, is still to be distinguished (as

Luther has rightly indicated by the addition of the word also)

from the complete loosing out of the prison which we had pro-

perly again deserved by our wrong-asking. Go, thou poor man,

and know that thou hast a gracious King

!

Vers. 28-30. Here is a counter-question for Peter: How often

and how much must God forgive thee, how often has He forgiven

thee ? From which, then, the willingness to forgive his brother

must follow as an inference. But how slowly does the wicked,

harsh man learn this self-evident inference ! In the k^sX^coi^,

emphatically placed before, the parable turns to its centre-point

:

So let us go forth from the presence of God to walk and to act

with our neighbour, from the judgment- and mercy-seat of the

royal Father and paternal King, before Whom we stood, to our

fellow-servants and brethren. But this wicked servant, whom
our Lord holds up here as a warning example, has learned

nothing, has not in heart understood or received grace, but

carries it away as a robbery. He goes out as soon as he can,

light and joyful that he is only free again to go on as before.
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" lie who seeks only forfriveness from God, and not also a new
nature, would soon again lose the forgiveness also by new guilt,

contracted by the old nature." ^ He finds—as we all find at

every step, if only we seek—one of his felloio-servants ; it may
be one Avho was inferior to himself, as regards the high place he
filled in relation to the king, in which he could contract debts

so large; still minister and day-labourer are both servants of the

king, the former also only a fellow-servant, and the latter pro-

perly a servant and subject of the king, whom no one can seize

wrongfully against the law of the kingdom, without offending

the king. The debt may, in this case, have been small in com-
parison with the great debt of the other ; for, the thoughtless

spendthrift out of the king's treasury would have the will and
power to squander much, and would borrow but little from others.

Now for the first time, when, by being called to account himself,

the idea of remission or payment has come into his conscious-

ness, he thinks of his own Activa (as we would know nothing at

all of " sinning against us," did not God first speak to our con-

science of sin)—in order thereby to gather as much as possible

for the delayed payment. Which extreme perversity might then

be understood to represent the disposition of the Pharisees who,

by severe and harsh judgment, with respect to their neighbour,

seek to make themselves righteous before God. This, however,

seems to us to lie rather far back, amid the inexhaustible appli-

cations of which this parable is capable ; what is most directlv

meant is perversity in general, delineated in th.e manner of the

parable, the perversity that leads us not to have compassion on

others when God has had compassion on us (ver. 33). The
(^UTi'/.iVg or Tetrarch appealed on his own behalf to the law of

Israel—the servant ap])lics against the common man, his fellow-

servant, the still severer Roman law.'* The xpuTBtv and Tviyuv

were, so far, not properly " unlawful acts of violence," but a

practice warranted by law, according to which the creditor was

' So much is true, although, on the part of God, the actual forgiveness

of sins at all times affords the beginning of a change of heart. Doubtful,

at least hable to be misunderstood, is the statement of Alford: "We may
observe, that forgiveness of sins does not imi)ly a change of heart or prin-

ciple in the sinner."

^ Which mixture of things, according to Hug's remark, perfectly corre-

sponds to that period.
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allowed even to seize the debtor by the throat, and thus to lead

him into custody.^ The reading o, ri for u ri ocpziKsig is cer-

tainly only a correction ; and the latter is probably no " courtly

style of expression," but rather expresses the severity which

appeals to the fact with an unavoidable J^rgo : If thou owest

me anything, now must thou pay, I seize thee, and will not let

thee go till thou payest !
^ This would hold good before the

tribunal of any earthly kingdom, and must also hold good in the

outward sphere of the law ; but the law of love in the kingdom

of heaven absolutely forbids one M'ho is himself a pardoned

sinner from exercising every legal right against a fellow-sinner.

—The scene of humble suppliancy here repeats itself in the

same words; here, however, it is in its proper place, for one

servant mai/ pay to another, so far as, and what, he owes to him.

Our Lord, in order to bring out the contrast in the parable in

the most striking form, selects as the example a truly humble

debtor who acknowledges his debts (an ahsX(pog (Jbircci/oajv, or at

least Xiyojv [Mravooj ^vith which we ought to be satisfied) ; not,

as it generally happens, a bad fellow-servant, who might pro-

duce his counter-reckoning, " Tliou owest me as much, or more,

even, than I owe thee /" so that an endless quarrel would begin

between the sinners as to which of the two was in the other's

debt. In opposition to this humble servant He puts the wicked

servant, whose proud, heartless zeal for law is only provoked the

more, as very often happens, by the entreaty and confession of

the other, instead of letting himself be reminded with shame of

his own entreaty before, which was precisely the same. " He
would not, but threw him into prison"—is, in the first stage,

the end of the sad story ; but not the last end, for there is yet

another Judge above him who judges on earth.

Vers. 31-34. Yes, there are also good-hearted servants there

who understand better what pleases the king in his subjects, who,

with warm compassion, take the part of him who has been thus

^ According to the law in ohaeratos the debtor was adjudged to the

creditor : addicebatur—so. that the latter in nervum ducebat.

2 Not (Lange) any uncertainty about the proper reckoning : that which
thou owest me whatever it be. On the other hand, Alford finely observes,

that he is ashamed to name a small sum, and therefore expresses his claim

in a general form : Be it much or httle, this something, enough thou owest
me and must pay.
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liarshly treated, ami cannot forbear telling the whole story which
has grieved them to their lord, with whom they stand in the con-

fitlential relation of a like disposition. These are the pious ones,

who send up their sighs to the God of love on account of all the

want of love which they see around them ; and our Lord will

teach us by this feature in the parable, that certainly not merelv

through the omniscience of God, but in this instrumental way,

our new debt which we incur when we do not forgive our debtors

must come before God to our deejK'r shame. Tims must the

unmerciful one be put to shame, not only before the All-merci-

ful, but even before His merciful fellow-servants, and in this

already lies his convictive sentence : Wherefore didst thou also

not act thus?—Sinful man is sad (Ps. cxix. 13G)—the subject

is grieved and complains of it to the Lord ; but God Himself

the King, in His majesty, is angry. It is a pity that Luther's

rendering, ''knavish servant" (Schalksknecht), cannot be altered;

it certainly does not express properly what is here denoted by
the hovl.z vovTjps (in Munster ?V^)>2, l^y). Only now is 'rov/ipog

to be understood in the most proper sense of the word ; not

before, with all the wilful contracting of debt in blindness, but

now, when he to whom the same things are done, exercises no

compassion. For " this is the climax of our depravity, that we
are beggars with God, and yet tyrants with our bretliren" (Hel-

ferich). Now first, after the foregoing ff'^Xccyy^vtZ^zadcii comes

the proper opyiZ^Sffdat, which should not be overlooked by the

softheartedness which concludes far too much from the first ex-

ercise of compassion on the part of God, as if He could not and

will not be angry. Here again, before the anger breaks out,

the king, judging the unmerciful servant out of a heart full of

compassion, condescendingly demonstrates why he has deserved

tlie 'TTOVYipi. This, however, is also the Kplffig avikzojg, Jam. ii. 13.

/ forgave thee all that debt (the entire great reckoning still is

there, not yet iri'evocably blotted out and cast away, and is now

held up before him anew !)—that was my royal act done in per-

fect earnest. Wherefore and for what? What hast thou given

or offered to me for it? Nothing but an entreaty ; and that not

as it should have been, for forgiveness, but only for patience, till

thou shouldst pay only with still more wickedness and new debt,

seeing that thou hadst nothinn-. But I have reckoned thine

anxiety to thee for honesty, and have made thy wrong entreaty
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itself the legal ground ofmy compassion, g^rs; TapzKaKZtjug [m—
as soon as anl because thou didst entreat me ! Now, tliat thou

shouldst have exercised a like compassion, was self-evident : Was
it not so ? This smites the conscience, in ourselves moreover,

to whom this condition of grace is expressly laid down,— as in

this parable, so in all the Word of God—and who have it put

into our mouths in our daily prayer to the Father. Here we
see then that God's forgiveness is not and cannot be a(i,zrcx,fjji-

Arirog ; that the remitted account of former sins (2 Pet. i. 9)

still hangs over all who turn grace into presumption, and must

again become perfectly valid against them. (Ezek. xviii. 24,

xxxiii. 13.) Here we have a decision upon the theological ques-

tion, iitrum peccata semel dimissa redeant. Therefore now strict

law returns in the king's sentence : till he should pa}/ all that loas

due! Of this paying as impossible, and this till as unending, we
have already spoken on Matt. v. 26 (of which we are here re-

minded). Is it till the debt be worked out? It is a prison that

is spoken of, and not a house of correction ; it will certainly be

the TriJp cciaviov, ver. 8. (Mark ix. 43, 44.)^ Or until he learns

again to entreat? This he would probably do immediately

again, but it would now be still less true asking than it was the

time before. Formerly the king acted only as a creditor towards

the debtor; now in addition to this as a judge against the tov^j-

pog ; and the (^ufTccviffrai (which can hardly be the mere official

name for ^i(T[jjO(pvkoczig) must so execute the aggravated sentence,

that any softening of the hard heart that was not softened by
love, is as little to be hoped for from this tormenting, as that the

poor debtor under the rack can gather either a first or a last

farthing.

Ver. 35. This is also from the Sermon on the Mount, chap,

vi. 14, 15. But in the more emphatic repetition here it is no

longer ^'your Father" as it is there—but "il/?/ heavenly Father,^

in whose name and commission I, by way of warning, announce

to you this principle, according to which if you judge yourselves

the matter is as I have said ! My Father, who remains not the

less King, Lord, and Judge." Ovroog ;
" precisely so as the

Cnrysostom : TovTsan, '^iyivskZ; ovt£ ydp dTrohaast ttotL

* ^ETTovpxuiog (other reading ovouvto;) occui's with Tr^rvip only here in

the Gospels, nay in the whole New Testament ; and generally, it is found
only here in the first three Gospels.
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parable represents it, and not otherwise, will He do to you also

My disciples and Apostles—«/ye (of course not in a single in-

stance, but perseveringly and permanently as the definitive re-

sult) forgive not your brethren." Ta 'jra^UTrruJiJjUTOt, avrojv

cannot possibly be a spurious addition, but belongs essentially

to the conclusion of the parable, as explanation of the huvziu, and

opuXofJUZvu—as, in like manner, the important expression, " from

the heart," belongs also essentially to the matter. In this word,

finally, all judgment is referred to Him who alone knows the

heart, before whom every one who forgives not from the heart is

already bound in heaven and shut out, although the church on

earth mav not know it.

END OF VOL. ri.
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